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no specialists in either ancient philosophy or classical studies, the editors
have decided to avoid using Greek fonts in the text for the most part, but
to add quotations in Greek in footnotes.





INTRODUCTION

Pierre Destrée and Fritz-Gregor Herrmann

It is not the least paradox that Plato is both the western philosopher who
more than any other cites, or alludes to, works of poetry, and the one
who is at the same time the harshest critic of poetry. Among the poets
who feature in Plato’s work, Homer, unsurprisingly, holds pride of place.
He is the poet quoted by far the most in Plato’s dialogues, and Socrates
says in Republic X that he has loved him from early childhood onwards;
yet, Plato seems to be fully committed to banish him from his ideal city
as the poet par excellence. From another perspective, if traditional epic,
lyric, tragic and also comic poetry are vigorously condemned for their
appeal to pleasure without reason, while Plato is advocating a new kind
of poetry, Plato’s own audience—ancient as well as modern—has always
taken great pleasure in the multifaceted poetry of his exquisite art of
writing, in which myths and poetical images play an important role. The
politeia of the Laws is itself described as a poetical mimesis!

One way of addressing this paradox is to observe that Plato wanted
to replace the works of Homer and the poets with philosophy, that is
his philosophy, and that he therefore presents his own art of writing
as a sort of new poetry. As Aristophanes famously made his character
Aeschylus say: ‘Small children have a teacher to advise them; for young
men there’s the poets’ (Frogs, –). Since Plato obviously wants
to deny that traditional poets have the right knowledge which would
allow them to be such teachers, and since time and again he insists that
only philosophy provides such knowledge, wholesale condemnation of
the poets and a complete replacement of poetry with philosophy, which
could in turn be taken as a guide for the ‘new’, ‘Platonic’ poets, would
seem the solution. And many passages in the dialogues certainly reflect
such a tendency; it is quite probable that the famous expression of ‘the old
quarrel between philosophy and poetry’ most of all reflects Plato’s own
engagement with the poets. But throughout his career, from the Apology
and the Ion to the Laws, Plato does not tire of visiting and revisiting
poetry—an indication that this quarrel was all but straightforward. And
at the same time, reception of and intertextuality with the poets have a
formative part in Plato’s own compositions. We, as readers, are thus well
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advised not to take the different angles of his repeated attacks for black-
and-white critiques, or pure and simple rejection. And it should also be
duly noticed that Plato’s emphasis and perspective may in fact vary quite
dramatically in accordance with the topic or topics that are the professed
focus of a particular dialogue, and that there is thus the possibility that
theweight and status, or even themeaning, of central concepts or themes,
like mimesis or inspiration, may vary accordingly.

The nineteen essays in this volume focus either on one or more of the
central themes that recur in Plato’s dealing with the poets, or on a dia-
logue and the way or ways in which poetry and the poets are discussed
there. There has been no attempt, on the part of the authors or on the
part of the editors, at unification. While certain recurring themes crys-
tallise themselves with increasing complexity in the course of the vari-
ous discussions, there remain both contradictions and incompatibilities
between results on the one hand, and on the other a number of loose ends
and unresolved issues. Overall, however, it is hoped that the volume in
its present form conveys not just an idea of the richness andmultifaceted
nature of Plato’s appreciation, analysis and criticism of poetry, but also
marks some progress in the long-standing debate over Plato’s attitude—
or should this be attitudes?—to poetry and the poets.

The collection opens with two chapters which, in very different ways,
look, among other things, through Plato at texts and authors, philoso-
phers and poets, before Plato.

In ‘What Ancient Quarrel Between Philosophy and Poetry?’, Glenn
Most revisits the question of the historical content of Socrates’ remark
in Republic X that there was an ancient quarrel between poetry and
philosophy. Surveying statements by Xenophanes and Heraclitus, Most
argues that, whomever they criticised for whatever reasons, they did not
criticise them qua poets or because they wrote poetry. Conversely, Most
contends, in extant archaic and classical Greek poetry, there are, with one
exception, no instances of criticism of philosophy; nor could one easily
imagine how there could have been. In examining, then, the evidence of
the quotations adduced by Socrates himself as evidence of poetry’s side
of this ancient quarrel, of which Socrates has presented the other side,
philosophy, Most concludes that lack of context makes it impossible, on
each occasion, to identify the target; but that diction and metre suggest,
for all four quotations, Old Comedy, the genre of Aristophanes, the one
genre of which we know that it actually did attack philosophers, as the
source; and that Socrates’ and thus Plato’s point would be much stronger
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if these quotations had currency in fourth-century Athens in some form
and were recognised as attacks against philosophers by at least part of
Plato’s readers. That Plato at least could thus, in sincerity, let Socrates
speak of that ancient quarrel tells us most of all something significant
about Plato and about ancient philosophy.

In ‘Poetry and Rhetoric in the Gorgias’, Fritz-Gregor Herrmann sug-
gests that at least one strand in Plato’s criticism of poetry operates with-
out the notions of either divine dispensation, inspiration, possession and
madness on the one hand, or on the other mimetic imitation or repre-
sentation. Criticism of poetry in the Gorgias is criticism of the poets’
lack of knowledge; this, however, is the one feature that remains con-
stant throughout Plato’s dealing with the poets, from the early dialogues
to the Laws. As poetry is in the Gorgias criticised in the wider context
of a discussion of rhetoric, this dialogue provides the modern reader
with a unique opportunity to assess how dispensable or indispensable
those other features like theia moira, enthousiasmos and mimêsis are to
Plato’s criticism of poetry. A decision on these issues is bound up with
the question of Plato’s development, at least as far as his stance to poetry
and the poets is concerned. At the same time, as both the wider dis-
cussion of rhetoric and the specific treatment of poetry contain implicit
and explicit references to the writings of Gorgias of Leontini, the ques-
tion of a pre-Platonic poetics to which Plato responded may need re-
opening.

The five chapters following are concerned with aspects of Plato’s discus-
sion of poetry which arise in other dialogues usually regarded as com-
posed before the Republic.

Starting from the Ion and theRepublic, but having Plato’s whole œuvre
in view, Catherine Collobert (‘Poetry as Flawed Reproduction: Posses-
sion and Mimesis’) establishes as two parameters in Plato’s discussion of
poetry the notions of divine possession and inspiration on the one hand,
and ofmimêsis on the other. From the outset, there is a tension between
divine inspiration, which deprives the human poet both of any share in
the poetic achievement and of rationality altogether, and the technê or
skill which poetry claims for itself. But even as Plato moves from the
notion of the poet as a transmitter, as discussed in the Ion, to that of a
mimêtês or imitator, as discussed in the Republic, those aspects of the
assessment of the poet do not change: the imitator, too, lacks rationality
and does not aim at the truth; here, too, poetry does not entail human
creativity. But the mimetic model also seems to deprive the poet of the
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possibility of conveying truth that the model of divine inspiration cer-
tainly allowed for.This apparent contradiction is overcomeby the sugges-
tion that Plato conceives of poetry “as a mimetic activity that rests upon
possession.”This, though, does not absolve the poet, as, while being pos-
sessed and inspired, in his ignorance he does not ask for the right things.

After Collobert’s wide-ranging discussion, the next two chapters, in
developing their different positions, touch on some of the same mate-
rial. The topic of Carlotta Capuccino’s discussion is Plato’s dialogue Ion
(‘Plato’s Ion and the Ethics of Praise’). Is the theme of that dialogue the
poet or the paedeutic function of poetry, and is poetry criticised and con-
demned, or is it praised? Capuccino’s contention is that, for good rea-
sons, the rhapsode, rather than the poet, is Socrates’ real interest in the
dialogue. The rhapsode as hermêneus, however, is, contrary to popular
modern opinion, not a knowledgeable interpreter of the poet. As medi-
ator of the poet’s voice, he is singing the poet’s praises. But praise of a
poet who does not know, just as praise by a poet of something he does
not know, is dangerous, as it can lead to even the good man’s listening
because of the pleasure it provides through its being divinely inspired.
Criticism of the rhapsode as praiser is thus criticism of the poet’s educa-
tional authority.

Following Capuccino, Francisco Gonzalez (‘The Hermeneutics of
Madness: Poet and Philosopher in Plato’s Ion and Phaedrus’) takes up the
issue of the poet as conveying hermêneus. Socrates maintains that such a
conveyor of the thought of one person on one matter must, if skilled, i.e.
possessing knowledge, be able to convey another’s thought on the same
matter; but possessing the appropriate technê will put the rhapsode in a
position not only of understanding the skills that form the subject mat-
ter of poetry, but also the skill of poetry itself. Being able to speak well
about Homer without this leaves as only alternative divine inspiration.
But Gonzalez observes that, in the dialogues, Socrates speaks about the
very subjects about which, according to Socrates, Homer speaks. Does
he, the great professor of ignorance, speak with technê, or is he, too, out
of his mind? The solution to this puzzle is contained in the Phaedrus,
where the mad lover is described in the same terms as the poet in the
Ion. But the mad philosopher is possessed without having lost his mind:
his sôphrosynê hasmastered the danger posed by theMuses; he is the true
interpreter.

From a different angle, Stefan Büttner, too, approaches the subject of
inspiration (‘Inspiration and Inspired Poets in Plato’s Dialogues’). Proof
that Socrates, and thereby Plato, Büttner suggests, is not ironic when
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praising the divinely inspired in the Ion and in the Phaedrus is, not least,
that when the dispassionate Aristotle speaks about inspiration he does so
in earnest. Büttner then proceeds to show how inspiration is integrated
into Plato’s psychology, and how others besides poets are affected by
inspiration. The Politicus, Timaeus and Philebus confirm that nous is the
part of the soul affected by divine inspiration, as stated centrally in the
Phaedrus; it is this which allows the philosopher to harness sôphrosynê
and andreia. But Büttner maintains in addition that Plato’s claim that
poets are divinely inspired is also intended to account for the fact that
actual good poets make justifiable ethical claims, even if they themselves
cannot justify them rationally. But these inspired poets exceed by far the
empiricists who, likewise without rational justification, attempt to make
pronouncements on good and bad on the basis of observed patterns in
the sensible realm; they are outshone only by the achievements of the
inspired philosophers who provide a rational account in addition.

In ‘Plato, Poetry andCreativity’, Dominic Scott explores and explicates
three different models or conceptions of what poetry is, with two fur-
ther diverging comments in other contexts, and investigates the respects
in which these models are compatible and, more significantly, to what
extent they are irreconcilably different. With a focus on the Symposium,
Scott contrasts divine inspiration, theia moira, of the Ion and Meno,
which locates the source and impetus of the poets’ creativity outside
the composing subject, with the poets’ incomplete ascent in the Sym-
posium, which leaves the agency with the composer who, however, falls
short of reaching the ultimate goal of divine and everlasting truth, and
with themodel of theGorgias, paralleled in RepublicVI, which lacks any
reference to the eternal, and differentiates poetic and rhetorical activ-
ity from philosophical activity purely in terms of acting from routine
and experience rather than acting on the basis of knowledge of the
truth.

Analysing the dialogue from within, Elizabeth Belfiore provides a
detailed discussion of Plato’s use of poetry and of poets in the Symposium
(‘Poets at the Symposium’). All the speeches at Agathon’s drinking party
are in dialogue with poetry, argues Belfiore. But whereas the first five
speakers quote poetry out of context in their unphilosophical praise
of Eros, unaware of implicit contradictions which the Platonic reader
can find between the lines, Diotima, as reported by Socrates, alludes to
poetry, without quoting, without doing violence to the original contexts;
moreover, first among the ‘poets’ for her is Parmenides. In a careful
interpretation of these observations, Belfiore determines Plato’s stance to
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the question of poetry and philosophy by analysis of what Plato is doing
with, as much as what he is saying about, poetry.

Next, there are six contributions centring around the Republic. Discus-
sion of poetry is both a central theme within the dialogue and arguably
what has sparked the greatest response in reception of Plato. But despite
the vastness of scholarly literature on the two famous critiques of poetry
in the Republic, the main issues involved are still very controversial: the
status of tragedy, the aim and the parameters of the new poetry advo-
cated by Plato, the meaning of mimesis, the problem of the consistency
between the two critiques of poetry.

In ‘Tragedy, Women and the Family in the Republic’, PenelopeMurray
suggests four ways in which Plato’s criticism of poetry, especially tragedy,
is connected with his implicit negative attitude towards women. Her
focus is on the application to women, in Book V of the Republic, of
the programme of education of the two upper tiers of Plato’s society,
as outlined in Books II and III, on what this would mean for women,
and for Plato’s stance towards women. In pointing to the connection
between lamentation and the feminine in Greek culture in general and in
Plato’s early dialogues in particular, Murray argues that of the two main
elements of early musical education mentioned in Republic II and III,
namely emphasis on stories about the gods as just models of behaviour
and stories about heroes as brave and self-controlled men, the second
holds the key to the male model of psychology that underlies the whole
of Plato’s conception of the state and man within it, including his views
on degenerate forms of society and character in Books VIII and IX. That
this is bound up with a specifically male type of poetry is reconfirmed in
Book X.

Murray touches on Plato’s psychology in connectionwith his poetry as
well as on the central notion of mimêsis, ‘enactment’ or ‘representation’.
These two issues are taken up by Gabriel Richardson Lear and Jera
Marušič. Lear and Marušič attack the old question of the consistency
or otherwise of the notion of mimêsis in Republic Book III and Book X.
Both argue that there is only one notion of mimêsis at play, and no shift
in meaning involved.

In ‘Mimesis and Psychological Change in Republic III’, Gabriel Rich-
ardson Lear seesmimêsis specifically as ‘appearance-making’. Plato’s prin-
cipal objection in Book III of theRepublicdoes not concern the danger of
thinking oneself into another’s character, but in taking pleasure in what
it is not good to take pleasure in, in imitating and representing different
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characters. In the Republic,mimêsis is not criticised qua impersonation,
but it may nevertheless have a negative psychological effect because of
the addictive pleasure entailed in acting out an inconstant, uncontrolled
multitude of manners.

In ‘Poets and Mimesis in the Republic’, Jera Marušič approaches the
apparent differences between Book III and Book X of the Republic
through a semantic analysis of the notion of mimêsis. Her contention,
too, is that what constitutesmimêsis, themeaning of the term, is the same
throughout the Republic; application to different objects imitated and
represented, however, results in differences in the attributes such cases
of mimêsis have, and thus effectively in different types of mimêsis. In a
discussion of relevant passages in Republic X, Marušič develops a differ-
entiated picture of exactly what Plato lets Socrates accuse poets of, and of
the means he employs in introducing and exploiting the analogy of the
painter, his craft and activity as a parallel to the poets.

In a number of chapters, the difference in context and direction of
Books II and III on the one hand, Book X on the other, has been noted;
different aspects of this tension are explored by Stephen Halliwell in ‘An-
tidotes and Incantations: Is There a Cure for Poetry in Plato’s Republic?’.
Halliwell’s prime contention is to set into relation Plato’s criticism of po-
etry and the appreciation of poetry variously expressed in the dialogues.
His concern is not least with the effect these two seemingly conflicting
attitudes have had in the history of direct and indirect reception of Pla-
to and Platonism, and how an understanding of these reactions to Plato
may be in line with what Plato himself may have allowed the ‘philosoph-
ical lover of poetry’. His target is the first half of RepublicX as the key text
suggesting to many readers that banishing poetry from the state express-
es Plato’s own ultimate position in the matter; Halliwell’s antidote to a
doctrinally rigid reading is an interpretation of the frame of the argument
andwhatHalliwell calls ‘Socrates’ epilogue’; in his reassessment,Halliwell
draws attention to the circumstance that Book X is addressing different
sensitivities of the reader from those addressed in Books II and III.

In ‘Tragedy, Pity and Thumos’, Pierre Destrée addresses a discrepancy
between Republic II–III and Republic X of another order: the apparent
absence of the middle element of the soul, the thumos, from Book X.
While the soul of the earlier part of the Republic is tripartite, falling into
a rational part, logistikon, the collective of the desires, epithymêtikon,
and, in between them, a spirited part or spirit, thymoeides or thumos,
the division of the soul relied on in Book X is, it seems, the pre-Platonic
bipartite division into a rational and an irrational part. By analysis of the
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function of the thumos in the earlier part of the Republic, and by relating
this function specifically to the education of the young throughmousikê,
i.e. in the first place poetry, Destrée shows how the thumos is very much
the target of what is said about poetry and its effect on the soul also in
the last book of the Republic.

Plato’s analysis of the soul is also at the centre of the chapter by Rachel
Singpurwalla (‘Soul Division and Mimesis in Republic X’). Singpurwalla
argues that the division of the soul in RepublicX paints a picture of parts
being defined in terms of cognitive tendencies; this, she argues, is Plato’s
fundamental criterion, as already laid out in the Protagoras; the tripartite
division of the soul inRepublic IV–IX, apparently determined by different
values, must be interpreted against this background; what is said about
painting and poetry in Book X forms a key to our understanding of the
soul as divided along cognitive lines. Plato’s views on poetry and its role
in education and society must in turn be interpreted in light of this.

In ‘Image-making in Republic X and the Sophist’, Noburu Notomi begins
by revisiting, as does Most in the first chapter in this volume, Socrates’
statement in Republic X of the ancient quarrel between poetry and phi-
losophy. Notomi draws attention to the circumstance that not only was
philosophy a new thing in Plato’s days, ‘poetry’ as well was something
not previously conceptualised as a unified object. In this sense, too, it is
Plato who invents the ancient quarrel between the two. In his discussion,
Notomi emphasises the close relation between the discussion of poetry
in Republic X with the discussion of the image-maker in the Sophist.
Notomi’s contention is that the intertextuality between these two texts
forces us to re-evaluate what is said in the earlier text at a deeper onto-
logical level.Through nuanced analysis, Notomi can show, in the Sophist,
too, a space for the philosopher as image-maker, in contradistinction to
the mere apparition-maker who produces nothing of worth.

In ‘A Transfer of Energy: Lyric Eros in Phaedrus’, Elizabeth Pender
offers a reading of the Phaedrus that analyses this dialogue as Plato’s
response to the poets’ treatment of the power of Eros. While Eros in
poetry is a predominantly dangerous force, Plato, in using especially
archaic poetry, integrates elements of Eros/erôs and poetic possession
into his tripartite image of the soul, where they can be productive in
conjunction with reason. Plato builds a dialectic of the poets’ external
control and compulsion exercised by Eros and the internal, self-imposed
control that is reasoned sôphrosynê. The inconstancy that follows the
rule by unbridled erotic frenzy in many ways echoes the inconstancy
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Lear sees as the result of exposing the young to any sort of mimetic
poetry. But Plato’s own creation in the Phaedrus, the central myth of the
soul as charioteer, too, is influenced by, and to some extent modelled in
its diction and imagery on, lyric predecessors and their depiction of a
winged Eros and the madness he conveys.

The issue of the good, philosophical poet raised, inter alios, by Col-
lobert and Halliwell, is also addressed by Gretchen Reydams-Schils. In
‘Myth and Poetry in theTimaeus’, Reydams-Schils begins with the obser-
vation that, just as the Socrates of the early dialogues, the Socrates of the
Timaeus, too, is ironic in his disavowal of expertise and his assertion that
in his interlocutors he has found experts that can fulfil his passionate
desire to see his politeia in action. When Socrates compares his creation
of a city to the works of painters and poets, the reader must nevertheless
reckon with the possibility of a different kind of creation from those con-
demned in theRepublic, as the philosophical poet is also amakerwith one
eye on the forms. The subsequent accounts by Critias and Timaeus then
exemplify two types of story and of story-telling, two types of approach:
the memorised factual account, and the story, however imperfect, com-
posed in accordance with knowledge and the truth. In Timaeus, Plato
portrays the ideal writer whose creative recreation itself creates reality.

The last two chapters offer readings of Plato’s view of poetry and the poets
in his last work, theLaws. In ‘ ‘Correctness’ andPoetic Knowledge: Choric
Poetry in the Laws’, Antony Hatzistavrou addresses the question of the
conditions of correct choric poetry in Book II of the Laws. He differ-
entiates between different levels of knowledge and different aspects of
mimetic correctness. Because a primary function of music in the Laws is
educational, as had been the case in the Republic, Hatzistavrou’s analy-
sis serves to bring out both similarities and consistencies across the two
works, and also differences, at least in emphasis and the degree of speci-
ficity. The result is an argued re-evaluation of the psychological condi-
tions and the epistemological parameters of composition and reception
of music and poetry at this final stage of Plato’s development.

In ‘Legislation as a Tragedy’, Susan Sauvé Meyer, finally, argues that
an interpretation of Plato’s discussion of tragedy in Book VII of the Laws
must take as its starting point theAthenian’s statement that the legislation
that constitutes the subject of the Laws, rather than true philosophy or
Plato’s dialogues, is claimed to be the finest tragedy. In introducing this
metaphor of ‘tragedy’, Plato does not refer to the legislation presented
in the dialogue as calamitous, a necessary evil, in short, not in any
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modern sense of the word tragic; Plato’s metaphor refers to tragedy as
a genre, and it is the task of the interpreter to ascertain in what way this
metaphor applies. A key feature of tragedy was its competitive setting:
something also seen in the confrontation with aspiring tragic poets in
LawsVII. Another key feature is the chorus, and the chorus is the primary
means of education in Laws II. But the nature of tragedy is imitative
representation, and in this sense, Meyer demonstrates, the laws in the
Laws indeed represent imperfectly the best life.

The reader of Plato’s dialoguesmay in the final analysis well be confronted
not with one ‘poetics’, or with two contrasting models, but with several
models of what poetry is and what the poets do.1 The fact that a limited
number of text passages can elicit such fundamentally different readings
and responses, though, is also an indication that we are still far from a
comprehensive account of Plato’s thinking about poetry. May the nine-
teen discussions presented here help in the illumination and elucidation
of Plato’s ongoing dialogue with the poets.

1 An observationmade by Walter Cavini towards the end of the Louvain conference.



chapter one

WHAT ANCIENT QUARREL
BETWEEN PHILOSOPHY AND POETRY?*

Glenn W. Most

My title derives from a celebrated passage in Plato’s Republic, one that is
cited regularly in scholarly discussions of his view of poetry. It occurs in
Book X, near the end of the second extended analysis of poetry in that
work:

Then let this be our defense—now that we’ve returned to the topic of
poetry—that, in view of its nature, we had reason to banish it from the
city earlier, for our argument compelled us to do so. But in case we are
charged with a certain harshness and lack of sophistication, let’s also tell
poetry that there is an ancient quarrel between it and philosophy, which is
evidenced by such expressions as that “dog yelping at its master,” the one
that is shrieking; “great in the empty eloquence of fools”; the “mobof overly
wise critics”; and the “subtle thinkers” who are “beggars all”; and myriad
other signs of this ancient opposition of theirs.1

These words of Plato’s are familiar; yet despite—or perhaps because
of—their very familiarity, they turn out upon closer inspection to be
full of unexpected perplexities. Just what kind of opposition between
poetry and philosophy is denoted by the vague words diaphora and
enantiôsis?Are the poetic phrases Socrates cites intended to provemerely
the claim that that opposition existed, or also the further claim that it
was ancient, and if so how are we to understand that quality of being

* My thanks to Susanne Gödde, Alan Griffiths, Maria Chiara Martinelli, and Mario
Telò for their timely, thoughtful, and expert advice on an earlier written version; and to
Lowell Edmunds, Richard Hunter, and Dirk Obbink for their stimulating discussion of
an oral presentation at Komotini in September .

1 Rep. X, b–c. Τα�τα δ�, �	ην, �π�λελ�γ�σ�ω �μ�ν �ναμνησ�ε�σιν περ� π�ι�-
σεως, �τι ε�κ�τως �ρα τ�τε α τ!ν "κ τ#ς π�λεως �πεστ$λλ�μεν τ�ια%την �&σαν' ( γ)ρ
λ�γ�ς �μ*ς +,ρει. πρ�σε.πωμεν δ/ α τ+#, μ! κα. τινα σκληρ�τητα �μ0ν κα� �γρ�ικ.αν
καταγν10, �τι παλαι) μ$ν τις δια	�ρ)	ιλ�σ�	.2α τε κα� π�ιητικ+#' κα� γ)ρ � “λακ$ρυ4α
πρ5ς δεσπ�ταν κ%ων” "κε.νη κραυγ64�υσα κα� “μ$γας "ν �	ρ�νων κενεαγ�ρ.αισι”
κα� ( “τ0ν διασ�	ων 78λ�ς κριτ0ν” κα� �9 “λεπτ0ς μεριμν0ντες,” �τι �ρα “π$ν�νται,”
κα� �λλα μυρ.α σημε�α παλαι*ς "ναντι:σεως τ�%των. This translation, as well as all
other ones in this article, is taken from Cooper (); I have modified it, and the Greek
text, to reflect my understanding of the poetic quotations (see below), and I have added
a translation of the final words, which are oddly lacking there.
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ancient? Furthermore, although Socrates speaks about a quarrel between
two contestants, can we be sure that it was an equally balanced dispute,
given that all the phrases he cites are from poets against philosophers?
How are we to understand the fact that he speaks of a contest not
between individual writers, between poets and philosophers, but rather
between two modes of discourse, poetry and philosophy, given that all
the quotations seem to be directed against single individuals or loose
collections of individuals? And above all, how are we to interpret the
specific phrases he cites—who wrote them, and what did their original
authorsmean by them, and howdo they now function within the present
argumentative context into which Plato has inserted them?

To some extent, most of these issues have already been discussed by
a number of other scholars,2 though of course I at least am hopeful
that reconsidering them here will turn out to have some degree of
usefulness. But along with these other questions, there is another, no less
fundamental one, which does not seem to have been adequately explored
at all, or even acknowledged more than a couple of times: whether in
fact there was in reality, or was not, any kind of ancient quarrel between
philosophy and poetry of the sort that Plato describes here.

To limit the possibilities of misunderstanding, let me try to be more
precise. My question is not whether or not there was, within the philo-
sophical writings of Plato, a long-standing dispute between poetry and
philosophy. For the scholarly consensus is that there indeed was, and
this view is manifestly well founded.3 From the early Ion through the
moremature Symposium, Phaedrus, andRepublic, until the late Laws—to
mention only these dialogues—Plato’s own quarrel with the poets is well
established, deep-rooted, persistent, recurrent, explicit, and intense. So
no one is likely to dispute the claim that Plato’s philosophy engaged syn-
chronically in a systematic disagreement with poets and poetry and that
this disagreement lasted diachronically throughout his whole career.

But by the same token it is obviously impossible to understand Socra-
tes’ phrase “an ancient quarrel between philosophy and poetry” as refer-
ring to the domain of Plato’s philosophy—not only because to do so
would irrevocably destroy the historical fiction of Plato’s Republic (at the

2 See for example Gould (), –; Rosen (), –; Nightingale (), –
; Kannicht (), –, –; Murray (), –; Levin (), –;
Naddaf (), –.

3 See, besides theworks listed in the preceding note, also e.g.Murdoch (); Ferrari
(); Asmis (); Moss ().
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dramatic date of the dialogue, Socrates is unlikely to have known very
much about the development of Plato’s writings from their beginning to
end), but also because Socrates’ words are manifestly designed to jus-
tify his present disparagement of poetry—or at least to deflect possible
criticism of it—by referring to a conspicuous and long-standing hostility
between the two discourses, of which Plato can presume his readers to
know not only that it exists but also that it stands outside of and is prior
to the current discussion and is now finding in that discussion only its
most recent (and, perhaps, most perfect) instantiation. It thus seems cer-
tain that Plato can only mean Socrates to be making the claim that there
was a well-known and well-established ancient quarrel between poetry
and philosophy long preceding the fictional date of this dialogue.

So the question arises: was there? In modern scholarship, the phrase
“ancient quarrel between philosophy and poetry” has been used so often
that it has become rather hackneyed; for example it figures prominently
in the titles not only of a recent book on Plato’s views of poetry4but also of
various studies devoted to aspects of the relations between Greek poetry
and philosophy in general.5 Particularly its use in studies of the latter sort
suggests that at least some modern scholars assume that such a quarrel
really was a general feature of ancient Greek culture before Socrates—
in other words, they seem to consider Plato to be a reliable witness to a
real Greek tradition of hostility between poetry and philosophy which
existed independently before Plato (and indeed before Socrates). Is this
because they have examined the matter and found Plato’s words to be
an accurate reflection of it, or because they have simply adopted his
authority unquestioningly? Perhaps it is worth reexamining the question
to see just what the evidence for such a quarrelmight be. After all, already
in , in his commentary on this passage, Adam (), . pointed
out, “There are few traces of this ‘ancient feud’ in the extant fragments
of early Greek poetry.” And in recent years the voices of those who in
one way or another have called the very existence of such a quarrel into
doubt have multiplied: thus Brock (),  argues that “the ‘ancient
quarrel between philosophy and poetry’ is for Plato essentially amatter of
comedy attacking philosophy,” Nightingale (),  claims that “Plato’s
suggestion that there is an ‘ancient quarrel’ between these two genres
should not be interpreted as true historical reportage; rather, it is part
of a bold rhetorical strategy designed to define philosophy and invest it

4 E.g. Levin ().
5 E.g. Rosen (), Gould (), Kannicht ().
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with a near-timeless status,” and Murray (),  suggests that Plato
was “anxious to establish the antiquity of the quarrel between philosophy
and poetry, but one suspects that it was largely of his own making.”6 So
let us reconsider the evidence for such a quarrel.

As is well known, in culture as in marriage, any good quarrel needs
two sides. Let us begin with the one side, philosophy attacking poetry:
setting aside for the moment the difference between individual expo-
nents of the two discourses and the discourses themselves, let us ask what
the evidence is for philosophers criticizing poets before Socrates. Xeno-
phanes, as has often been pointed out in discussions of Plato’s “quarrel,”7
explicitly polemicizes against the representation of the gods to be found
in Homer and Hesiod (B–D–K), and also opposes the symposi-
astic custom of singing songs about the wars of the Titans, Giants, and
Centaurs (B ).8 And the influence of Xenophanes’ critique of epic theol-
ogy on Plato’s own criticism of the poets’ portrayal of the gods in Book II
of the Republic is manifest. So it is tempting to think of Xenophanes as
one of the philosophical critics of poetry of whom Plato is thinking. But
even if it is not unlikely that Plato himself may have understood Xeno-
phanes in this way, it is worth remembering that fromour standpoint it is
easy to recognize that Xenophanes—who is writing his compositions in
the same verse measures as the poets he is criticizing and who is present-
ing them, as far as we can tell, at the very same sorts of public rhapsodic
recitations as the ones at which epic poetry was performed—represents
not so much an attack upon poetry from without, from an external and
heteronomousdiscourse like philosophy, as rather fromwithin, from the
discourse of poetry itself: like perhaps Hesiod (Theog. –), and cer-
tainly Solon (Fr. West), Pindar (e.g.,Nem. .–), and somany other
archaic verse writers, he is in a certain sense just one more poet who is
criticizing other poets for their not telling what it is that he calls the truth
(but that comes down in the end to the particular version of tradition
that, in some determinate circumstances, for whatever reason, he hap-
pens to prefer). After all, if Xenophanes was really opposed to poetry on
principle, why on earth did he choose to make use exclusively of it for

6 Cf. also Schlesier (), who examines the related question of how we are to
understand Plato’s claim that the doctrine of poetic inspiration was ancient (see below).

7 E.g., Adam (), .; Nightingale (), ; Murray (), .
8 It is unclear just what kind of custom Xenophanes has in mind; certainly topics

like these seem quite foreign to most of what we think we know about archaic Greek
symposia. Does this passage provide evidence for the performance of Hesiod’sTheogony
at such symposia?
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all of his own writings? So, however Plato understood Xenophanes, and
whether or not he was thinking of him here, Xenophanes is hardly likely
to have understood himself to be a philosopher criticizing poets—not
only in the trivial sense that, at the time he was writing, the word “phi-
losophy” had not yet been invented, but also in the larger andmore inter-
esting sense that Xenophanes’ role as polemical rhapsode is characteristic
of dimensions of archaic Greek poetry as a social institution whose rela-
tions with philosophy as it later came to be constituted are complex and
indirect.9

What, then of Heraclitus, the only other pre-Socratic philosopherwho
is regularly cited in connection with this Platonic passage?10 Heraclitus
too, to be sure, attacks Homer, Hesiod, and Archilochus by name (
A , B , , , , D–K)—but he attacks not only these poets but
also other figures, like Pythagoras, Hecataeus, and Xenophanes: indeed
he does so in one of the very same aphorisms in which he also criticizes
Hesiod (B ). Of Heraclitus’ targets, Xenophaneswrote poetry, in which
inter alia he attacked other poets; Hecataeus wrote in prose; Pythagoras
probably did not write anything at all, and the works attributed to him
later were in prose. So there seems little reason to think that Heraclitus
was particularly opposed to poetry, or was attacking Homer, Hesiod,
and Archilochus because they were poets. Rather, his criticisms of poets
seem to be coherent with his attacks on any and all figures within Greek
culture who made claims for authoritative wisdom, in whatever domain,
but who did not live up to Heraclitus’ own high standards—in politics,
for example, the Ephesians (B ), and in mysteries and other religious
practices a number of ritual figures and procedures (e.g., B , , D–K).
So neither does Heraclitus seem to provide strong independent evidence
for such a quarrel.

But apart fromXenophanes and Heraclitus, there is no other plausible
pre-Socratic philosopher who can significantly hold down the philoso-
phers’ end of the ancient quarrel to which Socrates refers.11 So the evi-
dence for a tradition of philosophers quarreling with poets is, if not quite
non-existent, at best very scanty.

9 Of course, Greek philosophy as a whole may be said to have grown eventually out
of such dimensions of archaic Greek poetry. But that is a different story, which I have
discussed elsewhere: Most ().

10 E.g., Adam (), .; Nightingale (), ; Murray (), .
11 Adam (), . also mentions Empedocles, but it is unclear what he has in

mind. Democritus also discussed poetry, but not polemically, at least in his surviving
fragments.
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What, then, of the poets’ half of the quarrel? Adam (), .
cites a fragment from Pindar, �τελ# σ�	.ας καρπ5ν δρ$π(ειν), “pluck
the unripe fruit of wisdom” (Fr.  Sn.-M.); but even though Stobaeus
(ecl. .., . W.-H.) and the Byzantine life of Pindar (vit. Pind. Ambr.
p. . Dr.), which transmit this text, both cite these words as having
been written by Pindar about those they identify as hoi physiologountes,
“natural philosophers,” it is certain that Pindar himself could not have
applied or even heard of this much later terminology (it is not attested
before the th century bc), so that we cannot know for certain whom he
had in mind and must treat this identification with caution as a possible
but certainly anachronistic scholarly interpretation.12

But (with a single important generic exception, to which I shall return
shortly) it is even harder to find evidence for any other pre-Socratic
Greek poets quarreling with philosophers than it is for pre-Socratic
philosophers quarreling with poets. Socrates himself quotes four poetic
fragments as evidence for poets attacking philosophy13—the fact that he
cites only this kind of text, and not ones in which philosophers attack
poets, is no doubt due not to his considering the latter kind to be self-
evident (or, alternatively, non-existent), but rather to the fact that at the
moment he is speaking as a philosopher attacking poets, so he wants
especially to cite poets attacking philosophers in order to create the
impression of a kind of rough justice—philosophy, as it were, is getting
back its own. The four quotations are all anonymous, attributed neither
to an author nor to a work nor even to a genre; the authors of the passages
are identified, as far as I know, neither by the scholia to this passage nor
by any Neoplatonic commentary, and they do not seem ever to have been
cited by any other Greek author, either independently or even from this
very passage; they are devoid of both local and larger context, and are
of highly uncertain interpretation and metrical analysis; even the exact
limits of the quotations are unclear (so we cannot be certain that Plato’s
excerpts accurately reflect their metrical structure), and they are not
above suspicion of being textually corrupt. Nonetheless, let us examine
them with the only instruments available in such a case—the internal

12 Pindar is often considered by scholars to have been an enemy of rational investiga-
tion of nature; for doubts on this view, see Most ().

13 The citations are taken as fragments of lyric poetry and are edited as frag. adesp. 
in Page (),  (in the third citation, τ0ν is omitted erroneously); in his apparatus,
Page suggests that the last two might derive instead from a tragic or comic poet. As far as
I can tell, they are missing from the standard editions of the fragments of Greek tragedy
and comedy.
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analysis of their language and meter—in order to see what light they can
cast upon the quarrel.

(A) � ‘λακ�ρυ�α πρ
ς δεσπ�ταν κ�ων’ "κε.νη κραυγ64�υσα: “that ‘dog
yelping at its master,’ the one that is shrieking.”The definite article prob-
ably does not form part of the quotation, here or in (C) and (D), but
instead has a deictic function, pointing to a well-known formulation (or
wemay interpret it as a citational τ5 that has been assimilated to the gen-
der of its substantive); the participle kraugazousa is often taken to belong
to the quotation too, but given that theword occurs only in prose authors
and is synonymous with lakeruza, it seems much likelier to be an inter-
pretative gloss, together with the pronoun ekeinê, intended by Socrates
to explain themeaning of the unusual word lakeruza. If we are to delimit
the quotation in this way, then, the resulting meter is ˘ ˘ ¯ ˘ ¯ ¯ ˘ ¯
˘ ¯ , which can be tentatively analyzed as acephalous aristophaneus +
iamb; alternatively, and more probably, we may suppose that Plato has
not cited the passage completely and that a long syllable is missing at the
beginning (it is very tempting to supply;ς before λακ$ρυ4α), and in that
case we can tentatively suggest the far more usual (complete) aristopha-
neus + iamb.14 Combinations much like this occur especially in Greek
drama, both tragedy and comedy (the aristophaneus being particularly
associated with Aristophanes).15 The dog barking at its master suggests
a combination of insubordination and stupidity: a properly trained and
intelligent dog barks at strangers and enemies, not at its ownmaster, and
for this very reason such a dog is taken as themodel for the philosophical
guardian atRep. II, b. Evidently thesewords are not likely to bemeant
to be understood as really being only about dogs: presumably dogs are
being used here metaphorically, and given that dogs are usually (though
not always) a symbol of negatively valorized shamelessness in Greek cul-
ture, that this dog is a female, and that the dog spoken of here is doing
something that dogs are not supposed to do, there can be little doubt
that this dog is being used to castigate someone. Whom, and why? Only
an individual, or a group? In the context of Socrates’ speech, we might be
inclined to think of someparticular philosopherwho attacked the gods as
being likened to a bitch that barks at her ownmaster;16 but in the absence

14 In the latter case, an alternative, but less satisfactory, analysis would be dochmius +
hypodochmius.

15 See Parker (), – on Aristophanes’ use of the aristophaneus.
16 At Laws XII,  c–d the Athenian says that some poets (presumably in particular
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of any context whatsoever it is not possible to exclude any kind of stupid
insubordination at all. The homely, indeed vulgar image suggests iambic
poetry or sung lyric in Old Comedy; the meter strongly suggests rather
the latter (and the adjective is found at Aristophanes Birds ).17

(B) ‘μ�γας �ν ��ρ�νων κενεαγ�ρ�αισι’: “great in the empty eloquence
of fools.” The first syllable of aphronôn could be long or short, depending
onwhethermute + liquid makes position here or not.18 If we assume that
it does, then the meter is ˘ ˘ ˘ ¯ ˘ ¯ ˘ ˘ ¯ ˘ ˘ ¯ ˘, which can be analyzed
tentatively as trochee + feminine hemiepes;19 this is a combination found
in three songs in Aristophanes.20 It is clear that the words describe some
man who is mighty among the empty discourses of fools, but it is less
clear just who the target is. If the man is being claimed to really be
mighty, so that he stands out by contrast among (en) the fools’ empty
discourses, then they are being attacked and he is being praised; if the
man is being claimed to be mighty only from the standpoint of the fools,
so that it is within (en) their discourses alone that he is mighty, then both
he and they are being attacked. Socrates presumably inclines towards the
latter alternative, but in the absence of any context we cannot exclude the
former one. Are the fools the members of some particular group? If so,
then we might have here an attack upon a philosophical school or sect,
e.g. “(Anaxagoras, really a fool himself, and) great (only) in the empty
discourses of the foolish (Anaxagoreans).” Or are the fools all people, or
all the members of a larger community? In that case, what would be at
issue would be a single person’s justified or unjustified prestige among

comic poets) accused certain philosophers (presumably including Anaxagoras) of athe-
ism and likened them to bitches baying in vain (τ�<ς 	ιλ�σ�	��ντας κυσ� ματα.αις
�πεικ64�ντας 8ρωμ$ναισιν =λακα�ς); the two passages are obviously not identical but
may well be related to one another. The polemic image of the dog recurs in later poetic
attacks upon philosophers, cf. e.g. Timon of Phlius Suppl. Hell. Fr. , .; this may be
motivated by the association between Cynics and dogs, by the poetic traditions to which
Plato is referring, or perhaps even by these very passages in Plato.

17 Elsewhere the adjective is always applied to crows, never to dogs: a comicmalaprop-
ism?

18 Such lengthening is very rare in comedy, but does occur sometimes, especially when
a degree of seriousness intentionally reminiscent of tragedy or high lyric is being aimed
at, cf. Parker (), –.

19 An alternative, andmore difficult analysis, would be cretic + enoplian. If we take the
first syllable of aphronôn as short, it is not at all clear how the words should be analyzed
metrically.

20 Two are monodies, one is a parody of Euripides. See Parker (),  for the
references.
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fools in general. The content, fragmentary and ambiguous, could come
from just about any poetic genre; but the hapax κενεαγ�ρ.αισι sounds
comic (cf. κεν�λ�γ�σω, Eupolis Fr.  K.-A.),21 and once again the
balance inclines towards a song in Old Comedy, perhaps a parody or an
allusion to a serious genre.

(C) ( ‘τ�ν διασ��ων ��λ�ς κριτ�ν’: “the ‘mob of overly wise critics.’ ”
This quotation presents several textual difficulties.22 The easiest decision
regards the definite article, which is probably to be excluded as deictic
here as in (A) and (D).The other two questions are more delicate. διασ�-
	ων is transmitted by two of the three principle manuscripts, while the
third reads δ.α σ�	0ν; an adjective δι6σ�	�ς is not otherwise attested
in Greek, and, because of the rarity of δια- as a prefix with adjectives, this
reading has come under suspicion (Herwerden conjectured λ.αν σ�	0ν,
“very wise”). At the end of the quotation, all threemanuscripts read κρα-
τ0ν, the present active participle of κρατ$ω (“ruling, prevailing”); but the
dangling participle in such a citation has seemed odd to many scholars,
who have either provided an object for it by interpreting the reading of
the one manuscript as Δ.α . . . κρατ0ν (“prevailing over Zeus”; but this
word order seems impossible) or have proposed conjectural emendations
(κρ6των “of heads,” Adam; κριτ0ν “of critics,” H. Richards). Onmy view,
διασ�	ων is acceptable as a typical comic hapax: a form of the corre-
sponding verb, διασ�	.4ηται, is attested in Aristophanes (Birds ),
and the prefix of the adjective can be interpreted as having an intensi-
fying function as in the verb.23 What, then, of the last word? If its first
syllable is short, then the quotation can easily be analyzed metrically:

¯ ˘ ˘ ˘ ¯ ˘ ¯ ˘ ¯, i.e. two iambs; but if that syllable is long, then the result-
ing pattern is ¯ ˘ ˘ ˘ ¯ ˘ ¯ ¯ ¯, and it is not at all clear how this should
be understoodmetrically—indeed, this is perhaps one reasonwhyAdam
(), . feels impelled to combine his own conjecture κρ6των (with
a long alpha) withHerwerden’s λ.αν σ�	0ν to create the phrase τ0ν λ.αν
σ�	0ν 78λ�ς κρ6των, which can be read easily enough as lekythion +
spondee, but at the cost of a double intervention into a text quite devoid of
any contextual safeguard. All in all, it seems tomemore prudent to retain

21 And cf. for later parallels in a similar context Timon of Phlius Suppl. Hell. Fr. 
and especially ..

22 Myanalysis of the textual problems is basedupon the informationprovided in Slings
(), .

23 Wilamowitz suggested that the prefix δια- was Plato’s Attic equivalent of the com-
mon intensifying prefix 4α-: see Slings (), .
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the short first syllable in the last word of the quotation, and then either to
read κρατ0ν with the manuscripts or to adopt Richards’ conjecture κρι-
τ0ν; I have printed the latter, with some hesitation, on the grounds that
it seems considerably likelier that the words quoted would form a com-
plete semantic unit, so that we would expect not a dangling participle but
instead a genitive plural substantive which would go with τ0ν διασ�	ων
and conclude the phrase. κριτ�ς is not attested as early as the th century
in the specificmeaning of “literary critic,” but the term is used regularly in
that century, especially in Attic comedy, to refer to the judges at the com-
petitions of the dramatic festivals,24 and such a meaning would be quite
appropriate here. If this analysis is accepted, then the metrical interpre-
tation as two iambs leaves open, on principle, that theymight come from
iambic poetry; but an archaic iambic trimeter is rendered most unlikely
by the lack of a penthemimeral or hephthemimeral caesura. Hence a dra-
matic source is much more probable: but if so, recitative or sung lyric,
comic or tragic? The absence of the caesura typical of tragedy means that
we can tentatively identify the line as being sung lyric iambs or, more
likely, two metra of a comic recitative iambic trimeter; the slightly ludi-
crous term διασ�	ων also points to comedy rather than to tragedy (the
word 78λ�ς does not provide a distinguishing criterion, as it is found in
both tragic and comic texts).25 Another possible piece of evidence sug-
gesting that this quotation derives from a comic source may be found
in the fact that the formulation, “a mob of overly wise critics,” seems to
find a close parallel in a fragment of a recitative iambic trimeter of Old
Comedy, Cratinus Fr.  K.-A. (from his Archilochoi), σ�	ιστ0ν σμ#ν�ς,
“a swarm of sophists”; and if we choose to adopt Richards’ κριτ0ν, that
would provide further (admittedly conjectural and circular) support for
an attribution to Old Comedy.

(D) �9 ‘λεπτ�ς μεριμν�ντες,’ �τι �ρα ‘π�ν�νται’: “the ‘subtle thinkers’
who are ‘beggars all.’ ” Finally, an easy citation, at least relatively so.
Setting aside the deictic definite article as in (A) and (C), and recognizing
in thewords�τι �ρα a bridging formulation that connectswithin a single
syntactic structure two parts of a poetic sentence that were originally not
contiguous, we are left with this metrical structure: ¯ ¯ ˘ ¯ ¯ ˘̄ . . . ˘ ¯ ¯,

24 LSJ s.v. κριτ�ς cites Aristoph. Ach. , Nub. , Av. , and compares And.
..

25 Adam (), . is reminded of Euripides, but the passages he cites are very
different in spirit.
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which is easily interpretable as two parts of a recitative iambic trimeter,
either from iambic poetry or from tragedy or comedy. If the beginning of
π$ν�νται abutted directly onto the end of λεπτ0ς μεριμν0ντες, the result
would be most of an iambic trimeter, but the insertion of the bridging
words �τι �ρα makes it extremely unlikely that the two phrases were
immediately contiguous; presumably π$ν�νται occurred in the line just
before or just after λεπτ0ς μεριμν0ντες.Thewords describe people who,
for all their subtle cogitations, do not succeed in becoming wealthy but
still have to work hard for a meager living. Although nothing in the
meter or language of these words provides a criterion for preferring an
iambic, tragic, or comic source (all three words occur for example in
both tragedy and comedy), their ethos, with their disdainful scorn for
useless cerebrations and for anxious and pretentious poverty, is strongly
reminiscent of Old Comedy.

Might Plato simply have invented these four quotations out of whole
cloth? Almost certainly not, for their language is genuinely poetic, their
meters seem authentic, and it would be very damaging for Socrates’ argu-
ment if he had to resort to counterfeit citations. But even if they are
genuine poetic citations, they are tantalizing in their obscurity and it
is not likely that the veil of this obscurity will ever be lifted altogether;
any proposals about their interpretation and collocation must be made
with enormous caution and with the keen awareness that other, different
understandings cannot be excluded. Moreover, they need not all come
from the same author, or genre, or period—indeed, Socrates’ rhetorical
purpose would be best served if they happened to derive from very dif-
ferent provenances.Nonetheless, the preceding analysis of these citations
seems to make an assignment of all four of them to Old Comedy at least
highly plausible, if not quite certain.26 Metrically, lexically, stylistically,
the first two could both well come from monodic or choral songs, the
latter two both from recitative iambic trimeters, all of them written by
Aristophanes or by one or more of his colleagues and rivals.27 Indeed,

26 Wilamowitz assigned all four citations to Sophron: see Slings (), . But the
fact that they can all be analyzed satisfactorily in terms of the meters found in Old
Comedy makes it unlikely that they were written by Sophron, who seems, as far as we
can tell, to have composed his works in a rhythmic prose.

27 The suggestion that the source of all four quotations might be Comedy is not new.
Adams () ., though disputing it himself, attributes it to Ast, Prantl, and Heine
among older scholars; and cf. more recently e.g. Brock (), . A further question is to
what extent this very passage in Plato—with its agôn between personified concepts and
its reference to “harshness and lack of sophistication”—might itself be colored somewhat
by the techniques typical of Old Comedy.
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there is nothing to prevent us from supposing that all four quotations
derive not only from the same genre, Old Comedy, but also from the
same author and even from the same text. For all we know, what we find
in this passage of Plato’s Republicmight be four fragments of the lost first
version of Aristophanes’ Clouds.28

Now some readers might well think that we have already strayed
much too far beyond the safe shallows of common sense into the murky
depths of groundless speculation. Yet these last considerations suggest
one more question, so temptingly that it seems hard to resist it. After all,
philologists sometimes rush inwhere angels fear to tread.That question is
this: for us, Plato’s four citations are certainly fragments, inasmuch as they
are surviving remnants of what were once whole texts but have not been
transmitted as such and are probably lost forever. But what were they for
Socrates’ fictional interlocutors and above all for the very real ancient
Greek readers whom the author Plato had in mind?Were they fragments
for these too, in the sense that these quotations bore their meaning
independently of the knowledge of their original textual context, or were
they parts of wholes that could be brought to mind and that needed to be
brought to mind if they were to be entirely understandable? To point the
question: were Plato’s readers supposed to recognize the quotations and
identify them as coming from one or more specific texts, or did these
phrases circulate as proverbial expressions devoid of any determinate
context?

Difficult aswere the earlier questions discussed here, this one is incom-
parably more delicate. In favor of the alternative that these phrases were
intended to be identifiable quotations within a remembered context is
the fact that at least the first one, a metaphor or simile, needs some
degree of contextualization if its reference to philosophers is to be rec-
ognizable; but against it speaks the consideration that the generality of
Plato’s claims and perhaps also the longevity of the quarrel of which
he speaks will be diminished if the reader can identify all of his quo-
tations, especially if they all come from the very same source. In favor
of the alternative that they had become proverbial may be the use of
"κε.νη in the gloss to the first quotation, where � would have been quite
enough (the demonstrative seems to point not to something that has
just been said, but to something notorious in itself, independently of its
present citation); but against it speaks the fact that none of these phrases

28 I owe this ingenious suggestion to Dirk Obbink.
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is ever cited as proverbial by ancient scholiasts or paroemiographers.
How are we to decide between these two rival hypotheses? In abstract
terms we have no difficulty in distinguishing between them; but I do
not see what evidence could possibly decide the issue definitively one
way or the other. My own preference is towards the proverbial hypoth-
esis, as I take more seriously the possible threat to the rhetorical force
of Plato’s argumentation than the absence of these phrases from the lit-
tle that we know about ancient scholarship. But I would prefer if possi-
ble a compromise solution, one leaning to this option but not embrac-
ing it absolutely, according to which these quotations did indeed circu-
late by themselves but most Athenians remembered that they came from
Old Comedy attacks upon philosophers, even if many of them were no
longer sure just which comedy or comedies were involved. So too, nowa-
days many quotations of Shakespeare circulate in Anglophone discourse
and are recognized by at least a certain number of English speakers to
derive from Shakespeare and to have some kind of determinate refer-
ence, but only very few speakers can securely identify exactly what play,
let alone exactly what scene, they come from, and there are many peo-
ple who use these phrases competently but are quite unaware that they
derive from Shakespeare. My suspicion is that much the same was true
of the four passages Plato has Socrates cite; but I do not see how this can
be proven.

Let us sail back now from the oceanic uncertainty of Plato’s ghostly
readers to the relative safety of his transmitted text. On the one hand,
identifying the quotations as ones from Old Comedy may seem to make
it much easier to interpret Socrates’ enigmatic reference to a quarrel
between poetry and philosophy than we had first thought. For, while,
as we have seen, it is very hard indeed to find any trace of attacks upon
philosophers in any other poetic genre of Archaic or Classical Greek
literature, it is well known that Old Comedy often chose as the butt
of its invective contemporary philosophers, along with other kinds of
intellectuals: Anaxagoras in particular seems often to have been satirized,
and in Aristophanes’ Clouds we have an extant comedy devoted in large
part to making Socrates seem ridiculous. But on the other hand, before
we jump to the conclusion that this is what Socrates has in his mind
and what Plato wishes his readers to have in theirs, at least two serious
problemswith such an interpretationmust be pointed out. First, Socrates
calls the quarrel palaia, “ancient,” and though this adjective need not
denote something lost in themists of primeval antiquity it certainly does
suggest something old enough and of long enough standing to provide
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a significant temporal dimension to the current discussion29—and yet
such comic attacks on philosophers were more or less contemporary
with the fictional date of the Republic and at most preceded it by a
couple of decades. On the one hand, scholars argue about just when the
conversations in the Republic are to be imagined to have taken place,
and probably no single date can be proposed that is entirely free of
anachronism, but all the dates that have been suggested range from at
the earliest to / at the very latest, with a preference for the earlier
part of this range;30 on the other hand, the Clouds was first produced
at the City Dionysia of , though the version we have is an unstaged
revision of –. Is that enough of a difference to justify the term
palaia? And second, Socrates’ whole rhetorical strategy at this point is
designed to depersonalize his quarrel with the poets, to suggest that he
is not criticizing them simply because he has a personal grudge against
thembut is instead acting out what is only the latest installment in a long-
standing dispute involving institutionalized forms of discourse rather
than mere individuals and many years of difference rather than a recent
spat. But if Socrates cites only attacks by Old Comedy upon philosophers
in order to bolster his case, does he not run the risk of reminding us
of Aristophanes’ attack on him in the Clouds, and thereby creating the
appearance that he is seeking not impartial justice for philosophy but a
personal vendetta for himself? In Plato’s Apology, Socrates claims that the
ill will provoked against him byAristophanes’Cloudswas one of themain
reasons for the accusation against him (Ap. a–c): is this discussion
of poetry in the Republic nothing more than Plato’s vindictive attempt
to get some payback for him? But does this interpretation not seem too
personal, too trivial to be entirely plausible?

This is a delicate and complex problem, and I doubt that it can be
resolved exclusively on the basis of this single passage. Let us seek help
from elsewhere in the Platonic corpus.There is another Platonic text that
tells of “an ancient tale” (palaios mythos) about poets:

29 In Plato, the related adverb π6λαι can also designate something mentioned previ-
ously in the course of a single extended discussion, but the adverb usually, and the adjec-
tive always, points to something which occurred well before the present moment, and is
separated from it by a considerable time: for a collection of most of the relevant passages
see Ast (–) .–. Of course, if we wish to, we can simply dismiss the problem
here by suggesting that Plato has nodded momentarily and called the quarrel “ancient”
not from the point of view of the th-century character Socrates but from that of himself
as a th-century writer. But surely the principle of hermeneutic charity will induce us to
avoid the idea that Plato might have erred in this way.

30 Doxography in Erler (), –.
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There is an old tale, legislator, which we poets never tire of telling and
which all laymen confirm, to the effect that when a poet takes his seat on
the tripod of the Muse, he cannot control his thoughts. He’s like a fountain
where the water is allowed to gush forth unchecked. His art is the art of
representation, and when he represents men with contrasting characters
he is often obliged to contradict himself, and he doesn’t know which of
the opposing speeches contains the truth. But for the legislator, this is
impossible: he must not let his law say two different things on the same
subject; his rule has to be “one topic, one doctrine.”31

According to the Athenian here, speaking in the voice of a poet, “an
ancient tale” told that when poets compose under the effect of divine
inspiration they (a) are out of their minds, (b) represent mimetically
other characters, and consequently (c) end up often contradicting them-
selves. Here too there is no doubt that such claims form an important
part of Plato’s own doctrine of poetry. But here too the language used to
convey them allows, indeed impels us to ask quite simply whether or not
there really was any such “ancient tale” prevalent in Greek culture before
Plato’s own writings.

The short answer is: no, there certainly was not.32 Of course, Greek
poets since Homer often claim some form of divine inspiration; but for
the unified, complex theory that Plato attributes to them, any evidence
is entirely lacking. (a) Regarding poetic inspiration, Hesiod tells how the
Muses gave him a branch of laurel and breathed poetic voice into him
near a fountain but says nothing at all about being out of hismind (Theog.
–); Archilochus says that he composes poetry when he has lost his
wits from wine but says nothing about oracular utterances or Delphi
(Fr.  West); Pindar tells the Muse, “Give me an oracle, Muse, and I
shall be your prophet” but gives no indication of having lost his mind
(Fr.  Sn.-M.). While some of the bits and pieces of the Athenian’s
“ancient tale” regarding poetic inspiration can thus be found scattered
among the actual utterances of the ancient Greek poets, there is no
coherent and substantial evidence at all for such a view in early Greek

31 Leg. IV, c. Παλαι5ς μ���ς, @ ν�μ��$τα, =π� τε α τ0ν �μ0ν �ε� λεγ�μεν�ς
"στιν κα� τ��ς �λλ�ις π*σιν συνδεδ�γμ$ν�ς, �τι π�ιητ�ς, (π�ταν "ν τ10 τρ.π�δι τ#ς
Μ�%σης κα�.4ηται, τ�τε � κ �μ	ρων "στ.ν, �B�ν δ/ κρ�νη τις τ5 "πι5ν Cε�ν Dτ�.μως "2*,
κα� τ#ς τ$8νης �Eσης μιμ�σεως �ναγκ64εται, "ναντ.ως �λλ�λ�ις �ν�ρ:π�υς π�ι0ν
διατι�εμ$ν�υς, "ναντ.α λ$γειν α=τ10 π�λλ6κις, �Fδεν δ/ �Eτ’ ε� τα�τα �Eτ’ ε� �6τερα
�λη�# τ0ν λεγ�μ$νων. τ10 δ/ ν�μ��$τ+η τ��τ� � κ �στι π�ιε�ν "ν τ10 ν�μ1ω, δ%� περ�
Dν�ς, �λλ) Gνα περ� Dν5ς �ε� δε� λ�γ�ν �π�	α.νεσ�αι. I have altered the translation of
μ���ς, see below. On this passage see especially Schlesier (), whose conclusions are
close to my own.

32 See for example in general Maehler () and Ford ().
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poetry; if it is to be found anywhere at all before Plato, then probably
only in the parodies of tragic and dithyrambic poets in the comedies of
Aristophanes and his colleagues. (b) So too regardingmimêsis of charac-
ter, there is nothing whatsoever like the Athenian’s “ancient tale” in the
attested ancient myths of Greek poetry. Helen, to be sure, is said to have
spokenwith the voices of thewives of different Greek warriorswhile they
were hiding in the Trojan horse (HomerOd. .–), and the Delian
maidens are said to be able to imitate the voices and babble of all peo-
ple (Hom. Hymn in Apoll. –), and the monster Typhoeus is said
to imitate the sounds of all kinds of different animals and natural phe-
nomena (HesiodTheog. –)—but nowhere is there reference to an
archaic poet imitating different characters, and indeed it is hard to imag-
ine such a doctrine ever having even occurred to anyone at all before
the dramatic forms of tragedy and comedy, in which poets did precisely
this all the time, had not only been invented but had also over the years
become a familiar object for reflection. (c) And finally, as for the notion
of poets contradicting themselves, archaic Greek poets have no hesitation
in contradicting one another and doubtless contradicted themselves too
from time to time; but given the largely oral nature of early Greek poetry,
such contradictions were hardly likely to be noticed and criticized unless
the poet himself chose for whatever reason to bring them to his listeners’
attention, as for example inHesiod’s self-correction regarding the geneal-
ogy of Eris (Works and Days –) or in Stesichorus’ celebrated Palin-
ode to Helen (Fr. – Page). But such passages certainly do not at
all warrant the claim that there was “an ancient tale” according to which
poets contradicted themselves by imitating different kinds of people.

So how can the Athenian possibly claim with any plausibility at all
that such a palaios mythos ever existed in reality? To the real ancient
idea of poetic inspiration he has attached a series of consequences and
implications which are found nowhere among the ancient poets he seems
to be thinking of but, if anywhere, then only in Old Comedy parodies of
poetswho claim to be divinely inspired. Here, as elsewhere, our tendency
to draw a strict generic and historical boundary between th century
comedy and th century philosophy may be misguided: Plato appears
to have learned far more for his literary theories from Aristophanes and
his colleagues than some scholars seem to suspect.

But how can the Athenian get away with attaching these other notions
to the doctrine of poetic inspiration as a single, widely shared palaios
mythos? Perhaps we might be tempted to try to escape from this exeget-
ical dilemma first by suggesting that one could interpret mythos not as
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“tale” but simply as “utterance” and take palaios in a weak sense, not as
meaning “ancient” but merely “of long standing, since a long time ago,”
and then by applying the phrase not to some myth or tale prevalent in
Greek culture in the centuries before Plato but instead to Plato’s very
own utterances, going back to the Republic and even farther, to the Ion
and other early texts, and now repeated and summarized by the Athe-
nian. After all, are not all the components of this palaios mythos familiar
elements of Plato’s own often-repeated doctrines? But such an avenue of
escape is quite precluded for us: for not onlymustmythos designate, if not
perhaps a myth, nevertheless some form of utterance more public and
more institutional than a merely personal way of speaking,33 and palaios
must indicate, here as in the passage in Republic X, a significant tempo-
ral distance from the present, doubtless one greater than the length of a
single author’s career; but also, and above all, it would be a very bizarre
form of self-reference indeed, given both that the Athenian stranger is
not identical with Socrates or with Plato, and that these words are not
even spoken in his persona but in those of a poet.

It is no doubt better to interpret the Athenian’s words here as being
based upon Plato’s own philosophical interpretation of what he consid-
ered to be the truemeaning of ancientmyths about the divine inspiration
of poets and other charismatic cultural figures, and as deriving from such
myths philosophical consequences (largely unimaginable for their origi-
nal authors) in the light of Plato’s own doctrines regarding technê,mimê-
sis, and other related matters. That is to say, for Plato the very notions of
poetic inspiration and mimêsismust necessarily possess certain features
and pose certain dangers, and for him these are inevitably contained in
those notions, so that if they are not explicitly stated by the poets they
can be legitimately attributed to them. For example, when Hesiod told
of his poetic initiation, he surely did not have in mind the meaning that
Plato was to attribute to it three centuries later; but from Plato’s point
of view, this philosophical interpretation of his is exactly what Hesiod
must have really meant, a set of ideas that might well not have been clear
to him when he composed hisTheogony but that he would have had to
acknowledge as being his true meaning if Plato could have had an oppor-
tunity to question him obstinately enough. After all, Socrates seems to
have believed, at least upon Plato’s testimony, that he would be able to

33 On Plato’s use of the term mythos and concept of myth, see most recently Morgan
(), –, and Most (). The Cooper translation offers here “proverb,” which
captures this public aspect of the word but misleadingly suggests a short a pithy sentence
rather than a complicated story of the sort that the Athenian tells.
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converse in the Underworld with the famous dead, including Hesiod
himself, after his own death (Ap. a), and it is hard to imagine him not
wanting to seize the opportunity in order to pose just such questions.

So in one sense the Athenian is quite right, for what is involved is
indeed in some sense an ancient tale; but at the same time he presents
that ancient tale under the semblance of a seamless unity together with
a thoroughly modern and highly idiosyncratic interpretation that in fact
attributes to it a meaning which we can recognize as being very different
but whose difference he quite elides. A kind of philosophical allegore-
sis transports the dim and fuzzy ancient poetic utterance into the clear,
cold light of the present, where it can reveal what it can be said always
already to have really meant and can make a helpful contribution to a
modern problematic; or conversely, the present philosophical concern
is retrojected back into the distant past where it is discovered to have
already been an essential component of a long-lasting and ancient tradi-
tion, one which has never died out—indeed, onewhich has been brought
to renewed vigor in Plato’s time and by his efforts. We, in our position,
can see clearly that the ancient poetic utterances are being thoroughly
transformed in meaning by the Platonic discourse so that they can come
to signify something very different from what the poets themselvesmust
havemeant; but for the philosophical allegorist, that difference, whichwe
cannot fail to recognize, is entirely unreal or at the least invisible to him,
for he is fully convinced that what theymeant is exactly the same as what
he now says they meant.

To return to the passage in Republic X from which we began: to be
sure, it is obvious that there are some significant differences between
that text and this one in Laws IV. For the latter turns shrewdly upon
an ambiguity in the word mythos (an ancient tale exactly as the poets
told it, or its true meaning as the philosopher now explains it?) and
allegorizes passages which it does not cite, while the former is bolstered
by citations that are surely genuine and does not submit them to an
allegorical interpretation. But nonetheless, bringing these two passages
togethermay help us with our initial difficulties in understanding what is
meant by the “ancient quarrel between philosophy and poetry.” For doing
so suggests that in a certain sense there simply was no such thing. In both
passages, Plato is generalizing so broadly from the evidence of poetry
that he comes very close to a full-scale invention—without, however,
quite getting there. Plato is not a literary historian: he is not a reliable
witness to a real tradition that existed before him and independently of
him, which he is now bringing to our attention as a neutral fact worthy
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of being remembered. Instead, in a certain sense he has just invented that
tradition by a process involving two steps: he cites these poetic utterances
as anonymous fragments, thereby isolating and decontextualizing them;
and he generalizes them in such a way that they can become evidence not
only of individual personalities but of larger discursive structures. One
sign of this procedure of generalization is that Plato has Socrates speak
not of determinate individual philosophers and poets in this passage
but of philosophia, philosophy, and poiêtikê, poetry; another is that he
uses the vaguest of all possible terms to denote the difference between
them, namely diaphora and enantiôsis, instead of anything more specific
and more personal; a third is that he broadens the temporal horizon
by calling that quarrel palaia, thereby extending it backwards, from the
present moment of uncomfortable proximity to Aristophanes’ Clouds,
into a vaguer, fuzzier, more impersonal, and therefore rhetorically safer
past horizon; and a fourth is that he adds, after these four quotations,
just in case these are not enough, that there are many, many others that
he could also cite if he chose to. This same procedure, together with
the tendency of decontextualizing citation, leads Plato to have Socrates
identify neither author nor text nor genre of any of the passages he cites
(for to indicate their exact provenance would narrow the scope of his
claims and thereby tend to deligitimate them). In fact, the only relevant
quarrels that plays any substantial role in Greek literary history in the
period up to Socrates oppose not philosophy tout court to poetry tout
court but Xenophanes to the traditional accounts of the gods found inter
alia in the epic poets, and not poetry tout court to philosophy tout court
but rather Old Comedy to the general intellectual movements we call
philosophy and Sophistic, and in narrower terms pit first a few comic
playwrights against Anaxagoras, and then somewhat later in particular
Aristophanes against Socrates—one more reason why Plato might well
have preferred not to have Socrates identify more exactly the sources
of his quotations. And these are not really generic oppositions between
philosophy and poetry tout court anyway, if only because there is little
or no evidence for any consciousness of such a generic opposition before
Plato and this oppositionmay even be in the process of being constructed
in this very text of his.

Out of this narrow and, potentially, uncomfortably personal basis,
Plato constructs a large and fundamental conflict of cultural and philo-
sophical values by substantially extending and radically over-generaliz-
ing a single case or closely connected group of cases. Does this mean that
Plato simply invented the ancient quarrel? Yes, but only in a certain sense.
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To say that the quarrel is largely a consequence of the way Plato viewed
earlier and contemporary poetry and philosophy does not mean that he
consciously fabricated it, that he recognized that he was imposing mean-
ings on earlier writers that were historically false, that he was attempting
to fool his readers by granting philosophy a status to which it was not
entitled, or that he was intentionally counterfeiting a non-existent dis-
pute for his own rhetorical purposes. Instead, given Plato’s philosophical
commitments, it was inevitable that he read the earlier poets in this way,
attributing to them the meaning that he surely was convinced they must
have had in mind—or would have had in mind, if only he could have
asked them.

Viewed in this light, it becomes evident that there is a significant dif-
ference between what Plato meant by “the ancient quarrel of philoso-
phy and poetry” and what some recent scholars have meant by the same
phrase: the scholars who retroject Plato’s words onto the earlier condi-
tions of Greek literature seem to be presupposing that he read exactly as
we do, and neglecting the difference between his mode of reading and
his intellectual interests and program on the one hand, and our own on
the other.That difference is nothingmore, but also nothing less, than the
difference between ancient philosophy and modern literary history. And
that difference, unlike “the ancient quarrel of philosophy and poetry,” is
a very real diaphora or enantiôsis.



chapter two

POETRY IN PLATO’S GORGIAS

Fritz-Gregor Herrmann

In recent years, Plato’s dialogueGorgias has not commonly been regarded
as central to an account of Plato’s attitude towards poetry.1 Yet, the
Gorgias is the dialogue which presents the first statement by Plato on that
genre of poetry which is at the core of Plato’s criticism of poetry in the
Republic, tragedy; and secondly, the dialogue itself is, at least in its second
half, consciously modelled on a real Greek tragedy, Euripides’ Antiope.2
We thus have both a theoretical criticism and—at least potentially—an
immediate practical application, to wit, an example of how to write good
tragedy, a tragedy not open to the criticism levelled against the genre as it
is perceived by the character Socrates in this particular Platonic fiction,
the dialogue Gorgias. In an assessment of Plato’s attitude towards poetry
and the poets, discussion of the Gorgias therefore has its rightful place.
In this discussion, I shall take as my starting point Socrates’ criticism
of tragedy which arises in the dialogue in the course of the second
discussion of the distinction between ‘empirical’ pursuits that aim for
pleasure on the one hand, and on the other ‘technical’ pursuits that aim
forwhat is best, be it in relation to the body or to the soul (e–c).3
Socrates asks Callicles (d–d):

1 Among students of Greek ‘poetics’, Gorgias and Plato’s dialogue Gorgias were
the focus of attention in he first half of the twentieth century; see the evaluation by
Süss (), –, which is exploited for ‘poetics’ by Pohlenz (), with summary
(), esp. ; following Pohlenz () and others, Koller (), esp. –,
makes exaggerated claims for a poetic theory in Gorgias and Plato’s Gorgias. Reactions
to Koller, not least Else (), whose criticisms are in themselves justified, are more
in tune with current neopositivistic agnosticism than the more speculative ‘historical’
reconstruction of Koller’s ilk, which is often regarded as a matter of—and for—the
nineteenth century; as a result, too much of Koller and those on whom he draws is
sacrificed. For a partial rehabilitation of Koller, however, cf. the long footnote  in
Havelock (), –, which constitutes the best brief account of the history of the term
mimêsis, together with some incisive criticism concerning themethodology of diachronic
semantic reconstruction. See further Flashar (), –. The narrative account of
Janaway (), –, does—with the apparent exception of Pohlenz ()—not make
reference to early twentieth-century discussion. On Gorgias andmimêsis cf. the index of
Halliwell (), , s.v. ‘Gorgias’.

2 See esp. Nightingale ().
3 The relation between pleasure and the good, and actions motivated by either or
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Socrates: But is this so in relation to one soul, but not in relation to two
or more?

Callicles: No, but also in relation to two or more.
Socrates: So, there is also such a thing as 〈someone’s〉 pleasing those

gathered together without envisaging what is best?
Callicles: I certainly believe so.
Socrates: Now, can you say what the pursuits are that do this? Or rather,

if you wish, tell me, while I am asking, which ever seems to you to be
among them, and which ever seems to you not to be among them. Let us
first consider playing the aulos. Does 〈that pursuit〉 not seem to you to
be such a one as to pursue pleasure only, Callicles, and to have concern
for nothing else?

Callicles: It seems so to me.
Socrates: So also all 〈pursuits〉 that are such, such as playing the cithara—

in competitions, that is.
Callicles: Yes.
Socrates: But what about the instruction of choruses and the making and

composing of dithyrambs? Does this not thoroughly seem to you to be
such 〈a pursuit〉? Or do you believe that Cinesias, the son of Meles, has
the least concern that what he will say be such that those who hear it
might become better as a result? Or is his concern that it will please the
crowd of the spectators.

Callicles: That at least is clear—certainly as far as Cinesias is concerned.
Socrates: But what about his father Meles? Is it that he seems to you to

play the cithara looking at, and with a view to, what is best? Or 〈does he
do what he does looking〉 not even to what is most pleasant? For when
he sings he causes the spectators pain.—But be that as it may. Consider
whether cithara-playing as a whole and dithyrambic poetry does not
seem to you to have been invented for the sake of pleasure.

Callicles: It certainly seems so to me.
Socrates: But what about this solemn and wonderful 〈pursuit〉, the com-

position of tragedy: at what does it direct its effort? Is its beginning and
its effort4—and is this what seems to you to be the case—solely to be
pleasant to its spectators, or also, in the event that there is something
that is sweet and pleasant to them but bad 〈for them〉, to ensure that it
will not say this, but if there is something unpleasant but useful, that it
will say and sing that, whether they like it or not? In which of the two
ways would the composition and poetry of the tragedians seem to you
to operate?

both, is one of the most persisting themes running through Plato’s dialogues; outside
the Gorgias, it surfaces notably in the Protagoras and the Republic and culminates in the
Philebus, where it is the explicit topic of discussion. For the role of pleasure and the good
in connection with poetry and poetic education in the Laws, see Hatzistavrou in this
collection.

4 For the complexities of this sentence, see Dodds (), .
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Callicles: That is certainly clear, Socrates, that 〈the composition and
poetry of the tragedians〉 aims more at pleasure and at being pleasant
for the spectators.

Socrates: Now, did we not say, Callicles, that such a thing is flattery.
Callicles: Very much so.
Socrates: Come on, then. If someone were to take away from around5

poetry as a whole melody and ‘rhythm’6 and metre, will what remains
come to be something other than speeches (logoi)?

Callicles: That is a necessity.
Socrates: Now, do these speeches speak to a large crowd andmany people

(dêmos)?
Callicles: Yes.
Socrates: So poetic (pursuit) is a (kind of) ‘public speaking’ (dêmêgoria)?
Callicles: It seems to be so.
Socrates: Now, would it be public speaking in the manner of the rhetor

(rhêtorikê dêmêgoria);7 or do the poets not seem to you to do the thing
of the rhetor (rhêtoreuein) in the theatres?

Callicles: It certainly seems so to me.

5 The language suggests that melody, ‘rhythm’ and metre are, as it were, ‘wrapped
around’ the words; thus the common translation of ‘the trappings of melody etc.’.

6 The question whether rhythmosmeant ‘rhythm’ in themodern sense or rather ‘word
order’ must be left aside here.

7 This sentence has been construed and translated in a number of different ways
which are bound up with potentially very different interpretations of what exactly the
structure of Plato’s argument is. As this may be important for our purpose, I cite some
alternatives. Cary (), : ‘Therefore it must be a rhetorical method of popular
speaking: for do not poets appear to you to employ rhetoric in the theatres?’ Deuschle
(),  (written ca. ): ‘Also wäre sie eine rednerische Volksansprache. Oder
treten die Dichter in den Theatern nicht als Redner auf?’ Plaistowe (), : ‘Would
poetry then be a kind of public speaking that is based on rhetoric, or don’t you think that
poets practice the art of rhetoric in our theatres?’ Jowett (, ), : ‘[Soc.: Then
poetry is a sort of rhetoric? Cal.: True.] Soc.: And do not the poets in the theatres seem to
you to be rhetoricians?’ Apelt (, ), : ‘Also eine rednerische Volksansprache
wäre sie. Oder scheinen dir die Dichter in den Theatern sich nicht als Redner zu zeigen?’
Hamilton (), : ‘In that case it will partake in the nature of oratory. Don’t you think
that the tragic poets play the part of orators in their own world of the theatre?’ Chambry
(), : ‘Donc un discours d’orateur. Ou bien les poètes ne te semblent-ils pas faire
acte d’orateur dans les théâtres?’ Irwin (), : ‘And surely public oratory is rhetoric.
Or don’t you think the poets practice rhetoric in the theatres?’ Allen (), : ‘Now
demagoguery is rhetoric? Or don’t you think the poets orate in the theatres?’ Zeyl (,
), : ‘And such popular harangue would be oratory, then. Or don’t you think that
poets practice oratory in the theatres?’ Waterfield (), : ‘And ‘popular oratory’ is
just another way of saying ‘rhetoric’. I mean, don’t you think poets are rhetoricians of the
theatre?’ Hamilton/Emlyn-Jones (), : ‘In that case it would be oratory. Don’t you
think that the tragic poets play the part of orators in their own world of the theatre?’

Suffice it here to note that the assertion, independently advanced in  by both
E. Schiappa (, esp. –; –; cf. –) and T. Cole (, ), that rhêtorikê
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Socrates: Thus we have now found a (kind of) ‘rhetorical’ pursuit (rhê-
torikê) for people of this sort: children at once and women and men,
both slaves and freemen; 〈a rhetorical pursuit〉which we do not admire
very much: for we say that it is flattery.

Callicles: Very much so.

This passage is potentially crucial to an understanding of Plato’s thought
on poetry between the Ion and the Republic, provided that it really is
concerned with poetry and not just with rhetoric, as part of a process
of demarcation of the ‘philosophy’ of Socrates, and by implication Plato,
from the pursuit of Gorgias and those in his wake. An evaluation of the
passage may begin with three modern comments. In , E.R. Dodds
(, ) writes on this passage, which he labels a “digression on the
social purpose of public musical and dramatic performances”:

I have described this section of the dialogue as a digression, since no
use is made of it in the subsequent course of the argument. Plato, it
seems, has simply taken the opportunity to point out in passing that his
condemnation of rhetoric applies equally to certain other types of public
performance, and in particular to tragedy, which shares with rhetoric its
subservience to the whims of the δ#μ�ς and its incapacity to distinguish
between “good” and “bad” pleasures.—The modern reader may well be
startled to find Plato speaking of Attic tragedy in terms that a bishopmight
use in discussing the dangers of commercial television.

Dodds subsequently advances three arguments designed to avoid a sim-
plistic understanding of the passage in the Gorgias. A year later, in ,
Paul Vicaire’s Platon, critique littéraire saw the light of day, too close
in time to have taken Dodds’s commentary into account, and therefore
an independent assessment. Vicaire notes (, ) under the heading
of “Gorgias: La poésie n’est qu’un aspect de la rhétorique; elle en a les
défauts”:

Le Gorgias aborde la poésie par le biais d’une discussion sur la qualité
et la légitimité des plaisirs, et dans la mesure où cette forme d’art peut
être à quelque degré comparée à la rhétorique, sujet du dialogue. Socrate,
pressé par Polos, développe ses vues sur la rhétorique. Celle-ci n’est qu’un
empirisme, et ne vise qu’à plaire; “pratique étrangère à l’art” (A), elle
s’apparente à d’autres empirismes qui n’ont pour but que la flatterie: la
cuisine, la toilette, la sophistique et la rhétorique. Socrate revient un
moment plus tard à cette théorie de la flatterie, pour répondre à Callicles

as a term is probably first attested, and quite possibly coined, by Plato in theGorgias has a
bearing on this passage and on the reader’s assessment of how Socrates’ characterisation
of tragedy and the tragic poet is intended; see further n.  below.
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et réfuter la thèse de l’identité du plaisir et du bien. C’est alors seulement
qu’il prend la poésie comme example de pure flatterie, le métier de poète
ne pouvant être classé que parmi les professions “indifférentes au bien
et seulement occupées . . . des moyens qui procurent à l’âme du plaisir”
(B), sans tenir compte de la qualité de l’agrément.

This subordination of poetry under rhetoric is given a different empha-
sis by Stefan Büttner, who in his Literaturtheorie bei Platon (,  f.)
sums up Plato’s position in a section on ‘Die Bewertung der Rede imGor-
gias’ which follows equivalent treatments of the ‘evaluation of literature
in the Symposium’ and ‘the evaluation of speech, or speeches, in thePhae-
drus’. We read:

Die Aussagen über die Rhetorik im Gorgias sind auf gleiche Weise allge-
mein gehaltenwie im Phaidros. Dies belegenTextstellen, welche die Tragö-
diendichtung bzw. die gesamte Literatur als eine Art Volksrednerei, die
ihrerseits wieder ein Teil der Rhetorik sei, bezeichnen (δημηγ�ρ.α �ρα
τ.ς "στιν � π�ιητικ�) (Grg. b–d). Daher ist es wichtig, die Kriterien,
die in diesem Dialog zur Beurteilung von Reden eingeführt werden, zu
betrachten.

This criterion for the evaluation of speeches is named later, after quoting
Gorgias d–a (,  f.):

Das entscheidende Kriterium für gutes Reden—und für das abbildende
und das eigentliche Hervorbringen, deren Repräsentanten hier nebenein-
ander stehen, allgemein—ist also wiederum die vorangegangene Erkennt-
nis. . . . Aus dieser Erkenntnis ergibt sich die einheitliche, harmonische
Struktur der Rede, da der gute Redner “nicht aufs Geratewohl” die Be-
standteile seiner Rede und deren Reihenfolge “auswählt” (� κ ε�κ+# "κ-
λεγ�μεν�ς), sondern—so kann man leicht ergänzen—aus der sachlichen
Notwendigkeit (�ν6γκη λ�γ�γρα	ικ� [Phdr. b]).

These three quotations and representations of Plato’s view of poetry in
the Gorgias provide us with three theses.

First Dodds, who regards what is said about poetry as an aside, a digres-
sion which is strictly subordinate to the main theme, which is rhetoric.
The reason which Dodds provides for this assessment is that, in the
remainder of the dialogue, Plato does not return to poetry as a topic,
let alone a theme of discussion. This, I think, is correct. But if there is
one point that marks progress in Anglo-American scholarship on Plato
over the last half-century, it is the gradual realisation that overt argu-
ment does not exhaust the content of Platonic dialogue. In this vein,
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Andrea Nightingale8 has demonstrated how intertextuality with Euripi-
des’ tragedyAntiope, that is to say, implicit allusion and explicit quotation
as well as adoption and adaptation of structural elements and the move-
ment of the drama, inform Plato’s dialogue Gorgias, perhaps from the
very beginning, but certainly fromCallicles’ great speech (c–d)
onwards, that is to say, considerably earlier than tragedy ismentioned and
criticised at –; Nightingale goes on to suggest that this intertext
forms a subtext up to the very end of the dialogue, in that the function
of Socrates’ myth is the same as that of the deus ex machina at the end of
Euripides’ play.—One may or may not be convinced by each and every
detail of Nightingale’s interpretation,9 extensive use of a specific Euripi-
dean tragedy at or near the relevant point of the Gorgias at which poetry
is brought into the discussion cannot be denied. Dodds’ statement con-
cerning the absence of explicit discussion of poetry at any point in the
Gorgias after , while formally correct, is therefore not a relevant argu-
ment in the context of an assessment of Plato’s attitude towards poetry in
the dialogue; following a line different from Nightingale’s, I shall in due
course suggest one way in which that may be so.

Secondly, Vicaire’s claim that Plato’s view on poetry as expressed in
the Gorgias presents poetry as purely subordinate to rhetoric, which
latter in turn shares the same intellectual deficiencies and, moreover, the
same moral deficiencies as sophistic (, ). To assess the strength
of this reading, it is necessary to look at the way in which Plato lets
Socrates introduce his remarks concerning poetry: The context is that
Socrates, who has taken up the distinction introduced earlier, at a ff.,
of the professions that are τ$8ναι, ‘arts’, ‘crafts’ or ‘skills’ based on λ�γ�ι,
‘arguments’, ‘accounts’ or ‘reason(s)’, and those that are "μπειρ.αι, a word
often translated as ‘knacks’, whatever that is, but perhaps more faithfully
rendered as ‘routines arrived at by experience which is a result of trial
and error’—Socrates repeats his allegation that while ‘skills’ based on
‘reason’ aim at ‘what is best’, and thus aim at improving others, namely the
recipients of such art or skill, rhetoric belongs to that brand of ‘routines’
that aim at ‘pleasure’ and the gratification of desires. This intended
demonstration is achieved at a, and subsequently strengthened until
Callicles refuses to participate further in discussion at d.

8 Nightingale (), Chapter , – and Chapter , –.
9 Nightingale herself stresses the tentativeness and speculative character of some of

her inferences.
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Themeans of achieving this demonstration fall under one of Socrates’
habitual ways of argumentation, habitual not least in the context of an
elenchus or refutation. He argues by way of example from what is well
known and agreed to what is less certain. On this occasion, though,
Socrates does not rely on the power of analogy alone. He does not argue:
“You, Callicles, agree that musical performances and also in particular
tragedy aim at pleasure and gratification of the audience. Thus, don’t you
think that the same can be said for rhetoric which is also aimed at an
audience?”—Instead, once he has obtained agreement on the nature of
tragedy in the context of Athenian festivals as being flattery, he declares
that tragic discourse is effectively rhetoric embellished bymetre, ‘rhythm’
and, in some of its parts, melody, and that it is therefore already one
example of rhetorical flattering or flattering rhetoric.

Socrates partly relies on the classification which he had introduced at
, which in many ways prefigures the dihaereses or ‘classificatory divi-
sions’ of the Sophist and other later dialogues. Socrates almost says: the
case of tragedy demonstrates that one ‘species’ of rhetoric is flattery. This
goes far beyond a mere claim that rhetoric in the assembly should be
judged as flattery ‘by analogy’. In order to obtain agreement from Cal-
licles, however, Socrates employs another equivalence. He shifts, with-
out announcing the fact, from talking about Cητ�ρικ�, the τ$8νη or "μ-
πειρ.α of Gorgias, which as a technical term may or may not have been
invented by Plato for the present purpose,10 to talking about C�τ�ρες: but

10 See n.  above. Fundamental to a discussion of the origins and proliferation of
adjectives in -ικ�ς is Chantraine (), –. He stresses the role of Plato in
developing this type of coinage, which must have been en vogue among the (or some)
sophists. In , Schiappa () and Cole () simultaneously suggested that the
term Cητ�ρικ� was coined by Plato, a view that has gradually found acceptance. (Cf. e.g.
Walker (), ;Walker () , n., citesGentili (), , as a forerunner; the latter
is an English translation by T. Cole of Gentili’s Italian original of .) Schiappa (,
) writes: ‘The proposition advanced here is that the word rhêtorikê may have been
coined by Plato in the process of composing the Gorgias around bce.’ Cole (, )
expresses a similar sentiment: ‘ . . . theword rhetoric itself bears every indication of being a
Platonic invention.There is no trace of it in Greek before the point in theGorgias (a)
where the famous Sophist—after hesitation and (possibly) a certain amount of prompting
from Socrates (d)—decides to call the art he teaches the ‘rhetorly’—that is, rhêtor’s or
‘speaker’s’—‘art’ (rhêtorikê technê). And the ‘speaker’s art’ would probably have sounded
too much like the ‘shyster’s’ or ‘demagogue’s art’ for the historical Gorgias or any of his
contemporaries to want to lay claim to it himself. [ . . . ] Even in the next generation the
orator and educator Isocrates (c. –bc), usually creditedwith the creation of one of
the twomajor ‘traditions’ in ancient rhetorical theory, never uses the word—nor does any
other Attic orator. [note , p. : Aeschines uses the adjective rhêtorikos (.) and the
adverb rhêtorikôs (.), but only tomean ‘pertaining to a speaker’ or ‘eloquently’.] Down
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in addition to moving from the thing to the person, from the practice to
the practitioner, C�τ�ρες in common Attic parlance were not in the first
place rhetoricians, they were simply ‘speakers’, in particular those ‘speak-
ers’ in Athenian democracy who did not just vote and in that way voice
their opinions in the assembly, but who spoke out and commented on
πρ�H�υλε%ματα (i.e. matters put in front of the assembly for discussion)
or moved their own proposals and counter-motions for voting. In this
way, Socrates obtains Callicles’ agreement, because in thisway Cητ�ρικ�,
‘rhetoric’, as an abstract form has through an ambiguity in the term C�-
τωρ been associated with particular historical and real-life individuals,
Athenians like Callicles, not only specialised travelling professionals like
Gorgias.

But yet one further observation of methodological importance must
be made before we can reach a verdict on the assertion that, in the
Gorgias, poetry is strictly subordinated to rhetoric.Why does Callicles so
readily agree that rhetoric is like poetrywithoutmetre?—Theanswermay
be that Callicles agrees because Callicles is the host and friend of Gorgias.

to the end of the fourth century, all occurrences are, with a single exception (p. ),
confined to Plato and Aristotle.’ On p. , Alcidamas . is cited as the other early
reference for rhêtorikê, without the implication, however, that this predates the Gorgias;
cf. Cole (),  n..—These observations should be seen side by side with one made
byBelfiore (, ), : ‘Mimêtikê, ‘versatile imitation’, is Plato’s technical term for the
imitation of many things, and mimêtikos (pl. mimêtikoi), ‘versatile imitator’, is the term
for the practitioner of this art. That the -ikê forms of mimeisthai refer only to imitation
of many things and that this helps to reconcile the account of Republic  with that of
Republic  has been noticed only by Victor Menza, in an unpublished dissertation, to
which the first part of this section owes much. [note : V.Menza, ‘Poetry and the Technê
Theory’, Diss. Johns Hopkins .] Like other Greek -ikê words,mimêtikê designates an
art or science, and mimêtikos refers to the expert of this art. It is likely that these terms
were coined by Plato and first used by him at Republic . e. [note : This conclusion
is based on the studies by P. Chantraine, Études sur le vocabulaire grec (Paris, ), ;
. . . .]’—In a similar vein, it could be claimed that politikê and sophistikê may equally well
have been ‘coined’ by Plato, introduced for the first time at Protagoras a (cf. d,
b, , e, a, b, a; Gorgias d, e, b, , d, d; Meno b)
and Protagoras d (cf. Gorgias b, c, b) respectively; the latter word is
rare even in Plato. And the same may be true of poiêtikê; before the Republic, the term
occurs once at Ion c, and once at Gorgias c. Isocrates’ Against the Sophists
contains the phrases politikoi logoi and poiêtikon pragma in the context of technai, and
the speech is related in subject matter to the Protagoras, the Gorgias and, in parts the
Phaedrus; written around bc, it is almost certainly earlier than the Phaedrus, most
probably earlier than the Gorgias, and quite possibly earlier than the Protagoras: but at
any rate, the step to politikê and poiêtikê is not taken.—But a counter-argument to all
such observation and speculation is that, ultimately, our sources for pre-Platonic usage
are too sparse, and it is not methodologically sound to base arguments on the silence of
Isocrates.
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And among themany echoes of thewritings ofGorgias in Plato’s dialogue
are—as has often been observed—many allusions to the Encomium of
Helen.11

Even the first sentence of this work by Gorgias underlies in may ways
the structure of Socrates’ argument:

Order (kosmos) for the polis is having good men, for the body beauty,
for the soul wisdom, for a thing excellence, for a speech truth: but the
opposites of these are akosmia, lack of order.12

This is taken up not only by Socrates’ body-soul analogies, for which
Plato could draw on Gorgias’ own exposition elsewhere in theHelen, but
also by mocking Callicles on the notion of order and disorder (d–
e, c–c), and by criticising all three interlocutors for preferring,
literally or metaphorically, beauty of body over health of body, cosmetics
over gymnastics: Socrates thus criticises Gorgias even where he does not
spell this out. But this is the subject of another discussion. The reason
why Gorgias’ Helen is important in the present context is because it
was Gorgias’ own distinction which Socrates uses to obtain agreement
from Callicles. Callicles, and Polus and Gorgias, must agree to Gorgias’
definition concerning the relationship between poetry and (normal)
speech (Helen ):

And I believe poetry as a whole to be, and call poetry as a whole, ‘speech
having metre’13 . . .

Socrates has thus used the famous device ascribed to Protagoras of letting
the opponent trip himself up and cause himself to fall, a device famously
used by Socrates against Protagoras in theTheaetetus.14 If, says Socrates,
on Gorgias’ definition poetry is logos, ‘speech’, with metre, and there is
no other difference between the two, i.e. poetry is a form of dêmêgoria—
a term that may well have been Gorgias’ own15—and if poetry is not
concerned with what is best, but is flattery only, then those logoi of
Gorgias also are such flattery, by virtue of being dêmêgoria, distinct from
poetry only by the absence of metre.

11 Cf. in particular Koller (), –; Dodds (), –, .
12 κ�σμ�ς π�λει μ/ν ε ανδρ.α, σ:ματι δ/ κ6λλ�ς, ψυ8! δ/ σ�	.α, πρ6γματι δ/

�ρετ�, λ�γ1ω δ/ �λ��εια. τ) δ/ "ναντ.α τ�%των �κ�σμ.α.
13 τ!ν π�.ησιν Jπασαν κα� ν�μ.4ω κα� Kν�μ64ω λ�γ�ν �8�ντα μ$τρ�ν' . . .
14 Cf. e.g. Herrmann .
15 Phaedrus b may be evidence of that; cf. Gorgias DKA, end (Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, De Lysia, .)—though Dionysius uses the term frequently elsewhere.
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This may suffice as a first answer to the claim that poetry is strictly
subordinate to rhetoric. While this claim is true in one sense, it is false
in another. Poetry came before rhetoric just as rhetoric came before
philosophy. Poetry was there and held its authority before the advent of
rhetoric, the art of logoi or speeches.Gorgias, not least in theHelen, has to
establish rhetoric against poetry. Socrates, in theGorgias, has to establish
philosophy against rhetoric—and against poetry which has been there
all along: But it is not certain at the outset which of these two tasks is the
more difficult.

One of Plato’s tasks, as tradition has it, was to demarcate and justify
his brand of philosophy as the only good way of educating the young,
better than other ‘modern’ forms of education, but better also than what
could be claimed as traditional. The Ion is the first example of this self-
establishment, by undermining the claims of poetry. But the Gorgias is
part of the same process. The passage under discussion demonstrates,
concerning this process, how conscious Plato was of his own task. By
quoting and paraphrasing that part of the historical Gorgias’ writing in
which Gorgias establishes his new art and skill and pursuit against the
old means of education, Plato indicates to his audience that this process
is what they themselveswitness as well.There is a certain irony in the fact
that rhetoric, the technê of logoi, turns out to be neither a technê nor to
have logos—but this cannot be pursued here.16

16 Gorgias’ emphasis on the power of logos, which does not go back exclusively to an
Eleatic emphasis on ‘mind’, noos and noein, is one of the sources for Plato’s giving logos
and the logistikon a place of prominence in his discussion of the soul in the Republic, in
the same way—and perhaps this is not unconnected—in which Werner Jaeger (a)
could show that Plato adopted the thymoeides from Hippocratic discussion of the dif-
ference in physis or the physis of men from Europe and Asia in Airs, Waters and Places.
Jaeger focuses on the occurrences of thymoeides in chapters  and . One could add to
this discussion that the contrast of sôma and psychê, ‘body’ and ‘soul’, which is so promi-
nent in Gorgias’ writings, is inherent in the third of the three contexts in the Hippocratic
treatise in which theword thymoeides is used. In section , we find a developed ‘psychol-
ogy’ in which not only the elements highlighted by Jaeger are present, but also the words
sôma and psychê; on the other hand, the notion of authâdeia, ‘stubbornness’, in the sub-
sequent and final section of Airs, Waters and Places, which Jaeger likewise connects with
the psychology of Plato’s Republic, is also present in Gorgias DKB, his encomium on
the Athenian war heroes; this text not only contains the word euorgêtoi, ‘of good (mild?)
temperament’, which would fit into the Hippocratic discussion of Aris, Waters and Places
at least as well as with the Periclean funeral oration by Thucydides, but also phronimoi
and kosmioi, central terms in Callicles’ discussion with Socrates; in addition, we hear of
entheos aretê, ‘divinely inspired or gifted excellence’, a term that may be relevant in con-
nection with poetic enthousiasmos. Gorgias’ body-soul contrast and body-soul analogy
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To turn to the third of the three assertions from which we took our
departure: Büttner draws attention to Gorgias b–d, where tragedy
is branded dêmêgoria, ‘Volksrednerei’, talking to and for the people. As
tragedy, and, argues Büttner, in turn all literature has been shown to
be part of rhetoric, Büttner asks for the criteria of evaluation of what
constitutes ‘gutes Reden’, making good speeches and speaking well; and
he adds: ‘and what are the criteria for mimetic and actual production,
which stand here side by side, in general?’—I will not take issue with
Büttner’s answer, which is that the criterion is that of knowledge. That
must be so. One may add that this knowledge is coupled, as always in
Plato, whether he describes the goodman or the good god, with knowing
what is good and doing what is good, for oneself and for others.17
I should like to take issue, though, with Büttner’s characterisation of
tragedy as part of what he calls ‘abbildendes Hervorbringen’,18 ‘depicting
production’. It is true that in the classification of ‘true skills’ and ‘practised
routines’, technai and empeiriai, each skill that aims at the best through
knowledge has, following it, and pretending to master its domain, one of
those ‘routines’. And in this sense, onemay say that by pretending to have
the same aim asmedicine, cookerymimics, copies and imitatesmedicine.

But that is not what Socrates actually says. Nor does it seem that
this is what was meant in the first place. Büttner implies that tragedy
is ‘abbildend’, ‘depicting’ or ‘imaging’, by virtue of being mimêsis. But
is tragedy mimêsis in the Gorgias? In criticising tragedy and the rest
of music as well as rhetoric, Plato, in the Gorgias, lets Socrates argue
along two converging lines:The first line of argumentation is that, in any
pursuit, only knowledge can guarantee the desired outcome; a routine,
by contrast, is stochastic, aiming at a target and, as a routine, often hitting
it—but without guarantee for the future; this is further explored not
least in theMeno. The other line of argument is psychological more than
epistemological: True skill based on true understanding is always looking
for the best, disregarding pleasure, not as an enemy to be avoided, but as
wholly irrelevant as a criterion. Since rhetoric and poetry are not based
on knowledge and do not aim for ‘what is best’, to beltiston, they are
rejected. The ground for this rejection is simply that all human activity
must aim at and be for the best.There is no alternative and no exception.

is thus in many different respects a link between technical medical discussion and the
Platonic body-soul analogy.

17 Cf. e.g. Herrmann  and .
18 Büttner (), .
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Aesthetic considerations do not at any stage enter the equation. And
while thus all actual fifth-century poetry, rhetoric and politics in general
are discarded, Socrates does, of course, open the back door to let politics
in again, when he refers to himself as the best, and in fact the only
true politician Athens has had (d). And by letting politics in, again,
Socrates by implication also re-admits rhetoric and, as a part of it, poetry,
including the most noble art of tragedy: if they are transformed and
aim for the best. The importance of this is that these same criteria are
the fundamental considerations concerning poetry in the Republic, too.
In the Republic, poetry plays a crucial role in education: Good poetry,
depicting the good and thus aiming for the good, with reason,with logos,
is not only admitted but produced and generated.

But this argument, shared by theGorgias and theRepublic, does as such
not have recourse to mimêsis. If poetry were ‘mimetic’ in the Gorgias—a
claim not made by Plato—it would as an activity be ‘mimetic’ of another
activity. Poetry should copy and represent philosophy as the true means
of education. But apart from the fact that this claim is not actually
made in these terms, the claim that poetry ismimêsis when made in the
Republic has, at least at first, quite different connotations. So the question
is, why is there no mimêsis in the Gorgias? Why is there mimêsis in the
Republic? And does it matter?—The last question is obviously the crucial
one. For if the epistemological and psychological basis for the criticism
of poetry are identical in theGorgias and in later dialogues, including the
Republic, and ifmimêsis does not play a role in the Gorgias, the question
arises whether any theory of mimêsis is crucial to Plato’s evaluation of
poetry at all.

Plato offers an extensive criticism of rhapsodes, poets and poetry in the
Ion, and of rhetoric and its practitioners in the Gorgias. The basis of
his criticism, the criterion that allows Socrates to dismiss poetry and
rhetoric, is, as stated explicitly, the distinction between knowledge and
lack of knowledge on the one hand (Gorgias e; e–e; b–
e), and on the other the Socratic claim that whoever knows what is
good does what is good as far as that is in his power. All striving really
is for what is good (Gorgias c–e; cf. e). In the Ion and the
Gorgias, Socrates’ criticism, if it can be called that, applies to any claim
about human action or the goals and ends of human life that is at variance
with these premises and this objective. Poetry and the ‘demegoric’ activity
of the politician and those who set themselves up as educators of future
rhêtores, i.e. those who are rhêtorikoi, form one class, or two classes, of
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people who have criteria in this respect at variance with Socrates’ views.
The target in both dialogues are people out of the ordinary, people who
lay claim to knowledge which would allow them to give advice and have
influence. Criticism in these early dialogues is of things as they are, and
of, from Plato’s point of view, actual circumstances in Athenian society.
Perhaps there is an element of parody in the Ion when the rhapsode is
made to claim that he is in fact the best general (d–c), but no
such jocular overtones or undertones pervade the Gorgias. At any rate,
in both cases, Socrates, who in the Gorgias is following the new thing
‘philosophy’, is confrontedwith others like him, of his age or older, whose
unjust influence in society he criticises.These people go wrong in public
and by influencing others, where interlocutors in other early dialogues
are in danger of goingwrong in private, for themselves or in the education
of their children. But Socrates’ criticism of rhapsodes and poets, rhetors
and rhetoricians in the Ion and in the Gorgias, that is to say before his
discussion of poetry in Books II and III of the Republic, is conducted
wholly without the concept ofmimêsis.

But while the concept of mimêsis is thus absent from discussions of
poetry in the early dialogues, it is not absent from discussion altogether.
The two important contexts before the Republic in which mimêsis plays
a part may both be termed ethical and, from a Socratic point of view,
which holds, inmarked contrast with the position of Callicles, that exam-
ination of oneself, and therefore education of oneself, does not end with
the beginning of adulthood, educational. The first of these two contexts
that I shall discuss stems from the dialogue Protagoras, which I consider
as close in time to but slightly earlier than the Gorgias. Protagoras is
defending his role as teacher of excellence first in mythical form (mythos;
c–d) and then with an exegesis of this myth;19 the explicating and
explanatory logos, or rational account, contains additional argumenta-
tion and examples; one of the arguments concerns the question of what
in life is considered by all to fall under the remit of education and what
is regarded as given by nature and incapable of change, and thereby out-
side the remit of education, a contrast made by Protagoras in support
of his claim that ‘being just’ and ‘excellence’ are by all Athenians con-
sidered ‘teachable’ (c–d). But why then do not the good educate
their sons in aretê, ‘goodness’ or ‘excellence’, given that their sons are
being educated in everything else (d–c)?The answer to this aporia

19 The distinction betweenmythos and logos is made at c–d and repeated at d.
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is that the Athenians educate and admonish their sons from childhood
onwards, and for as long as they live. Nurse and mother and paidagôgos
and the father himself fight for it (diamachontai) that their son be as good
as possible (hôs beltistos; d), first at home and then at school, with
teachers (didaskaloi), who care most of all for their ‘orderliness’ or ‘well-
orderedness’, their eukosmia, more so than for their ‘letters’ and their
musical education.20 And Protagoras continues (e–a):

But 〈after that〉 their teachers care also for those things, and when in
turn they learn letters (reading) and are to understand what is written
(ta gegrammena), just as beforehand they understood what was said (tên
phônên), they set in front of them on their benches poems of good poets
to read and compel them to learn them by heart, 〈poems〉 in which there
are on the one hand many admonitions, on the other many stories and
‘praises’ (epainoi) and encomia of good men of old, so that a boy eagerly
imitate (mimêtai) and strive (oregêtai) to become such a person.

The context is education itself.mimêsis is ‘imitation’ of good people and
good actions, by other people.There is a link betweenmimêsis andpoetry,
but it is indirect. Poetry is just themedium which allowsmimêsis of good
peoplewhohappennot to be there in person, or not to be alive; otherwise,
children could just imitate good people whom they happen to see and
good deeds which they witness.Mimêsis in the Protagoras is thus central
to education, but not central to poetry.21 On the other hand, what is said
aboutmusic, rhythmandharmony on the following page (a–e) clearly
foreshadowsmuch that is said about education in Republic Book III. But
there, in the Republic, poetry, or at least one part of it, is mimetic—here,
in the Protagoras, the behaviour of the child or youth or young man who
is reading and learning is mimetic. What is the connection?

It is possible that the Gorgias forms the missing link after all, also as far
asmimêsis is concerned. For the other relevant context in whichmimêsis
plays a part before theRepublic isGorgias a–b.The argument there
is that in order to survive and be powerful and influential under a tyrant
one must be similar to the tyrant; that one must imitate his actions, but

20 R.E. Allen (, ) translates ‘deportment’, which hits the sense in common
Attic but loses the etymological connection with Socrates’ comments on what is orderly,
kosmiôs, in the Gorgias (c–a; a–d; e–a; a); the stem eukosm-, is
absent from the Gorgias, and eu-compounds are particularly frequent with Protagoras
and Democritus; but cf. euhexia at Gorgias a, a.

21 Even if there were no close links between Protagoras and Democritus otherwise,
one should in this context compare Democritus DKB: ‘It is necessary either to be
good or to imitate (mimeisthai).’
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that external imitation is not sufficient: one must be similar, homoios, by
nature, and act unjustly where the tyrant would act unjustly, and thus be
unjust where the tyrant is unjust. It is thus impossible to be a goodman—
something Callicles claims he is—and be powerful and influential in a
state that is not ordered for the best and ruled by the best.Mimêsis here
has thus, at first glance, nothing to dowith poetry. But appearances can be
deceptive. And the context of a–b is not unconnected with what
went before. Like the discussion of poetry and rhetoric as ‘demegoric’,
it forms an integral part of Socrates’ extended argument with Callicles
which runs from b to e or, if one excludes the application of their
theoretical results to actual life and Athenian politics and Socrates’ role
therein, at least to c.

The main steps of this argument are as follows: Callicles’ contention
that Socrates’ previous discussion had gone astray because Socrates had
failed to realise linguistic habits which obscure the contrast that exists
between what is beautiful and what is ugly by nature (physis) and what
is so by convention (nomos), and that by nature (physei) what is beau-
tiful and what is good is identical, and is identical with what is sweet
and pleasant, and that the good man who is superior is entitled to liv-
ing for what is pleasant unbridled by the restrictions imposed by con-
vention (nomôi), this contention is rejected by Socrates both with the
help of repulsive examples of what an unrestricted life of pleasure entails
and with a theoretical refutation of the identity of good and pleasure
based on a theory of desire as lack and a deficiency that is not pleas-
ant (b–c). Callicles’ subsequent distinction between good and
bad pleasures allows Socrates to revert to his previously stated position
(b–a; c–b) that there are two fundamentally opposedways
of life, one directed towards pleasure, the other towards what is good
(e–e). It is at this point that Socrates, in the passagewhich formed
the starting point of our discussion, talks about tragedy as an exam-
ple.

In the context of the life directed towards the pleasant and the life
directed towards the good, pursuit of the good requires skill (technê)
that has reason (logos), but pursuit of the pleasant gets by with the
memory of what has worked well on a past occasion, with experience
(empeiria) that does not require reason. If these pursuits are employed
in contact with other people, technê is always focused on creating order
in its works and deeds, replicating an order which the agent perceives
and has in mind; pursuits that are directed towards pleasure only, and
which are based on experience, on the other hand, achieve their aim by
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flattery and pandering to what is perceived as pleasant by the recipient
(a–e). The right order and arrangement, however, which is the
aim of medicine, the technê concerned with the body, is health; the cor-
responding right order in the soul is justice and temperance, dikaiosynê
and sôphrosynê (a–e; cf. a–e). This should be the aim of the
good rhêtôr, irrespective of the positive or negative consequences for
his own life, as suffering injustice at the hands of others, though an
evil, is a lesser evil than doing and committing an injustice (e–c;
cf. a–b). Only once this has been re-established does Socrates ask
for the means of achieving the two aims of avoiding both the suffering
and the doing of injustice (c). For both, a certain power (dynamis)
and skill (technê) are required, not just the wish and will (boulêsis) to
avoid them. But since it had previously been agreed that nobody com-
mits injustice willingly (c–e), the focus is now on the avoidance
of suffering injustice. In an unjust state, where a tyrant has managed
to come to power, this is only possible for a young man if he is will-
ing to become friends with the tyrant, and since being friends is only
possible between like and like, not between better and worse, one can
be friends with a tyrant only if one is neither better, and thus envied
and feared, nor worse, and thus useless and despised, but similar to
and like (homoios) the tyrant (c–e). At this point, at b, Cal-
licles, who had withdrawn from participating in conversation at c,
rejoins the argument, as what Socrates says here seems to him to be
in tune with what he holds himself. But here Socrates concludes that
this apparent power gained by being similar to the tyrant can only be
bought at the price of destroying one’s soul by imitating the despot (dia
tên mimêsin tou despotou) (e–a). Callicles accepts and reiterates
triumphantly that, all the same, ‘this imitating man will kill the one who
does not imitate’ (houtos o mimoumenos ton mê mimoumenon ekeinon
apoktenei) (a). Socrates accepts this, but holds against it the prover-
bial wisdom that what we want is the good and noble life, not the long
life, a position which he illustrates with multiple examples (b–e).
Then, at a, he resumes his previous line of thought and turns it
into an argument ad personam, asking Callicles whether he really wants
to assimilate himself to the constitution of the city in which he lives
and wants to become as similar as possible to the Athenian people, to
whom he must be similar if he wants to gain power among them; for
he will not be able to obtain such a skill and become powerful unless
he is similar, for better or for worse (a–b). And Socrates concludes
(b–c):
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For it is necessary—not to be an imitator (mimêtên), but in your own
nature to be similar to them, if you want to achieve anything noteworthy
regarding friendship with the Athenian people, and by Zeus certainly also
〈regarding your friendship〉 with the son of Pyrilampes.

Now, whoever makes you most similar to them, he transforms you into
what you desire to be, a politician and rhetorician (politikon kai rhê-
torikon). For each delights in what is said according to his own char-
acter and habit (êthei), but despises what is said according to another’s
(allotriôi).22

From c onwards, Socrates reflects on the true politician, Athenian
politics, the fate of the soul and the afterlife.

Before we turn to an analysis and conclusion, it should be noted that
here alone in the dialogue Callicles concedes that he realises that Socrates
is right (dokeis eu legein), even though he still claims that he is not
fully persuaded;23 Socrates retorts that it is precisely Callicles’ love of
the dêmos and of his beloved which stand in the way of his being really
persuaded (c–d). As regards the argument and the role of mimêsis
and its connection with rhetoric and poetry, we can say the following:
What Socrates says about mimêsis at a and b does indeed overtly
not refer to poetry as mimêsis, as in the Republic, or to the characters
portrayed in poetry as object of mimêsis, as in the Protagoras. Rather,
Socrates in the Gorgias proposes that the citizen (politês) who wants to
devote himself to politics, who wants to become politikos kai rhêtorikos,
must imitate and through and beyond imitation become similar to the
dêmos, the ‘populace’, if he wants to be powerful, because in Athens the
dêmos is despot and tyrant, and whoever wants to become friends with
a tyrant must, from a young age, like what he likes and despise what he
despises and become and be similar in nature to him.

However, if this is taken together with what is said about poetry and
rhetoric at Gorgias d–d, that they aim at pleasing the souls of the
crowd, then it follows by necessity that, if the crowd is master and tyrant,
and if befriending the crowd is possible only through being similar
and alike, then addressing the crowd through rhetoric and tragedy in

22 � γ)ρ μιμητ!ν δε� εFναι �λλ’ �υτ�	υ0ς (μ���ν τ�%τ�ις, ε� μ$λλεις τι γν�σι�ν
�περγ64εσ�αι ε�ς 	ιλ.αν τ10 LΑ�ηνα.ων δ�μ1ω κα� να� μ) Δ.α τ10 Πυριλ6μπ�υς γε
πρ�ς. �στις �&ν σε τ�%τ�ις (μ�ι�τατ�ν �περγ6σεται, �Nτ�ς σε π�ι�σει, ;ς "πι�υμε�ς
π�λιτικ5ς εFναι, π�λιτικ5ν κα� Cητ�ρικ�ν' τ10 α=τ0ν γ)ρ O�ει λεγ�μ$νων τ0ν λ�γων
Gκαστ�ι 8α.ρ�υσι, τ10 δ/ �λλ�τρ.1ω �8��νται . . . .

23 To what extent Socrates, in the Gorgias, is or is not successful in persuading his
interlocutors has recently become the focus of attention in a number of studies; see e.g.
Nightingale (); Stauffer (); Notomi ().
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a pleasing manner amounts to imitating, mimeisthai, the foibles of the
crowd. Rhetoric and poetry are thus, as a logical consequence, mimêsis
of the dêmos and what is pleasant to the dêmos, with no regard for what is
good. The rhetor and politician as well as the tragic poet do the opposite
of what is demanded of them in Republic II–III, to depict only what is
good, to portray god and the gods as good, and to sing the praises of
good men, so that, as expressed already in the Protagoras, the young
can imitate the words, works and deeds of good men.—One can add, by
way of confirmation, that it is at b–c that Socrates speaks of Callicles’
love of the people of Athens and of the son of Pyrilampes, a topic he
had introduced at the very beginning of his conversation with Callicles
at d, when he had contrasted it with his own love of philosophy and
Alcibiades. Plato is thus closing a ring,marking at this point that Socrates’
love of philosophy and the truth, which is constant and has logos, has
been shown as superior to Callicles’ love of the people, who are fickle and
lack logos. Plato has let Socrates reach this conclusion by adopting both
Gorgias’ body-soul analogy, together with the notion of excellence, aretê,
throughorder, kosmos and taxis, and, as importantly, Gorgias’ statements
on persuasion and the power of logos.24 In the dialogueGorgias, however,
as we have seen, logos is both the spoken word and persuasive speech,
and also the rationale which accompanies some pursuits, by which they
qualify as technai, while other pursuits lack this logos and are mere
empeiriai.

Paradoxically, as we observed, poetry and rhetorical speeches, i.e. logoi
with and without metre and ‘rhythm’ that are addressed to crowds, with
the aim of pleasing through flattery, lack logos. But this is not made
explicit, just as the status of poetry and rhetoric as mimêseis is not made
explicit in the Gorgias.

And thus there is one caveat: that, in the Gorgias, poetry and rhetoric
amount to mimêsis of the expectations of their audience has been pre-
sented as a logical consequence of what Socrates said in the course of his
conversation with Callicles from  to . But the old principle holds
true that we cannot assume that an author is committed to the logical
consequences of his assertions, and to the conclusions of his premises, if
these consequences and conclusions are not explicitly stated. Our con-
clusion should therefore be different. The dialogues Ion, Protagoras and

24 For Plato’s response to Gorgias in Gorg., cf. Notomi () and Mace (); for
parallels to Gorg. – at Rep. VI, d–b, cf. Herrmann (), –.
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Gorgias all have something to say about poetry, and what they say is in
some ways alike or similar to what will be said about poetry in Republic
II–III, in some ways different. In both the Ion and the Gorgias, poetry as
it is actually composed, produced and presented in Athens is criticised
for its lack of rational content and the authors’ lack of knowledge; in the
Protagoras, the role of poetry is defined as setting good examples for the
young, and in theGorgias actual poetry is criticised for its lack of direct-
edness towards the good, a lack that goes hand in hand with lack of con-
cern for the truth. In none of the early dialogues, though, is the notion of
poetry as mimêsismade explicit. We therefore cannot assert confidently
that the way in which poetry and mimêsis are connected in the Protago-
ras and the way in which poetry and mimêsis may be connected in the
Gorgias are in Plato’s mind already connected with either a notion of all
poetry as mimetic or the distinction between ‘mimetic’ and ‘dihegetic’
poetry, and, if ever, there is certainly no suggestion in the early dialogues
that mimêsis in and by itself produces something that is inherently defi-
cient or secondbest by virtue of its being imitation only, and that rhetoric
and poetry are worse than philosophy for that reason.

Whatmay be observed, though, is that the ethical and epistemological
criteria for an evaluation of poetry seem constant throughout Plato’s
discussions. Good poetry presents what is worthy of imitation, and what
is worthyof imitationmay only be achieved through a knowledge of what
is good andbad, and through a directedness towards the goodwhich aims
at making the listener better.

One of the dimensions which the Gorgias adds to this evaluation of
poetry is the body-soul analogy, and an emphasis on different modes of
persuasion.We have highlighted in our exposition above the importance
of ‘what seems to be the case to a person’ at each stage of a conversation.
This is in tune with Gorgias’ assertions concerning doxa as created,
or at least moulded, by the powerful ruler logos as something that is
fallible and unstable, sphalera and abebaios (DKB.), and by the
role doxa has throughout both theHelen and the Palamedes. But the real
importance, and the real influence, of Gorgias may bemore fundamental
than this. Central to Plato’s Republic is the image of the tri-partite soul
which allows, among other things, for an explanation of inner conflict.
This uniquely Platonic image or model is wholly absent from the earliest
dialogues like the Ion and the Crito, where not even the term psychê
is mentioned. Plato gradually works towards the developed concept in
the Protagoras, the Charmides, the Gorgias and the Phaedo, approaching
the topic from different directions and drawing on different views that
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had been expressed in the two previous generations.25 The notion of an
ordered soul, in which logos is ruler, may owe more to Gorgias than
is often acknowledged. If this were so, it would be fitting that Gorgias
should, in his discussion of the power of words on the soul, have had a
place for poetry: For it is on the basis of Gorgias’ psychology and ethics
that Plato develops, in theGorgias, a notion of the nature, the role and the
value of poetry in the education of the citizens of a city that furnishes all
the prerequisites on which Plato’s own psychology and theory of poetry
in the Republic can draw.26

25 In addition to Presocratic philosophy, most notably medical writings as those now
collected in the Hippocratic corpus; cf. e.g. the suggestion by Werner Jaeger (a)
concerning the source of the notion of the thymoeides in Airs, Waters and Places, where
it was supposedly part of a bi-partite model; see n.  above.

26 Sincere thanks to the audience at Leuven for constructive comments, and to Ian
Repath for commenting on a draft of this chapter.



chapter three

POETRY AS FLAWED REPRODUCTION:
POSSESSION AND MIMESIS

Catherine Collobert

The invocation of the Muses might be interpreted as a matter of divine
inspiration. The Muses, goddesses of Memory, are telling the poet a tale
that he transmits to his audience. In this case the poet is merely a mouth-
piece of the divine, making no contribution to the message he delivers.
This identification of “divine inspiration” and “divine possession,” which
in fact is not the poet’s, constitutes the basis for the Platonic theory of
inspiration that is defended in the Ion and other dialogues. Divine pos-
session entails non-rationality because it entails the poet’s being literally
‘out of hismind,’ and therefore unable to give any account of what he says.
Plato dismisses any contribution the poet might make to the poem. But
Plato’s theory is problematic. For while in Plato the fact that poetic ability
is a divine gift serves to deprive the poet of any technê, in poetry, there
are various indications that divine inspiration is compatible with poetic
skill on the part of the poet. The apparent tension in the poets is due, on
the one hand, to the general idea that all human achievements are the
product of a mandatory collaboration between gods and humans, and
on the other hand, to the fact that the gods, as Plato himself argues in the
Timaeus, are essential to the success of any human enterprise (c–).

In his theory of inspiration Plato seems to fasten on the tension
between these two aspects of the general conception of poetry, and,
rejecting the idea of poetic creativity, concludes that the poet is nothing
but a transmitter. From the Ion to the Republic Plato seems to move from
the idea of the poet as a transmitter to that of an imitator who reproduces
the superficial and external features of reality. The two Platonic theories,
mimêsis and possession, lead to a similar conclusion: the poet lacks
knowledge, and his activity does not aim at truths. Poetry could be
the product of possession; it could be mimêsis; but it is definitely an
activity stemming from ignorance.Whichever view is adopted, the result
is the same. Is it then merely this result that is important for Plato in
his treatment of poetry? One might think so, although there is a major
difference between the two conceptions. Even though the poet inspired
by the gods does not look for the truth, he may tell truths, whereas
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the poet, viewed as merely an imitator, cannot. This latter discrepancy
evidently amounts to a contradiction between Plato’s two conceptions
of poetry. This chapter offers a new attempt to overcome what may
be merely a superficial discrepancy in Plato’s treatment of poetry by
examining the conception of poetry firstly as a transmission of divine
speeches, and secondly, as flawed reproduction, and lastly, as a mimetic
activity that rests upon possession.

.The Poet as a Transmitter

Conceived as a divine gift, poetry is viewed as divine by nature by the
poets. They introduce various ideas on poetry that may lead to the
Platonic theory of divine possession; among them, first and foremost
the strong linkage between the poet and the Muses. This linkage is
one of dependence for if the Muses do not speak to him, the poet is
unable to sing.1 Besides, e.g. forHomer the rejection of the divine linkage
dispossesses the poet of the gift of song, as Thamyris experienced it (Il.
.–). Plato assumes the linkage between the divine donor and the
human recipient to be a possession, because to transmit his poetry the
god needs to possess the human bard (Ion c, Laws a, c).
Plato may rely here on the poets’ idea of an outward constraint associated
with that of the song’s gift created by the gods.2

.. Possession versus Knowledge

In the Ion he describes possession as a seizure: the god seizes the poet
(echetai: b). The seizure is compared to a magnetic link (d–
e). Through the link (hormathos), the poet makes the Muse’s creative
power (dunamis) his own. However, in receiving this power the poet
relinquishes his own identity. Self-identity is here synonymous with
reason since the divine possessionmeans a self-dispossession that Plato
terms: ouk emphrôn (Ion a). The self-dispossession means both an
absence of self-awareness3 and self-control, which amounts to a loss of

1 Plato also states this in Phdr. a–.
2 SeeWoodruff (), –. Let us note that the move from inspiration to divine

possession is Platonic not Democritean. The various testimonies on Democritus are
flimsy, and one should be prudent in using them. Among the testimonies, Cicero, De
Oratore, II, , ,DeDivinatione, I , , Horace,Ad Pisones  = fr. DK , Clement
of Alexandria, Stromates, VI  = fr. DK  where Democritus speaks of a ‘divine spirit’.
In any case, whatDemocritus stated is poeticmanianot possession (see Tigerstedt [],
). See e.g. Verdenius (), , Tigerstedt (), Harriot (), –.

3 As Bailly () indicates the phrase is used for a dead person.
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reason. The poet is under the god’s control and no longer under his
own. He is then nothing but ‘an unconscious instrument of the divine’,
as Murray puts it,4 which also implies a passive instrument in the divine
hand, as Homer may have previously hinted at.5

Plato deduces the poet’s non-rationality from his instrumentalisation,
which is a common view shared by all the poets. He thus makes the non-
rationality of the poet a necessary condition for poetry. As a result, being
divinely possessed consists in being in a non-rational state ofmind.There
are twofold points that Plato wants to make: first, the poet’s ignorance,
and second, poetry is not an activity based on knowledge, that is, it is
not a technê. In the Ion Plato brings forward two arguments to demon-
strate the poet’s ignorance, which correspond in fact to two widespread
claims: Homer’s encyclopedic knowledge and the poet’s technical ability
to interpret divine speeches.

Let us first consider the former. Beginning at Ion a, the Platonic
argument is directed against Homer and his alleged knowledge.6 The
problem Plato tackles in the Ion is multiple knowledge: Homer is in fact
supposed to possess not only one but numerous domains of expertise.
Plato challenges the shared idea in order to prove that it rests upon
a misleading and irrelevant basis. Supposedly stretching out from the
art of war to astronomy and from ethics to the gods, and death (Ion
c–d, Rep. e–), Homer’s knowledge is posited as a hypothesis
in the Platonic argument. If Homer knew the numerous technai staged
in his poetry he would be politechnikos. Plato however refuses to bestow
upon anyone a multiple expertise and criticises here Homer’s alleged
polymathia.7 He represents the polymathia by the metaphor of Proteus
(Ion e), which means that to take various shapes as well as to set out
multiple domains of expertise means to possess none. As Woodruff puts
it, the poets ‘do not have knowledge how to do anything, because there is
nothing we can put our fingers on that they know how to do’.8 Behind the

4 Murray (), .
5 According to Ford (), –, this is what Homer suggests. However, the

passivity of the poet is highly problematic. The poet in the Odyssey appears as possessor
of a technê. See e.g. Tigerstedt ().

6 When one asks Niceratus why Homer is beneficial to him, he answers: ‘You know,
doubtless, that the sage Homer has written about practically everything pertaining to
man. Any one of you, therefore, who wishes to acquire the art of the householder, the
political leader, or the general, or to become like Achilles or Ajax or Nestor or Odysseus,
should seek my favour, for I understand all these things’ (Symp. .).

7 This has been previously done in fact by Heraclitus (DK).
8 Woodruff (), .
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critique of polymathia surfaces a criticism of the worldview and values
that poetry stands for and that will be made explicit in Republic Books
III and X.9

In fact, the Homeric invocation of the Muses makes plain, to a certain
extent, an absence of knowledge on the part of the poets, which also
marks the human limits and incapacity to knowwithout divine help.This
is why theMuses are viewed as necessary auxiliaries: ‘You are present and
know all things, but we hear only a rumour and knownothing’ (Il. .–
). As grasped by Homer and the poets at large, poetic activity stems
from divine knowledge. This is why Plato can stand on the shoulders of
Homer in repeatedly claiming in his work10 the poet’s ignorance (e.g. isasi
de ouden hôn legousin:Men. c).

..The Poet’s Alleged technê: Interpreting the Muses’ Words

Let us elucidate now the second Platonic argument, which questions the
poet’s alleged technê. According to Plato, the poet’s ignorance is of the
same nature as the seer’s11 since they both have a connection with the
divine. It is no accident that Plato brings them closer together for, on
the one hand, this has roots in the tradition,12 and on the other hand, it
is helpful for arguing that the poet does not possess a technical ability
to interpret the gods’ speeches. In fact, Pindar claims to be a prophet
(aoidimon Pieridôn prophatan: Pean .) and a seer (mantis: fr. a
Snell).13 The poet introduces himself as a prophet whose function is to
interpret: ‘Give your oracle, Muse, and I shall interpret’ (fr.  Snell).
Plato echoes Pindar’s claim in asserting: ‘The good poets are for us the
interpreters of the gods’ (Ion a).

Plato tests the role of interpreter,14 for the role may be the poet’s
technê, and accordingly, the rhapsode’s technê, since he is for the poet

9 Cf. Griswold ().
10 ‘I soon realized that poets do not compose their poemswith knowledge, but by some

inborn talent and by inspiration, like seers and prophets who also say many fine things
without any understanding ofwhat they say’ (Apol. b–c). See alsoProt. e–,Rep.
c–e.

11 The poet shareswith the seer the inability to give an account of ‘the pronouncements
produced by this state of divination or possession’ (Tim. a–, trans. Zeyl).

12 Apollo is considered as the god of poetry: he is musagetês, chief of the Muses, and
of divination (Il. .–). The association of the Muses with Apollo is expressed in Il.
.,Theog. –, N. .–, Hom. Hymn Ap. .

13 Bowra (), –.
14 The prophêtês is ‘the one who interprets the gods’ will,’ as Bailly states () (my

translation). Bacchylides ., Plato, Tim. a–b.
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what the poet is for the Muses (e–). Let us specify the Platonic
line of argument. Socrates hypothetically defines the technê as consisting
of understanding (suneiê: c) the poet’s thoughts and speeches. Ion’s
hermeneutic art is specialized in one kind of poetry: Homeric poetry.
Socrates queries what may be thought of as a hyper-specialization. Given
the fact that poets deal with similar issues in their poetry, there must be
a specific difference, which allows us to distinguish for instanceHomeric
fromHesiodic poetic style.This is in fact what Ion affirms:Homer creates
in his own way (d), which turns out to be for Ion the best way. If this
is the case, Ion is therefore able to recognize bad poetry from good. Now
for this ability to be demonstrated, he has to be an expert in poetry at
large. As a result, his expertise must consist in being a competent judge
of all the poets (b–). Yet as is acknowledged by Ion, the conclusion
cannot explain the cause of his exclusive love for Homeric poetry. Ion
being thus in an aporetic state of mind (c–), Socrates “generously”
gives him a solution: he does not possess any skill or knowledge relating
toHomer.There is only one reason to account for his peculiar ability.This
is not in fact that of interpreting Homeric poetry, but divine inspiration,
i.e., according to Plato, divine possession.

The conclusion, however, does not match Ion’s experience as a rhap-
sode who is well aware of and attentive to the audience’s emotions over
which he has good control.15 The awareness is crucial to his perfor-
mance. Consequently, from inspiration to possession the conclusion does
not follow. However, the identification is decisive.16 It allows Plato to
argue that the poet cannot claim to be both inspired and hermeneutist,
i.e., interpreter. If hermeneutics were the poet’s technê, the hermeneutist
would be in a conscious state of mind—a requirement inseparable from
performing a technê, since a technikosmust have control over his produc-
tion and procedure. Being out of control, the production of the divinely
possessed poet is therefore non-rational. For to be rational any produc-
tion must be a result of knowledge, and consequently, be under the con-
trol of the producer. Divine possession and technê are thereforemutually
exclusive (ouk ek technês all’ entheoi ontes: Ion e).17

15 See Greene (), ff.
16 It is worth pointing out with Tigerstedt (),  ‘the remarkable uniformity of

Plato’s statements about the nature of poetical inspiration’.
17 In the Apology, inspiration is contrasted to wisdom not techne. However as Tiger-

stedt (),  rightly observes: ‘What is said of their inspiration and their lack of
knowledge is in general agreement with the statements in the Ion’.
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The poet cannot claim to be both transmitter and interpreter.18 Dis-
possessed of any creativity, a mere transmitter, the poet cannot inter-
pret and explain the god-poet’s speeches. Plato denies the poet a double
function, entailing a double expertise, which Pindar seems to allocate to
himself. The poet’s hermeneutics is nothing but receiving, transmitting,
and accordingly, reproducing the divine speeches.19AsNancy argues, ‘far
from consisting of understanding the gods’ logos, the poet’s hermeneu-
tics consists in uttering such a logos.’20 Plato does not admit an investiga-
tive hermêneia: transmission excludes interpretation, contrary to Pin-
dar’s claim, which Plato puts in Ion’s mouth (a). More precisely, the
Platonic test of the poet’s definition as a hermeneutist leads to the defi-
nition of poetic hermeneutics as a transmission, which does not have a
status of technê.

The contradiction arising from the poet’s claim to be both inspired and
a possessor of a technê stems from the Platonic identification of inspira-
tion and possession. From a Platonic standpoint, divine possession and
madness is the only possible choice the poet canmake if he wants to keep
the divine character of his activity. It is worth pointing out that the equa-
tion between divine possessionandmadness is reiterated in thePhaedrus
although at first sight with a slightly different form. Plato here argues on
the one hand that one should be respectful of poeticmadness because it is
a divine gift, and because, in addition, the poet cannot give it up without
becoming a bad poet (a–).

Let us examine whether Plato’s position amounts to a defence of
poetic madness, as some commentators argue.21 Having praised poetic
madness, Plato invites us to praise the mad man over the moderate. He
contrasts madness with moderation (d), and the mad poet with the
moderate man (a). It seems very unlikely that Plato could stand
on the one hand, as an advocate of non-rationality against moderation,
and on the other hand, of the mad poet’s friendship against that of the
moderate man. Irony turns out to be the only possible interpretation of
the passage. As Rowe argues, ‘the tone of the Phaedrus is predominantly

18 Theognis, , Pindar, Pean ..
19 See Symp. e–, Pol. c–, Epin. e–b. See Desclos (), –.
20 Nancy (), .
21 E.g., Brisson (), ff., M. Nussbaum (), ff., Tigerstedt, (), ff.

Socrates’ first discourse that is inspired is wrong, it ends up with the observation that
Stesichoros was obliged to make a discourse to counter the discourse made out of the
Muses’ inspiration (a–). Besides, Plato contrasts Homer’s inability to acknowledge
his mistakes with Stesichoros’ ability to do it (a).
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“light, ironic and playful”. ’22 Furthermore, it is worth noticing that the
same statements are expressed in the same way in Phaedrus a and
Ion e–a, namely that uninspired poetry is bad poetry. In the same
vein, Plato states in the Laws that inspired poets do not know what is
correct and just in music because they are in a frenzy state of mind
(d–e). Moreover, Socrates ranks the life of the poet sixth in the
scale of human lives (Phdr. e).23 The Platonic view of poetry in
the Phaedrus rests upon the definition of poetry as a type of mania
that amounts to possession. Let us note in passing that among the four
types ofmania that Plato distinguishes, onlymania of theMuses equates
with possession. As Griswold argues, ‘the Phaedrus quietly sustains the
critique of poetry’.24

To conclude, by attributing an exclusively divine dimension to poetry,
and thereby excluding all human contribution from the creative process,
divine possession leads to a conception of poetry in which there is
no room for collaboration between the divine and the human (see Ion
e). Plato calls into question the conception of poetry as inspired,
equating inspiration with possession in order to dispossess poetry of the
status of knowledge, and accordingly, of technê understood as an activity
performedout of knowledge. However, since poetry is not only viewed as
reproducing theMuses’ words, but also as reproducing life, and as such as
a true discourse, Plato has to challenge this view as well, to make it plain
that poeticmimêsis is not in fact an adequate way to reach the truth.

. Poetry as Flawed Reproduction

In defining inspiration as possession and poetic imitation as a deceiving
illusion, Plato meets with the following objection: poetry is considered
to be both the gods’ words and also misleading discourses. In the Ion
Plato carefully avoids discussing the issue of truth. The poet’s ignorance
does not necessarily imply that he tells false things, since what he says
in virtue of being possessed is what the Muses tell him. How then is

22 Rowe (), . See also Griswold (), Murray (), . It is worth pointing
out that the first discourse of Socrates (a–d)who claims he is speaking out of the
Muses’ inspiration turns out to be false, as Socrates himself subsequently acknowledges
(d–a).

23 Plato carefully distinguishes between the poiêtikos and the mousikos; the latter is a
philosopher.

24 Griswold (), Asmis (), .
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it possible for the poet to utter misleading discourses especially about
morality? Surely, as Sikes puts it, ‘immorality cannot be inspired’.25 Plato
argues in two different ways to answer the question: first, the poet
falls short of reproducing accurately the Muses’ words, and second, he
reproduces poorly and solely the appearances. The former argument is
epistemological, the latter metaphysical.

.. Poetry: A Flawed Reproduction of the Muses’ Words

It is worth pointing out that in order to demonstrate the poet’s incapacity
to reproduce rightly the Muses’ words, Plato brings inspiration and
mimêsis together in the Laws:26 ‘Whenever a poet is seated on theMuses’
tripod, he is not in his senses but resembles a fountain, which gives
free course to the upward rush of water; and, since his art consists in
imitation, he is compelled often to contradict himself ’ (c–, trans.
Bury). The mouthpiece theory is here expressed through the image of
a fountain. The poet cannot stop telling his words, which are like water
rushing upward. The flux of his speech is out of control. Notice that the
cause of his inconsistent discourses is not the Muse, but the nature of his
art. In otherwords, he is not divinely forced to tell inconsistencies. In this
respect, the Muses are not responsible for the poetic inconsistencies. In
fact, the gods do not want to and cannot mislead us: the gods do not lie
(Rep. II, e), and ‘would never blunder’ (Laws II, c–).

Reproducing the words and behaviours of numerous and versatile
characters is a source of confusion: who tells the truth?Who acts rightly?
Representing several characters at the same time, like Proteus taking
on different shapes, the poet and the listener get lost in the labyrinth
of inconsistent discourses (Laws c). As we have already seen, the
frenzied poet is an instrument in divine hands, but he must be a fal-
lible one since his inspired imitative words make up a confused dis-
course.The reason for poetry’s incoherence is the poet’s inability to repeat
the Muses’ words as they transmit them. Defined as a transmissive her-
mêneia, poetry consists in translating27 (hermêneuein) divine words into
human words. The translation consists in converting them into human
discourses. The conversion understood as a human appropriation of

25 Sikes (), .
26 In the Phaedrus, there is mention of both imitation (e) and inspiration, but not

at the same place. I shall return to this point in due course.
27 Thehermeneutist is ‘the interpreter of a foreign language,’ as Chantraine (), 

notices (my translation).
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divine words causes a gap, which is impossible to fill, between the human
and the divine. Because of his ignorance, the poet is unable in the first
place to be aware that his repetition is flawed, in the sense of being full
of errors. Secondly, he is incapable to separate the true from the false,28
rejecting the latter. He then is unable to reflect on theMuses’ words, and
to make up a true and consistent discourse from these words.29 He is
unable, that is, to be a true interpreter,

Because of the gap, therefore, the poet cannot be a mere mouthpiece.
As Verdenius puts it, Plato ‘certainly did notmean to represent [the poet]
as no more than a speaking-tube in the mouth of theMuse’.30 The poet is
a flawed medium. His flaw however does not rest upon his incapacity to
understand the Muses’ words or upon his falling short of his enterprise,
as Pindar conceives it, since Plato dismisses, as we have seen, the poet’s
claim of an investigative hermêneia. The poet’s flaw rather lies in his
incapacity to repeat accurately the divine words; he can only do it in a
distorted way.31 For this reason, he is inferior to theMuses (Laws c).
His hermêneia is a distorted uttering of theMuses’ words.Thismeans first
that the Muses cannot guarantee an understanding of their revelation,32
second and accordingly, that the gods are not responsible for the poet’s
lies.

.. Poetry: A Flawed Reproduction of Appearances

In Republic Book X the falsehood of poetry is clearly stated and the
definition of poetry as a deceitful art appears to be justified (Rep. a–
b). Plato, dare I say it, lays his cards on the table. The cautious critique
of poetry, which Plato shows in the Ion, Book III of the Republic, and the
Phaedrus, is no longer in place. The critique is final: poetry is nothing
but an illusion and a dangerous deceit.Mimêsis is no longer viewed as a
technique of narrative combinedwith a poetic experience, but is regarded
as the nature of poetry. What matters here is to know what poetry really
is (b).

28 Most (),  interpretsTheog. – in this sense: ‘Mortals, in contrast to divine
Muses, cannot tell the difference between truth and lies’.

29 This is what Plato as a philosopher is able to do while using a poet’s sayings, as we
shall see in due course.

30 Verdenius (), .
31 The distortion is very difficult to perceive (Laws c–).
32 See Verdenius (), .
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The Platonic examination of art is structured around the relationship
between what is reproduced and its reproduction. Poets and painters at
large allow that painting and poetry divide reality in two, acknowledging
therefore the distinction. To understand the nature of imitative poetry,
Plato begins with an analysis of painting33 so as to make it plain that
imitative arts like painting and poetry fallaciously contend that they
rightly imitate reality. It is worth pointing out that although the definition
of art as mimetic was a common view in Ancient Greece, that which
is imitated may be of a different nature. Some poets and painters may
admit to Plato that their work is a reproduction of the “phenomenal” i.e.,
of visible34 reality, or of what happens (ta genomena). However others
claim that they imitate the essence, e.g. of the divine or human being, and
look for harmony and symmetry. As Pollitt puts it, ‘Greek artists tended
to look for the typical and essential forms which expressed the essential
nature of classes of phenomena in the same way that Platonic “forms” or
“ideas” expressed essential realities underlying the multiplicity of sense-
perception. A geometric statuette of a horse is an attempt to get at the
“horseness” which lies behind all particular horses. This principle helps
to explain why the range of building-types in Greek architecture and
the range of subjects in Greek sculpture and painting is so deliberately
limited.’35 Plato alludes to the latter theory in different passages,36 and at
a crucial point at a– since it opens the discussion aboutmimêsis. It
is asked whether the object ofmimêsis is the thing itself as it is in nature
or the things the craftsman makes. Even though the former is dismissed
out of hand as though the alternative is not relevant or does not deserve
to be examined, most of the argument in Book X is based on the hasty

33 As Ferrari (),  points out: ‘Imitation is parasitic on what is imitated; it is
from our understanding of what humans are like that we judge the sculpted man. In the
case of visual arts, Plato seems to think, this understanding need be nothing difficult, a
familiarity with an appreciation of how things look; whereas poetic image-making aims
to capture what is far more difficult to understand and far more important: not just how
people look, but how they act, and how they are motivated to act.’

34 Parrhasios agrees with Socrates on the definition of painting as an image of visible
things (Xenophon,Memorab. III, , ). See Nehamas’ (),  analysis.

35 Pollitt (), ; see also , . See also Gombrich (), –.
36 It is worth pointing out that Plato himself alludes to the possibility for the painter

to paint a model of the best possible man (d). Furthermore he acknowledges that the
painter expresses in his painting the rules of beauty, justice and the good: ‘Do you think,
then, that there’s any difference between the blind and those who are really deprived of
the knowledge of each thing that is? The latter have no clear model in their souls, and so
they cannot-in themanner of painters-look towhat ismost true,make constant reference
to it and study it as exactly as possible.’ (c–d, trans. Grube, rev. Reeve).
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rejection. It is in fact doubtful that the artist could have access to the
essence of things, as Plato understands it—the only access being through
dialectic. Plato’s theory of Forms and by and large his epistemology work
as a refutation of this theory of art: art is by nature eidolic: its product is
an eidôlon. It suffices to demonstrate this point to invalidate the artist’s
claim to attain the Forms.

This is why in his criticism Plato is concerned with the relationship
between a work of art and reality and this is why before expounding his
theory of mimêsis, he makes a point of referring to the usual method
of inquiry. This entails on the one hand, to acknowledge the existence
of the Forms (a–), on the other hand, their identification with
truth. These two claims allow Plato to modify the usual meaning of
mimêsis in giving it a negative connotation: it means a deceiving illusion.
The amended adjective ‘deceiving’ is here crucial since the definition of
painting as an art of illusion is well attested. In fact, the ability to produce
illusion was one of the favoured ends of painting;37 the painter’s talent is
proportionate to the success of his trompe-l’œil.38 Zeuxis prides himself
on having reproduced grapes so well that birds have been misled.39 Plato
calls into question the idea of illusion as being valuable.40 As defined as
trompe-l’œil, painting is the perfect target to aim at the true one that is
poetry. It allows Plato on the one hand, to condemn illusion at large by
propounding a new definition, which rests on a metaphysical basis, and
on the other hand, to define poetry as an art of deceiving illusion since
poetry conceived of as a reproduction of life is an analogue of painting.41

37 Like Zeuxis, Parrhasios was reputed to reproduce with amazing fidelity the physical
or emotive reality of those he painted. His Philocteteswas like a living person: ‘His skin is
parched and shrunk to look at, and perchance feels dry even to the finger’s touch’ (Greek
Anthology XVI, ).

38 Pliny (XXXV, ) relates that during a competition, Parrhasios brought a painted
curtain, which misled Zeuxis. He asked in fact if he could draw it.

39 Pliny, XXXV, . As Delrieu, Hilt, Létoublon (),  stress, ‘the archaic narra-
tive is mimetic; it represents life and likes to make illusion of it’. The idea of imitation as
a production of illusions is clearly stated in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo: ‘Also they can
imitate the tongues of all men and their clattering speech: each would say that he himself
were singing, so close to truth is their sweet song’ (–, trans. Evelyn-White).

40 I disagree with Nehamas (),  who argues that, ‘it is clear that the term and
its cognates . . . did not go hand in hand with the Platonic notions of the counterfeit, the
merely apparent, the deceitful and the fake’. See also on this issue, Nagy (), –.

41 Remember that the analogy is not new since Simonides defines poetry as a ‘painting
that speaks’ (Plutarch,De Glor. Athen. F). Moreovermany painters usedmythological
themes in their paintings, and painted scenes of the Trojan Cycle, especially the Iliad and
the Odyssey. See Pausanias’ description of Polygnotos’ works, Iliouperis and Nekya (X,
–).
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The Platonic argument runs as follows. Contrary to what the painter
boasts, the painted illusion is far from being perfect; for the painter turns
out to be incapable of identically reproducing what appears as it appears.
Mimêsis lays hold only of a small part of each thing (smikron ti ekastou:
b). This assertion is justified regarding the Platonic hierarchy of
reality which descends from the more real to the less real thing, namely
from the Form through appearances (phainomena) to image (eidôlon).
The Platonic ontological scale leads him to define mimêsis as a copy of
appearances.42 Painting cannot consequently picture reality as a whole,
for it grasps real things only in part, which is itself an incomplete reality
(a–).

Plato questions the core of the painting’s claim, which turns out to be
a false trompe-l’œil that can mislead only children and foolish human
beings (c). Although the artists are right to declare that imitating is
producing an illusion, illusion however has nothing to do with likeness
and reality. It is a flawed likeness, which distorts reality and is not its
true copy. Even carrying a mirror around everywhere (d) will not
suffice to obtain a true reproduction of things.43The result is in fact a dim
thing (amudron: a), a copy of appearances. The painter falls short
of representing things as they are.44 Painting and poetry distort reality as
happens with an object reflected in water (c–). The consequences
are twofold: poetry is not a true discourse and is not even an imitation of
the truth (b–).

What, then, does poetry imitate? Plato answers: past human deeds
(Rep. X c, Laws II a–). In this case, human deeds correspond to
appearances, and analogically are what the bed is for the painter. Noticing
the difficulty of the Platonic analogy, Clay raises the question: ‘What
form (eidos), one asks, is the pattern for Clytemnestra in Aeschylus’
Agamemnon?’45The answermight be that poetry is the song, namely the
image of human and divine deeds, i.e., appearances (Rep. X, c), and

42 Note that the Platonic definition rests on the distinction between being and appear-
ance. However, observe that Democritus asserts something similar to the Platonic state-
ment. He opposes ‘being’ to ‘imitating’: agathon ê einai chreon ê mimesthai (DKB).

43 The passage is here a direct attack against the Homeric conception of poetry and
therefore is ironic since it makes it understood that anyone can be an artist. See Collobert
() contra Babut’s (b),  claim according to which the passage defines the
epistemic standpoint of the artist. On the other hand, as Muller (),  notes, ‘the
best and truest imitation is not a double of the original’. See also Aristotle, Rhet., b.

44 Moss (), .
45 Clay (), .
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the Forms are those of virtue (Rep. VI, d–e).46 Unable to attain the
Form of justice, Homer falls short of reproducing it through his heroes’
deeds. The Platonic concern here is to demonstrate that the purpose
of poetry cannot be that of transmitting any sort of knowledge, nor,
accordingly, give us access to the Forms.

Poetry is a flawed reproduction because the sole reality the poet may
reach is appearances47 that imply no knowledge and no understanding
(Rep. X, b–). Poetic mimêsis leaves out understanding by which
the poet would be able to set apart what deserves to be and not to
be imitated (Laws II, c–),48 and knowledge by which he would
be aware of the good and bad things he imitates (Rep. X, a). By
contrast, reproduction as achieved by a craftsman supposes on his part
an understanding of what he imitates, since the object of imitation has a
specific function. He thusmakes the product according to its function. A
flute-maker for instance is able to produce a good flute according to the
flute-player’s specifications. He is the only competent and knowledgeable
person to judge the qualities of the flute that its use brings to the surface
(Rep. X, d–a). Applying this reasoning to the painter and the
poet, Plato comes to the conclusion that they do not have any idea of the
excellence of the products they imitate, producing therefore a copy of
excellence. In this sense, though the result of poetry is images, this does
not imply that images are consciously produced by the poet nor that he
has an active part in the process of production.49 On the contrary, he is
rather passive since he is not aware of the very status of his reproduction,
which is an eidôla-making.

Plato moves from the Form to the use, from the highest reality to
excellence. However, more than a shift it is rather a double argument.
The distorting reality is considered firstly, from an ontological point of
view, and secondly, from a technical one. From the latter point of view,
the trompe-l’œil is misleading because the painter is unable to reproduce
the perfection of the things he imitates. Since it distorts reality, painting’s
mimêsis rests on a double ignorance, that of the Form and of excellence,
amounting to a lack of knowledge and of true beliefs. Applied to poetry

46 Ferrari (), ff.
47 Note that appearances are tantamount to past deeds that include heroic and divine

deeds. By falsely reproducing their deeds, the poet falls short of reaching the very nature
of the gods and heroes (see Rep. II, e).

48 As Ferrari (),  argues: ‘Clearly, then, the goodness of the imitation is being
thought of as inseparable from the goodness or appropriateness of what is imitated.’

49 Contrary to what Griswold (),  asserts.
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technical excellence becomes ethical (eidôlon aretês: e). This is why
poetry is said to reproduce badly what the gods and human beings are
(eikaze kakos: Rep. III, e). Here again, Plato calls into question a
claim of both poets and painters arguing that the poet has no knowledge
of what human action is. He has no knowledge, in other words, of the
essence of human action and of what it should be, i.e., its excellence.50
Not knowing the truth, he blindly imitates (a). His imitation is thus
‘third from the truth’ (c).What then is ultimately at stake is the poet’s
ignorance about ethical matters.51

To recapitulate, the examination of poetic ignorance at the core of
the Platonic critique of poetry proceeds as follows: the frenzied poet
is not aware of what he says just as the imitative poet is not aware of
what he does. The theory of inspiration-possession focuses on the poet’s
non-rationality and ignorance, and concludes that poetry is not a technê,
understood as interpretation, whereas the theory of imitation has as its
focus the consequences of the poet’s ignorance for his production. Each
theory has its own angle of attack.Thepossession theory aims at the poet’s
cognitive state, while the imitation theory targets the nature of poetry and
its product. Plato challenges the conception of poetry as a true discourse,
concluding that since poetic reality is a pale and misleading reflection of
reality, and since it is a misleading reproduction of the Muses’ words,
poetry is nothing but illusory words.

.The Poet: A Poorly Inspired Imitator

I shall now argue that the flawed hermêneia, the distorted transmission
of the Muses’ words turns out to be a flawed report of the past. However,
insofar as reporting the past is reproducing it in speech, we need to
question the relationship between inspiration-possession andmimêsis. In
fact, there must be something wrong with the Muses’ revelation besides
the poet’s incompetence to repeat identically the Muses’ words. It seems
that the Muses’ revelation to the poet is doomed to failure insofar as it
does not allow him to tell truths.

50 Cf. Aristotle, Pol. VIII, –, Poet. .
51 As a result, his characters appear to be good, but are not truly good. To pursue this

point fully would outrun the scope of my immediate concern. See on this issue, e.g.,Moss
(), Belfiore (), Nehamas ().
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..The Content of the Muses’ Revelation

However, at first glance, this does not accord with Plato’s own acknowl-
edgement of poetic truths in the Laws and Republic, Book III. Certain
utterances of Homer are ‘in a kind of unison with the voices of both
the god and nature’ (Laws III, a–, trans. Bury, slightly modified)
thanks to the Muses, Plato nonetheless specifies. The truths the inspired
poet utters bear on past events, as Plato has already stated in the Repub-
lic. Plato recounts a ‘historical’ fact52 borrowed from Homer (Il. .),
that of the foundation of Dardania by Dardanos.This is a factual truth—
the only truth the poet can grasp (Laws III, a). Note that in the epic
genre poetic truth is regarded as factual only insofar as the poet tells the
story of individuals regarded as real individuals, and speaks of events
regarded as real events.53 What the Muses reveal are thus factual truths.
As a result, the truths that the poet is able to reach are only factual. How-
ever, the poet’s incapacity to repeat accurately the divine words produces
a discourse that is a mixture of factual truths and inaccurate assertions.
The poet therefore provides us with a distorted image of the past, which
makes his poetry a false and inconsistent report of the past.

.. From Possession to Mimêtikê

The claim of poetic inconsistencies is recurrent in Plato’s works. It is
worth observing that he addresses the matter in the Laws (c–)
where he brings mimêsis and possession together. Murray holds that the
so-called imitation here is that introduced in Book III and not X of the
Republic; and relying onVelardi,54 she identifies inspirationwithmimêsis.
In Book III,mimêsis is defined as follows: ‘To make oneself like someone
else in voice or appearance is to imitate the person onemakes oneself like’
(c–).55 Imitation consists in acting like someone else, whichmeans

52 Bury () translates the phrase pollon ton kat’ alêtheian gignomenon into ‘truth of
history.’

53 Collobert ().
54 As Velardi (),  argues: ‘La teoria dell’enthousiamos offere una saldissima

base fenomenologica al concetto di mimesi’.
55 Plato does not here introduce a new theory of mimêsis. As Else (),  argues:

‘Whatwe can infer with some confidence is that the original sphere ofmimesis—or rather
ofmimos andmimeisthai—was that the imitation of animate beings, animal and human,
by the body and the voice’. As McKeon (),  notes: ‘It is invalid criticism to point
out that a term like ‘imitation’ has many meanings in Plato’. The word has in fact several
meanings, e.g. Halliwell (), Janaway () contra Belfiore (). However, to treat
this point fully would outrun the scope of my immediate concern.
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to reproduce the other’s voice and appearance, as though the imitator is
the other person. In this case,mimêsis is understood as impersonation.

However, there may be a flaw in the picture. It is in fact doubtful that
mimêsis means impersonation in this passage. Mimêsis is in the Laws
defined as consisting of poiôn which means shaping, making, creating56

‘numerous characters of contradictory moods’ (c–). I take it that
the poet’s self-contradiction amounts to the claim that numerous incon-
sistent discourses pervade poetry. Not only are there contradictory dis-
courses held by various characters, but also one and the same character
holds contradictory discourses.The poet therefore contradicts himself by
creating various and versatile characters.57 In this regard, the definition
of mimêsis at c– should rather be brought together with the defi-
nition in Rep. X, c–d. In the latter, Plato defines the poet’smimêsis
as consisting of representing humans in conflict and struggle with them-
selves (d–). Moreover, by definition appearances are contradictory.
Therefore a discourse, which has as its object the appearances, andwhose
goal is to reflect or copy the appearances, is necessarily inconsistent.
This is thus primarily the nature of the poet’s art—not possession—that
compels him to contradict himself. However, it is because of being pos-
sessed that the poet is not aware of self-contradiction, more precisely, he
does not know ‘which of these contradictory utterances is true’ (c–
).58 There is an obvious relationship between possession and igno-
rance.

For the relationship to be clarified, we need first to examine whether
possession is the condition for mimêsis defined as a reproduction of
appearances, as Plato hints in the passage of the Laws. According to the
poets, they get inspired through the invocation of the Muses in which
they ask the Muses to tell them the past, e.g. Achilles’ wrath (Il. I.),
Odysseus’ return (Od. .). The poet therefore asks the Muses to give
him access to what happened. According to Plato, the poet calls for the
ecstatic experience that allows him to be a witness to the past, as though
he had been there, as Homer puts it (Od. .). This guarantees the
vividness and accuracy of his narration, according to the poet ().

56 Bury’s translation. Saunders rightly translates it by ‘representing’.
57 It is worth pointing out that the poet impersonates characters that he creates. How-

ever, the converse does not hold. He also creates characters that he does not impersonate.
It is the case when he does not identify with his characters, and therefore, does not speak
in the first person.

58 True utterances are concernedwith ethical matters. Further down, Plato argues that
the poets are unable to discriminate between what is bad and what is good (b–c).
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This is why Plato could argue in the Ion that the poet’s soul is in Ithaca
or Troy where the action takes place, where the characters act (c–
). Being possessed, the poet is able to tell what he sees, reproducing
therefore in speech the pastwithwhich theMuses connect him.However,
reproducing the past in speech equates with reproducing the appearances
on account of the equation between what happened and sensible reality.
Connected with appearances, the poet can only speak of appearances,
thereby producing a discourse that consists of a pale copy of them. The
wording of the invocation allows Plato to argue that the poet does not aim
to reach the Forms.This is why it is he and not theMuses thatmakes him
an imitator of appearances. He therefore is to be blamed, not the Muses,
who in fact only comply with the poet’s request.

Furthermore, the poet’s call for possession rests upon his conception
of poetry as world-mirroring, as the telling of what happened. In fact,
an ecstatic experience is needed to mirror the past since the experience
allows the poet to have access to it. Possession turns out to be the
condition for the poet’s telling of the past. In other words, for the poet
to accomplish his art of mimêsis, he must be possessed by the Muses.
The call for possession amounts on the part of the poet to reducing his
function to that of a flawed reproduction, which amounts to a production
of images of the sensible (Rep. X, a–). What is at fault is the poet’s
conception of his art, and ultimately of knowledge.

As acknowledged by the poets, the invocation is needed on account of
their ignorance, as we have seen.However, according to Plato, the request
demonstrates the poet’s ignorance of what knowledge and truth are all
about. Plato shifts thus the meaning of the poet’s ignorance, which is no
longer ignorance of the past, but of the Forms. Not aware of the latter
ignorance—moreover willing to please his audience—the poet does not
request from the Muses an access to the Forms. This is why instead of
connecting the poet with the Form and excellence, and so with the truth,
they connect him at his request with past events, taking him to Troy or
Ithaca.

Thus, by calling for divine possession through the invocation, the poet
not only confines himself to appearances, and therefore to ignorance of
reality, but he makes him also unable to reach the Forms. In this regard,
if the poet searched for truths, he would not ask the Muses to give him
access to the past, but rather to the Forms. In not doing so, he condemns
himself not only to be a poormouthpiece, but also to an everlasting state
of ignorance. In other words, by calling for possession, he calls for what
he should not, making therefore a poor use of the divine power.
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Frompossession tomimêsis, the conclusion follows.Out of inspiration
the poet condemns himself to be a bad imitator since, if he were as
knowledgeable as people believe he is, he would not request what he
requests from the Muses. By bringing together possession and mimêsis
and by ending with a condemnation of the poet’s ignorance, Plato unites
the two theories in the Laws.The ecstatic possession,which the poet calls
for and which belongs to the category of ‘non-conceptual, and therefore
non-rational and non-reflexive,’ as Havelock rightly points out, leads
to an art that can only be a poor and bad imitation, an art which is
mimetike.59

Stemming from ignorance, his mimetic and inspired activity cannot
fall under the category of technê.60 However, as producing eidôla, poetry
is a kind of production;61 hence the concept ofmimêtike that Plato builds
up.62Mimêtike is the making of eidôla, but the making is a flawed repro-
duction.The poet is not a technikos, a skilled producer but amimêtikos.63
As a mimêtikos, he certainly possesses an ability to make eidôla, but the
ability does not amount to technê.64 Even though one might say that he
is expert at the making of eidôla, his expertise is not only poor, but also
fake. This is the case on account of his lack of ‘understanding and control
of the making of poetry’, as Janaway puts it.65 Like rhetorikê,66 mimêtikê
is in fact a spurious technê because in the first place, it does not rest upon
knowledge, and secondly, it aims at pleasure.67 Mimêtikê is therefore a
pseudo technê. In the Ion, the inspiration-possession theory leads Plato
to dismiss a poet’s technê as an investigative hermêneia; in the Republic,
the attribution of expertise to the poet goes together with its devaluation.

59 Havelock (), .
60 As Janaway (),  puts it, ‘techne is a branch of knowledge which guides some

human activity to a successful outcome’.
61 Soph. b.
62 Belfiore (), . It is worth noting that in the Laws, c, Plato uses the word

technê. However it does not imply that he considers here the poet as a possessor of a technê
as Plato conceives of it. In fact, he emphasizes in the passage the poet’s lack of knowledge.

63 Asmis (), .
64 Nussbaum (), –.
65 Janaway (), .
66 Gorg. e–. The sophist, the orator, and the poet fall under the same category of

ignorant and ‘insinceremanufacturer of eidola by mimicry’, as Dodds (),  puts it.
In fact, the poet is said to be a kind of orator (d) to whom the possession of a technê
is denied.

67 InRep. X, c–, Plato sets in contrastmimeisthai and gignôskein. See also b–
, and Gorg. b–c. As Janaway () , argues, ‘in Plato’s stricter philosophical
sense a truly adequate technê both aims at the good and is a form of knowledge’.
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Mimêtikê is the only expertise the poet can claim since the only thing he
can and desires to do while possessed is mirroring the past.

To recapitulate, the poet’s failure is twofold. In the first place, the
poet falls short of mirroring accurately the past. He does not provide
us with a true and reliable report of the past, which he regards as that
of which poetry consists. Hence his flawed transmission equates with a
flawed mirroring of the past. In the second place, the poet has no clue
about the very nature of knowledge, which is not concerned with past
events, therefore with appearances. In this respect, a factual truth is not a
philosophical one, as Plato’s use of factual truthsmakes plain. He uses the
fact of the foundation of Dardania that Homer mentions to exemplify a
point that allows him to make Homer say what he did not say, namely
that the foundation corresponds to the third form of constitution. In
doing so, Plato first lays stress on what is at stake from a philosophical
standpoint, which is hardly the narrative’s fidelity to the actual events;68
and second, illustrates a way of using a poetic truth amounting to a
fact by including it in philosophic reasoning.69 A poetic truth is thus
conceived of as an example. Let us notice that such inclusion results from
the incompleteness of poetic truth. Such incompleteness is noted by Plato
in the Republic, where he hypothetically posits the existence of truths in
Homer (an ei ên alêthê: a). Poetry may contain incomplete truths
of which only a philosopher can make sense (d–).70 In this regard,
the dispersed poetic truths might be for the philosopher material to be
remoulded. However, this cannot make poetry a true discourse,71 for it
is almost impossible to extract any coherent discourse from the welter of
poetic inconsistencies (Prot. e–).72

It follows that poetry is a flawedmimêsis. It is a flawed reproduction on
the one hand, of divine discourses, and on the other hand, of true reality.
As composed by the poets, poetry is merely a forgery. The Muses do not
accompany the poet to knowledge’s gates because he has no desire for
it. This is why knowledge cannot be the purpose of the poets. The poet

68 As Verdenius (),  states, ‘a poem is an inconsistent collection of statements,
of which some have only a sense in a very specific way’ (my translation).

69 One should not be mistaken about Platonic quotations of the poets. While quoting
them Plato makes them say what he wants. For instance inMeno he relies on Pindar to
demonstrate the immortality of the soul (b–c). See Halliwell (b).

70 See on the issue, e.g. Halliwell ().
71 For an interpretation to be done, true and false assumptions have to be set apart

(d). If there is a hermeneutic enterprise in Plato, the enterprise does not mean that
he recognizes poetry as a true discourse.

72 Note in passing that Plato here criticizes the sophistic use of poetry.
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claims illegitimately to share the same goal as the philosopher, namely
that of truth, while its goal is nothing other than the audience’s pleasure.
In other words, by invoking theMuses the poet intends to please human
beings but not to tell them truths.

Let us observe however that if the poet ceased to be an imitator,
he would also cease to be inspired, for his mimêsis is the result of his
possession. But from a Platonic perspective, he would also cease to be
ignorant. This is not to say as Nehamas does that: ‘To imitate the Forms
is a request that it is logically impossible for the artist to satisfy, for in
virtue of satisfying it, the artist would cease to be an artist’.73 As we have
seen, some artists attempt to express the Forms, i.e. the nature of things,
through their works of art. However it is true that these Forms are of
a different kind from the Platonic. In imitating the latter the poet then
would be a philosopher or at least a craftsman, a doctor or a lawgiver
(see c–b). On the one hand, there are those who act, and on
the other, those who copy actions.74 As possessed the poet is doomed
to reproducing the sensible; but what is the point of doubling sensible
reality, since it does not produce any knowledge?

Let us specify however that mimêsis is not necessarily negative. The
mimesis of the craftsman, the legislator,75 and the philosopher, Plato,
who writes his philosophical dialogues, all look at the Forms (Rep. VI,
b–).76 Furthermore, the philosopher should not dismiss theMuses.
In contrast to the poet, the philosopher knows how to make use of them
(Laws a–);77 but the use entails possessing knowledge (b).78
The Muses might give the philosopher the impetus to accomplish what
hemust: reproducing the good, since in reproduction of this kind lies the
activity proper to the philosophical life. This is why the art of the Muses
Calliope and Urania can be honoured as it should be, by spending one’s
life in philosophizing (Phdr. d). As Ferrari rightly puts it: ‘The best
sort of imitation is not poetry at all, but philosophy—an activity which

73 Nehamas (), .
74 For this distinction, see e.g. McKeon (), .
75 Plato argues in the Laws that what makes the legislator superior is that he is able to

define a constitution from the imitation of themost beautiful and excellent life (b–).
He is the true poet, as Tigerstedt (),  argues.

76 The legislator of the Laws acts out of divine inspiration (c). As Belfiore (),
 rightly puts it, ‘Plato would admit imitation of the good as a separate category of
imitation in poetry’. It is worth mentioning in passing that the Republic as Halliwell
(),  argues, ‘is concluded by an alternative “poetry” ’, i.e., the myth of Er.

77 See also Rep. VIII, d–.
78 Murray (), ().
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cannot be distinguished, either in its products or procedures, from the
practice of a certain kind of life’.79 In not being an art of life, in being of
no use (Rep. X,  c–e), poetry is doomed to failure.The only relevant
mimêsis is therefore that which exhibits itself in praxis, and philosophy is
such praxis for Plato.

Conclusion

To conclude, the poet is loved by the gods, but first by the Muses (Od.
.). This is why ‘with all peoples upon the earth singers are entitled
to be cherished and to their share of respect’ (.–). Plato wages
war against this idealized figure by showing that poetry claims to be
something it is not. Poetry is certainly a divine gift; but the poet proves
he is not worthy of the gift, for he persuades the Muses to offer him
instead a pale reflection of reality. As a result, poets provide people with
pseudo-knowledge. The poet cannot perform the educational role that
he claims. The poet’s inspiration and mimêsis do not allow him to play
the role because they both exclude technê and knowledge. This is why
the philosopher must resist the poetic enchantment. In order to resist
it Plato uses thereby the same pharmakon for the poetic enchantment as
Penelope and Eumaios do in theOdyssey, claiming that poetry is nothing
but illusory words. The theory of mimêsis offers such a pharmakon, as
Plato himself acknowledges (Rep. X, a–b): the pharmakon consists
of knowing what poetry really is (b).

79 Ferrari (), .





chapter four

PLATO’S ION AND THE ETHICS OF PRAISE

Carlotta Capuccino

Mypaper aims to establish two things: ()what exactly is themain subject
of Plato’s Ion, and accordingly () for what purpose Plato wrote it. ()
In my view, and contrary to the mainstream interpretation, Plato’s Ion
is not a dialogue about poetry and the poet as a professional figure:
Socrates’ interlocutor, Ion of Ephesus, is actually not a poet, but the most
famous of Homeric rhapsodes. His proper task, according to Plato, is
to communicate to the audience Homer’s thought and, in this way, to
become his ‘mediator’ (hermêneus): the rhapsode is, on the one hand, the
authorized depository of Homeric wisdom and, on the other, the living
voice able to transmit it. His mediation is worthy of Plato’s philosophical
interest for it is not an exegesis of Homer’s verses (aiming to establish
what Homer really said), but a praise of his paideutic value and of the
model of life he proposes: Ion is then a praiser (epainetês) of Homer, who
recognizes and promotes his authority in both ethical and political life,
by inciting the audience to emulation with his meaningful praise of the
poet. () Plato’s purpose is to showhow the ethics underlying this kind of
praise—a praise not only of amodel of life but above all of the authority of
such a model—is dangerous (i) because persuasive but groundless (one
is praised not because he is wise, but is wise, because he is praised) and
(ii) because it promotes a dogmatic and passive style of life and thought.
The ethics of praise is then essentially incompatible with philosophy.

I. The palaia diaphora between philosophy and poetry has posed, until
our days, several difficulties to the interpreters of Plato, who have at-
tempted, on the one hand, to ascertain its origin and historical develop-
ment, and, on the other, to find some point of equilibrium in the ‘inner
quarrel’ between Plato the philosopher and Plato the writer or the artist.1

1 Pl. Rep. X, b–. Whether it is an ancient quarrel or only an old one, on the
basis of two possible meanings of palaios, the typical scholarly attempt is to trace back
its origin and fundamental stages, and the different positions can be located between
two opposites: on the one hand the denial that any real quarrel between philosophy and
poetry ever existed before Plato’s work (from Collingwood [], , to Nightingale
[], –) and, on the other, the recognition of such a quarrel in the history of
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Wherever its roots might lie, and independently of any inner conflict,
the criticism of poetry occupies, as a matter of fact, a non-trivial part in
Plato’s philosophical reflection: one can consider, for instance, its impor-
tance in theRepublic, where the criticism of poetry occupies three books,
and among them, significantly, the final one. Plato’s analysis is twofold: on
the one hand, it concerns the nature of poetry, especially in the case of the
philosophical reflections in the tenth book of theRepublic; on the other, it
has to dowith its value, with regard to the role of poetry in human life and
its function within the polis. This second aspect is the object of the eth-
ical reflections on poetry in the dialogues; paradoxically, Plato devotes
his long preliminary inquiry to this aspect: until the tenth book of the
Republic he never asks himself ‘What is poetry?’, but he investigates its
effects by reflecting on its utility; as for its nature, he limits himself to
showing what poetry, as a matter of fact, is not.2

I will devote my paper to this preliminary inquiry, starting from the
Ion. I believe that this short dialogue can be a good starting point, since
establishing its main theme is a quite controversial question which is
strictly related, as we shall see, to the value of poetry according to Plato.
In particular, I shall try to answer two questions. The first one concerns
precisely the dominant theme, the ‘hidden heart’3 of the dialogue: is or

philosophy until Plato, as a kind of thread which concerns various levels: on this point
cf. the recent work by F.M. Giuliano, the most complete and, I think, the best study now
available about Plato’s conception of poetry (Giuliano [], especially –); I do
not agree, however, with his traditional interpretation which makes the Ion a dialogue
on poets and poetry, attributing too little importance to the figure of the rhapsode,
who actually remains Socrates’ only interlocutor throughout the dialogue. Giuliano also
addresses Plato’s alleged ‘inner quarrel’, showing that the ambiguity is not in the attitude
of the philosopher towards poetry, but in the nature of poetry itself (–); Marušič
(), cap.  and p.  reaches the same result independently. But cf. also, before them,
Verdenius (), –.

2 Unlike what happens in the cases of rhetoric (Gorg. d, e–d) and sophistic
(Soph. c–d), whose nature constitutes the primary subject of inquiry. It is interesting
to notice that, whereas for the ethical virtues the starting question is ‘what is it?’ (e.g. La.
d–), in the case of the alleged technai the question concerns the technitêsfirst (Gorg.
d), in order to know what his art consists of (e–a), and only at a second stage
the art itself, in order to find out what its object is (c–d). On the nature of poetry,
cf. Giuliano (), cap. III; the topic is tackled by Plato starting from a question about
the nature of mimesis (Rep. X, c), to reach the conclusion that all poets are imitators
according to the general definition ofmimêsis which follows from it (eff.). Themore
significant texts concerning the value of poetry are instead the Apology (a ff.), the Ion,
the Gorgias (b ff.), and Books II–III of the Republic.

3 Verdenius (), . I am glad to acknowledge my debt to W.J. Verdenius, with
whom I share both the initial question ‘pourquoi et avec quelle intention Platon a écrit
l’Ion [?]’ (p. ) and other general theses about the Ion (cf. Capuccino ).
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is not the Ion a dialogue on poetry and poets, which as such sets the
philosopher (Socrates) in opposition to the poets, thus enacting a new
stage of the palaia diaphora? The second question concerns, instead, the
dominant character of Plato’s inquiry on poetry, starting again from the
Ion: is it, at the end of the day, a criticism or a praise?4

II. Let us begin with the first question: if by ‘poet’ we mean narrowly
someone who composes or recites verses professionally, or composed
or recited them in the past, the answer to this question is no, for the
following two reasons.

. First of all, Ion of Ephesus, Socrates’ interlocutor in the homony-
mous dialogue, is not a poet. Moreover, he is presented in the dia-
logue itself as a well-determined professional figure, thereby distin-
guished from the poet: Ion is a renowned Homeric rhapsode. This
is a matter of fact, then, which we can extrapolate from themise en
scène of the dialogic fiction and from the choice and characteriza-
tion of the interlocutor (a–c).

. The second reason is an exegetical one, and concerns the position of
the rhapsode in the chain of divine inspiration, which in the way
it works resembles a magnetic chain of iron rings attracted by a
magnet: just as the magnet itself in virtue of its strength attracts the
first ring of the chain and the second one through it, and so on until
the last one, so the Muse attracts to herself the inspired poet, e.g.
Homer, who in turn attracts the rhapsode, who finally captures the
audience, closing the chain of enthusiasm. I.e. every ring turns out
to exercise the Muse’s power, on her own concession, by a principle
of transitivity of inspiration borrowed from that of magnetism:
the poet is attracted by the Muse and attracts the rhapsode, the
rhapsode is attracted by the poet and attracts the audience (dff.).

These two reasons are, as a matter of fact, strictly related. Several doubts
have been advanced concerning the choice of Socrates’ interlocutor, an
itinerant Homeric rhapsode who proclaims to be famous, and indeed
the best, but is otherwise unknown to us; and if we trust Xenophon’s
judgment—whether it depends on Plato or not—it seems that in the

4 Cf. Giuliano (), : ‘[ . . . ] corre l’obbligo di conciliare le contrastanti concezioni
che [Platone] elabora sulla poesia. Le soluzioni proposte sono tanto varie quanto nume-
rose, per un problema tuttora aperto’.
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V–IV century bc rhapsodes did not enjoy, at least among educated peo-
ple, a particularly good press.5 Consequently, according to the prevail-
ing interpretation, the real object of Plato’s inquiry would be poets and
poetry, which enjoyedmuchmore prestige in Greek culture at that time.6
The typical argument of those who support this interpretation is an a for-
tiori one: the rhapsode and the poet are both, in fact, rings of the same
magnetic chain (unlike, e.g., the sophist, withwhomsomehave also tried
to identify Ion).7 And the fact that the rhapsodemight represent the poet
is justified on the basis of the aforementioned principle of transitivity. In
this sense both intermediate rings, poet and rhapsode, exercise the same
power of inspiration by divine dispensation, respectively on the rhap-
sode and on the audience, and therefore they are interchangeable; but
the poet—and this is the strongest argument—remains nonetheless the
direct inspirer of the rhapsode, and so the former appears to enjoy a priv-
ileged position vis-à-vis the latter.8

Actually, there is an essential difference between the positions occu-
pied by the rhapsode and the poet in the chain (and so we come back to
the second reason), a differencewhich allows us to re-evaluate his dignity
as a Socratic interlocutor: although they are both intermediate rings, the
object they are conjoined to is not the same. One extremity is in com-
mon, namely their connection point, that, as we have said, determines
the superiority of the poet over the rhapsode, even in space (the poet
is above). The other extremity is different: as for the poet it is the supe-
rior one, the Muse, and this close contact with the divine origin would
seem to guarantee, once again, the dominant role to the poet. As for the
rhapsode it is instead the inferior extremity, i.e. the audience, the element
which closes the chain. I would like to demonstrate that, despite appear-
ances, this, i.e. the position of the rhapsode and not that of the poet, is
the real privileged position, and that, consequently, the rhapsode (and
not the poet) is the direct object of Plato’s interest in the dialogue.9

5 X. Mem. IV , –; Symp. III . Notice that Xenophon’s negative judgement
does not necessarily reflect the common attitudes towards rhapsodes, and consequently
does not attest to their loss of prestige in the common opinion: Xenophon’s criticisms
of the rhapsodes could belong to an intellectual élite, be independent, or derive from a
(superficial) reading of Plato’s Ion.

6 So Murray (), .
7 Cf. especially the long commentary in Flashar ().
8 Cf. Giuliano (), : ‘Argomento dello Ione è il rapporto tra poesia e conoscen-

za’, n. : ‘[s]volto sulla doppia direttrice, che il ponte del rapsodo Ione riunifica, della
poesia e della sua interpretazione’.

9 Scholars have often maintained that the theory of inspiration concerns primarily
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This second, exegetical reason in support of the thesis that the sub-
ject of the Ion is not the poet as normally understood (i.e. the profes-
sional poet) is actually a cluster of reasons which attempt to define who
Ion of Ephesus is and in what his rhapsodic activity consists. On this
subject, we can get all the necessary information in the proem, or more
precisely in the second part of it, which is a sort of main proem which
follows the meeting or greetings between the two interlocutors.10 Here
Socrates declares that he envies or admires (ezêlôsa) Ion’s activity, and
we discover that, besides reciting the Homeric verses at festivals like the
Panethenaics (for which he has to ekmanthanein [ . . . ] ta epê), the rhap-
sode has also another activity, which is not attested by any source outside
the Platonic corpus.11 Ion himself presents it at c as a verbal activ-
ity which consists in legein peri, i.e. in speaking of or about Homer, and
which cannot coincide with the simple declamation (reciting Homer);
this activity seems to be his proper task, what makes him a good rhap-
sode.The Greek phrase legein peri describes only superficially the aspect
of this rhapsodic saying, whose function had already been introduced
in the previous words: the task of the Homeric rhapsode is to become
hermêneus of the poet’s thought for his audience.

The standard interpretation of what the rhapsodic activity described
in this passage is relies on themodernmeaning12 of the term hermêneus,

the poet (about ten references to the poiêtês, against only a couple to the rhapsôidos), and
since they believe that it is the thematic core of the dialogue, they pose poetry and the
poets as its first and main subject-matter (cf. nn. , ). It is often overlooked, however,
that the theory is introduced by Socrates to explain to Ion the excellence of his legein
peri Homêrou, and in the same way it ends with a reference to the rhapsode’s activity
(cf. n. ). Giuliano notices the initial reference, but not the final one (, ): since
he identifies the relationship between the poet and the rhapsode with the one between
poetry and its interpretation, it is understandable that he favours the former. He does not
differ from the traditional view, in so far as he does not manage to see in Ion’s activity
enough autonomy to justify Plato’s interest in him, except as secondary to his interest in
the poet.

10 The proem of the Ion can be divided into a short initial part which presents the
meeting of the two interlocutors (minor proem, a–b) and a second longer part
which introduces the rhapsode’s activity (main proem, b–a).

11 For a reconstruction of the rhapsodic activity attested by our extant sources I refer
the reader to Capuccino (), app. B. What is especially difficult to pin down is the
praising aspect beyond the more evident aspect of declamation, which characterizes the
figure of the rhapsode in Plato: of this crucial aspect we have no testimony outside the
Ion. The only scholars who recognise its importance are Verdenius () and Velardi
().

12 I refer to the unwarranted attribution of the meaning of modern words, such as
‘hermeneut’, ‘exegete’, ‘interpreter’, to the Greek hermêneus in its Platonic acceptation.
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i.e. ‘interpreter of the text’, ‘exegete’; in our case, then, ‘interpreter or
exegete of the Homeric verses’. This hermeneutic activity would coincide
with a profound knowledge of Homer’s thought (tên [ . . . ] dianoian
ekmanthanein), as the two other verbs of knowing in the passage seem to
confirm: suniêmi and gignôskô (c, ). ‘To know thoroughly the poet’s
thought’, ‘to understand the things said [by him]’, ‘to knowwhat he says [or
means to say]’ would be the same, therefore, as being a good interpreter
of his thought for an audience.13

I shall try to demonstrate that this interpretation is incorrect, on the
basis of three proofs. Let us call the first one a proof based on seman-
tic coherence. Our key term appears in another passage of the dialogue,
where the noun hermêneus occurs three times and the verb hermêneuo
twice (e–a). It is absolutely clear from the context—the so-called
Platonic theory of inspiration—that these terms have here a passive sense:
the hermêneus at issue is a mere physical medium or transmission chan-
nel; poets and rhapsodes, the rings of the chain mentioned above, let the
god use their vocal chords so that he, through them, can make his voice
heard to men. Therefore, the hermêneus cannot be an exegete, but is a
mouthpiece or a mediator, whose passive task consists in offering to the
god’s mind a material support it does not possess. At this point, if we
insist on translating the first occurrence of hermêneus in the proem as
‘interpreter’ or ‘exegete’, we lose semantic coherence. It is worth inquir-
ing, therefore, what other meaning this occurrence may have which is
compatible with the following ones.

The secondproof is textual.The gar at c is explicative: anHomeric
rhapsode, if he wants to be agathos—a good rhapsode—must understand
the things said by Homer, because (gar) if he does not knowwhat Homer
says (or means to say) he can not perform his task well, i.e. be hermêneus
of the poet’s thought for the audience. The gar clearly separates the two
moments of rhapsodic activity: first, the rhapsode must understand the
things said by the poet—whatever this may mean—in a sort of epistemic
acquisition, and then he has to inform his audience. It is a sequence at
the same time chronological—first he knows, then he tells others—and
logical: to know the things said by Homer or what the poet means to say
is a necessary condition of being able to communicate (well) his thought

I believe that in Plato the term does not carry such a meaning: cf. Capuccino (),
– n. , ff., –; cf. Most () and Pépin ().

13 E.g. Murray (), : ‘Here it [the word hermêneus] clearly implies knowledge
and participation on the part of the rhapsode’.
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to others.14 Therefore, Ion is an hermêneus of Homer in the sense that he
is a mediator of the poet: the main function of his rhapsodic activity, as
Plato describes it, is to communicate to his contemporaries the thought
of the greatest Greek poet, whatever the modalities and the contents of
this communicationmay be.The textual proof independently leads to the
same result as the semantic proof and confirms its validity: the rhapsode
hermêneus is not, as such, an exegete of the Homeric text.

Finally, a proof based on argument coherence. The epistemic acqui-
sition that allows the rhapsode to become a good mediator of Homer’s
thought can not consist in the textual knowledge which derives from a
correct exegesis of the Homeric verses, since the object of the Socratic
examination which occupies two thirds of the dialogue is not this mod-
ern hermeneutic knowledge.15 This is not the alleged knowledge Plato is
denying to the best of the rhapsodes.The beginning of the philosophical
dialogue clearly proves it: Socrates asks Ion if he believes himself to be
skilled (deinos) only about Homer, or also about other renowned poets,
likeHesiod andArchilocus (a), and this alleged skill consists in know-
ing the truth concerning the subjects of their works, and not themeaning
of their verses: the point is not to establish what Homer really said,16 but
in what way, for example, a general must act in war. The verb exêgeomai,
which characterizes this first section, has nothing to do with interpret-
ing what Homer says (i.e. his verses), but means ‘judging’ the truth or
correctness of what he says, i.e. the truth of the theses and the correct-
ness of the principles concerning subjects of the utmost importance, for

14 Starting from b, Socrates introduces the thesis that will be the subject-matter
of the dialogue, through what we might call a ‘thetic praise’:

. Good (agathos) 〈Homeric〉 rhapsode→ Knows 〈Homer〉
. But Ion is a good 〈Homeric〉 rhapsode
. Therefore Ion knows 〈Homer〉.

The predicate agathos is crucial for our understanding of the passage: because of the gar
at c, we must accept the lectio of manuscript F: agathos rhapsôidos (following Burnet
() ad loc.) in order to make sense of the kalôs (poiein) at c, which is universally
accepted. At the end of the dialogue:

. Good 〈Homeric〉 rhapsode→ Knows 〈Homer〉
. But Ion does not know 〈Homer〉
. Therefore Ion is not a good 〈Homeric〉 rhapsode.

On knowledge as a necessary condition to be a good poet, with reference to Homer, cf.
Rep. X, e–.

15 The twofold Socratic examination of Ion’s alleged technê occurs between a–
b and d–e.

16 This is impossible according to Plato (Prot. e–).
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instance the relationships betweenmen and gods or decisions to be taken
in war.17 On the basis of these three proofs, and by adopting a principle of
textual economy, it seems to me that also in the proem, which describes
the rhapsodic activity, hermêneus does notmean ‘interpreter’, but ‘media-
tor’, in accordancewith the originalmeaning of the term as reconstructed
by Glenn Most and Jean Pépin.18 According to Most, the ‘basic meaning’
of the term consists in the hermêneus’ function of translating a mean-
ing from a language in which it is hidden or unintelligible into another
in which it becomes visible and intelligible.19 In Ion’s case, it consists in
making Homer accessible to an audience living many centuries after his
death. In the proemoccurrence,which expresses the commonopinion—
shared by Ion—according to which the rhapsodic activity is a technê, this
hermeneutic function seems to be active: in order to be performed cor-
rectly it requires a thorough knowledge (ek-manthanein) of Homer. As
for the occurrences in the passage about inspiration, the same function
turns out to be passive: it is the god’s voice that speaks, using the vocal
chords of the poet and the rhapsode, who therefore have nomoremerit in
the success of theirmediation than that of providing its physical support.

III. The rhapsode’s task is then to mediate Homer’s thought for his
audience. But inwhat does thismediation consist?Once again the second
part of the proem (b–a) gives us two new formulations of
Ion’s peculiar activity, apparently superficial: legein peri, more precisely
kallista legein peri, is followed by eipein [ . . . ] pollas kai kalas dianoias.
The rhapsode speaks of the poet better than anyone else, expressing ‘many
fine thoughts’ about him (c–d). Finally, in his last words in the proem,
Ion declares that he has ‘embellishedHomer’, using a verb which suggests
the value of his words’ beauty. For kosmeô, which literally means ‘to

17 The verb exêgeomai expresses competence (its original meaning is ‘to lead’, ‘to
guide’, likely because one is able to) and is used to indicate the ability of the technitês to
distinguish the eu from the kakôs. The line of the argument from a to d allows
us to attribute to exêgeomai the correct meaning, since it substitutes the verb gradually
with other terms and expressions which are synonymous: ‘to explain’ the things that
someone says (exêgeisthai ha Homêros legei, a) about a certain argument or does in a
certain field (e.g. sculpture) is the same as to be able to ‘show’ (apophainein, e–a)
or ‘distinguish’ (sumbalesthai, c–) which things are said or done well, and which
are not, ‘expressing a judgement’ (apophainesthai gnômên, a) on them; i.e. it means,
coming back to our verb, to be able to ‘explain’ whether such things have been said/done
well (exêgeisthai ha eu pepoiêken, b–).

18 Cf. n.  above.
19 Most (), .
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embellish’, or ‘to adorn’, can be used metaphorically: it also means ‘to
celebrate’, ‘to honour’, and can be an emphatic synonym of epainô (‘to
praise’ or ‘to eulogize’), as attested by some passages in the Platonic
corpus.20 Later on, Ionwill speak explicitly of praise (at d and e),
and the issue discussed in the dialogue will be whether the rhapsode is a
marvellous praiser (deinos epainetês) of Homer in virtue of some kind
of knowledge (sc. technê and epistêmê) or by divine inspiration, with
the conclusion that our interlocutor is a divine praiser, but lacking in
knowledge.
Epainetês21 is not only a key term, but the key term par excellence—

not by chance is it the last word of the dialogue—a term which marks
the mediator-rhapsode’s legein peri as a praise of Homer in the emphatic
variant mentioned above. This praise is what the peculiar activity of the
Homeric rhapsode Ion of Ephesus consists in. Let us see then what it is.22

In Plato’s work we find several testimonies to how praise dominates
men’s moral behaviour and how central it is in learning practices, where
praising someone is making him a standard of comparison. For example,
Protagoras reminds Socrates that the didaskaloi take care of the paides,
forcing them to learn by heart (ekmanthanein)23 the works of the agathoi
poets, ‘which containmany admonitions, descriptions, praises and enco-
mia (epainoi kai enkômia) of ancient agathoimen, so that (hina) the pais,
admiring (zêlôn) them, emulates (mimêtai) 〈them〉 and desires (oregêtai)
to become like them’ (Prot. e–a).24 Zêlos (admiration or positive
envy), then, seems to be the feeling proper to praise, involving a striving
towards emulation which determines its educational power.25 And ‘the

20 Cf. L. VIII, c; Phdr. a. In eu kekosmêka at Ion d–, the adverb eu is
emphatic.

21 On the possible meanings of this word cf. Capuccino (),  n. .
22 The noun epainetês concludes Socrates’ explanation of magnetism (d)—which

had been introduced to explain Ion’s eu legein peri Homêrou (d)—just as it concludes
the whole dialogue (b). The occurrences of the verb epaineô are also two (d and
e). In order to understand the reasons for the long examination he is submitted to
by Socrates ( Stephanus pages out of .) it is most important to grasp what Ion’s own
activity consists in.

23 Just as Ion must ekmanthanein the verses and the dianoia of Homer (Ion b–c).
24 And the teachers, according to the Athenian, must be exhorted and forced in turn

by the guardians of the laws to learn logoi similar to those exposed in the first seven
books of the Laws (good logoi, to use as educational models), and to teach them to the
youth and praise them themselves (L. VII, d–e). For the negative part cf. also Rep. II,
a–c.

25 The term zêlos often occurs with an explicit reference to emulation, especially in
education, but it can also be used to indicate emulation itself (e.g. Gorg. c, Rep. VIII,
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beginning of every work is the most important thing, especially for any-
thing young and tender [ . . . ], for it’s at that time that it is mostmalleable,
and it absorbs every impression that anyonewants to stampupon it’ (Rep.
II, a–b).26

Also in their commonuse the terms of praise seem to imply some form
of imitation: the praiser behaves or desires to behave like the object of
his praises. For example, in the beginning of the Protagoras, Socrates is
justifying his own behaviour by quoting Homer. To chase the beautiful
Alcibiades, although the youngman is by nowbeginning to grow a beard,
is allowed for someone who claims to be a ‘praiser of Homer’ (Homêrou
epainetês), and as such is following his teaching: ‘the most lovable youth
is when the beard is first blooming27 [ . . . ] which is exactly Alcibiades’
age!’, concludes Socrates triumphantly (b–). Again, in a passage of
the Symposium the priestess Diotima claims, through Socrates’ mouth,
to be persuaded that anyone would rather have children ‘more beautiful
and more immortal’ than human ones (i.e. logoi), ‘looking at Homer’
(sc. taking him as a model)28 and envying (zêlôn) Hesiod and the other
agathoi poets for theworks which give them athanaton kleos kai mnêmên
(c–d). And in the Gorgias Socrates claims that, if he were to be
on trial, he could not mention to the jurors any pleasures (hêdonas)
provided by himself, that kind of pleasures they judge to be euergesias
kai ôphelias; on the contrary, he does not envy (zêlô)—and therefore he
did not emulate—either thosewho provide them or those for whom they
are provided (b–).29 Finally, a passage from the Theages not only
associates envy with emulation, but again suggests its educative power:
Demodocus’ son pesters his father in trying to convince him to pay
some sophist who will be able to make him sophos like his companions

a; X. Mem. II , .; Arist. Rh. II , a–b); finally, this more specialised
meaning will prevail (Rh. II , b–). Anyway, in the common usage whoever
admires or praises someone is ready to behave accordingly, i.e. to imitate him (e.g. La.
a and Rep. VIII, d); cf. also L. III, d and Prot. a. The verb epainein
allows, moreover, that one can praise either by words or by deeds (L. III, d–; cf.
Mx. e–).

26 And what we accept among our opinions when we are young subsequently turns
out to be ‘undeletable and immutable’ (Rep. II, d–e).

27 Il. XXIV,  e Od. X, .
28 Apoblepô is often used with this meaning in the corpus: e.g. at Euth. e, Phdr.

d, Alc. b, c, , Men. c, Rep. V, a, c, VII, a. Cf. also
Crat. e; Alc.  e; Prot. c, d, ; Gorg. d, e; H. Ma. e; Menx.
e.

29 Cf. also Gorg. e–, Rep. VII, c–d, VIII e–, d–.
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from the deme whom he wants to emulate (ezêlôken):30 this is his desire
(epithumia, c–d).

Some of the textsmentioned (e.g. Gorg. b–) shownegative cases,
i.e. cases in which envy is denied, and therefore they do not focus on
the object of zêlos. On the contrary, both the paideutic passage of the
Protagoras (e–a) and that of the Symposium clearly indicate the
objects of envy, for the pais in the former, for the adult in the latter: for the
adults the objects are the agathoi poets—and Homer in primis—, for the
youngsters the agathoimen praised by the poets.31 Not simply the poets,
then, but the agathoi poets, and alongwith them ‘the ancient agathoimen’
they praise in their poems; just as the object of Socrates’ zêlos in the Ion’s
proem is the agathos rhapsode.32

What Plato’s dialogues show through their linguistic usage is made
an explicit object of analysis in Aristotle’s Rhetoric. In the first book we
find a definition of epainos:33 estin d’epainos logos emphanizôn megethos
arethês (I , b). The praise is a logos having aretê as its object,
and more precisely aretê in actions (d’ek tôn praxeôn ho epainos, b).
In an earlier passage of the same book Aristotle had already indicated
aretê as the skopos of epainos: ‘At this point let us speak of virtue and
vice, and of the fine and the ugly: for these are the aims of the one who
praises and the one who blames’ (a–). Praise is then praise of
an aretê or a beauty, aims at a form of excellence or at exalting something
beautiful (conversely, psogos is condemnation of kakia and ugliness). In
the second book, after having dealt with the three kinds of rhetorical logoi
(deliberative, forensic, epideictic),34 Aristotle describes the feelings and

30 In this case the verb zêloô has the sense of ‘to imitate’. Compare the whole passage
with Prot. b–c.

31 And, indirectly, the agathoi poets themselves, on the basis of what Plato says about
the didaskaloi at L. VII, d–e (cf. n.  above).

32 Socrates would then praise Ion as Ion praises Homer, and the dialogue seems
to begin with an example of the same kind of legein peri that will be its object of
examination.

33 Eulogy or praise, a word which does not occur in the proem of the Ion. Aristotle
(Rh. I , bff.) distinguishes between epainos (praise) and enkômion (encomium),
indicating the erga (and not the praxeis) as the proper objects of the latter. I will not
deal with this here, since Plato, while using both terms (cf. e.g. L. VII, e, Prot.
a, Euthd. c, Menx. a–b), often uses them as synonyms (perhaps following
the common linguistic usage; e.g. Symp. a, Min. b–d,Menx. c–a, Rep. X,
a). Generally speaking, praise and blame are ways of dealing with a subject-matter,
whereas the encomium is already a type of composition (it belongs to a genre).

34 The epideictic genre includes praise (epainos) and blame (psogos).
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the corresponding mental dispositions of the orator and of his audience
needed for a logos to turn out to be persuasive. Zêlos is among these, and
one envies (or emulates)35 the men he desires to resemble, those who are
the object of admiration of one or of many, those who lead poets and
prose writers to compose praises and encomia. For Aristotle too, then,
the praising logos excites zêlos and creates emulation (II , b–
).36

Unfortunately the Ion does not offer any example of the praising activ-
ity of the rhapsode, whose performance is prevented twice by Socrates.37
However, in a passage from the Republic we find something more spe-
cific about Homer’s praisers: they ‘say that [Homer] was the educator of
Greece, and that to govern and educate human affairs it is worth taking an
interest in him and studying him, and organising and living one’s whole
life in accordance with this poet’ (Rep. X, e–a). The distinctive
trait of an epainetês ofHomer seems then to be the praise of his excellence
as the educator of a civilization.

The difference with respect to the uses of the praise vocabulary which
we have examined so far lies in the explicit praise, formulated by the
epainetês, of both the educational value of Homer and the model of life
he proposes. The effect of this kind of praise, as we can infer from the
above-mentioned passage from the Republic, is to recognize the poet as
an ethical, political, and social authority.38 People tend to justify their

35 Also theAristotelian treatment of zêlos in theRhetoric confirms that theGreekword
zêlos can be used directly to indicate emulation, gradually becoming specific for this use
(see n.  above). In such cases envy remains implicit in emulation, and coincideswith the
form of suffering (lupê) which derives fromnoticing, in people similar to us by nature, the
presence of highly esteemed goods (agathôn entimôn) which we could attain ourselves.
This suffering is described by Aristotle at the beginning of chapter , as a consequence
not of the positive fact that someone else possesses such goods, but of the negative fact that
we do not possess them; and for this reason it is a feeling ‘honest (epieikes) and proper
of honest men’, aiming at attaining goods, different from phthonos, which is instead ‘a
wicked feeling (phaulon), and proper of wicked men’, aiming at keeping someone away
from those very goods. In the passage from the Protagoras quoted above (e–a),
Plato distinguishes zêlos frommimesis as its consequence.

For zêlos, phthonos and Aristotle’s discussion of these topics, cf. Konstan and Rutter
().

36 And the word zêlos can be seen as an indication that we are in the presence of a
praise, as we had hypothesised.

37 The missed epideixeis comes before the two examinations of Ion as a technitês at
d and d.

38 According to Aristotle, the objects of envy (zêlos) are, among others, those men
who possess the good of authority (archê): commanders, rhetoricians, etc. (Rh. II ,
b–). Plato himself presents Homer as ‘the best and most divine of the poets’
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behaviour on the basis of this authority, which they learn to recognise
from childhood, when they train in reading and writing on the basis of
the Homeric texts; the main consequence of this is that their personal
responsibility and intellectual autonomy turn out to be cancelled for the
most part. Even in this case the Platonic corpus abounds with examples:
one could consider for instance the famous incipit of the Protagoras
mentioned above,39 andmore generally the passages inwhich Plato refers
to Homer precisely by using an argument from authority.

As for the effects which such a praise of authority has on one’s own
moral behaviour, Euthyphro’s case is emblematic. He justifies the charge
of murder he brings against his father by quoting as a ‘proof ’ (tekmêrion)
the myth of Kronos and Zeus: we deem Zeus ‘the best and most just of
the gods’ (ton Dia tôn theôn ariston kai dikaiotaton) and at the same time
we admit that he shackled his father for unjustly devouring his children
(Euth. e–a).40 That this type of justification is a common practice is
proved by the phrases which, within the Platonic corpus, imply the poet’s
authority: kath’Homêron (Symp. c; Rep. V, c–d), ho ephêHomêros
(Symp. b), hôs ephê Homêros (Gorg. c; cf. Symp. a e Men.
a), kai Homêros (Rep. VI, b), hôsper Homêros (VIII, d–;
X, b), etc. Socrates too avails himself of it, quoting Homer in the
epilogue of the Laches: even if they will laugh at us because at an old age
we think that it is still right to learn from a teacher, wewill do this anyway,
taking care of ourselves, because—as Homer says—‘modesty is not good
for a needy man’ (b–).41

As for the ability to think, Plato quite explicitly tells us that the kaloi
kagathoi men are those who are able to ‘spend their time together’
(suneinai) entertaining themselves ‘through their own voice and words’

(Ion b) or ‘the most divine and most wise poet’ (Alc.  c–), attesting in this
way his authority. Cf. also L. III c–d and Rep. X, a–.

39 Despite its joking and light tone, the passage is particularly significant.
40 Cf.Rep. III, e–a. On the negative side, theHomeric blame, e.g. that of Hades,

is condemned by Plato because it deters us from acting courageously and induces, on the
contrary, the fear of death (Rep. III, a ff.).

41 Cf. Charm. a, where the same quotation occurs (Od. XVII ) and Hes. Op.
–. See also Gorg. d–e, Rep. IV, b–c, Min. e–; and, moreover, Phd.
a– andTht. e–a. On the possibility of learning and becoming better even at a
mature age see Prot. b–.

Homer’s educational authority is attested also outside Plato’s works: see e.g. Xenoph.
 B  DK (= Herodian. p. dichr. , ): ex archês kath’Homêron epei memathêkasi; and
Ar. Ra. –: when Aeschylus asks why we admire (thaumazein) a poet, Euripides
answers: ‘for his skill [dexiotêtos] and his admonitions [nouthesias], and becausewemake
better [beltious] the people in their cities’.
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(dia tês heautôn phônês kai tôn logôn tôn heautôn) and ‘testing each other
with their own logoi’ (en tois heautôn logois peiran allêlon lambanontes
kai didontes).42 On the contrary, because of their apaideusia, phauloi
kai agoraioi men ‘discuss poetry’ (peri poiêseôs dialegesthai) using an
‘extraneous voice’ (allotria phonê) which cannot be questioned about
what it means to say.43 The former have to be emulated (mimeisthai),
leaving the poets aside (Prot. c–a). And if someone ‘thinks alone’
(mounos d’eiper te noêsêi), he immediately goes and seeks someone else
whom he deems better and with whom he may ‘discuss’ his thought
(dialegomai, d). This someone else, i.e. the dialogue’s interlocutor,
will be the only witness (martus) called on to defendwhat is said, because
it is impossible to discuss with a crowd (Gorg. a–b).

IV. Finally, a passage outside the Platonic corpus provides us with that
example of an epainos of Homer which we do not find in the Ion:

[T] I want to bring forward (paraschésthai) also Homer to you by
praising him (epainôn).44 In your fathers’ eyes he was a poet of such
worth (spoudaios), that they passed a law that every four years at the
Panathenaea he alone of all the poets should have his works recited; and
thus they showed the Greeks their admiration for the noblest deeds (ta
kallista tôn ergôn). They were right to do so. Laws are too brief to give
instruction: they merely state the things that must be done; but poets,
depicting life itself, select the noblest actions and so through argument
and demonstration persuade (sumpeithousin) the men.ThusHector, while
exhorting the Trojans to defend their country, speaks these words:

Fight on unresting by the ships; and if some meet their fate
By wound of dart, or battling hand to hand, then let them die.
To fall in combat for your country’s sake is no disgrace;
For wife and child will live unharmed, and home and plot last on,
If once the Achaeans leave and sail their ships to their own land.45

These are the lines, gentlemen, towhich your forefathers listened, and such
are the deeds which they emulated (zêlountes). Thus they developed such

42 Testing the truth and themselves (Prot. a–).
43 For the context of the passage cf. n.  above; contra the common view expressed at

Prot. a: expertise in poetry as the highest form of paideia.
44 R. Velardi has the merit of having discovered the importance of this passage for the

Ion, keeping in the text of the Oratio in Leocratem the lectio epainôn, which had been
emended by many editors to epôn, although this was not necessary to understand the
text (Velardi [], –). The verb paraschesthai (〈parechô), which precedes epôn
(Molshe’s lectio), is technical jargon in law-courts and means ‘to produce evidence,
witnesses’ (LSJ s.v. parechô B II).

45 Il. XV, –.
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courage that they were ready to die, not for their country alone, but for the
whole of Greece as a land in whose heritage they shared. Certainly those
who confronted the barbarians atMarathon, by defeating an army from the
whole of Asia, won, at their own peril, security for every Greek alike. They
gave themselves no credit for glory but valued rather conduct deserving of
it, whereby they made themselves the champions of the Greeks and lords
of the barbarians. Their pursuit of valor was no idle boast; they displayed
it in action to the world.46

Lycurgus’ oration confirms the remarks in the Republic concerning the
praisers of Homer as well as what we have said on the use of the praise
vocabulary: it is worth living one’s life in accordancewith the poet’s teach-
ings, emulating the best actions of the heroeswhosedeeds he narrates. To
praise Homermeans, then, to recognize his authority as an educator and
at the same time to acknowledge that poetry has the capacity to persuade
us to emulate men who are agathoi, or rather aristoi.47

The passage suggests two reflections: () the first about the relation
between excellence as object or aim of the praise on the one hand and

46 Lycurg. Leoc. –.Β�%λ�μαι δ’ =μ�ν κα� τ0ν QRμ�ρ�υ παρασ8$σ�αι �παιν�ν.
�Sτω γ)ρ =π$λαH�ν =μ0ν �9 πατ$ρες σπ�υδα��ν εFναι π�ιητ�ν, Tστε ν�μ�ν ��εντ�
κα�’ Dκ6στην πεντετηρ.δα τ0ν Πανα�ηνα.ων μ�ν�υ τ0ν �λλων π�ιητ0ν Cαψ1ωδε�σ-
�αι τ) �πη, "π.δειUιν π�ι�%μεν�ι πρ5ς τ�<ς VΕλληνας, �τι τ) κ6λλιστα τ0ν �ργων
πρ�+ηρ��ντ�. ε�κ�τως' �9 μ/ν γ)ρ ν�μ�ι δι) τ!ν συντ�μ.αν � διδ6σκ�υσιν, �λλ’
"πιτ6ττ�υσιν X δε� π�ιε�ν, �9 δ/ π�ιητα� μιμ�%μεν�ι τ5ν �ν�ρ:πιν�ν H.�ν, τ) κ6λλιστα
τ0ν �ργων "κλεU6μεν�ι, μετ) λ�γ�υ κα� �π�δε.Uεως τ�<ς �ν�ρ:π�υς συμπε.��υσιν.
VΕκτωρ γ)ρ τ��ς Τρωσ� παρακελευ�μεν�ς =π/ρ τ#ς πατρ.δ�ς τ6δ’ εYρηκεν'

�λλ) μ68εσ�’ "π� νηυσ� διαμπερ$ς. Zς δ$ κεν Sμεων
Hλ�μεν�ς [/ τυπε�ς �6νατ�ν κα� π�τμ�ν "π.σπ+η,
τε�ν6τω. �E �9 �εικ/ς �μυν�μ$ν1ω περ� π6τρης
τε�ν6μεν' �λλ’ �λ�8�ς τε σ�η κα� ν�πια τ$κνα,
κα� κλ#ρ�ς κα� �Fκ�ς �κ�ρατ�ς, εY κεν LΑ8αι�.
�Y8ωνται σ<ν νηυσ� 	.λην "ς πατρ.δα γα�αν.

Τ�%των τ0ν "π0ν �κ�%�ντες @ �νδρες �9 πρ�γ�ν�ι =μ0ν, κα� τ) τ�ια�τα τ0ν �ργων
4ηλ��ντες, �Sτως �σ8�ν πρ5ς �ρετ�ν, Tστ’ � μ�ν�ν =π/ρ τ#ς α=τ0ν πατρ.δ�ς, �λλ)
κα� π6σης τ#ς QΕλλ6δ�ς ;ς κ�ιν#ς πατρ.δ�ς O�ελ�ν �π��ν+�σκειν. �9 γ��ν "ν Μαρα-
�0νι παραταU6μεν�ι τ��ς HαρH6ρ�ις τ5ν "U \π6σης τ#ς LΑσ.ας στ�λ�ν "κρ6τησαν,
τ��ς �δ.�ις κινδ%ν�ις κ�ιν!ν �δειαν Jπασι τ��ς VΕλλησι κτ:μεν�ι, � κ "π� τ+# δ�U+η μ$γα
	ρ�ν��ντες, �λλ’ "π� τ10 τα%της �Uια πρ6ττειν, τ0ν μ/ν QΕλλ�νων πρ�στ6τας, τ0ν δ/
HαρH6ρων δεσπ�τας Dαυτ�<ς κα�ιστ6ντες' � γ)ρ λ�γ1ω τ!ν �ρετ!ν "πετ�δευ�ν, �λλ’
�ργ1ω π*σιν "νεδε.κνυντ�.

Burtt’s translation () modified, italics mine. Cf. what Plato says about poetry in
the Phaedrus: ‘[it] educates the future generations by celebrating the achievements of the
ancients’ (a–).

47 Also for Aristotle the persuasive praise inspires zêlos and emulation (Rh. II ,
b–); cf. pp. – above.
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persuasion on the other; () the second one about the oratorial practice
of ‘producing witnesses’ with respect to knowledge.

() Also the ordinary (non-philosophical) usage of the terms agathos and
eu in the Ion shows the importance that praise has in this dialogue: start-
ing with the proem our rhapsode is described as agathos, or rather aris-
tos and retains this condition by linguistic necessity even when Socrates
attributes the merit of his eu legein to theia moira, thereby depriving him
of any form of knowledge.48 Ion, then, is agathos neither in virtue of a
technê nor in virtue of epistêmê; nonetheless, he is agathos because his
large audience has so decided.49 In other words, we cannot say that the
audience praise Ion because he is agathos, making excellence depend on
skill and knowledge, but we must say that he is agathos because the audi-
ence praise him: Ion is a good rhapsode on the basis of the external cri-
terion of his success. A good rhapsode, like a good poet, is such if he
achieves his aim and reaches the goal of the rhapsodic (or poetic) activ-
ity (kêlein and giving pleasure), but in this case the proof of this is not
his skill, but the enthusiasm he provokes in his audience.50 We can find
again in the corpus some confirmation of this ‘praise culture’, treacherous
because deep-rooted in the language. For example, at Lys. a we are
told that the poet catches his audience with praises and encomia, and at
b Hippothales agrees with Socrates that someone who harms himself
by poetry, alienating his audience, cannot be an agathos poet—to believe
the contrary would be ‘a great absurdity’ (pollê alogia): in order to be
agathos he must ‘endear himself ’ to his audience, which in this case is a
single lucky listener, a paidika.51 And a passage of theRepublic attests that

48 Ion c–d.
49 Everyone says that Ion speaks well of Homer (Ion c–); the rhapsode has this

reputation before Socrates locates its cause in the divine intervention and independently
of it, i.e. in the common opinion he remains agathos anyway, whatever the reason of this
excellence may be.

50 A different problem is to determine the causes of this excellence: having denied
that the rhapsode has technê and epistêmê, Socrates will locate these causes in theia moira
and enthousiasmos. Just as agathos is the poet or the rhapsode who has success with an
audience, so kalos is ‘ce qui plaît au jugement d’autrui’ (as synonymous with ‘admirable’,
Méron [], ). It is only as a consequence that the audience attributes truth and
correctness to the contents of the legein, just as it attributes competence and knowledge
to the poet and the rhapsode. On kêlein as the purpose of poetry, see Lys. a–b.

Cf. what Euthyphro maintains about piety: pious is what the gods like, i.e. ‘is pious
because the gods like it’ and not ‘the gods like it because it is pious’ (Euth. a–).

51 On the praise of a victory cf. also d.
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to praise someonemeans ‘to call him expert’ of somethingnot because he
is really such, but in virtue of a certain result he has achieved (VI, c–
d).52 Analogously, at Phdr. e–a it is the audience that ‘judges’53 the
rhetorician’s eu kai kalôs legein; the latter ‘does not need to know what
is really just, but rather what is thought 〈to be just〉 by the totality of
the people who will judge; not what is really good or fine, but what will
appear to be so, because it is from this that persuasion springs, and not
from truth’, so that behind the success there is no knowledge.54

According to the analysis of A.W. Adkins,55 this priority of praise is
already typical of the Homeric world, in which the successfulness of an
action determines the praise independently of the human ability which
may or may not have produced it, and which is anyway attributed to
the winner in virtue of the good result achieved. The same seems to
happen to our famous Homeric rhapsode; this is then a traditional trait
of culture which had had centuries to set in, a culture in which excellence
is determined by one’s success with the audience, whomust be persuaded
in spite of the truth. Rhetoric, as we have seen, persuades by using beliefs,
poetry persuades by enchanting, i.e. by affecting emotions: through the
voice of a rhapsode who declaims his verses, Homer, praiser of heroes,
persuades the audience to emulate their actions by involving them, i.e.
by giving them pleasure through the expressive means of poetry.56 The
poets ‘seem to speak very well’ (panu eu dokein legesthai) on any topic,
from shoemaking to strategy, thanks to the vast natural appeal of meter,
rhythm and harmony (Rep. X, a–b).

() It is customary to praise or blame something without knowing it57—
which is the same as praising or blaming it inappropriately—on the basis
of ‘witnesses and praisers’ (martusin kai epainetais) which are thought

52 Cf. also L. II, e.
53 The judicial verb dikazô showsmost clearly the idea of a culture in which themajor-

ity of the audience has the power to judge also on questions of the utmost importance,
like someone’s life and death: Socrates is a memorable example of this. Cf. Arist. Rh. II ,
b–: in the epideictic logoi ‘the discourse is composed for the sake of the audience,
as if they were judges’, ‘since the use of the persuasive logoi aims at judgement’.

54 Still more strongly: knowledge is not necessary (ouk einai anankên, e–a).
55 Adkins (), .
56 Cf. e.g. Rep. X, d–, and especially Gorg. a–c. Ion himself, representing the

Homeric characters, ‘has the most stunning effect on the spectators’ (ekplêxêis malista
tous theômenous, Ion b–).

57 We can understand in this way the Athenian’s words on wheat: praising it as good
food, or criticising it, without being informed on its properties or its appropriate use.
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to increase the worth of one’s own opinion (L. I, c–d).58 This remark
of the Athenian provides an excellent summary of what Plato condemns
in the praising logos and in the praiser. In the former he condemns the
improper and common use which neglects knowledge of the praised
object; in the latter he condemns the authority which justifies such a use.
For example, the audience of a rhapsodic contest praise the actions and
the behaviour of theHomeric heroes (and then go on to emulate them in
their own conduct) not because they themselves recognize their goodness
or correctness, but on the basis of Homer’s authority. In the same way
Ion praises Homer as a model of paideia by asserting the goodness and
correctness of his teachings;59 however, he does not have any accurate
knowledge of the things he teaches, and so he can be produced as an
inappropriatewitness of the poet’s authority. In thisway a chain of praisers
of praisers similar to that of the divine hermênês seems to be formed (Ion
e ff.): Ion praises Homer who in turns praises agathoimen, just as the
rhapsode worked as mediator for the poet, who in turn was a mediator
for the god or the Muse. This praise of a praise is attested by a passage in
the Republic in which Socrates levels his main charge against poetry, that
of infecting also the epieikeis, which is ‘something most serious’. Poetry
has this effect because even the best amongst us, when they listen to the
enactment of the Homeric characters, feel pleasure and praise Homer
for being a good poet, consequently they praise the behaviour of his
characters, including the weeping and crying of the bereaved heroes, as
if these things were ‘worthy of a man’ (X, c–e).60 Notice, moreover,
that the praisers of Homer include both professionals, like the Homeric
rhapsodes and the Homerides,61 and laymen (e.g. Prot. a–b), which
shows that this was a widespread behaviour.62

58 For Homer produced as a witness cf. also L. III, c–d.
59 More precisely, the epistemic correctness and the rhetorical prepon of what he says:

see Ion e–b, and cf. Capuccino (), –.
60 In the quoted passages Socrates comments that, bydoing so, theydo not praise kalôs.
61 TheHomerides towhom the proemof the Ion refers are the legendaryHomerides of

Chius, themost expert inHomeric matters, of whom the rhapsodes become the ‘modern’
depositories. It is in this sense that in the end the rhapsodes and the Homerides turn
out to coincide: the Homeric rhapsode of the V and IV century (Plato himself calls him
homêridês at Phdr. b and Rep. X, e–b) is the Homeric expert par excellence,
the official expert, the heir of the tradition of Chius (in the epilogue we are told that Ion
boasts ‘Homeric wisdom’). His expertise is such that not even the legendary Homerides
could refrain from crowning him with a golden crown (Ion d–), the most longed
for prize.

62 Cf. Rep. II, d–e.
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To summarise, the argumentative sections of the Ion aim at unmasking
the epainetês’ pretension, based on his success, to be wise about Homer’s
subjects,63 for instance the art of war or the governing of a city, or the
correct moral conduct. In this way Plato wants to deny the value of Ion’s
praise and at the same time wants to cast a shadow on Homer’s educa-
tional authority, which is the object of that praise. The central section
about inspiration aims at explaining the reason for the success even in
the absence of knowledge: the audience likes Ion’s performances in recit-
ing and praising, just as it likes the Homeric compositions, and judges
them kala, because they are inspired by a Muse or by a god, because they
are divine words.The divine origin perhaps does not assure their truth,64
but the epistemic criticism still holds true: what the rhapsode boasted of
and Socrates refutes is the possessionof a technê and an epistêmê, of some
form of structured knowledge,65 and not of a collection of true beliefs.
According to Socrates, ‘the discourses made well and correctly (eu ge
kai kalôs) [ . . . ] must contain the thought (tên dianoian) of the speaker, a
thoughtwhichmust know (eiduian) the truth concerning the topic which
one wants to tackle’ (Phdr. e–);66 and, according to the thesis of
the proem,67 knowing Homer is a necessary condition for being a good
rhapsode. Since he is found lacking in knowledge, Ion is not entitled to
be judged the best of the rhapsodes: by denying that someone knows, one
also denies that he is excellent, by modus tollendo tollens.68 And indeed
this is the goal of Plato’s examination, undermining the authority of the
rhapsode (the praiser) and through him that of the poet (Homer),69 the
epistemic criticism being its means. The aretê remains, as shown by the
pages on divine enthusiasm, but is not to be attributed to the rhapsode
but to the god, as confirmed by the epilogue: Ion is a praiser of Homer
theios kai mê technikos. In this way, also the second question asked at the
beginning finds now an answer: Plato condemns the poetry withwhich he

63 Ion e ([ . . . ] polla kai kala peri Homêrou epistasai)-a (Homêrou sophian).
64 Cf., however, L. IV, c–d.
65 On the technê as structured or ‘connected’ knowledge, cf. Cambiano () and

Capuccino (), –.
66 For an analogy with the dianoia of the proem of the Ion, see Capuccino (),

ff.
67 Cf. n.  above.
68 Cf. again n.  above.
69 Therefore, from the rhapsode to the poet, and not the other way around, as was

instead suggested by the chain of inspiration: as to the reasons for this see p.  be-
low.
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is acquainted because of what it is, in its entirety,70 not despite its divine
origin, but exactly because of it and of the effectiveness that it confers. Of
course this does not prevent him from attributing to a reformed poetry,
which includes only selections of traditional poetry, a crucial role in the
education of the just man. But this is a new poetry; for the ancient one,
as it is, no appeal is possible.71

While, as far as excellence and its praise are concerned, the alternative
appears rigid, at least in principle (in order to be agathos at something
you must possess the relevant knowledge, otherwise you are not really
agathos), elsewhere Plato takes into account the possibility that aman can
possess an intermediate virtue: concerning the most important things
(ta megista),72 as Simmias remarks in the Phaedo, when we cannot
learn from others nor by ourselves how things are, we must accept the
best kind of human reasoning (logos beltistos), i.e. the most difficult
to refute, and, letting it guide us, ‘sail through the dangers of life as
upon a raft’ (Phd. c–d).73 The Socratic method turns out to be in fact
Plato’s alternative to the dogmatic attitude of the praisers,74 along with a
practical counterargument to unmask the argument based on authority:
in the Republic Socrates suggests that Homer should be asked why, if he
really was the educator of Greece, not even the Homerides can mention
wars won under his command, or cities made prosperous thanks to his
ruling, or a surviving bios homêrikos (Rep. X, c ff.).75 In the sameway,
he asks Ion why ‘although he is the best of the Greeks both as rhapsode
and as general’ (as he himself claims) he chooses to be a rhapsode and
to travel around Greece instead of being a general (Ion b–c; cf.
Rep. X, d–e). The implicit answer is that they are not really good

70 He does so by denying to poetry as a whole the status of technê (Ion c–: ΣΩ.
Poiêtikê gar pou estin to holon. ê ou;).

71 We still need to understand whether and in what measure this reformed poetry
is inspired—since according to Phdr. a– inspired poetry is better than the non-
inspired one—and what the relationship is between enthousiasmos and the mimetic
nature of poetry in the Republic. For a possible solution, cf. Giuliano (), –,
who does not focus on the reformed poetry, however, but wants to prove that, at least in
principle, inspired poetry and mimetic poetry are not incompatible, to vindicate Plato
from the charge of contradicting himself or being ambiguous in his treatment of this
issue.

72 See the topics with which Homer deals—and with which mostly all poets seem to
deal—at Ion c–d, and cf. Rep. X, e–, c–d.

73 Cf. Cr. b–; see also Prot. e–a.
74 Cf. Prot. c–a,Gorg. a–b and p.  above; on the praisers of Homer cf. also

Rep. X, e–a.
75 Cf. Phdr. a– (see n.  above).
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educators, legislators or commanders.76 If they were so, they would aim
at being praised rather than praising, leaving behind ‘many fine deeds’ as
memorials of themselves (Rep. X, a–b).77

V. Let us return to the Ion. It remains to be clarified why the rhapsode
is chosen as interlocutor, instead of Homer, to whom Plato does not
hesitate to refer in the Republic. The answer lies in the term hermêneus,
which describes precisely the mediating function of the rhapsode, who
is the contemporary voice of Homer, since Homer does not have his own
any more. At this point it becomes also clear why the position of the
rhapsode in the chain of inspiration is privileged in comparisonwith that
of the poet: the rhapsode, unlike the poet, is able to address directly the
contemporary audience, and therefore to influence their judgement on
very important issues. For we must not forget that according to Plato the
written words, in our case the verses of the poems, are fixed, crystallised,
and therefore need someone who makes them alive, speaking on behalf
of their author, when he cannot speak.78 Ion is this mouthpiece; since
he is epainetês he is the medium between Homer and the Greeks of the
th century bc, for whom he keeps alive Homer’s educational model,
with the consequences which we have discussed. In this way Ion keeps
transmitting a culture of praise and authority, i.e. a culture where the
praiser determines the worth and the ability of someone, and not vice
versa, andwhere at the same timemen are accustomed and authorized by
the Homeric tradition to justify their behaviour on the basis of authority,
for instance that of the great poet. Plato offers us several examples of this.

76 Cf. Giuliano (), . This practical counterargument is the only one available
to the laymen, who risk being deceived by Homer concerning his knowledge of the
important issues he deals with, because they themselves lack such knowledge. On this
see Rep. X, c–d.

77 Cf. Clit. b–c, in which Clitophon seems to mimic the Socrates of the Ion: just
as Ion, who does not respond pertinently to Socrates’ questions, either lacks technê or is
adikos, so Socrates, who does not tell Clitophon what justice is, either does not want to
share this information with him (and therefore is adikos), or does not know it, andmerely
praises it. It is possible to be able to praise something even while not being an expert in
it.

78 But in this case ‘to make them alive’ does not mean to defend them like a father
during the elenctic test. Lending his voice to theHomeric verses, the rhapsode gives them
back the strength which comes from the musicality of rhythm and harmony, and which
the written words mostly lose. Homer’s words, which already have the power of tradition
and familiarity (they are the foundations of paideia), take on the additional hypnotic
power of Ion’s voice: they are words which have always been deemed to be true, and are
pronouncedwith the assertoric force of the truth conferred to themby their divine origin.
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At Rep. II, a ff. Adeimantus says that ‘the fathers and all those
who take care of someone [we are talking of education] insist with
warning tone that we must be just, but do not praise justice itself, but the
good reputation which comes from it, to attain, by appearing to be just
persons, public offices, illustrious marriages and [ . . . ] other advantages
[ . . . ] which are given to the just in virtue of his good reputation’; and
they call Homer and Hesiod as witnesses of the goods which also the
gods would grant them. He also says, at d–e:

[T] My admirable friend [ô thaumasie], of all of you who claim to praise
justice, from the original heroes whose discourses have survived to the
men of the present day, no one has ever blamed injustice or praised justice
except for the reputation, the honours and the rewards which derive from
it.79

Everyone has always praised only the appearance of justice, because of the
advantages that it would have brought (b–c).80 The rulers think they
are real politikoi because they are praised by the majority (IV, b–d),
and generally everyone cares for what is praised (in speech, behaviour,
and way of life) and despises what is not so (VIII, a–). Since,
moreover, the approval of the mob, which praises what it likes and not
what is good, becomes of the utmost importance inwar, in politics, and in
the education of the youth (i.e. in ta megista); in every case, persuasion,81
and not technê, enjoys the best reputation (see for instance VI, c–
e): people look for words which excite ‘the applause and the praise of
many’ (Prot. d),82 and the soul, which is nourished by knowledge,
can easily be deceived by the sophists who make appear what is not
knowledge as knowledge by praising it (c–d). This is the main risk
for an adult who lives in a praise society.83Finally, how can we explain

79 _Ω �αυμ6σιε, π6ντων =μ0ν, �σ�ι "παιν$ται 	ατ/ δικαι�σ%νης εFναι, �π5 τ0ν "U
�ρ8#ς �ρ:ων �ρU6μεν�ι, �σων λ�γ�ι λελειμμ$ν�ι, μ$8ρι τ0ν ν�ν �ν�ρ:πων � δε�ς
π:π�τε �ψεUεν �δικ.αν � δ’ "π+�νεσεν δικαι�σ%νην �λλως ` δ�Uας τε κα� τιμ)ς κα�
δωρε)ς τ)ς �π’ α τ0ν γιγν�μ$νας' [ . . . ]

Plato then seems to share Adkins’ thesis on the Homeric culture of praise (cf. p. 
above). On justice and injustice as themes of the Homeric poems see Alc. b.

80 Cf. L. V, e–a. On the advantages of praising what appears to be just cf. also
Rep. II, e–a.

81 eu/kalôs legein is to speak persuasively (cf. e.g. Callicles’ answer which, at Gorg.
a, expresses a common opinion; andMenx. c–c).

82 Cf. the catcalls, the uncouth yelling of the audience and the applause which assign
praise at L. III, c–.

83 In such a society even the jurors, sometimes, cry out their comments of praise and
blame as if they were at the theatre (L. IX, b). The polis itself praises and blames the
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the lack of external sources who attest to this dangerous educational and
ethical activity of the Homeric rhapsodes?The reason is actually simple.
Plato neither expresses nor hides it (certainly it is not on this issue that
his philosophy becomes esoteric), but shows this reason on the surface,
through a technique—that of talking names—whichwas not at all foreign
to the ancient world, and by addressing an audience who is well aware
that Ion of Ephesus, the most famous of the Homeric rhapsodes, actually
never existed.84 His name is meaningful in three different ways. First, Ion
reminds us of Ionia,85 from which the rhapsode comes: Ephesus is his
fatherland, and also the city of Magnesia, to which the usual name of the
magnet refers, is a Ionic city. Second, it recalls the itinerant character of
his profession, presented in the proem (a–b) and confirmed in the
epilogue (e–a): Iôn (〈eimi) means ‘he who goes’, and is therefore
a name appropriate to the character. Finally, it is clearly an Heraclitean
word: from the perspective of the Cratylus it is the most apt name to
refer to becoming and, as a Cratylean name, according to the theory of
the ancient proper names, it is appropriate not to the appearances (the
itinerant aspect), but to thenature itself of the character.86Thewandering
is constitutive of Ion’s activity: not only does he never stay physically
in a particular place, wandering from one city to the other as required

citizens through the laws (I, a): ‘The educational effect of praise and blame makes
every person docile and well disposed towards the laws that are about to be established’
(V, b–c). It is harmful instead to praise one’s own soul (L. V, b–c) or that of one’s
children (III, d), letting it do whatever it wants. Appearance ‘overcomes also the truth’
at Rep. II, c–.

84 No other passage inGreek or Latin literature—including the Platonic corpus—refers
to him; if we consider that since the very first words of the dialogue Socrates addresses
him as if he were famous, and that therefore if he had really existed others would have
mentioned him, we can conclude that most probably Ion belongs to literary fiction. It
is curious that a scholium to Aristophanes (sch. V ad Ar. Pax –a) attributes to
Socrates a logos, presumably written, entitled Iôn (but referred to Ion of Chius).

85 We should not forget that Ion is also the name of the Greek mythical hero who was
eponymous of the Ionic race.

86 See e.g. what is said about the Sun at Crat. a: it could be halios ‘also because
of its aei heilein iôn [constant turning and going]’; cf. b: ‘the things go’ (iontôn tôn
pragmatôn), a, b: the noun which signifies something good praises the good it
represents, so for example diïon (‘which goes through’, ancient noun for deon) ‘praises
what goes everywhere’ (ion pantachou enkekômiasmenon); on the contrary ‘what stops
and binds is blamed’ (to de ischon kai doun psegomenon); b, c, c: on + iôta
becomes ion (what goes), and concerning the correctness of nouns like ion and rheon,
we cannot but ‘say that what we do not know is barbarous’: perhaps some of these nouns
are really such, and perhaps the first nouns cannot be found instead, because they are
ancient.
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by his profession, but he does not even stay still with his soul. Like
Proteus, mythological mariner capable of legendary metamorphoses,87
Ion evades the double Socratic examination by hiding himself behind
multiple and always different answers (sometimes contradictory, e),
and reappearing even as a general (e–a), because there is no
knowledge in him: his beliefs fluctuate because they lack the stability of
knowledge.88

Once again, there are several echoes of this in the Platonic corpus.
At Soph. c–e, different ontological stances, among which the Eleat-
ics (starting from Xenophanes) and ‘the Muses of Ionia and Sicily’, are
considered similar because of their way of communicating their doc-
trines: the muthos typical of children’s tales, which is opposed to the
philosophical methodos of questioning a famous interlocutor as if he
were present,89 asking him what he means (d–), in order to learn
something from him, in case he proves to be wise, or to look for the
truth together with him, in case his beliefs turn out to be false. Again,
atTht. e–a we find Homer as a general of an heterogeneous army
of supporters of the flux theory: among them, beside the proposer of
that theory, Heraclitus, Ionian philosopher, we find a natural philosopher
(Empedocles), a sophist (Protagoras), and the best poets, both comic
and tragic, who are all referred to by Socrates as witnesses of the valid-
ity of the theory, with a typical argument based on authority.90 The the-
ory of flux, with the extreme consequences to which Plato leads it in the
Theaetetus (lack of any form of stability and, consequently, impossibility
of knowing and communicating), seems to recall, as if it were its the-
oretical counterpart, the itinerant aspect of Ion’s activity, attributed to
this fictitious character to symbolise the lack of stability in his beliefs.
That the passage suggested the same reading to Plato himself, even if
only implicitly, is confirmed by what he writes later in the dialogue: he
attributes to the thesis of the young Theaetetus that knowledge is per-
ception, together with the underlying theory that panta rei, which is
its necessary ontological counterpart, an enormous circulation in Ionia

87 The image of Proteus occurs also in other passages of the corpus: Euth. d,
Euthd. b, Rep. II, d. Proteus, like Ion, is a stranger, and because of his shifty and
metamorphic character Plato defines him as an ‘Egyptian sophist’ (Euthd. b).

88 On the instability typical of opinion and extraneous to knowledge cf. Euth. c–e.
89 Plato seems to do the same with Homer at Rep. X, dff.: ‘Dear Homer . . . ’.
90 It is controversial whether the argument is sincere or not, and this question is tied

to our understanding of such a complex dialogue as the Theaetetus, which provides its
context.
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(d–), starting from Heraclitus’ pupils, who are fanatical support-
ers of it. These Heraclitean theories, or, as Socrates says, ‘Homeric, if
not even more ancient’ cannot be discussed with their supporters from
Ephesus, who claim to be ‘acquainted’ (empeiroi) with them, because
they, in full accordance with their writings, are always on the move,
like maniacs; they are by no means able to focus on some reasoning
or issue, or to ask questions and answer in turn, calmly, but they shoot
off against their interlocutor ‘little enigmatic phrases’ (rhêmatiskia ainig-
matôdê) which, willy-nilly, they are unable to explain. All their attention
is focused on not allowing anything to remain stable, either in argument
or in their soul, since otherwise this would be still, which is unaccept-
able for them; in this way, they end up being unable to discuss even
amongst themselves, and none of them is a pupil of anyone else, but they
‘spring up wherever it may happen, each of them in a state of enthusiasm’
(all’automatoi anaphuontai hopothen an tuchêi hekastos autôn enthousi-
asas, e–c).91

To go, then, is on the one hand the profession of the itinerant rhap-
sode and, on the other, the way in which all things are according to Her-
aclitus, Cratylus, and the Heracliteans, but also Homer: the connection
of all of them to Ephesus and Ionia confirms this suggestion. Moreover
‘Ion’ reminds us of Ionia directly and twice: Ephesus is his fatherland, and
Homer is presented as the beginner ofHeracliteanism.Whoever or what-
ever the ‘Muses of Ionia and Sicily’ may be—Heraclitus of Ephesus and
Empedocles of Akragas, as some believe, or poetry and rhetoric which
had their origins there—the composite army of Homer92 puts together
poets, natural philosophers (including Heraclitus and Empedocles) as
well as sophists, like Protagoras, under the aegis of motion. Although
ostensibly this means that they share the same ontological doctrine—
which is actually disputable—Plato at the end confesses that what links
them is a style of thought: this is the style, originally poetic andHomeric,
that Plato criticizes in the Ion.

91 See what follows at d. For the educational power of praise, which we have
discussed, the most serious changes are those which concern the praise and blame of
customs (L. VII, d–): to change frequently one’s customs, because the model to
which one conforms changes, is risky, both because the new habits could be worse than
the old ones for the lack of competence in those who impose the change on the basis of
authority and because—and this is the most serious aspect—the change itself, especially
if frequent, suggests an inconstant lifestyle.

92 Homer is said to describe especially the ‘Ionic life’ (Iônikon bion) at L. III, d.
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The passages collected so far, with their numerous references, have
presented this style as typical of a praise and authority culture, in which
success with the audience and the ability to persuade it, manipulating
beliefs and emotions, are more valuable than knowledge and truth for
the purpose of gaining the reputation of personal excellence; and to have
this reputation is more valuable than really being excellent. A culture in
which these are the most esteemed values cannot but promote a cor-
responding style of thought, in which the privileged forms of expres-
sion are the muthos and the rhêmatiskia ainigmatôdê: these very long
or very short discourses, then, have a fixed form and, in order to justify
the validity of one’s own or someone else’s opinion, allow the testimony
of an extraneous but famous voice, through an argument by authority.
The immediate outcome of such a cultural choice is the numbing of rea-
son, while the long-term result is the impossibility of communication,
as suggested by the second passage quoted from the Theaetetus. Just as
the ultimate outcome of the flux theory was the impossibility of commu-
nication, the Heraclitean interpretation of thought locks each one up in
one’s own perennial changing; and this image cannot but remind us of
the chains of enthousiazontes in the Ion. Each one is seized by his own
peculiar enthusiasm, because each chain determines a private relation-
ship between each member of the audience and his rhapsode, between
the rhapsode and his poet, between each poet and his Muse: horizon-
tal movements are not allowed, there is no contact between members of
the audience, between rhapsodes or between poets. The same passages
let us understand the character of the philosophical style as opposed to
the poetic one: its most important form of expression is the dialogue by
short and relevant questions and answers, the only witness admitted is
one’s own interlocutor, and the voice to test the one’s own.The immediate
result consists in knowing one’s own reason, while the long-term one is
the capacity for learning, thereby improving oneself, as well as for teach-
ing, thereby improving others: the Theaetetus does not allow the Hera-
cliteans to have pupils. We should not forget, finally, that the intellectual
styles shared by the members of the Homeric ‘army’, on the one hand,
and by the philosophers, on the other, are at the same time attitudes in
life: from the praise and recognition of authority emulation follows, just
as the logos beltistos has the purpose of guiding one’s ownmoral conduct.

VI. A final clarification is necessary: this style, at the same time passive
and dangerous, which we have called poetic, seems to belong, actually, to
a much wider category of influential characters: beside the poets we have
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met the naturalist philosophers, the sophists, the rhetoricians,93 without
forgetting the indistinct audience of the phauloi and epieikeis. These are
all exponents of that Ionic culture which is contrasted with philosophy,
and of which Ion is nothing other than the symbolic incarnation. I would
like to emphasise that it is not by chance that this culture is originally
Homeric, and therefore poetic.Though, as I hope to have proved, it is not
the professional figure of the poet that is central in the dialogue, we must
nonetheless grant to poetry its own role. I have two observations tomake
on this point. First, Ion of Ephesus is presented as an Homeric rhapsode,
as a mediator of the thought of Homer, and finally as a praiser of the poet.
His rhapsodic activity is therefore closely connected to poetry, and not
to that of just any poet, but of the ‘most divine’ of the poets, the one who
has always provided the foundations of the paideia and keeps it alive for
the audience that responds emotionally when attending the rhapsodic
competitions. The Ionic culture is therefore traditional and essentially
poetic, or, if you prefer, Homeric, both in the form and in the contents
which convey its values: the style of thought which we have outlined and
the attitude in life which follows it have their origin—according to Plato,
of course—in Homer and in the poetic tradition which begins with him
and continues to live thanks to his heirs, the Homeric rhapsodes and
praisers, who preserve its ancient wisdom.

However, this style is not an exclusive prerogative of Homer, and
reaches beyond the professional category of the poets, as suggested by
a passage of the Ion itself (b–c), in which we find a non-strict use
of the noun poietês. From this passage we can pick up the following:

. The poet (universal which stands for ‘all poets’) is not able to do
poetry (specifically poiein: compose and/or recite verses) until he
is inspired and out of his mind;

. No man can be a poet (or an oracle) as long as he remains in
possession of his mental faculties;

a. The poets are thosewho do poetry (sc. compose and/or recite verses)
and say many beautiful things about their subject-matters, like
Ion about Homer—the plurals poiountes and legontes rephrase the
universal poietês of ();

93 Poets, rhetoricians, sophists and politicians are often treated together, mostly in
pairs, in the Platonic corpus: e.g. the rhetorician believes to be expert in strategy, just like
Ion andHomer fromwhom the rhapsode has learnt that art, atGorg. b–a, sophists
and rhetoricians can be interchanged with respect to their subject-matter and scope
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b. Each of them (sc. poets) composes (poieinwith the genericmeaning
of ‘making’) his works within a specific genre, which can stretch
from the epic poem to the encomium.

It seems, then, that according to Plato poets can express themselves both
in verses and in prose, and that rhapsodes and epainetai fully belong to
this category. Encomia are spoken or sung at Lys. d–e, logoi at Phdr.
e–a, and praising discourses in the Symposium, e.g. at b–c.

This broad sense of poietês, which goes beyond the activity of the
poet, is confirmed by a passage of theGorgias (c–d), in which poetry
deprived of mêlos, rhuthmos and mêtron shows its most intrinsic char-
acter of rhetorical logos addressed to the people. The public discourse of
the rhetorician and the theatrical performance of the tragic poet are both
forms of dêmêgoria, that of the poet targeting at the same time all the dif-
ferentmembers of a composite grand publique: youth, women, slaves and
free men.What is in common between verses and rhetorical prose seems
to be, then, this intrinsic speaking of something, which takesmany possi-
ble different forms of saying; for example, Homer, by narrating in hexam-
eters Achilles’ heroic deeds orOdysseus’ scheming, speaks of the courage,
the intelligence, and the just behaviour of men. But even more impor-
tant is the way in which this speaking occurs: the poet is someone who
communicates contents of some importance to a wide and indeterminate
audience, in the way proper to poetry and rhetoric, i.e. persuasive, emo-
tional, charming. It is interesting to notice that this similarity between
poetry and rhetoric is not exclusively a result of Plato’s own sensibility,
but belongs to his literary tradition. Without forgetting the comparison
of Odysseus to a bard, and of his words to ‘snowflakes’, in a famous pas-
sage of the Iliad,94 we can find the first strictly linguistic testimony in the
Theogony: the nineMuses, daughters ofMnemosyne, ‘who in their hearts
always think of singing’, when they honour a king, at his birth they pour
on his tongue sweet dew, and ‘from his lips the words flow sweet like
honey’; this politician (v. ), thanks to the irrational power of persuasion
which he shares with any poet, administers justice and settles disputes
‘with peaceful words’. ‘Such is for men the sacred gift of the Muses’, a sin-
gle gift which is in common, thanks to which ‘on earth there are singers
and citharists’, and the king chosen by the god is one of these poets.

(c; cf. Prot. e–a), and Homer is a hidden sophist at Prot. d–e; rhetoricians,
sophists and politicians are treated together at Phdr. b–c. The passages are several.

94 Il. III, –.
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It is the audience, however, that marks the most important differ-
ence between poetry, on the one hand, and rhetoric and sophistic, on
the other: at Gorg. d the former is defined as a kind of rhetoric
addressed to an indeterminate crowd of youngsters, women, slaves, and
free men, whereas rhetoric is addressed primarily to adult free men, and
sophistic to their young sons. For Plato, then, poetry is the most dan-
gerous form of flattery, because it is the one that affects the whole citi-
zenry.

VII. In conclusion, to take stock of what has been said so far, I believe
that Ion of Ephesus is the distillate of all the characters of the poetic tra-
dition that Socrates, in his dialectical wandering, has encountered in the
form of poets, orators, politicians, and sophists, and which converge in
a passive mental habitus which takes away responsibility and prevents
oneself and others from living life to the best of all human possibilities,
i.e. in the light of reason. The Ion puts on stage the essential incompat-
ibility between two styles of thought and life, the rational philosophical
one and ‘poetical thinking’—to borrowMartin Heidegger’s expression—
an incompatibility which will be discussed again, in less radical form,
in other Socratic dialogues (and not only in the Socratic ones) which
also submit that same poetic attitude, in a different and weaker form, to
the dialectical examination of philosophy.The difference is the following:
whereas there can be no agreement between philosophy and the poetic
tradition embodied by Ion,95 at least in principle the philosopher Socrates
can refute successfully—i.e. in a persuasive way which gains the inter-
locutor’s agreement—a poet, a rhetorician or a famous sophist (this is
what he tries to do, for example, by questioning the contemporary poets,
as we read in the Apology);96 even if after ,  or  Stephanus pages

95 Ion does not accept that he is a non-technikos (in the way Socrates puts it) epainetês:
the choice which he faces is between being adikos and being theios (and not between
being theios and being technikos, contra Giuliano [], –) and his choice is
obvious: the adjective theios does not carry any negative connotation in the poetic
tradition to which the rhapsode belongs (for the traditional meaning of the jargon
of the divine as opposed to the Platonic meaning cf. Capuccino [], ff.). If
we consider that Ion not only is part of that poetic tradition, but represents it in
the dialogue, then it becomes clear why Plato does not allow him to reply one final
time: Socrates has no chance of persuading him, between the poetic attitude and the
philosophical one there cannot be any agreement, and their routes would continue in
parallel forever.

96 Ap. aff.
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stuffed with pressing questions no answer is found, at least the interlocu-
tor will have changed hismind on someof his opinions, recognizing their
falsehood. And this means, finally, that he will begin to be aware that he
does not know, and therefore to come closer to the real philosophical
attitude.97

97 I have to thank, first of all, Luca Castagnoli for translating the Italian version of
my paper into English, and Angelo Giavatto and Francisco Gonzalez for revising the
translation. Warm thanks are also due to all the people who read and commented on
both the French and the Italian version of my paper, in particular Giuseppe Cambiano,
Walter Cavini, Francisco Gonzalez, Fritz-Gregor Herrmann and Simonetta Nannini.



chapter five

THE HERMENEUTICS OF MADNESS:
POET AND PHILOSOPHER IN PLATO’S

ION AND PHAEDRUS

Francisco J. Gonzalez

The apparent conflict between the critique of the poet in the Ion and the
apparently much more positive appraisal of the poet in the Phaedrus has
not escaped the attention of most scholars. In the Ion the poet and his
rhapsode do not know what they are talking about since they function
only as mouthpieces of the gods: filled with inspiration they are empty
of intelligence (nous). Furthermore, the perspective from which this
critique is carried out is that of technê: the poet in speaking of ship-
building lacks entirely that specialized knowledgewhich the ship-builder
has; the rhapsode in identifying with only one poet lacks completely the
technical skill that would make him equally an expert on all poets. In
the Phaedrus, on the other hand, the inspired madness of the poet is
praised and ranked above technical skill and the ‘mortal temperance’ that
characterizes it. Furthermore, the madness and inspiration of the poet
is not opposed here to the sober rationality of the philosopher: on the
contrary, the philosopher too is characterized as mad and inspired.

To see that this apparent conflict between the two dialogues is only
apparent, we first need to recognize that the critique of the rhapsode Ion
is much more ambiguous than at first seems. Since, as already noted, Ion
is critiqued from the perspective of technical knowledge, this critique
would be unambiguous only if Socrates were himself the possessor of
such technical knowledge. Instead, Socrates is in important ways more
like Ion thanhe is like the carpenter or the doctor towhomhe appeals. Yet
the Ion overall leaves very obscure where exactly the philosopher stands
in the opposition between divinely inspired poet and technical expert.

. Ion’s Madness and Socrates’ Envy of Self-Possessed Expertise

At the very outset of the Ion, Socrates attributes to the rhapsode a technê
(b) which he repeatedly claims to envy (ezêlôsa; b, c, c). This
motif of envy presents Socrates as himself lacking the kind of technê to
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which others, at least implicitly, make a claim. But what exactly does he
assume to be the rhapsode’s technê? He at the outset identifies it with
‘being a hermeneut of the thought of the poet’ (hermênea . . . tês dianoias,
c–), rather than only of his verses. But what does this mean? As a
rhapsode Ion recites the words of a poet, but if he is to have a technê
he must, according to Socrates, do more: he must in some way convey
the thought of the poet. But convey in what way? The word hermêneus is
often translated here as ‘interpreter’, so that the skill of the poet, according
to Socrates, would be to interpret the thought of the poet, where this
implies explaining and evaluating what the poet thinks. It may indeed
be precisely such an ability that Socrates will find lacking in Ion. Yet
the word hermêneus in Plato rarely if ever denotes ‘interpreter’ in our
rich sense of this term: what is normally or always referred to by this
word and its cognates is simply the conveying of a message or piece of
information without thinking about its meaning or judging its truth.1

1 For a critique of the common translation of Dρμηνε%ς as ‘interpreter’ and an
argument in favor of the translation ‘medium’ or ‘mediator’, see Capuccino (), –
, –. Consideration of the use of the concept in Plato’s dialogues confirms this
thesis; though some passages may not explicitly rule out the sense of ‘interpretation,’ such
a reading is never required and, at least inmost cases if not all, is highly implausible. In the
Republic, when sensation signifies (σημα.νει) to the soul that what is light is heavy or that
what is heavy is light, these significations are called�τ�π�ι τ+# ψυ8+# α9 Dρμηνε�αι (b).
These are communications that mean or signify something strange and are therefore
"πισκ$ψεως δε�μεναι. The Dρμηνε�αι are therefore the strange messages conveyed and
not their interpretation: this interpretation is instead called "πισκ$ψις. In theTheaetetus,
in the context of considering the definition of knowledge as true opinion plus logos,
Socrates considers the identification of logoswith the Dρμηνε.α of what differentiates one
thing from another (a). Socrates appears to use the word Dρμην$ια here in order to
avoid using logos or doxa or episteme: so themeaning is to be identified with some kind of
conveying of the difference, without any further specification of what kind of conveying
is at issue here. Socrates proceeds to argue that how something differs from other things
is already conveyed in having any opinion about it rather than about these other things.
In the Symposium daimones are described as Dρμηνε��ν κα� διαπ�ρ�ε��ν to the gods
that which comes from humans and to humans that which comes from the gods (e).
The two words seem very close in meaning here if not synonymous. They would differ
in meaning if we interpreted the first word as meaning that the daimones interpret what
they convey; but can the meaning really be that they interpret to the gods what comes
from humans? In the Republic, faced with a challenge to the view that men and women
should hold the same jobs in the ideal city, Glaucon begs Socrates to Dρμηνε�σαι their
λ�γ�ς (c). One might be tempted to argue that Glaucon is here asking Socrates to
interpret the λ�γ�ς, but the context makes it more plausible that he is asking Socrates
simply to give voice to the λ�γ�ς and speak on its behalf. AtTheaetetus c, Dρμηνε�ς
clearly refers to those who translate from a foreign language (as at Philebus a): but
there is no evidence that the Greeks understood this ‘translation’ as ‘interpretation,’ as
we today tend to do. The word Dρμην$α at Cratylus e, used there as a description
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Socrates’ use of the term therefore leaves open the possibility that Ion
conveys the thought of the poetwithout any thought of his own, that is, as
a passive and transparent medium. Indeed the opposition that will prove
operative throughout the dialogue is that between a technical mastery of
that about which the poet speaks and of poetry itself, on the one hand,
and the conveyance, without thought or technê, of somemessage beyond
both the poet and the rhapsode. After this opposition is strengthened and
even exaggerated throughout the course of the dialogue, we will need to
reflect again on that hermênea tês dianoiaswhich Socrates claims to envy.

Socrates’ opening characterization of Ion’s technê sets the stage for his
first refutation of Ion. If the rhapsode’s technê is to ‘convey’ the thought of
the poet, and if the ability to ‘convey’ one person’s thought on a particular
subject implies the ability to convey another person’s thought on the
same subject, then, as Socrates argues, Ion must be able to speak of all

of Hermes, is presumably very close in meaning to the word ‘messenger’ (�γγελ�ν) that
follows it and thus unlikely to mean ‘interpreter’. In the Laws, the preface (prooimion)
is said to be rightly followed by a λ�γ�ς that serves as a kind of Dρμηνε%ς of the laws
(d–): the meaning appears to be that this λ�γ�ς announces or promulgates the
laws, not that it interprets them. The word that immediately follows to describe what the
λ�γ�ς does is indeed πρ�αγ�ρε%ων. What interpretation there is here is clearly provided
by the prooimion rather than by the λ�γ�ς that follows it. Later in the same dialogue
we are told that the genuine guardians must know (ε�δ$ναι) the truth about the laws
and be capable of following them in deed and of Dρμηνε%ειν λ�γ1ω (b). Though
the meaning of the verb is perhaps somewhat ambiguous here, it clearly could mean
nothing more than promulgating the laws in speech. As for the words, Dρμηνευτικ�
and Dρμηνευτ�ς, they refer to the specific art of conveying messages between gods and
mortals (Statesman d and c). Grondin (), –, in his discussion of this set
of words, acknowledges that the prevailing and unifying sense is the expression in words
of what has previously been thought. If he insists that ‘interpretation’ is also meant, this
is interpretation understood as the simple reversal of expression: uncovering the thought
behind the words (). But if we understand ‘interpretation’ to mean the explication of the
meaning of what is both said and thought as well as the determination of its truth, then
Dρμηνε%ειν apparently never means ‘to interpret’. For example, what the Greeks would
apparently call a Dρμηνε.α is themessage conveyed from the god by the priestess atDelphi
that no one is wiser than Socrates, rather than Socrates’ interpretation of this message
with regard to what it really means and how it is true. Perhaps one can say, therefore,
that while the divinely inspired andmad poet who does not understand what he is saying
is a ‘hermeneut’ in the Greek sense, Socrates is a ‘hermeneut’ in the modern sense. It is
thismodern sense that is intendedwhen Lhomme (),  characterizes the ‘inspired’
Socrates in the etymological section of theCratylus as opposing a true hermeneutics to the
hermeticism of the silent Cratylus. He explains the difference thus: ‘Qui dit hermétisme
dit sens caché; qui dit hermēneía dit double sens’ (). But again, the Greek Dρμηνε.α
does not, in any of the cited instances, express ambiguity. Though the Dρμηνε.α of the
senses described in the passage of the Republic is ambiguous, it is not ambiguous because
it is a Dρμηνε.α.
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poets equally well, since they all speak of the same subjects. Furthermore,
if ‘conveying’ what different poets think on a subject implies having
knowledge oneself of that subject, then Ion must possess the art of the
diviner and all the other arts concerned with the subjects of which the
poets speak (a–b). The point is that if being a hermêneus is to be
a technê, it must involve evaluating, judging, and knowing that of which
one is the hermêneus.

Given the noted assumptions behind Socrates’ characterization of Ion’s
technê, he is able to conclude from Ion’s insistence that he can interpret
well only Homer that the rhapsode is incapable of speaking with technê
and epistêmê even about Homer (c–). Socrates now drives home
Ion’s lack of a technê with an argument significantly different from the
ones just considered. If Ion spoke with technê, Socrates argues, he would
be able to speak well about all the poets, not only because they all speak
about the same subject matter, but because they are all poets and, in the
case of poetry as in the case of any other art, any one who has mastered it
must havemastered thewhole of it (c–c). If it is a technê, therefore,
being a hermêneus of the thought of the poet implies not only a mastery
of the subject about which the poet thinks but also expertise regarding
the art of poetry itself.

When Ion is at a loss to explain howhe can speak so well about Homer
if he is so ignorant of both the content and the formof his poetry, Socrates
introduces an alternative to possessing a technê: a ‘divine power’ (theia
dunamis) that makes both the rhapsode and the poet ‘possessed by god’
(entheoi, d–e). The famous analogy of the magnet and the rings
is introduced to describe how this power is transferred from the god to
the poet, from the poet to the rhapsode, and from the rhapsode to the
audience. The implication of the analogy is that whatever power the poet
or the rhapsode has is directly derived from, and completely dependent
on, the power of the god: just as the ring has no power to attract
another ring without the magnet, so the poet has no power to inspire
the rhapsode, nor the rhapsode to inspire his audience, without the god.
Having a technê, in contrast, implies having power in and through oneself
to produce a certain effect. If possessing a technê is possessing a certain
power, being ‘inspired’ is being the mere conduit of a power not one’s
own.

What needs to be emphasized here, however, is the way in which
Socrates’ long speech on poetic inspiration, in identifying being a her-
mêneus with being a passive medium, makes it incompatible with the
possession of any technê. The rhapsode is not the ‘interpreter’ of the
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thought of the poet for the following reasons: ) The poet no more pos-
sesses technê than does the rhapsode, but is equally possessed (e–
; see also Apology b–c andMeno c– and c–d). ) Thought
therefore exists neither in the poet nor in the rhapsode, since the presence
of the ‘divine power’ (theia dunamis) excludes the presence of thought.2
) Both the poet and the rhapsode become therebymere vehicles through
which the god speaks.3 From these points Socrates concludes that poets,
and not only rhapsodes, are hermênês, so that the rhapsodes become
mere hermêneôn hermênês, hermeneuts of hermeneuts (a). If both
poets and rhapsodes can now be described as nothing but hermênês,4
this is because Socrates is now denying both any sort of expertise.5 Mere
‘hermeneutics’ is the mere transmission, without knowledge, of a mes-
sage and power for which even the poet is not responsible.6 Socrates
therefore seeks to show that Ion cannot possess a technê as a mere her-
mêneus because the thought he conveys, if any, is neither his nor that of
the poet for whom he speaks.

This incompatibility of the hermeneutics of the poet and rhapsode
with thinking is further emphasizedwhen Socrates insists on themadness
of Ion and his audience by describing the way in which they cry and feel
fear as if they were present at the scenes the poet describes. This form of
being-present-at-what-is-not-present is madness because it means being
besides or outside oneself (exô sautou, b–c). To have a technê is to
have a power in and through oneself and thus to be self-possessed. In
poetic hermeneutics one is moved by things beyond one’s control and
beyond one’s experience.7

2 ( ν��ς μηκ$τι "ν α τ10 "ν+#, b.
3 ( �ε5ς α τ�ς "στιν ( λ$γων, δι) τ�%των δ/ 	�$γγεται πρ5ς �μ*ς, d–.
4 R δ/ν �λλ’ ` Dρμην#ς, e.
5 Russon (),  notes: ‘ . . . since poets are the interpreters of the deities, and

rhapsodes are the interpreters of the poets, interpretation means putting the same
message in a new context, or, what is the same, to put the same message in a new context
is interpretation’. I would add that the emphasis is on the sameness of themessage and that
themessage is conveyedwithout ‘interpretation’ as we normally understand theword. On
Socrates’ account, the poet and the rhapsode no more ‘interpret’ what the god says than
the rings interpret the magnet from which they hang.

6 As Capuccino (),  nicely states the point: ‘È chiaro che si tratta di es-
pressione (vs. in-terpretazione) o communicazione: il movimento è verso l’esterno’.

7 Stern-Gillet () is therefore right to argue against attempts to find in the Ion a
conception of poetic genius: ‘Far from being creative geniuses, as the Romantics would
have it, poets, in the Ion, are nomore than passive and irrationalmouthpieces of the gods’
(; see also ).
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When Ion hesitates to agree that he is possessed and mad when
he praises Homer (katechomenos kai mainomenos, d–), Socrates
returns to a point already implied earlier but only nowmade fully explicit:
Ion cannot possibly have knowledge of the technai of which Homer
speaks (a–). The doctor is the one to judge whether things per-
taining to medicine are done and spoken well in Homer’s poems, and so
with the subjects pertaining to other technai. Because different technai
have different subject matters, the rhapsode cannot speak with knowl-
edge about the subject matter of another art. Of what in Homer’s poems,
then, is the rhapsode a knowledgeable judge? When Ion replies that the
rhapsode can judge what it is fitting for a man or woman to say, Socrates
can again show that this is something for the different technai to judge: it
is the doctor, after all, who can judge what is fitting for a man or woman
to say about medicine. In the end poor Ion can avoid appearing mad
only by insisting that he is a general in his capacity as rhapsode and can
therefore judge what Homer has to say about war. But this claim to be a
general makes Ion mad indeed! In other words, Ion can either admit to
beingmad ormadly claim to be a general. Yet Socrates concludes the dia-
logue by presenting Ion with a slightly different choice: either Ion does
wrong in refusing to demonstrate the knowledge he has or he is divine
in being possessed by the god without knowledge. The choice, in other
words, is between being an expert (technikos) andunjust (adikos) or being
possessed by some divine dispensation (theiai moirai katechomenos) and
thus divine (theios, a–). Ion, unsurprisingly, chooses the latter alter-
native.8 But what of this choice? Is it a necessary one? Are the alternatives
exclusive? The example of Socrates himself, I suggest, forces us to ques-
tion the legitimacy of this choice. Consider that Socrates at one point
in the dialogue describes Homer as speaking ‘of how people deal with
each other in society—good people and bad, ordinary folks and crafts-
men’, of how the gods ‘deal with each other and with men’, and of ‘what
happens in heaven and hell’ (c–d). How could we fail to note that
Socrates speaks of the same subjects and how therefore could we fail to
ask if he does so with a technê?9 If Socrates does speak with a technê,
then he is the one who does wrong by refusing to demonstrate, or even

8 It is significant that Clitophon, at the end of the eponymous dialogue, presents
Socrates with a similar choice: Socrates’ unwillingness to define justice in a conclusive
way shows either that he does not know what it is or that he refuses to share what he
knows (c).

9 As Carter (),  has remarked, ‘The significant point is that the themes of
poetry are also the themes of philosophy’.
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acknowledge this technê, both here and elsewhere. As we have already
seen, he starts the dialogue with the claim to be jealous of Ion’s technê
(b–), thereby implying his own lack of the same. Furthermore, and
more revealingly, when Ion later in the dialogue describes Socrates as
being ‘wise’ (sophos), Socrates retorts that he speaks the truth only as
a ‘layman.’10 But if Socrates speaks the truth as a layman and not as an
expert, are we to conclude, using the alternative into which he forces Ion,
that Socrates speaks the truth as one possessed and out of his mind? Is
he a mere vehicle through which a god speaks? And are we ourselves
as interpreters of the dialogue, because lacking expertise on its content,
also mere rings dependent on the divine magnet? Given that Socrates
presents himself as neither a technikos nor out of his mind, the choice
into which he forces Ion appears to be one from which he excludes him-
self. But with what justification? If the philosopher is neither a technikos
nor amad poet, does he not demand a reconciliation between inspiration
and thought?11 Do we not need to discover a type of ‘interpretation’ that
thinks and a type of thinking that ‘interprets’ something beyond itself?
In other words: a hermeneutics that is not the passive and thoughtless
medium of a divine power and a thinking that is not self-possessed but
open to conveying something divine that exceeds its grasp? If philoso-
phy suggests such a third alternative, then it becomes possible to give a
much more sympathetic portrayal of the poet than that which a superfi-
cial reading of the Ion would suggest.12

. Imitative Madness versus Expertise in the Republic and Laws

The critique of the poets in Book X of the Republic is worth noting
in this context because it too is carried out from the perspective of,
and according to the standard of, the technai. The fact that Homer only

10 "γa δ/ � δ/ν �λλ� ` τ�λη�# λ$γω, �B�ν ε�κ5ς �δι:την �ν�ρωπ�ν, d–e.
11 Socrates’ description of each τ$8νη being assigned its specific task by the god

(b–) may hint at a reconciliation of τ$8νη with divine inspiration, but it certainly
does not collapse the distinction. Russon (),  is therefore too quick to conclude,
on the basis of apparently nothing but this passage, that ‘The argument of the Ion therefore
reveals that the techne and the inspired action of the rhapsode have an identical ontolog-
ical and epistemological status’ and that ‘the dualism between techne and “enthusiasm” is
thus overcome’.

12 Russon (),  is apparently trying to articulate such a third alternative when
he concludes: ‘Philosophy is thus the techne of technai which reflects on reflection and
sees its rootedness in poiesis’. See also Carter (), the purpose of whose study is to
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imitates technai such as medicine or generalship is used to show that he
does not possess these technai. (d–c). The conclusion is that the
poet

uses words and phrases to paint colored pictures of each of the crafts. He
himself knows nothing about them, but he imitates them in such a way
that others, as ignorant as he is, who judge by words, will think he speaks
extremely well about cobblery or generalship or anything else whatever,
provided—so great is the natural charm of these things—that he speaks
with meter, rhythm, and harmony . . . (a–b; Grube/Reeve trans.).

It is again not hard to imagine a Homeric retort that would ask Socrates
what he knows of the crafts to which he continually appeals in his
arguments. We should recall the conversation reported by Xenophon
in which the tyrant Critias prohibits Socrates from talking about his
usual topic, i.e., “cobblers, builders, and metal workers” (Mem. I..).
If Socrates does not in the Republic describe the poet as possessed or
mad, this is only because he does not there address the question Ion
forces him to address, i.e., how the poet can so effectively imitate and
speak about things of which he is supposedly completely ignorant. The
connectionbetweenmadness andmimesis is explicitlymade in the Laws,
however, where the poets are characterized (or made to characterize
themselves) as being out of their minds (ouk emphrôn, c) when they
exercise their art of imitation (tês technês ousês mimêseôs, c); the
latter forces them to contradict themselves in representing contradictory
viewpoints without knowing which is true (c–d). The contrast is again
between being self-possessedin themastery of a technê and being besides
oneself as a transparent medium through which what is outside oneself
is merely reflected. And again, the alternative fails to explain the place of
the philosopher.

. Socrates’ Praise of Madness in the Phaedrus:
Dianoia Sprouts Wings

ThePhaedrus can nowbe seen as remedying this deficiency by explaining
the philosopher’s middle position between the inspired madness of the
poet, on the one hand, and the kind of technical expertise and sobriety
which Lysias claims for himself. A comprehensive interpretation of the

show that ‘in the final analysis dialectic and inspiration are complementary, and that the
artist-philosopher is the pinnacle of Platonic wisdom’ ().
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Phaedrus is of course not possible here, but an outline of the keymoments
and developments of the dialogue should suffice to show how it compli-
cates, as well as supplements in an essential way, the argument of the Ion.

The main point of Lysias’ speech is that the non-lover, because he ‘is
not overcome by love and therefore in control of himself ’,13 is the onewho
can offer a relationship that is mutually beneficial. The implicit identifi-
cation here of eros with madness is then made explicit by Socrates in his
first speech, since he defines eros at the very outset as the overpower-
ing and subversion of logos by an irrational desire for beauty (b–c).
Thus the operative opposition in Socrates’ speech is that of ‘intelligence
and temperance against love andmadness’.14All the criticisms of the lover
in this speech therefore boil down to the claim that he is deficient in rea-
son and self-control. It is not hard to see that the critique of the lover
in Lysias’ speech and in Socrates’ first speech parallels the critique of the
poet in the Ion: in both cases the critique opposes the self-possession of
knowledge to its absence. Both poet and lover aremad because possessed
by a foreign power beyond their control and their reason.

Yet not only does Socrates immediately retract his critique of love as
impious and false; his speech’s content is already undermined by its very
performance. Socrates observes, both at the start of the speech and at
its close, that he is being possessed by the nymphs of the place.15 His
critique of erotic madness is thus delivered in a state characterized at
least by the onset of madness! This should be no surprise given the
dramatic context with which Socrates provides the speech, a context
entirely lacking in Lysias’ version: Socrates’ non-lover is a lover wily
enough to pretend to be a non-lover (b–). In order that we may
visualize this pretense, Socrates delivers the speechwith his head covered
(a), thus implying that he can critique the lover before Phaedrus only
by hiding his own identity as a lover. So if we attend to its performance
and context, Socrates’ first speech is a ruse by which someone possessed
by erotic madness puts up the front of being sane and rational. Is it not
thereby implied that the sharp dichotomy asserted by Lysias between
love and madness, on the one hand, and reason and self-control, on the
other, can result only in hypocrisy and dissembling? That Lysias’ speech
starts in medias res, thereby leaving the non-lover’s motive completely in
the dark, confirms this suspicion. But this situation, I suggest, parallels

13 R 8 =π’ �ρωτ�ς �ττ:μεν�ς �λλ’ "μαυτ�� κρατ0ν, c–.
14 Ν��ν κα� σω	ρ�σ%νην �ντ’ �ρωτ�ς κα� μαν.ας, a–.
15 Νυμ	�ληπτ�ς, d; =π� τ0ν Νυμ	0ν . . . σα	0ς "ν��υσι6σω . . . , e–.
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the situation in the Ion and the suspicion awakened there by Socrates’
critique of the rhapsode. As has been seen, this critique appeals to the
dichotomy between possessing a technê, on the one hand, and being
possessed and out of one’s mind, on the other, while keeping in the dark
where Socrates himself stands with regard to such a dichotomy if, as he
clearly indicates, he is himself no technikos.

What is significant about the way in which Socrates in the Phaedrus
retracts his first speech by offering a second is that he proceeds to purify
himself not by disassociating love from madness, as one might expect,
but by arguing that madness (mania) is the source of many good things
that cannot be provided by self-control (sôphrosunê). Furthermore—
and this is especially significant in the present context—this point is
explicitly applied to the case of the poet: the poet who relies on technê is
‘unaccomplished’ (atelês) and his poetry will be eclipsed by that of those
who are mad (tôn mainomenôn, a–). When one also notes that the
good madness in question here is characterized as sent by the gods (apo
theôn, b), it is hard not to see the Ion in a very different light.16 If Ion
is lacking in technê and possessed by the gods, then this is a reason for
praising him rather than critiquing him.

Yet there is an implicit critique of the poets when Socrates claims
that none of them have sung of the place beyond the heavens as it
merits (kat’ axian, c) and proceeds himself to dare to speak the
truth about it (c–). This contrast between Socrates and the poets is
presumably behind the relatively low ranking of the poet in the hierarchy
of incarnations (e–). But how exactly does Socrates’ ‘speaking of the
truth’ differ from what the poets do?17 While this contrast was already
suggested in the Ion, it can no longer be presented as it was there,
i.e., as a contrast between self-possessed technê and inspiration without
knowledge. This is because philosophy is itself described in Socrates’
second speech as a form of inspired madness.The contrast between poet
and philosopher can now only be one between two sorts of inspired
madness or, in other words, between two ways of conveying a power and
message beyond either, between two forms of ‘hermeneutics.’

16 So uncharacteristic does Heitsch (), – find this unreserved praise of
madness and divine inspiration that he insists that what Socrates is made to say here
should not be attributed to Plato himself.

17 Heitsch (),  commenting on d–a, observes that Socrates’ descrip-
tion of ‘enthusiastic’ experience is here itself so ‘enthusiastic’ as to free itself from the rules
of grammar (), though he also suggests that Socrates’ etymological jokes at b are
supposed to provoke a certain critical distance.
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The madness or possession by a god that characterizes the philoso-
pher is described as recollection, that is, being reminded by something
beautiful here of the true beauty beyond the heavens (see also b–
).18 This is a type of madness because, in transporting one to a beyond,
it both neglects what is here below (d) and cannot clearly see what
lies beyond. Thus, when the lovers who are potential philosophers see
an image (homoiôma), they are, according to Socrates, no longer in pos-
session of themselves19 and do not understand what they are experienc-
ing ‘on account of not seeing-through sufficiently’.20 This is furthermore
described as possession by the god when Socrates describes the lover
who is in touch in memory with his specific god—Zeus in the case of
philosophers—as having, like Bacchantes, the god in him21 and as seek-
ing to make the beloved in the god’s image (a–b).

What needs to be emphasized in the present context, however, is
that this philosophical madness, unlike the madness attributed to the
poets, is not the absence of thought or reasoning. On the contrary,
Socrates also characterizes the recollection in question as proceeding
from many sensations to a unity gathered together through a reasoning
(logismos) and as understanding things according to the spoken eidos
or ‘form’ (c–b).22 The strange synthesis of madness, possession,
and reasoning articulated here is perhaps most succinctly captured by

18 Carter (), – makes the important observation, however, that Socrates
in the dialogue exhibits all four types of divine madness: at c– he claims to be
a seer (μ6ντις), though not a very serious one (� π6νυ δ/ σπ�υδα��ς); at a–
he finds it necessary to purify himself (κα��ρασ�αι); as for the madness of the poet,
Socrates describes himself as suffering from it as he starts breaking out into dithyrambs
(c–d). Thus philosophical madness can be seen as a kind of appropriation and
transformation of all the other types of madness.

19 Kυκ$τι’ 〈"ν〉 α=τ0ν γ.γν�νται, a.
20 Δι) τ5 μ! 9καν0ς διαισ�6νεσ�αι, b.
21 "	απτ�μεν�ι α τ�� τ+# μν�μ+η "ν��υσι0ντες . . . κα�’ �σ�ν δυνατ5ν �ε�� �ν�ρ:-

π1ω μετασ8ε�ν, a–.
22 Nor should the opposite mistake be made of believing that nothing more is at

issue here than the purely logical process of concept formation. Heitsch (), –
assumes that because recollection is not described as preceding the process of forming
universal concepts but is rather identified with it, therefore recollection is simply reduced
to this process and thus ceases to be ‘recollection’.This simply does not follow: as the rest
of the speech proceeds to show, and as the Phaedo explicitly argues, forming a unity out of
the multiplicity of sensations is possible only to the extent that the sensations provoke in
us a recollection of that one form to which they all point and of which they yet fall short.
The point, in short, is that the formation of universal concepts is not a purely logical
procedure but requires us to be inspired and possessed by a vision that transcends both
our perceptions and our logic.
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Socrates’ description of the philosopher’s understanding (dianoia) as
having wings (c–). It is hard not to see this passage as overcoming
the opposition in the Ion between dianoia and inspiration, and therefore
the characterization of hermeneutics as the thoughtless conveyance of
some divine power.The philosopher is a hermeneut who conveys a divine
power beyond reason in and through reasoning, who speaks for the god
while also speaking for himself.

When Socrates at the end of his second speech describes two lovers
who resist consummating their love and instead pursue a life of phi-
losophy (a–), he is describing a state that is neither what he now
dismisses as ‘human temperance’ (sôphrosunê anthrôpinê) nor ‘divine
madness’, as is indicated by his claim that these lovers achieve a good
greater than what either human temperance or divine madness can pro-
vide (b–). Though their love takes them beyond human temper-
ance and divinely inspires them, they are also capable of achieving self-
control and self-possession.23 What is said here clearly overcomes the
opposition between divine madness and human self-control that was
seen to dominate the argument of the Ion. It is in this regard surely
significant that Socrates at one point in the speech describes Beauty as
enthroned right next to Self-Control (b–). Yet it should be noted
that Socrates’ praise of erotic madness does not make its benefit depen-
dent on self-control: even the non-philosophical lovers who do not con-
trol themselves and give way to physical desire are described by him as
winning a not inconsiderable prize from their erotic madness.24

The prayer with which the speech concludes offers a final and succinct
reconciliation of technêwith erotic madness and divine possessionwhen
Socrates describes himself as someone who practices a divinely given
expertise in love.25 At least in the Phaedrus, therefore, Socrates does
indeed turn out to be unlike Ion in possessing a technê, but one quite
different from that in terms of which he judges Ion. Socrates’ technê is
given and inspired by something higher than itself; furthermore, it is a
technê of loving and striving, rather than a technê ofmastery.Neither self-
possessed expert nor mad poet, the philosopher is a hybrid of the two.
Yet this is not to say that in the philosopher reason and inspiration are
simply juxtaposed in an external fashion.26 Rather, the kind of reasoning

23 "νκρατε�ς α=τ0ν κα� κ�σμι�ι 7ντες, b–.
24 R σμικρ5ν c�λ�ν τ#ς "ρωτικ#ς μαν.ας, d–.
25 Τ!ν "ρωτικ�ν μ�ι τ$8νην dν �δωκας a–.
26 Carter (),  states the reconciliation thus: ‘Recollection—philosophic inspi-
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or expertise that characterizes the philosopher is intrinsically unlike that
of the doctor or themathematician in that it is the recollection of a reality
that, while inspiring and motivating it, is yet not fully grasped or clearly
seen by it. Philosophy is a constant and irresolvable tension between
reason and inspiration and thus between self-control and madness. The
philosophermust be open to divine inspirationwhile resisting the danger
of becoming a passivemouthpiece of the god and thus losing himself and
his own reason.

.The Inspired Madness of the Poet as Both Gift and Danger

This ambiguity of inspiration as both a gift and a danger to philosophers
is captured in the story Socrates tells about the cicadas. The cicadas were
born of those human beings who were so overwhelmed by the gift of
the muses that they stopped eating and drinking and so died. In pur-
suing philosophical conversation Socrates is honoring the cicadas, and
therefore the Muses, while at the same time ‘navigating around them as
if they were the Sirens, proof against their enchantment’.27 The implica-
tion is that to give way completely to the song of the cicadas, and thus
the inspiration of theMuses, would be to abandon philosophical conver-
sation and thereby, paradoxically, dishonor the Muses. The philosopher
can honor the Muses only by at the same time resisting their song. And
is this not what Plato is doing in critiquing the poets? Is not the appeal to
technê simply the philosopher’s way of exorcising the poet within him?

Here we also have the explanation of another important motif of the
dialogue: Socrates’ ambivalent relation to nature, to what lies outside the
city walls, i.e., to the beautiful natural setting in which the conversation
of the dialogue takes place.That nature that cannot speak to him (d–
) is for Socrates both a threat to the life of conversation he carries out
within the city and also a source of inspiration.28 He is both at home and

ration—alone is myth or at best true opinion: as pointed out in the Ion, it is without
knowledge . . . . On the other hand, reason alone is unable to leadmen to the realmbeyond
heaven, if by reason ismeant the purely logical attempt to gain truth through an analysis of
sense data, or to gain insight into the world of reality through transcendental speculation’.
More succinctly he states, : ‘The philosopher has inspiration plus a method of tying
down such inspiration’. But this view seems to leave inspiration and reason completely
external to each other, so that philosophy is nothing but poetry verified by logic.

27 Διαλεγ�μ$ν�υς κα� παραπλ$�ντ6ς σ	ας Tσπερ Σειρ#νας �κηλ�τ�υς, a–b.
28 Heitsch (),  notes the contrast between Socrates’ rationalistic argument that

the trees and the landscape have nothing to teach him and his excited, enthusiastic
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not at home in this natural setting. Outside the city there is always the
danger that he will get ‘carried away’ in the way that Orithuia was carried
away by Boreas: a danger illustrated by Socrates’ blasphemous, false, and
‘nympholeptic’ first speech. On the other hand, it is only in this danger
of being ‘carried away’ that Socrates can offer his second speech with its
praise of erotic madness. The philosopher is most likely not the simple
animal Socrates would like him to be, but rather something much more
complicated and even monstrous, like Typhon (a): at least as much
the product of myth as of reason.

In the discussion of writing with which the dialogue concludes there
is a passing, but highly significant, critique of the poets, and even of
the rhapsode. Socrates claims that no logos is worth much effort to
be written down or to be spoken in the manner of rhapsodes, that is,
‘without interrogation or teaching for the sake of persuasion’.29 Therefore
Socrates proceeds to say that someone who possesses nothing worthier
(timiôtera) than what he has composed or written deserves the name of
poet or speech-writer or lawgiver (d–e), while a poet or lawgiver
or speech writer who ‘composed knowing how it stood with the truth,
is capable of coming to the aid of what he has written, undergoing an
elenchos with regard to it, and is himself capable of demonstrating the
little worth of what he has written’,30 deserves the name, not of sophos, but
of philosophos. What distinguishes the philosopher here is the peculiar
skill which Socrates calls the dialektikê technê (e–) which, as a
skill of impregnating a soul with logoi that can defend and reproduce
themselves (e–a), is presumably the same as the erotic technê
which Socrates earlier claims for himself. And Socrates’ attitude towards
his own speech on love is precisely what he claims a philosopher’s attitude
must be to what he has composed: with the exception of the collecting
and dividing that he proceeds to call ‘dialectic’, the speech appears to
him ‘to have been played playfully’ (paidiai pepaisthai, c–). If the
inspiration of silent nature is a danger, so is the love of speeches that
normally keeps Socrates within the city and that requires the promise

description of the setting of the discussion (in which Heitsch also notes some playful
irony). Especially significant in my view is the fact that Socrates, though supposedly
unaccustomed to being out in the countryside and unconcernedwithmyth, knows better
than Phaedrus the exact location where people say Orithuia was abducted by Boreas
(b–c).

29 �νευ �νακρισ$ως κα� διδα8#ς πει���ς eνεκα, e–.
30 Ε�δaς +f τ5 �λη�/ς �8ει συν$�ηκε τα�τα, κα� �8ων H�η�ε�ν, ε�ς �λεγ8�ν �aν περ�

gν �γραψε, κα� λ$γων α τ5ς δυνατ5ς τ) γεγραμμ$να 	α�λα �π�δε�Uαι, c–.
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of a speech in order to be led out into the country. The written speech
with which Phaedrus lures Socrates beyond the city walls is indeed a
pharmakon (d) in the double sense of cure and poison. If speech,
whether written or spoken, is made an end in itself, then it provides the
mere appearance of memory and wisdom. It must instead be used as a
provocation to recollect that which transcends it. The love of speeches31
must be transformed into the speech of love.32 But what is true here of
speech in general must also be true of poetry. Poetry that can critique
its own deficiency and thus recognize the distance between it and what
inspires it, poetry that does not see itself as the transparent medium of
a divine message but as the thoughtful interpretation of something that
must always transcend it, poetry, in short, that does not take itself too
seriously: such poetry is worthy of the philosopher.

Even in Book X of the Republic, therefore, Socrates is ready and eager
to admit poetry back into the ideal state if it can defend itself, since he is
well aware of its ‘charm’33 and has had a passion (erôta) for it inculcated
in him since childhood. Until poetry can thus defend itself, Socrates
must suppress his passion as something potentially harmful and must
resist the charm of poetry with the incantation that it is not to be taken
seriously (b–b). Socrates’ critique of poetry is thus like Odysseus’
order to be bound to the mast of his ship as it sails past the Sirens:
it is a way of resisting the charms of poetry without being insensible
to them. As Socrates observes at the beginning of Book X, the cure
(pharmakon) against the potential danger of poetry is a knowledge of its
nature (b–): which implies that armed with such knowledge one
need not reject poetry outright.

. Reassessing the Argument of the Ion:
Poet and Philosopher as Kin

The relation between the philosopher and someone like Ion is therefore
muchmore complex than the explicit argument of the Ionmight suggest.
If Socrates critiques Ion from the vantage point of technê, this is not
because he claims himself to possess the kind of technê he shows Ion
to lack. His goal, as indicated by the repeated references to ‘envy’ at

31 Τ�� τ0ν λ�γων "ραστ��, c–.
32 \πλ0ς πρ5ς hΕρωτα μετ) 	ιλ�σ�	ων λ�γων τ5ν H.�ν π�ι#ται, b–.
33 ;ς σ%νισμ$ν γε �μ�ν α τ��ς κηλ�υμ$ν�ις =π’ α τ#ς, c–.
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the start of the dialogue (b, c, c), is instead to become Ion’s rival
by overcoming the opposition between nous and divine inspiration in
which Ion remains trapped. In this context it is worth noting philosophy’s
simultaneous rivalry with, and appropriation of, poetry in the Laws.
When Clinias asks the Athenian for a model work that will enable
the guardian of the laws to decide what material all the children may
learn, the Athenian offers as the paradigm the very discussion they
have been conducting: a discussion he claims to be very much like a
work of poetry.34 Especially significant in the present context is the
Athenian’s remark that their discussion appears to have been conducted
‘not without a certain inspiration from the gods’.35A few pages later, when
the Athenian imagines being asked by the tragedians whether they and
their work will be allowed into the city, he retorts that they who are
producing the laws are themselves tragedians (b) and fellow poets
regarding the same matters.36 They are not better than poets but rather
better poets insofar as the constitution (politeia) they have constructed is
the truest tragedy as ‘the imitation of the most beautiful and best life’.37
These passages simply make explicit what is already implied in the other
dialogues we have considered: the aim of the philosopher is not to banish
poetry, along with the inspiration and madness that characterize it, in
favor of some presumed technê, but rather to be a better poet than the
poets. If there is an ancient quarrel between philosophy and poetry, it is
a feud among kin. If, as is more likely, the quarrel is Plato’s invention, that
is because the philosopher needs such a quarrel.

. Conclusion: The Hermeneutics of the Philosopher
versus the Hermeneutics of the Poet

What then emerges as the difference between the philosopher and the
poet? The difference can be explained in terms of the ‘hermeneutics’ of
each. Both philosophy and poetry are hermeneutical in the sense of bear-
ing the message of a reality that transcends them. In this sense they are
both mad and inspired. What Socrates suggests in the Ion, however, is
that the poet is a hermêneuswhodoes not attempt to understand or inter-
pret the message he bears from the gods. He, like Ion, is only a vehicle

34 Παντ6τασι π�ι�σει τιν� πρ�σ�μ�.ως ε�ρ#σ�αι, c–.
35 Kυκ �νευ τιν5ς "πιπν�.ας �ε0ν, c–.
36 Π�ιητα� μ/ν �&ν =με�ς, π�ιητα� δ/ κα� �με�ς "σμ/ν τ0ν α τ0ν, b–.
37 Μ.μησις τ�� καλλ.στ�υ κα� �ρ.στ�υ H.�υ, b.
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or message-bearer. The philosopher, in contrast, is an interpreter of the
divine message he carries: a hermeneut in the modern, rather than the
ancient sense. He responds to the inspired glimpses of a divine reality
by seeking to understand this reality and relate it to the reality imme-
diately surrounding him. His inspired madness is also a logismos that
seeks, as recollection, to relate all his perceptions back to the common
forms he has seen in the place beyond the heavens.38 He neither ignores
the divide between Beauty Itself and a beautiful person by giving in to
his lust for the latter nor leaves the divide unbridged by only contemplat-
ing beauty from afar. His relationship to the person in whom he finds
beauty is a constant mediation between the physical and the spiritual,
the mortal and the divine. And if the Form of Beauty has central impor-
tance for the philosopher, that is on account of its ability to bridge the
sensible and the intelligible.39 The inspired madness of the philosopher
is a process of mediation and interpretation and thus also highly rational
and sober. He can, like the poet, identify with what he represents—thus
Plato’s anonymity in the dialogues—while still maintaining a critical and
ironic distance.40

But is it tenable to characterize the poet and his rhapsode as mere
vehicles that reflect as little on the source of their inspiration as iron
filings reflect on the magnet?41 Is this characterization not as absurd as
the characterization of the artist in Republic X as a mere copier? There is
without question a good deal of exaggeration here, but also a defensible
point. While the poet no doubt reflects on the form and construction
of his poem and in this respect possesses a real skill, the ‘message’ of
the poem can be argued to be itself ‘inspired’ and subjected to little

38 Capuccino (),  illuminates the difference between the types of ‘enthusiasm’
and mediation that characterize the philosopher and the poet as follows: ‘Infine, la
funzione mediatrice si distingue in virtù della sua direzione: dal basso verso l’alto per
il filosofo, nella sua tensione umana alla perfezione divina; dall’alto verso il basso per
il rapsodo divino, che nulla sa di ciò che pronuncia la sua voce posseduta’. Yet, at
least according to the account in the Phaedrus, even the philosopher needs an external
stimulus to awaken recollection and reasoning from within. The difference is that he is
stimulated, rather than possessed, by this divine presence.

39 It is worth noting in this context that Gadamer at the end of Truth andMethod turns
precisely to Beauty in Plato as a model for hermeneutics.

40 Lhomme (),  writes the following of Plato’s dialogues as mimêsis: ‘Le dia-
logue est une scène: il est une mímēsis d’entretien, mais une mímēsis distanciée, une
mímēsis corrigée, diégétiquement remaniée, déplacée’.

41 Capuccino (),  shows that this was not the traditional conception of the
poets: ‘Per tradizione, i poeti non sono lo strumento passive degli dei’ and this because
inspiration and knowledge were not considered incompatible ().
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questioning and reflection. A love poem is less an interpretation of love
than a vehicle for certain intuitions about love. Consider Peter Ackroyd’s
description of Shakespeare in his biography of this arguably greatest of
all poets and playwrights, a description that unintentionally parallels
Plato’s description of the imitative and inspired poet: ‘Shakespeare is
both everything and nothing. He is many and yet no one. It might
almost be a definition of the creative principle itself, which is essentially
a principle of organisation without values or ideals . . . . His presence is
conspicuous by its absence’.42 Compared with such a description of the
poet as an empty vehicle (‘nothing’, ‘without values or ideals’, ‘absent’) in
and through which everything can appear, Plato’s description can hardly
be judged a gross exaggeration. Yet even if Plato somewhat exaggerates
the case against the poet, this may be because Plato himself recognizes
the proximity between poet and philosopher and therefore the constant
temptation the philosopher faces of becoming only a poet: a temptation
that must be fought with the same determination that Socrates fights the
temptation of being lulled to sleep by the cicadas. There is always the
danger that hermeneutics will abrogate its duty to interpret and portray
itself as a silent and transparent medium. Philosophy is always in danger
of becoming nothing but poetry: a danger it would never face if it were
the kind of technê which Socrates in the Ion so envies.

42 Ackroyd (), . See also the parallels Stern-Gillet (), – shows
between the account of the poet in the Ion and A.E. Housman’s description of his own
process of poetic composition.



chapter six

INSPIRATION AND INSPIRED
POETS IN PLATO’S DIALOGUES

Stefan Büttner

Introduction

The controversial problem of inspiration in Plato’s dialogues is a subject
which has often been examined. The reason for this is, to begin with,
the fact that Plato nowhere defines exactly what he understands by
inspiration and how it functions. There is not even agreement among
scholars as to whether Plato took inspiration as a phenomenon seriously.

This is especially the case concerning Plato’s remarks about the inspi-
ration of poets. In the Republic, Plato criticises poets because they do
not represent the world according to a rational understanding of its ori-
gins, but only according to perceptible reality. Their works are therefore
of only limited quality. (The key word ismimêsis: the poet twice removed
from truth; Rep. X, e).The praise of these same poets in the dialogues
Ion or Phaedrus, above all praise of Homer, therefore sounds suspicious.
This the more so as the Phaedrus seems to state that the inspired poet
far surpasses the rational poet (hê tou sôphronountos poiêsis, Phdr. a)
precisely because of his own aesthetic feeling.

In this chapter, a fresh attempt will be made at an adequate under-
standing of Plato’s concept of inspiration.What distinguishes this attempt
from previous investigations is that full consideration will be given to
the several remarks by Aristotle on inspiration as an additional source
of clarification. Unlike Plato, Aristotle is not suspected of enthusiasm. If
Aristotle takes the phenomenon of inspiration seriously in his writings,
then it is very probable that Plato also takes it seriously. I include among
the relevant passages those in which a divine gift (theia moira) is men-
tioned. First, I shall argue that the term ‘inspiration’ when discussed by
Plato is not exclusively an expression of ironic criticism, either generally
or specifically in reference to poets. Secondly, I shall attempt to clarify
which powers of the soul are primarily involved in inspiration. Finally,
on the basis of the Pseudo-AristotelianProblemata physica, it will be con-
firmed that the inspiration of the poets is not essentially distinct from that
of prophets, politicians or other inspired persons.
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. ‘The Inspiration of the Poets’—An Ironic
Transformation of the Criticism of Poets in the Republic?

In addition to praising inspired poets, Plato also often says that the
poets have no knowledge of the subjects they write about. The conclu-
sion which has until now often been drawn from this, and which can
already be found in Castelvetros’ commentary on the Poetics of ,1 is
that Plato’s remark about inspiration is an ironic allusion to the poets’
appeal to the Muses, and is thus—compared with the direct criticism
in the Republic—merely a more polite way of saying that the poets are
incompetent.2The advantage of this interpretation is that it avoids having
to resolve contradictions between the various positions voiced by Plato.

Against this interpretation, we may raise the following objections:

. Disciples of Plato, who belonged for decades to his closest circles, such
as Philip of Opus, Xenocrates, and Aristotle, refer to Plato’s statements
on enthusiasm—especially in relation to the influence of daimones and to
mantic enthusiasm—without a suggestion that there is any doubt about
their seriousness.3 In the Academy, on Plato’s initiative, the Muses were
honoured in a cult context from the beginning, and for them, Plato occa-
sioned the building of theMuseion.4 His nephew and successor, Speusip-
pus, erected statues there of the Graces, who were closely associated with
theMuses.5 It is also reported that his successor,Xenocrates (whomPlato
allegedly often encouraged to sacrifice to the Graces),6 also offered sacri-
fices to the Muses.7 If Plato had in fact not acknowledged the reality and
influence of theMuses, then this must have passed unnoticed by his own
followers—which would seem to be extremely improbable.

1 Castelvetro (–), I, –.
2 See e.g. Dalfen (), esp. –;Murray (), – and idem (), –.

For a comprehensive overview of scholarship on enthusiasm in Plato, see Büttner ()
–.

3 On the influence of daimones in all areas of life in Philip ofOpus andXenocrates, see
Heinze (), –; for Aristotle, above all the passage in EE , onmantic enthusiasm
discussed below; for poetic enthusiasm, see the texts inMoraitou (), esp. –; on
rhetorical enthusiasm, see Schirren (). See also Berry (), –, on Xenophon
and Aeschines of Sphettos.

4 Cf. Müller-Graupa (), – and Wilamowitz (), –.
5 D.L. , and Acad. index Col. VI, ,–,.
6 D.L. ,.
7 Acad. index Col. VII, ,–.
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. There are many reports of inspired individuals in Plato’s dialogues
which suggest that the designation of ‘inspired’ can indeed be taken as
a sincerely intended expression of praise. Precisely here, there occurs a
fundamental problem. In principle, if one so chooses, every statement
can be understood as being ironic. My essential criterion for taking a
passage of Plato which refers to enthusiasm as being free of irony is
that the passage is integral to a context of which one can assume that
it represents authentic Platonic teaching. It is then probable that the
statement concerning enthusiasm is intended to be serious, above all
when similar statements occur in more than one dialogue in comparable
contexts. A good collection of testimonies which belong in this category
can be found in Berry.8 I mention here only a few:

A. In theRepublic, Adeimantus describes the situation of the city-states
of his day. There, as a result of bad education, nobody values jus-
tice as a principle higher than that of escaping punishment for a
crime.There are only two exceptions to this attitude: thosewhohave
acquired true knowledge (epistêmên labôn), that is, the philoso-
phers, and thosewho, through a divine nature (theiai phusei), regard
injustice as unacceptable (Rep. II, c–d). Socrates later approves
this statement, when he says that a man in our cities can only resist
injustice with a divine talent (theou moiran, Rep. VI, a).9 There
is no trace of irony here.

B. Socrates speaks repeatedly of his daimonion, which he also calls
theia moira (Apol. c): through this, he often speaks and acts
rightly, although he does not know why. Here, the same phenome-
non is spoken of as that which occurs with the poets, and with the
same terminology.

C. In the palinode of Socrates in the Phaedrus (Phdr. a et seq.), the
inspiration of seers and poets is paralleled with that of philosophers,
which is obviously meant seriously.10

8 Cf. Berry (), –.
9 Compare also theiai moirai at L. I, c.

10 Almost nobody would doubt that Plato here takes the enthusiasm of the poets
seriously. See, however, Dalfen (), , who takes the passage as not being seriously
meant by Plato, but as merely repeating a popular view, and who designates the speech as
a Stesichorus speech, ‘[deren] Geltung . . . noch im Phaidros aufgehoben [ist]’, i.e. a view
that is discredited in the very same dialogue. Yet the seriousness of the entire palinode
in the remainder of the dialogue is not called into question, and has significant parallels
in the speech of Diotima in the Symposium and with Rep. III, a–c. Precisely the
classification of kinds of madness is claimed later in the Phaedrus as an example of a
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D. In the Laws, the Athenian says to his two interlocutors that their
discussion will ‘not be conducted without a certain breath of the
gods’ (ouk aneu tinos epipnoias theôn, L. VII, c). Insofar as this
remark occurs in the context of a legitimation of the constitution
which they are in the process of presenting, it can scarcely be
supposed that any irony is intended.11

E. In Book IV of the Laws, the Athenian speaks about the poets in
comparison with the law-givers (L. c–d). While a law gives
exactly one prescription, the poets formulate opposing statements,
because they have to present many different characters (tês technês
ousês mimeseôs).12 Thus, it is claimed that the poets do not compose
rationally (ouk emphrôn), but that they repeat what the Muses
breathe into them.

These examples are intended to demonstrate that Plato did not intro-
duce inspiration fundamentally in an ironic sense. The last three exam-
ples include the inspiration of poets and writers (insofar as example D
concerns Plato’s writing of the dialogues). We turn now to the question
of the powers of the soul that are involved in the process of inspiration.

.Which Powers of the Soul Are
Particularly Involved in Inspiration?

. In the dialogue Meno, Plato investigates the question whether the
virtues and right conduct are possible through natural inclination (phu-
sis), through habit (trophê), or through rational instruction (epistêmê).
Because each of these possibilities is formulated in absolute terms, the
discussion is in danger of ending in aporia (in Books  and  of the
Republic, however, the combination of these elements in the attainment
of virtue is presented explicitly). At the end, though, a new suggestion is
made (Men. a ff): It is insisted upon as an empirical fact that there have
been good citizens. Insofar as they were unable to pass on their virtues
to others, they had no knowledge of these virtues. And yet, their suc-

model speech (Phdr. a–d). If the division were in its substance incorrect, then the
dialogue, including the refutation of the Lysias speech and the transfer of the rhetorical
practice presented here to a theory of rhetoric, would be pointless.

11 For additional passages, see L. III,  e,  b, L. XII, b–c.
12 This passage is also interesting because the concept of mimesis, used here in the

technical sense of artistic representation, is associated by Plato with the phenomenon of
enthusiasm, without any indication that Plato perceived a problem in doing so.
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cess cannot be explained in terms of mere chance (tuchê): rather, a true
opinion guided their actions (doxa alêthês). Good citizens are in no way
different from prophets and poets, who also do many fine things (polla
kai megala katorthousin), without having any actual knowledge of their
deeds, and so they are also to be called inspired and divine, just like the
prophets and poets (phaimen an theious te einai kai enthousiazein).13This
explanation of how people of different groups or sets, who are unable to
offer any justification of what they do, often get things right in speech
and in action recurs in surprisingly similar words in the Eudemian Ethics
(Ch. .).

. There, Aristotle investigates the fact that there are people who, with-
out any special knowledge or talent (epistêmê), are nonetheless frequently
successful in various fields (hôs epi to polu, EE b–b). The fre-
quency of this phenomenon cannot be explained by chance (tuchê).
Without ratio, they are regularly successful (aphrones gar ontes kator-
thousin polla, EE  a: this is precisely the same problem and formula
as in theMeno). Aristotle calls these people fortunate (eutucheis), in the
sense of naturally gifted (euphueis).14 Aristotle then goes one step further
than Plato in theMeno and names the power of the soul which is respon-
sible for this non-rationally achieved success (EE  a–a):15

And this is the question, what is the beginning of movement in the soul. It
is clear that, just as a god [is the beginning of movement] in the universe,
so also [a god is the beginning of movement] in the [soul]: thus, in a

13 If this passage is intended to be ironic, then atmost in view of the fact that politicians
(or more precisely, a certain conduct of certain politicians) are put into the same class
as the almost entirely uncontrolled mantics. In this context, it is not the particular
achievements of some politicianswhich are discredited; rather, it is only theways inwhich
those politicians perceive things which are criticised.

14 In the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle even designates natural talent as a divine gift
(theia moira, EN b–b and b–b, as enthusiasm is often designated by
Plato).

15 The Greek text follows the studies of van der Eijk (): τ5 δ/ 4ητ�%μεν�ν τ��τ’
�στι, τ.ς � τ#ς κιν�σεως �ρ8! "ν τ+# ψυ8+#; δ#λ�ν δ! Tσπερ "ν τ10 �λ1ω �ε5ς κ�ν "κε.ν1ω.
κινε� γ6ρ πως π6ντα τ5 "ν �μ�ν �ε��ν' λ�γ�υ δ’ �ρ8! � λ�γ�ς, �λλ6 τι κρε�ττ�ν' τ. �&ν
iν κρε�ττ�ν κα� "πιστ�μης εYη πλ!ν �ε�ς; � γ)ρ �ρετ! τ�� ν�� 7ργαν�ν. κα� δι) τ��τ�,
Z �9 π6λαι �λεγ�ν, ε τυ8ε�ς καλ��νται �j iν (ρμ�σωσι κατ�ρ��%σι �λ�γ�ι 7ντες, κα�
H�υλε%εσ�αι � συμ	$ρει α τ��ς. �8�υσιν γ)ρ �ρ8!ν τ�ια%την d κρε�ττ�ν τ�� ν�� κα�
τ#ς H�υλε%σεως (�j δ/ τ5ν λ�γ�ν' τ��τ� δ’ � κ �8�υσι) κα� "ν��υσιασμ�ν. τ��τ� δ’
� δ%νανται' �λ�γ�ι γ)ρ 7ντες "πιτυγ86ν�υσιν. Whether �ε5ς "ν "κε.ν1ω denotes the
human intellect (asmy translation proposes), is debated, but not relevant for what follows.
What is important here is that it is precisely τ5 "ν �μ�ν �ε��ν, the human intellect, which
is named as the source of accuracy and of enthusiasm.
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certain way, ‘the divine in us’ moves everything [in us]. The beginning of
rational thought is, then, not rational thought, but something stronger. Yet
what other than a god [i.e. that is, ‘the divine in us’] can be stronger than
rationally certain knowledge? [In any case, not virtue. Because] Virtue is
[only] an instrument of the nous [i.e. ‘the divine in us’].16 Therefore, as our
forefathers have said,17 the fortunate are those who, when they undertake
to achieve something, act rightly, even when they are not rationally led to
do so, and it does not help them to plan according to rational calculation.
They have such a beginning of movement, which is stronger than reason18

and calculated planning—others have Reason, but not this [the stronger
beginning]—and inspiration, though they are not capable [of rational
planning]; because without Reason, they are still successful.

In cases where rational ability is weak, it is then to en hêmin theion,
the ‘divine in us’, which is responsible for the frequent success and
the inspiration of the fortunate. The phrase ‘the divine in us’ is used
consistently by Aristotle to denote the human nous, and there are also

16 As Seidl (), esp. –, has shown with many examples, Aristotle uses the
term nous sometimes in the sense of ‘intellect’, sometimes in the sense of ‘ratio’. The
meaning can also change when the term nous is used repeatedly in close proximity, so
that each casemust be judged on its ownmerit. For the clarification of this text, a passage
in the Problemata physica (Pr. b– a) is helpful; Kenny (),  n. , on the
suggestion of D.J. Allan, draws attention to it. To the question why older people have
a deeper theoretical and practical ability to understand (nous), the reply is given that
nous belongs by nature from the beginning to the soul, whereas knowledge and the arts
are acquired over time (hai d’allai epistêmai kai technai tôn huph’ hêmôn poiêtôn eisin,
ho de nous tôn phusei). Just as the human hands, which belong from birth to the body,
become ever more efficient with maturity, so nous, which by nature belongs to the soul,
unfolds its full potential only with time. Nous develops more gradually than the hands,
however, because the hands can use any number of things already available as tools, but
the tools of nous (ta tou nou organa) only become accessible later: ‘Knowledge is a tool
of the nous; it is useful to it just as the flute is to a flute player’ (esti gar nou men organon
epistêmê—toutôi gar esti chrêsimos, kathaper auloi aulêtêi). Virtue is a habit, and therefore
equally something which must be acquired first, like knowledge and the arts. Therefore,
the proposal at EE  a, that virtue can be something which precedes the ‘divine
in us’, must also be rejected; similarly, the assumption that epistêmê is the beginning
of the movement of the soul (EE  a). If we here employ the meaning ‘ratio’, the
understanding of this text becomes decidedly more difficult: ‘Only a god is stronger than
knowledge, while virtue is only a tool of ‘ratio’, so that virtue must be inferior to the god,
from whom ratio proceeds.’ Here, it is not clear why ratio should precede virtue, insofar
as both (together) must first be acquired.

17 Here, it is probably the Pythagoreanswho aremeant, who, according toAristoxenos,
also knew a conception of good fortune based upon natural talent (cf. Mills , –
).

18 That nous must be rendered by ‘ratio’ here is clear from the immediately following
usage of logos for the same thing. See also e.g. EE  a, where that which was
previously designated as logos und technê is denoted with nous.
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instances in his writings of nous being designated as theos.19 The close
thematic and terminological relationship to Plato here makes it probable
that with the designation of nous as a specific power of knowledge in the
case of inspiration, we have an authentic element of Plato’s teaching.

It has always been seen as a problem that Plato makes precisely the
irrational nature of Man responsible for the success of the inspired.
This problem can be reduced considerably if we understand by the
irrationality of inspiration not a sub-rational, aesthetic impulse, but
rather a supra-rational grasp of, for example, ethical principles.

Within the act of thinking, Plato differentiates between nous (lat. intel-
lectus) and dianoia, that is, Reason, whereby dianoia is subordinate to
nous.Nous can also actwithout amethodical dianoia. In principle, it does
so already with respect to recognition of objects. We can see this most
clearly in Plato’s description in the Philebus (a f.) of how an opinion
(doxa) is formed. There, he suggests that a ‘writer’ (grammateus) in the
soul interprets the characteristics which perception had previously dis-
tinguished, when, for example, it recognises something which is brown
and rectangular as a door. A doxa is formed from the combined activ-
ity of nous and aisthêsis.20 For Plato, sense perception simply cannot be
responsible for a creative inspiration because, in his view, it is not suffi-
ciently capable.21
Nous, on the other hand, is also often—as a derivation of the divine

nous—denoted by Plato as to theion.22 The desire which arises in noetic

19 DeAn. G withGA b–b, EN ,; further references inWagner (), 
n. . Compare also the same remark of Theophrastus in Simpl. in Ph. ,–,. That
the ‘stronger beginning’ refers to the relation of the intellect to ratio is also shown byAPo.
b–b, where it is said that scientific knowledge (epistêmê) cannot be the principle of
scientific knowledge, but rather the intellect (nous) and its recognition of the principles is
this beginning, and EN b–b, where Aristotle praises the theoretical, intellectual
life of philosophers as the highest way of life (bios kreittôn ê kat’ anthrôpon).

20 Cf. Büttner (), –. For terminological issues and for some of the assump-
tions concerning the nature and activity of the soul and its parts in Plato, cf. also Büttner
().

21 In addition to Plato’s frequent criticism of sensuality, see especially Symp. d:
precisely in the realm of beauty, it is not perception but thought which first comprehends
the essence of beauty, ‘the wide sea of the beautiful’ (to polu pelagos tou kalou).

22 These expressions are usually employed for the logistikon, which embraces intellect
together with ratio, occasionally only for the intellect: see e.g. Rep. VII, e, IX, d–e,
d, Polit. c, Tim. c, a, d, d, a, b, a–c, L. XII, b,Alc. c; see the
references not only for Plato but for the whole of Antiquity, in Wagner (),  n. 
and –. The term ‘intellect’ as a translation of nous is a compromise, as it is difficult
to find an exact equivalent for nous in English which encompasses at once its specific
cognitive, emotional and voluntary implications. The term ‘intuition’ would approximate
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recognition, is regarded as the greatest and divine desire (e.g. Tim. b).
The term enthousiasmos, that is, divine inspiration, already implies that
the inspired individual experiences a higher and divine feeling, because
that power in him is especially active which comes closest to the thought
of God.

The opinions according to which inspired individuals speak or act, are,
on the one hand, true, as Plato says in theMeno.23On the other hand, they
identify the essence in central areas of knowledge with exceptional accu-
racy, or they are the correct solutions which are found when everybody
else has failed.Wemight then call these opinions—in order to distinguish
them from simple sense perceptions—‘divine, correct opinions’.

. These formulations find confirmation in the Timaeus (Tim. a–d),
where nous is denoted as to theion, to theion en hêmin, and as daimôn.The
personwho exercises his nous comes to true ‘eternal and divine opinions’
(athanata kai theia dogmata).

it, if intuition were not then understood as an instinctive, passive act. On the other hand,
the term ‘intellect’ (and the situation is similar with ‘mind’ or ‘reason’) evokes a certain
dryness and lack of feeling, which is not appropriate to nous. Only when we understand
the process of the acquisition of knowledge by the intellect as a non-discursive, immediate
grasping of the nature of something, combined with a definite emotional element, can
we then comprehend how the enthusiasm of a poet and the manifestation of this power
in his poetry (muria tôn palaiôn erga kosmousa) is to be distinguished from the sober
calculation of a ‘rule poet’ (hê poiêsis . . . tou sôphronountos) (Phdr. a). By this sober
calculation is meant not a virtue, but rather a pernickety rationality and obsession with
poetic technique. In any case, in the analogous question in the Phaedrus, whether one
should become involved with the lover or the non-lover, it is observed that the non-lover
possesses only a mortal prudence (thnêtê sôphrosunê) and acts small-mindedly and with
calculation (thnêta te kai pheidôla oikonomousa, Phdr. e), whereas the madness of
the lover, when it develops properly, leads in fact to self-control and ordering of the soul
(enkrateis autôn kai kosmioi ontes, Phdr. b).

23 When it is said atMen. a that those concerned could have acted correctly noun
mê echontes (likewise Men. e: aneu nou), nous is used here, as often with Plato (cf.
Jäger , –), not in the sense of intellect, but rather of ratio, i.e. the ability to
justify exactly what has been done; this is shown by the parallel expressions atMen. c
(isasi ouden) and d (mêden eidotes). Socrates compares the politicians addressed with
a philosopher-king, who can instruct others in the good: in comparison to him, they are
like a shadow in relation to the actual thingwhich gives a shadow (Men. e–a).This is
precisely the language of the Republicwith which there those who know are distinguished
from those who are guided by opinions; cf. e.g. Rep. VI, c, where Socrates discusses
correct opinions which have no rational foundation (hai aneu epistêmês doxai). He then
designates those who know as hoi aneu nou alêthes ti doxazontes. A right opinion about
‘good’, ‘just’ etc. must then result from an unmethodical application of the intellect in the
individual case, when it lacks a rational foundation.
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. In this connection, a remark of the stranger in the Statesman becomes
significant. In the context of deciding what kind of man would make
the best politician, the stranger observes that those who are inclined to
courage (andreia) and those who are inclined to caution (sôphrosunê)
could easily come into conflict with one another. The good statesman
must be able to reconcile such tendencies, and for this purpose, he has
two means (Polit. c–d):24

First, [he attempts to bring together the contrary inclinations] by uniting
the immortal parts of their soul, which are related to one another, with a
divine bond, while the animal [part] is united by a human [bond].

The ‘human bond’ refers to appropriately arranged marriages, which
should reconcile differing natures with one another. The ‘divine bond’
is inferred from that which is the same and related in all individuals,
namely, the eternal or divine part of the soul, the logistikon.25 How should
we understand the divine bond in the logistikon?26

Stranger: I say that the absolutely correct opinion about beauty, justice
and their opposites, whenever it occurs with certainty in the soul, arises
as a divine [opinion] in a demonic part [of the soul].27

Young Socrates: That is in any case appropriate.

The statesman establishes the divine bond by introducing into the souls
of the citizens true and certain opinions about themost important things,
including the beautiful, just, hateful, bad etc. (above all through amusical
training).28 That means that the citizens have no knowledge of the Good,
but they do have a correct attitude. This attitude implies ‘divine, correct

24 kΕ. Πρ0τ�ν μ/ν κατ) τ5 συγγεν/ς τ5 �ειγεν/ς lν τ#ς ψυ8#ς α τ0ν μ$ρ�ς �ε.1ω
συναρμ�σαμ$νη δεσμ10, μετ) δ/ τ5 �ε��ν τ5 41ω�γεν/ς α τ0ν α&�ις �ν�ρωπ.ν�ις.

25 The division of the soul into a divine and an animal part is a commonplace in
Plato, even when the expressions vary. Wemay recall the image of the soul as a chimaera
composed of a man, a lion, and a many-headed, greedy creature in the Republic. While
the two lower parts of the soul have an animal character, theman in the image, as Socrates
says in the comparison, is the divine part, element or aspect of the soul (IX, d: also to
theion, IX, e: to theiotaton).

26 kΕ.Τ!ν τ0νκαλ0νκα� δικα.ωνπ$ρι κα� �γα�0νκα� τ0ν τ�%τ�ις "ναντ.ων7ντως
�&σαν �λη�# δ�Uαν μετ) HεHαι:σεως, (π�ταν "ν τα�ς ψυ8α�ς "γγ.γνεται, �ε.αν 	ημ�
"ν δαιμ�ν.1ω γ.γνεσ�αι γ$νει.—ΝΕ. ΣΩ.Πρ$πει γ��ν �Sτω.

27 There is no other convincing interpretation of γ$ν�ς here. For further references
for γ$ν�ς = species, pars in Plato, see Ast s.v. γ$ν�ς. The more literal translation ‘descent’
would refer to the divine origin of the nous, as this is presented in the Timaeus, where
nous is also denoted as daimôn; the result is thus the same with both translations.

28 To clearly recognise the just, prudent, brave etc. and their opposites in every
individual case is the goal of education, and above all of the education in the arts; cf.
Rep. III, d–c.
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opinions’ because of the importance of their objects. The divine part of
the soul, that is, the logistikon, or perhaps more exactly, the nous within
the logistikon, is named as the seat of these opinions.

This confirms the statement in theMeno, where it is said that inspired
statesmen act correctly in ethical matters because of correct opinions;
a natural gift merely contributes to their greater success. There is no
evidence of any irony in the remarks about the divine or the demonic
in the Statesman; on the contrary, this is a passage which is not merely
integral to the concluding summary of the dialogue—it could scarcely be
omitted from it.

There are other places in Plato’s writings where it is said that nous,
when used in an unmethodical way, can nonetheless achieve exceptional
success or can lead to inspiration. We may mention briefly one further
example.

. In the Phaedrus, erotic mania is extensively described as the fourth
kind of inspiration. It has its origin in the cognitive ability of the chari-
oteer of the soul—the nous (Phdr. c–d). Although the goal of erotic
mania is said to be the philosophical life; it also includes the prelimi-
nary stages of philosophy which are explained in the Symposium. Lovers
know with the faculty of the charioteer, but not in a strictly rational
fashion. In this way, they are similar to the prophets which are men-
tioned there.Thosewho love rightly regard not the physical beauty of the
beloved, but rather the beauty in the soul. Here, however, different people
regard different character traits, so that one admires another who is like
Zeus, or Ares, or Apollo, or like Hera. When these admirers have found
a soul which is suitable to them, they concentrate entirely on the activi-
ties which are those of the relevant deity.They ‘recognise the [intelligible]
nature of their god’ (anheuriskein tên tou spheterou theou phusin). When
they ‘grasp him throughmemory (i.e. recollection)’ (ephaptamenoi autou
têi mnêmêi), that is, when they grasp the specific character trait through
nous, they take over from the deity by divine inspiration (enthousiôntes
ex ekeinou) the divine habits and activity for themselves, as far as this is
humanly possible (Phdr. e–a).

In this discussion, all of the components relevant to the process of
inspiration are mentioned: first, that which is distinguished, that is, the
god or the intelligible trait,29 second, the human person with nous, and

29 The hierarchy of the gods and that of the intelligibles is identical. See esp. Soph.
e–d, where the life, soul, and thought which are regulated by the intelligibles are
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third, the substantial emotional effects which result from the cognition
of the object.

We may emphasize in particular the limitation of the lover to specific
areas of activity. This aspect can be compared to the limitation of the
inspired poet to specificMuses and thus to specific possibilities of charac-
ter and representation, which are discussed above all in the Ion (b–c,
a–d) and in the Laws (III, a–b). Also in the Republic, Socrates
says that poets and actors only compose or perform in one specific liter-
ary genre (Rep. III, a–b).

If we bring all of the evidence of these discussions together, then
inspiration can be shown to be a special gift (euphuia), which enables the
inspired individual to analyse particular situations and anticipate their
further development. The inspired person acts here in an unmethodical
fashion, and cannot rationally justify his activity. The prophet is able to
place himself so effectively in the position of another person that he
can anticipate what they will or should do. The inspired poet grasps
certain characters so effectively that he can foresee both the good and bad
conduct that they will display in given situations. He can also recognise
what good or evil will result from such action. He is able to see all of this,
even though, unlike the philosopher, he does not need to define what is
right as such, or why such actions are appropriate or not, or good or evil.
The politician has a clear notion of what certain people should do if they
are to act in a good and beneficial manner.

Excursus: Mantic Enthusiasm

To the passages thus far considered may be added statements by Plato
concerning mantic enthusiasm which contain aspects of the activity
of the soul during inspired action, as Plato might have imagined it.
Unfortunately, these statements are sometimes inconsistent or unclear,
and therefore support the foregoing argument only to a limited extent. At
the same time, these passages are ultimately too important to be omitted,
and are thus included here in the form of an excursus.

discussed. Proclus In Parm. ,–, combines three Platonic passages in order to
demonstrate the identity of the gods with the Ideas: ) all Ideas are at rest, Parm. d;
) everything which is at rest conducts itself towards the same in the same fashion, Soph.
b–c; ) everything which conducts itself in the same fashion towards the same, is the
most divine, Polit. d. Therefore, the Ideas are the highest divinity. See also e.g. Symp.
e: the Idea of the beautiful is itself divine beauty (auto to theion kalon).
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One passage which confirms the interpretation of enthusiasm pre-
sented above occurs at the beginning of Book IX of the Republic (d–
b). There, Plato addresses the topic of prophecy during sleep, and
explains which role each part of the soul plays in this process.30 Accord-
ing to this discussion, those prudent individuals have the best chance of
experiencing such dreams who, before falling asleep, stimulate the activ-
ity of the rational soul, the logistikon (which is here explicitly designated
thus). At the same time, the soul must be free of all current disturbances,
as far as this is possible; the lower parts of the soul, the epithumêtikon and
thumoeides, must be satiated or satisfied.

When the logistikon then in sleep, entirely uninhibited and in a pure
fashion (kath’ hauto monon katharon), arranges observations and seeks
to identify somethingunfamiliar from the past, the present, or the future,
the probability that someone in his sleep then comprehends the truth is
at its greatest.31 Plato’s mention of dream images, i.e. specific situations
in the past, the present, or the future, as well as our own experiences of
dreams demonstrate that the pure (katharon) activity of the logistikon
in sleep cannot denote a methodical thought process; even the prudent
man can only ensure the most favourable possible conditions for such
dreams. As Plato here names the thinking of the logistikon as the subject
of prediction, and as this thinking includes rational and intellective
activities, rationality in the strict sense cannot be intended; it must then
be an exceptionally successful activity of the nous in the specific case that
is here designated by the logistikon.32

One difficulty is that here neither the term ‘enthusiasm’ nor a similar
term occur. However, insofar as a process of natural and not technical
mantic,mantikê, is described, while natural mantic is typically associated
with enthusiasm by Plato,33 it is highly probable that we have here

30 This passage constitutes a contrasting piece to the bad dreams of the tyrant, who
is the real subject of Book IX, i.e. it is an explanatory part of the development of the
argument. This explanation only functions when the views expressed by Socrates, the
speaker here, are in fact his own views; he also mentions no extraneous source. It is
therefore most probable that no irony is intended.

31 Aristotle says the same in very similar terms in Aristotle fr.  R.
32 This is not to say that, in such cases, ratio plays absolutely no role, but only that

it is not active in a methodical and controlled manner. Similarly, for example, in our
average experience of sense perception, when we might say, ‘I see a table’, on the basis
of a distinguishing of colours, and then unconsciously draw a series of unmethodical
and sometimes inexplicable conclusions; thus, ratio is partially, but not in a strict sense,
involved.

33 For example, Phdr. a–d, Ap. b–c,Men. a–a.
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evidence that, in Plato’s view, the activity of the nous is decisive for
inspiration.

In the Timaeus, however, although mantic and enthusiasm are men-
tioned together, the epithumêtikon is there responsible for this activity.
This contradiction of the Republic34 is reduced in that, in the Timaeus,
the effects of the parts of the soul are located in different parts of the
body.The epithumêtikon is active in the abdomen, where the liver is situ-
ated. As it is described in the Timaeus,35 the liver is the organwhich plays
the decisive role in dream mantic. It is sometimes smooth and shining,
and so, like a mirror, able to absorb and project images.

It is the process of thought (hê ek tou nou pheromenê dunamis),
however, which structures the surface of the liver in various ways. It
can then exert an influence on the epithumêtikon, and if necessary it
can, for example, even intimidate it. During predictive dreams, however,
the opposite occurs: a certain breath from thinking (tis ek dianoias
epipnoia)36 soothes the epithumêtikon bymeans of calming images on the
liver. The liver becomes smooth and receptive for clear images. Timaeus
then ascribes to the epithumêtikon the use of this mantic ability in sleep,
because it does not need Reason.

Even though a subject of prediction other than that in the Republic is
named, the process is essentially the same (and is described in the same
words). In the Timaeus, consistent with the intention of the dialogue,
the focus of attention is on the liver, which is the physiological basis of
prediction; and the liver lies in the abdomen, and thereby in the region
of the epithumêtikon. At the same time, it becomes clear in the Timaeus,
as far as the powers of the soul are concerned, that foretelling the future
is only possible with the assistance of (non-methodical) Reason.37

We find passages in Philo of Alexandria which combine both descrip-
tions of dream mantic. There, it is explicitly nous which, following con-
tact with the other parts of the soul, and with the assistance of the liver,
anticipates the future. It is also said that nous is divinely inspired.38

34 Cf. e.g. Pfeffer (), , who regards the two passages to be irreconcilable.
35 For the following, see Tim. d–b.
36 ‘Breath’ (epipnoia) is a term which in Plato is specifically associated with the

phenomenon of enthusiasm; see e.g.Rep. c, L. c,Men. d and Arist. EE a–
a.

37 In the Timaeus, it remains open what generates the images on the liver which are
supposed to give information about the future.What is said explicitly is only that thinking
can produce images on the liver.

38 See Philo of Alex. de special. legg. I § and de migr. Abr. §.
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With respect to mantic enthusiasm, Aristotle is only vaguely helpful.
In De divinatione per somnum, he divides dreams which offer correct
predictions into causal dreams (self-fulfilling prophecies), dreams which
coincidentally address the truth, and dreams which are signs of future
events.39 None of these types of dreams is divinely sent (theopempton).40

Dreams which contain signs of the future are, in the mantic con-
text, particularly interesting. Here, Aristotle distinguishes between those
which result from something which has occurred during the day, and
those which arise from actual perceptions during sleep.41

The melancholic is especially susceptible to both of these kinds of
dreams. His imagination is exceptionally easy to arouse and, beginning
froma certain idea, he quickly and logically creates a chain of associations
which fits together.42 The melancholic thus proves to be particularly
reliable in identifying the outcome of these associations.43

In order for mantic dreams to occur, it is also advantageous when
the dreamer has a simple disposition. The soul is then empty and un-
burdened by any methodical conclusions, so that nothing prevents or
distracts him frommoving naturally fromone idea or image which arises
to another.44

That for Aristotle this chain of associations, which leads to a specific
goal, in spite of its lack of logical steps, is in no sense free from rationality
and reason, is apparent from a passage in EE ,:45

. . . we say that the inspired and prophesying, although they performawork
of ratio (dianoias ergon), nonetheless say and do what they say and do in

39 Div. Somn. a–b.
40 Div. Somn. b.
41 Div. Somn. b–b.
42 InMem. a–a, Aristotle considers the related problemof recollection (anam-

nêsis), and gives as an example the chain of associations, ‘milk-white-cloud-dampness-
autumn’. Similarly, in Div. Somn. b–b, Aristotle says that a seer says and follows
things in which like is bound to like (echomena tou homoiou legousi kai dianoountai), so
that the ideas follow one another (kai houtô suneirousin eis to prosô). In both works, it is
also said that the production of the chain of association is scarcely any more under the
control of the one remembering or dreaming; this is particularly true in the case of the
melancholic.

43 Div. Somn. a–b.
44 Div. Somn. a–a and b–b, and EE a–b.
45 . . . κα� τ�<ς "ν��υσι0ντας κα� πρ�λ$γ�ντας, κα.περ διαν�.ας �ργ�ν π�ι��ντας,

�μως �E 	αμεν "	’ α=τ��ς εFναι �Eτ’ ε�πε�ν X εFπ�ν, �Eτε πρ*Uαι X �πραUαν. . . . Tστε
κα� δι6ν�ια. τινες κα� π6�η � κ "	’ �μ�ν ε�σ.ν,`πρ6Uεις α9 κατ) τ)ς τ�ια%τας διαν�.ας
κα� λ�γισμ�%ς, �λλ’ Tσπερ Φιλ�λα�ς �	η εFνα. τινας λ�γ�υς κρε.ττ�υς �μ0ν (EE
a–a, cf.MM b–b).
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an uncontrolled fashion . . . ,46 so that a certain kind of thinking (dianoiai
tines) and certain states [of the soul] (pathê) are not in our control, and are
not actions which are undertaken according to prior considerations and
planning (toiautas dianoias kai logismous); rather, as Philolaus says, there
are certain ways of thinking (tinas logous) which are stronger than we are.

‘Stronger than we are’ means, ‘stronger than our methodically engaged
ratio.’ It would appear that with this expression—as in EE ,—the theion
en hêmin or nous is intended.47

Even if the precise course of mantic enthusiasm, as Plato and Aristotle
conceive of it, remains unclear, these selected passages tend nonetheless
to support the thesis that maintains that it is rather a supra- than a sub-
rational power of the soul which is responsible for enthusiasm.

.The Place of the Poet among the Special Gifts
According to (Pseudo-)Aristotle, Problemata Physica 

Wementioned at the beginning that the seriousness of Plato’s statements
concerning the inspiration of poets is frequently called into question by
scholars. The examples of passages which discuss inspired poets without
any trace of irony have, I hope, sowndoubts about these doubts. A further
reason for including the inspired poet among the group of inspired indi-
viduals can be found in another Peripatetic text, namely, the Problemata
physica, which was probably written by Theophrastus.48 In Problem ,
there is a striking similarity with the statements of Plato. The question
here is: ‘Why are all of the exceptional personalities (perittoi andres) in

46 At this point (EE  a), Aristotle somewhat unexpectedly introduces the
following sentence: alla mên oude di’ epithumian, which Dirlmeier , , translates
thus: Aber auch Handlungen auf Grund von Begierde (stehen nicht durchweg bei uns).
‘But also actions motivated by desire (are not always under our control)’. With this
remark, he assumes that the undertaking (hormê) of one inspired is an uncontrolled,
rational undertaking. It is difficult to reconcile this with the discussion in EE ,, where
an intellect-based alogos orexis is mentioned as the cause of eutuchia. Perhaps the lines
can be better understood thus: ‘(The seer anticipates the future according to ratio, but not
as the result of a rational effort:) nor bymeans of the respective desire (which is under his
control).’ Nonetheless, in view of the cryptic formulation of the insertion, a certain lack
of clarity remains.

47 Insofar as someone employs the divine (theion ti)—which is in turn identical with
the intellect (theion ho nous)—when he practises ‘science’, he leads a life which ‘is stronger
than human life’ (kreittôn ê kat’ anthrôpon). This formulation from EN , agrees with
the above-mentioned formulation in EE ,, that ‘the divine in us’ is stronger than
rationally acquired knowledge (kreitton kai epistêmês).

48 Cf. Flashar (), .
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philosophy, politics, poetry and other arts, melancholics?’49 Consistent
with the approach of this work, the solution is sought by considering the
physiological cause of genius (and is found with the melancholic in the
group which, according to Aristotle, already seemed predestined for the
natural mantic).

The explanation in the Problemata physica is briefly as follows: the
humour of black gall can become especially warm or cold. In some
people, there is an excess of black gall. This humour is close to the region
in the body in which, according to the Peripatetics, the individual thinks
(breast, heart). When the black gall in a melancholic becomes warm,
he may become, among other things, manic (manikos) and brilliant
(euphuês),50 and

. . . many are affected by manic or inspired states, because this warmth
is close to the seat of thought, and this is how some become Sibyls or
Bacchants or divinely possessed, if this state occurs not through illness but
through a natural mixture of the humours. Marakos of Syracuse was also
always a better poet when he was in an ecstasy.

However, those whose [black gall] reverts to a moderate warmth are
also melancholics, but they are more rational and less exceptional; at the
same time, they remain superior to others in many respects, whether in
education or in the arts51 or in politics.

Thus, this passage in the Problemata physica mentions exactly the same
categories of exceptional individuals, both manic and inspired, as are

49 PP a–a.
50 PP a–a: Π�λλ�� δ/ κα� δι) τ5 "γγ<ς εFναι τ�� ν�ερ�� τ�π�υ τ!ν �ερμ�-

τητα τα%την ν�σ�μασιν \λ.σκ�νται μανικ��ς ` "ν��υσιαστικ��ς, ��εν Σ.Hυλλαι κα�
Β6κ8ιδες κα� �9 �ν�ε�ι γ.ν�νται π6ντες, �ταν μ! ν�σ�ματι γ$νωνται �λλ) 	υσικ+# κρ6-
σει. Μαρακ5ς δ/ ( Συρακ�%σι�ς κα� �με.νων nν π�ιητ�ς, �τ’ "κστα.η. VRσ�ις δ’ iν
"παν�+# τ!ν �γαν �ερμ�τητα πρ5ς τ5 μ$σ�ν, �Nτ�ι μελαγκ�λικ�� μ$ν ε�σι, 	ρ�νιμ:-
τερ�ι δ$, κα� fττ�ν μ/ν �κτ�π�ι, πρ5ς π�λλ) δ/ δια	$ρ�ντες τ0ν �λλων, �9 μ/ν πρ5ς
παιδε.αν, �9 δ/ πρ5ς τ$8νας, �9 δ/ πρ5ς π�λιτε.αν. Flashar (), , places manikos
in parentheses (because the manic states are first addressed shortly thereafter; one can,
however, also interpret the adjective as ‘tending towardsmania’), and translates euphuês
with ‘good-natured’. Louis (), , on the other hand, translates euphuês with ‘bril-
liant’, referring to Arist. Poet. ch. , a–a (and Rhet.  b). In my view, this
is an entirely convincing reference, as Chapter  of the Poetics is the only passage in
which Aristotle clearly engages with Plato’s conception of enthusiasm. There, the adjec-
tives manikos and euphuês, as in the PP, are closely associated with one another. On the
relation of the statements in PP  to those in the unquestionably authentic writings of
Aristotle, see van der Eijk (), –.

51 In the Problemata physica, the enthusiasm of the poet is also transferred to practi-
tioners of the other arts. One thinks initially of the visual arts, although the formulation
is quite unspecific. In Plato, the discussion of enthusiasm concentrates on the poets.
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mentioned by Plato: prophets, politicians, philosophers—and repeatedly
also poets. Although this text is concerned with the physiological cause
of these special abilities, it also says that this inspired state entails an
excitement—admittedly, not completely controlled—of the thought pro-
cess. In the case of exceptional melancholics, degrees ofmania are recog-
nised, which allow rational thought to be more or less involved.

Conclusions

When we bring all of the threads together, we can understand Plato’s
concept of inspiration in the following way.

The notion of the inspiration of the poets is on the one hand of course
an insult: the traditional poets, by being unable to justifywhat they regard
as good or bad, just or unjust in any given circumstance, do not satisfy the
requirements of the philosophers. On the other hand, however, the good
poets are more than averagely successful in ethical matters, and for this,
they deserve acknowledgement.52 This success is the product of a special
gift. With the help of their nous, albeit not in a strictly rational mode, but
in a way which transcends any simple categorisation of experience, they
are able to understand character so profoundly, that they can accurately
anticipate the actions of those characters and the good or evil which
results from their actions.

The Empiricists (empeiroi) must then be distinguished from Enthu-
siasts, even though in their case, as with the Enthusiasts, they lack the
ability to account for their conduct, and they justify themselves with

52 Plato did not regard the poet in all of his works, or in all of any one of his works,
as an ‘enthusiast’. This entails a certain risk for the reader to read classical poetry, or, to
speak with the Athenian in the Laws, ‘each (poet) says many things in a fine way, but
many also in the opposite way’ (pollamen hekaston eirêkenai kalôs, polla de kai tounation,
L. VII, b). In the Laws, Plato clarifies the criteria presented in the Republic, in that
through the Athenian, he appropriates in their entirety some of the traditional works
of poetry (principally lyric, e.g. Solon’s Elegies, Pindar’s Odes, or traditional hymns and
encomia); some of these works are held by the Athenian to be generally useful, if they are
improved according to the tupoi for poetry, but for other works, he does not grant even
this possibility (L. VII, b–c). Thus, for all the honour which Plato accords Homer,
the latter has nonetheless had his day as an educational model. His authoritative position
is to be replaced with the ‘philosophically tested’ poetry according to the model of the
Platonic dialogue (L. VII, c–a). This refers less to the literary form of the dialogue
than to conformity with the required principles of representation; thus, for example, the
Critias has as its aim the continuation of the narration of outstanding deeds of the early
Athenians (megala kai thaumasta erga, Tim. e), and as such is to be understood as a
fragment of a prose epic.
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opinions. The difference lies in the fact that the exceptional accuracy
of the Enthusiasts is limited to a specific sphere—lovers desire specific
Apollonian, Zeus-like, Artemis-like etc. characters, Corybantic dancers
are (powerfully) inspired by certain rhythms andmelodies,53 while poets
are adept at depicting certain characters with particular forms of expres-
sion.The natural mantics rely exclusively upon their natural endowment
and are for this reason alone other than and different from the Empiri-
cists.

An Empiricist, on the other hand, can engage in any of these areas. Yet
with the same degree of effort as each of these groups of Enthusiasts, he
will only ever achieve a limited degree of success. While the Empiricist
evaluates situations according to certain patterns and rules, the Enthusi-
ast can see through situations to the intelligible preconditions (and also
the rules). Although neither analyses a situation according to an espe-
cially strict method, there exists nonetheless a significant degree of dif-
ference. This does not mean that an Enthusiast does not or should not
gather experience. On the contrary, someone possessed of a special abil-
ity can classify new experiences in his sphere very quickly. For the cor-
rect ethical conduct above all, but also for the philosopher and the poet,
the effective, classified acquisition of experience is of the greatest impor-
tance.

Inspiration is therefore not grounded in an autonomous, irrational,
aesthetic capacity of feeling, which in any case we do not find in Plato: in
his view, sense perception does not possess the necessary strength, while
feelings are only an accompaniment to certain cognitions of difference(s).

The decisive factor for the quality of poetry in relation to both inspira-
tion and mimesis is the content of knowledge with which the poet is able
to invest his work. The traditional inspired poet stands midway between
the completely uncontrolled ecstatic prophet and the good politician,
because of the limitation in his ability to justify his knowledge ratio-
nally.54

The philosophical poet represents a special category of poetic inspira-
tion. He can do both: through thought, he can be inspired by the object
of his thought; and he can justify his thought. Earlier, we heard how the

53 On the Corybantes in Plato, see Linforth (), –.
54 Against this background, the dialogue Ionmust be subjected to a new and thorough

examination. If an ironic depiction of the poet occurs there, then, in a fashion similar
to the politicians in the Meno, not because their achievements are not acknowledged,
but because the description of the inspired poet resembles in an exaggerated and radical
manner the inspired mantic.
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Athenian in the Laws considered himself inspired when he required that
the laws should also be legitimated. Konrad Gaiser assembled a group of
similar texts and thus was able to show that Plato had probably regarded
himself as the best of poets.55

Inspiration in Plato’s dialogues is therefore to be taken seriously, even
with respect to the poets—of whom in a certain fashion Plato regarded
himself as the leader!

55 Gaiser ().





chapter seven

PLATO, POETRY AND CREATIVITY

Dominic Scott

The subject of this paper is poetic creativity as it features in various
Platonic works: the nature and source of creativity, as well as the way in
which it differs from the activity of philosophy. I shall argue that Plato
gives us at least three quite different models of poetic creativity. One can
be extracted from the Ion and the Meno, another from the Symposium
and a third from the Gorgias and Republic VI. The main focus of this
paper will be on the model given in the Symposium where Diotima talks
of how such poets asHomer andHesiod succeeded in creatingworks that
would secure them everlasting memory (a–d). This passage has not
received the attention it deserves within discussions of Platonic poetics,
and it is all the more interesting when juxtaposed with themore familiar
account of poetic creativity found in the Ion.

.Model One:Theia Moira in the Ion and theMeno

The Ion

Ion is a rhapsode who boasts of his ability to perform Homer and to
expound his meaning. Socrates appears to envy the rhapsode, but is
puzzled as to why he is able to speak so well about Homer but not about
any other poet. In the first main section of the dialogue (a–c), he
argues that Ion does not actually have any skill or understanding1 of what
Homer said; if he did, he would be just as impressive on any poet who
dealt with similar topics. The central section (d–d) then gives the
explanation for Ion’s peculiar ability: he is in receipt of a divine gift (theia
moira). Socrates describes this as a form of possession in which Ion is
temporarily driven out of his mind; it is not Ion who speaks, but the god
who uses him as a mouthpiece. Socrates’ repeated insistence throughout
this passage that the rhapsode speaks as one possessedmakes Ionuneasy:

1 I agree with Kahn (),  that Plato uses the words epistêmê, sophia and technê
interchangeably in this dialogue. See also Harris (), , n..
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he still wants to see himself as speaking with understanding and skill.
So in the third and final section of the dialogue (e–b), Socrates
provides a further argument to show that this is not the case.

Although most of the Ion is concerned directly with rhapsody rather
than poetry, this does not make it tangential to the topic of poetic cre-
ativity. The account of divine inspiration given in the central section does
shift the spotlight onto poets, for a while at least. Of prime importance
to the whole passage is the magnet analogy: just as a loadstone attracts
a metal object, it also implants the same power in that object to attract
another, until a whole chain is formed. So the god (or the muse) makes
the poet inspired, and the poet in turn inspires the performers (including
rhapsodes), who do the same to their audiences.Having introducedpoets
as the closest link to the muse at e, Socrates continues to talk specifi-
cally about them until b. He then reintroduces the figure of the rhap-
sode, but still keeps the poet in the spotlight until the end of the passage
(cf. e.g. c). So, although he introduces divine inspiration to explain
something about Ion, everything he says applies also to the poets.2

Before we turn to theiamoira directly, we need to consider the content
of the technê or understanding that Socrates is at pains to deny to
rhapsodes and poets. What is beyond doubt is that in his view they lack
any understanding of the actual topics that feature in their poems. The
diverse range of examples given in the dialogue includes divination (b
& b–d), politics (c), religion (c–d), chariot driving (a),
fishing (d) and medicine (c). Socrates shows no interest in the
possibility that the poet might have a specific and unique understanding
of literary composition, and Ionmakes no allusion to such a skill in his or
the poets’ defence.3 The assumption of the dialogue is that poets pretend
to an understanding of ‘first order’ topics (e.g. of politics and religion),
rather than of how to talk about them, and are therefore competing
on the same terrain as the true expert (technikos), but without any
understanding.

2 Some would say even more so: Ledbetter (),  thinks that the influence of
the god is stronger over the poet than over the rhapsode. There has been a tendency in
the literature to argue that not only does the account of divine inspiration apply to the
poets, they are the dialogue’s real focus (or target); even that the hapless Ion is merely a
stand-in for Homer: see e.g. Méridier (), , Tigerstedt (), , Murdoch (),
, Woodruff (),  and Kahn (), –. For our purposes, we do not have to
go to this extreme; all that matters is that the ascription of theia moira (and with it the
denial of technê) applies at least as much to the poets as to Ion.

3 Janaway (), – argues that Socrates does not actually deny such technê,
merely that it is the source of whatever is beautiful (kalon) in what they say.
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To turn now to the account of poetic creativity in the central section:
one thing that is clear is that the source of creativity is external, a point
illustrated at a–b: ‘poets tell us that they gather songs at honey-
flowing springs, fromglades and gardens of themuses, and that they bear
songs to us as bees carry honey’. But, of course, the overall message is
stronger than this. It is not as if poets draw from a divine source and,
by virtue of possessing some exceptional talent, add some element of
their own to produce the end result, for instance by acting as interpreters
of the muse. Something like that, we know, was the traditional claim
made by, and on behalf of, the poets. What we have in the Ion appears
to be a revisionist account, which acknowledges the presence of divine
inspiration, but thenmakes this the sole explanation for poetic creativity.4
The result is that, when the poet is moved by a divine power (d), he
is quite literally possessed. The word ‘enthused’ (e & b–c) means
that the god is in the poet at themoment of inspiration.The point ismade
most clearly at c–d:

That’s why the god takes [the poets’] intellect (nous) away from them when
he uses them as his servants, as he does prophets and godly diviners, so
that we who hear should know that they are not the ones who speak those
verses that are of such high value, for their intellect is not in them: the god
himself is the one who speaks, and he gives voice through them to us.5

In other words, divine dispensation requires a temporary displacement
of the poet’s own reason. Possession is, from another perspective, ‘de-
possession’. Taking their cue from this, many commentators have rightly
stressed the stark contrasts that run throughout this passage: like the
Bacchant, the poet is ‘out of his mind’ (ekphrôn) rather than being in
possession of it (emphrôn).6

Even though poets lack understanding, is there nevertheless any truth
in what they say? The Ion does not give an explicit answer to this
question—it only states that the utterances of the poet are beautiful or

4 On Plato’s break with the tradition, see Murray (), –.
5 Translations of Platonic texts are from Cooper (), unless stated otherwise.
6 a–b. Commenting on the ‘rigid either-or’ contrast operative in this passage,

Burnyeat (),  writes ‘either ideas come in an uncontrolled eruption of inspired
material or they are the product of reason’.The starkness of the contrast is very much the
focus of Harris (): see esp. , ‘if god is in, reason is out’, and ‘the immanent power
of god necessitates the evacuation of reason’. See also Ledbetter (), : ‘the gift of
inspiration is incompatible with the poet’s being at all engaged intellectually’ [emphasis
added].
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‘fine’ (kala: cf. e.g. e). But given that it is the god who speaks, rather
than the poet, it is safe to assume that the utterances in question are all
true: as in theApology (b) Socrates would insist that the god can never
utter falsehood.7

TheMeno

TheMeno only fleetinglymentions the poets, grouping themwith proph-
ets and soothsayers as divinely inspired at d. Because the reference is
so brief, most commentators on Plato’s poetics pass over the dialogue.8
Nevertheless, theMeno is extremely useful for our purposes. Brief though
the reference is, the context in which it appears tells us much more than
the Ion about how theia moira differs from the process of philosophical
discovery.

First, we need to understand how the reference to divine inspiration
arises as part of the dialogue’s overall argument.Thework opens with the
question of how virtue is acquired, though Socrates immediately steers
the conversation onto the question of what virtue actually is. In the first
ten pages of the dialogue, Meno tries and fails three times to define
it. When pressed to try yet again, he famously resists by denying the
possibility of all inquiry and discovery whatsoever. In response, Socrates
introduces the theory of recollection as an account of how we are able to
discover what we do not know. This puts their inquiry back on track,
and between d and a Socrates takes Meno through an argument
to show that virtue is some sort of knowledge. In the last ten pages
of the dialogue, however, Socrates seems to unravel this conclusion. If
someone had knowledge, he argues, they ought to be able to teach others
and make them knowledgeable as well. But when Socrates asks whether
there are in fact any teachers of virtue, he is unable to find any. This
makes him suspect that it is not after all teachable, and hence not a form
of knowledge, despite what they concluded at a. His way out of the
difficulty is tomake a distinction between virtue as knowledge and virtue
as true belief: the great Athenians such as Themistocles and Pericles,
whommost people would agree to be paragons of virtue, had true beliefs

7 See also Woolf (),  for a similar point. Janaway (), – tries to resist
the claim that there is truth in poetic utterances, only beauty. But he does not consider
the problem that the divine origin poses for his interpretation. For a different objection
to Janaway, see Ledbetter (), –.

8 Tigerstedt (), – is an exception.
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about the direction in which to take their city; they said many fine and
great things.9 But they did not have knowledge, and that is why they were
unable to explain what they said and so teach anyone else.

This still leaves unanswered the question of how they acquired their
true beliefs, and this is the point where divine dispensation enters the
dialogue. Socrates compares the politicians’ ability to say many fine and
true things to that of prophets, soothsayers and poets:

As regards knowledge, they [sc. the politicians] are no different from
soothsayers and prophets. They too say many true things when inspired,
but they have no knowledge of what they are saying. . . . And so, Meno,
is it right to call these men divine who, without any understanding, are
right in much of what is of importance in what they say and do? . . . We
should be right to call also those soothsayers and prophets whom we just
mentioned, and all the poets, andwe should call no less divine and inspired
those publicmenwho are no less under the gods’ influence and possession,
as their speeches lead to success in many important matters, though they
have no knowledge of what they are saying. (c–d)

This passage is remarkably similar to the central section of the Ion. The
adjective entheos occurs in both; thosewho are inspired are called ‘divine’
(theioi) and ‘possessed’ (katechomenoi). The two dialogues also have the
same list of paradigm cases of possession: as well as poets, chrêsmôidoi
and manteis (‘prophets and godly diviners’: cf. Ion d). At Meno a
all these people are said to have no nous, just as in the Ion. The Meno
adds one term not found in the Ion, ‘epipnous’, which is as close as Greek
comes to our word ‘inspiration’.

So far so good, but does the Meno do anything other than to echo
or recall the Ion? It does say explicitly that the poets, like the prophets,
soothsayers and politicians, give correct guidance.10 This at least adds
something to the Ion, which said nothing explicitly about truth. But
we should not exaggerate the importance of this addition. As I argued
above, the point was already implicit in the Ion: given the divine source
of their inspiration, it would be very implausible that the poets should
say anything false.

9 As the dialogue progresses, it becomes clear that aretê has a political dimension:
Socrates is particularly interested in the quality by which a politician becomes useful to
his city. See c and c.

10 Cf. d: katorthousin. For commentators who deny that the politicians have true
belief, see Hall (), , also Tigerstedt (),  and Weiss (), –. I have
argued against this interpretation in Scott (),  n. .
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As far as the nature of divine dispensation goes, theMeno actually says
far less than the Ion. All it does is to repeat that the poets are possessed,
‘enthused’ and ignorant of what they say. Nevertheless, assuming that the
Meno’s use of theia moira is the same as in the Ion, I would argue that the
Meno does add something very important that was lacking before. The
Ion explains how the poets acquired their true beliefs; with the theory
of recollection, the Meno answers a corresponding question about the
philosopher’s epistêmê.11

Before developing this, we need to emphasise one point about the con-
clusion of the Meno. Despite appearances to the contrary, the dialogue
does not end with a straightforward identification between virtue and
true belief. Rather, Socrates distinguishes between two types of virtue:
genuine virtue, which is based on knowledge, and an inferior species of
virtue, a sort of ‘shadow-virtue’, which consists in true belief.12 It is the
latter that made the likes of Themistocles what they were and that is said
to come by divine dispensation.

Bearing in mind that Socrates gives a dual answer to the question of
what virtue is—either knowledge or true belief—we can also pursue the
question of its acquisition on two tracks. If shadow-virtue is acquired
by divine dispensation, what about genuine virtue based on knowledge?
The issue is complicated because Socrates appears to give two conflicting
answers. At various points in the second half of the dialogue, he says
that knowledge comes by teaching (cf. b, d & d), while earlier in
the dialogue he claims that knowledge comes by recollection (c–d), a
process that he contrasts with teaching (e & d). But the appearance
of conflict disappears once we realise that Socrates uses ‘teaching’ in
different ways in the dialogue. When he insists that to be reminded is not
to be taught (e & d), the sense of teaching at issue is that of instilling
answers into the pupil (i.e. rote learning), and he distinguishes this from
the process of using questions to elicit answers that are already latent. But
within b–c itself, when he first states that knowledge is teachable, he
glosses theword as ‘recollectable’.This establishes a new sense of theword

11 Woolf (),  also sees theMeno as filling this gap left by the Ion, and in general
argues that the two dialogues are thematically close and complementary. At –, for
instance, he points out the ‘extraordinary specific verbal similarity betweenMeno c–e
and Ion c–a’ which ‘seems to indicate the dialogues are to be read with reference
to one another’.

12 In other words, Socrates never actually reneges on the conclusion of – that
(genuine) virtue is a form of knowledge.
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‘teaching’: acting as a catalyst to prompt someone to recollect. Asking
questions in this sense can now be called teaching. So when towards the
end of the dialogue Socrates says that knowledge is teachable, he means
that it can be recollected with the aid of a questioner.13

How does this help us to understand the contrast between teaching
(now understood ‘maieutically’) and theia moira? The two are radically
distinct. One aspect of the contrast should be very obvious: learning
that culminates in epistêmê involves drawing fromwithin; ‘teaching’ pre-
supposes knowledge already existing in the learner, which the ‘teacher’
merely elicits (by questioning). By contrast, anyone under the influence
of divine dispensation receives information from an external source. But
there is another aspect of the distinction between recollection and inspi-
ration, over and above the inner/outer contrast.This involves the notion
of agency. When discussing the Ion, I stressed that the god does not
merely inform those they inspire, but also possesses them.The poet con-
tributes nothing, except to provide a mouthpiece for the god. The rec-
ollection theory of the Meno represents the other extreme from this,
because not only does the knowledge come fromwithin, the learnermust
extract it for himself.When commenting on the slave boy’s performance,
in particular extrapolating as to how hemight continue on the path to full
knowledge, Socrates stresses that the boy himself will extract the knowl-
edge fromwithin (himself). Socrates actually repeats the point within the
space of a line (d) going out of his way to stress the agency involved in
recollection. Recollection is not amatter of being triggered by something
or someone else to retrieve knowledge; the process must involve active
participation from the learner.

So between them, the Ion and theMeno provide an account of poetic
inspiration and of its relation to philosophical discovery in which the
two appear at the very opposite ends of a spectrum. One might query
whether the contrast between the two is quite so radical and suggest that
the poets and politicians recollect to a limited degree,14 prompted not by
any human questioner, but by divine intervention. If this were right, both
kinds of virtue, knowledge and true belief, should involve drawing upon
internal resources; the differences would lie in the nature of the catalyst
and in the completeness of the process. But there is absolutely no hint of

13 This paragraph presents a summary of my interpretation set out in Scott (),
–.

14 Woodruff (),  describes poetic inspiration as ‘a case of recollection miscar-
ried’.
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such a compromise in theMeno, and the vocabulary used at b–cmerely
reinforces the stark contrast already sketched in the Ion—in particular
the idea that divine inspiration actually precludes the activity of reason.
The possibility of a compromise position, however, should be borne in
mind when we turn to the Symposium below.15

.Model Two: The Symposium

Diotima’s speech in the Symposium gives an account of poetic creativity
that stands in stark contrast to the model of the Ion and Meno. As
a whole, her speech attempts to explain the nature and function of
love, describing it as the desire to possess the good forever (a–
), which she thinks involves the desire for immortality. But because
immortality in the literal sense (i.e. as enjoyed by the gods) is beyond the
reach of mere human nature, all we can achieve is a form of ‘surrogate
immortality’, and this we do by leaving behind something that serves
as a continuation of our existence after death. The resources for this are
contained within all of us: Diotima talks of everyone being ‘pregnant in
body and soul’, so that when we come to the appropriate age we seek to
give birth to this pregnancy, though we can only do in the presence of
the beautiful. Eros is the force that drives us to do this when the moment
arrives.

Some are ‘more pregnant in body’ and seek a physically beautiful part-
ner with whom to have biological offspring.Others are ‘more pregnant in
soul’ and produce a correspondingly different kind of offspring: broadly
speaking, the products of the mind. However, this group is itself divided
into two. One group includes inventors, legislators and poets, and is
described in the passage on which we shall be focusing, e–e. The
way in which they give birth bears some parallels to the previous group.
They fall in lovewith a physically beautiful partner, though preferably one
who also has beauty of soul (b), and their coming together causes the
lover to beget logoi that may ultimately ensure them everlasting mem-
ory. However, there is another group of lovers included among the ‘more
pregnant in soul’, and these turn out to be the philosophers. Described as
devotees of the ‘highermysteries’, they ascend the ‘ladder of love’, starting

15 Throughout this section, I have avoided discussing the question of Plato’s sincerity
in the Meno and the Ion, an issue that has long divided readers of both dialogues. (For
references see Tigerstedt (), whomakes the issue themain focus of his article.) I shall
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with the love of a beautiful body and passing through a series of stages
until they reach the form of beauty itself (a–a). As a result, they
give birth to ‘true’ virtue (a), which I take to imply that they attain
true wisdom.

At this point, we should take note of a problem that has troubled
readers of the Symposium and prompted different solutions. All of the
three groups distinguished in the speech seek immortality of some sort.
But how exactly do they achieve it? In my view, the primary vehicle is
memory. That memory is central to Diotima’s speech comes out when
we look at her references to the love of honour:

Look, if you will, at how human beings seek honour. You’d be amazed at
their irrationality, if you didn’t have in mind what I spoke about and if you
hadn’t pondered the awful state of love that they’re in, wanting to become
famous and ‘to lay up immortal glory forever’ and how they’re ready to
brave any danger for the sake of this much more than they are for their
children . . . I believe that anyone (pantes) will do anything (panta) for the
sake of immortal virtue and the glorious fame that follows; and the better
the people, the more they will do, for they are all in love with immortality.

(c–e; emphasis added)

This passage comes before the three-fold division of lovers has been
made, and clearly states that the love of honour is something that applies
to all human beings—including those later divided off as philosophers:
in fact, the desire for ‘glorious fame’ ought to apply even more to this
group in so far as they are better than the others. The physical lovers
achieve ‘immortality, remembrance and happiness’ (e) through hav-
ing children. At least part of what they achieve, I suggest, is being remem-
bered by their children and by their descendants in turn.The next group,
the inventors, poets and legislators, are remembered for their various
achievements, e.g. the laws that they left behind them.The point again is
that memory is ultimately the vehicle for surrogate immortality. I would
argue that the point also applies to the lovers of the higher mysteries
(who, as we have just seen, are at least as motivated as anyone by the
prospect of ‘glorious fame’): theywill be remembered for their wisdom—
not only by humans, but by the gods, whose love they have now come
to earn (a). Because the gods are truly immortal, such memory is

not attempt to resolve this question here; my interest is simply in the model of poetic
creativity proposed, whether or not Plato (or his principal interlocutor) applied it to any
actual poets.
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forever secure in a way that mere human memory is not. Hence this
group are said to have attained as great a share of immortality as any
human can.16

An alternative view is that the second and third groups achieve their
surrogate immortality not so much by securing memory for themselves,
but by generating virtue in other people—psychological gene-spreading,
as it were. The philosophers would do this by helping their protégés
to acquire philosophical wisdom (the highest kind of virtue). But even
the second group, the legislators and the poets, propagate virtue in
their beloved or, more generally, in their citizens and audiences. This
interpretation in effect sidelines memory as the primary vehicle for
surrogate immortality. I shall not attempt to argue against it here because,
even if it is accepted, most of what I have to say about Diotima’s account
of poetic creativity will go through anyway.17

Symposium a–d

We now turn to the passage that describes the second group of lovers.
At a–, Diotima states that those who are more pregnant in soul are
pregnantwith andbeget ‘phronêsis and the rest of virtue’. All the poets and
those craftsmen ‘who are inventive’ fall into this category. So far, this is a
completely general statement about anyonewho has a psychic pregnancy,
and the reference to phronêsis is very underdetermined. It could be taken
tomean that such people possess and realise a certain cognitive potential
that may take various forms. In the case of inventive craftsmen, it would
be expertise in a particular subject matter: medical knowledge might be
an example.18 Applied to the poets, her point may be that they have some
cognitive grasp (loosely described as phronêsis) of the various topics that
feature in their work.

But almost immediately she turns away from this very general notion
of phronêsis to talk of its ‘greatest and noblest’ form, which is concerned
with ordering cities and households and is called ‘justice and temperance’.
She then explains what happens when someone ‘has been pregnant with
these (toutôn) in his soul from early youth’. (I take toutôn to be a reference
to the immediately preceding ‘justice and temperance’, i.e. the highest
kind of phronêsis, and hence that everything up to e is concerned

16 I would like to thank Frisbee Sheffield for first suggesting this interpretation to me,
even though she no longer accepts it.

17 See nn.  &  below. I have also discussed this issue in Scott (), –.
18 As Rowe ()  suggests.
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specifically with phronêsis in this narrower sense.)19 b–c describes the
way in which such pregnancies come to be delivered: anyone pregnant
with this sort of phronêsis seeks out someone in whose presence to give
birth; if he finds a suitable lover, he immediately teems with logoi about
virtue and seeks to educate his beloved. She goes on:

For (gar) I imagine it’s by contact with what is beautiful, and by associating
with it, that he brings to birth and procreates the things with which he was
for so long pregnant, both when he is present with him and when he is
away from him but remembering him . . . (c)20

Since this sentence begins with a gar, I assume that it in some way
explicates the meaning of the previous few lines—specifically that what
it now describes as the moment of delivery corresponds to the reference
to their ‘teeming with logoi’ three lines before.

The rest of the passage (d–e) falls into two sections, one illustrating
the previous few lines with examples from the poets, notably Homer
and Hesiod, the other with examples from legislators (e.g. Solon and
Lycurgus).

There are several references to begetting throughout this passage. But
what exactly is it that these lovers beget? At c Diotma merely says
that they give birth to what they have been carrying inside them, though
if this sentence does indeed explicate the previous few lines, including the
claim that they are teeming with logoi, the implication is that they give
birth to logoi. Elsewhere in this section, however, she also talks of giving
birth to virtue (including phronêsis) and, in the case of the legislators,
laws. I would add that, if the legislators beget laws, we should expect as a
parallel that the poets beget poems. If we look further ahead to the higher
mysteries, assuming that it can be used to provide some sort of parallel to

19 An alternative view would be that toutôn refers further back to the less determinate
‘phronêsis and virtue in general’, which all psychically pregnant people possess. If so, the
reference to the highest form of phronêsis at a would be a parenthesis after which
Diotima resumes her discussion of the more general form. For this view, see Bury ()
. But this alternative is less plausible given the way the passage immediately develops.
At b, Diotima starts to talk about what happens when someone comes to give birth
to what they have long held within him. What is significant is that the person focuses
upon what the good person should do and the sorts of practices appropriate to him. This
makes sense if Diotima has in mind the finest type of phronêsis, but not if she is thinking
about any kind of craft or knowledge. A narrower construal of toutôn also makes good
sense of the way in which the passage segues into a mention of Homer and Hesiod, who
wrote about both city and household, as well as the great legislators. Note that this group
of poets are called ‘good’ at d, which stands in contrast to ‘all’ the poets mentioned at
a.

20 Trans. Rowe () —slightly more accurate than Cooper ().
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a–d, we find that the lover begets logoi and dianoêmata (‘thoughts’)
(a–d), and eventually true virtue (a).

Disparate though these claims are, it is quite possible to reconcile
them. () As far as logoi, laws and poems are concerned, the pointmay be
that all lovers in this group can be described in general terms as giving
birth to logoi about the management of the city or the household, but
in one case this takes the form of poems, in the other of laws. In other
words, ‘logoi’ is a genus ofwhich poems and laws are two species. Another
way of solving the problem is to say that the lover initially begets logoi in
the sense of ‘ideas’, which are subsequently refined and developed into
a fully-fledged poem or set of laws. This fits well with the reference at
c to the process of nurturing or rearing the newborn (to be discussed
in more detail below).21 () If Diotima also talks of begetting virtue and
phronêsis, we should not be too concerned. Her real interest is in the way
that certain people can survive in thememories of others. If she vacillates
between picking out a psychological state and the products of that state,
this is because it does not ultimately matter for her argument which she
chooses. In a similar fashion, we might say that Homer is remembered
for his genius or for his poetry (though he can hardly be remembered for
the former without the latter).22

We are now in a better position to assess thismodel of poetic creativity
and to appreciate how it differs from the theia moira account of the Ion
andMeno. Most striking is the fact that in those dialogues the source of
creativity is completely external to the poet, whereas in the Symposium it
lies within. True, Diotima insists that there must be an external factor
in the form of the beauty of the beloved. At d, in fact, just after
insisting that one can give birth only in the presence of beauty, she says

21 On this view Solon and Lycurgus did not, strictly speaking, beget actual laws (pace
d); begetting was necessary but not sufficient.

22 Some interpreters would say that what the lover begets is virtue in the beloved: see
Price (), Vernezze () – and Irwin () –.Thismust be wrong as
far as the immediate object of delivery is concerned, because at c the lover begets what
he has long hadwithin him both in the presence of the beloved and in his absence, and the
latter point makes no sense if what he begets at this stage is virtue in the beloved. Further
down the line, of course, the lover may create virtue in the beloved by educating him
(cf. c: paideuein). But, first, Diotima does not unambiguously describe such education
in terms of the begetting and rearing of children—the reference to legislators generating
‘all kinds of virtue’ (e) could be to virtue in themselves. Second, even if she did so, such
generation of virtue downstream does not rule out the delivery and generation of logoi,
poems and laws upstream, which is all I need to insist upon in this paper. So, sceptical as
I am of the interpretation, there is no need to argue against it here.
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‘therefore the goddess who presides at childbirth—she’s called Moira or
Eileithuia—is really beauty’, thereby identifying beautywithmoira. (Plato
also presents the whole process as something divine, so it would still be
appropriate to describe poetic creativity in the Symposium as involving
theia moira in some sense: cf. c). But although she invokes moira in
this way, she is just talking about the catalyst for a process that consists
in drawing upon one’s own internal resources.

Another point of difference between the Symposium and the Ion/Meno
account centres on the process of creativity, in particular on the notion of
agency. So far we have focused on the moment of delivery. But at c
Diotima alludes to a further stage when she says that lover and beloved
together rear the newborn after it has been delivered. The comparison
here is with the way in which biological parents concern themselves
with the rearing and education of their children. The most plausible
way of cashing out the metaphor, as I have already suggested, is that
the poet, with the help of his beloved, subjects his initial ideas to a
process of elaboration and development. If correct, this makes for a
highly significant contrast with the model of the Ion and Meno. The
theia moira model has been criticised for simplifying the process of
artistic creativity: there may indeed be an initial period (or moment) of
inspiration, which is highly charged with emotion and difficult to subject
to rational analysis but, as Vincent Tomas argued, what distinguishes
artistic creativity from madness or passive imagination is the presence
of ‘critical control’.23 Although artists may not start out with a fully
explicit conception of what they will ultimately create—in that case it
would not be counted as creativity—they are able to subject their initial
(and ‘inspired’) insights to criticism, to reject some ways of developing
them and follow others instead. Because it puts all the emphasis on the
mysterious process of inspiration, Tomas explicitly cites the Ion as an
oversimplified account of what creativity involves. If I am right about
the Symposium, however, Plato did after all present the beginnings of a
more plausible view. Diotima allows for an initial phase comparable to
the phenomenonof inspiration and accompanied by powerful emotions,
but also opens up space for the kind of critical control and elaboration
that Tomas argued to be necessary in any plausible account of artistic
creativity.

23 Tomas () –.
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Poetry and Philosophy

An important part of the Ion-Meno account was its rigid dichotomy
between poetic inspiration and philosophical discovery, and we should
now consider how the contrast has been reconfigured in the Symposium.
The progress of the philosophical lover is described in the ascent pas-
sage (a–a) under the heading of ‘the higher mysteries’ (so that,
by implication, all those discussed in a–d can be called ‘lovers of
the lower mysteries’). To reach the summit of their ascent, philosophical
lovers must pass through several more stages than the poets and legisla-
tors, who fell in love with a single person and then proceeded to generate
and nurture their logoi. By contrast, the lovers of the higher mysteries
fall in love repeatedly with a whole series of different instantiations of
beauty—the beauty of a particular body, of bodies in general, of souls,
of laws and practices, of the sciences—until finally they apprehend the
form of beauty itself. The text explicitly talks of giving birth to logoi at
the first, third and fifth stages, and at the very last stage the lover gives
birth to true virtue (a). I would suggest that the lover begets logoi at
every stage and, further, that in each case there is a process of reflection
on the ‘new-born’: there are plenty of references to the lover’s reflection
on the various objects of his love throughout a–c. One aspect of such
reflection, I would argue, is the elaboration of the logoi and dianoêmata
(reflections, d) to which he has given birth.24

So although Diotima allows poetic creativity a degree of complexity,
especially when we compare her account with the theia moira model of
the Ion andMeno, philosophical discovery is farmore complex again.The
process of pregnancy, begetting and then development is repeated no less
than six times and at increasing levels of abstraction. That is one clear
point of comparison. Another is between the end results in each case.
At the culmination of the ascent, philosophers are said to beget genuine
virtue, not images of it. I have taken this to mean that they achieve true
understanding, so that the reference to mere ‘images’ of virtue (a) is
a retrospective qualification of the praise bestowed on the lovers of the
lower mysteries: even though they were pregnant with and gave birth
to the highest kind of phronêsis (a), this turns not to be the highest
cognitive state possible.

24 Very likely, reflection on the results of one delivery prepares the way for the next. A
good example is the movement from the third to the fourth stages of the ascent (c):
the love of souls makes one produce logoi about moral education, reflection on which
introduces one to the beauty of practices and laws.
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But in what way is the poets’ phronêsis defective? The easiest way to
answer this is to think of it as some sort of true belief that falls short
of true epistêmê (in that it lacks the requisite kind of logos: cf. Symp.
a). Some commentators have noted the similarity between the politi-
cal phronêsis described here and what appears in other texts under the
heading of ‘demotic’ virtue, which is also described in terms of ‘tem-
perance and justice’: the combination of self-restraint and recognition of
social boundaries that enables human beings to live and work together.25
But there is a problem in saying that the lovers of the lower mysteries
merely had demotic virtue: as described in other Platonic texts, such
virtue is something possessed by the broad run of citizens, whereas the
political phronêsis of Symp. a–e is what enables the best of the poets
and statesmen to stand out and secure everlastingmemory. But this prob-
lem is not insoluble: the ‘good’ poets of Symp. c did indeed grasp
something unusual and extraordinary, but perhaps the success of their
poetry made their insights so widely accepted as to become common-
place. If so, their virtue could be called ‘demotic’ by prolepsis.

We now come to an intriguing similarity between the lovers of the
lower and higher mysteries. The one phase that the former complete
corresponds closely to the third stage in the ascent passage. Compare the
two relevant passages:

Since he is pregnant, then, he is much more drawn to bodies that are
beautiful than to those that are ugly; and if he also has the luck to find
a soul that is beautiful and noble and well-formed, he is even more drawn
to this combination; such amanmakes him instantly teemwith logoi about
virtue—the qualities a virtuous person should have and the customary
activities in which he should engage; and so he tries to educate him.

(b–c)

After this he must think that the beauty of people’s souls is more valuable
than the beauty of their bodies, so that if someone is decent in his soul even
though he is scarcely blooming in his body, our lover must be content to
love and care for him and to seek to give birth to such ideas as will make
young men better. (b–c)

There is, of course, a discrepancy between the requirements made of the
beloved in the two passages. For the lover of the lower mysteries, the
belovedmust have bodily beauty; beauty of soul does not seemnecessary,

25 See Phdo a–b and Rep. a, c & d–e (cf. also Protagoras’ conception of
aretê atProt. e).The comparison between the political phronêsis of the lowermysteries
and demotic virtue goes back to Bury () . See also O’Brien () and Rowe
() ad a–b.
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though the combination is greatly valued. For the lover of the higher
mysteries, beauty of soul is necessary; bodily beauty may be desirable
but is not necessary. What both lovers may have in common, however,
is that they would prefer the combination of bodily and spiritual beauty.
And there are further similarities: both produce logoi—one about virtue,
the other about how to produce it; both are concerned with ‘practices’
(epitêdeumata): at b–c the lover thinks straightaway about what the
virtuous person should do by way of practices; the lover of the higher
mysteries goes on to consider the question at the following stage.26 But
what I wish to take away from the comparison is that lovers of the lower
mysteries seem similar to the higher, but leap ahead too quickly to a
stage that needs more careful preparation. The fact that they have not
proceeded in order and completed the first two stages is presumably
linked to the fact that they go no further: they are not familiar with the
idea that one kind of beauty might be superseded and that a greater level
of abstraction is possible. For the initiate into the higher mysteries, by
contrast, this possibility has already been illustrated in the move from
the first to the second stage (from the love of a particular body to that of
beautiful bodies in general); they are therefore ready to find it repeated
in subsequent stages.

In the Symposium, therefore, what the poets achieve is something
like a disconnected fragment of the philosopher’s ascent. In this sense,
there is greater continuity between the two groups than on the Ion-Meno
account, where poets and philosophers were radically different in kind.
Another way of putting the point is to say that, if Diotima had talked
the language of recollection, she would have characterised both poets
and philosophers as recollecting, but the former as doing so haphazardly
and incompletely; only the philosophers, by following a more systematic
method, complete the process to the end, culminating in true wisdom.
On such a view, poetry would be a case of recollection stalled.27

We might be tempted to go a step further, and claim that recollection
is actually implicit in the Symposium—that Plato expects us to read the
theory into Diotima’s speech: for ‘pregnancy’, read latent knowledge in
the soul from a prior existence; for ‘delivery’, the recollection of that
knowledge in one’s present incarnation. But we should be cautious here.

26 See Sheffield (),  for a comparison of the lovers of the lower and higher
mysteries.

27 Though not ‘miscarried’, paceWoodruff (),  (see n.  above). The lovers of
the lower mysteries succeed in giving birth to their pregnancies.
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Diotima certainly never describes the process of pregnancy and delivery
as recollecting knowledge from a previous life. And even if she did, she
would have to espouse a different version of the theory for at least the
following reason: in the Meno, everyone has the same resources lying
within them, even though they differ in the extent to which they succeed
in bringing them to the surface; in the Symposium it is not clear that
everyone does have the same resources. For one thing, some are more
pregnant in soul than body; furthermore, among the lovers of the lower
mysteries, people have different pregnancies: the good poets are pregnant
with a superior kind of phronêsis, which marks them out from other
poets and craftsmen. This in turn raises the possibility that there is a
further difference between the lovers of the higher and lower mysteries,
and that philosophers have a different pregnancy not just from inventors
and poets in general, but also from the ‘good’ poets and the legislators.
Philosophers are pregnant with something superior to political phronêsis:
epistêmê of the form.28

.Model Three: Gorgias – and Republic VI 

Finally, we turn to a pair of texts that present a very different account
of poetic creativity from either of the two models we have considered,
both in terms of the source of creativity and the kind of process involved.
The passages in question are not usually cited in discussions of Platonic
poetics, perhaps because they mention poets only en passant as part of a
broader critique of orators, demagogues and sophists.

One of the central purposes of the Gorgias is to define rhetoric and
differentiate it from the true art of politics. Central to this project is
the distinction between pleasure and the good. This in turn yields a
distinction between a craft (technê), which aims at producing the good
for its subjects, and a ‘knack’ (empeiria), which aims at pleasure. This

28 On recollection and the Symposium, see Allen (), – and Brisson (),
, who seem confident that recollection can be read into the dialogue. For a much
more cautious approach, though still attributing some form of innatism to the work, see
Sheffield () and (), , n.. One could go to the extreme of denying that the
Symposium is advocating any sort of theory of innatism: at no point is phronêsis said to
have been in the soul from birth, only from youth (a–b). But if the internal resource
did not lie within the soul from birth, we would need to explain what would have caused
the pregnancy to arise after birth. So it is likely that the Symposium is committed to some
form of innatism, even if we cannot be sure of what kind, and how closely it resembles
recollection as found in theMeno.
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distinction can be found in various different fields: it differentiates the
doctor from the cook, and the gymnastics teacher from the beautician.
Where the soul is concerned, Socrates uses it to prise apart the true
politician from the orator and the legislator from the sophist. In this way,
cooks, beauticians, orators and sophists together form a genus of ‘flattery’
(kolakeia).

This classification is initially set out for the benefit of Polus at b–
e. It reappears in the argument with Callicles only after Socrates
has explicitly argued for the distinction between pleasure and the good;
in the argument with Polus it was just assumed. Once the distinction
has been established, the ground is clear to make Callicles accept that
rhetoric is merely a form of flattery. Realising that this will still be too
much for Callicles to stomach straight off, Socrates follows a somewhat
indirect strategy, and this is the point at which poetry and the arts
more generally enter into the dialogue. Seeking to distinguish someone
who tries to benefit their audience from one who just tries to gratify
them, Socrates starts with the example of musical performance, securing
Callicles’ agreement that a flute-player only aims to please his audience.
He then makes the same point about poets: first about composers of
dithyrambs (a) and then of tragedies:

And what about that majestic, awe-inspiring practice, the composition of
tragedy? What is it after? Is it the project, the intent of tragic composition
merely the gratification of spectators, as you think, or does it also strive
valiantly not to say anything that is corrupt, though it may be pleasant
and gratifying to them, and to utter in both speech and song anything that
might be unpleasant but beneficial, whether the spectators enjoy it or not?
In which of these ways do you think tragedy is being composed? (b)

Just after this, he argues that tragedy is a kind of oratory: strip away the
music and themetre, and you have, in effect, a simple piece of rhetoric.At
this point, Socrates can declare his hand: once Callicles has accepted that
tragedy is merely a form of flattery, he ought to do the same for political
rhetoric.

In the context, the reference to poetry is just a means to an end,
viz. getting Callicles to understand the true nature of political rhetoric.
Nonetheless, it is extremely interesting in its own right and, of course,
central to our topic. Before we ask what this passage can tell us about
poetic creativity, however, we should be clear about how its assessment
of the value of poetry differs from that of the Ion and the Meno. The
Meno puts the poets and the Athenian politicians more or less on a par,
and explains their achievements in the sameway: true belief produced by
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theiamoira. In doing so, it pays some sort of compliment (overtly, at least)
to the poets, at least in as much as it concedes that they say many fine
things and benefit their citizens by leading them in the right direction.
By contrast, the Gorgias, which also puts the Athenian politicians in the
same bracket as poets, clearly denies that they benefited their audiences;
in so far as they substitute pleasure for the good, they say things that are
neither true nor fine, and ultimately corrupt them.

As far as poetic creativity is concerned, the passage says nothing
explicit, but a little earlier Socrates has referred to the process by which
another kind of flattery, cookery, becomes successful at what it does, and
how this differs from the craft of medicine:

I said that the one, medicine, has investigated both the nature of the
object it serves and the cause of the things it does, and is able to give an
account of each of these. The other, the one concerned with pleasure, to
which the whole of its service is entirely devoted, proceeds towards its
object in a quite uncraftsmanlike way, without having at all considered
either the nature of pleasure or its cause. It does so completely irrationally,
with virtually no discrimination. Through routine (tribê) and experience
(empeiria) it merely preserves the memory of what customarily happens,
and that’s how it also supplies its pleasures. (a–b)

Assuming that the same account applied to all kinds of flattery, poetic
included, we can infer that poets learn by experience what pleases their
audiences and what does not. There is nothing more mysterious to their
‘art’ than this—a process of trial and error. Crucially, Socrates does not
for a moment invoke any sort of divine explanation for the achievements
of orators and poets.

Althoughwe cannot be certain that what goes for pastry chefs applies,
mutatis mutandis, to poets, our second passage, Republic a–e,
provides grounds for confidence. The passage in question is yet another
case where Socrates mentions the poets en passant in the course of
making a more general point—in this instance, a critique of the sophists.
At a–c, he describes the ‘wisdom’ on which certain sophists pride
themselves and on the basis of which they claim to be teachers. All
they have done is to work out what annoys and pleases the multitude,
to label such things bad or good respectively, and to predict what will
evoke the appropriate responses in future. He illustrates the point with
the following analogy:

It’s as if someone were learning the moods and appetites of a huge, strong
beast that he’s rearing—how to approach and handle it, when it is most
difficult to deal with or most gentle or what makes it so, what sounds it
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utters in either condition, and what sounds soothe or anger it. Having
learned all this through tending the beast over a period of time (chronou
tribê), he calls this knack wisdom, gathers his information together as if it
were a craft, and starts to teach it. (a–b)

Socrates then applies the analogy to the sophists—in fact not just to them,
but to anyone attempting to produce pleasure for the multitude, poets
included:

Then does this person differ from the one who believes it is wisdom
to understand the moods and pleasures of a majority gathered from all
quarters, whether they concern painting,music, or, for thatmatter politics?
If anyone approaches themajority to exhibit his poetry or some other piece
of craftsmanship or some service to the city and gives them mastery over
him to any degree beyond what’s unavoidable, he’ll be under Diomedean
compulsion, as it’s called, to do the sort of thing of which they approve. But
have you ever heard anyone presenting an argument that such things are
truly good and beautiful (kala) that wasn’t absolutely ridiculous?

(c–d)

Sophists, demagogues and poets express all sorts of beliefs about the
good, the just and the fine. These are all misguided, because they in fact
merely track what pleases or displeases the majority. This is more or less
the same as the point made so forcefully in the Gorgias that such people
confuse the pleasant and the beneficial.29 But our focus is on how these
beliefs are acquired. The method appears to be purely empirical: it is by
spending time in the presenceof themultitude that the knack is acquired.
This is very close indeed to what was said of the specific case of the pastry
chef in the Gorgias. Note the occurrence of the word tribê at b. There
is no mention of any distinctively rational reflection, just of a somewhat
informal and unstructured process of experience, repeated over a period
of time.

In comparison with the Ion and Meno, this model is obviously natu-
ralistic: gone is any trace of a divine influence. Also, inarticulate though
they may be, the poets of the Ion andMeno did at least attain the truth,
whereas in the Gorgias and Republic, they only create a semblance of it.
Hence, far from being beneficial, the poetry described here is likely to be
downright harmful, pandering as it does to the soul’s desire for pleasure.
The source of creativity is still external, though in a very different way
from the model of the Ion andMeno. In one respect, however, the poets
of theGorgias and Republic do seem better off than their counter-parts in

29 Shorey rightly makes the connection between the two passages in () ii  & .
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the other two dialogues: their poems are the result of their own efforts, in
the sense that they ascertained on their ownwhat does or does not please
their audiences.30 However, at least from the point of view of the Repub-
lic (cf. IX d), this would not be enough to place the poets on a higher
plane than those of the Ion and theMeno: apprehending the truth, even
it if means relying on someone else, counts for more than the exercise of
freedom.

As regards the Symposium, the differences with theGorgias andRepub-
lic are no less plain. On two points, the comparison is very similar to that
with the Ion and Meno. Poetry in the Symposium is seen as divine and
beneficial in its products. Also, in so far as the lovers of the lower mys-
teries have some sort of phronêsis, they have attained the truth.Theymay
only have a shadow of true virtue, but it does not involve falsehood or
error, as in the Gorgias and Republic. Furthermore, the source of poetic
creativity in the Symposium is not external in the way it is according to
theGorgias and Republic: the poets do not work from the outside in, try-
ing to determining what pleases their audiences, but from the inside out,
generating and then developing their pregnancy.31

All in all, theGorgias and Republic present a much bleaker assessment
of the poets than either of the other twomodels. It is essentially a ‘market-
research’ model of poetic creativity—if ‘creativity’ is any longer the right
word.

. Conclusion: Puzzles about the Apology and the Phaedrus

In this chapter I have concentrated on explicating three models of poetic
creativity detectable in Plato’s works. Let me end with two important
qualifications. First, I have held back from addressing questions about
Plato’s actual commitment to these models, e.g. whether he sincerely

30 One might challenge whether the poets of the Gorgias do in fact have intellectual
autonomy. Eventually, after continually saying what the people want to hear, the orator
comes to believe it for himself (a–c). He becomes brainwashed by his own imitative
activities. We could apply this to the poet and so conclude that their autonomy has
been diminished. But it would be going too far to assimilate this to the phenomenon
of ‘depossession’ in the Ion. In the Gorgias, the poet, if he is parallel to the orator, makes
his own judgement about what values he needs to express; if he eventually aligns himself
with the dêmos, it is his own agency that has brought this about. (I would like to thank
Gail Fine and Verity Harte for discussion of this point.)

31 For those commentators who think that the lovers of the lower mysteries, poets
included, achieve surrogate immortality by reproducing their virtue in others (cf. nn. 
and  above), there is an even sharper contrast between the Symposium and Republic X
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advocates the theia moira model in the Ion and Meno or whether he is
merely being ironic.32 Whether he did endorse any of these models, and
in what order, are questions that lie beyond the scope of this chapter.
This is not to deny their importance, especially to those concerned with
the development of his thought. The three models are so different from
each other that, if he did advocate them and at different times, it would
be important to understand what led him to change his mind.33 But my
concern has been with the prior task of establishing the details of each
model, one by one. A premature concern with writing Plato’s intellectual
biography—coupled with a desire to find a smooth transition between
works—can lead one to overlook or ‘flatten out’ important details in
individual texts.

The second qualification is that the texts we have considered are by
no means the only ones in which Plato writes about poets and their
creativity. Before concluding, I should say something about the Apology
and the Phaedrus, both of which mention poetic inspiration, but neither
of which can be easily assimilated to any of themodelswe have discussed.

Here is Socrates talking in the Apology about the poets:

I soon realised that poets donot compose their poemswith knowledge, but
by some sort of nature (phusei tini) and by inspiration (enthousiazontes),
like seers and prophets who also say many fine things without any under-
standing of what they say. (b–c)

There are obvious similarities with the Ion and Meno in these lines:
Socrates groups the poets with prophets and seers, uses the word ent-
housiazontes and stresses their complete ignorance. But the passage also
includes an element missing in the other two dialogues: nature. Presum-
ably the point is that, in addition to being divinely inspired, poets have
some natural talent that sets them apart from others. If so, this is actually
incompatible with both the other dialogues. In theMeno, Socrates does

a–e, which explicitly denies thatHomer ever improved anyone through his poetry.
On this contrast between the two works see Asmis () .

32 The same question arises with Diotima in the Symposium. See Rowe (a).
33 One might claim that, different as the models are, Plato could still have entertained

them simultaneously: in one and the same dialogue he could have applied the different
models to different poets, treating some poets as inspired but wholly inarticulate, others
as cynical populists and others again according to the more charitable and subtle model
of the Symposium. But anyone wishing to press this point will have somewhat limited
space for manoeuvre, because both Diotima in the Symposium (a) and Socrates in the
Meno (d) claim that their models apply to all poets. In these works, at least, there is
only room for one model at a time.
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not consider the possibility that theiamoira and naturemight act in com-
bination with each other, and actually argues that neither knowledge nor
true belief can comeby nature, so that the quality bywhich the politicians
(and, by implication, the poets) became distinguished did not come by
nature (cf. c–d). Nor does the Ionmake any reference to the poets
having a special natural talent. Indeed the magnet analogy actually rules
this out. It is true that to be inspired one must have some natural pre-
disposition, just as the rings must be metal. But this does not mark off
the poets from anyone else: their performers and audiences all share the
same nature alike. So the Apology cannot be straightforwardly grouped
with the Ion andMeno. If anything, its reference to nature may seem to
anticipate a theme in the Symposium, at least if we take Diotima to be
saying that people have different pregnancies depending on their nature.

The Phaedrus presents us with a different kind of puzzle. In the central
speech of the dialogue, Socrates distinguishes four kinds of beneficial
madness, the third of which is described at a– as

. . . the kind of madness that is possession by the Muses, which takes
a tender virgin soul and awakens it to a Bacchic frenzy of songs and
poetry that glorifies the achievements of the past and teaches them to
future generations. If someone comes to the gates of poetry and expects
to become an adequate poet by acquiring expert knowledge of the subject
without the Muses’ madness he will fail and his self-controlled verses will
be eclipsed by the poetry of men who have been driven out of their minds.

It is possible that this is to all intents and purposes the same as themodel
of the Ion and Meno: there is the same reference to possession, and the
comparison to the Bacchants recalls Ion a–. If so, Plato seems to
have shelved the interesting and complex account of the Symposium, and
reverted to the simpler model of the two earlier dialogues. If we read
further in Socrates’ speech, however, we find a category very similar to
that of the lowermysteries of the Symposium.The fourth kind ofmadness
is explained by reference to recollection: someone who sees the beauty
of their beloved is gradually reminded of the form. Those who follow
the process of recollection right through to the end, the philosophers,
attain true wisdom and philosophical understanding. Such people seem
very much like the lovers of the higher mysteries in the Symposium.
Socrates calls them followers of Zeus, because in their discarnate state
they followed in the procession of Zeus to view the forms, and had the
best view. But besides the Zeus-like philosophical souls are other sorts
of souls, which followed the processions of other gods when discarnate:
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Hera, Apollo and Ares are the gods explicitly mentioned. These lovers
do not recollect fully, but they do share the initial frenzy and impact
of love that affects the philosophers. Subsequently, they pursue other
paths: the followers of Hera take a more political route; the followers of
Ares pursue a predictably military life-style. These souls, who engage in
incomplete recollection, seemmore like the lovers of the lowermysteries
in the Symposium. Certainly the followers of Hera would represent the
likes of Solon very well: extraordinary in their own way, and inspired,
but falling short of philosophical wisdom.34

So in the fourth kind of madness, Socrates opens up several other pos-
sibilities alongside the philosopher, and appears to be pursuing some-
thing like the distinction between the higher and lower mysteries of the
Symposium. But although the great politicians reappear, there is nomen-
tion of the poets, even though it might be natural to introduce them as
the followers of Apollo. In thePhaedrus, therefore, the poets have already
appeared under the third category ofmadness, which seems (disappoint-
ingly?) similar to the account of the Ion and Meno. Within the fourth
kind, Socrates creates the conceptual space to repeat the account of poetic
creativity sketched by Diotima, but in the end fails to do so. Why this
should be is a puzzle for a future occasion.35

34 On the different categories within the fourth kind of madness, see Scott (),
–.

35 I would like to thank audiences at Charlottesville, Cornell, Leuven and Yale for
comments on previous drafts of this paper.



chapter eight

POETS AT THE SYMPOSIUM

Elizabeth Belfiore

. In Praise of Eros

At the beginning of the symposium dramatized in Plato’s Symposium, the
physician Eryximachus makes a proposal to Agathon’s guests:

I propose that we let the aulos-girl who just now came in go and play to
herself, or, if she wishes, to the women inside, and that today we spend our
time with each other in talk.1 (e)

After all of the guests enthusiastically agree to decline the girl’s services,
Eryximachus proposes, specifically, that they compete in praising the god
Eros (a–d).

In proposing Eros as a topic for competitive speaking, Eryximachus
reports the complaint of Phaedrus that poets have not yet made an
encomium of Eros. Prodicus, Phaedrus said, praised Heracles,2 and oth-
ers have praised salt for its usefulness, but no one has adequately praised
Eros (a–c). The salt example suggests that the kind of encomium
Phaedrus and Eryximachus have in mind is one that praises something
or someone for qualities that are useful to humans. Phaedrus’ complaint,
then, while perhaps an exaggeration, is an accurate reflection of much of
Greek literature, in which erôs is often represented as more to be feared
than praised, a destructive force causing sickness and madness.3 There
are indeed hymns to Eros in tragedy that represent the god as a powerful
force.4 In another respect, however, these passages are not encomia, for

1 An aulos is not a flute but a wind instrument something like a recorder (Dover ,
on e). Unless otherwise noted all translations are my own, and I follow the text of
Burnet ().

2 Bury (), on b, notes that Prodicus’ story about Heracles’ choice of Virtue is
recounted in Xen.Mem. ..ff.

3 Numerous examples, especially in archaic poetry, are given by Calame (), and
Cyrino ().

4 Sophocles’ Antigone – and Euripides’ Hippolytus – are cited by Bury
(), . Cf. Soph. Trach. –, where Eros is said to be a sickness, who rules gods
and humans. Rowe (), on b– cites Alcaeus, frag.  Voigt (= Lobel-Page),
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they attribute to Eros a power destructive to human beings. In Sophocles’
Antigone, Eros is addressed as: ‘Youwhoharmandmake unjust theminds
of even just people, you have stirred up this quarrel of kindred men’
(Ant. –); and in Euripides’ Hippolytus the god is called: ‘Eros, the
tyrant ofmen . . . destroyingmortals and sending all misfortunes to them
when he comes’ (Hipp. –). In giving his encomium, then, each
speaker is asked to remedywhat is presented as a deficiency in the literary
tradition, by praising Eros for the good things he gives to humans. One
way in which the first five speakers—Phaedrus, Pausanias, Eryximachus,
Aristophanes, and Agathon—do this is to use quotations and allusions to
show that, even if the poets have not made formal encomia of Eros, their
poems do in fact praise the god for his beneficence.

Thus, even though they have agreed to dispense with the entertain-
ment provided by the aulos-girl in order to entertain one another with
their own conversation, each of the first five speakers actually invites oth-
ers to speak for him, by quoting extensively from poets and other liter-
ary authorities.5 Their competitive use of quotations is itself a traditional
sympotic game, and an activity at which Plato’s Socrates himself excels,
as will be seen at the end of this chapter.6 In the context of Plato’s Sympo-
sium, however, the reliance on and selective use of quotations and allu-
sions by the first five speakers reveal not only their own lack of under-
standing (amathia) about eros, but also the inadequacies of the poetic
tradition itself.7

a passage that characterizes Eros as δειν�τατ�ν (‘most terrible’), without attributing
beneficence to the god. Friedländer (),  calls attention to other ancient sources
of information about Eros.

5 Brandwood (), – provides a useful ‘Index of Quotations’ in Plato,
although it has limitations noted by Halliwell (), , n. . Brownson (), –
, and ‘Tables’, – collects and discusses Plato’s quotations of and references to the
poets. Tarrant () is also helpful.

6 See Halliwell () on ‘the general Greek practice of invoking and citing poetic
texts to formulate, illustrate, or reinforce a point of view’ (), and Plato’s portrayal of
and reaction to this practice. Competitive quotation of poetry at symposia is discussed by
Lissarrague , esp. , and in several of the chapters in Murray (): Lukinovich,
esp. ; Pellizer, esp. –, Rösler. Vetta () provides an excellent introduction
to the role of poetry in the Greek symposium. Of particular interest is his discussion
of metapoiêsis, the correction or transformation of a poem known to an audience (xxx–
xxxi).

7 I borrow the translation of amathia as ‘lack of understanding’ from LSJ (),
Supplement, s.v. �μα��ς. On the comic aspects of the speakers’ ‘false conceit of wisdom’
see Patterson (), esp. – (quotation p. ).
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Amathia is characterized at a as the condition of someone ‘who
is not beautiful and good or sensible [phronimon], but thinks he is ade-
quate in these respects’.The first five speakers exhibit amathiawhen they
claim expertise they do not in fact have. One way in which they do this is
by quoting or citing the works of poets without examining critically the
views these ‘authorities’ express. Poetry is full of contradictions.8 More-
over, as Socrates notes in the Protagoras, it is not possible to question
the poets, whose works can be interpreted in different ways by different
people. To quote poetry, he says, is to act like inferior people who invite
aulos-players to their symposia.9 In contrast, Socrates in the Symposium
questions the traditional views the others espouse. He wins the compe-
tition by arguing that Eros is not a god but a daimonic philosopher, a
figure unlike any in poetry, who also strongly resembles Socrates him-
self. Socrates, moreover, proves to be a far better aulos-player than the
one banished by Eryximachus.

.The First Five Speakers

.A. Phaedrus

Thefirst speaker, Phaedrus, is almost exclusively concernedwith a single
aspect of Eros: the god’s role as a source of courage in facing death,
especially in battle.10 In claiming that Eros benefits humans by inspiring
them with military courage, Phaedrus appeals to poetic authorities well
known to his educated audience, thus situating his opinions firmlywithin
Greek tradition. The very sources to which he appeals, however, could
also be used to undermine his claims. His failure to question them
convicts him of lack of understanding.

In support of his claim that Eros is the oldest of the gods, Phaedrus
quotes from Hesiod, Theogony –: ‘Hesiod says that first Chaos

8 Halliwell (),  cites L. IV.c–e,Men. d–a, and Prot. aff, for Plato’s
view that self-contradiction is a fundamental characteristic of mimetic poetry. Two poets
may also contradict each other. For example, in Plato’s Lys., Homer and Hesiod are cited
in support of opposite views (Lys. a quotes Od. . and Lys. c–d, quotes Hes.,
Erga, –: noted by Vicaire (), –).

9 Prot. b–a, noting that different people have different interpretations of poet-
ry; cf. Phdr. d. The Prot. passage is noted by Reeve (), and Tecus̨an (), –
.

10 Military terminology is used at e (στρατ�πεδ�ν); a (μα8�μεν�ι . . . λιπaν
τ6Uιν, �πλα )π�Hαλ:ν).
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came to be, “but next [came] broad-breasted Earth, the ever steadfast
seat of all things, and Love’ ” (b). However, he omits Hesiod’s refer-
ence to Tartarus (), and stops just before the poet’s lines attributing
destructive powers to the god: ‘Love . . . the loosener of limbs, who
overcomes intelligence and wise counsel in the breasts of all gods and
humans’ (Th. –).11 Moreover, in quoting Homer’s statement that
a god ‘breathed battle-strength’ into some of the heroes (b) Phaedrus
omits the name of the god who does this in Iliad .: Athena. Athena,
however, is a virgin goddess, whose domain is not erôs but wisdom.12
The passages omitted by Phaedrus, then, suggest that wisdom is a more
desirable possession than eros. His use of the example of Achilles and
Patroclus (d–a) reinforces this same idea.13 In stating that Achilles
gave aid to his lover Patroclus by taking vengeance on Hector (e–
a), Phaedrus omits the fact that it was Achilles’ mistake in judgment
that caused Patroclus’ death in the first place. Achilles blames himself
for his companion’s death when he speaks the well-known lines in the
Iliad:

I must die soon, then; since I was not to stand by my companion
when he was killed. And now, far away from the land of my fathers,
he has perished, and lacked my fighting strength to defend him.
Now, since I am not going back to the beloved land of my fathers,
since I was no light of safety to Patroklos, nor to my other
companions, who in their numbers went down before glorious Hektor,
but sit here beside my ships, a useless weight on the good land,
I, who am such as no other of the bronze-armoured Achaians
in battle, though there are others also better in council . . . .14

(Il. .–)

11 Th.  is bracketed by Solmsen () and by Mazon (), who cites Plato in
support of the excision. The line is, however, accepted by West (), and Phaedrus’
omission of Tartarus is consistent with his omission ofTh. –.

12 In Il. . the phrase is used of Apollo, another god associated with wisdom.
References are given by Bury (), on b.

13 Phaedrus follows Aeschines (.: Against Timarchus) and Aeschylus,Myrmidons
(frags. ,  Mette = ,  Radt) in representing this relationship as an erotic
one, although he departs from Aeschines in representing Achilles as the erômenos (noted
by Dover [], , ). Dover (), on a suggests that Aeschylus may have
been the first to make Achilles the erastês. Unlike Phaedrus, Xenophon’s Socrates (Symp.
.) denies that there is an erotic element in Homer’s representation of this relationship
(Dover [], ).

14 Translation Lattimore (). Lines –, often suspected, are ably defended by
Edwards (), ad loc.
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According to these lines, then, courage without wisdom leads to dis-
aster. Phaedrus’ example of Alcestis, the lover who ‘so excelled in philia
(friendship) because of erôs’ (c) that shewas willing to die for her hus-
band, Admetus, is also questionable. At least in Euripides’ play Alcestis
appears to be motivated by philia rather than erôs.15 It is instead Adme-
tus who exhibits sexual passion for his wife, saying that he will embrace a
model of her in bed (–). Admetus’ eros does not make him coura-
geous, however. He allows his wife to die for him because he is a coward
(Alc. –), and because of a mistake in judgment that he later rec-
ognizes (arti manthanô: ). A more comprehensive survey of the pas-
sages Phaedrus quotes, then, suggests that, according to the very tradi-
tion to which he appeals, the association of erôswith courage is a dubious
one, and that eros and courage without judgment lead to disaster. Phae-
drus shows his amathia by failing to ask questions about the relationship
between erôs and courage.

.B. Pausanias

Pausanias, unlike Phaedrus, distinguishes two kinds of Loves and two
kinds of lovers. The inferior lover, governed by the Eros who is the son
of the vulgar Aphrodite, loves women as well as boys, bodies more than
souls, and foolish more than sensible people, being concerned only with
‘accomplishing the act’ (a–b). Pausanias uses quotations to support
his criticism of this kind of lover, whose oaths are no oaths (b) and
who ‘goes flying away’ (e).16 In contrast, the superior lover is inspired
by the superior Eros, who is the son of the heavenly Aphrodite. This
man loves only males, who are by nature stronger and more sensible
(c), and he loves ‘good character’ (e) more than body. He educates
the beloved, giving him understanding and the other virtues, and the
beloved, in return, gratifies his lover sexually (c–e).

In spite of these differences, however, Pausanias resembles Phaedrus
in using literary sources selectively, omitting those lines that tell against
his distinction between the two Loves. In referring to the genealogies
of the two Aphrodites, the heavenly and the vulgar (d–c), who
are the mothers of the two Loves, Pausanias does not name his sources,

15 Noted by Rowe (), on b–. See especially Alc. : σ!ν γ)ρ 	ιλ.αν
σεH�μεσ�α (‘I honor your friendship’).

16 Bury (), ad loc., notes that the statement at b is a proverbial expression with
a number of poetic versions, and that e recalls Il. ..
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but his fellow symposiasts would have recognized them as Hesiod and
Homer.17 Just as Phaedrus quoted Hesiod selectively, so Pausanias omits
certain things from the Hesiodic account of the birth of Ouranian
(Heavenly) Aphrodite. According to Hesiod’s well-known story, Oura-
nos hates the children Gaia bears him, and hides them deep within her,
causing her pain. Gaia then persuades her son, Cronos, to castrate his
father, andAphrodite grows from the severed genitals (Th. –).The
violence surrounding Aphrodite’s birth in Hesiod’s poemmight well lead
Pausanias’ audience to question Pausanias’ view that she has no share
in hybris (c). Pausanias also fails to mention Hesiod’s statement that
deceit is included in Aphrodite’s portion (Th. –). Nevertheless,
Pausanias’ contention that the superior beloved may be deceived (a)
might well remind his audience of this characteristic, of dubious moral-
ity, attributed by Hesiod to the heavenly Aphrodite. The Greek literary
tradition to which Pausanias appeals, then, suggests that the son of the
heavenly Aphrodite may have inherited destructive and hubristic ten-
dencies from his mother, whose birth resulted from an act of hybris. If
this is so, the superior Eros may not be very different from the inferior
Eros, the son of the vulgar Aphrodite. It appears, then, that the literary
sources to which Pausanias appeals could equally well be used to support
the view that there is no distinction between the two Loves. In fact, his
failure to question these sources is one indication that Pausanias lacks
understanding of his subject.

.C. Eryximachus

The physician Eryximachus argues that the god Eros has power over all
divine and human affairs (b) and over medicine in particular. The
science ofmedicine knows how tomake things that are most hostile, that
is, the opposites in the body (for example, the cold, the hot, the dry and
the wet), become friends and have erôs for one another (d–e). The
same principle, he says, applies to music (a). In support of his views
aboutmusic, Eryximachus does not appeal to poetic authority but instead
quotes the prose of the philosopher Heraclitus:

. . . as perhaps Heraclitus means to say, although he doesn’t say it well with
his words. He says that the one ‘itself being at variance with itself it agrees
with itself ’, ‘like the harmony of bow and lyre’ [diapheromenon auto hautôi

17 Dover (), on d– cites HesiodTh. ff. (daughter of Ouranos) and Iliad
.– (daughter of Zeus and Dione).
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sumpheresthai, hôsper harmonia toxou te kai lyras]. It is very illogical to
say that harmony is at variance or is composed of elements that are still at
variance. But perhaps this is what he meant to say, that harmony has come
into existence, by means of musical skill, from things that were previously
at variance (that is, the high and the low) and then later came to be in
accord.18 (a–b)

The text of the Heraclitus passage quoted by Eryximachus is problem-
atic. Fragment  B Diels-Krantz reads: ‘they do not understand how,
being at variance with itself it is in accord [homologeei] with itself; there
is a back-turned [palintropos] harmony like that of bow and lyre’.19 Kirk-
Raven-Schofield, on the other hand, read sumpheretai (‘agrees’) instead
of homologeei (‘is in accord with’) on the basis of Symposium a, and
palintonos (‘back-stretched’ or ‘counter-stretched’) instead of palintropos
(‘back-turned’). They translate: ‘being at variance it agrees [sumpheretai]
with itself . . . : there is a back-stretched [palintonos] connexion, as in the
bow and the lyre’.20 They convincingly argue that palintonos, which has as
much support in ancient sources as does palintropos, gives better sense,
referring to something ‘tending equally in opposite directions. A ten-
sion in one direction automatically produces an equivalent tension in the
other; if not, the system collapses’.21 According to the texts of both Diels-
Kranz and Kirk-Raven-Schofield, then, Eryximachus misquotes Hera-
clitus, adding ‘the one’ before ‘being at variance,’ and leaving out ‘back-
stretched’ (or ‘back-turned’).22 The addition is of little significance here,
but the omission, as will be seen, has serious philosophical consequences.

The doctor also radically misinterprets the philosopher.23 One prob-
lem is that Eryximachus is concerned with harmony between musical
notes, while Heraclitus focuses on the very different kind of equilibrium

18 Tσπερ Yσως κα� ‘Ηρ6κλειτ�ς H�%λεται λ$γειν, "πε� τ��ς γε C�μασιν � καλ0ς λ$-
γει. τ5 eν γ6ρ 	ησι “δια	ερ�μεν�ν α τ5 α=τ10 συμ	$ρεσ�αι,” “Tσπερ \ρμ�ν.αν τ�U�υ
τε κα� λ%ρας.” �στι δ/ π�λλ! �λ�γ.α \ρμ�ν.αν 	6ναι δια	$ρεσ�αι ` "κ δια	ερ�μ$νων
�τι εFναι. �λλ) Yσως τ�δε "H�%λετ� λ$γειν, �τι "κ δια	ερ�μ$νων πρ�τερ�ν τ�� KU$�ς
κα� Hαρ$�ς, �πειτα Sστερ�ν (μ�λ�γησ6ντων γ$γ�νεν =π5 τ#ς μ�υσικ#ς τ$8νης.

19 � Uυνι*σιν �κως δια	ερ�μεν�ν Dωυτ0ι (μ�λ�γ$ει' παλ.νπρ�π�ς \ρμ�ν.η �κωσ-
περ τ�U�υ κα� λ%ρης.

20 Kirk-Raven-Schofield (), : frag. : � Uυνι*σιν �κως δια	ερ�μεν�ν
Dωυτ10 Uυμ	$ρεται' παλ.ντ�ν�ς \ρμ�ν.η �κωσπερ τ�U�υ κα� λ%ρης.

21 Kirk-Raven-Schofield (), –; quotation, , n. .
22 Diels-Kranz (–), vol. , , n. note Diels’s suggestion that (μ�λ�γε� Gν

(‘the one agrees’), is a possible reading, quoting Symp. a.
23 A convincing interpretation of B is provided by Kirk-Raven-Schofield (),

–.
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that exists within a single physical object.24 Heraclitus’ palintonos harmo-
nia is a ‘back-stretched connection’ in which two opposite tensions—that
produced by the strings of a bow or lyre, and that produced by the curved
arms of these artifacts—are balanced so as to create a single unified effect.
According to Heraclitus, this kind of ‘war’, and ‘strife’ between opposites
produces order in the cosmos: ‘War is common and justice is strife and
all things happen according to strife and necessity’ (DK  B). Ery-
ximachus, however, calls this principle of equilibrium of opposites ‘very
illogical’ and reinterpretsHeraclitus so as to eliminate it.WhatHeraclitus
really means, according to Eryximachus, is that there is no longer vari-
ance within a harmony. He then uses his corrected version of Heraclitus
to support his own view that medicine and music produce erôs, friend-
ship and harmony between things that were previously enemies and in
disagreement (d, b–c).

Eryximachus’ correction of Heraclitus is certainly playful, as Christo-
pher Rowe notes.25 However, it can also be taken as symptomatic of this
physician’s lack of understanding of his own science (epistêmê: c)
of medicine. There is considerable evidence that many medical writers,
from Alcmaeon on, held a Heraclitean view of health as a krasis (blend)
of opposing powers in the body (for example, the hot, the cold, the wet
and the dry). In this dynamic equilibrium, no opposite was suppressed:
it retained its own power, but was restrained by the corresponding oppo-
site.26 The fact that Eryximachus simply calls this theory ‘illogical’ and his
omission of the word ‘back-stretched’ that characterizes the kind of har-
mony constituted by a dynamic equilibrium suggests that Eryximachus
does not have the medical knowledge he claims.

.D. Aristophanes

As befits a comic poet, Aristophanes presents his encomium in the form
of a humorous myth. Humans, he says, were originally ‘whole people’,
with two heads and two sets of limbs, who, when they moved quickly,
went rolling around like giant beach-balls with appendages (e–a).

24 Cf. Konstan and Young-Bruehl (), ; Nehamas andWoodruff (),  n. .
25 Rowe (b),  n..
26 AlcmaeonDKB. Konstan andYoung-Bruehl (),  note Eryximachus’ debt

to Heraclitus. On ancient medicine see Vlastos (), esp. –, citing Alcmaeon,
and Tracy (), –, esp. –, and : ‘Health . . . is . . . a dynamic equilibrium
maintained through the active interplay of opposing forces’ (). I argue elsewhere
that, according to Plato, psychological health also depends on equilibrium of opposites:
Belfiore ( and ).
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After Zeus cut them in two, as punishment for their attack on the gods,
each half longed for and sought after its other half (a). Eros, then, is
desire and pursuit of the whole (e–a). If we succeed, with the help
of Eros, in becoming reunited with our other halves, we will return to
our former condition as whole people and so become blessed and happy
(d).

The greatest good that Eros gives us, according to Aristophanes, is a
return to our original nature as whole people (c–d). In fact, Hephais-
tos offers literally to fuse lovers together in order to make them whole
(d–e). Unfortunately, this story recalls Homer’s myth of Aphrodite
and Ares, who were chained together in bed by Hephaistos as a shame-
ful punishment for adultery, while the other gods stood around laughing
(Od. .–). Indeed, the comic poet fails to explain how a return
to our former whole state will benefit us, anymore than being chained
together helped Aphrodite and Ares. The whole people were licentious,
incontinent, thought big thoughts and attacked the gods (b–d). Aris-
tophanes identifies them with or compares them to Homer’s Ephialtes
and Otus (b)27 and the Giants of myth (c).28 The half-people are
too weak to have these defects, but Aristophanes does not rule out the
possibility that the Eros who returns them to their ancient whole nature
would alsomake them licentious and arrogant again.29 Aristophanes says
that humans must be pious if they are going to return to their ancient
whole nature (d), but he does not explain how, if they do become
whole again, they will be different from the original whole people, who
were notably impious. Indeed, if satisfied erôs could make people more
vicious, it is hard to see how it could be a true healer of human nature or
lead to happiness.

The poetic sources to which Aristophanes alludes, then, could also be
used to support the view, contrary to his own, that being whole is a bad
thing. Socrates later takes him up on this very point, when his Diotima
argues that erôs is not of the half or the whole, unless these are good
(e). In failing to ask questions about his sources and the issues they
raise Aristophanes shows that he has little understanding of the erôs, that,
according to Socrates, is one of his main subjects (e).

27 Dover (), on b cites Il. .ff. and Od. .–.
28 Sources include Pindar, Nem. .–; Eur. Her. –, Ion – cited by

Gantz (), vol. , –.
29 Cf. Ludwig (), , who makes a good point, although he expresses greater

certainty than the text warrants: ‘If eros . . . aims at reconstituting the natural man in
each of us, then the fulfillment of eros would entail becoming lawless once more’.
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.E. Agathon

According to the tragic poet Agathon, Eros ismost happy,most beautiful,
and best (a, cf. c), the youngest of the gods (a, c). He is himself
the embodiment of the good things he gives to humans. As is suitable
for a poet, Agathon’s views about erôs depend, more than those of any
other speaker, on the poetic and literary tradition. His speech is full of
quotations and allusions to poetry and prose writers, and the end of his
speech employs an extraordinary variety of metrical forms.30 Agathon
quotes and echoes Homer;31 he substitutes ‘Eros’ for ‘necessity’ in a line
from Sophocles,32 quotes the rhetorician Alcidamas,33 Euripides,34 and
a poetic source unknown to us.35 Agathon’s statement that Eros lives
among flowers (kat’ anthê diaita: a) recalls a common theme in
literature, and, of course, the title of Agathon’s own play, The Flower.36
Agathon uses other terms that are common in poetry when he speaks of
Eros as ‘enchanting’ (thelgôn: e) gods and humans, and says that Eros
is ‘the father of charms, yearning, longing’ (kharitôn, himerou, pothou
patêr: d).37 Moreover, Eros is himself a poet, who inspires other poets
(d–e).

Nevertheless,Agathon’s use of his sources casts doubt on the authority
of the poets to whomhe appeals and on the beneficence of Eros.Whenhe
cites Hesiod and Parmenides he expresses reservations about their sto-
ries, saying: ‘If they spoke the truth’ (c). Agathon implicitly claims to

30 Dover (), .
31 Bury (), ad loc., notes that b ‘like always draws near to like’ (�μ�ι�ν (μ�.1ω

�ε� πελ64ει) is derived fromOd. ., and that the couplet at c recallsOd. .[-]
= .[-].

32 ‘Not even Ares withstands Eros’ (hΕρωτι “� δ’ hΑρης �ν�.σταται”: c–d). Bury
(), Brandwood (), and Vicaire and Laborderie (), ad loc., cite Soph.Thyes-
tes, frag.  Nauck (=  Radt).

33 ‘ “The laws, kings of the city,” are just’ (“�9 π�λεως Hασιλ#ς ν�μ�ι” δ.καια εFναι:
c). Aristotle, Rhet. .a– attributes a similar phrase to Alcidamas: cited by
Bury (), Hug (), Brandwood (), ad loc.

34 Eros is said to make everyone a poet ‘even if he is previously unmusical’ (κiν
�μ�υσ�ς +n τ5 πρ.ν: e): Eur. Stheneboea, frag.  Nauck, Kannicht, cited by Bury
(), and Brandwood (), ad loc.

35 ‘Governance of gods and humans’ (κυHερν*ν �ε0ν τε κα� �ν�ρ:πων: b) is
possibly from a tragedy of Agathon (Bury () and Brandwood (), ad loc.) or
Aeschylus (Renehan (), –).

36 Eros and flowers: Calame (), –. On Agathon’s play, Anthei, see Lévêque
(), –.

37 Examples are given by Calame (). See subject index s.v. thelgein, pothos, hime-
ros, kharis.
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be Homer’s equal whenhe speaks at length about the delicacy (hapalotês)
of Eros, and argues that a poet like Homer is needed to demonstrate this
delicacy (c–e). In quoting Homer’s lines (Il. .–) about the del-
icacy of Atê (Delusion), however, Agathon conveniently suppresses the
first and last parts of Homer’s passage (Il. .– and ), according to
which Atê harms humans.38

Delusion is the elder daughter of Zeus, the accursed
who deludes all; her feet are delicate and they step not
on the firm earth, but she walks the air above men’s heads
and leads them astray. She has entangled others before me.39

(Il. .–)

Homer’s lines could in fact be used to support the view that delicate
things like erôs can be harmful. Moreover, Agathon contradicts himself.
His god is apparently capable of the emotion most opposite to himself,
for Eros hates old age, which he flees (b), and, even though Agathon
says that Eros brings peace and friendship (c, c), he also states
that there is always war between Eros and ugliness (a). These ideas
about old age and ugliness are also contrary to both the Greek poetic
tradition and everyday experience, for old people as well as young fall
in love, and one person’s beloved may be considered ugly by others.40
Diotima’s statement that a person can love someonewith a beautiful soul,
even if the beloved has only a small amount of bloom (literally, ‘flower’,
anthos: b) will later correct Agathon’s view that Eros and ugliness are
opposed, perhapswith a punon the title of his play,TheFlower.Moreover,
contrary to Agathon’s claims about erôs (b), poetry is full of instances
in which erôs uses force, commits injustice, and is served unwillingly.41
Immediately after Agathon’s speech, Socrates reminds his audience of the
deceits practiced by lovers and of the disasters erôs can cause when he
quotes Hippolytus’ famous line in Euripides’ play: ‘My tongue swore but
not my heart’ (Hipp. , quoted at a).

38 Omissions are noted by Corrigan and Glazov-Corrigan (), –; Dorter
(), ; Rosen (), .

39 Translation Lattimore ().
40 Old age: Plato, Parm. a referring to Ibycus frag.  Page; traits considered ugly:

Rep. . d–a.
41 Dover (), on b, cites Sappho  Lobel-Page, and Theognis – on

Eros and compulsion. See also Ibycus . (force). Examples of the association of erôs
with hybris are given by Fisher (), esp. –; Lattimore (),  and n. , –
;MacDowell (), . Inadequacies in Agathon’s arguments about the virtues of Eros
are noted by Robin (), lxviii–lxix.
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Agathon’s speech, then, demonstrates that neither he nor the tradition
within which he claims expertise is able to give a satisfactory account of
the benefits of erôs.

. Summary: The First Five Speakers

The first five speakers are all represented as experts on the topic of
erôs.42 Socrates notes that thewhole occupation of the comic poet Aristo-
phanes is concerned with Dionysus and Aphrodite (e). As for the
other speakers, Pausanias and Phaedrus both claim knowledge about
the role of erôs in political virtue (e–a, a–b); the doctor Eryx-
imachus holds that medicine is an erotic science (c–d); the trage-
dian Agathon contends that the god Eros is a poet (e), and Pausa-
nias and Agathon are themselves lovers (b–c). All of their claims to
expertise, however, turn out to be false, for each man is characterized
by amathia, lack of understanding, in that each thinks he knows about
Eros when in fact he does not. One way in which Plato indicates this
is by means of each speaker’s use of literary quotations and allusions.
Their use of these sources suggests that, far from being reliable sources
of knowledge, the words of the poets can be cited in support of oppo-
site points of view. The speakers, however, do not appear to be aware of
this problem, and they do not see the need to question or examine the
ideas the poets express. Instead, according to Socrates, they give enco-
mia by attributing the greatest and finest things to their subject, without
regard for the truth (d–e). Socrates, in contrast, holds that the foun-
dation of an encomium should be the truth (d, a–b). It is now
his turn to praise Eros. His speech, unlike those of his predecessors, is a
radical challenge to traditional reliance on the poets as sources of knowl-
edge.

. Socrates’ Encomium

Socrates uses the paradoxical figure of Diotima—a childless woman who
praises childbirth and male homoerotic love—to challenge the views of

42 Bacon (),  writes that ‘each man sees love in terms of his own profession’;
Reeve (),  views each speaker as a representative of conventional wisdom. Sheffield
(), –, n. , argues convincingly that each of the first five speakers can be
associated with one of the Muses.
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the first five speakers and the poetic tradition to which they appeal. She
first discusses the nature of Eros (e, c), and then turns to his deeds
(c).

Diotima disagrees with the other speakers about the nature of Eros.
They claim that he is a god, that he possesses beauty and virtue, and that
he gives good things, including the virtues, to humans.43 According to
Diotima, however, Eros is not a god but a daimon (d–a), a being
who lacks good things (c). He is not evil and ugly, nor is he beautiful
and good (e, b). Instead, Eros occupies a position betweenmortal
and immortal (d), and between wisdom and lack of understanding
(e). He is a philosopher and lover rather than a beautiful beloved
(b–c).

Although Diotima’s Eros is unlike any divinity in the poetic tradition,
he does strongly resemble one human being. As has often been noted,
the Socrates portrayed by Alcibiades and others in Plato’s Symposium
has much in common with Eros in the speech attributed to Diotima.44
Both are daimonion,45 lack beauty,46 are unshod,47 live outside and in
doorways.48 Socrates and Eros both contrive plots so as to associate with
the beautiful.49 Both are courageous50 and resourceful,51 and both are
characterized as magicians and spellbinders.52 Diotima’s Eros, with his
absurd birth story, is a figure from comedy (b–d),53 while Socrates’
physical appearance is comic (b, d), and his words arouse laughter

43 god: Phaedrus: a; Pausanias: d; Eryximachus: b; Aristophanes: c,
c–d; Agathon: a; possesses beauty: Agathon: a, c; Pausanias: a; pos-
sesses virtue: Agathon: b–b: gives good things to humans: Phaedrus: a–b; Pau-
sanias: b–c; Eryximachus: d; Aristophanes: c–d; Agathon: c–e.

44 Socrates as Eros: Bacon (), ; Bury (), xlii, lx–lxii; Clay (), , and
(), – with n. , citing Maximus of Tyre, Philosophoumena . b (Hobein),
and Ficino,Commentaire sur le Banquet de Platon, ed. Marcel (Paris ), ; Osborne
(), –; Robin (), ci–cix.

45 Eros: d; Socrates: c.
46 Eros: c; Socrates: b, d.
47 Eros: d; Socrates: a, b.
48 Eros: d; Socrates: c–d, a.
49 Eros: d (πλ$κων μν8αν6ς); Socrates: c (διεμη8αν�σω).
50 Eros: d, b; Socrates: d, d–c.
51 Eros: d (π�ριμ�ς); Socrates: a (ε π�ρως).
52 Eros: d (γ�ης κα� 	αρμακε%ς); Socrates: a (	αρμ6ττειν), c–d.
53 Dover (), on b remarks that Penia, the mother of Eros in Diotima’s story,

was personified in Aristophanes’ Plutus, produced in , shortly before Plato wrote the
Symposium.
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(e–a).54 In addition, Socrates is like Eros in loving beauty,55 and
both Socrates and the erastês of Diotima’s speech have disdain for lesser
objects.56 Moreover, just as Eros desires what he lacks (a–b, cf. b),
and erôs causes people to desire the good things they lack (a), so
Socrates causes Alcibiades to desire to remedy his deficiencies (e–
a).

Above all, both Eros and Socrates are philosophers. Eros is a philoso-
pher because he is betweenwisdom and lack of understanding (amathia),
and because he recognizes his own deficiencies (d–b). Socrates is
also a philosopher (a–b) who desires wisdom because he recognizes
that he lacks it. These characteristics explain Socrates’ claims to exper-
tise in this dialogue. He does indeed claim to know about nothing except
eroticmatters (d, d) andDiotima, whose views Socrates reports, is
said to be a wise womanwho taught Socrates about eroticmatters (d).
However, unlike the first five speakers, Socrates is not represented as lack-
ing understanding, for he recognizes that he is ignorant and knows noth-
ing (agnoei: d, cf. e, a). That is, his claim to know about erotic
matters is, among other things, a disclaimer of knowledge.57

Alcibiades’ speech shows that Socrates resembles Eros in still another
way. Just as Diotima’s Eros is unlike any figure in the poetic tradition,
so Alcibiades’ Socrates is unlike anyone else. Socrates, Alcibiades says, is
so unique and outlandish (atopos: a, d) as to be unlike any other
model, ancient or modern (c–d). Socrates cannot be compared to
Achilles, Nestor or Antenor (c), and he is much more invulnerable
in every way than Ajax is to iron (e). Alcibiades’ Socrates is also
superior to everyone else in his skill at playing an aulos of a very different
kind from the instrument that was banished at the beginning of the
Symposium, and that returns when Alcibiades arrives.58 The young man
compares Socrates to the satyr Marsyas, but hastens to add that the

54 Clay (), – notes that throughout the dialogues Socrates resembles a
character from Attic comedy in being a figure of lower class status, who often provokes
laughter. Philosophers are said to be objects of ridicule to the many in Tht. b and
Gorg. a (cf. Rep. d, Gorg. a). Patterson  provides an excellent discussion
of Socrates and the comic in Symposium.

55 Eros: b; Socrates: d, d.
56 Erastes: b–c; Socrates: d, c.
57 On this issue see Detel (); Gould (), –; Nightingale (), –;

Osborne (), –; Roochnik ( and , –); Rowe (), on d–e.
58 Corrigan and Glazov-Corrigan (),  note that the voice of an aulos-girl is

heard at c. Cf. Reeve (), second paragraph from end.
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philosopher is a ‘much more marvelous’ aulos player (b),59 for the
enchantment that Marsyas produced by means of musical instruments
is produced by Socrates with ‘bare words’ (psilois logois: c), that is,
words withoutmusical accompaniment.60With his own, unaccompanied
words Socrates affects Alcibiades much more strongly than Pericles and
other good public speakers (e). Like the other symposiasts, Alcibiades
quotes poetry in giving his encomium. The Socrates in his story quotes
Homer at a and Alcibiades does the same in his own voice at c.61
At b, Alcibiades adapts a line fromAristophanes’Clouds (), that is,
significantly, a description of Socrates himself.62 The philosopher, then,
does resembleAchilles andAjax in one respect: he has been immortalized
in poetry. Alcibiades’ quotation shows that Socrates does not follow
poetic tradition, but makes his own.

After Diotima discusses the nature of Eros, who turns out to resemble
Socrates in many respects, she next speaks about his deeds, that is,
his usefulness to humans (c–d). She compares his benefits to those
provided by initiation into the Lesser and the Greater Mysteries.63 It is
much easier to be initiated into the erotic matters that correspond to the
Lesser Mysteries: even Socrates might achieve this, says Diotima (e–
a). At this stage, people are inspired by love in the generic sense of a
desire for good things (d), as well as by love for other people, but they
have no true understanding of philosophy.Accordingly, in this part of her
speech, Diotima emphasizes love of honor (philotimia: c) and desire
for glory (d–e), and she praises poets and lawgivers.64 In this part
of her speech, Diotima, like the first five speakers, makes use of poetic

59 In myth, the satyr Marsyas was hubristic in challenging Apollo at the aulos, a crime
for which he was flayed (Solon frag. . West, Herodotus ., Euthd. c–d). There
is a suggestion that Socrates rivals the gods at d, and the idea of opening the silenus
statue recalls the flaying of Marsyas (North [], –). Gagarin (),  connects
Socrates’ hybris with that of Marsyas.

60 Bury (), ad loc, cites Laws d in interpreting ψιλ��ς λ�γ�ις to mean ‘ “in
prose”, devoid of metrical form as well as of musical accompaniment’. However, England
(), ad loc, argues that the words at Laws d mean ‘without music (or tune)’ rather
than without meter, and this meaning fits the Symposium passage well.

61 Bury (), ad loc, notes that a (‘gold from bronze’) is from Il. .– and
that the line of verse at c is from Od. ..

62 ‘Swaggering and casting his eyes about’ (Hρεν�υ�μεν�ς κα� τp	�αλμa παραH6λ-
λων: Symp. b), ‘You swagger . . . and cast your eyes about’ (Hρεν�%ει τ’ "ν τα�σιν (δ��ς
κα� τp	�αλμa παραH6λλεις: Clouds ).

63 On allusions to the Mysteries see Brisson (), –, Riedweg (), –,
Rowe (), on e–a.

64 See Ferrari (), –; Sheffield (), esp. –, .
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and mythological quotations and allusions. She includes the poems of
Homer andHesiod among the spiritual children of people who have been
initiated into the Lesser Mysteries (d). Moreover, Diotima refers to
the mythological figures Alcestis, Achilles, and Patroclus, who were also
mentioned by previous speakers (d), and she echoes Archilochus in
calling intercourse of a man and a woman ‘the divine thing’ (c).65
She alludes to poetic sources unknown to us in referring to ‘the most
great and deceitful erôs’ (doleros erôs: d), in quoting a hexameter at
c, and a pentameter at e.66 Socrates’ Diotima, however, differs in
two ways from the other speakers in her use of poetic sources. First,
she does not quote selectively, leaving out passages that might support
opposing points of view. Some might question her interpretations, for
example, the extent to which Alcestis and Achilles are represented as
motivated to die for those they love by the desire for immortal fame
(d). Whatever the motivations of these characters, it is undeniable
that they do in fact achieve glory in Euripides’ Alcestis (e.g. – and
–) and Homer’s Iliad. Second, Diotima never suggests that the
poets are authorities on Eros. She begins by teaching Socrates about the
birds and the beasts, that have, she claims, the same natural desire for
immortality that humans have (a–d). Nature, she implies, has more
to teach us than poetry.

According to Diotima, moreover, love of honor generates poetry only
at a stage preparatory to philosophy.The second half of her speech about
the benefits given by Eros is concerned with initiation into the Greater
Mysteries of love (a–a). Long preparation by means of the Lesser
Mysteries that are for the sake of the Greater (a) and an arduous
climb up the ladder of Eros are required before the lover arrives at a
stage characterized by ‘unlimited philosophy’ (d) and finally sees ‘a
beauty marvelous in its nature’ (e). Diotima characterizes this beauty
in purely negative terms, as being unlike anything else. It neither comes
to be nor passes away, nor is it beautiful in one respect, ugly in another.
It does not appear like a face or hands, or anything that participates in
body,nor is it any particular discourse or kind of knowledge.Thenegative

65 �ε��ν τ5 πρ*γμα. Dover (), ad loc. notes that Archilochus, frag. a. refers
to τ5 �ε��ν 8ρ#μα. Henderson (), – argues that this phrase refers tomarriage
rather than intercourse, an interpretation that would make good sense for the Symp.
passage.

66 ‘Deceitful erôs’: Bury (), ad loc. compares Sappho .– Lobel-Page: ‘Α	ρ�διτα
. . . δ�λ�πλ�κε; Sier (),  notes that the meter was probably iambic tetrameter.
Hexameter and pentameter: Hug (), on c.
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particles ou, oude, or oute occur fifteen times within the space of eight
lines (a). Diotima goes on to tell Socrates that true beauty will not
seem to him to be like gold or clothes or the beautiful boys and youths
at whose sight he now experiences intense emotion (d), that it is not
‘full of human flesh and colors and much other mortal nonsense’ (e),
and that the person who associates with it will not give birth to images of
virtue, because he is not touching an image (a).These negatives make
it clear that the lover who is initiated into the Greater Mysteries has an
experience unlike any in the poetic tradition. To further emphasize this
point, Diotima avoids any quotation from or explicit mention of poetry
in this part of her speech. Thus, just as Eros and Socrates are themselves
unlike any figure in the poetic tradition, so the philosophical lover strives
to achieve a vision unlike any other.

Although Diotima does not quote poetry in the second half of her
speech, her characterization of beauty in negative terms recalls the lan-
guage and thought of Parmenides, a philosopher who wrote in verse and
for whom the author of the dialogue Parmenides had great respect.67This
philosophical use of an earlier source is particularly revealing because
two other speakers in the dialogue mention Parmenides. Phaedrus
quotes a line in support of the view that Eros is oldest of the gods (a–
b), and Agathon (c) says that ancient stories told about the gods by
Parmenides and Hesiod took place under the rule of Necessity rather
than that of Eros.68 R.G. Bury notes that if the passages discussed by
Phaedrus and Agathon were a part of Parmenides’ poem they must have
belonged to the section of the poem called ‘The Way of Opinion’. In this
section of his poem, Parmenides discusses ‘the opinions of mortals, in
which there is no true trustworthiness’.69 If this is the case, Phaedrus and
Agathon take lines out of context to support views that Parmenides him-
self says lack truth. Diotima, in contrast, presents the views as her own,
leaving it to the audience to notice literary parallels without citing them
as authorities.

67 Sier (), , calls attention to Plato’s use of negatives in this passages, quoting
Parmenides Frag.  B DK. Solmsen’s () argument that this passage is indebted to
Parmenides was anticipated by many German scholars: see Palmer (), , n. , who
also cites numerous later studies.

68 Phaedrus’ quotation at b =  B DK. Agathon’s allusion at c does not
correspond to anything in our text of Parmenides, although commentators note that
Necessity plays a role in  B.–: see Dover () and Rowe (), ad loc.

69 Bury (), , . I quote DK  B.; cf. B.–.
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. Socrates and the Gorgon

In the Symposium, then, Plato represents the poetic tradition about love
as being inadequate. The first five speakers’ use of quotations and allu-
sions suggests that thosewho rely on the poets without questioning them
are lacking in understanding. Socrates, on the other hand, is represented
throughout the dialogue as directly challenging the poetic tradition. He
famouslywins a victory over the poets at the end of the Symposium, when
he forcesAgathonandAristophanes to agree that the same person knows
how to make both comedy and tragedy, and then puts both poets to bed
(c–d).

I conclude with one example of another way in which Socrates wins a
victory over the poets—this time, by means of his own manipulation of
poetic allusions.70

When he describes his reactions to Agathon’s encomium, Socrates
alludes to Homer:

And I, thinking that I myself would not be able to say anything anywhere
near as fine, almost ran away out of shame, and would have done so, if I’d
had anywhere to go. For the speech remindedmeofGorgias, so that I really
had the experience recounted by Homer. I was afraid that Agathon would
end by sending against my speech the head of Gorgias, who is terribly
clever at speaking, and turn me to stony speechlessness.71 (b–c)

The reference to Homer in this passage (c) indicates that Socrates
is alluding to the Gorgon’s head Odysseus fears encountering in the
Underworld:

. . . green fear took hold of me
with the thought that proud Persephone might send up against me
some gorgonish head of a terrible monster up out of Hades’.
So, going back on board my ship, I told my companions
also to go aboard, and to cast off the stern cables.72 (Od. .–)

70 In addition to those already noted, Socrates uses quotations at b, c, d,
listed by Brandwood (), .

71 "πε� �γωγε "ν�υμ�%μεν�ς �τι α τ5ς � 8 �B�ς τ’ �σ�μαι � δ’ "γγ<ς τ�%των � δ/ν
καλ5ν ε�πε�ν, =π’ α�σ8%νης Kλ.γ�υ �π�δρ)ς 1p8�μην, εY π+η εF8�ν. κα� γ6ρ με Γ�ργ.�υ
( λ�γ�ς �νεμ.μν+ησκεν, Tστε �τε8ν0ς τ� τ�� QRμ�ρ�υ "πεπ�ν�η' "	�H�%μην μ� μ�ι
τελευτ0ν ( ’Αγ6�ων Γ�ργ.�υ κε	αλ!ν δειν�� λ$γειν "ν τ10 λ�γ1ω "π� τ5ν "μ5ν λ�γ�ν
π$μψας α τ�ν με λ.��ν τ+# �	ων.2α π�ι�σειν.

72 Trans: Lattimore ().
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The image of the Gorgias’/Gorgon’s head, which occurs exactly in the
middle of the dialogue,73 has a wider resonance, however. For one thing,
it recalls the common sympotic motif of the Gorgon’s head on the inside
of drinking cups. As Françoise Frontisi-Ducroux points out, the Gorgon,
the aulos-playing satyr, and Dionysus are often presented frontally on
the inside of drinking cups, staring at the drinker, and presenting him
with representations of both the divine and the bestial aspects of his
own nature under the influence of wine.74 Socrates’ punning allusion
to the Gorgon’s head would also remind his audience of the story of
Perseus and Medusa. In Pindar’s Pythian , Perseus kills the Gorgon
Medusa in order to use her head to turn his enemy to stone. Pindar’s
story also has sympotic and musical associations, for Athena invents
the aulos as an imitation of the cries of the Gorgon Euryalos, sister
of Medusa.75 Socrates’ image of the Gorgias/Gorgon head brings with
it all of these associations—Homeric, Pindaric, musical, and sympotic.
At this symposium, the philosopher does not play the role of Homer’s
Odysseus, who leavesHades in fear, but that of Perseus, who appropriates
the powers of the Gorgon’s head for his own use. After hearing Agathon’s
poetic and Gorgianic eloquence, Socrates ‘almost’ runs away (b–c).
But of course he does not do so, and, far from being turned to stony
speechlessness (c), he proceeds to speak at great length. Indeed,
according to Alcibiades, Socrates resembles an aulos-playing satyr, who,
far from being turned to stone by others’ eloquence, immobilizes people
and leads them to examine their own lives (b–a).

The Gorgias/Gorgon head in the middle of the dialogue, then, is
an integral part of the sympotic imagery in the rest of the dialogue,
and it also functions, like the images in drinking cups, as an invitation
to Socrates’ audience to search for the truth about themselves that is
reflected within Socrates’ speech. Finally, it demonstrates how truth
cannot be found by merely citing poetic authority, for the poets must
always be subject to philosophical interrogation.76 Like Perseus killing

73 Symp.  is  Stephanus pages from the beginning of a dialogue  pages long.
74 Frontisi-Ducroux (), esp. , : ‘Ultimately it is his own face that the

drinker encounters while looking into the cup he brings to his lips . . . . [T]he frontal
representation of the vases suggests a visual exploration of the frontiers of the human
condition’ (quotation: ).

75 Sympotic associations: Belfiore (), –.
76 Halliwell (), –. Cf. Ford (), Chapter , who argues that Plato uses

quotations in Rep.  and  to ‘illustrate the unreliability of taking poets as founts of
wisdom or sources of technical knowledge’ ().
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the Gorgon, the philosopher must overcome any servile dependence on
the poets that his traditional education in poetry has given him, and learn
to use their words as Perseus and Athena use the Gorgon. I leave readers,
if they so desire, to follow up the implications of this metaphor.77

77 I am indebted to Amy Coplan, Pierre Destrée, Fritz-Gregor Herrmann, Sandra
Peterson, Marilyn Skinner, and to audiences at the University of Minnesota and the
Eleventh Annual Arizona Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy for helpful comments on
earlier drafts of this chapter.



chapter nine

TRAGEDY, WOMEN AND THE
FAMILY IN PLATO’S REPUBLIC

Penelope Murray

Preliminaries

In this chapter I shall argue that Plato’s attack on poetry, and particularly
on tragedy, in theRepublic is related to his exclusion of the feminine.This
manifests itself in a variety of different, but inter-related ways:

. His censorship of literature involves censorship of behaviour asso-
ciated with the female, especially lamentation. Lamentation is asso-
ciated with women, and with tragedy.

. Plato is suspicious of tragedy’s mode of presentation: there is a sense
in which he regards dramatic impersonation as dangerous in itself.
And I am going to suggest that his suspicion is not unconnected
with the fact that tragedy very often involves men impersonating
women.

. Tragedy (and probably not just in Plato) is associated with the
female (a) explicitly in various statements I shall look at; (b) implic-
itly through imagery.

. The abolition of the family is central to Plato’s conception of the
ideal society. Plato equates the family with strife, and family strife
is, of course, amajor focus ofGreek tragedy.The connexion between
tragedy, family conflict and the breakdown of society is underlined
by the theatrical imagery which Plato uses to structure his narrative
of the degeneration of the ideal state.

I should make it clear from the start that I am not suggesting that Plato
deliberately sets out to exclude the feminine, or even that he is especially
interested in issues of gender outside Book V; but if we read attentively
we shall see that he cannot escape from the cultural assumptions of the
society in which he lived.

In BookVof theRepublicPlatomakes the radical proposal that women in
his ideal state can be rulers alongsidemen.Theonly significant difference
betweenmen andwomen, hemaintains, is that the female bears children,
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whereas the male begets them (e). But it does not follow from this
biological difference that men and women are suited by nature to per-
form different functions in society. In fact there is no administrative job
in a community which is peculiar to woman as woman or to man asman.
‘Natural capacities are distributed similarly between the two sexes’, says
Socrates at d–e, ‘and women naturally take part in all occupations as
well as men, although in all the woman is weaker than the man’.1 The
point seems to be that, although women are in general the weaker sex,
there are many women who are better than many men at many things
(d). It would therefore be ridiculous to restrict all occupations out-
side the house to men only—it would simply be a waste of talent and
resources. Women who have the requisite natural capacities to become
rulers or guardians should receive exactly the same training, both intel-
lectual and physical, as theirmale counterparts, and should share equally
in the task of guarding and administering the state.

In effect BookVattempts to put forward a view of humannaturewhich
dispenses with the notion of gender: men and women are to be treated
in exactly the same way and to perform exactly the same functions.
Halliwell argues in his commentary on Book V that ‘the radicalism of
the idea of female guardians resides not so much in the specifics of a
way of life, as in the degree to which Plato’s case approaches a gender-
neutral interpretation of human nature . . . what is at issue is not a view
of women, but a philosophical conception of human beings as creatures
to whose lives biological gender can be made largely irrelevant’.2 I think
he is right; but at the same time I cannot help feeling that what is required
of the female guardians is that they should simply turn themselves into
men, since the paradigm of human nature that Plato is dealing with is a
masculine one. As Rousseau so elegantly put it: ‘Having dispensed with
the individual family in his system of government and not knowing any
longer what to do with women, [Plato] finds himself forced to turn them
into men.’3

In order that these guardians (and it is important to remember that
we are talking only about the lives of the guardians, both rulers and
auxiliaries, throughout this discussion) should fulfil their function as

1 Translations are my own, unless otherwise stated.
2 Halliwell (), . In addition to this commentary, works relating to Book V

which I have found particularly useful includeAnnas (), Bluestone (), andOkin
().

3 Émile, .–.
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well as possible they are to live a completely communal life. All private
property is to be abolished, together with the nuclear family (c–
d, cf. d, c–d). Women and children will be shared in common:
no parent will know its own child, and no child will know its parents.
The sex lives of the guardians will be rigidly supervised to ensure that
the right sort of children will be born: there will be special festivals
arranged at which selected couples will be allowed to mate, and the
offspring of these unions will be taken off to state nurseries where they
will be cared for by wet-nurses and nannies. The capacity of women to
be guardians is not dependent on the abolition of the nuclear family,
but the arrangements that Plato envisages, whereby babies will be taken
away from their natural mothers and cared for by others, will ensure that
female guardians will be free to perform their duties alongside men. ‘You
are making child-bearing an easy job for the women of the guardians’, as
Glaucon comments (d, cf. c–).

The abolition of the family is not suggested in order to free women for
other activities, but it will have that effect. Plato is interested in duties,
not in rights. The point of abolishing the family and private property
is to promote the cohesion of the group, to ensure the happiness of the
community as a whole. For Plato sees the family and private life as the
main threat to the unity of the state. As Socrates says at d–e, the
arrangements he has outlined will safeguard the city from the dissension
which arises when each person claims for himself anything he can get
hold of and takes it to his own private house, when he has a wife and
children of his own, and his own individual pleasures and pains. Instead,
the guardians will have a common cause, working towards the same end,
and in as far as possible have the same experience of pleasure and pain.
Since they will have no private property apart from their own bodies,
they will be free from the dissensions that arise from the possession of
property or children or family. Family ties are to be replaced by loyalty to
the state.

Plato’s proposals are radical by any standards, but particularly when
viewed against the background of the social practices of fourth-century
Athens. This is signified in Plato’s narrative by the reluctance which
Socrates displays in putting forward his proposals, and by the com-
ments of his interlocutors.4 You’re stirring up a hornet’s nest here, says
Socrates (b); people will think that what he is suggesting is utterly

4 b–b, b–c, b–d, b–c,d, a–b.
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ridiculous, but one must not be afraid of being laughed at. The emphasis
on the laughter that his proposals for the equality of the sexes is going
to incur5 has been seen by some commentators as a specific reference
to Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae, produced  or , and therefore sev-
eral years before Plato was working on the Republic, at least according to
the majority view which dates it to the period between c.  and .
But I think Halliwell is probably right that Socrates’ repeated references
to the fear of laughter show that Plato was aware of the general poten-
tial for comedy in the materials of his argument, not that he is alluding
to any particular play from the comic stage.6 It is significant, however,
that Socrates uses a theatrical image when he introduces the ‘ridiculous’
notion of the communism of women and children into his ideal state:
now that he has completed the male drama, the andreion drama, he says
at c– (with a pun on andreia which, of course, means both ‘manli-
ness’ and ‘courage’: he has completed his account of the preliminary edu-
cation of the male guardians and also discussed the quality of courage
which those guardians are to have), now that he has done that, it is time
to perform thewomen’s drama (gunaikeiondrama) next.This is generally
explained as a reference to two different varieties of the prose ‘mimes’,
associated with the Sicilian writer Sophron, which portrayed male and
female characters respectively, though of course both were performed by
men. But the use of the theatrical metaphor at this point is perhaps also
a reminder of the prominent part that women (or rather female charac-
ters) played inGreek drama as a whole. Plato’s gunaikeion dramawill also
foreground women and their role in society, albeit in a very different and
much more radical way. ‘We must swim on’, says Socrates at d, ‘and
try to escape out of the sea of argument in the hope of being rescued by
a dolphin or some other miracle.’ This image anticipates the motif of the
trio of waves that have to be surmounted (a), that is, ) the proposals
for female Guardians, ) the sharing of women and children in common
) philosopher-rulers.

But how can people be persuaded of the feasability and rightness of
these revolutionary proposals? Plato’s answer to this question seems to
reside in his amazing faith in the power of education to change society.
When the community of wives and children is first mentioned (e)

5 See a, a–e, and note the use of the word kômôidein at d.
6 Halliwell (), –. On the vexed question of the relationship between

Republic V and Aristophanes’ Ecclesiazusae see also Adam (), I. –; Ussher
(), xiv–xx and Tordoff ().
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Socrates stresses the paramount importance of education (paideia) in
promoting and maintaining social values: if the guardians are well edu-
cated (eu paideuomenoi), he says, they will accept his proposals for the
organisation of society, including what he says about the role of women,
marriage and the production of children. It is vital that they stick to
the established curriculum, since any change in the music and literature
(mousike) of a state has profound social consequences (c). The estab-
lished curriculum he mentions here seems to refer to the educational
programme for the Guardians discussed in some detail earlier on in the
Republic in Books II and III. Exactly the same programme of mousikê
and gumnastikê is now going to be extended to women too (d–a,
b–c) because the object of that education is to produce citizens of the
best possible kind (e–a, cf. a). But what connexion is there
between the educational programme outlined there (in Books II and III)
and the proposals for female guardians and the abolition of the family in
RepublicV? This is the question which I want to address in this paper. To
my knowledge it is not a question which has been seriously considered
before, although Adam () does note the problem in his comment on
eu paideuomenoi at e– (if the guardians are well educated they will
accept the proposals for the organisation of society including the aboli-
tion of the family and the community of wives and children):

Does this refer to the scheme of education already given, or is it a
promise of the philosopher’s training inBooksVI andVII? . . . the natural
interpretation of Plato’s words is that he means the former, at the same
time it is not easy to see how the musical education of Books II and III
would enable the guardians to grasp such a conception as the community
of wives and children.

The topic of how the guardians should be educated is first raised in
Book II at e. Greek education traditionlly consisted of mousikê, that
is all the arts over which the Muses presided—poetry, song, music and
dance—and gumnastikê (physical education). Socrates proposes to adopt
a similar system for his guardians (both rulers and auxiliaries at this
stage). He begins with literature, pointing out that, since the minds of
young children are highly impressionable, it is essential that they should
be told suitable stories from their earliest years. Ideas about the gods
and their mythology derive primarily from the poets, but most existing
poetry misrepresents the nature of the divine by suggesting, for example,
that the gods fight among themselves, that they deceive human beings
and are responsible for evil. It is significant that the first example Socrates
gives of an unsuitable story (a) is the succession myth in Hesiod’s
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Theogony (–), which tells of how Kronos castrated his father,
Ouranos (the sky), in order to separate him from Gaia. Kronos himself
swallowed his own children through fear of being usurped, but Zeus
escaped this fate and eventually deposed his father (Theog. –).
Potential guardians must not be told such tales lest they be encouraged
to act in the same way towards their own fathers. Nor must they hear
of ‘the many other manifold enmities of gods and heroes towards their
kith and kin’ (c). They must not be told, for example, of Hera being
tied up by her son, or of Hephaestus being thrown out of heaven by his
father for trying to defend his mother from a beating. Family strife is at
the centre of this highly influential set of stories of violence amongst the
gods.Thepoetry ofHomer,Hesiod and all the other poetswho perpetrate
such falsehoods will therefore have to be strictly censored, and replaced
by stories composed according to guidelines laid down by the founders
of the state.

A second objection to the traditional poetry of the Greeks, according
to Plato, is that it is morally harmful, encouraging cowardice and lack
of self-control (a–a). In a society which requires its guardians
to be courageous and self-controlled we cannot allow literature which
depicts heroes weeping and wailing, fearing death, or even bursting
into fits of uncontrollable laughter. Particular examples of inappropri-
ate behaviour to be censored include Achilles’ unrestrained displays of
grief at the death of Patroclus (a), his uncontrolled outbursts against
his supposed superior, Agamemnon (a), and his insolence towards
Apollo and the river-god Scamander (a–b). Although there may be
some pleasure (hêdonê, a) in hearing Agamemnon addressed as a
‘drunkard with the eyes of a dog and the heart of a deer’, such words
are hardly calculated to encourage self-control (sôphrosunê) amongst the
young. Achilles in particular is targeted as an unsuitable role model,
because he is traditionally the embodiment of heroic courage, andreia
or ‘manliness’.7 But however courageous he may be on the battle field,
his is not the sort of courage conducive to the harmonious society envis-
aged in Plato’s ideal state. Homer’s Achilles is the ultimate individualist,
putting his own sense of honour before all else; in fact he is the antithesis
of what the guardians should be, for the most important requirement of
them is that they should subordinate themselves to the good of the com-
munity as a whole. If they are going to fulfil their task of defending their

7 See Hobbs (), –.
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city, therefore, they will need a new heroic role model, exemplifying a
different kind of courage from that of Achilles. And indeed later on, in
Book IV (a–c), Socrates proposes a new definition of courage
as steadfastness of purpose, and the courageous man is described as one
who clings to the dictates of reason about what he should or should not
fear, in spite of pain and pleasure (b–c).

Part of Plato’s purpose in constructing his educational programme is to
replaceAchilles as a rolemodel for the youngwith that of the philosopher
as the highest human type, no doubt as exemplified by Socrates, at least
as he is portrayed in the Phaedo calmly awaiting his death. This image is
already prefigured in the Apology where Socrates refuses to beseech the
jury with tearful appeals in the normal fashion, producing children, rela-
tives and friends to arouse the maximum amount of sympathy (Ap.c).
Such behaviour, he says, would suggest that Athenian citizens are no bet-
ter thanwomen (b), and rather than pandering to this practice the jury
should make it clear that ‘anyone who stages these pathetic scenes (tou
ta eleina tauta dramata eisagontos) and so brings ridicule upon our city
is far more likely to be condemned than if he kept perfectly quiet’.8 The
theatrical imagery here is unmistakable, as is the association of women,
tears and dramatic performance. Again in the Phaedo lamentation and
the feminine are explicitly brought together in thememorable scenewith
Xanthippe, Socrates’ wife, who is there at the prison with their child: ‘as
soon as she saw us’, says Phaedo (a), ‘she shrieked and said the sort
of things that women usually say: “Oh Socrates, this is the last time that
your friends will talk to you and you to them!” Socrates looked at Crito,
“Crito”, he said, “let someone take her home”. Some of Crito’s people led
her away crying and lamenting’. This scene is recalled right at the end
of the dialogue (c–d) when Socrates begins drinking the hemlock
which is going to kill him, and his friends can contain their grief no
longer: ‘Apollodorus, who had never stopped crying even before, then
broke out into such a storm of weeping and grieving that hemade every-
one present break down, except Socrates himself, who said: “What a
way to behave, my friends! This was just why I sent the women away,
so that they wouldn’t make this sort of disturbance . . . Calm yourselves
and be strong”.’ As Nicole Loraux remarks, Socrates’ calm in the face
of death here is ‘manifest proof that he is the very embodiment of the

8 Trans. H. Tredennick (Penguin ). See Burnet () ad loc. who points out that
eisagô, besides its use for ‘bringing into court’, also has the technical sense of ‘bringing out’
or ‘producing’ a play.
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philosophical nature to which books  and  of the Republic attribute
the essential quality of andreia’.9 It is also significant that this andreia is
specifically defined in contrast to ‘womanish’ behaviour.

The association of lamentation with the feminine is grounded in the
reality of women’s traditional role as mourners in the funeral ritual.10
But Plato’s characterisation of typically female behaviour in the passages
discussed above also reflects standard Athenian ideology concerning the
emotional nature of women. Traces of that ideology are reflected in the
Republic too, despite the insistence on the equality of the sexes in BookV.
Thus, when discussing the censorship of literature in Book III, Socrates
declares that all the weepings and wailings of famous men will need
to be cut from the repertoire if young guardians are to learn that the
death of loved ones is no great misfortune, and that death itself holds no
terrors. ‘We would be right’, he says at a, ‘to remove the lamentations
of famous men and give them to women—but not to the serious ones
(oude tautais spoudaiais: perhaps those who are fit to be guardians)—
and to the inferior men, so that those whom we say we are educating
as guardians of the country will be ashamed to act like these’. They can’t
have Achilles lying on the ground, taking up the dark dust in both his
hands and pouring it over his head, with all theweeping and lamentation
the poet describes (b). Nor can they have Priam grovelling in dung
in his grief over Hector. Still less must the gods be shown grieving for
their children as Thetis weeps for Achilles and Zeus for Sarpedon. For if
young men listen to such things it will encourage them to break out into
dirges and laments at the slightest occurrence and show no endurance
in their own misfortunes (d). The same restrictions are to apply to
the musical modes which accompany dirges and lamentations: these
too must be removed, says Socrates (e), ‘for they are useless even to
women who are to be of good character, let alone to men’.11 As in the
discussion of literature at a the assumption is that lamentation is the
natural province of women, though a certain category of ‘better’ females
may be exempt from the norm.

In RepublicX the gravest charge against poetry is that it encourages its
listeners to indulge in uninhibited displays of grief, and once again such
behaviour is described as being characteristically female:

9 Loraux () .
10 See Alexiou (); Garland (); Easterling (); Foley () –; Loraux

(), –; Suter ().
11 Trans. Barker () .
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WhenwehearHomer or someother tragic poet imitating one of the heroes
in a state of grief, delivering a long speech of lamentation, or chanting
and beating his breast, you know that even the best of us enjoy it and
give ourselves up to it. We follow in genuine sympathy, and praise as an
excellent poet the one who most affects us in this way . . . But when the
sorrow is our own, you notice that we pride ourselves on just the opposite,
that is, on our ability to keep calm and be strong, because this is manly
behaviour, whereas that which we admired is womanish.12 (d–e)

Homer, tragedy, lamentation and ‘womanish’ behaviour are all to be
eliminated from the lives of the guardians, as from the city as awhole, and
their interconnection is made abundantly clear in this passage. Homer
dominates the discussion of mousikê in Books II and III in which there
are only four direct quotations from tragedy (all Aeschylean). But it is
noteworthy that the first mention of Achilles (b) is in a quotation
from a fragment of Aeschylus in which Thetis voices her bitterness
against Apollo for the death of her son. Her suffering and grief at his
untimely deathmirrors that of Achilles himself for Patroclus, andmother
and son share the same deeply pessimistic world view. Indeed for Plato
Achilles exemplifies the fundamentally mistaken view that human life is
worth taking seriously: in realitymortal existence is of no great concern13

and therefore cannot be tragic. For tragedy, whilst lamenting the brevity
of life and the cruelty of the gods, presupposes and affirms its value. The
tragic mentality, to which Plato is so opposed, is already present in the
Iliad, and Achilles himself is an essentially tragic figure.14 In Republic X
epic and tragedy are explicitly elided when Homer is described as ‘the
original master and leader’ of the tragic poets (c–), and the ‘first of
the tragic poets’ (a), as in the passage quoted above, where ‘Homeror
some other tragic poet’ puts on stage the grieving hero whose womanish
lamentation poses such a threat to the well-being of the citizens of Plato’s
ideal state.

12 �9 γ6ρ π�υ H$λτιστ�ι �μ0ν �κρ�:μεν�ι QRμ�ρ�υ ` �λλ�υ τιν5ς τ0ν τραγ1ωδ�-
π�ι0ν μιμ�υμ$ν�υ τιν) τ0ν �ρ:ων "ν π$ν�ει 7ντα κα� μακρ)ν C#σιν �π�τε.ν�ντα "ν
τ��ς Kδυρμ��ς ` κα� 2�δ�ντ6ς τε κα� κ�πτ�μ$ν�υς, �Fσ�’ �τι 8α.ρ�μ$ν τε κα� "νδ�ντες
�μ*ς α τ�<ς Dπ�με�α συμπ6σ8�ντες κα� σπ�υδ64�ντες "παιν��μεν ;ς �γα�5ν π�ιη-
τ�ν, Zς iν �μ*ς �τι μ6λιστα �Sτω δια�+# . . . VRταν δ/ ��κε��ν τινι �μ0ν κ#δ�ς γ$νηται,
"νν�ε�ς α& �τι "π� τ10 "ναντ.1ω καλλωπι4�με�α, iν δυν:με�α �συ8.αν �γειν κα� καρ-
τερε�ν, ;ς τ��τ� μ/ν �νδρ5ς 7ν, "κε�ν� δ/ γυναικ�ς, Z τ�τε "π+ην��μεν.

13 Rep. b–c, a–b. See further Hobbs (), –; Halliwell () and
().

14 On Achilles and tragedy see Michalakis ().
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Weeping and wailing are, of course, traditionally the province of
women, particularly in the context of mourning for the dead and lamen-
tation at funerals. In the Iliad it is predominantly the women (Andro-
mache, Hecuba, Helen, Briseis) who lament for the dead, but there is no
suggestion in Homer that tears are per se unmanly.15 Priam’s grief at Hec-
tor’s death is as unrestrained as that of the women, heroes express their
emotions openly, and there is nothing unheroic about weeping. Indeed
Achilles, the greatest hero of them all, is the one who weeps the most: in
the opening book of the poem he bursts into tears when Briseis is taken
away fromhim (. ff.) andweeps as he complains to his mother about
the slight to his honour; after the death of Patroclus, Books XVIII and
XIX are largely devoted to the depiction of Achilles’ grief, and once Hec-
tor is killed he gives himself up to mourning his friend (XXIII), and the
poem ends with the memorable reconciliation scene with Priam when
the two of them weep together in remembrance of their sorrows (XXIV.
ff.).This is a very differentmodel of heroicmanliness from that which
we find in the culture of fifth- and fourth-century Athens, for Plato is not
alone in regarding tears as unmanly.

The issue is complex,16 but broadly speaking we begin to see a change
already in the archaic period, reflected in the poetry of Archilochus.
Fr.  (West), for example, encourages a friend to be strong and endure
his grief over the death of friends who have drowned, and the poet says:
‘From now on act like a man, and put away these womanish tears’. Funer-
ary legislation at Athens, allegedly going back to Solon, was designed
to control public displays of mourning, and seems to have been par-
ticularly aimed at women. According to Plutarch (Life of Solon .),
Solon attempted to curb women’s disorderly and unbridled expressions
of grief by restraining breast-beating and lamentation, and prohibiting
them from lacerating their bodies. And he adds that even in his own
day those who are overcome by ‘unmanly and womanish expressions of
emotion in their mourning’ could be punished by the gunaikonomoi. In
tragedy women’s love of tears and lamentation is a commonplace. Indeed
Nicole Loraux has argued that one of tragedy’s main functions is to pro-
vide an arena for the ‘womanish’ expression of grief and pleasure in tears
which the state sought to restrict: theatre is full of lamenation because

15 See Monsacré ().
16 On the gendering of tears see Arnoud (), –; Loraux () and ();

Segal (), –; Van Wees ().
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lamentation is excluded from the city.17 Within the confines of the festi-
val occasion actors and audience (predominantly, if not exclusively male,
of course), were able to indulge in behaviour which would otherwise be
regarded as dangerous, even if the boundaries betweenmimêsis and real-
ity were not always clear-cut. The case of Phrynichus’ Capture of Mile-
tus which, according to Herodotus (VI.), so upset the audience that
the playwright was fined one thousand drachmas for reminding them of
their misfortunes and his play banned from ever being performed again,
showswhat a powerful effect the representation of grief on the stage could
have. As Gregory Nagy has put it:

‘From the standpoint of Athenian state theater . . . mimesis is not mere
representation: rather, it is archetypal reenactment. That is, the songs of
lamentation heard by the civic audience of Athenian state theater are taken
to be archetypal, not derivative, in relation to the real-life laments of real-
life people. Far from being an imitation of real-life genres the dramatised
lament of Athenian state theater is taken to be a model’.18

The threat posed by feminine lamentation,whether on stage or in real life,
has been variously analysed, some seeing it in predominantly political
terms, others emphasising its psychological effects,19 but in Plato the two
are inter-linked through the image of the soul as city. As far as he is
concerned the feminising emotions of pity and grief spell danger because
they interfere with the proper functioning of the psyche by undermining
the control of reason, which should at all times stand guard over the
‘mournful element’ in us (tou thrênôdous, b), banishing lamentation
with healing (d).

It is not difficult to see why Plato is so anxious to get rid of all poetry
which depicts famous men lamenting, nor is it accidental that he depicts
such behaviour as womanish. Excessive lamentation is associated not
only with women, but also with tragedy. And women and tragedy go
together.20 Quite apart from the fact that tragedy features a large number
of female heroines and female choruses, tragedy is specifically said to

17 Loraux (),  and () passim. For a recent treatment of the female lament in
tragedy, which usefully summarises earlier scholarship, see Dué (). A different view
is taken by Suter (b), who argues that male lament had always been an integral part
of tragedy from its origins in Dionysiac ritual and hero cult.

18 G. Nagy, Foreword to Loraux (), x.
19 See Foley (), –; Loraux (), – and () passim; Dué (), –

.
20 SeeHall (), –; Loraux (), , – and () passim;Murray ();

Zeitlin (), –.
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appeal to women, by Plato at least. In the Gorgias (d–) tragedy is
described as ‘a sort of oratory addressed to an audience of men, women
and children alike, slaves as well as free men’. In the Laws tragedy is
the favourite entertainment of educated women and young men at d
(where boys are said to prefer comedy, and old men epic recitations),
but at c tragic poets are said to ‘declaim to women and children and
the general public’. This quotation comes from the passage where the
question being considered is whether tragedians are to be admitted into
the Cretan city, and the Athenian stranger replies: ‘We [the law-givers]
are tragedians ourselves, and our tragedy is the finest and the best we
can create. At any rate, our entire state has been constructed so as to be
a representation of the finest and noblest life—the very thing which we
maintain is most genuinely a tragedy’. As for the sons of the malakôn
Mousôn (‘soft, effeminate, unrestrained Muses’), they will have to take
their songs to the authorities to be duly considered. This description of
tragedians as ‘sons of themalakônMousôn’ encapsulates the notion of the
femininity of tragedy, which seems to be so prominent in Plato’s work.
But the clearest indication of the ‘womanish’ nature of tragedy occurs in
the discussion ofmimêsis in Book III of the Republic, beginning at c.

The notion ofmimêsis at issue here is that of dramatic impersonation.
For Plato reciting poetry (and indeed simply listening to it) is potentially
dangerous because it requires the reciter, whether schoolboy, rhapsode,
poet or actor, to imitate or impersonate the character whose words he is
speaking. If I recite the words of Achilles I make myself like Achilles in
the process. Imitation in this sense of the word involves a deep emotional
identification on the part of the imitator: speaking in the voice of another
is in some sense to become that person, and to acquire that person’s
habits. So imitation has profound effects on character. It is extremely
important, therefore, that potential guardians should only act the part
of suitable characters—that is, menwho are courageous, self-disciplined,
just, generous and so on (c–). It is explicitly said that they should
not be allowed to imitate (i.e. play the part of) women. Since they are
men, says Socrates at e, we cannot allow our guardians

to imitate women, whether they are young or old, whether they are abusing
their husbands or pitting themselves against the gods and boasting of their
supposed good fortune, or mourning and lamenting in misfortune. We
certainly cannot permit the representation of women in sickness or love
or child-birth.21

21 γυνα�κα μιμε�σ�αι �νδρας 7ντας, ` ν$αν ` πρεσHυτ$ραν, ` �νδρ� λ�ιδ�ρ�υμ$νην
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The reference to a woman ‘pitting herself against the gods’ is perhaps
to Aeschylus’ Niobe, from which Socrates had quoted disapprovingly
earlier on (a–). But the particular examples of unsuitable female
behaviour in this passage point to the tragedies of Euripides. One thinks
of Aristophanes, Frogs – where Aeschylus contrasts himself
with Euripides, claiming that he never cluttered up his stagewith ‘harlots
like Phaedra or Sthenoboea. No-one can say I have ever put an erotic
female (erôsan gunaika) into any play of mine’. In his lost play Auge
Euripides apparently portrayed the heroine giving birth in a temple.
However, the general description of women ‘gripped by catastrophe, grief
and sorrow’ could apply equally to women in Homer as in tragedy, and
we should not assume that the discussion here is confined exclusively to
drama.The general point is that epic and tragedy providemany examples
of unsuitable female behaviour, to which young guardians should not be
exposed. But there is also the implication that the mere fact of imitating
a woman is dangerous. It is not just bad women they should not imitate:
they should not imitate any women at all. If that is the case, where does
that leave tragedy? Almost all Greek tragedies include female characters,
whowould, of course, have been played bymen; indeed gender-inversion
of this sort is an essential feature of Greek drama. Furthemore, the notion
of mimêsis in the sense that it is used in Book III (i.e. impersonation)
seems to be bound up from the start with questions of gender. The first
time it occurs is in Aristophanes’ Thesmophoriazusae where Euripides
and his relative, Mnesilochus, call on the tragic poet Agathon, and find
him dressed in drag, and in the very act of creation. When Mnesilochus
comments on his outlandish appearance, Agathon replies:

I change my clothing as I change my mentality. A man who is a poet
must adopt habits that match the plays he’s committed to composing. For
example, if one is writing plays about women, one’s body must participate
in their habits . . . If you’re writing about men, your body has what it takes
already; but when it’s a question of something we don’t possess, then it
must be captured by imitation (mimêsis).22 (Ar.Thesm. –)

Agathon is here presented as the archetypal effeminate tragedian, but
Aristophanes also brings out the femininity of tragedy through the

` πρ5ς �ε�<ς "ρ.4�υσ6ν τε κα� μεγαλαυ8�υμ$νην, ���μ$νην ε δα.μ�να εFναι, ` "ν συμ-
	�ρα�ς τε κα� π$ν�εσιν κα� �ρ�ν�ις "8�μ$νην' κ6μν�υσαν δ/ ` "ρ0σαν ` pδ.ν�υσαν,
π�λλ�� κα� δε�σ�μεν.

22 Trans. Sommerstein (). For discussion of the passage see further Muecke
(); Sommerstein () ad loc.; Zeitlin (), –.
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figure of Euripides, both in this play and elsewhere. In the Frogs the
contest between Aeschylus and Euripides is presented through a series
of oppositions, including that of the masculine war-like productions of
Aeschylus, versus the woman-centred plays of Euripides. I wonder if it
is significant that Plato’s quotations from tragedy in Republic II and III
are all from Aeschylus—admittedly there are only  of them, and  are
from the Niobe (a–, d, b–, e–). But it is as though
Plato ignores Aristophanes’ distinction between the good old-fashioned
masculine Aeschylus and the wicked, new-fangled womanising Euripi-
des and lumps all tragedy together. In so far as tragedy is feminised, Plato
makes no distinction between Aeschylus and Euripides.

This notion of the femininity of tragedy must surely have something
to do with the transvestism that is such a notable feature of the genre,
and which is so hilariously parodied in the scene with Agathon in
the Thesmophoriazusae. But parody though it is, what we have here
is essentially the same notion of mimêsis as that which Plato finds so
dangerous in Book III of the Republic. ‘We cannot allow our guardians
to imitate a woman’, as he says at e. This blanket ban on potential
guardians impersonating women certainly gets rid of a great deal of
Greek tragedy, and also has the effect of removing all female role models
from the education of potential guardians.23 This, I suggest, is one way
in which they can be prepared for the radical proposals of Book V
concerning the equality of the sexes.

The only model which it is appropriate for the decentman (themetrios
anêr) to imitate is a man of good character behaving with steadiness
and determination (c–d). The trouble is that such a man is not a
very attractive subject for poetry, as Plato himself recognises: ‘If a man
arrived in our city’, he says at a, ‘who could turn himself into anything
(pantodapon gignesthai) by his skill and imitate everything . . . we would
fall down before him as a sacred and wondrous pleasure-giver, but we
would say that there is no place for such a man in our city . . . But we
ourselves, for our own good, would employ the more austere and less
pleasing poet . . . who would imitate the expression of the good man’.
And again in Book X: ‘The prudent and calm character, always at one
with itself, is not easy to imitate, nor, when it is imitated, is it easy to
understand, especially at a festival when all kinds of people are crowded
together into the theatre’ (e). People naturally prefer characters who

23 On this point see Hobbs (), –.
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are emotional, varied and volatile, and it is poetry of that sort which
gives themost pleasure.This quality of poikilia (variegatedness or variety)
which Plato so despises both in literature and in life is on more than one
occasion specifically associated by Plato withwomen,24 and I think this is
another way in which we see poetry being feminised. In particular I am
thinking of the famous image at c where democracy is likened to a
patterned dress: ‘I dare say that a democracy is the most attractive of all
societies’, says Socrates. ‘The diversity of its characters, like the different
colours in a patterned dress, make it look very attractive. Indeed, most
peoplewould, for this reason, judge it the best formof society, likewomen
and children when they see (theômenoi) gaily coloured things’.The use of
the verb theaomai here surely reminds us of the theatre, and the pleasure
which tragedy in particular is said to give to women (and sometimes
children too). One of the primary meanings of the verb is, according
to LSJ () ‘to view as spectators, esp. in the theatre’. This passage also
raises another very large topic which I am not going to embark on now,
but which needs to be addressed, and that is the political dimension of
Plato’s hostility to tragedy.25 In Plato’s view variegation and variety are
characteristic of democracy asmuch as they are of tragedy, and it is hardly
surprising that tragedy is the form of poetry that is most persuasive and
delightful to the dêmos (Minos a–; whether theMinos is by Plato or
not, that is certainly a genuinely Platonic view).

Multicoloured variety is in fact a marked feature of traditional Greek
mythology with its tales of murder and mayhem amongst the gods,
irascible heroes and families in conflict. And such poikilia is the very
antithesis of the principles of harmony and unity on which Plato’s ideal
state will be based.26 Hence the traditional mythology of the poets is to be
replaced by myths composed on Platonic lines. We are given an example
of such a myth in the so-called ‘noble lie’ (c–d), an invented
foundation myth which is to be told to the whole community. One of
the professed aims of this story is to promote cohesion amongst the
groups of citizens who make up the polis. They are to be told, amongst
other things, that Earth is their mother, and that they are to regard their
fellow citizens as brothers, born of the same mother earth (e). God

24 See e.g. b–c. On the ethical significance of poikilia seemost recentlyMoss ()
, –.

25 On this see e.g. Hall (); Nightingale () –; Ober and Strauss ();
Salkever ().

26 See e.g. e,  e, d, e, a–d.
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will so arrange it that those fit to rule will have gold in their natures,
the auxiliaries will have silver, whereas farmers and other workmen
(dêmiourgoi) will be made of iron and brass. The most important task
of the guardians is to ensure that each individual is assigned his proper
role in society, regardless of the family into which he has been born.
Thus if a guardian produces a son of inferior metal, he must be thrown
out and join the lower classes; conversely a child of the lower orders
who is unexpectedly born with gold or silver in his composition must
be promoted to the ruling class.This is a myth for the whole community,
rather than just for the guardian class, but the attitudes which themyth is
designed to foster are in accordance with the values which the guardians
themselves are to espouse: loyalty to the group as a whole rather than
to the nuclear family. As Okin points out: ‘the noble lie, according to
which the citizens are to be told that they are one big family, can be
read as the complete expression of an ideal which can unfortunately
be met only in part . . . Plato would have undoubtedly extended the
communal ownership of property to all the classes of his ideal city, if he
had thought it possible’.27 That the sharing of wives and children in the
guardian class will foster the same values in society at large is explicitly
stated at e–a, where the family relationships of the ‘noble lie’
will be replicated not only amongst the guardians (each one will regard
anyone whom he meets as related to him, whether as brother or sister,
father or mother, son or daughter, grandparent or grandchild), but also,
by some unspecified means, amongst the citizens in general.28 And it
will not be simply a question of nomenclature, but also of behaviour,
so that, for example, all children will be expected to treat those whom
they call fathers with the appropriate care and respect. Plato’s myth is
carefully designed to produce the opposite effects from those of the
stories contained in Hesiod’sTheogony with which he begins his critique
of the poets at Rep. a.

Plato stresses again and again that the worst thing for a polis is that
it should be split and fragmented, the best that there should be unity
and cohesion amongst the citizens (e.g. b, a–b). The chief danger
to the state comes not from an external source, but from stasis, that is,
internal strife or civil war, a disease exemplified by Greek rising against
Greek and setting fire to the land which is their commonmother (c–
d). Stasis epitomises the threat that disunity poses in both the city and the

27 Okin () . Cf. Laws V, c–d where Plato makes this point explicitly.
28 On the difficulties of this issue see Halliwell () on b.
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individual soul,29 and, significantly, is associated with poetry at Rep. X,
c–d. In terms of the ideal state Plato insists that the most important
factor in promoting the harmony and unanimity on which it depends is
the arrangement for the sharing of women and children, i.e. the abolition
of the family amongst the guardian class (a–b, cf. b and a).
These guardians will no longer have private joys and sorrows, and they
will be free of all the conflicts and dissensions that arise when people
have money or children and relatives (d–e). It is significant, then,
that Plato uses precisely such a conflict to illustrate how the inhabitants
of the ideal state might degenerate. Having outlined the characteristics
of the timocratic youth at e–c,30 Plato goes on to describe how
a character of this sort might arise in the first place. His father will be
a good man, who, living in a badly run state, will shun public office and
the honour that comeswith it, preferring to avoid trouble. But hismother
will feel aggrieved about the family’s lack of status, and when she sees her
husband’s indifference tomoney, politics and law-suits, shewill complain
to the son that his father ‘isn’t a real man’ (anandros, e) and ‘harp on
with the usual complaints that women make in such circumstances’. The
servants, too, will join in, urging the boy that when he grows up he must
prosecute where his father has failed to do so, stand up for his rights
and be ‘more of a man than his father’ (e). The son, torn between
the differing values of mother and father, compromises and takes the
middle way, ‘resigning control of himself to the intermediate ambitious
and thumoeidic element, and becomes an arrogant and honour-loving
man’ (b).

Given the paramount importance of the principles of harmony and
unity for the welfare of Plato’s ideal state, it is hardly surprising that he
wants to get rid of traditional mythology and banish the poets. Greek
poetry from Homer onwards specialises in conflict. And it hardly needs
saying that families and familial strife are the very stuff of tragedy. As
Aristotle says in the Poetics (b) the most successful tragic plots (in
that they are best at arousing the emotions of pity and fear) are those in
which the sufferings involve those who are near and dear to each other,
for instance where brother kills brother, son father, mother son, or son
mother.This is why tragedies are about very few families. (a).31

29 See Halliwell () on e and Nussbaum () –.
30 On the timocratic state and man see further Hobbs (), –.
31 For a detailed demonstration of the truth of this statement see Belfiore ().
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The threat posed by traditional Greek poetry to the unanimity of the
state is conveyed not only by argument, but also through imagery, indeed
Plato’s arguments cannot be separated from the network of images, asso-
ciations and verbal echoes that characterise the texture of his work.32
It cannot be mere coincidence that when Socrates is asked about the
decline of the ideal state, he prefaces his account with a reference to the
poets. Change in any society begins, he says, when there is dissension
(stasis) within the ruling class, but how will such stasis arise amongst
the rulers and auxiliaries in our polis? ‘Shall we invoke the Muses, like
Homer, to tell us “how the quarrel (stasis) first began”? Let’s imagine
that they speak to us in tragic manner (eipein tragikôs)’ (d–e). This
playful invocation to the Muses of epic and tragedy at the beginning
of the tale of the city’s decline is, I suggest, more than mere play. For
in Plato’s view mousikê—poetry, literature, music—and society are inti-
mately connected. Throughout the Republic he associates political decay
with neglect of the proper ‘musical’ education which he himself has out-
lined.33That education is based on the removal of all poetrywhich depicts
conflict and strife. In the communal society of the guardians, wheremen
and women alike will be united by their devotion to the common cause
of the state, there will be no place for the heroic individuals of epic and
tragedy. Poetry must be cleansed of all its unsuitable role models so that
the guardians may lead a life of unshakeable fortitude and self-control—
not for them the grief of Achilles or the wailing of Andromache.Women,
it seems, are to be eliminated altogether from poetry deemed suitable for
the guardians. The abolition of the family goes hand in hand with the
expulsion of tragic poetry, whose very life blood is the depiction of famil-
ial strife.

I shall end by quoting some highly pertinent remarksmade by Bernard
Knox à propos this topic:

The myths of Attic tragedy are set from first to last in the framework of
the family, that close-knit unit—closer in ancient Greece than it is today—
which sets an indelible mark on our formative years and stays with us
backward and forward, a burden and support, until we die . . . Greek tragic
myth is a web of interlocking family histories. Within the families, as well
as in their relations with each other, the whole spectrum of the passions
family life can breed is displayed. And these passions, as is to be expected of
material shaped by oral tradition, are exemplary in their extreme intensity.

32 See Murray ().
33 See Adam () on d, and cf. b–c.
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Knox goes on to relate the following anecdote:
A French literary critic who had just returned from Communist China
once began a lecture with the sentence: “Les Chinois sont en train d’abolir
la famille. Ce sera la fin de la littérature”. (The Chinese are in the process
of abolishing the family: that will be the end of literature).34

Returning to Plato and the original question proposed in this paper:
what have Plato’s proposals for the musical and literary education of his
guardians to do with the abolition of the family and the appointment of
females to the highest office of the state? The answer, I suggest, is that
these themes are intimately connected.

34 Knox () .





chapter ten

MIMESIS AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
CHANGE IN REPUBLIC III

Gabriel Richardson Lear

According to a widespread interpretation, the conception of mimêsis
described by Socrates in Republic III differs from the one he describes
in Republic X. In the former book it is impersonation or dramatic enact-
ment, while in the latter it is appearance-making or representation.1 The
two conceptions appear to be suited to the differing philosophical con-
cerns of the discussions in which they appear. The conception of mime-
sis as assimilation of oneself to another suits Socrates’ investigation in
Book III into how the class of warrior-guardians should be educated.
For it is an assumption of that discussion that the young guardians will
learn by performing or reciting poetry themselves.The idea seems to be
that the young guardians will become brave and temperate warriors by
imitating—impersonating—such characters in dramatic performance.
When, in Book X, Socrates turns to the question of how poetry affects
the audience of someone else’s performance, it is more useful to conceive
of mimesis as the creation of an artifact that appears a certain way to
those who see or hear it. Still, the alleged mismatch between the con-
ceptions of mimesis in Republic III and X is awkward. What exactly is it
about poetry that Plato considers to be so dangerous, the fact that it can
involve impersonation or its status as an appearance? Worse, the differ-
ing conceptions ofmimesis appear to classify different things asmimetic.

1 See especially Halliwell (), ; Halliwell (), – but also Annas (),
–; Janaway (), chap. ; and Nehamas [] (),  for somewhat
different ways of describing the alleged contrast between the two conceptions of mimesis.
Although ‘representation’ is often treated as a modern formulation of Plato’s ‘appearance-
making’ the ideas are subtly, but importantly, different. ‘Representation,’ because it focus-
es on the way an artwork communicates, suggests that the original is not present but
is re-presented in a different form. ‘Appearances’, on the other hand, may or may not
be present along with the original or actual thing whose appearance it is. Of course,
insofar as poets and painters are merely appearance-makers, the object they make (the
appearance) is separate from the object whose appearance it is. But asNehamas has taught
us, even Plato is willing to say that the poet in a waymakes the original object insofar as
hemakes its appearance (e, Nehamas ([] , )). No one would say the same
of representation-making.
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Whereas in Book X all poetry and indeed all painting too is the product
of mimesis insofar as it is all merely an appearance rather than the real-
ity it depicts, in Book III mimesis is only one kind of poetic narration;
whatever is not a case of making one’s own body or voice like the body or
voice of someone else is not a case of mimetic narration. (Thus it seems
that no painting qualifies as mimetic in the Book III sense.)2

Contrary towhat is usually believed, I will argue that the coremeaning
of mimesis does not change between Republic III and X.3 In both places,
to engage in mimesis is a matter of appearance-making. This core con-
ception remains constant even though it is true that in Book III Plato
describes in detail only the sort of appearance-making that is achieved
through the poet-performer’s impersonation of his object whereas in
BookX he includes sorts of appearance-making that do not use the poet-
performer’s body and voice as a medium. Since I take it that this inter-
pretation of mimesis in Book X is not controversial, I will confine my
discussion to Book III.

My purpose is not so much to show that Plato is consistent, although
I consider that to be an interpretive advantage. Rather, my target is the
proper interpretation of Plato’s views in Book III of the nature of artis-
tic activity and of moral education. It is widely supposed that, accord-
ing to Plato, mimesis involves the psychological assimilation of the poet-
performer to the characters he imitates. On this view, which I shall call
the standard interpretation, the performer, as part of the activity of imi-
tation, imagines what it is like to be his character and attempts to inhabit
(in imagination) his character’s point of view.Homer and the tragic poets,

2 Thisworry is related to, but different from, aworry that has received a lot of attention
lately. At the beginning of Republic X Socrates congratulates himself on having banished
all mimetic poetry earlier (in Book III). But in fact in Book III he did not banish all poetry
involving mimesis. He banished only the sort that imitates everything indiscriminately;
poetry that limits its imitation to the portrayal of good men was retained. This debate
is not my concern here. I share the gathering consensus that by “as much poetry as is
mimetic”, Socrates means to refer not to all poetry which employs mimesis, but to all
poetrywhich is characterizedby unbridledmimesis of anything and everything. (Belfiore
(), Burnyeat (, ), Ferrari (, ), and Halliwell (, ) offer what I
believe is the correct interpretation of the phrase in question, but Moss (, ) and
Nehamas ([] ) offer different interpretations in a similar spirit.) Onemay accept
this solution and still maintain that Socrates has shifted the meaning of mimesis between
the two books.

3 Belfiore () has also argued that the meaning of mimesis is consistent between
the two books. However, we disagree about what that meaning is. Whereas she argues
that the root idea is making one thing like another in sound or shape, I will argue that
the root idea is making something that appears to be other than what it is.
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as Giovanni Ferrari puts it, “take on the perspective of a multiplicity of
characters” when they imitate them.4 This interpretation of mimesis has,
in turn, led scholars to view Plato’s theory of moral-poetic education as a
matter of practicing not only the gestures and tones of voice of anAchilles
or Odysseus, but also their emotions and, more broadly, their inner life.5
In other words, by reading mimesis in Book III as principally a matter of
self-assimilation (rather than appearance-making), scholars have tended
to see the target of Plato’s ethical assault on poetry in terms of imagining
and pretending to inhabit perspectives other than one’s own. As Stephen
Halliwell says, “understanding a character ‘from the inside’ . . . is pre-
cisely what Plato fears about the mimetic mode in Republic ”.6 More-
over, scholars also feel they need to defend poetry from Plato’s attack by
arguing that there is positive value in such imaginative activity.7 But all of
this is amistake. No doubt Plato would object to our habitually imagining
what it is like to be a variety of characters—hewould abhor our ownmod-
ern mode of engaging literature, a mode into which we’ve been trained
bymodern novels from Jane Austen to Proust—but his worry in Book III
and in the Republic as a whole is somewhat different. Plato believes that,
with sufficient repetition, the practice of mimesis will train us to take
some sort of non-rational pleasure in the outward manifestation—in
the appearance—of the character-type imitated. This can be a beneficial
development, provided that the mimesis practiced is consistently of one
sort of character and of a good sort of character. In this case, mimesis
will prepare the child’s non-rational predilections to allow for the blos-
soming of right reason.He worries, however, that exposure to what I will
call dramatic poetry, both as performers and as audience members, will
give us a taste for creating mere appearances.8 We will come to enjoy

4 Ferrari (), .
5 See Ferrari (); Halliwell (), chap. ; Murray ().
6 Halliwell (), . However, Halliwell (, –) argues contra Ferrari (,

) that in BookX the audience’s assimilation to theatrical characters stops short of “full-
scale psychological immersion”. Audiences sympathize with but do not in a strong sense
identify with the characters portrayed. This seems to me to be correct.

7 So, for example, Nussbaum (, chap. ) argues that reading and identifying with
characters in novels trains our moral perceptual capacity. Halliwell (, chap. ), in
arguing that Platonic and Romantic aesthetics are parallel in the role they give to the
imagination also gestures at a possible defense, without thereby endorsing it.

8 This is intended to cover both styles which Socrates rejects in Book III, the one
which is purely mimetic and the so-called “mixed” style, whose narration is not entirely
mimetic, but which nevertheless imitates a wide variety of characters (b–d). See
Janaway (), – on the interpretation of this passage.
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acting like Achilles one day and like Paris the next; first playing the fool
and then the philosopher. (This is the inconstant enthusiasm character-
istic of the democratic man of Book VIII.) Since no one can genuinely
be like Achilles, Paris, a fool, and a philosopher—being implies stabil-
ity and steadfastness, but these character-types conflict—a person who
develops a taste for acting this way will merely appear to be many things
without in fact being any one thing at all. The issue then isn’t essentially
about identification; it is about the multifariousness of mimesis. Indeed,
it is the multifariousness of mimesis that makes full identification with
any one character impossible. Emphasizing the fact that, in Book III,
mimetic narration is a sort of appearance-making makes it more evi-
dent that this is the target of Plato’s critique of Homer, the tragedians,
and all poets whose taste for mimesis is unfettered by a longing for the
real.

.Mimesis As Appearance-Making in Book III

Socrates broaches the topic of mimesis in Book III after his lengthy
discussion of the content of poetry suitable for educating the guardian
class. Now that they have covered poetic content, they should investigate
poetic style or diction (lexis), “for we’ll then have fully investigated both
what should be said and how it should be said,” (c).9 Lexis, then, is
a way or manner of using words to convey the content of a story. There
are, he says, three ways of using words to tell a story. One can use simple
narration (haplê diêgêsis), mimetic narration (literally, narration coming
about via mimesis, dia mimêseôs gignomenê diêgêsis), or a combination
of the two (d). Simple narration as Plato understands it occurs when
the narrative voice is and seems to be the voice of the poet. He cites
as an example the opening lines of the Iliad, immediately following the
invocation to the goddess. Homer askswhat god caused the fight between
Agamemnon and Achilles and answers:

Apollo the son of Zeus and Leto. Incensed at the king
he swept a fatal plague through the army—men were dying
and all because Agamemnon spurned Apollo’s priest.
Yes, Chryses approached the Achaeans’ fast ships
to win his daughter back, bringing a priceless ransom

9 Quotations from the Republic are based on C.D.C. Reeve’s revision of Grube’s
translation and on Reeve’s own translation. Sometimes I have preferred the formulation
of one, sometimes of the other.
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and bearing high in hand, wound on a golden staff,
the wreaths of the god, the distant deadly archer.
He begged the whole Achaean army, but most of all
the two supreme commanders, Atreus’ two sons . . . 10

According to Socrates, “the poet himself is speaking and is not trying to
make us think that the speaker is anyone other than himself ” (a).This
is what Plato means by simple diêgêsis.11 Now consider what happens in
the lines immediately following the ones I just quoted:

“Agamemnon, Menelaus—all Argives geared for war!
May the gods who hold the halls of Olympus give you
Priam’s city to plunder, then safe passage home.
Just set my daughter free, my dear one . . . here,
accept these gifts, this ransom. Honor the god
who strikes from worlds away—the son of Zeus, Apollo!”
And the ranks of the Achaeans cried out their assent:
“Respect the priest, accept the shining ransom!”

According to Socrates, the poet in this passage “speaks as if he were
Chryses, and tries as hard as he can to make us think that the speaker is
not Homer, but the priest himself, who is an old man” (a–b). Homer
could have told this bit of the story in his own voice, of course. Socrates
demonstrateswhat thismight sound like by giving a lightening quick and
rather dull synopsis of this segment of the poem in a voice that certainly
sounds like Socrates’ (d–a). (It isn’t only by lacking meter that his

10 Robert Fagles’ translation. Socrates actually quotes only the last two lines, a.
11 Notice that Plato assumes that narration either will occur through direct dialogue

or that it will be in the voice of the poet. He does not consider descriptive narration of
events by a persona quite other than that of the author.Think of the beginning of Rebecca:
“Last night I dreamt I went to Manderley again . . .” This is the voice of the second Mrs.
de Winter, not Daphne DuMaurier. But simple narration as Plato understands it occurs
when the narrative voice is and seems to be the voice of the poet.

There’s an interesting question what Plato thinks is happening when other people
recite the beginning of the Iliad. Are they imitating Homer? The Ion’s account of the
transmission of divine inspiration from poet to rhapsodemight be of some help here. Ion
does not so much imitate Homer (in the sense of creating the appearance that Homer is
speaking) as he becomes, like Homer, a vehicle of divine speech. He is a sort of second
Homer and neither of them is really the one speaking. I cannot pursue this thought here,
but it is worthmentioning that, if this is Plato’s view, it is not adequate to the facts of Greek
poetry. The narrative voice in Greek lyric is often quite distinctive, even when it narrates
in the simple style. Pindar and Hesiod are both quite present in their poems and they
don’t sound like each other. Thus, given that people can and did recite the poems of both
Pindar and Hesiod, recitation of their poetry must, at least sometimes, involve adopting
a narrative voice other than one’s own. In other words, although in Republic and Ion Plato
wants to treat the voice of the poet and performer as equivalent, this does not do justice
to the distinctiveness of the simple narrative voice in the poetry he knew.
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speech fails to be poetic!) His point here is to show that verbal style (lexis)
is independent of verbal content (muthos). Whereas in pure narration
the poet creates a speech that seems to be his own, in narration through
mimesis, the poet conveys the same information, but in a speech that
seems to be spoken by someone else (b).12

It is tempting, but potentially misleading, to say that Plato here con-
ceives of mimetic narrative as impersonation. ‘Impersonation’ refers
both to the agent’s transformation of himself and to the effect this self-
transformation has on his audience. Now the mimetic activity Socrates
describes here is that of the poet selecting his words so as to create a cer-
tain effect. So it is correct to say that mimesis in this case requires some
change in the poet or, at least, in what he does. But this is not the aspect of
mimesis which Socrates emphasizes here, in his general account of what
mimetic narration is.13 Rather, what he chooses to emphasize is what the
poet tries to make his audience think. In mimetic narration, Socrates
says, the poet “tries as hard as he can to make us think that the speaker is
not [the poet], but” someone else; in simple narration “the poet himself
is speaking and is not trying to make us think that the speaker is anyone
other than himself ”. That is to say, the basic distinction Socrates draws
between mimetic and simple narration is in the intention of the poet to
create an effect in the eye (or ear) of the beholder. He confirms this point
a bit later when he describes the mimetic poet as “hidden” (c), sug-
gesting that he is occluded from view. Mimetic images needn’t be unlike
the poet who creates them. It is perfectly possible—indeed, Plato will
require—that a poet-performer speak as if he is someone whose moral
character is like his own. (The only narration allowed in the ideal city is
the kind which imitates only good men and describes all other charac-
ters in plain narration, c–e; d.) But even in this case, the poet will
endeavor to create in the audience the phenomenal experience of one of
the characters in the story he’s telling and “hide” the appearing of himself,

12 Contra Murray (, ), ‘hôs Chrusês genomenos’ indicates what seems to the
audience to have happened, not what has happened.

13 By contrast, the transformation of the poet-performer in the act of creation is
the focus of his discussions of poetry in the Ion and Phaedrus. Notice that in those
dialogues, poets are transformed (i.e., possessed and driven out of their minds by the
Muse) regardless of whether they narrate mimetically or not. The habit of speaking
without knowing what one is talking about, the state of having one’s reason put to sleep
or otherwise put out of commission, is the psychological condition of the poet which
interests Plato, both in the Ion and in RepublicX. It is not at issue in Republic III, however,
in part because, as I shall argue, the psychological condition of the person in the act of
mimesis is not the focus of his discussion there.
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the person in the act of creating the story.14 The audience does not expe-
rience him as present at all. In fact, so far as the success of the mimesis is
concerned, it is neither here nor there whether the poet is present. What
is essential tomimesis is that the poet creates an appearance other than an
appearance of himself.15 True, he does this by changing his own behav-
ior, but the poet-performer’s manipulation of his own body and voice is
simply the means by which he creates his mimetic effect.

This is, of course, what we find out in Book X is the poet’s craft—he
makes appearances by means other than the standard route of appear-
ing (e). I do not mean to deny that in Book X, unlike in Book III,
Socrates emphasizes the peculiar ontological status of a mimetic appear-
ance. It is at a “third remove” from what is by nature (e; a; c);
itsmanufacture is completely divorced from any epistemological connec-
tion to reality (e–b; c–a; not only is the product of mime-
sis at a third remove from reality, but the imitator himself is at a third
remove from the truth, e, d).This analysis is farmore robustmeta-
physically and epistemologically than anything attempted in Book III,
even if it does leave many important questions unanswered about what it
means for something to be an appearance.16 Still, as we have seen, even in
Book III mimesis is grasped by contrast with making something truthful
or real. Thus it seems fair to regard the later discussion as an amplifica-
tion of the conception of mimesis already introduced earlier. Indeed, the
BookXdiscussion seems to presuppose (rather than to prove) thatmime-
sis is appearance-making. For example, Socrates argues that a personwho
paints a couch makes an appearance; and, for that reason, Glaucon says
that he should be called an imitator of a couch rather than amaker (e–
e). Nor does Socrates ever argue that poems are appearances; that is

14 Presumably we should offer a similar account of what happens when a poet tells a
story in which he himself is a figure speaking in direct speech. Plato would have been
aware of such a case in Odyssey  where there is a blind bard who sings a song about the
events at Troy and who bears an uncanny resemblance to Homer.

15 Compare the use of mimeisthai in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, a passage often
cited in discussions of the meaning ofmimêsis. Here, too, mimesis is not simply a matter
of acting like another, but crucially involves making an audience believe that the speaker
is someone other than the performer. (Contrast Nehamas [] , –.) When
the Delian maidens sing songs about the past, “they can imitate the tongues of all men
and their clattering speech: each would say that he himself were singing, so close to the
truth is their sweet song” (Homeric Hymn to Apollo, –).

16 For example, does an appearance need to be a sensible phenomenonor is it a broader
phenomenon including anything that in any way seems? Are appearances inevitably
deceptive or do cases of illusion simply provide clear cases of the distinction between
appearance and reality?
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taken for granted. How can he leave such an important premisewithout a
defense?17 In part, of course, it is simply obvious that poetic performances
are not the real thing by comparison with actual virtuous actions. But it
is also important that he has already established, in Book III, that inso-
far as poems are narrated mimetically, the poet aims to make his speech
appear to be the speech of someone other than himself.

It might be objected that the conception of mimesis must differ in
Books III andX because the former classifies only somepoems asmimet-
ic whereas the latter is intended to be a comprehensive account of all
poetry and, indeed, of painting as well. If everything Homer creates is
mimetic in the sense elucidated in Book X (viz., as appearance) but only
some parts of his poems are mimetic in the sense elucidated in Book III
(viz., as narrated in direct discourse), then the conceptions of mimesis
must differ. Related to this, Socrates allows for a non-mimetic sort of
narration in Book III, but what could be the equivalent non-mimetic use
of color in painting?18

These arguments assume that the discussion of mimetic narration in
Book III is intended to be a comprehensive account ofmimesis. However,
when Socrates says at c that “to make oneself like another in voice or
posture (schêma) is to imitate the person one makes oneself like,” he is
not defining mimesis; he is pointing out that this sort of activity is a case
of mimesis. (Indeed, it would be odd if Socrates did think he had given
a comprehensive account of mimesis in Book III since, at the beginning
of Book X, he professes still to be unclear what, in general, mimesis is
(c). The account of mimesis as appearance-making is intended to
supply that lack.)

In general, mimesis is a form that a givenmedium can take. In Book III
Socrates discussesmimesis as being, in the first instance, a formof speech
(notice, it is a kind of lexis). Poets are able—through their choice of
vocabulary, by the way they use pronouns—to create the effect of speech

17 Janaway (, –) worries about this and claims that the argument running
from d–b is intended to establish this point. However, the point of that argument
is to show that not even good poets, such as Homer, are guided by genuine knowledge.
That is to say, the point is to show, not that poems are at a third remove from reality,
but that poets are at a third remove from the truth. In brief, Socrates’ thought is that if
Homer really did have knowledge (and if, therefore, his poetry-making were guided by
knowledge) he would have followers who genuinely did good deeds rather than merely
seeming to. In otherwords, his argument dependson the idea thatHomeric performances
are only appearances by contrast with genuine human action, it does not prove it.

18 Annas (), ; –.
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belonging to someone else.19 But speech is not the only medium of
mimesis—even in Book III Socrates suggests that a person can create a
mimetic image not only with his voice, but also with his bodily posture
(kata schêma mimeisthai, c). And indeed he goes on to suggest that
weaving, embroidery, and architecture may also, in their grace or lack
thereof, imitate character (a, mimêmata). From the point of view
of Book III, there should be nothing surprising in Socrates’ suggestion
in Book X that colored paint may also be a medium of mimesis (in
paintings).20 For we have already seen in this book that it is possible to
fashion imitations in media other than the human body or voice. This is
an important point. If, in Book III, mimesis is essentially impersonation,
what can Socrates mean by saying, in this very discussion, that weaving
and embroidery are mimetic products? We have two choices. Either
we can say that, not only does the meaning of mimesis shift between
Books III and X, but that it shifts within Book III itself.21 Or we can say
that Plato thinks that it is fairly obvious that the meaning of mimesis,
as described with respect to narration, can be applied to other art forms
as well. The latter option seems to me to be preferable: () in Book III
Socrates does introduce mimetic narration as a form of appearance-
making; () this conception of mimesis can be extended to weaving and
embroidery and so, in taking this option, we avoid attributing to him an
entirely unexplained sense of mimesis in Book III; and () the instances
of mimesis described in Book III all fall under the general account of
mimesis as appearance-making offered in Book X.

There is an important corollary to this point: even though poetry that
makes use of simple narration is not mimetic in that sense, it may never-
theless bemimetic in some other sense. Plato thinks that there are aspects

19 Lexis refers to the poet’s composition of words, not their delivery. (Compare Aris-
totle’s use of lexis in the Poetics (chapters –) to refer to metaphor, borrowing foreign
words, etc.). Thus Plato is not talking about whatever vocal effects a rhapsode or actor
might add in performing those words. Contra Burnyeat (, –; cf. ) Chry-
ses’ speech in the Iliad will be an example of mimetic narration whether he reads it to his
daughter with a quavering voice or not.

20 Some people worry that there is no equivalent in painting to indirect (i.e. non-
mimetic) speech (e.g. Annas , ; –). However, there is a non-mimetic use
of color in painting: a line drawing has a color, but the color is not mimetic. It is true
that a painting is always mimetic in some respect of other. However, this does not mark
a difference between painting and poetry. As I will explain below, the only reason simple
narration can be poetic, in Plato’s view, is that it is mimetic in some other respect, e.g. its
meter. Nowhere in Book III does Socrates suggest that pure narrative poetry is composed
entirely without mimesis; it is non-mimetic only in respect of its narration.

21 Janaway’s solution (, ).
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of a poem other than its narrative form which are mimetic, in particular
its meter and musical accompaniment. There is, for example, a musical
mode that “imitates (mimêsaito) the vocal sounds and tones of a coura-
geous person engaged in battle or in other work that he is forced to do”
(a). Likewise, the dactylic meter—themeter of the Iliad—is “warlike,”
“heroic,” and “characteristic of an orderly and courageous life” (a–
b). Thus even if a story were told through simple narration, and thus
the personwho seems to speak is the one who speaks, it would neverthe-
less be mimetic if it were set to verse. Presumably in this case, although
the poet’s narration would not create an appearance at odds with reality,
the rhythm and mode of his song would. Socrates does not explain how
exactly rhythm creates an appearance, but perhaps he has in mind that
hearing the description of a battle in a martial rhythmmakes it seems as
if we are somehowwitnesses at the scene.22 Thus from the fact that there
are some poems that are not mimetic when it comes to narration, it sim-
ply does not follow that there is any poetry that is utterly non-mimetic.

The fact that meter is mimetic is especially telling because Socrates
appears to assume that meter is the hallmark of poetry. For example,
when he recasts part of the Iliad into simple narration, he says that he
will not speak in meter since he is not a poet (d).23 The implication
is that if he were to speak as a poet, he would speak metrically. Since,
as we learn later, meter is mimetic, Socrates would thereby be engaged
in mimesis even though narrating in the simple style. Thus we should
not interpret Socrates’ rejection of the dramatic mimetic kind of poetry,

22 See Ion c where Socrates says that it seems to both Ion and his audience that
they are witnesses of the events at Troy. Barker (, chap. ) argues that the likeness
between musical modes and the various harmoniai in the soul is much more literal than
we might have expected. Both souls and the strings of a lyre have parts which can be
proportioned in the same ratios. Barker’s work strikes me as being very important, but at
the moment I cannot see how a lyre attuned in a certain ratio manages also to create an
appearance of a soul “attuned” in the same way; and for the reasons I have already given,
appearance-making is central to the conception of mimesis on display in Republic III.

23 Cf.Phaedrus d–: “shouldwe question someone . . . who has written inmeter,
like a poet, or without meter, like an ordinary person (idiôtês)?”; Phaedo b where
Socrates says that he has “made poems” (epoiousa) of Aesop’s fables. Presumably what he
means is that he has set them to verse (as Grube translates). Aristotle, on the other hand,
devotes considerable effort to arguing thatmeter is independent of poetry but is instead a
medium (as is color) inwhichmimetic creationmay ormaynot occur (Poetics ). It would
be interesting to know how Platowould respond to Aristotle’s argument that Empedocles
is not a poet despite having written hexameters. At any rate, Aristotle’s insistence on this
point suggests that in his view it is one which has not yet been grasped—evidence that,
in his view, Plato was among the number of those who carelessly identify poetic speech
with metered speech.
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either in Book III or in Book X, as the rejection of mimesis.24 If Socrates
banned mimesis from the ideal city, he would have to ban poetry alto-
gether, and this is something he evidently does not do. (See a where
Socrates allows only “hymns to the gods and eulogies of good people,”
not to mention the fact that throughout the Republic it is assumed that
guardians receive a musical-poetic education, e.g. c, a, b–d,
e–b, a, a.)

In summary, then, Socrates does not offer a general account of mime-
sis in Book III. Instead, he describes one aspect of the poet’s mimetic
activity—mimesis in narrative lexis—and invites us to extend that notion
of mimesis to other aspects of poetic mimesis (viz. meter and mode)
and to other, non-poetic sorts of mimesis (viz. embroidery, weaving).
In the paradigm case, narration, mimesis is characterized by the poet’s
attempt to make his words seem to the audience to be spoken by some-
one else.That is to say, mimesis as introduced in Republic III is an activity
of appearance-making. As we will see, Socrates believes that this activity
alters the psyche of the poet-performer over time. But the vagaries of the
poet’s body and soul are not definitive of mimesis or its success. Indeed,
so far as the psyche goes, the psychological effect essential to mimesis is
an effect in the audience.

.Mimesis and Psychological Transformation

Narrating through mimesis is a matter of telling a story in such a way
as to create the appearance that the person speaking is one of the char-
acters in the story rather than the poet-performer. Central to Socrates’
concern in Book III is that the poet achieves this effect by “likening
himself ” to (homoioun heauton, c; cf. aphomoioun hautous, a)
and “making himself an image” of (apeikazein, d) the character he
portrays. In other words, the poet-performer himself is the medium of
the appearance he creates. Socrates worries that if the young guardians

24 This mistake would be easy to make since Socrates often says that the ideal city
will ban imitators, full stop (e.g. e). Why does he speak of imitation “full stop” when
referring to this unbridled, dramatic form of imitation? Presumably this is because he
believes that drama is the inevitable outcome of the urge to imitate if that urge is given free
reign and not controlled by the sort of laws he describes in Books II–III. Or, as Aristotle
would say, drama is the telos of mimesis (compare the similar view in Poetics ). So I agree
with Halliwell that all poetry is mimetic (,  n.), but unlike him I do not think
there are different senses ofmimesis in Book III, but believe rather that there are different
respects in which a poem may be mimetic.
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repeatedly engage in likenesses of shameful actions as part of mimetic
performance, then they “will develop a taste for the real thing from imi-
tating it. Or haven’t you noticed that imitations, if they are practiced
much past youth, get established in the habits and nature of body, tones
of voice, and mind?” (c–d).

Just what is involved in mimetic likening of oneself to another? I have
suggested that it involves altering only those aspects of oneself which
present an appearance to an audience. But according to many scholars,
Plato goes further: as Penelope Murray writes, “[in Book III] mimesis
involve[s] a deep identification on the part of the imitator with the object
of his imitation” and dramatic poet-performers, in Giovanni Ferrari’s
words, “take on the perspective of a multiplicity of characters.”25 In other
words, many readers assume that, according to Plato, when a person
imitates, he attempts not only to liken his outward appearance but also
his emotions, beliefs, and point of view on the world to that of the
character he portrays.26 This interpretation is natural (although certainly
not required) if one conceives of mimesis as impersonation. If the goal
of mimesis is to become like (rather than simply to seem like) the person
imitated, why limit one’s self-assimilation to the body?27

However, there is no direct evidence that, in Plato’s view, poet-per-
formers liken their souls or subjective experience to the object of their
mimesis.On the contrary, he says explicitly that it is the poet-performer’s
voice (phônê) and posture (schêma, c), words (logoi) and deeds (ergoi,
a) that are shaped in the pattern of the character imitated. He never
says that these outward actions are matched by a corresponding likening

25 Murray (), ; Ferrari (), .
26 We should limit “identification” to this sort of “deep identification”when discussing

the experience of poetry. If the claim that poetry invites identification with its characters
is to be of any interest, it mustmean somethingmore than that it invites us to understand
the values, beliefs, and feelings of the characters and, in that sense, know what the world
“looks like” to them, since understanding like this is necessary for any interpretation of
another person’s action and cannot be special to the experience of poetry. I would also
argue that the fact audiences and performers react emotionally to poetic characters is not
yet sufficient reason to say that they have identifiedwith them in any strong or interesting
sense. In general, we do not need to imagine being another person in order to pity him. I
feel sad when my baby cries and do so directly, without imagining what the world looks
like to him—a very difficult thing to imagine given that he is only a year old! But this
point requires more argument than I can give here.

27 Nehamas ([] ) who argues that the core meaning of mimesis in Book III is
“acting like” another, believes that Plato’s argument in this book depends on equivocating
between the two senses of this phrase: trying to seem like another and trying to be like
another.
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of the poet’s soul to the soul of the figure he imitates. This is important
because, for Plato, one of the dangers of mimesis is that outward appear-
ance does not necessarily correspond to inner reality.

Nevertheless, it may seem that there is important indirect support for
the interpretation of mimesis as subjective self-likening. Socrates says
that practicing the imitation of a type of character instills “the habits and
nature of body, tone of voice, andmind” characteristic of that type (d,
emphasis added). Where do these habits of mind come from? Accord-
ing to the now-standard interpretation, they develop the same way that
habits of body and voice do, through the practice of mimetic likenesses.
In this case, they are the likenesses of the character’s inner life. The idea
seems to be that the poet, the first imitator, imagines himself as being
the characters he imitates and thereby transmits this psychological con-
dition to the performers and audience, the later links in the poetic chain.
In otherwords, according to the standard interpretation, the poet’s imag-
inative identification with a character he portrays is the necessary first
step in the child’s habituation into that character-type. Thus, according
to Stephen Halliwell, “understanding a character ‘from the inside’ . . . is
precisely what Plato fears about the mimetic mode in Republic ”.28 The
psychological result of participating inmimesis seems to indicate that the
poet and performer achieve theirmimetic effect by imagining themselves
as the characters they represent.

I will return in the next section to the issue of how, according to Plato,
mimesis provides moral training. But first, we should be clear that if
he does believe that mimesis requires psychological assimilation on the
part of the poet-performer to the character he imitates, that view would
be unique to the Republic. To be sure, the idea that the poet undergoes
some kind of psychological transformation which he then passes on to
performer and audience is, without doubt, Platonic. We are told in the
Phaedrus and the Ion that poets and rhapsodes are possessed with a
divine madness that drives them out of their everyday minds (Phaedrus
a, Ion e–d); this possession makes them think they are really
witnessing the scenes they describe (Ionc) and so, if the scene is
terrifying they quake with fear and if it’s sad, they feel sad too (Ion c).
Then, like an iron ring magnetized by the Muses, they pass on their
divine enthusiasm to the audience. Notice, however, that Socrates does
not describe the psychological state of the poet and performer as one

28 Halliwell (), .
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of immersion in or identification with the characters’ points of view.
In fact, the context of the Ion suggests that the enthusiasm amounts to
adopting the perspective of awitness.29 As Socrates says explicitly at c:
“Doesn’t your soul, in its enthusiasm, believe that it is present at the
actions you describe, whether they’re in Ithaca or in Troy or wherever the
epic actually takes place?”.30 Recall, the guiding question of the dialogue is
the rhapsode’s epistemic condition. Clearly, the rhapsode is not in fact an
eyewitness of the events he describes. And as Socrates points out, when
Ion weeps and shouts he is in fact in the midst of an adoring crowd
(d). Nor does Ion have any general understanding of the subjects
Homeric characters discuss. If Ion has neither experience nor general
understanding, how is he able to speak so well about Homer’s thought?
Socrates’ solution is that the rhapsode (and before him, the poet) are
possessed by theMuses with the (divinely inspired) impression of seeing
it all firsthand along with suitable words to describe their experience.
And the audience, in turn, is made to feel that they too see the events
at Troy unfolding before their eyes. The psychological transformation,
then, seems to be into that of a spectator.

The point is that although Plato does describe the vicissitudes of
the poet’s mental states in other dialogues, he does not describe the
poet as coming to inhabit or identify with his characters. Thus the
Ion and Phaedrus do not support the standard interpretation of the
Republic. Furthermore, as we have seen, Socrates says nothing at all in
the Republic about how the poet feels when he speaks mimetically.31 The
difference between mimetic and plain narration is not in what the poet
imagines, but in the appearance he attempts to create for the audience.
He is attempting to appear as someone other than who he is. Keeping
in mind that mimesis is, in the first instance, a matter of creating an
appearance prevents our adopting an interpretation of Platonic mimesis
that is unduly focused on the subjective experience of the poet. Plato
does not use ‘mimesis’ to refer to a transformation of the poet’s (or
performer’s) subjective experience. In particular, he does not suggest that
a poet’s imitating, say, Achilles amounts to or involves adopting Achilles’
perspective in his (the poet’s) imagination. It may well be that poets
sometimes try to imagine what it’s like to be the character they portray.

29 Burnyeat (, –) makes a similar point.
30 Woodruff ’s translation in Cooper ().
31 By contrast, in Book X he does discuss at length the way the non-performing

audience of tragedy feels.
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Imaginatively inhabiting his point of view might be a useful technique
for writing his character. But there is no reason to think that this act
of imagination is essential to mimesis as Plato conceives it.32 The poet
is not so much interested in Achilles’ subjectivity as he is in the figure
Achilles cuts.33 Given that this is so, it makes much more sense to think
of the mimetic poet as concerned not with what is going on in Achilles’
mind, but what goes on in the audience’s mind when they see or hear
Achilles. For what he is trying to create is an appearance that will be taken
by its audience to be an appearance of Achilles. What he must imagine,
then, is what it is like to see or to hear such a person from a third person
perspective . . . the perspective of the audience.34

.Mimesis and Moral Education

I have shown that there is no positive evidence that, according to Plato,
mimesis requires the poet or performer to “take on the perspective” of
the character he portrays. Nevertheless, Socrates clearly believes that

32 Contra Ferrari (), –; –; Halliwell (), –, –; Murray:
“There [Book III] mimesis involved a deep identification on the part of the imitator with
the object of his imitation . . . ,” (, ; cf. , ).

33 Notice that I am not here accepting the view that Homeric characters have no inner
life. Even when the drama portrayed by a poet is internal and psychological, he may still
be interested in how this internal drama looks (or would look) to an observer (e.g. to a
close friend or, in modern times, to a therapist) rather than in recreating the first-person
experience of the character in question.

34 Halliwell thinks this is the view of Book X, though not of Book III (, ).
Interestingly, this is precisely the advice Aristotle gives to poets at Poetics : “When
constructing plots and working them out complete with linguistic expression, one should
so far as possible visualize what is happening. By envisaging things very vividly in
this way, as if one were actually present at the events themselves, one can find out
what is appropriate, and inconsistencies are least likely to be overlooked” (Heath 
translation). It is perhaps worth pointing out that imagining oneself as a witness to
pitiable and fearful events suffices to elicit pity and fear. So the fact that the audience
is emotionally engaged in drama and may even sympathize with the characters does not
imply that they imagine themselves to be the pitiable characters in question.

Ferrari claims that, according to Plato, the poet enacts and imaginatively becomes the
characters he represents in order to see the world from their point of view (pp. –).
In other words, Ferrari’s view of mimesis as enactment depends crucially on his view that
poets engage in mimesis as a route to knowledge. But Plato gives no evidence that this is
the poet’s motive or that anybody thought it was (although of course the audience tends
to think that they can acquire knowledge from poetry). Rather, the Platonic poet’smotive
seems to be to give the audience pleasure.This is clear in theGorgias d–d; the case
can be made that this is Plato’s view in the Republic as well, but that would take us too far
afield for this essay.
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it has a psychological effect: over time, it establishes “habits of mind”
(d). How does mimesis inculcate an ethical outlook unless it involves
practicing a point of view? In this section I want to propose an answer
that is both grounded in the text of the Republic and plausible in its own
right. The ready availability of this alternative will, I hope, confirm once
and for all the conclusion of the previous section: mimetic narration as
Plato understands it does not essentially involve the poet-performer in
an act of imaginatively adopting the perspective of his characters. The
method of acting which he has in mind is not method-acting.

Plato says very little in the Republic about how repeated mimesis has
an educative effect. He has Socrates mention in one sentence that it does
shape the child’s thought (dianoia, d) and has Adeimantus readily
agree, as if this is supposed to be something everyone already knows.
Perhaps because he has not yet introduced the complex psychology of
Book IV, Plato does not explain in any detail the psychological mecha-
nism by which this occurs. However, he does say that repeatedly imitat-
ing a certain type of character will lead children to enjoy (apolausôsin)
the reality being imitated (c). In other words, pleasure in appearing
to act and speak in a certain way will, over time, lead one to take pleasure
in really acting and speaking that way.

What I suggest is that this pattern of gratification (and displeasure)
in certain outward actions is the habit of mind which repeated mimesis
instills.The habit ofmind created by imitating Achilles is not (at least not
necessarily) the ethical outlookwhich the poet-performer imagines to be
Achilles’. Rather, the habit he acquires is the habit of enjoying acting in
a proud, insubordinate, and brutal way. To see the difference, it suffices
to notice that the performer may not think that Achilles himself enjoys
his violence. He may think, for example, that since his desecration of
Hector’s body is motivated by grief, a painful emotion, that Achilles
takes no pleasure in what he does. (The performer may well be wrong
about this, of course, and I suspect that in this case Plato would think he
would be.)35 Thus, if the mimesis of Achilles did require the performer
to temporarily adopt what he takes to be Achilles’ point of view, he (the
performer) would not try to mimic pleasant feelings. And yet, for all

35 It was a trope of archaic poetry to attribute to poetry the sweetness of honey and
the power to gratify our “hunger for tears”. But Homer, for example, in the scenes of
epic performance at Alcinous’ palace (Odyssey VIII) distinguishes the pain of a real
life participant in tragic events and the pleasure an audience feels in hearing about
those events in poetry and song. I thank Rana Saadi Liebert for this reference and for
illuminating discussion of these issues.
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that, the performer himself might enjoy acting like Achilles, might enjoy
(seeming to) take the fullest possible revenge against an enemy. Plato’s
thought, as I understand it, is that repeatedly playing Achilles will train
a child to take pleasure in Achilles-like behavior and will in this way
shape the child’s character.36 Not only will he develop habits of bodily
comportment but, worse, he will develop habits of desire.

It might seem incredible, and incredibly unfair to poetry, to suggest
thatmerely by repeating themotions of a performance a personwill come
to take pleasure in similar actions. Doesn’t it matter what attitude the
performer has to the character he portrays? Isn’t repetition, of mimesis
or anything else, just as likely to create aversion?37 In fact, Plato seems
to agree. Socrates suggests that the specifically mimetic aspect of poetry
depends for its transformative effect on the child-performer’s taking
his characters seriously. At least, he does not believe that all direct
dialogue of bad characters is harmful to the guardians. So long as a
bad character, such as Thersites, is clearly marked as ridiculous (and
hence contemptible), Socrates is willing to let the young guardians speak
in his voice (e).38 It is only when performers enact their characters
“in seriousness” that their souls are in danger (d, a). (This is an
important point: Socrates’ admission of comic mimesis into education
demonstrates that he does not think all mimesis involves or leads to
identificationwith its object. For if he did, comedywould be as dangerous
as tragedy.)39 It is not entirely clear what it means to take mimesis

36 In support of this interpretation, note the parallel in the Laws. There, Plato makes
it clearer than he does in the Republic that it is the pleasure people take in what they
imitate that facilitates the effect music and poetry have on character (d–b); a well-
educated person is one who has been trained to take pleasure in the right songs and,
consequently, the actions portrayed in those songs (b–d).

37 Being made to practice the piano in my childhood did not, alas, cause me to enjoy
playing the piano.

38 Ferrari reads this passage as evidence that laughter can interrupt the activity of
identification typical of mimesis (, ; so also Halliwell , ). I agree that
laughter inoculates children from the bad effects of mimesis, but clearly it does not
impede or interrupt the mimesis itself (since otherwise there would be no dramatic
portrayal of the comic character at all). Thus, if laughter does prevent identification, as
Ferrari suggests, that proves that identification is not constitutive of or necessary for
mimesis.

39 In fact, Socrates criticizes the ethical effect of comedy, too, in the Philebus a–
b. But there, the (baleful) effect of comedy depends on the fact that the audience does
not identify with the characters imitated. On the contrary, Socrates argues that comedy
teaches us to distance ourselves from and hold in contempt people we ought to regard
as “our own” neighbors and friends. This also supports my point: comedy is mimetic but
does not involve (in this case) the audience identifying with its characters.
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seriously, but presumably admiring the characters one portrays is one
way of doing so.40 This is why Socrates takes such pains to reform the
depiction of gods and heroes, for he believes that children will naturally
view them as role models (d). Since Achilles is glorious, he will seem
to children to be in the right when he ranks any sort of life, no matter
how servile, as better than death (c). Or, to take another example,
since Odysseus is a man of wide and heroic experience, he will seem to
speak wisely when he says that the best thing of all “is when the tables
are well laden with bread and meat, and the wine-bearer draws wine
from the mixing bowl, brings it, and pours it in the cups” (a–b). The
scenes of Odysseus meeting Achilles in the underworld or feasting with
Alcinous will need to be censored regardless of whether they are narrated
mimetically or not. But precisely because they are about heroes, their
mimetic portrayal is especially noxious. Not because mimesis inevitably
involves identification, but because mimesis of these characters affords
children the opportunity to practice and delight in seeming to be (a
distorted vision of) the sort of person they very much would like to
become.41

I have suggested a model of how repeated mimesis instills “habits of
mind” that does not rely on the idea thatmimesis involves trying to think
and feel like the characters one imitates. The child admires or otherwise
takes seriously the character he plays and so takes pleasure in making
himself appear like that admired figure. Over time, he develops habits of
desire and enjoyment in acting like that. Although the child may long
to act like his poetic heroes “in real life,” his action at this point can
only be less than the genuine article. For one thing, he is unlikely to find
himself in situations where genuine, adult heroic action is appropriate.
His youth limits him to merely “playing at” being a hero. But also, and
more important, even if the child desires to do the sorts of things heroes
do, he cannot (according to Plato) understand the reasons why such
actions are good, for reason has not yet developed. Thus the child, due
to his immaturity, can only act-like a hero; that is to say, he can only
create the appearance of heroic action. He must await the coming of
reason before he really acts as the hero does, that is to say, as does the

40 In the Protagoras, it is assumed that repetition of Homer’s mimesis inculcates virtue
because children admire his heroes (a).

41 I have here treated ‘serious imitation’ as equivalent to ‘admiring imitation’, but this
cannot be quite correct. It is hard to imagine that the tragic poet admires all the things he
imitates—including winds, dogs, birds (a)—even though, Socrates says, he is serious
in his imitation.
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virtuous person who is ruled by reason. Still, the non-rational habit of
mind developed by poetic mimesis is, according to Plato, a first step in
the development of virtue:

Anyone who has been properly trained will quickly notice if something
has been omitted from a thing or if that thing has not been well crafted or
well grown. And, since he feels distaste correctly, he will praise fine things,
be pleased by them, take them into his soul, and, through being nourished
by them, become fine and good. . . . And because he has been so trained,
he will welcome the reason when it comes and recognize it easily because
of its kinship with himself.42 (e–a, emphasis added)

Good poetic training gives one good taste which, in turn, leads one to
pursue pleasures that reinforce that training.This settled predilection for
the right things will harmonize with and support reason’s judgment that
what we happen to desire is, in fact, desirable.

But what if the mimetic training is not good? What if, in addition to
imitating admirable heroes, a child imitates, in all seriousness, cowards,
lowly craftsmen, and amultitude of other characters? (This poetry which
narrates a wide variety of characters mimetically is what Plato calls the
‘mixed style’ (d). Homeric epic and tragedy are examples.) Plato’s
description of the ill effects of the typical Greek education in Homeric
poetry might at first seem consistent with the interpretation of mimesis
which I have rejected. Socrates censors poetrywhich narrates anything in
all seriousness (a) on the grounds that it will make children “twofold
or manifold” (d) rather than citizens who do only one work, as
the laws of the ideal city require. Is not the point that the dramatic
style of poetry, by training children to practice the habits of mind of
many characters, turns them into people who really do see the world
as both shoemakers and ship’s captains, farmers and jurors, soldiers and
moneymakers do (e)? So, for example, since they have practiced the
habits of feeling and thought typical of a shoemaker, they want to make
shoes, are mindful of the appropriate moments for tanning hides and
building lasts, and are on the lookout for the latest fashions; and since
they have practiced the habits of feeling and thought typical of a ship’s
captain, they long for the open waters, discuss naval strategy with their
friends, and prepare themselves for battle.

42 "6ν τις Kρ�0ς τρα	+#, ε� δ/ μ�, τ� ναντ.�ν; κα� �τι α& τ0ν παραλειπ�μ$νων κα�
μ! καλ0ς δημι�υργη�$ντων ` μ! καλ0ς 	%ντων KU%τατ’ iν α�σ�6ν�ιτ� ( "κε� τρα	ε�ς
;ς �δει, κα� Kρ�0ς δ! δυσ8ερα.νων τ) μ/ν καλ) "παιν�� κα� 8α.ρ�ι κα� καταδε8�μεν�ς
ε�ς τ!ν ψυ8!ν τρ$	�ιτ’ iν �π’ α τ0ν κα� γ.γν�ιτ� καλ�ς τε κ�γα��ς, . . . "λ��ντ�ς δ/
τ�� λ�γ�υ �σπ64�ιτ’ iν α τ5ν γνωρ.4ων δι’��κει�τητα μ6λιστα ( �Sτω τρα	ε.ς.
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Two points of Plato’s characterization of the effect of bad poetic edu-
cation cast doubt on this interpretation, however. First, Socrates does not
fully explain what it means to be ‘twofold’ or ‘manifold’. Rather, he gives
examples, such as ‘a ship’s captain who also makes shoes’ and ‘a money
maker who also soldiers’ (e). But it is notable that the poet of the
bad, multifariously mimetic poetry is himself an example of the mani-
fold character which this poetry creates.43 Socrates says that this poet is
able to “become multifarious” and that for that reason “there is no man
like him in our city and it is not in accord with divine law for there to
be one” (a). Since the context suggests that this divine law is the law
that each person should do only one job, Socrates is suggesting here that
the poet of unbridled mimesis is himself themanifoldman. However, the
poet does not reallywant to live as both a shoemaker and a ship’s captain.
Indeed, he doesn’t even want to appear asmultiple; rather, he wants mul-
tiply to appear now as shoemaker, now as ship’s captain.This at least raises
the question whether the manifold man created by bad poetry is some-
one who genuinely has the habits of mind characteristic of a multitude
of people—assuming this possibility is even conceivable—or whether he
is rather, like the poet, someone who merely appears to be a multitude
of people and has a habit of mind that is something quite other than any
one of them.

Second, although Plato does not directly describe the inner life of the
manifold man, he does describe in more detail the condition of soul
brought on bymultifarious mimesis.The psychological effect of this style
of poet which he emphasizes is not a kaleidoscopic rotation through var-
ious points of view. It is, rather, intemperance, a determination to do
as one pleases; an inability or unwillingness to resist the pleasures that
conflict with the work one ought to do. Throughout the Republic Plato
associates the variety typical of Homeric epic and tragedy with unbri-
dled appetitiveness. For example, although citizens in the healthy “city of
pigs” sing hymns,44 dramatic poetry arrives on the scene only when the
citizenry is gripped by a fever for “couches, tables, and other furniture,
and relishes, of course, and incense, perfumes, prostitutes, pastries—
and the multifariousness (pantodapa) of each of them . . . painting and

43 Although I do not agree with Burnyeat about what precisely it is to be manifold in
the way that the poet is, I agree with him entirely that becoming like the manifold poet is
Plato’s fear for the young guardians (, –).

44 Judging by extant hymns, these hymns would include mimesis but (being limited
to the portrayal of gods and heroes and being properly censored in their content) would
not be in the dramatic style.
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embroidery (poikilian)” (a). Later, after banning the dramatic style of
poetry, Socrates compares a complex diet, rich in pastries to “polyhar-
monic songs and odes that make use of every sort of rhythm” and says
that with respect to musical education “complexity (poikilia) engendered
intemperance . . . whereas simplicity in musical training engenders tem-
perance in the soul” (d–e). In other words, the habit of mind incul-
cated by bad poetic education is a habit of wayward and excessive desire
for pleasure.

There is no obvious way that the standard interpretation, in terms of
imaginative or psychological assimilation, can account for Plato’s claim
that the psychic effect of mimesis is either temperance or intemperance.
On that interpretation, children must become intemperate by practicing
seeing the world in intemperate ways. But it seems at best a matter of
contingent fact that the various characters portrayed inmimetic dialogue
will be portrayed enjoying multifarious pleasures. And in any case, why
pick on the pleasures of these characters? Shouldn’t identification with
them school us equally in their (various and inconsistent) fears, angers,
and sorrows?On my account, however, the focus on pleasure is perfectly
understandable, for the idea is that acting like Achilles or any other
character we take seriously is, simply, fun; and that the person who
imitates a multitude of characters has fun acting in a variety of ways
which, taken as a whole, are inconsistent. It is plausible to think, with
Plato, that it is but a short step from the multiplicity of one’s habits of
pleasure to intemperate inconstancy with respect to the one work one
ought to do.

The inconstancy of the manifold person’s actions marks them as ap-
pearances in the following way. Although such a person seems to be a
cobbler when he makes shoes, his neglect the next day of the demands
of the shoemaking craft reveals that he is not, in fact a cobbler, a person
his fellow-citizens can rely upon to perform a socially necessary task and
who dedicates himself to filling this social role well. Or, to take another
example, if a person exercises and watches his diet, he may seem to us
to be an athlete; but if, next week, he eats lots of sweets and stays in
bed instead of practicing with the team, we will conclude that he is not
an athlete after all, but only seemed to be. Inconstant actions, therefore,
are akin to the poet-performer’s appearance-making. Plato’s thought is
that the dramatic style of narration, with its unbridled mimesis, trains
children to enjoy this sort of ersatz-action.

Now, the child who is exposed only to the mimesis of good characters
will also learn to take pleasure in appearances. But since the appearance
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of a good person is the only appearance-making he is allowed to enjoy,
this pleasurewill be consistentwith genuine action.Therewill be space in
his personality for the development of reason to situate the child’s love of
seeming-brave (for example) in a practical context aimed at and guided
by reality. What was in childhood merely playing can be transformed in
adulthood into genuine action. Better still, the aspect of the adult’s soul
that remains childlike, delighting in mere appearances, will be able to
enjoy the genuine action which reason recommends. Such an adult will
have been trained in childhood to enjoy seeming to do what reason says
must genuinely be done.That is to say, his poetic training will have made
him temperate.



chapter eleven

POETS AND MIMESIS IN THE REPUBLIC

Jera Marušič

. Introduction

The picture of poets as mimêtai dominates in the second discussion of
poetry in the Republic, yet it at the same time appears puzzling both
in itself and in relation to the discussion of mimêsis attributed to poets
in Book III: it is neither obvious in what sense, for example, Homer’s
poetry as a whole should be considered as mimêsis, nor, on the other
hand, how this characterisation of it can be reconciled with the account
in Book III, according to which Homer engages in mimêsis only when
he impersonates one character or another about whom he narrates. The
notion of the poets’ mimêsis in the two discussions, and the problems
arising from it, are the main subjects of this chapter.

In order to outline these problems, it may for the moment be suffi-
cient to define mimêsis as representation or imitation, i.e. doing some-
thing by imitating something else: later on, the notion of mimêsis will
be considered in more detail. Now, as becomes immediately obvious, in
different arguments in the Republic, even within Book III alone, it is not
one and the same activity, but various activities of poets that are charac-
terised asmimêsis. Here, as is often the case in the dialogues, the activity
of performing (reciting, singing, playing an instrument, dancing) is not
viewed as separate from that of composing, but instead as part of it. As
first suggested in Book III, in that a poet speaks ‘as if he were’ (a and
c), i.e. impersonates, one individual or another about whom he narrates,
a poet engages in a mimêsis of this individual, that is, he represents or
imitates, him: for example, Homer engages in amimêsis of Chryses soon
after the beginning of the Iliad, when he impersonates Chryses implor-
ing theAchaeans to release his daughter, whereas just before that, Homer
narrates as Homer, that is without engaging in mimêsis of Chryses or of
any other individual about whom he is narrating.

Theother activity of poets that is characterised asmimêsis in Book III is
musical composing. According to the account the interlocutors associate
with the musicologist Damon, musical composing and performing are
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viewed as mimêsis of various characters and modes of conduct (coura-
geous, cowardly, orderly, frantic; d–e, a, e–b).1 However,
this mimêsis can be easily be distinguished from the mimêsis ‘through
impersonation’ that has previously been attributed to poets. For while a
poet engages in the formermimêsis through discourse, i.e. the verbal ele-
ment of his activity (composing), he engages in the lattermimêsis through
using harmony and rhythm, the twomusical elements of his activity. For
the same reason, the account of ‘musical’ mimesis does not interfere with
the arguments about the poets’mimêsis in BookX, for there again it is the
poets’ verbal (and not musical) activity that is characterised as mimêsis.
Given that the poets’ ‘musical’ mimêsis does not raise an interpretative
problem of the kind addressed in this chapter, I shall leave it aside here.

By contrast, the characterisation of poets’ impersonating characters as
mimêsis does interfere with arguments in Book X. For in the first, ‘episte-
mological’ argument of Republic X (c–b), by and large all poetry,
viewed in its verbal aspect (i.e. as speaking or narrating), is characterised
as mimêsis, and Homer’s poetry features as its most prominent exam-
ple. Thus, for example, while according to Book III, Homer engages in
mimêsis only occasionally (i.e. whenever he narrates ‘through’ imperson-
ation), in the epistemological argument Homer’s entire activity of com-
posing is characterised asmimêsis, evidently regardless of whether or not
he composes through impersonation. Moreover, and importantly, while
the mimêsis attributed to Homer in Book III was treated as such neu-
trally, now the characterisation of the activity by Homer and other poets
asmimêsis is discrediting: for this characterisation, as we shall see, relies
on the premise that poets lack knowledge of thematters they speak about.
How, then, should thismimêsis by poets be understood, and how does it
differ from the mimêsis consisting in impersonation, given that the two
can occur, it seems, in the very same instance of a poet’s (verbal) compos-
ing, for example, in Homer’s narrating the story of the Iliad?The problem
is in fact well known and widely studied. In what follows, I shall first aim
to show in what way some prominent solutions to it are not satisfactory.
I shall then attempt a different solution to the argument’s problems.

1 Damon is mentioned at Rep. III, b and c and again at Rep. IV, c. In the
Laws, an analogous account of music as mimêsis is presented as generally known and
accepted (II, a, b-c); there, we also find a more precise account of harmony and
rhythm, which Republic III lacks (II, d, e–a). A technical definition of them
is given at Philebus c–d.
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. Solutions to the Question of the Poets’Mimêsis

Given that, according to Book III, we must consider only some of the
poets’ verbal composing (i.e. through impersonation) asmimêsis, where-
as following the epistemological argument in Book X, we must regard as
mimêsis their (verbal) composing as such, the conclusion that has com-
monly been drawn is that the term mimêsis in the two books is used
with different meanings, ‘narrower’ and ‘wider’. This ‘semantic’ assump-
tion concerning the term mimêsis in the two books underlies most of
the solutions on the subject proposed by scholars. In Republic III,mimê-
sis would denote ‘impersonation’ or ‘dramatic enactment’, whereas in the
context of Republic X, mimêsis would denote ‘artistic representation or
depiction’; this meaning, it seems, has been derived from the consider-
ation that mimêsis is described there as the making of images and that
both painters and poets are said to engage in it.2 Such ‘artistic presenta-
tion and depiction’ would in the case of poetry consist in creating ver-
bal images of objects, characters, their actions etc., through narration.
Following this interpretation, some scholars, for example Janaway and
Giuliano, have identified the mimetic character attributed to poetry in
Republic X with the ‘fictionality’ of the poets’ discourse; poetry would
be mimetic in that it creates its own world, as opposed to describing the
real world.3 In Halliwell’s view, moreover, the account in Republic X of
poetry as mimêsis is not new, but is present elsewhere in the dialogues
and draws upon an earlier tradition, which would already conceive of the
poets’ activity as a kind of ‘artistic representation or depiction’.4 Republic
X would thus ‘merely’ draw adverse conclusions from an already famil-
iar conception of poetry: most importantly, Republic X would show that
the (thus understood) mimetic nature of poetry renders it incapable of
providing knowledge or attaining the truth.5

There are in my view several problems that these interpretations raise.
First, we may object that in the very similar argument in the Sophist
(d–c), the sophists’ discourse is (on the assumption that sophists
lack knowledge about the matters of which they speak) characterised
as mimêsis and as a sort of ‘image making’ comparable with painting:

2 Extensive accounts of this claim may be found in Halliwell (), – and
Halliwell (), –.

3 See Janaway (), ; cf. – and Giuliano (), ; cf. –.
4 See Halliwell (), ; cf. Halliwell (), .
5 See Halliwell (),  and Halliwell (),  and .
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but surely ‘artistic representation’ or fictionality are not characteristic
of sophists’ discourse and thus cannot be the reason for attributing a
mimetic character to it. On the other hand, the ‘falsehood’ (pseudos Rep.
II a) attributed to the poets’ narrations in Republic II, which in my
view is to be interpreted indeed as ‘fictionality’ (or ‘inventedness’), is not
characterized, or associated with,mimêsis there at all.

Another important problem I see in the interpretation of the poets’
mimêsis as verbal depiction or representation is the following.This inter-
pretation seems to take the characterisation of poetry as mimêsis (what-
ever it may consist in) in Republic X as a neutral observation of some
(possibly even generally acknowledged) feature of poetry. Whereas, in
fact, this characterisation is offered there as a sort of (discrediting) dis-
covery that yet reveals the true nature of the poets’ works, which is,
by most people, namely those who highly value poets and their works,
not perceived: as Socrates suggests, ‘it is necessary to examine’ whether
the admirers of Homer and other poets ‘have been deceived by these
mimêtai’ and ‘looking at their works do not perceive that these are at
the third remove from what is true’—that is to say, that they are mimê-
mata—and that their works are not ‘true things, but appearances’ (Rep.
X e–a).6 The suggestion that poetsmust in fact bemimêtai ismade
only once it has been established that poets cannot have comprehen-
sive knowledge concerning the subjects they (individually) speak about,
since these subjects are too many and diverse, and therefore they cannot
speak well about these subjects: it is on the premise that the poets’ activ-
ity does not rely on knowledge that it is characterised as mimêsis and
is compared with making painted images instead of true things. Where
exactly this similarity lies is, of course, a complex question, which will
be addressed later on; but it is nonetheless clear, I believe, that the char-
acterisation of poetry as mimêsis and ‘image making’ in Republic X is
not at all presented as a generally known and accepted view, but rather
as a provocative original suggestion. Thus, the case is not that the con-
clusion that poets are not able to ‘obtain any real hold on the truth’ or
deliver ‘knowledge or wisdom’, is drawn from some generally accepted

6 According to the controversial ontological account presented, things such as plants,
animals,men’s artefacts are at the second remove fromwhat is true, while only forms—yet
oddly, not forms of beautiful, large, and such, but forms of artefacts—are completely true.
See Fine () for a perceptive analysis of this account.However, the tri-level ontological
picture does not seem to affect the discussion of poetry much, this being concerned only
with the distinction between things themselves andmimêmata of them.
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assumption that their ‘concern is with “appearances” and “simulacra” ’;7
quite on the contrary, from the (independently established) assumption
that poets cannot, and therefore do not, have knowledge about the vari-
ety of matters they speak about, it is concluded that their works must be
‘images’ and their activity mimêsis (although many people ‘do not per-
ceive’ this).

Against the interpretations of the poets’ mimêsis in Republic X pre-
sented above, I thus agree with Annas that it is far from clear what
this mimêsis consists in. Although Annas adheres to the common view
that there is a shift in the concept of mimêsis from impersonation to
‘imagemaking’, she (unlikeHalliwell) finds the characterisation of poetry
as image making not only new (as opposed to traditional), but also
unfounded and unconvincing.8 For similar reasons, Burnyeat rejects
even the ‘semantic’ assumption of the shift of the concept of mimêsis:
countering it, he aims to show that the kind of poetry under attack in
Book X is the very same as that in Book III, i.e. ‘poetry that is mimetic
in the sense of book III.’9 On Burnyeat’s account, this, ‘mimetic’, poetry
includes those genres that characteristically consist in impersonation, i.e.
tragedy and comedy.10

Although I do not agree with Burnyeat’s own account (for reasons
I shall indicate below), I do agree with his criticism of the attempts
to solve the apparent inconsistencies in the argument between the two
books simply by attributing to the term mimêsis in them a different
meaning; for these attempts in a way get rid of these ‘argument-related’
inconsistencies at the cost of ‘acquiring’ terminological ones. Against
this ‘semantic’ solution and the interpretations relying on it, I shall
argue that the term mimêsis is used in the two books with exactly
the same meaning, and that the mimêsis of Book III consisting in the
above-mentioned impersonation and, on the other hand, the discrediting
mimêsis of the epistemological argument inBookXdiffer in the first place
in beingmimêseis of different objects, and secondly in being, the one non-
deceptive, and the other deceptive. My argument will rely on the analysis
of the notion ofmimêsis that follows next.

7 See Halliwell (),  and Halliwell (), .
8 See Annas (), .
9 See Burnyeat (), ; for the whole discussion, see –.

10 See Burnyeat (), –; cf. also Burnyeat (), .
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.The Activity of Mimêsis:
An Analysis of the Notion of Mimeisthai

The use of the verb mimeisthai and cognate terms is relatively well doc-
umented from the sixth century bc onwards. While it is not possible to
consider here the history of these terms, relying on these occurrences,we
may attempt the following definition ofmimêsis: doing or making some-
thing that is like, and is intended to be like (i.e. imitating), something
else in one aspect or another.The English verbs that are closest in mean-
ing to the verb mimeisthai, are ‘imitate’ and ‘represent’ (depending on
the context). An activity characterised asmimêsismay be virtually of any
kind and complexity, e.g., bodily, verbal, musical, social, military, politi-
cal. We can here consider only a few examples. In Aeschylus’Choephoroi,
Orestes explains his ferocious plan to murder his mother Clytemnestra
and her lover Aegisthus: he and his friend Pylades will enter the palace
pretending to be travellers fromPhokis: ‘Both of us will speak the speech
of Parnassus, imitating (mimoumenô) the parlance of a Phocian tongue’
(Choephoroi –); in Euripides’ Electra, Clytemnestra justifies her
betrayal of Agamemnon, saying that ‘when [ . . . ] a husband does wrong,
rejecting his wife at home, the woman is apt to imitate (mimeisthai) the
man and acquire another lover’ (Electra –); in Plato’s Republic,
it is considered whether the prospective guards11 should, in their study
of poetry, engage inmimêsis of various craftsmen and specialist workers,
including amimêsis of the rowers of triremes (Rep. III, b).

. Figurative and Non-FigurativeMimêsis

These examples of mimêsis may first be differentiated in one important,
‘ontological’ respect,12 which can be illustrated using the examples above
from Euripides’ Electra and Plato’s Republic. As is clear from the context,
following her husband’s adultery, the betrayed woman will in her turn
engage in such conduct: her activity, referred to as a mimêsis of her
husband’s activity, will therefore be an instance of adultery no less than
her husband’s, the activity imitated. That is to say, the woman’s mimêsis

11 I here adopt Schofield’s and Burnyeat’s translation of phylakes as ‘guards’ in place of
the traditional ‘guardians’; see Burnyeat (), , n..

12 This ontological distinction has been pointed out already by Russel (), ,
followed by Ledda (), , n..
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consists in a true (or real)13 adultery. By contrast, the activity of the
children, referred to as mimêsis of rowing, is not in its turn an instance
of rowing, like the activity imitated: instead, their activity constitutes
a ‘figure’ of the activity of rowing; the children do not truly row, but
represent men rowing.14 In what exactly, then, are these two cases of
mimêsis similar and in what do they differ?

What ‘qualifies’ either of the two activities for being instances of
mimêsis is their intentional likeness with another activity. However, in the
first case, the activity performed is essentially like the activity imitated, i.e.
it is like it in the aspect by virtue of which an activity is a (true) instance
of adultery. By contrast, the children’s activity is not like the activity
imitated, rowing, in the essential aspect of this activity (for example, it
is not carried out with oars in a boat floating in the water), but in some
non-essential aspect of the activity, for example in themanner of moving,
which is, however, performed on dry ground. But crucially, the children’s
activity is like the one imitated in an aspect by virtue of which their activity
refers to, or stands for, rowing, and therefore, constitutes a figure of
rowing. The children’s activity may thus be more precisely characterised
as ‘figurative’ mimêsis, whereas the scorned woman’s adulterous activity
is ‘non-figurative’ mimêsis.15 As we shall see, both cases of the poets’
mimêsis that concern us here are of the figurative kind.

. Productive and Non-ProductiveMimêsis

Another distinction, which turns out to be relevant in particular for the
comparison of the painter and the poet in RepublicX, is between produc-
tive and non-productivemimêsis.16 In all the examples considered above,
the activities referred to asmimêsis are non-productive: they do not have
a material result. However, a productive activity, e.g., painting, sculpture,

13 For the use of ‘true’ and ‘real’ see n..
14 In my account of figurativemimêsis, I rely on two insightful studies on the subject:

Goodman (), esp. –, and Ledda (), –. Ledda critically applies Good-
man’s account of pictorial representation to figurative mimêsis. He further shows how
the peculiar ‘representational’ nature of figures is reflected in a syntactical ambiguity of
expressions such asmimeisthai ti, when they refer to figurativemimêsis.

15 Some Platonic examples of non-figurativemimêsis are: Gorgias b–a, Phaedo
b,Theaetetus d, Philebus d, Euthydemus b, b, e.

16 This distinction may correspond to the one briefly mentioned in the Sophist,
between mimêsis ‘through instruments’ and mimêsis by ‘employing oneself as an instru-
ment’ (Soph. a); however, ‘instruments’ could be both those employed in a productive
activity (e.g. painting) and those employed in a non-productive activity (e.g. music).
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embroidery, may also be characterised as mimêsis. Each of these activi-
ties is by its nature figurative mimêsis. Now, it is important to note that
in the case of non-productive figurative mimêsis, one who engages in it,
a mimêtês, typically constitutes himself a figure of the agent who is the
object ofmimêsis: for example, Orestes and Pylades will constitute figures
of travellers from Phokis; the young men constitute figures of rowers. By
contrast, with productive figurative mimêsis it is typically only the mate-
rial result of the activity that constitutes a figure, whereas the mimêtês
or his activity itself do not have a figurative character. To take an exam-
ple from Republic X, by painting a couch, a painter engages in mimêsis,
but it is only the result of his activity, the painting, that constitutes a fig-
ure, namely a figure of a couch, whereas a painter of a couch obviously
does not constitute a figure of a couch-maker, nor his activity a figure of
couch-making. As poetry is as such a non-productive activity, themimê-
seis attributed to poets in Book III and X are also of the non-productive
kind.

. FigurativeMimêsis and Deception

Finally, the distinction that will turn out to be crucial for the comparison
of the mimêsis by poets in Books III and X is one that concerns only
the figurative kind of mimêsis: this mimêsis can be either deceptive or
non-deceptive. As observed earlier, in the case of figurative mimêsis,
the activity itself constitutes a figure of another activity, or its material
result constitutes a figure of something: however, this figure (in one case
an activity performed and in the other case an object made) can be
perceived, by one who observes it, in fact as a figure, or by contrast, it
can be perceived, mistakenly, as the thing itself of which it is a figure.
Orestes and Pylades engaging in amimêsis of Phocians throughmimêsis
of their speech obviously do not intend to be perceived as engaging in
such mimêsis and thus as figures of Phocians (Aeschylus’ Choephoroi);
they want to be (and eventually are, by Clytemnestra) perceived as (true)
Phocians. By contrast, the figurative mimêsis of rowing performed by
the young wards (Rep. III) is supposedly intended to be, and will be,
perceived as a figure of rowing and not as a true instance of rowing. An
example of productive figurative mimêsis that deceives (intentionally) is
found in Euripides’ Helen: a mimêma (Helena  and ) of Helen is
fashioned by Hera (in the role of themimêtês) to induce Paris to abduct
themimêma, i.e. the figure, of Helen, instead of Helen herself.
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The kind of figurative mimêsis that is likely to deceive may thus be
called ‘deceptive’, and the other kind ‘non-deceptive’. As I shall argue, the
mimêsis attributed to poets inRepublic III is figurative andnon-deceptive,
whereas themimêsis attributed to them in the epistemological argument
in Republic X is figurative, but deceptive.

. Republic III:Mimêsis through Impersonation

Let us now apply the above distinctions to the poets’ mimêsis ‘through
impersonation’. Homer’s speaking ‘as if he were’ Chryses himself is char-
acterised as mimêsis inasmuch as it is a kind of ‘likening oneself to
someone else, either in voice or shape’ (c);17 or, in the terms used
above, Homer’s narrating is an activity that is (intentionally) like another
activity, i.e. Chryses’ speaking. The object of Homer’s mimêsis may be
described as Chryses (indicating the agent), or also as Chryses’ speaking,
or discourse (indicating the activity). Clearly, Homer’s mimêsis is of the
figurative kind. For Homer’s speaking is like Chryses’ speaking in some
aspects by virtue of which it constitutes a figure of Chryses’ speaking, and
Homer himself constitutes a figure of Chryses. This likeness is both ver-
bal and non-verbal: on the verbal level, Homer speaks like Chryses in
that he says things as if he were Chryses;18 whereas on the non-verbal
level, Homer’s speaking is like Chryses’ speaking in ‘voice’ and ‘gesture’
(as suggested at c–).

Further, and importantly, Homer’s mimêsis of Chryses is evidently
non-deceptive, for by engaging in it, Homer is not perceived, nor does
he intend to be perceived, as Chryses, but indeed as a figure of Chryses.
That must be so even though Homer is described, when impersonating
Chryses, as trying ‘as much as possible to make it seem to us that the one
speaking is not Homer, but that it is the old priest’ (a–b), and later on
(implicitly) as hiding himself (c). The intention attributed to Homer
(by Socrates) in fact cannot be that ofmaking his (Homer’s) public believe
that he is Chryses himself: for given thatHomer has spoken as himself, as

17 Themanner in which this characterisation is introduced suggests its novelty.Contra
Halliwell (), , n..

18 In grammatical terms, this means that, in referring to Chryses, Homer speaks in the
first person (e.g., using ‘I’). This ‘grammatical’ aspect ofmimêsis is illustrated in Socrates’
paraphrase of Homer’s narration recounted ‘without mimêsis’: in it, Socrates narrates
Chryses’ and Agamemnon’s speeches referring to them in the third person, differently
from Homer, who narrates the two speeches in the first person (Rep. III, c–b).
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Homer, just beforehand, even ‘announcing’ the character in whose name
he will speak next (Republic III c), such an intention would obviously
be in vain and thus unreasonable. Instead, the intention attributed to
Homer is presumably that of seeming, or looking to his public, as if he
were Chryses (and not Homer), despite their knowing that he is not (and
that he is in fact Homer).

. Republic X: The Epistemological Argument

In Book X, the poets’ mimêsis appears much more intricate than in
Book III. Once the interlocutors establish, against the belief of the many,
that poets cannot be competent in the matters about which they speak,
the poets are compared with the painter, who had been introduced
beforehand, and characterised as mimêtai who somehow deceive their
public into crediting them with great knowledge and wisdom:

It is necessary to examine, then, whether these people [who credit Homer
and other ‘good’ poets with knowledge] have been deceived through hav-
ing met these19 mimêtai, and looking at their works do not perceive that
these are at the third remove from what is true (to on)20 and are things
that are easy to make for someone without knowing the truth (alêtheia)—
for they make appearances (phantasmata), but not true things (onta)—, or
there is indeed something in what these people are saying and good poets
truly know the things about which they seem to the many to speak well.21

(e–a)

In what follows, the suggestion that poets are in fact mimêtai will of
course prevail, whereas the widely held belief in the poets’ knowledge
and wisdom, which is here (rhetorically) still allowed for, will not only
be rejected, but also presented as a naïve judgement resulting from

19 ‘These mimêtai’, i.e. mimêtai in general, who were mentioned in the previous
paragraph; c–d.

20 See n..
21 The adjective alêthês and cognate terms is in this chapter consistently rendered

with ‘true’ and its cognates, though ‘real’ would in some cases be more appropriate. In
Plato’s dialogues, alêthês may be applied both to objects (typically, as antonymous with
phainomenos) and to discourse (as antonymous with pseudês); whereas English typically,
but not strictly, applies the antonyms real/apparent to things and the antonyms true/
false to a discourse, thus distinguishing terminologically between ‘ontological’ and ‘non-
ontological’, i.e. discursive or propositional, truth. By translating alêthêswith ‘true’, which
may in English be used (though it is less common) in the ontological sense as well (e.g.,
a true couch), I avoid predetermining the sense of alêthês in particular occurrences.The
differentiation between non-ontological and ontological sense of alêthês will be relevant
for my interpretation of the epistemological argument.
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a particular deception produced by poetry. Yet, it is not obvious just
in what sense poetry is characterised as mimêsis, nor exactly what is
deceptive about it: this is explained only in subsequent arguments, and
even there, in good part, through the comparison of poets with painters.
Before examining these arguments, let us consider first how the allegation
of incompetence is granted in the argument.

. Poetry as Discourse on ‘Arts’

In the epistemological argument, poetry is approached as speaking about
matters related to one art and branch of knowledge or another, or in
short, about one art or another.Thus Socrates initially observes howpoets
are credited by their admirers with the knowledge of ‘all the arts, as well
as all human things concerning excellence and vice, and divine things no
less’ (e),22 evidently on the understanding that these constitute the
subject matter of the poets’ compositions (and inasmuch as poets make
fine compositions about them). Later on, any poet, and in particular
Homer, is challenged to prove that he has knowledge not so much of
medicine and ‘other arts’ as of ‘[ . . . ] the greatest andmost beautiful things
Homer undertakes to speak about, wars and generalship, government
of states, man’s education [ . . . ]’ (c–d); or again, Socrates mentions
the poets’ speaking about ‘leatherworking’ and ‘generalship’ (a–b).
Although the present argument does not make it clear in what sense
poets speak about arts, this has been extensively illustrated in the Ion:
there, for example, Homer’s verses from the Iliad about Hecamede’s
preparation of kykeôn for the wounded Machaon count as verses about
medicine (Ion b–c), evidently on the grounds that a preparation of
kykeôn for a wounded man is an action of the medical kind. By the same
token, Homer’s verses about Nestor’s giving advice to his son Antilochus
on chariot-driving count as verses about this art (a–c), and so on.
So, in general, poets speak about arts in that they narrate about facts,
events, or actions, that are in one way or another related to specific
arts.

22 Leszl (a), – and (b), – has pointed out ‘the illegitimate
transition’ of this argument from ‘human excellence and vice and divine things’ to ‘all
the arts’: as he convincingly argues, while poets must have been regarded as authorities
in the former matters, there is no firm evidence, nor is it likely, that they were regarded as
competent in arts such as medicine, generalship, etc. By contrast, Giuliano (), –
seems to defend the ‘transition’ as legitimate.
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On this understanding, as is obvious, the arts poets speak about will
turn out to be numerous. Now, this understanding enables Socrates in
RepublicX to formulate the question ‘do poets know about thematters of
which they speak?’ as the question ‘are poets competent in the arts they
speak about?’. Thus, if Homer happens not to be competent in the art of
medicine, hewill turn out to be speaking aboutmatters in which he is not
competent when he narrates about Hekamede’s preparing kykeôn for the
wounded Machaon. Relying on this understanding of the poets’ activity,
the discussion provides two arguments to show that poets are in fact not
competent in the matters of which they speak. First, the knowledge that
poets should, individually, possess is simply too vast, for it comprises
numerous arts and matters about which other people have only selective
and limited knowledge (c–d). And secondly, while Homer and the
other poets speak of matters related to various arts, no one of them has
ever proved himself as competent by engaging in actions that require
competence in these arts, e.g., neitherHomernor any other poet is known
to have cured anybody (c).

These two arguments (i.e. that of ‘excessive knowledge required’ and
that of ‘lack of practical evidence’) appear sufficient to conclude that poets
in fact cannot be competent in the matters they speak about. But if that
is so, it follows that poets cannot speak ‘well’ about their subject matter.
Therefore, as Socrates argues further, the impression that poets do speak
well about their subject matter and that they are therefore competent in
it must be mistaken and a result of some deception. Rather dismissively,
Socrates explains that the false impression that poets speak well is due to
themusical elements of a poet’s discourse; as he suggests in conversation
with Glaucon:

‘[ . . . ] to other such people [i.e. people incompetent in the art concerned],23
who judge fromwords, it seems, if someone speaks about leather-working
in verse and rhythm and harmony, that he speaks very well, or again,
about generalship or whatever else; for these things as such have by nature
enormous charm.’ (a–b)

That is to say, the musical elements, namely verse, rhythm and harmony,
as it were ‘cover up’ the inferiority of the things that poets say about
matters related to one art or another: by employing these means, poets
wrongly seem, to people who are themselves incompetent in the art

23 The listeners to a poet’s composition are compared herewith the viewers of a painted
leatherworker who are themselves incompetent in this art. I shall return to this example
shortly.
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concerned, to speak well about these matters. As a consequence, these
people will credit poets with knowledge of the respective arts.

The crucial question to be addressed now concerns the allegation that
poets do not speak ‘well’ (eu). But what exactly does ‘not well’ meanhere?
That is to say, just how do things said by poets about one art or another
differ from the things said about this art by someone competent in it, who
alone would speak ‘well’ about them, and in what are the former inferior
to the latter? For example, how is Homer’s narration about Hekamede’s
preparing kykeôn for thewoundedMachaon inferior to a discourse given
by someone competent in medicine about how kykeôn is prepared, or
how someonewounded should be treated? Wemight expect that this not
speaking ‘well’ about an art consists, in this case, in not speaking about
it correctly, saying incorrect, false things about it;24 but as I shall argue,
the main fault poets are charged with is another one: the ‘deficiency’ of
their discourse.This ‘deficiency’ is in fact not stated explicitly, but may be
derived only from the comparison of the poets’ discourse on arts with a
painter who paints craftsmen. I shall thus now examine this comparison
in detail.

. A Painting of a Couch Is ‘Far fromWhat Is True’

The example of painting a couch is introduced in the discussion as a
paradigm of (figurative) mimêsis and contrasted with manufacturing a
couch (a–b). Contrasting it with the making of artefacts, Socrates
describes thismimêsis as follows:

The practice of mimêsis is then far from what is true (to alêthes) and, as it
seems, fabricates everything because of this: because it captures something
little of each thing (smikron ti hekastou), and this is an image (eidôlon).

(b)

The above argument seems to refer to mimêsis in general, and not only
to painting. Although the thing it ‘captures’ is described as ‘image’, this
term, as well as ‘appearance’, phantasma, will later on be used metaphor-
ically for mimêmata in general, even if they are not visually percepti-
ble, and in particular for mimêmata made by poets. Importantly, the
argument indicates exactly in what sense the things painted are not
‘true things’ (cf. e: onta, alêthê). After characterising the practice of

24 In the Ion, in fact, the question raised about whether poets speak correctly (orthôs)
about matters related to one art or another implies the possibility that they do not.
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mimêsis as being ‘far from what is true’, it is in fact suggested that ‘it
captures something little of each thing’. That is to say, presumably, that
the object which this practice ‘makes’ (fabricates) is like the object it
imitates only in ‘something little’, i.e. in a particular (minor) part, or
aspect, of the object imitated. In the case of painting, the ‘little thing’
captured is evidently one particular visual appearance of the object imi-
tated, e.g., a visual appearance of a couch. As may be recalled, it is
by virtue of this visual likeness to a couch that the object made by a
painter refers to a couch and constitutes a figure of it. By contrast, the
object made by a painter, i.e. an image of a couch, is not like a couch
in those aspects by virtue of which a couch is a couch, i.e. in the essen-
tial aspects of a couch.25 If it were, the object made would not be an
image of a couch but itself a couch.26 As we have seen earlier on, this
non-essential likeness is characteristic of ‘figurative’ mimêsis in gen-
eral.

The above opposition between ‘appearance’ and ‘truth’, the former
applying to the object made by painting (or mimêsis in general) and the
latter to the object imitated by it, thus seems to be intended as the oppo-
sition between ontological deficiency (or incompleteness, partiality) and
completeness: the deficiency and partiality of a painting of a couch with
respect to a couch consists in its being like a couch only in ‘something
little’, i.e. in a particular non-essential aspect, of a couch. The character-
isation of painted images as not being ‘true things’ and the practice of
mimêsis as being ‘far from what is true’ seems to be understood here in
an ‘ontological’ sense.27 As we shall see in a moment, not being ‘true’ will
later on in the argument be used in another, ‘descriptive’, sense.

25 Or we could say, with the ontology of theMeno and Cratylus, it does not have the
form of couch; cf.Men. a–a, Crat. a–a.

26 The distinction corresponds to the distinction betweenmaking a likeness (eikôn) of
Cratylus and another Cratylus (Crat. b–c). See Janaway (), – for a similar
understanding ofmimêsis of appearance as opposed tomimêsis of the truth.

27 According to Moss (),  the ‘mimetic art’, being ‘of appearance’, consists in
‘copying the way the things appear, at the cost of misrepresenting the way things are’,
where misrepresentation would consist, for example, in the altered proportions of the
object represented. However, in my view it is quite clear that at this stage the argument
is not concerned with the correctness of the image (mimêma) in relation to the object it
refers to (in its proportions), but rather with the ontological status of the image in relation
to this object, i.e. not with the ‘propositional’ but rather with the ‘ontological’ truth (the
two will be discussed later on).
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. ‘Seeming to Be Truly a Carpenter’ And Descriptive Truth

Now, the ontological ‘deficiency’ of paintings with respect to ‘true’ things
to which they refer proves fundamental in the next step, in which, as I
shall argue, the ontological truth is ‘translated’ into ‘descriptive’ truth.
The discussion now focuses on the question of a painter’s knowledge.
The objects painted are various craftsmen (‘replacing’ the earlier couch).
Importantly, a painter is able to paint one or other of themwithout being
competent in their respective art:

Thus a painter, we say, will paint us a leather-worker, a carpenter and other
craftsmen, being competent in none of these arts; but all the same, if he is
a good painter, having painted a carpenter and showing [him] from afar,
he [the painter] may well deceive children and naïve people into believing
that it [the painted figure of the carpenter] is truly a carpenter.28

(b–c)

As we may suppose, the painting of a carpenter is one showing someone
doing carpentry work, for example, manufacturing a couch, in some
specificmoment of that activity. Ontologically, the paintingwill not differ
from the painting of a couch examined earlier; the image (or figure) of a
carpenter is ‘ontologically deficient’, i.e. not true, in relation to a carpenter,
the object it refers to. In the language of BookX, it constitutes an apparent
carpenter, not a true carpenter (e).

The above argument, however, is concerned with the epistemological
rather than with the ontological aspect of painting a craftsman: as is
argued, a painter will paint various craftsmen without being competent
in their respective arts and crafts. This epistemological condition of a
painter seems to be quite obvious: for inasmuch as an image is (by
definition) like the object it imitates and refers to only in the visual
appearance of this object, making an image of an object will of course
not require any knowledge of the arts or crafts that are related to this
object itself in other ways; for example, making an image of someone
manufacturing a couch, or again an image of a couch, or reins, or a bit
(cf. c–b), does not require the art needed to make a couch, or
reins, or a bit.The art required formaking an image of any of these objects
(regardless of what the object is) is the art of painting alone.

28 �B�ν ( 4ωγρ6	�ς, 	αμ$ν, 4ωγρα	�σει �μ�ν σκυτ�τ�μ�ν, τ$κτ�να, τ�<ς �λλ�υς
δημι�υργ�%ς, περ� � δεν5ς τ�%των "παsων τ0ν τε8ν0ν' �λλ’ �μως πα�δ6ς γε κα�
�	ρ�νας �ν�ρ:π�υς, ε� �γα�5ς εYη 4ωγρ6	�ς, γρ6ψας iν τ$κτ�να κα� π�ρρω�εν
"πιδεικν<ς "Uαπατ10 iν τ10 δ�κε�ν ;ς �λη�0ς τ$κτ�να εFναι.
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As is next suggested, a painting of a craftsman (if skilfully painted and
shown from afar), even though it is made by a painter not competent
in carpentry, can produce a particular deception: to naïve viewers, or
more precisely those not competent in the respective art (as specified
at a, where an analogous example is given), the painted carpenter
may (wrongly) seem ‘to be truly a carpenter’. Exactly what then does
this deception consist in? With (to my knowledge) two exceptions, it has
been assumed that the deception consists in mistaking the figure of a
carpenter for a true one; consequently, the example has been understood
to be about a ‘painter-illusionist’ and a ‘trompe l’oeil’.29 However, this
rather unconvincing interpretation relies on the ‘ontological’ reading of
the phrase ‘seeming to be truly a carpenter’ (and ‘what seems to be a
leather-worker’ at e–a). More precisely, the implied claim that the
carpenter painted is not ‘truly’ a carpenter, butmay only seem ‘to be truly’
one, is understood as equivalent to the claim that the painted carpenter
is not a true carpenter, but only an image, or a figure of one. Hence, those
to whom the painted carpenter seems ‘to be truly a carpenter’ would
mistake the figure of a carpenter for a true one. But in fact, the implied
claim that the carpenter painted is not ‘truly’ a carpenter, but may only
seem ‘to be truly’ one, may be understood in a non-ontological sense as
well, i.e. as equivalent to the claim that the painted carpenter is in fact
not, but only seems to be, such as a carpenter is; that is to say, that the
painting does not represent a carpenter truthfully. Now, as we shall see
in a moment, even this ‘non-ontological’ reading allows of two different
interpretations: a ‘veridical’ one, suggested by Belfiore, and a ‘descriptive’
one, which I shall endorse.30

Grammatically, the two examples (of a carpenter at c and a leather-
worker at e–a) seem to allow either of the alternative readings,
the ‘ontological’ (mistaking the image for a true thing) and the non-
ontological (either ‘veridical’ or ‘descriptive’). However, the argument
in favour of the non-ontological interpretation against the ontological

29 See Annas (),  and ; Janaway ()  and ; Murray (), ;
Halliwell (),; Moss () , who all find the example of ‘trompe l’oeil’ rather
implausible, but do not suggest an alternative interpretation.

30 To my knowledge, the ‘ontological’ reading was first contested by Belfiore (),
–; her ‘veridical’ interpretation is presented below; however, her convincing argu-
ments against the ontological reading seem to have remained ignored or at least not ade-
quately appreciated. More recently, the ontological reading has been contested also by
Burnyeat (), – (without reference to Belfiore’s article). I have developed my
‘descriptive’ interpretative solution, which differs from Belfiore’s (‘veridical’), following a
suggestion made by Fritz-Gregor Herrmann.
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one is not only the obvious unlikelihood of mistaking a painting of a
carpenter (or a leather-worker at e–a) for a true one. The cru-
cial argument can be retrieved from the generalisation drawn from the
example in the next paragraph (c–d): as a consequence of the same
kind of deception, a mimêtês will seem, to someone naïve, to be ‘knowl-
edgeable about all crafts’ and ‘omniscient’. Now, if the deception from
the example consists in mistaking the image of the carpenter for a true
carpenter, it cannot provide a model for the deception that results in
crediting the maker of the image with respective knowledge. By con-
trast, adopting the non-ontological interpretation, the deception from
the example functions perfectly well as a model for the generalisation
made.31

Now, on the ‘descriptive’ reading, the painted carpenter is not such as a
carpenter is, but only such as a carpenter visually appears. Let us consider
this possibility closely. For the sake of the argument, we may imagine
a highly accurate painting of a carpenter manufacturing a couch (e.g.,
comparable to a reflection in a mirror; see d–e): an image that is, so
to speak, in every detail like a particular visual appearance of a carpenter
at work. But even in this case, the image will capture only one particular
visual appearance of a carpenter at work, i.e. the painted carpenter will
be (exactly) such as a carpenter visually appears.

Now, wemay take a further step and imagine a description of what is in
the painting. It is obvious that a description of someonemanufacturing a
couch, derived from the painting, will not be an adequate and complete
description of the carpenter’s manufacturing a couch, to which the paint-
ing refers. If it were, it may be argued, it could be successfully used as an
instruction of how to make a couch, but that is evidently not the case.
Instead, the painting will ‘provide’ only a description of a single visual
appearance of the carpenter’s activity. As such, the painting will thus pro-
vide an incomplete, or deficient, description of a carpenter’s activity, to
which it refers. By contrast, the description of someone’s manufactur-
ing a couch that relies on relevant knowledge will provide a satisfactory
and complete description of a carpenter’s manufacturing a couch. On the
descriptive reading, then, a carpenter painted is not ‘truly a carpenter’ in
that the painting does not provide ‘the whole truth’, as it were, of what a

31 See Burnyeat (), – for a similar objection. Slightly different arguments
against the ontological reading are given by Belfiore (), –. Both scholars reject
also the ontological reading of the parallel example of the painter’s deception in the
Sophist (b), yet in my view this reading cannot be excluded there.
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carpenter does: it does not provide a description of a carpenter ‘as he is’,
but merely provides a description of a carpenter ‘as he (visually) appears’.

Further, on this reading, a viewer to whom the painted carpenter
mistakenly seems ‘to be truly a carpenter’ is one who takes the painting
as equivalent to a complete and adequate description of a carpenter at
work, for example, of a carpenter manufacturing a couch. According to
the argument, this deception may be produced only in a ‘naïve’ viewer,
one not competent in carpentry (cf. a–); by contrast, a viewer
competent in carpentry, for example, one who has knowledge of couch
manufacturing, cannot be deceived into taking the painting as equivalent
to such a (complete and adequate) description.

It is also important to note that even if a painter happened to be
competent in carpentry, he could not paint what is ‘truly a carpenter’
(in the descriptive sense), due to the very nature itself of paintings, and
more generally figures: for even themost accurate painting of a carpenter
will capture nomore than an exact particular appearance, i.e. ‘something
little’, of the object it imitates and refers to, thus corresponding to a
description of the appearance only, i.e. of some non-essential aspect of
this object. Now, if the painting of a carpenter is less than accurate, i.e. if,
in one aspect or another, it is not like a particular visual appearance of a
carpenter at work, the painted carpenter will not even be exactly such as
a carpenter visually appears; e.g., the tools (used by a carpenter) painted
may not have the same shape as the true ones. Only in this respect,
presumably, competence in carpentry could be relevant, inasmuch as it
involves knowledge of how the tools look like. It is possible that the later
argument at c–b discusses such ‘incorrectness’ of the image with
respect to the visual appearance of the object it refers to: for Socrates
argues there that a painter does not even have to take into account
the use of the artefact (reins, a bit) whose image he makes; whereas
for manufacturing an artefact, the ‘correct belief ’ of how the artefact is
used is required and is gained from a user of the artefact who in fact
has knowledge of its use. In this case, we may say, the painting will be
equivalent to a description of a carpenter that is incorrect, in addition to
being deficient (i.e. of the visual appearance only).

Now, according to Belfiore’s above-mentioned ‘veridical’ interpreta-
tion of the argument, the painted carpenter is not ‘truly a carpenter’ inso-
far as a carpenter is painted incorrectly (in the way just indicated): ‘Plato’s
painted carpenter is a painting that appears to the ignorant to represent
someone doing carpentry, someone who functions well as a carpenter,
while actually it represents someone doing things no skilled carpenter
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would do.’32 Consequently, Belfiore maintains that a painting of what is
‘truly a carpenter’, i.e. ‘a representation, made by someone with knowl-
edge, of a person who is actually doing carpentry’, is possible.33 However,
this account is inmy view too narrow for the reasons already given above.
A painting whose object imitated is a (skilled) carpenter and which is as
accurate as a reflection in a mirror (yet, as argued above, such a painting
can presumably bemade just as well by someone incompetent in carpen-
try) will surely represent—but crucially, represent only by virtue of being
like an appearance of a skilled carpenter—someone doing things that a
skilled carpenter would in fact do; on Belfiore’s account, in that case the
painted carpenter will count as being ‘truly a carpenter’. The argument,
by contrast, indicates that it is due to the nature itself of a painting, which
captures only ‘something little’ of the object imitated, its appearance, that
a carpenter painted is not ‘truly a carpenter’.

. Poets ‘Applying Colours of Arts’

Poets, it may be recalled, inasmuch as they are incompetent in the arts
about which they speak, cannot speak ‘well’ about them; instead, they do
something similar to what the above painter does: a poet ‘applies, with
names and verbs, some sort of colours of each of the arts’ (a). On the
above interpretation, poets are here alleged to be doing the following: by
speaking about one art or another, they tell about these arts as little as a
painter ‘says’ about carpentry by making a painting of a carpenter. That
is to say, just as a painting of a carpenter or another craftsman at work
will provide a deficient, and possibly incorrect, description of the activity
it refers to, so too will a poet’s narration. By narrating about Hekamede’s
preparing kykeôn for the wounded Machaon, Homer does not provide
an adequate, satisfactory description of such matters as how kykeôn is
prepared or how someonewounded is cured, but instead a deficient, and
possibly even incorrect, description of these matters: it is in this sense
that his narration consists in ‘applying colours’ of medicine. One would
not be able to prepare kykeôn or, more generally, to cure a woundedman,
by relying on his narration.

Yet, to those not competent in medicine, who will thus judge Homer’s
narration only ‘from words’, as these are embellished by verse, rhythm

32 See Belfiore (), –.
33 See Belfiore (), .
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and harmony (a), Homer will seem to speak ‘very well’, i.e. to pro-
vide an adequate, satisfactory, account of these matters, and therefore
to be competent in medicine. But in fact, Homer does not have such
competence (as has been established through the arguments of ‘excessive
knowledge required’ and ‘lack of practical evidence’). These incompe-
tent hearers are in their turn similar to the viewers to whom the painted
leather-worker ‘seems to be a leather-worker’: these viewersmistake such
a painting for a satisfactory description of what a leather-worker does,
because they lack competence in the art concerned and thus judge only
‘from colours and shapes’ (e–a).

. Poets asMimêtai of ‘Medical Discourses’

We may now return to Socrates’ initial allegation that poets are mimêtai
and that their admirers, ‘looking at their works do not perceive that
these are at the third remove from what is true34 and are things that
are easy to make for someone without knowing the truth—for they
make appearances, but not true things’ (e–a). In what sense,
then, are the poets’ works ‘appearances’, and that is to say, figurative
mimêmata (cf. b epi tois mimêmasi), and further, in what sense are
they mistaken, by the poets’ admirers, for ‘true things’? Observe first
that the poets’ ‘works’, characterised as ‘appearances’ and mimêmata,
must evidently be the poets’ compositions, and not, as has often been
assumed (as seen above), men, gods, objects, events, about which poets
narrate; how indeed could the latter be referred to as ‘the poets’ works
(erga)’?

Now, the argument does not specify what exactly the ‘true things’, as
counterparts of ‘appearances’, ormimêmata, made by poets, are; that is to
say, what the object of the poets’ alleged mimêsis is. However, the argu-
ment suggests that those who credit poetswith knowledge about themat-
ters of which they speak do so inasmuch as they ‘do not perceive’ that the
poets’ works are ‘appearances’ and not ‘true things’; that means, suppos-
edly, that they mistake the poets’ works, which are in fact mimêmata,
for the things themselves of which they are mimêmata. What may be
inferred, therefore, is that the ‘things’ for which the poets’ works are mis-
taken are the things whosemaking requires precisely the knowledge that
is mistakenly attributed to poets.

34 Cf. n..
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Now, as Socrates suggests in the argument, poets are credited with
knowledge of the arts they speak about, this being a result of the decep-
tive impression that they speak ‘very well’ about these arts. It is thus
the poets’ works, being viewed as things said about matters related to
arts, that are characterised as mimêmata, whereas their true counter-
parts, which the poets’ compositions only resemble, will be things said
about these matters that rely on the relevant knowledge. This interpreta-
tion of the poets’ mimêsis seems to be validated also in Socrates’ rhetor-
ical challenge launched at Homer and all other poets who speak about
matters related to medicine: he asks them to prove that they are each
‘competent in medicine’ (iatrikos) by indicating actions that require such
competence; whereas not having engaged in such actions, each of them
must be considered as a ‘mimêtês of medical discourses (iatrikoi logoi)’;
‘medical discourses’ are evidently discourses about matters related to
the art of medicine that, unlike the poets’ discourses on these matters,
rely on relevant knowledge. The poets’ narrations then stand in rela-
tion to such ‘medical discourses’ just as painted images stand in rela-
tion to the things whose images they are: the poets’ narrations are only
like them ‘in something little’. More precisely, the poets’ narrations about
actions, events and matters related to the art of medicine will be like
medical discourses in that they are about the same matters (for exam-
ple, about how someone wounded is cured or how a battle is fought);
however, as concluded above, the poets’ narrations will provide defi-
cient, or even incorrect, accounts of these matters, whereas discourses
relying on the relevant knowledge will provide adequate descriptions
of these matters. But moreover, and importantly, the poets’ works are
deceptive mimêmata of discourses that rely on knowledge: for to those
who are not competent, poets’ discourses do seem to provide satisfac-
tory accounts of their subject matter and thus to rely on knowledge. In
this sense, therefore, these people perceive poets’ works as ‘true things’,
failing to see they are only mimêmata of them. However, the decep-
tive character of these mimêmata, as we have seen above, is due to
their being embellished with ‘verse and rhythm and harmony’; if they
were stripped of these poetic elements, poets’ works would reveal them-
selves as inferior and deficient or—we may now say—as mimêmata
(b).

Poets, too, like the painter, are said not to have knowledge of ‘the
truth (alêtheia)’ and of making ‘true things (onta)’ (a), or again, they
are alleged not to ‘capture’ the truth (e). However, here too we may
distinguish between two senses of ‘truth’ involved. A poet’s narration
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‘does not capture the truth’ primarily in the descriptive sense, i.e. in that
it is a deficient description of the matters related to arts and crafts (e.g.,
how someonewounded is cured, how a battle is conducted). On the other
hand, the poets’ narrations may be described as ontologically not true,
i.e. phantasmata or mimêmata, with respect to discourses that rely on
knowledge of the subject matter (e.g., ‘medical discourses’), which are
their true counterparts (onta).

. Homer: AMimêtês of Chryses and a
Mimêtês of Someone Competent in Medicine

By narrating, a poet may thus evidently engage in two different kinds
ofmimêsis, deceptive and non-deceptive. But exactly how does this hap-
pen? In order to answer this, we may describe poets’ deceptive mimê-
sis in slightly different terms, i.e. as mimêsis of those who are compe-
tent in the arts the poets speak about (instead of mimêsis of competent
discourses). A poet will be like someone competent in medicine in that
he will speak about the same matters as such a person, and will thereby
constitute a figure of such a person; but moreover, inasmuch as a poet
is perceived, not as a mimêtês and a figure of someone competent in
medicine, but as being in fact competent in medicine, his mimêsis is
deceptive.35

So, inasmuch as Homer narrates seemingly well, but in fact deficiently,
about actions and events related to medicine, his narration constitutes
a deceptive mimêsis of someone competent in medicine. However, by
thus narrating, Homer may at the same time impersonate one character
or another involved in these actions: in this case, his narration will
constitute also a non-deceptive mimêsis of this character. While in fact
nobody will mistake Homer for Chryses, when he is impersonating this
character, the listeners who are themselves not competent in medicine
will mistake Homer for someone competent in this art, when he narrates
about matters related to it. These two kinds of mimêsis thus differ in the
first place in having a different object, and secondly in being, the one
non-deceptive, and the other deceptive: in the first case, Homer is, for
example, a non-deceptivemimêtês of Chryses imploring the Achaeans to

35 In the Sophist, in a similar way, the sophist is characterised as a ‘mimêtês of a
wise man (sophos)’ and contrasted with the wise man (Soph. b–c), inasmuch as he
is not competent in the matters he debates about, yet seems to be competent in whatever
happens to be the subject of the debate; hismimêsis is thus evidently also deceptive.
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release his daughter; in the second case, Homer is a deceptive mimêtês
of someone competent in medicine speaking about how one treats a
wounded man.36

Although it is not possible to consider here the next, ‘ethical’, argument
in Republic X (c–a), it is worth noting that its concern is again
with the mimêsis ‘through impersonation’, where this shift of reference
remains tacit: in the argument, Homer is approached as a mimêtês of
‘one of the heroes grieving and making a long speech in laments’ (c–
d) and no longer as a mimêtês of, e.g., someone competent in medicine;
likewise, ‘mimetic’ poetry is described as poetry that involves mimêsis
of ‘men engaged in forced or voluntary actions, and men who reckon
to have fared well or ill as a result of so doing, and in all these things
either feel pleasure or suffer’ (c); both these descriptions clearly refer
to the figurative non-deceptivemimêsis of characters about whom poets
narrate.37

. Poets and Knowledge of the Good

While the picture of poets asmimêtai of characters about whom they nar-
rate is as such neutral, the one that portrays them as deceptivemimêtai of
competent speakers is of course discrediting for poets, for it shows them
as incompetent speakers who may be taken for wise men only by those
who are themselves naïve. Now, it would presumably be naïve indeed to
consider Homer’s narrations about one battle or another as (sufficiently)
instructive concerning matters of war strategy, and to consider Homer
himself as competent in this art.38 But in fact, the ultimate concern of
Republic X is to show it is equally ‘naïve’ to consider the poets’ narra-
tions about education, government of state, wars and any other human

36 As mentioned above, Burnyeat (), – offers an account according to
which Books III and X are concerned with the same kind of poets’mimêsis (i.e. through
impersonation). However, there are in my view at least two strong arguments against
Burnyeat’s interpretation: in the epistemological argument in Book X, the mimêsis dis-
cussed is clearly presented as deceptive,while themimêsis ‘by impersonation’ is not decep-
tive, and further, in this argument poets are characterised as mimêtai explicitly on the
premise that they do not have knowledge about the matters of which they speak; they
will thus be no less mimêtai if they speak without impersonating the characters about
whom they narrate.

37 In Marušič (), I suggest in more detail where and for what purpose this shift is
made in Rep. X.

38 As Ion does, claiming that he has learned the art of generalship from Homer (Ion
b). But as suggested by Leszl (see n. ), this could not be a widely shared belief.
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affairs as ‘instructive’ about ethical matters and to consider poets as wise
in such subjects.39 However, the claim that their narrations about these
matters are in fact only ‘images of excellence’ (d, e), i.e. deficient
in what they say and teach about what is good for men and what they
should therefore pursue, relies on the fundamental assumption that there
is such knowledge of what is good formen and that it can be learnedmuch
as strategy of war or appropriate medical treatment can be learned.40 Yet
perhaps it is precisely this sort of knowledge, of which poets are in the
argument deprived with greatest vehemence, that cannot be posited at
all.41

39 For a similar suggestion, see Ferrari (), .
40 I discuss this assumption in Marušič (), –, relying on an illuminating

criticism of it by Bambrough ().
41 I thank Fritz-Gregor Herrmann, Giuseppe Ledda, Simonetta Nannini andMalcolm

Schofield for their reading and helpful comments on earlier versions of this chapter.



chapter twelve

ANTIDOTES AND INCANTATIONS: IS THERE
A CURE FOR POETRY IN PLATO’S REPUBLIC?*

Stephen Halliwell

It is a factor of cardinal importance not only for the reading of Plato’s
dialogues but for the whole history of Western aesthetics that as regards
the philosophical evaluation of poetry we can identify not just one but
two ‘Platos’, and in consequence two possible Platonisms—two ways of
thinking which can both lay claim to some basis within arguments and
feelings expressed in Plato’s work. There is, to put it concisely, the seem-
ingly Platonic attitude (and, consequently, the Platonism) which criti-
cises, censors and even ‘banishes’ poets, and which speaks in terms of
unmasking the false pretensions and the damaging influences of poetry.
But there is also the Platonic stance which never ceases to allow the
voices of poetry to be heard in Plato’s own writing, which presupposes
not only extensive knowledge but also ‘love’ of poetry on the part of
Plato’s readers, and which at certain key junctures claims for itself noth-
ing less than the status of a new kind of philosophical poetry and art:
the status, indeed, of ‘the greatest music’ and even of ‘the finest and
best tragedy’.1 This complex doubleness in the dialogues’ perspectives
on poetry has always been recognised by some of Plato’s most sym-
pathetic admirers, both in antiquity and in more recent times. Yet it
has been largely suppressed by the orthodoxies of modern scholarship,
especially in the anglophone world. The greatest Neoplatonist reader
of Plato’s attitudes to poetry, Proclus, was in no doubt on the matter:
adapting a phrase from Republic X and calling Homer ‘the teacher not
only of tragedy but also of Plato’s own entire use of mimesis and his
whole philosophical system’, he carries his perception of the fusion of

* This chapter started life as a commentary, at the Princeton Classical Philosophy
Colloquium ofDecember , on a paper by John Ferrari, whom I thank for the original
stimulus of our exchanges. An Italian version formed the th Carchia memorial lecture
in Rome, March , and some of my ideas were also presented in research seminars at
the Universities of Columbia and Durham. I am indebted to my hosts and audiences on
all these occasions.

1 The ‘greatest music’, Phaedo a; cf. Phaedrus d, d. The ‘finest tragedy’, Laws
.b.
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poetry and philosophy in Plato to a point which rules out any unmod-
ified idea of exiling poetry from the city or the soul.2 The notion of
Platonic writing as itself a kind of poetry has roots, as I have already
mentioned, in explicit moments of self-consciousness in the dialogues,
as well as in their multiple literary qualities. An awareness of this far-
reaching fact continued to have significance for a range of readers from
the Renaissance to Romanticism, including (to limit myself to English
examples) such figures as Sidney, Shaftesbury, Coleridge, and Shelley. But
on the landscape of modern criticism it has been largely overshadowed
by the other ‘Platonism’ already cited, and above all by the conviction
that Plato’s attitudes to poetry were summated in the Republic’s motif of
‘banishing’ (most of, and indeed the ‘best’ of) the poets from the ideal
city.

The main aim of this paper is not to reconsider the senses in which
Plato’s own writing contains elements of poetry, but to tackle head-on
the bleak and I think mistaken modern orthodoxy that the idea of ban-
ishing the poets is somehow the philosopher’s supreme, definitive utter-
ance on the subject. What I wish to do is to trace a deep ambiguity—
amixture or intersection, if you like, of the two Platos and/or Platonisms
I have sketched—in what is almost always taken to be the ‘proof text’, the
primary exhibit, of those who believe that the ‘banishment’ or repudia-
tion of the poets, including Homer and the tragedians, is the whole (or
themain) story of Plato’s relationship to poetry. I am referring to the first
half of Republic Book X (a–b), where, on the standard reading,
Socrates not only returns to but reiterates and revalidates the verdict of
exile passed on the mimetically versatile poets in Book III (most vividly,
thoughnot without ambivalence, at a).This apparent reaffirmation of
the verdict of exile is not only juxtaposed with but, so I shall maintain,
dramaticallyundercut by Socratic expressions of hesitation and attraction
towards poetry—in short, by indications of lingering if equivocal ‘love’ of
poetry. To dwell on the supposed banishment, as somany critics do,with-
out seeing the eloquent, complex force of the continuing attachment to
poetry is to miss a whole layer of Plato’s own writing and thinking in this
context. Furthermore, to read the arguments of Book X (as, once again,
many do) without taking full account of the framing of these arguments
by Socrates’ remarks both at the start of the book and in what I shall call

2 Proclus In remp. Platonis ..– Kroll, with Halliwell (), –, for the
larger background to this remark.
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the ‘epilogue’ at e–b is to create a doctrinal rigidity which distorts
the subtle dialectical movements of Plato’s text.3

Given limitations of space, I cannot undertake here a complete inter-
pretation of both the frame and the arguments of Book X. I have recently
outlined a fresh perspective of my own on the main steps in the argu-
ment of Book X, a perspective which takes those steps to be far more
provisional and, in part, rhetorically provocative than most scholars are
willing to admit. Anyone who thinks that the arguments of Book X set
out a doctrinally fixed position needs to explain, among other things,
why at b even the lowly carpenter is given cognitive access to meta-
physical ‘forms’, when earlier in the work they were accessible only to
advanced philosophers; why the mirror simile at d–e is incongruous
with its context (one cannot turn a mirror on, for example, ‘things in
Hades’, c); why the model of painting as necessarily at three removes
from the truth is in conflict with things said about painting elsewhere
in the Republic (especially the acknowledgements of pictorial idealism
at V, d; VI, e–c); why part of the ostensible rebuttal of the
case for Homer’s wisdom involves recourse to ad hominem biographical
rhetoric (if Homer knew so much, he should have served as a lawgiver,
his friends should have become his ‘followers’, etc., b ff.); and why,
more generally, Socrates adopts a patently satirical tone of voice at reg-
ular intervals (suggesting, for instance, that works like those of Homer
are ‘easy to make’, a). My own view is that such considerations, none
of which has been satisfactorily dealt with in the now orthodox readings
of Book X, all point to the role of the arguments not as statements of an
established position but as incitements to recognise the need for a new
and better understanding of artistic mimesis.4 That view will remain a
largely silent background to the present paper, since it is not on the argu-
ments themselves but on the interpretation of their ‘frame’, and particu-
larly of Socrates’ epilogue, that I intend to concentrate here. We shall see

3 Two representative examples: the paraphrase of Rep. X in Griswold (), §§.–
., is silent about the ambivalence expressed in Socrates’ epilogue; Untersteiner (),
–, with the summary on , largely suppresses this feature of the passage. By
contrast, a sensitive awareness of Book X’s ambivalence is shown by Vicaire (), –
 (though on  he mistakenly transfers the incantations from Socrates to poetry
itself); cf. Collingwood (),  (‘Socrates seems half to relent’), though his account
of the larger context is over-zealous. Levin (), –, takes seriously the need to
reconsider the possible value of poetry, but her response is more narrowly defined than
mine.

4 See Halliwell (), –, –; the related French version in Halliwell
(b) emphasises Book X’s pointers to the need for radical rethinking of the issues.
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later, however, that there is one crucial respect in which the epilogue con-
fronts readers with a paradox that embraces the whole of the preceding
critique of mimesis.

The opening of the final book of Plato’s Republic is inmanyways a puz-
zling juncture in the work. I want to contend that if we attend sensitively
to this juncture, and allow ourselves to be (philosophically) puzzled, we
may be set on a course that leads to a rewarding but far from straight-
forward interpretation of Plato’s relationship to poetry, an interpreta-
tion that replaces clichés and received opinions—including the standard
reading of Plato’s supposedly outright ‘hostility’ to poetry and the tired,
reductive slogan that Plato ‘banished the poets’—with something much
more intricate and true to the nuances of Plato’s ownwriting. At the heart
of my case will be the thesis that Book X offers not a simple repudiation
of the best poets but a complicated counterpoint in which resistance and
attraction to their work are intertwined, a counterpoint which (among
other things) explores the problemofwhether, and inwhat sense, itmight
be possible to be a ‘philosophical lover’ of poetry. The arguments about
poetry advanced in this book do not provide a definitive solution to this
problem. Indeed, the whole thrust of the epilogue to these arguments is
to set up a challenge and prospect that looks outside and beyond the Pla-
tonic text itself into the lives of those reading it, whether in the Academy
or elsewhere.5 Plato’s own writing in this part of the Republic tells us, if
it tells us anything, that it does not contain the final answers to the ques-
tions it raises about poetry.

As Socrates (re)turns unexpectedly to the subject of poetry at the
start of Rep. X, and suggests that the conclusions previously reached in
Book III have been corroborated by the division of the soul undertaken in
the intervening stretch of the dialogue (a), he puts it to Glaucon that
‘mimetic’ poetry (including both tragedy and Homeric epic) can cause
grave damage (lôbê) to the minds of its audiences unless they possess
the ‘drug’ or ‘antidote’ (pharmakon) that consists in knowing precisely
what such poetry amounts to (b).6 Revealingly, Glaucon, who was

5 Büttner (),  plausibly takes Rep. b–b to reflect ongoing debate about
poetry in the Academy. Else () argues the radical thesis that Book X is in part a
reaction to (an early version of) Aristotle’s Poetics: cf. Halliwell (), . I leave aside
here speculations (common in a previous generation of scholarship) about sophistic
works towhich Platomay have been responding. But note Isocrates .– for a fourth-
century case in which a thinker’s attitudes to poetry came under attack.

6 Inmedical terms, themetaphor here implies a drugwhich prevents a disease (cf.Rep.
II, c ~ III, b) rather than one which cures a disease already contracted (as e.g. III,
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not Socrates’ interlocutor for most of the earlier discussion of poetry but
who did fulfil this role during the foundational division of the soul into its
parts, does not immediately grasp what Socrates means (either, wemight
suppose, by the ‘damage’ poetry can do to the soul, or by the ‘antidote’
against it). Socrates responds to Glaucon’s uncertainty by announcing
emphatically yet nervously (see below) that he will speak his mind on the
subject (b), and then embarks on an elaborately unfolding critique of
the status of mimetic art (first painting, then poetry).7 It looks at first
sight, therefore, as though the ‘drug’ or ‘antidote’ of knowledge needed to
combat the psychological harm of mimetic poetry will be contained in
the arguments of Book X itself. But we have some powerful reasons for
declining to draw this superficially tempting inference.

Most powerful of all is the fact—which will form the main compass-
point of my enquiry—that in the epilogue to this part of the dialogue
Socrates proposes that until poetry (now personified as a beautiful wom-
an) or her lovers (philopoiêtai, awordwhich occurs only here in thewhole
of surviving Greek) can produce a better defence, which means a fully
ethical justification, of her value to souls and societies, he and those who
think like him will continue to ‘listen to her’ (in itself a remarkable detail
to which we shall have to return) ‘ . . . while singing as an incantation to
protect ourselves the argument we are in the process of stating’.8 There are
three reasons, I submit, for refusing to identify the ‘antidote’ of knowledge
posited at b with the ‘incantation’ of a and, consequently, with the
contents of Book X itself.9 In the first place, the terms in which the end
of the second critique of poetry is couched suggest (as I shall later stress)

d, a): i.e., thosewho possess the knowledgewill never succumb to poetry’s harmful
effects. If the drugwere curative, the harmwould have to be suffered first, so no onewould
be strictly immune. Note, furthermore, that λ:Hη and cognates, when signifying mental
or physical harm, usually imply permanent damage.

7 I leave aside here the controversy over how the sense of mimêsis in Book X relates
to that (or, rather, those) found in Book III: cf. Halliwell (), . The latest discussion,
Moss (), offers interesting analysis, but her claim ( n. ) that the term was used
‘more broadly’ in Book III contradicts Socrates’ intention at c (cf. a) to discuss
mimesis ‘as a whole’ (holôs), a detail Moss ignores. Whatever the case at the start of Rep.
X, by b–c it is hard to see any difference between mimetic poetry and poetry tout
court; cf. Tim. d.

8 �κρ�ασ�με�’ α τ#ς "π26δ�ντες �μ�ν α τ��ς τ��τ�ν τ5ν λ�γ�ν Zν λ$γ�μεν (a).
I ignore here the textual problem of the first word of the following sentence: see the
apparatus in Slings (), , with the note of Adam (), –.

9 ‘Antidote’ and ‘incantation’ are commonly identified: e.g. Belfiore (), , Mur-
ray (), , Burnyeat (),  (cf. , apparently taking the antidote to include
the whole of Books IV–IX), Giuliano (), ; cf. Ferrari (),  (‘related’), Leszl
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that the argument is not finished and may not be secure: poetry or her
adherents may yet come up with the requested defence, thus making the
argument itself in need of (at least) revision and therefore incompatible
with the status of ‘knowledge’. Secondly, the language of ‘incantations’
or ‘spells’, which Socrates uses here with some emphasis, is hard if not
impossible to reconcile with the conditions of philosophical knowledge,
since, as we shall later find, the concept of an incantation (epôidê) in Plato
denotes a decidedly non-epistemic agency.10 Finally, since the knowledge
specified at b conveys immunity to harm, those who possessed it
would have no need for protective spells or incantations—anymore, one
might add, than theywould need to give poetry a further chance to justify
itself.

Rather than taking the knowledge referred to at b to be contained
in Book X itself, then, it makes much better sense to treat it as the special
property of true (that is, ideal) philosophers, the philosophers whose
paradigm is constructed in Rep. V–VII and who are defined above all,
in their fully achieved state, by transcendent knowledge of the good.
Those who possess such knowledge are taken by Socrates to be very few.
In fact, he refers to their extreme rarity further on in Book X itself, at
the start of the passage in which he brings what he calls the ‘greatest
charge’ or ‘greatest accusation’ against poetry. That charge is precisely
that (mimetic) poetry is capable of doing grave damage (with a verbal
echo of the start of the book) ‘even to good people, with the exception
of a very few’.11 But the ‘greatest charge’ argument allows us to add
something else of fundamental importance for the shape of Book X’s
critique of poetry. As he proceeds to explain the kind of experience in
which even good people ‘surrender’ to the power of poetry, Socrates
speaks in the first-person plural of ‘the best of us’ (c). It is much
more than a grammatical technicality to observe that first-person plural
verbs and pronouns stamp the point of view both of the ‘greatest charge’
argument and of the subsequent epilogue.12 In otherwords, Socrates—by
which, as throughout, I mean strictly the persona presented in the text—

(),  (‘recalls’). Halliwell (),  (ad b), blurs the difference in a way which
(as with much else) I no longer think right.

10 The language of knowledge certainly plays no part in the incantation itself; note the
verb ν�μ.4ειν at b.

11 . . . κα� τ�<ς "πιεικε�ς 9καν!ν εFναι λωH*σ�αι, "κτ5ς π6νυ τιν0ν Kλ.γων (c).
12 See d, a, b–b passim. Furthermore, the second-person singulars

addressed to Glaucon at c–d imply as much about Socrates’ as about Glaucon’s own
experience.
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does not purport to be one of ‘the very few’, that tiny minority (even
among ‘the good’) who are immune to the potential harm of poetry.13
This is all the more striking given that he does associate or align himself
and Glaucon with ‘the good’ (epieikeis), and even with ‘the best of us’
(beltistoi): that is, with those who are committed to trying to follow the
dictates of philosophical reason.14What thismeans in terms of the overall
direction of argument in the later parts of the critique is that it is perfectly
possible to be committed to philosophical ideals and yet to remain deeply
susceptible to the power of poetry. Socrates, who after all never claims
to be a true or perfect philosopher in the strong sense advanced in the
Republic (i.e., he never purports to have left the Cave), does not himself
claim to possess the ‘antidote’ of knowledge of poetry’s real nature which
he posited near the start of Book X.15 What he does profess to have (and
to need) is a ‘spell’ or ‘incantation’ against poetry.

In order to work towards a fuller comprehension of what this might
mean, I want now to adduce a further feature of the opening of Rep. X
and to ask how it might help to steer our reading of the second critique
of poetry. This is the fact, to which I have already alluded, that Socrates
prefaces his further remarks on poetry with two indications of personal
hesitation—one, a (partly) ironic gesture of nervousness about whether
his views will be ‘denounced’ by the present company to the tragedians
and othermimetic poets, the other a confession (in which it is impossible
to detect irony) of long-standing love or affection (philia) and respect
for Homer. (Socrates, as we shall see, will later go further and speak of
erôs, passionate desire, for poetry: e.) Why should Plato give Socrates
these personally inflected notes of sensitivity and uncertainty, which go
beyond a passing and far less conspicuous hint of apology in the previous

13 One might wonder whether this minority would still listen to poetry: the answer
(in the abstract) must be that they would have no reason to do so for their own part, but
that their return to the Cave might in some circumstances require it.

14 On either side of his reference to ‘the best of us’ at c Socrates uses beltiston to
describe the best part of the soul (b, a); he also applies the adjective directly to
reason, logos, at a. But earlier in a the word is used of those admirers of Homer
who are ‘as good as they can be’ (Hελτ.στ�υς ε�ς �σ�ν δ%νανται). So c can readily
denote those with strong philosophical aspirations but who (except for the ‘very few’)
fall short of the ideal.

15 It is only a partial counter-argument that at b Socrates ostensibly includes him-
self among the ‘few’ who recognise that emotions felt in the theatre have consequences for
their psychic life outside the theatre. If we wish to identify these few with those of c, as
I did in Halliwell (),  (though I am no longer sure this is obligatory), then c–
d shows that Socrates does not claim to be one of those who have fully internalised this
awareness.
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critique of poetry in Books II–III?16 The answer I propose is that Book X
addresses poetry as a subject of directly personal concern for lovers of
poetry who are reading the Republic itself, whereas Books II–III were
orientated much more (though not exclusively) towards the role that
poetry should play in the education and formation of young souls in
the ideal city. Books II–III, which after all belonged to the project of
founding a hypothetical, imaginary city (a city in words and a city of
philosophical ‘myth’) as an analogy to the formation of the individual
soul, certainly provided indications that in thinking about the role of
poetry in education Plato’s readers need to ponder the role of poetry in
adult (and therefore their own) lives.17 But the educational terms of the
discussion nonetheless provided the dominant framework of the earlier
critique, giving it a formalised and quasi-institutional focus. By contrast,
Rep. Xmakes no explicit reference to the educational systemor the socio-
political structure of Callipolis; instead, it broadens the earlier topic of
education into the larger question whether Homer’s poetry deserves to
count as the supreme ‘education’ (paideia) of Greece.18 Nothing is said
about youngGuardians, or indeed anyGuardians at all—only the internal
guardianship, phulakê, which the soul exercises or fails to exercise over
itself (a).19 And, after the opening of the book, the only reference back
to the society andpolitics of the imaginary citywhich has shaped somuch
of the dialogue’s quest comes at the conclusion of the argument (a–
c), where, as we shall soon see, it becomes caught up in a remarkable
statement of ambivalence on Socrates’ part.

Where Books II–III, then, scrutinised and evaluated poetry princi-
pally in terms of education (including the politics of education), Book X
reopens the subject in a way which allows that earlier perspective to
fade partly into the background, though not, of course, to vanish alto-

16 Socrates struck an apologetic note in relation toHomer at III, a; the tone of a
is also germane but far more impersonal than the start of Book X. Cf., though the point at
issue is different, Socrates’ embarrassment in speaking derogatorily of the poets at Apol.
b.

17 Cf. Burnyeat (), , , as well as the general emphasis of his lectures (an
outstanding discussion of the subject) on Plato’s concern with ‘the total culture’.

18 See esp. e; cf. also the idea that paideia itself is a subject on which Homer
allegedly ‘attempts to speak’ (c–d).

19 For the idea of an internal ‘guardian’ in the soul, see esp. IX, a (with the cognate
verb at e). Cf. the Myth of Er’s (symbolic) motif of the daimôn which accompanies
the soul through life as a ‘guardian’, phulax, and ‘fulfiller’ of the life which the soul chose
in its preexistent state, d.
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gether from the mind of a retentive reader of the work.20 The relation-
ship of Book X to the earlier parts of the Republic raises many complex
issues, including details of psychology and metaphysics which lie out-
side my brief here.21 My immediate concern here is with a shift in per-
spective, between Books II–III and Book X, that affects the relationship
to poetry of at least one kind of reader of Plato’s text. What I mean by
this is that whereas the earlier critique concentrated relatively imperson-
ally, as far as Socrates was concerned, on its role in the education of the
young Guardians, Socrates’ confessional stance of ‘love and reverence’
towardsHomer—a love implanted in him precisely in his own childhood
(b)—serves as an invitation to readers to filter the arguments which
follow through their own love of poetry. This is not a historical specula-
tion about a particular readership for the Republic, but rather a way of
tracing in Plato’s text a set of cues for one kind of implied reader. We
shall see that this factor recurs with renewed emphasis in the conclusion
to the critique, making it even more plausible and important to suppose
that Socrates, in speaking of his own love of poetry to Glaucon (whomhe
takes to share it: see below), is tacitly addressing those who themselves
understand from the ‘inside’ what it is like to succumb to the power of
poetry.

It is worth adding here a consideration which is hardly ever taken into
account in approaches to the first part of Book X but which supplies a
further set of cues for an implied reader of the work. As we come to the
start of what we call Book X from the end of what we call Book IX (and
we have no reason to think the book divisions are themselves Platonic),22
we have at the front of our minds the idea of the city of the Republic as

20 There are, of course, some direct back-references, e.g. at e (to d–e, ), and
the connections between the two sections include a central preoccupation with tragedy
and Homer (‘leader of the tragedians’, c, cf. d, c, a).

21 As regards psychology, Socrates starts by referring back (a) to earlier analysis of
the soul, yet he never directly adduces the tripartitemodel in what follows and sometimes
seems to ignore it, e.g. in the blurring of thumos and epithumia at d; for differences
between Book X and earlier books in this respect, cf. Belfiore (), –. On the
metaphysical side, the issues are comparable: Book X ‘echoes’ the hierarchical ontology
of the middle books but nowhere specifically picks up the earlier discussion and again
sometimes seems to ignore it (e.g. in giving the craftsman understanding of ‘forms’ at
b).

22 The book divisions represent points of transition in the discussion, some (e.g. II, V)
much stronger than others (e.g. IX, which is part of an ongoing sequence). But the start of
each book from II onwards certainly requires to be read against the background of what
has preceded.
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above all the city (polis) or constitution (politeia) ‘in the soul’.Thismotif is
indeed one of the salient features of the final pages of Book IX; it is more
prominent here than anywhere else in the entire dialogue. At e–a
Socrates proposed that the point of education is to establish a ‘ruler’, a
‘guardian’ and a ‘constitution’ inside the soul. It is by attending to ‘the
constitution in oneself ’ (e), he proceeds to say, that the good person
will adopt the right attitude to externals such as wealth and honour; and
he and Glaucon end the book by agreeing that such a person will engage
in politics only ‘in the city of himself ’, ‘the city in words’ which has been
constructed in the course of the dialogue, a city which may exist only
as an ideal ‘model’ (paradeigma) but which is nonetheless a compelling
standard by which the individual must ‘found his own city’ or ‘make a
new city of himself ’ (heauton katoikizein, b). This passage at the end
of Book IX can be (and has been) debated from various angles. I want, for
present purposes, to bypass the immense and, in a sense, inexhaustible
question of the relationship between the literal (political) and analogical
(psychological) roles of Callipolis in the Republic as a whole. The sole
point I want to stress is that the fact that the end of Book IX has placed
an unprecedented weight on the ‘internal’ city helps to steer a reader
round to considering the following discussion of poetry in terms, above
all, of ‘the city within’. It is no accident that apart from d–b the
most explicit occurrences of this same trope are both in Rep. X itself, at
b (where the mimetic poet is said to introduce a ‘bad constitution’
into the individual soul) and, most significantly, at b, in the epilogue,
where the protective incantation against poetry is to be sung by one
who ‘fears for the constitution inside himself ’. It is not, of course, that
Book X forgets altogether about the politics of poetry; b for example,
just cited, explicitly juxtaposes city and soul in a way which chimes
with the central design of the whole work.23 But it is nonetheless fair to
emphasise that, unlike the discussion in Books II–III, the second critique
of poetry is independent of any particular political or social framework,
let alone the peculiar class-structure of Callipolis, and is correspondingly
focussed on the impact of poetry on the individual soul. This reinforces
my suggestion about Socrates’ personal accent at b–c. Both factors
set up the subject of poetry in a way whose implicit addressee is the

23 Cf. also the references to the city at a and b: but the first is directly in the
shadowofBook IX’s emphasis on ‘the citywithin’, while the second is sandwichedbetween
the confessional character of the ‘greatest charge’ and the highly personal accents of the
epilogue, as discussed in my text below.
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individual lover of poetry. Such individuals are now invited to consider
the subject in an entirely contemporary and politically non-idealistic
setting.

The points I have made about the start of Book X all acquire extra
force when taken in conjunction with the much more elaborate cues
provided by the epilogue to the discussion of poetry, the second part
of its ‘frame’, at –. It is to the details of this remarkable passage
that I now want to turn. The first striking point about it is that it
casts the preceding arguments and the decision to revisit the subject of
poetry as a ‘defence speech’ (apologia)24 for the earlier banishment of
mimetic poetry from the ideal city. Now, several sections of the Republic
refer to themselves as ‘defences’ against possible criticism—in itself an
important indicator that Plato knew his works would be available to a
mixed readership which could not be expected to be always instinctively
sympathetic to the ideas explored in them.25 In the present case, we can
be quite specific about what is at issue, since Socrates proceeds to address
poetry directly in her personified status as an alluring female (a kind
of imagery for which Plato had precedents, not least in Old Comedy)26
with an attempt to rebut any suspicion that he and Glaucon deserve
to be convicted of ‘harshness and philistinism’ (b). The terms used
in this last phrase occurred much earlier, at III, d–a, precisely
to describe those who have no dealings with mousikê, those who ‘keep
lifelong company with gymnastics but never touch mousikê’ (c).27
At b, then, Socrates is keen to explain that he and Glaucon are

24 See the cognate verb, apologeisthai, at b. For other Platonic uses of judicial
imagery, see Louis (), – nn. –.

25 See e.g. IV, a ff. (Adeimantus requests a defence against possible criticisms:
cf. b, d), V, c (Socrates prompts Glaucon to come up with a defence of their
position); cf. VI, a, a. Some of Plato’s writings were criticised outside the Academy
even during his lifetime: cf. Crantor fr.  (Mette) for mockery of the supposedly Egyptian
borrowing of the social structure of the Republic.

26 Poetry is a female (deity) who has gone into (voluntary) hiding in Aristophanes
fr.  PCG; cf. Music personified as an abused female (perhaps a hetaira) in Pherecrates
fr.  PCG, Cratinus’ presentation of Comedy as his wife in Putine, and the sexual
characterisation of Euripides’ Muse at Aristophanes Frogs –: cf. Hall () and
Sommerstein () on such figures. Since some of the (unidentified) quotations at Rep.
b–c are probably comic (Halliwell [], ), it suits the context nicely if Plato is
(subliminally) adapting a comic trope in personifying poetry.

27 At d Socrates couples sklêrotês, ‘harshness’, with agriotês, ‘fierceness’ or ‘hardness’
(over-development of the spirited, thumoeides, part of the soul); agrio- terms are from
the same root as agroikos, which Socrates uses in the same context at a: note their
synonymity atPhdr. d–e, withHalliwell (), , for some further documentation.
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not irremediably hostile to poetry and the cultural values associated
with it (a charge, incidentally, which some may have made against the
historical Socrates).28 It is vital to see, as Gadamer is among the few
to have done, that it is precisely in order to make this point that he
adduces the ‘ancient quarrel between philosophy and poetry’: in other
words, the reference to the ‘quarrel’ (which I take to be a shorthand
for a real history of tension between different strands in Greek culture,
not some kind of self-referential invention on Plato’s part) is not an
outright justification, let alone a promotion, as many have suggested, of
philosophical ‘enmity’ towards poetry.29 It is part of a ‘defensive’, self-
exculpating step on Socrates’ part, and in some sense on Plato’s part too; it
is a gesture towards trying to move beyond the quarrel, not to exacerbate
it. The core of what Socrates is saying to poetry in this context—and
therefore, in effect, to Plato’s readers—is in three stages: first, please do
not convict us of philistinism (because we are not philistine: i.e. we
share an inclination towards mousikê); secondly, we have not created
the tensions between philosophy and poetry (consider all the gibes and
insults that poetry has hurled against philosophers); and thirdly, what we
ourselves really want (or at least are happy to envisage) is a rapprochement
between poetry and philosophy, indeed, nothing less than a reversal of
the verdict of ‘banishment’ we have reached and a welcome return of
poetry to the city (c).

Before (or, in fact, while) we look more closely at that last, cru-
cial point, we ought to register a further and paradoxical dimension to
the judicial imagery of the whole epilogue. I have already mentioned
Socrates’ idea of a ‘defence’ on his own part in attempted vindication of
the earlier decision to remove or exclude mimetic poetry from the city.
It is precisely this pressure to defend that decision which leads into the
complex expression of self-exculpation I have just summarised. But this
self-exculpation includes an invitation to poetry to defend herself fur-
ther against the charges brought by Socrates and Glaucon.The same verb
apologeisthai, to ‘defend oneself ’, used by Socrates of himself at b is

28 Aristophanes Frogs – shows that Socrates could be at least satirically
suspected of ‘abandoningmousikê’, though this is relative not absolute (since it is a coded
gibe at Euripidean drama).

29 Nightingale (), – contends that the quarrel was invented by Plato, but her
statement that Socrates ‘concludes his attack . . . by announcing [sic] a quarrel’, , erases
the apologetic nuances of b, as does e.g. Reeve (),  (‘Plato is ready to rejoin
the . . . quarrel’). Tomake the quarrel a reason for the banishment, as does Corlett (),
, is a sheer distortion. Gadamer (), –, discerns the correct nuance.
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now applied, twice over, to poetry herself (d, a). This picks up the
judicial imagery of c, where Socrates formulated the greatest charge
or gravest ‘accusation’ (the verb is the standard forensic term, katêgorein).
Taken together with the intervening image of the ‘ancient quarrel’, the
double use of the verb ‘to defend oneself ’, with first Socrates (and Glau-
con) then poetry herself as subject, seems to suggest that the dispute is
one in which the roles of prosecutor and defendant can easily be switched
round. Who exactly is on trial—poetry for its/her power to harm the
soul, or Socrates and Glaucon for seeming to repudiate such a funda-
mental component in Greek culture and for taking the risk of displaying
cultural philistinism and boorishness (a suggestion, furthermore, which
b couches in the quasi-judicial language of conviction or condemna-
tion, katagignôskein)?

Reading Plato fastidiously means, in part, attending to the subtly
figurative elements of his writing. If we do that in the present instance,
we are confronted, I submit, not just by echoes of a contemporary
background of debate but, more importantly, by an elaborately layered
metaphor for the inconclusiveness (the internal inconclusiveness) of the
Republic’s second critique of poetry. Having initiated the idea of a trial
by bringing the gravest of charges against poetry, Socrates then places
himself in the position of defendant (against possible ‘condemnation’
from outside the text, i.e. from lovers of poetry reading the Republic),
and, in a further move, places the judicial onus on poetry again (and/or
her spokesmen, prostatai)30 to make a new defence against the charges
brought—and a new defence whose success Socrates himself is prepared
to celebrate, since he andGlaucon know their underlying susceptibility to
poetry’s bewitchment (c). Before examining this last strand further,
we need to uncover a deep paradox built into the judicial or forensic
imagery of the epilogue. Not only is this imagery used to express the idea
of an unfinished series of trials and retrials, as well as the possibility of
accuser and accused changing places. Socrates behaves quite unlike a real
litigant by hoping for his opponent’s success. (Picture a real-life, especially
an Athenian, plaintiff who says, ‘I would dearly love the defendant to

30 After imagining poetry delivering her own defence at d, Socrates then invokes
her spokesmen, the ‘lovers of poetry’: (i) at the metaphorical level this trades on the fact
that (in Athens) a woman could not speak in court herself; (ii) at the literal level, the
assumption is that a detailed poetics could hardly be accommodatedwithin a poetic work
itself (Plato has not envisaged a full ars poetica in verse).The claimofNaddaff (), ,
that by inviting a new defence Socrates ‘announces before the fact the defense’s defeat’,
makes the passage perversely self-confounding.
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come up with a better defence’!) The judicial trope that unfolds from
c to a is, in sum, a pointed expression both of inconclusiveness
(it is far from certain, even now, that the sentence of banishment should
be implemented) and of ambivalence (it is far from certain that Socrates
and Glaucon want her to be banished). Any reader of Republic X who
ignores these complications in the epilogue to the discussion of poetry is
missing something vital.

But the complications do not stop with the paradoxes of Socrates’
judicial imagery. In explaining his and Glaucon’s attitude of ‘good will’
towards poetry, the good will of people who have tried to force them-
selves to give up their erotic passion for a woman they loved in their
youth, Socrates introduces themotif of an incantation to be sung for self-
protection while listening to poetry, until it becomes clear whether she
can deliver an adequate defence of herself after all (e–b). Although
the passage as a whole somewhat blurs the distinction between listening
to a further defence of poetry and listening to poetry in performance (and
the blurring is increased by the possibility that poetry might defend her-
self in poetry: d), it is certainly insufficient to treat a–b to refer
exclusively to listening to a defence.31 When that is Socrates’ primary
meaning, at d, he simply says, ‘we shall listen graciously’ (either to
poetry, in her self-defence, or to her spokesmen in prose), without any
suggestion of exposure to the full force of poetic seductiveness. By con-
trast, the whole impetus of the incantation metaphor is that it evokes
a need for urgent protection in a situation of active danger, the danger
posed by poetry’s capacity to bewitch.32 The incantation passage there-
fore prompts two pressing questions of interpretation. The first is: why
will Socrates and Glaucon have to continue to ‘listen’ to poetry at all, if
the case for poetry’s ‘banishment’ has been confirmed in Book X? why
can they not just live without her?33 And the second is: what can Socrates
mean by a spell or incantation against poetry, particularly one to be ‘sung’
or chanted while listening to poetry?

31 Janaway (),  and n. , rightly opposes Gould (),  and n. , on this
point.

32 The metaphor borrows part of its force from the erotic analogy in which it is
embedded. Where erôs is concerned, incantations are most commonly used to attract
someone: see e.g. XenophonMem. III.xi.–. But Plato probably alludes (obliquely) to
the use of spells by passive victims as well as active users of erotic ‘magic’ (cf. n. ): for
a conspectus of such practices in antiquity, cf. Winkler (), –.

33 That Socrates speaks of continuing to listen to poetry is often overlooked, even by
such an acute reader of Plato as Burnyeat (), : Socrates ‘has forsworn [Homer]
for good’ (corrected spelling). Cf. Gadamer () , ‘permanent exile’.
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It is only a partial answer to the first of these questions to say that
Socrates speaks for philosophers who must live in the actual world of a
city like Athens, a world in which it is inconceivable for Plato’s readers
that poetry (including the works of Homer and the tragedians) could
cease to exist in the foreseeable future. Since Socrates also speaks for
those who, as this very passage reiterates, acknowledge ‘the city in the
soul’, the question stands: why, even in a non-ideal city, will people like
Socrates and Glaucon not do everything possible to stop ‘listening’ to
poetry? why will they not ‘exile’ poetry from their internal city, even if
she still walks the streets, as it were, of thematerial city in which they find
themselves? The appropriate answer to this question, I believe, is radical
and yet in a sense obvious: Socrates speaks here for philosophers who do
not want or intend to abandon poetry. The answer is ‘obvious’ in that it
is not only embedded in the language of continuing to listen to poetry
but is expressively manifest in the psychological and erotic imagery of
the epilogue as a whole.34 It is radical, however, in that it undermines
those rigidified readings of the Republic which take the ‘banishment’ of
the best, most imaginative poets to be Plato’s emphatic, final word on the
subject.

When Socrates proposes toGlaucon that theywould be pleased towel-
come poetry back from exile, he cites the experience of being ‘bewitched’
(kêleisthai, c) by poetry, i.e. caught in the magical spell of its words,
as the reason for not wanting to see poetry actually banished. The vocab-
ulary of ‘bewitchment’ is applied to the psychotropic powers of poetic
language as early as the Homeric poems; it is also famously applied to
Socrates himself by Alcibiades in the Symposium and by Glaucon in
the Republic.35 Since this vocabulary has available erotic connotations,
Socrates’ motivation for wanting to give poetry a further chance to jus-
tify herself blends into the overtly erotic imagery which then dominates
the last part of the passage. Socrates compares himself and Glaucon to
a person who, when young, felt erôs for a woman but later decided that

34 Murray (),  thinks that Plato’s imagery reinforces his arguments against
mimetic poetry, but her reference to Rep. b–a ignores precisely the emotional
ambivalence which the erotic imagery of the passage helps to convey.

35 Homeric kêlêthmos: Od. . ~ .. Socratic bewitchment: Symp. b–a
(comparison with music of Marsyas), Rep. II.b (snake-charming metaphor); cf. So-
cratic incantations, n.  below. For some other Platonic uses of kêlein, epaidein etc., see
Louis (), –, , Belfiore (): the latter’s interesting analysis treats Plato’s use
of such language as more schematic than I take it to be. The erotic associations of kêlêsis
terms are evident at e.g. Ibycus . PMG, Euripides Tro. .
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the desire was harmful and consequently tried to ‘force’ himself (e) to
keep his distance from her, i.e. to end the relationship. But the simile, like
the rest of the epilogue, is saturated with ambivalence. The former lover
has not really lost his erôs; it is ingrained or rooted in the soul,36 which
is why ‘force’ is needed to achieve any distance from the beloved. What’s
more, the lover continues to feel ‘well disposed’ towards thewoman, keen
that she should be seen at her ‘best and truest’ (a), which under-
lines the earlier judicial imagery of hoping that a valid defence of poetry
will after all be found. Socrates goes on to refer to the incantation as a
means of avoiding falling back into a passion which he characterises as
belonging to his boyhood and to the lives of the many.37 But this disdain
for the ‘immaturity’ and ‘vulgarity’ of a passion for poetry is not only a
rhetorically coded statement of cultural considerations (love of poetry is
implanted during the formative period of boyhood, as Socrates himself
noted at b, and it is characteristic of large sections of a community
like Athens). It is also a mark of the ambivalence of the passage and does
not cancel out the sense of erotically charged anxiety about falling back
in love. Unlike themany scholars who cite the negative without the coun-
terbalancingly regretful elements of this passage, I contend that Socrates
speaks in the voice of one who does not wish to lose the ability to be
‘bewitched’ by poetry but to find an ethical justification for continuing
to have that experience (c–d), and as someone who wants to trans-
form the value of his relationship to the previous object of his erôs, not to
abandon that relationship altogether (e–a).

If this means, then, that Socrates represents the philosophical lover
of poetry,38 and in a manner which wistfully makes poetry an object

36 The perfect participle "γγεγ�ν�τα denotes not a previous state but a continuing
presence. I do not know what Murray (),  means by saying that this clause ‘is
presented almost as an excuse for P[lato]’s love of poetry’: the dramatic point is clear;
Socrates speaks as someone whose love of poetry can never be securely eradicated. The
verb "γγ.γνεσ�αι is common in Plato, often denoting how something, whether good or
bad, takes a strong hold in the soul (e.g. Charm. a, Gorg. e, Rep. IV, c) or the
city (e.g.Rep. V, e, VIII, c, b). For an application of the verb to erôs, cf. Isocrates
Helen .

37 The adjective paidikos, ‘boyish’, ‘childish’, at a, is sometimes associated by Plato
with the idea of play (paidia) and therefore as the antithesis of spoudaios, ‘serious’: see
esp. Crat. b–c. Such an overtone at a would meld nicely with the wording of the
incantation itself in the following sentence, as discussed later in my text. Paidikos is not
intrinsically derogatory: see e.g. Lys. a.

38 It is not only in this context that Plato represents Socrates as a (wistful) lover of
poetry. In addition to the many poetic quotations and references put in his mouth, Apol.
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of emotional ambivalence not outright hostility, that goes some way
towards answering my first question (why should Socrates and Glaucon
not simply stop ‘listening’ to poetry?). But it might seem to do so only
at the cost of complicating even further the second question (what
does Socrates mean by singing a spell or incantation while listening
to poetry?). In one respect, however, the answer proposed to the first
question is part of an answer to the second too: it is precisely because
of the ambivalent combination of attraction and resistance that the lover
of poetry will continue to listen to poetry (while sustaining the hope
of finding a justification for doing so) yet will also make use of an
incantation for protection. But what exactly does Socrates imply by the
metaphor of an incantation? On one level it is clear that the metaphor
involves a kind of contest between the ‘magic’ of poetic language and
emotions and the counter-magic of philosophical rationalism. But it
is not sufficient to maintain, as some have done, that the incantation
represents a purely rationalistic reinterpretation of the old Greekmotif—
prominent in Homer and given a fresh statement in Gorgias’ Helen—of
the ‘magic of words’. I earlier gave three reasons for not equating the
incantation, which is for those fearful of resuccumbing to the quasi-
erotic appeal of poetry, with the ‘antidote’ or drug of b, which is
the knowledge (fully possessed only by perfect philosophers) that would
give immunity against the power of poetry. Admittedly, it is possible to
find passages in Plato where drugs and incantations operate together,
including the riddling passage of Charmides where Socrates purports
to have a ‘Thracian’ cure for headaches which combines the two.39 But
Republic X gives no hint of such a medical model. Instead it separates
the two things, as they sometimes were in the professional medicine of
the Hippocratics; and it uses the metaphor of an incantation to evoke
a rather insecure, apprehensive frame of mind, even if it (possibly) has

a–b is tellingly eloquent: Socrates would be prepared to ‘die many times’ to experience
a life in Hades in which he might meet poets like Hesiod and Homer.

39 Charm. e, which leads into a passage on the combined soul-and-body medicine
of the Thracian ‘doctors of Zalmoxis’ (–): at the end of the dialogue Socrates
suggests that possession of true virtue would make the incantation unnecessary (a),
but at the same time we are left with the image of Socrates himself as the great user
of (philosophical) incantations (b). Cf. the (allegorical) midwives at Theaet. d.
Another passage which combines drugs and incantations (metaphorically) isMeno a,
significantly describing Socrates himself in his capacity to bewitch the minds of others!
The image of Socratic incantations was later used satirically by Timon of Phlius fr. 
(Diels).
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some resonance of Orphic and Pythagorean practices as well.40 The
incantation, then, is for those who lack the drug; equally, anyone who
had the antidote would have no need of the incantation. Moreover,
the incantation conjures up a non-epistemic and at least partly self-
persuasive device. It is to be ‘sung’ by the person himself, not by a
doctor or healer; and it is implicitly in need of repetition, as suggested
by the indefinite clause in a (‘for as long as poetry is unable to
defend herself, we shall listen to her . . . ’). In all these respects the closest
Platonic comparandum is Phaedo e, where after purporting to furnish
arguments that souls exist both before and after their embodied lives,
Socrates acknowledges that there remains a ‘child’ of fear inside Cebes
and Simmias—fear that their souls will be scattered to the winds at
death. Cebes, accepting the existence of this inner child, asks Socrates
to try to persuade them out of their fear, and Socrates responds by
telling them to ‘sing an incantation’ over this child every day.41 As in
Rep. X, there is a tension between the rational force of philosophical logos
and the recalcitrant power of (irrational) emotion, and the metaphor of
‘incantation’ relates to the attempt to enable the former to prevail over
the latter. The big difference between the two contexts, however, is that
Cebes and Simmias have no wish to be afraid of death (quite the reverse)
whereas in the Republic Socrates and Glaucon have experienced an erôs
and bewitchment that they find it hard to abandon and to which at least
one part of their soul continues to feel an attraction.

The critical point—and paradox—which now needs integrating into
an interpretation of Rep. b is that while the incantation is identical
with the argument, the logos, of the second critique of poetry (Socrates

40 The list of therapies at Rep. IV, b involves a marked division, overlooked by e.g.
Giuliano () , between purely physical and more indirect processes; this suggests
a viewpoint fromwhich incantations are considered a somewhat extreme resort: note the
parallel division (relating to means of harm) at Laws XI, e–a, and for this kind
of view in Hippocratic medicine, cf. Lloyd (), –, , ; Plutarch recognises
such a division in his echo of Rep. b atMor. c. For connections between epôidai
(literal or metaphorical) and persuasion (sometimes affective rather than fully rational),
see e.g. Laws II, e, VI, d, VIII, e. Untersteiner (),  underestimates the
non-rational implications of epôidê at Rep. a (and elsewhere in Plato). We know that,
among others, Orphics could be thought of as using epôidai: see Euripides Cyclops ;
cf. the Derveni papyrus col. ., Betegh (), . The evidence for Pythagorean use
of epôidai is late (e.g. Iamblichus Vita Pyth. , ) but probably has roots in earlier
practice.

41 Although Socrates suggests that his friends might seek someone who can sing
an incantation for them (a), he hints that it is best for them to perform their own
incantations, a point he later reiterates in relation to his own myth at d.
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is quite explicit about that), it is an incantation which is only provisional
(since the judicial image of the epilogue has already emphasised the hope
of a new defence of poetry) and which in itself reiterates the tensions
which were latent in the argument itself. Socrates specifies the twin ele-
ments of the incantation: first, that ‘we must not take such poetry seri-
ously as a means of grasping the truth’; secondly, that ‘the one who lis-
tens to it must be very wary of it, out of fear for the constitution inside
himself ’. This paradoxical combination of thoughts matches the shape of
the earlier critique, treatingmimetic poetry simultaneously as insubstan-
tial, unreal, or specious, yet also, on the other hand, as capable of over-
whelming the souls of ‘even the best of us’, as Socrates put it in the ‘great-
est charge’ section (c). Critics of Plato have sometimes complained
that this pair of ideas is a weakness in the case that Socrates makes, a
flaw in Plato’s supposed theory of art. But I have argued elsewhere that
it makes better sense to regard the apparent anomaly as reflecting a set
of problems inherent in mimetic art itself, as well as giving a clue to the
deliberately provocative status (which I touched on earlier) of some of the
arguments of Book X itself: the anomaly is an issue, in other words, for
anyone who recognises the artificiality of mimesis yet is susceptible to its
imaginative potency.The crucial consideration formy present case, how-
ever, is that Socrates conspicuously builds the anomaly into the incanta-
tion itself, and by doing so he heightens its precariousness as a means
of providing protection. In the erotic terms of the preceding context, it
is equivalent to telling oneself that the woman one used to love is utterly
insignificant and could never be taken seriously—but that one had better
be perpetually vigilant against her ability to plunge one back into a state
of bewitched passion. Or, to glance back at the parallel incantation in the
Phaedo, it would be like laughing at the triviality of death (as Socrates
actually does in that dialogue)—and then reminding oneself how terri-
fied of it one might become at any moment. Why should Plato go out of
hisway, we ought to ask ourselves, tomake Socrates not just recall the ten-
sions visible in the earlier arguments, but underline the fact that he and
Glaucon currently have no better protection against poetry than to repeat
those arguments in an anxious, quasi-magical act of self-persuasion?42

42 I use the term ‘quasi-magical’ guardedly; for reservations about counting incanta-
tions as magic, see Dickie (), –. But there is evidence both in the Republic and
elsewhere for distinguishing epôidai from physical treatments (see n.  above), and for
therefore treatingmetaphorical incantations as relying on something other than cognitive
efficacy (see my text on Phaedo e above). Plato must have been familiar with Gorgias’
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The nub of my unorthodox answer to this question is that, far from
presenting the ‘banishment’ of mimetic poets as the unequivocal out-
come of an irreconcilable conflict, Plato wishes to create a strong sense
that the relationship between poetry and philosophy (more specifically,
their relationship in the soul of the philosophical lover of poetry) remains
an unsolved, abiding problem. Ifwe allow the richlymetaphoricalwriting
of the epilogue its full weight, we are confronted, as I have tried to show,
by an extraordinary series of factors: first, the ambiguities attaching to
the language of prosecution and ‘defence’ (the last thing Socrates wants
is to be ‘convicted’ of insensitivity to poetry); secondly, the deep ambiva-
lence conveyed by Socrates’ admission that he himself would welcome
a new defence on the part of poetry, and would do so precisely because
of familiarity with the ‘bewitchment’ (kêlêsis) of listening to poetry like
Homer’s; thirdly, the implication of Socrates’ erotic analogy that he and
Glaucon have not really lost their ingrained passion for poetry; fourthly,
the double suggestion that Socrates andGlauconwill continue to listen to
poetry in the actual world (as opposed to Callipolis)43 but also in the city
within their souls; and, finally andmost paradoxically, themetaphor of an
incantation whose protection against poetry takes the form of Book X’s
own arguments, arguments which, however, reached their climax with
the charge that ‘even the best of us’ (with very few exceptions) are unable
to resist the overwhelming emotional impact of the greatest poetry.44 Put
all that together, and the upshot of the second critique emerges as one of
the most thought-provokingly ambivalent and unresolved conclusions
to an argument to be found anywhere in Plato’s mature work. In terms of
the passage’s intertwined strands of imagery, we can say that the ‘trial’ of
poetry has reached a verdict which is only provisionally and uncertainly
upheld; that the lover’s passion is unlikely ever to die (hence the need
for psychological ‘force’, e, to try to detach him from the object of
his passion); and that the protective incantation will have to be repeated

description of the persuasive ‘magic’ (goêteia) of the ‘incantations’ of poetry and rhetoric
in hisHelen, fr. .DK.The alexipharmaka ofPolit. c–d are classed as part of ‘magic’
at d–e.

43 Note the passing indication at Symp. c of a Socrates who attends the tragic
theatre; it would be strained to take this to refer only to attendance at the proagon
(mentioned just before, b).

44 The paradoxical equation between Book X’s arguments and a non-epistemic incan-
tation does notmean literally that BookX’swordsmust be constantly ‘repeated’: the point,
I take it, is that the arguments must be retraced until a more secure verdict on poetry (or
perhaps a rescinded verdict) is reached.
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every time one comes into the presence of poetry, without ever perma-
nently relieving the soul of the desire to listen to her. There is, in short,
no cure for poetry in Plato’s Republic, only a prescription to counteract
a potentially pathological addiction to the emotional needs released by
poetry with a commitment to search for a way of rechannelling the erôs
that drives those needs into forms of poetic experience which harmonise
pleasure with truth and goodness.

The analysis presented above has further possible ramifications. They
branch in two main directions. On the one hand, Socrates’ incantation
is a metaphor (though hardly, in this respect, a metaphor at all) for the
reading of Plato himself; on the other, it is a challenge to readers to
develop new, philosophically anchored justifications of poetry. So, on the
first score, one could use the epilogue to Book X’s critique as the basis
for an approach to Plato’s own ongoing, indeed unending, engagement
with poetry, an engagement which far from banishing poetry from the
‘soul’ of his work (least of all the poetry of Homer) constantly evokes and
competes with it on every level from verbal texture, via characterisation
and thematic development, to the creation of large-scale dramatic, nar-
rative and mythological structures.45 Any reader of the dialogues who
does not understandwhy poetrymight matter both to individuals and to
cities is badly under-equipped to come to terms with the almost perva-
sive sense in which Plato’s own writing ‘continues to listen’ to the voices
of poetry, if always against the background of protective philosophical
incantations. Nor could such readers hope to appreciate how the Pla-
tonic Socrates is presented as himself a kind of ‘bewitcher’, a practitioner
of the same intensity of verbally mediated seduction that he ascribes to
the poets (and has known how to love in them).46 More specifically, in at
least one work, the Phaedo, Plato uses his own quasi-poetic art of writ-
ing precisely to show one philosophical way of coming to terms with
the ‘greatest charge’ brought against poetry by Socrates in Republic X.
In that dialogue he sets himself (and his readers) the challenge of, in
both senses of the word, ‘containing’ the possibility of intense surrender
to tragic emotions, by making them available—both to Socrates’ com-
panions and to his readers—and yet counteracting and modifying them
with an alternative philosophical perspective, namely the transcendence

45 This fact and some of its implications have received recognition most recently in
Giuliano (); cf. Ford () – on the incantation as the Republic itself. For
Platonic quotations from poetry, see Halliwell ().

46 Socratic kêlêsis: cf. n.  above.
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of tragedy which he embodies in the character of Socrates. That is one
striking instance of how Plato’s own work continues to ‘listen’ to poetry
and to feel a kind of emotional pull towards it, while nonetheless singing
a protective incantation against surrender to it.47

If in one respect, then, Socrates’ epilogue on poetry in Republic X is
a clue to a whole dimension of Plato’s own writing, in another it is a
challenge that has elicited responses, both direct (starting with Aristo-
tle’s Poetics) and indirect, which have constituted much of the history
of philosophical aesthetics, a history, after all, which has been exten-
sively preoccupied with the aim of reconciling emotional pleasure with
moral truth. As a short coda to this paper, I would like to offer a few
very compressed thoughts in further elucidation of this challenge. If I
am right, a reader of the Republic sympathetic to Socrates’ case will con-
tinue to listen to poetry and yet will resist the power of poetry at the
same time. But how is such a reader to regulate the ‘city in the soul’
in such a way as to follow Socrates’ recommendations? On Socrates’
own account, ‘good’, i.e. poetically successful, tragedy arouses an over-
whelmingly emotional response, a flooding of the soul with pity (c–
b), while other forms of poetry ‘carry away’ their audience with dif-
ferent but comparably unchecked feelings (c–d). I restrict myself
here to tragedy, which is the focus of the passage and poses the sever-
est test for possible responses to Plato’s text. What could it mean to con-
tinue to listen to tragedy while performing the incantation supplied by
Book X’s arguments, especially when, as I have emphasised, those argu-
ments contain a paradoxical combination of judgements about poetry’s
status? Surely, if one continued to ‘surrender’ to pity, the incantation
would be pointless. And if one sat in the tragic theatre and did not
succumb to emotion but instead observed events with, say, enlightened
impassivity, one would be losing the very ‘bewitchment’, kêlêsis, which
motivates Socrates’ desire to reconcile poetry and philosophy in the first
place.

It is perfectly conceivable, I think, that Plato himself did not believe
he possessed a complete, let alone an easy, answer to this dilemma. But
I would like just to outline three hypothetical ‘solutions’ to this dilemma
which have left traces in the subsequent history of aesthetics. The first
is one which I think (very tentatively) can be detected in certain Stoic
accounts of tragedy, particularly those of Epictetus and Marcus Aure-

47 On this aspect of the Phaedo, as well as the rather different ‘rewriting’ of tragedy in
the myth of Er, see Halliwell (), –, Halliwell (), –.
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lius. Although the psychological dynamics of these accounts are not
wholly clear, they do seem to envisage the possibility of being emotion-
ally gripped by tragic theatre and yet learning to see the lives and judge-
ments of the characters involved as irredeemably flawed. Marcus Aure-
lius speaks of learning not to be moved ‘on the greater stage of life’ by
the sort of events found emotionally enthralling in the theatre, but he
does not seem to think one should stop being enthralled in the the-
atre. Epictetus, despite his scathing dismissal of the deluded figures of
tragedy, speaks of being prepared to be ‘deceived’ (an echo, it seems,
of the Gorgianic conception of experiencing tragedy) in order to learn
the uselessness of externals.48 The psychological model at work here
seems to posit a degree of emotional yielding to tragedy in the theatre
yet requires this experience to be then (re)evaluated from the master-
perspective of philosophy. For the Stoics themselves, however, thismodel
appears to amount to a kind of aversion-therapy: we experience emo-
tion in the theatre precisely in order to learn how to extirpate it (and the
things which cause it) from our lives. It is hard, therefore, to see what
real use the Stoic will have for tragedy, including its poetic ‘bewitch-
ment’, once its ‘lessons’ have been learnt. But a weaker version of this
position (with partial Stoic antecedents) underwrites the ‘fortitude’ the-
ory of tragic catharsis held by some theorists in the Renaissance, while
a kind of neo-Stoic revision of such a psychology appears much later
in a remarkable passage of Nietzsche’s Morgenröte which takes Greek
tragedy to be best made for ‘hard’ warrior-types who are carried out of
themselves in the theatre but who have reservations about the experi-
ence afterwards.49 We have some reason for seeing something not wholly
unlike this as falling within an imaginable Platonic ambit, since I have
already suggested that Plato himself attempts to dramatise a transcen-
dence, and in effect a ‘redefinition’, of tragedy along comparable lines in
his own Phaedo, by allowing the expected tragic emotions to be hinted
at, glimpsed in the background, and partly felt, though ultimately held at
bay. Where ‘Stoic’ theories of tragedy leave unanswered questions about
why one should expose oneself to tragic theatre at all, Plato’s delicate
counterpoint of emotions in the Phaedo gives some sense to the philo-
sophical paradox of being simultaneously drawn towards yet resisting
tragedy.

48 Marcus Aur.Med. xi , EpictetusDisc. I iv , with Halliwell (a), –.
49 On the fortitude theory of catharsis see Halliwell (), –; on Nietzsche

Morgenröte , see Halliwell ().
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Very different is the second hypothetical solution. This is the possibil-
ity of enjoying tragedy in an ‘aestheticised’ state of mind for which the
emotions lack their full-blown existential force but are treated in a spirit
of ‘make-believe’, bracketed off from the beliefs and impulses such emo-
tions carry with them in life. As it happens, Socrates himself touches on
something of this kind in an intriguing passage of Republic III, where,
after insisting that the good person (and the young Guardian) could
never engage in mimetic enactment of bad characters, he adds the unex-
plained rider, ‘unless in a spirit of play’.50 Whether or not this conces-
sion refers in context only to a kind of comedy (which is unclear) does
not affect the fact that it contemplates the notion of a partly ‘aestheti-
cised’ experience of dramatic representation. Extrapolating from this to
tragedy is not straightforward; yet it does not seem out of the question,
especially given that the term ‘play’ (paidia) at e is the same one used
to characterise all mimesis, including tragedy, at b. What this might
mean in the terms of Book X’s epilogue is that a philosophical lover of
poetry would cultivate a capacity to experience tragic pity (and other
emotions) only in a deliberate spirit of make-believe: as the ‘incantation’
itself says, this person would somehow retain an underlying sense that
‘this is not to be taken seriously’, even in the act of enjoying the poetry
which prompted the flow of emotions. But while this hypothetical model
answers closely to the language of the incantation passage, it also seems
intrinsically unstable. What is to stop the make-believe slipping (in the
face of sufficiently powerful works) into an uncontrolled psychic ‘surren-
der’, which is precisely Socrates’ ‘greatest charge’ against Homer and the
tragedians?

We might therefore try, finally, to postulate a stronger solution to
Socrates’ requirement by positing a mode of experience in which emo-
tion and rationality are both at work: in which reason, instead of totally
relinquishing its ‘guard’ over the lower part of the soul (a), allows
the emotions some flow but retains an active, critical judgement of the
appropriateness of those emotions, and thus retains ethical integrity for
the experience as a whole. I have argued elsewhere that the Repub-
lic itself leaves space for a whole spectrum of states of mind in which
mimetic poetry might be experienced, from severely detached ethical
judgement at one end to total, identificatory immersion in characters

50 �τι μ! παιδι*ς 86ριν, e; for this and similar phrasing, cf. esp. VII, b (adoles-
cent elenchos), Phdr. d (writing), Politicus c (decorative and mimetic art in gen-
eral), Laws VIII, d.
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at the other.51 Book III, with its suggestions for varying and correlat-
ing the narrative/dramatic modes of poetry with the ethical status of the
characters, certainly makes it feasible to imagine philosophically modi-
fied reactions to poetry which temper and align emotion with rational
judgement. But it would be a major task in its own right to try to estab-
lish whether any such integration of reason and emotion could satisfy
both the ethical standards of the Republic and the demands of a kind
of poetry that could still authentically be called tragedy. One indication
of the complexities underlying that question can be found in the pla-
tonising treatise of (pseudo-)Longinus On the Sublime. Longinus does
not overtly reject tragedy but he does reinterpret it so radically as to
throw into doubt whether what he approves in it—i.e., moments of sub-
limely uplifting, heroic affirmation—is still ‘tragic’ at all. Certainly, the
sublimity he endorses in tragic texts is something which lies ‘beyond
pity’.52 Would that be the inevitable outcome of any robust attempt to
harmonise tragedy with Platonism? Everything depends on how many
kinds of tragedy there are and what makes them tragic. Poetically as well
as philosophically, the issues opened up by Socrates’ challenge in Rep. X
are far-reaching indeed.

One moral to be drawn from the three possibilities briefly sketched
above is that there is no simple way of coming to terms with the marked
ambivalence of Socrates’ epilogue to the Republic’s second critique of
poetry and his expressed desire for finding a way of reconciling poetry
with philosophy. As I have tried to show, the epilogue invites its read-
ers, as pointedly as anything in Plato, to continue the debate outside the
text. Yet it uses its own ‘incantation’ to express hesitation about whether
the invitation could ever produce a solution that would meet the high-
est standards envisaged by Socrates. It does not, however, diminish the
significance of the passage—quite the reverse—to conclude that it adum-
brates a challenge and a problem to which no definitive solution was (or
is) in sight. What Socrates gives voice to is the desire for a new, ethically
informed way of ‘listening’ to poetry, but a way which will incorporate
the quasi-erotic bewitchment he has felt in his experiences of Homer.
He hopes to discover, whether directly from poetry itself or from its
advocates, what this new way of listening would entail: he hopes, when
all is said and done, not for a ‘cure’ from a sickness but for a justifica-
tion to nurture a reconfigured erôs towards poetic beauty. With all its

51 Halliwell (), –.
52 Cf. Halliwell (a), –.
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uncertainties, that is a hopewhich can still go someway towards defining
what it means to be, in the spirit of the best kind of Platonism, a philo-
sophical lover of poetry.



chapter thirteen

POETRY, THUMOS, AND PITY IN THE REPUBLIC1

Pierre Destrée

Plato famously begins Republic X by making Socrates say that the need
to banishmimêtikê poetry is “still more plainly apparent now that [they]
have distinguished the several parts of the soul (ta tês psuchês eidê)”
(a–b). Banishingmimêtikê poetry, as Socrates immediately explains,
is the very condition that must be fulfilled if one wants to avoid having
one’s own soul destroyed (lôbê . . . dianoias), that is the destruction of
one’s own soul’s proper order, which consists in the rule of its reasonable
part, its logistikon. Formimêtikê poetry tends, Socrates explains through
this second critique of poetry, to overthrow the reign of the soul’s rea-
soning part by fostering its ‘irrational’ part. There is thus an obvious link
between this second critique of poetry and the main theme of Plato’s
Republic, where justice is defined as the harmony of the parts of the soul,
this harmony being provided by the rule of the reasonable part over the
irrational part.

Yet, as has long since been noted in pertinent discussion, there is a
curious discrepancy between the way Plato seems to conceive of the
partition of the soul here, in Book X, and in the rest of the work. For
in Book X, Plato only explicitly speaks of an ‘irrational’ (alogiston, d,
or anoêton, b) part of the soul, where there seems to be no clear
distinction between the appetitive part, and the spirited part, contrary
to what has been argued for in Book IV and explicitly been repeated in
Book IX. More precisely, when speaking of this ‘irrational’ part, which
is presented as the lowest part in one’s soul, and the one at the furthest
remove from truth, everything indicates that Plato is primarily, if not
exclusively, thinking of the appetitive part, whereas there is no explicit
mention of the spirited part: the very word thumoeides is not at all used
in Book X.

1 Various (and quite different) drafts of this chapterwere presented at the Universities
of Leuven, Arizona (Tucson),Minnesota, Northwestern, and the Ecole desHautes Etudes
en Sciences Sociales, Paris. I am very grateful to C. Steel, M. McPherran, E. Belfiore,
R. Kraut and C. Calame for their respective invitations, and to them, and their audiences,
for their comments, critiques, and further suggestions which forced me to reformulate,
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This blatant difference in the presentation of the partition of the
soul is certainly a major puzzle in the interpretation of the continuity
and consistency of Plato’s psychology in the Republic (and beyond the
Republic), but it is also a major interpretive puzzle, I want to add, if we
are to understand the continuity between the two critiques against poetry
in the Republic. For as several scholars have recognized since at least
the important work of J.C.B. Gosling, the poetical education the future
guardians are to receive in Kallipolis is primarily addressed to the spirited
part.2 Or more precisely, as regards the guardians, who are representing
the spirited part of one’s soul: their first ‘poetical’ education as outlined
in Books II and III amounts to the education of the spirited part of one’s
soul. How is one thus to explain that while in the first critique of poetry
the thumoeidetic part of the soul appears to play a major role, it does not
seem to play any role anymore in Book X?

In this chapter, I would like to argue that, contrary to first appearance,
the thumoeidetic part of one’s soul does actually play an important, albeit
implicit, role in the second critique of poetry in Book X, and that from
the psychological perspective there is no real discrepancy between these
two critiques.

. Education of theThumoeides in the First Critique of Poetry

Before getting on to the role the thumoeidetic part of the soul may have
in Book X, I should first like to focus briefly on some relevant features of
the first critique of poetry, in Books II and III.

As some recent interpreters have increasingly emphasized, the thu-
moeidetic part of the soul plays amajor role in the very construction and
aim of the Republic.3 This aim, if one can summarize this very briefly,
consists in proving that being just is the only way to attain happiness,
while justice is the order between the parts of the soul where reason
rules; Socrates must thus ensure that reason can eventually rule, which
means, basically, rule over the appetitive desires, i.e. the epithumetic part
of the soul. And this can happen if, and only if, I take it, reason can

and hopefully make more persuasive, my interpretation of this issue.Thanks so much to
my co-editor Fritz-Gregor for his very careful editorial work on my paper.

2 Gosling (), see esp. his chapter III: ‘Admiration for manliness’, –. The
classical article on this remains Gill ().

3 See esp. Cooper (), Kamtekar (), Moss (), and Richardson Lear
().
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ensure itself an ally which can fight our appetitive tendencies. As the
philosopher-kings need, in Kallipolis, soldiers to maintain order over the
working class of the city, reason must be able to prevail over and sub-
sequently rely on spirit in order to fight the appetites, that is, maintain
them under control. The spirited part of one’s soul is, as Plato once says
(at b), the ‘intermediate’ part between reason and appetites in the
sense that spirit is the means which reason has to control the appetites.
Contrary to a very strong intellectualistic model Plato had adopted in
his ‘Socratic’ dialogues—whether or not this intellectualism corresponds
with the views of the historical Socrates—spirit here plays a major role in
providing the way Socrates can not only prove that justice pays, but also
show how being just, and more generally being virtuous, can be achiev-
able for individuals. There is therefore a very strong reason why one’s
soul consists of three ‘parts’ or ‘elements’: in order to be just, or virtuous,
which mainly consists in having one’s reason controlling one’s appetites,
one must have spirit to help reason, or rather to give reason the force it
needs to do so. One could, perhaps, say that without spirit, reasonwould
be forceless, and ineffective to do its job properly, whereas spirit would
be blind were it not ruled by reason.This is the very reason why courage
is spirit’s distinctive virtue: in order to be properly ruled by reason, our
soul needs first to become courageous. For it needs courage in order to
resist the blandishments of the appetites, to fight them victoriously, and
to help reason to rule over them.

Now why should this first stage of our soul’s moral education need
to be a ‘poetical’ one? One might relate this to the historical fact that in
Ancient Greece, Homer, andmore generally poetry, was themain vehicle
through which values were transmitted. One may recall that young male
citizens, that is, people who were supposed to become the kalokagathoi,
not only learnt to read and write through Homer, but the stories, the
‘myths’, we find in Homer and in Greek poetry generally, but especially
in tragedy, told to the youth in Greece, constituted the equivalent of a
written moral code. As Aristophanes famously says: ‘Small children have
a teacher educating them; for young men there’s the poets’ (Frogs, –
). But this circumstance certainly does not exhaust our question. For
Plato could have just criticized Homer, and tragic poetry, because they
transmitted wrong values, and could have proposed a totally different
way of educating the youth of his city. But as a matter of fact, poetry,
or mousikê in a general sense, which includes what we call literature as
well as music, remains for Plato the way to educate the soldiers, that is
the thumoeides, in Kallipolis. But why? First of all, because by providing
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role models to be emulated, poetry is the best means by which one can
educate the thumoeidetic part into becoming the ally of reason; as I
will argue, admiration and, negatively, shame are the two basic emotions
through which spirit can acquire the right sort of opinion of what right
values consist in and, more importantly, become the courageous ally of
reason. As Socrates explains in Books VI and VII, our philosophical
education will consist in getting the intellectual understanding of why
the kala, that is the right ‘values’ are right, or indeed good. But this
education must be based on a prior education to these kala, and the
most efficient way to ‘inculcate’ these values into our soul is poetry.4 The
central reason, I suggest, is our natural propensity to admire the things
and people that appear beautiful, and the fact that poetry is precisely
the craft by which one can make things so appear. It is because they
appear in a beautiful manner that we admire things and people, and
that we therefore ‘love’ them. And it is because of this, that we want to
imitate them, and, in the case of persons, to emulate them as our role-
models.

The kala are the beautiful things that we admire, and the pleasure
we get from watching (or hearing) them is the pleasure linked to this
emotion.5 Now, as Plato repeatedly says, the thumoeides is basically the
part of the soul whose desire is for honour, which includes competi-
tiveness and desire for self-esteem. But we do not honour something,
or somebody, unless we admire it, or her, and Plato himself explicitly
links both notions (e.g. d). In other words, admiration is, so to say,
the specific thumoeidetic emotion by which we honour and esteem—the
verb timân means both—the kala. We could even say that the kala are
nothing else, in the case at least of literature, than the admirable actions

4 One of themost significant passage isRepublic III, e–a: ‘Then aren’t these the
reasons, Glaucon, that musical training is most important? . . . Because anyone who has
been properly trainedwill quickly notice if something has been omitted froma thing, or if
that thing has not beenwell crafted or well grown. And so, since he feels distaste correctly,
he will praise beautiful things, be pleased by them, take them into his soul, and, through
being nourished by them, become good-and-beautiful. What is ugly or shameful, on the
other hand, he will correctly condemn and hatewhile he is still young, before he is able to
grasp the reason. And, because he has been so trained, he will welcome the reason when
it comes and recognize it easily because of its kinship with himself.’

5 Plato does not seem to want to use the word hêdonê in this case, as he uses other
words, like the verb chairein here, or more poetical words elsewhere, like the adjective
tλα�ς (Symp. d), and the verb γη�ε�ν (Phr. d).The reason is probably that hewants
to avoid giving the impression of satisfying the appetitive part of the soul. In the Laws
though, he will use that word without reservation, by insisting on the fact that one needs
to instill this love for the kala through pleasure.
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the heroes have performed. It is by admiring the persons or characters
put on stage by literature that we admire their actions, and the values
they instantiate. It is because we admire, and love, the beautiful Achilles
(thanks to Homer’s beautifully crafted poem) that we also admire, and
value, his actions.6 This natural propensity is linked to another one: our
natural propensity to imitate, that is, to emulate those we take to be
our ‘heroes’, our role-models, and therefore to impersonate their val-
ues. Of course this is the main reason why Plato, in Book III, insists so
much on mimesis.What youth cannot help doing when reciting Homer,
or a tragic, or comic, play, is ‘imitating’, that is impersonating, charac-
ters they more or less identify with. As Plato will rhetorically ask Adi-
mantus (c): “Or do you think there is any way to prevent some-
one from associating with something he admires without imitating it?”
And this is of course the main reason why, in Books II and III, Plato
has such harsh things to say about traditional poetry: if Achilles who
is traditionally considered to be the role model of a Greek soldier is in
fact wrongly presented by Homer, it is of first importance to correct or
replace this presentation. Now if the spirited element needs to be ‘poet-
ically’ educated in the ‘fine things’ done by ‘fine role models’, we come
to understand how it can also be the ally of reason in its fight against
the appetites. To be habituated to love the kala goes along with hatred,
and disgust, of ‘shameful’ or ‘ugly’ acts and persons (aischros meaning
ugly in an aesthetic and in a moral sense). We have seen that the ‘pos-
itive’ emotion of the spirit is admiration; through admiration, we can
easily impersonate the values incarnated by heroes, and eagerly seek
the right self-esteem by emulating them. Here we have the ‘negative’
emotion of the spirit: disgust, which leads to the movement of shame,
when the spirit is unable to resist the appetites, as is the case with Leon-
tios.

6 It should be noted that the adjective kalos is here used as a general predicate for
aesthetic success, and not as a quasi-synomyn of agathos, even though the two notions
are not to be strictly separated, the beautiful being the way something appears to be
agathos, whether it really is so or not. For such an aesthetical usage, see e.g. V a–b,
where the spectacle-goers are said to love the beautiful songs, colours etc, and in that
case, the spectacles can be morally good or bad. In III a, Plato is well aware that
the force of Homeric poetry is that it is beautifully written (π�ιητικ:τερα), even if it
is morally dangerous. In saying that “we should regard it as of the highest importance
that the first things they (= the children) hear should be improving stories, as beautiful as
can be (κ6λλιστα μεμυ��λ�γημ$να)” (II e, transl. Griffith), I take Plato to mean that
childrenmust be educated by tales which showmorally good people and actions depicted
in the most beautiful way possible, so they can admire and emulate them.
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Admiration, and, negatively, shame, are the two basic thumoeidetic
emotions through which one can educate the thumoeidetic part of the
soul. But what about courage, which is presented as the virtue specific
to the thumos? Among the moral virtues that a god, or a hero, should
show, Plato very much insists on the virtue of courage. Fear of death is
to be avoided, and therefore Plato wants to get his future guardians away
from all those ‘terrible and fearful things’ that are commonly associated
with the poetical representation of Hades. Pity is also to be avoided,
and so Plato recommends not having heroes represented lamenting and
grieving because of a misfortune. All of this is well known. But why is it
obviously so important for Plato to insist on these points?Whymust pity
and fear stay at the core of his critique against poetry?

As we have already seen, Plato stresses the fact that the function of
our thumoeides is to be the ally of our reason, if we are to become just
and happy. An ally, that is, which is able to resist efficiently against the
powerful appetites. At first sight, the reason why (an excess of) pity and
fear are to be avoided is that emulating, say, Achilles lamenting in an
excessive way just renders warriors not courageous enough to be the
sort of ally they ought to be, and Plato greatly emphasizes the idea that
experiencing an excess of fear and pity renders the soul, or the indi-
vidual μαλακ�ς and δειλ�ς, feeble and cowardly.7 Yet how shall this
virtue make us resist the lure of the appetites? The only objects of fear
(and pity) are death, and more generally misfortune (which includes
loss of friends or money or reputation, which are considered as exter-
nal goods); in a word, to be courageous then is to be able to man-
age one’s misfortunes. So what is the link between this and the fact
that our thumoeides must be the ally of reason in her fight against the
appetites? I suggest this: the main reason why Plato condemns Homer
and the poets is because they are transmitting to the youth of the city
a tragic worldview,8 which has as a consequence that they will lose
any motivation to stick to their competitive eagerness for moral good-
ness.

7 Among many passages, this one is quite interesting because it uses the very strong
terms 	ρικ� and 	ρ.ττειν (already used by Gorgias, which Aristotle will also repeat in
Poetics ): “Our worry (Plato is speaking of his worry about the future of his guardians)
is that all that shuddering (	ρικ�) will make our guardians more feverish/emotional
(�ερμ�τερ�ι) and soft (μαλακ:τερ�ι) than they ought to be” (b).

8 Here I am indebted to Halliwell () chapter , who has demonstrated that Plato
clearly sees that the danger of attending tragedies (or Homeric recitals) is that spectators
tend to internalise a tragic view of life.
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In this tragic world, happiness is impossible, which has the devastating
consequence that the desire we all have for happiness is condemned to
remain empty and vain, according to the famous expression of Aristotle.
But not only that. Since being morally good is the sine qua non of
happiness, such a tragic worldview implicitly declares that to be morally
good is not really worth the effort, because happiness is impossible to
reach anyway. Here is, I suggest, the link between courage in the face
of death and misfortune, and the thumoeides as an ally of reason in its
fight against the appetites: it is only when becoming courageous in the
sense just described that the thumoeides can experience the right shame
which prevents the person from indulging his appetites, and the self-
esteemneeded for that, too.Without courage, it is just impossible to keep
one’s desire for moral goodness intact, and to cultivate self-esteem.Thus,
a tragic worldview is morally flawed if we take seriously the equation
between morality and happiness which is of central importance in the
whole project of the Republic. And transmitting such a worldview to
the youth of the city is therefore the worst possible education for them.
Banishing tragic poetry is of crucial importance then in thewhole project
of the Republic.

. Thumoeides and Appetites in the Second Critique of Poetry

Poetry, we have just seen, addresses itself to the spirited part of the soul
by inculcating the ‘fine’ or ‘noble’ values into that part of the soul through
the admiration we may feel towards the ‘fine’ or ‘beautiful’ actions, and
towards the heroes the poets put on stage. Such a poetical education is of
the highest importance if one wants to get real ‘soldiers’, that is a genuine
‘spirit’ in one’s soul, to fight victoriously against the enemies of justice,
which are the appetites. Inculcating a tragic worldview is therefore the
worst possible education to be given to the spirit since it will render it
feeble and cowardly instead of courageous: getting a ‘tragic education’, as
it were, would not allow one’s spirit to be the genuine ally of reason to
rule over the appetites.

Yet in BookX, thismajor role conferred to the spirit in that first stage of
education seems to have disappeared. As most interpreters have noticed,
the part of the soul tragic poetry seems to be addressing is the appetitive
one.9Whendescribing the part of the soul this poetry is addressing, Plato

9 See esp. Ferrari (), and Burnyeat ().
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stresses the fact that “imitation really consorts with an element in us that
is far from wisdom, and that nothing healthy or true can come from
their relationship or friendship” (a–b). It is true that Plato repeatedly
says that the thumoeidetic part of one’s soul is by nature irrational, and
thus requires the guidance of the logistikon. But as we have just seen, it
is nevertheless the case that one’s spirited part can be educated, that is,
be given access to the kala which are in the realm of doxa; spirit cannot
reach any truth by itself, but Plato could hardly have said that ‘nothing
healthy or true can come’ from its relationship, which is typically what
he says of the appetites.

There are other, apparently compelling, reasons why one is tempted
to consider the appetitive part to be the only ‘irrational’ part to which
Plato is referring. A second argument concerns the nature of the desire to
grieve and cry, which is presented by Plato as the core desire in tragedy. At
first sight, it may seem strange to include this desire in the epithumêtikon,
since Plato repeatedly says that epithumetic desires are those for food,
drink, and sex. There is no problem, though, it has been argued, since
Plato himself seems to include in this part such desires as mere curios-
ity for philosophy, and playing at politics (cf. c–d); and since Plato
himself recognizes that the appetitive part is ‘multiform’, there is no rea-
son whywe should not enlarge the appetitive part much beyond the bare
desires for food, drink or sex.10 Or, alternatively, since epithumetic plea-
sure can be described as linked to the body, it is quite obvious that the
desire for crying can be understood as the way grief naturally expresses
itself through the body, and laughter can be interpreted in the same way.
And further more, in the case of laughter, Plato says that a worthwhile
person should not be represented “as overcome (kratoumenos) by laugh-
ter” (III, e) which indicates, here too, that the desire for laughing is
essentially an epithumetic one—the function of the thumoeides being
to resist (karterein) against such overcoming. And more generally, it is
Plato’s repeated emphasis on pleasure which makes him see poetry to
be addressing the appetitive part of one’s soul. One of the most striking
pieces of evidence for this is the famous expression hêdusmenê Mousa
(X, a) This expression means that the Mousa, that is the poet, excites
and strengthens pleasure (hêdonê) like spices excite the desire for eat-
ing, hêdusma being the common Greek word for spices (and other taste
enhancers such as, perhaps in certain cases, also sugar). Plato has there-

10 See Burnyeat (), –.
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fore a very good reason for describing the desire to grieve as a ‘crave’
(pepeinêkos, a): so, the ‘pitying part’ of the soul, as Plato calls it once
(b), is “craving” as for its ‘food’ for grieving and lamenting, which the
tragic poet aims at fulfilling.11

Now, it is not obviously the case that such an interpretation of the way
tragedy appeals to one’s soul should contradict the first view on poetry
that Plato develops inBooks II and III.On the contrary, the description of
the pleasure taken in attending tragedies by a virtuous person can be very
well explained within the framework of the tripartite theory of the soul.
In Book IV, the famous example of Leontios makes Glaucon see the role
of the thumos: epithumia can overwhelmhis reason, or logistikon, because
of the weakness of his thumoeides, which is not strong enough to resist
(through the shame it provides to his psyche) the appeal of the (most
probably, sexual) epithumia to look at the pale corpses. In a similar way,
as stated at a, we here see how an average virtuous personwho has lost
his son can refrain from grieving in public when “he is being observed
by his equals”, but when alone cannot refrain anymore: “But when he is
on his own, I imagine, he will not be ashamed to say all sorts of things
which he would be ashamed of if anyone else heard him speaking. And
he’ll do all sorts of things which he wouldn’t be prepared to have anyone
see himdoing.”The case is not exactly the same as in the story of Leontios:
therewe see how a thumos can be overwhelmedby an epithumetic desire,
which means that epithumia wins in its fight against thumos; here the
case is much more subtle, and therefore much more dangerous: when
the virtuous person is alone, he does not have the eyes of others before
him, which means he does not have the power of shame provided by
his thumoeides, and so he can indulge his epithumetic desires. As Plato
explains a little further, at c–d, the very danger of poetry comes from
the fact that we too easily think that watching (or reading) a piece of
Homer or tragedy is simply harmless; we therefore take what seems to be
a harmless pleasure from it, because we are not on our guard anymore:
our thumoeides is put on silence as if we did not need it in this case. The
greatest reproach against poetry would then consist in the fact that it can
evoke and sustain our epithumetic desires, without any fight against our
thumoeides! However good and strong the education of your thumoeides
might be, poetry would have the very power of surreptitiously passing

11 It is to be noted that such a way of speaking of the desire for grieving is Homeric;
see Il. XII, –, or Od. IV, .
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over it, and therefore be able freely to strenghten our soul’s appetitive
part, and, as a result, turn our soul’s proper order upside down.

Attractive as it may seem, this is, I claim, too simple a story. In
fact, as some interpreters have noticed, Plato seems beyond doubt to
be referring to the thumoeides in two passages of Book X. The first
one appears to be a sort of generalization of what has been said so
far (X, d): “And in the case of sexual desires (aphrodisia), anger
(thumos), and all the appetites, . . . the effect of poetic mimesis on us
is the same. I mean, it nurtures and waters them when they should
be dried up, and establishes them as rulers in us when—if we are to
become better and happier rather than worse and more wretched—
they should be ruled.” Aphrodisia and anger must be treated like pity
and laughter (or rather contempt which gives rise to laughter) which
have just been analyzed: they are further ‘passions’ that must be ‘dried’
up if one wants to keep right one’s soul’s proper order, that is if one
is to be morally better, and therefore happier. This mention of sexual
desire and anger is very probably to be understood with reference to
what Plato said in Book III: the youth of the city is forbidden poetry
that represents heroes who are intemperate and very prone to anger, as
youth will inevitably tend to ‘imitate’, that is to emulate such heroes,
because of their admiration for them. Now anger, as we have seen, is
one of the most obvious manifestations of the thumoeidetic part of one’s
soul: according to the depiction we find in Homer himself, Achilles is
angry with Agamemnon because his honour has been challenged. Plato
therefore obviously wants to add that besides appetitive desires, poetry
can also excite and strengthen some thumoeidetic desires. After all, the
thumoeides is an irrational part of one’s soul, and we should then include
such kinds of desire as pertaining in the ‘irrational soul’.12 This addition
can therefore be interpreted as a sort of reminder of what Plato said in
Book III, and also in Book IX. There, Plato makes the famous statement
that tragic characters, like Oedipus, Medea, or Thyestes, are poetical
representations of the savage and lawless desires that each and every one
of us, evenmorally goodpeople (metrioi), can experiencewhendreaming
(b). And those desires clearly stem both from one’s appetitive part,
like the desire “to have sex with one’s mother, or any one else—man, god
or beast,” and from the thumoeides, like the desire for “committing any
foul murder” (d).

12 On this, see also Lorenz () –, and Moss ().
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Yet such an inclusion of irrational, and savage, thumoeidetic desires in
this ‘irrational soul’ is not the only thing, I want to suggest, Plato has to
say about the thumoeides in the context of Book X. As we have seen, the
part of the soul which is concerned with tragedy is what Plato calls the
‘lamenting part’ (to thrênôdes) whose particular emotion is pity ( d:
sumpaschein; b: to eleeinon). Tragedy therefore aims at representing
people whose character Plato calls ‘indignant’ (to aganaktêtikon: e,
a), that is heroes “in a state of grief and making long speeches of
lamentation, or even chanting and beating (their) breast” (d). Now
what exactly does this typically tragic, ‘indignant’, character refer to? In
his old but still very important commentary, James Adam claimed that
the expression designates “a degenerate thumos”, and some interpreters
have rightly suggested that the verb aganaktein, to get indignant, is thu-
moeidetic.13 For, as we have seen, the spirited part of the soul is essentially
the part, or the faculty, by which we aim at distinguishing ourselves and
gaining self-esteem, and its general tendency is aggressiveness, and com-
petitiveness. Now, this natural aggressiveness can be rightly educated, as
Plato tries to show in Books II and III, by the mimesis of the right kala,
and kaloi heroes, and thus be turned into eager commitment to moral
goodness, and into fierce resistance against the lure of the appetites. But
wrong poetry can also excite the thumoeides and its aggressiveness in the
wrongway, and this inmany domains: anger against enemieswhich leads
to the desire for revenge, anger against your commander which leads to
the desire for opposition and disorder (stasis), and anger against death
which leads to the desire for grieving. It is this last domain of anger, I
suggest, which Plato here designates with the term of aganaktein.14

It is then quite clear, it seems to me, that Plato repeats here what he
has said in Books II and III: by watching such ‘indignant’ characters,
and admiring them in one way or another, we, even measured people,
tend to let our thumoeides get indignant against death, and misfortune,
whereas we should remain measured and calm in the face of it. In other
words, by attending tragic theatre, we are unconsciously, little by little,
transforming our thumoeides in the wrong way.This whole passagemust
be read, I submit, as a sort of waking call for an audience who have

13 See Rubidge (); Halliwell (), ; and Moss (), ff.
14 It is to be noted that the dialogue where this verb is most used is the Phaedo, where

the term refers to Socrates’ death (cf. b–c, e, and d). And in the Phaedo, as well as
in theRepublic, indignation is linked to tears and crying. It is also to be found in Phaedrus
a where it refers to the indignation coming from the white horse and the charioteer
against the black horse.
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liked Homer and tragedy since childhood: since they think they are
save beyond the walls of mimesis, such an audience just put down their
guard, and do not notice how damaging for their thumoeides poetry
can be. It is true that Plato says that such people, like Glaucon, are
not enough habituated and reasoned, which means they do not have a
perfectly well educated thumoeides and reason that might prevent them
from any damage since after all neither Glaucon nor any other member
of the audience has received the education of Kallipolis. But they are
nevertheless more or less good people with, presumably, a more or less
well educated thumoeides and reason, and this is the audience Plato wants
to warn of the possible damage poetry can exercise on their soul. Ormore
precisely, what hewants to alert them to, is that tragic poetry can damage,
or make ‘degenerate’ as Adam says, their thumoeides, by melting it down,
and exciting it in thewrong direction, with themost terrible consequence
that it would make them unable anymore to fight for moral goodness in
order to get happiness.

This reading offers, it seems to me, the advantage of making the two
critiques of poetry consonant: in both cases, Plato is first of all focusing
on the damage poetry causes to one’s thumoeides by either not educating
it in the right way (in the case of young guardians) or not feeding it
properly (in the case of adults living in Athens), which is most needed if
one wants to fight victoriously against one’s appetites in order to become
morally good, and happy.

Yet, there are at least two quite obvious problems this interpretation
needs to deal with. First, it remains true that Plato describes that desire
for grieving and lamenting as appetitive, and that he actually does not
use the very word thumoeides here, as if he were shifting to a bi-partite
conception of the soul. So how could my interpretive proposal explain
this? Alternatively, it also seems to be true that the thumoeides remains
present here, at least implicitly, when Plato mentions the moral habitua-
tion that the targeted audience has not undergone to a sufficient degree.
But this, too, seems to be creating a problem for my reading: if Glaucon’s
thumoeides is passed over by his appetite for grieving, one can hardly
say that such a desire is linked to a ‘degenerate’ thumoeides. According
to what Plato says in Book IV about the law of opposites, if one experi-
ences two opposite desires, or tendencies, this means that two different
parts of the soul are at stake. Here is then the second difficulty: would
my reading not imply that the theatre-goer is experiencing an opposi-
tion between his ‘good’ thumoeides, limited as its education may be, and
his ‘bad’ thumoeidetic tendencies which are excited by tragedy?
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To the first problem, it should be replied that Plato had probably a
very good reason to emphasize the role of the appetites here. In fact,
this second critique of poetry must be understood along the lines of the
famous depiction of the ‘degeneration’ of the philosopher into a tyrant.
The tyrant is the onewho because of neglecting the ‘muse’ andphilosophy
(probably both the right poetical and the philosophical educations) has
become the slave of his appetites, being the representation of a person
who lives his dreams for real: “Under the tyranny of Eros, what he used
to become occasionally in his dreams he has now become permanently
while awake, and so there is no terrible murder, no food, and no act
from which he will refrain.” (IX, e)15 After the depiction of this
‘degeneration’ of a morally perfect (or almost perfect) inhabitant of
Kallipolis into a tyrant, Plato wants to address his Athenian audience
with a more direct warning: do not fall into your childish passion for
tragedy, he warns them, or you will end up with your soul ruled by your
appetites, that is you will become little by little like the tyrant I have
just described, who is, you yourself have just recognized it, the most
unhappy, and wretched person in the world! Now, in this very vivid
depiction, especially in Book IX, Plato is both reminding his readers
of his tri-partite theory of the soul and emphasizing that the tyrant’s
soul is now totally ruled by his appetites. So this does mean that the
philosopher’s thumoeides has now come totally under the control of the
appetites, and does not at all obey his reason anymore. In otherwords, the
philosopher’s properly educated thumoeideshas completely ‘degenerated’
into a thumoeides that has completely turned amok at the service of his
appetites: as Plato famously says, the tyrant’s thumoeides has turned from
a lion into an ape (b). Instead of being, like a lion, strongly willing
to fight against his appetites, the thumoeides of the philosopher turned
into a tyrant is now at the service of the appetites to help them make
their way. The philosopher’s son (or his soul’s thumoeidetic part) who
was described as listening to his father might now even be ready to
beat his own parents if need be to satisfy his erotic desires (a–c)! In
other words, his thumoeides has simply become almost undistinguishable
from his appetites; these two irrational parts of his soul are now ruling
over his entire soul, having destroyed (or at least put into silence) its

15 This degeneration is depicted by Plato as a transgenerational story, but it seems to
be obvious that this is a poetical, in fact Hesiodic, way to present how a philosopher, that
is a well-educated person, can transform himself into a tyrant. See d–e, which clearly
implies this.
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rational part. It is no surprise then that in fact Plato does not explicitly
mention the thumoeides by name anymore in his description of the
tyrant, as if this part had now completely fused with the appetitive
part.

This ‘fusion’ of these two irrational parts can also be explained from
Plato’s reluctance to avoid the second difficulty I have just mentioned.
If Plato had mentioned by name the thumoeides in this passage on
grieving and lamenting, he himself would have gone against his own law
of opposites, as if the theatre audience were experiencing two opposite
desires from the same part or faculty of their soul. And this is also to
be found in the description of the charriot in the Phaedrus where the
black horse, that is the epithumiai, expresses anger (orgê) against the
charioteer (the reason), and the white horse (the thumoeides), as if it
were indignant against them because they are trying to restrain it from
fulfilling its erotic desires: it “bursts into a torrent of insults as soon as
it has caught its breath, accusing its charioteer and yokemate of all sorts
of cowardice and unmanliness for abandoning their position and their
agreement” (c). The way Plato depicts how the black horse reacts
and talks to the charioteer and its mate is obviously a sort of parody of
thumoeidetic reaction: the black horse feels betrayed by his yokemate,
and it accuses him and the charioteer of being cowards! This means,
I suggest, that Plato clearly sees here that the appetites have managed
to use a typical thumoeidetic tendency for their own purposes. And
this seems to indicate that in fact, perhaps, against Plato’s own grain,
the thumoeides might be better seen not as a monoeidetic part of the
soul, as it were, but rather as a sort of ‘bunch’ of various aggressive,
and competitive tendencies which can be in opposition to one another.
The thumoeides, as Plato says, is an intermediate part which can make
its alliance either with the appetitive part or with reason. But being
intermediate, it can be pulled by both other parts at the very same
time.

With this more qualified picture, we end up, I have suggested, with
both a more consistent psychological theory, and a stronger, and more
consistent critique of poetry throughout theRepublic. SinceGlaucon, like
the audience, has not been sufficiently habituated into virtue, and has not
obtained a perfectly shaped thumos, he is still in danger of having some
of his thumoeidetic tendencies easily excited, and thus ofmaking alliance
with his appetites. And this is very easily done by tragic poetry because
he so naively thinks he is safe behind the doors of mimesis. So tragedy,
according to Plato, aims at making this well-educated thumoeides disap-
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pear, as it were, and be completely overwhelmed by its anger against des-
tiny and fate, so that the individual will not be able to find the courage to
fight for moral goodness anymore.





chapter fourteen

SOUL DIVISION AND MIMESIS IN REPUBLIC X

Rachel Singpurwalla

. Introduction

It is well known that in the Republic, Socrates presents a view of the soul
or the psyche according to which it has three distinct parts or aspects,
which he calls the reasoning, spirited, and appetitive parts. Socrates’
clearest characterization of these parts of the soul occurs in Republic
IX, where he suggests that they should be understood in terms of the
various goals or ends that give rise to the particular desires that motivate
our actions. In Republic X, however, Socrates uses the phenomenon of
cognitive conflict about matters of fact to show that the soul has only two
parts, the rational and the irrational. Moreover, he characterizes these
parts in terms of cognitive tendencies, such as forming beliefs on the basis
of reason versus forming beliefs on the basis of perceptual appearances.
In this chapter, I explain how these divergent accounts of the soul and its
parts are legitimate alternative characterizations. A consequence of my
argument is that we should not think of the divided soul as primarily a
division of desires, but rather as a division of cognitive attitudes towards
the world, each of which yields different sorts of desires.

In the first section I lay out Socrates’ two accounts of the soul, and I
raise a puzzle or problem for harmonizing the two accounts. In section
two, I consider and reject one possible solution to the puzzle. In section
three, I provide my own alternative solution to the puzzle and I outline
howmy solution suggests a new conception of the ultimate nature of the
parts of the soul.

.The Puzzle

In Republic IV, Socrates argues that the soul has three parts, or sources
of motivation, which he calls the reasoning, spirited and appetitive parts
(e–c).1 Socrates thinks that we need to posit these parts in order

1 In fact, Plato shies away from using the term ‘parts’ (merê or moria) to refer to the
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to explain the phenomenonof motivational conflict, or the phenomenon
of bothwanting andnotwanting the same object.He begins his argument
by stating that it is impossible for the same thing to do or undergo
opposites in the same part of itself, in relation to the same thing, at the
same time. Accordingly, if we find this happening in the soul, we must
infer that the soul has more than one part (b–c). He then goes on
to argue that this very phenomenon occurs with respect to the soul. For
example, sometimes a person is thirsty and so wants to drink. But at the
same time he determines that it is best not to drink, and so wants not to
drink. Since the same thing cannot have opposite inclinations towards
the same thing with the same part of itself, there must be two parts of
the soul: the part with which it thirsts, lusts, hungers and experiences all
manner of appetites, which Socrates accordingly calls the appetitive part,
and the part which desires on the basis of rational calculation, which he
calls the rational part (c–d).

Socrates uses different examples of motivational conflict to show that
there is yet a third part of the soul. Socrates provides, for example, the
case of Leontius. Leontius has an appetitive desire to look at corpses.
But at the same time he is angry and disgusted at his own desire. Again,
Socrates thinks that this shows that there are distinct parts of the soul:
the appetitive part, and the part that is angry at the subject’s desire to
perform actions that are ignoble or shameful, which he calls the spirited
part (e–a).2

But how exactly should we conceive of these parts? And how do they
explain motivational conflict? Perhaps Socrates’ clearest characterization
of these parts of the soul occurs in Republic IX, where they are distin-
guished from one another by their distinct goals or loves. Socrates states,
for example, that the reasoning part of the soul is always aimed at know-
ing the truth, and so is appropriately called learning- and wisdom-loving
(b–).The spirited part is wholly dedicated to thepursuit of victory
and honor, and thus is called victory- and honor-loving (a–b). And

various motivational sources in the soul. Instead, he refers to these using (i) the article
with the relative clause, (ii) adjectives, and (iii) other nouns (genê and eidê).

2 Socrates goes on to ascribe a wide variety of motivations to the spirited part of the
soul, including indignation at the perception that you have been treated unjustly (c–
d), irrational anger (b–c), and the desire for victory and honor (a–b).
Determining what, if anything, unifies the diverse motivations that Socrates attributes
to the spirited part is a matter of some controversy and lies beyond the scope of this
chapter.
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finally, the appetitive part is the source of intense desires for food, drink,
and sex, but since such desires are most easily satisfied by money, it can
be called themoney-loving part (d–a). Socrates goes on to say
that each individual is ruled by one of these parts of the soul, and thus that
there are three kinds of people: philosophic, victory-loving, and profit-
loving. In sum, then, Socrates characterizes each of the parts of the soul
as an attitude of love towards a certain object; and he thinks that when a
part of the soul steadily rules in an individual, that individual organizes
his or her life around the pursuit of the object that that part of the soul
loves. All of this suggests that we should think of the parts of the soul
in terms of the values from which our desires to take particular actions
arise.3 It is the fact that we have these different ends or goals that explains
the phenomenon of motivational conflict.

In Republic X, however, Socrates provides a very different conception
of the parts of the soul. More specifically, Socrates uses the phenomenon
of cognitive conflict, or of having conflicting beliefs about the same thing,
to show that there are distinct parts of the soul, and he characterizes
the parts in terms of cognitive tendencies. This conception of the soul
is introduced during the course of Socrates’ critique of the imitative
arts, and in particular, in his discussion of the effect of painting on the
soul.

Socrates begins this argument by drawing attention to the fact that
the appearance of something can vary with the different perspectives we
can have of it. The same object, for example, can appear to be different
sizes depending on whether we are near or far from it, and something
can look crooked when seen in water and straight when seen out of
it, or concave when it is one color and convex when another (c–
d). Socrates notes that in these situations we use rational calculation—
measuring, counting and weighing—to attain the true conception of the
object (d–e). Nonetheless, he argues that sometimes we can have
the following experience:

But when this part [the reasoning part] has measured and has indicated
that some things are larger or smaller or the same size as others, the
opposite appears to it at the same time . . . And didn’t we say that it is
impossible for the same thing to believe opposites about the same thing
at the same time? . . . Then the part of the soul that forms a belief contrary

3 Socrates does suggest that there may be more than these three parts of the soul
(c–a).
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to the measurements couldn’t be the same as the part that believes in
accord with them . . . Now, the part that puts its trust in measurement and
calculation is the best part of the soul . . . Therefore, the part that opposes
it is one of the inferior parts in us.4 (e–a)

Painting comes under Socrates’ attack because he thinks it uses tactics,
such as tricks of color, and shading, etc., that make things appear to be
a way that they are not. Thus, painting appeals to that part of us—the
inferior part—that puts its trust in the way things appear as opposed to
the way things are.

This characterization of the soul poses a puzzle for how we ought to
understand Socrates’ conception of the soul and its parts, for it is not
at all clear how this account harmonizes with the account introduced
in Book IV, and elaborated on in Book IX. In the first place, Book IX
describes the soul as having three parts, while Book X describes it as
having two. Is the so-called inferior part meant to refer to the appetitive
part, the spirited part, or some combination of the two? But perhaps
more importantly—and this is the issue that I focus on in this chapter—
Book IX characterizes the parts of the soul in term of the various ends
or goals that motivate our actions, while Book X characterizes the parts
of the soul in terms of beliefs based on calculation versus beliefs based
on appearances. The puzzle here is not simply that Book X attributes
beliefs to the appetitive (and perhaps spirited) part of the soul, for there
is evidence throughout the Republic that suggests that Socrates thought
that the appetitive part is capable of having beliefs about value (I discuss
this claim in more detail later in the chapter).The serious problem is that
Book X characterizes the appetitive part as the source of beliefs about
descriptive matters of fact that seem to have nothing to do with what we
value or how we should act. So, while it might make sense to say that the
appetitive part may leadme to think that the object of its desire would be
good to pursue, it ismuch stranger to think that the appetitive part would
have anything to do with, for example, the thought that a straight stick
is bent. As one commentator, Alexander Nehamas, puts the issue: ‘why
should our desire tell us that the immersed stick is bent?’5 Why would

4 Τ�%τ1ω δ/ π�λλ6κις μετρ�σαντι κα� σημα.ν�ντι με.4ω �ττα εFναι ` "λ6ττω Gτερα
Dτ$ρων ` Yσα τ�ναντ.α 	α.νεται Jμα περ� τα τ6 ( . . . ) R κ��ν �	αμεν τ10 α τ10 Jμα
περ� τα τ) "ναντ.α δ�U64ειν �δ%νατ�ν εFναι ( . . . ) Τ5 παρ) τ) μ$τρα �ρα δ�U64�ν τ#ς
ψυ8#ς τ10 κατ) τ) μ$τρα � κ iν εYη τα τ�ν ( . . . ) LΑλλ) μ!ν τ5 μ$τρ1ω γε κα� λ�γισμ10
πιστε��ν H$λτιστ�ν iν εYη τ#ς ψυ8#ς ( . . . ) Τ5 �ρα τ�%τ1ω "ναντι�%μεν�ν τ0ν 	α%λων
�ν τι εYη "ν �μ�ν. All quotes from the Republic are from the Grube/Reeve translation.

5 Nehamas (/original publication ), .
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Socrates have linked together a certain kind of desire and beliefs about
matters of fact based on optical illusions?

One response to this puzzling passage is to think that Socrates is just
being careless.This is Julia Annas’s conclusion. She says:

Plato presumably fails to see that his argument will not work, that desire
has nothing to do with optical illusions, because he thinks of the lower
part of the soul as being merely the trashy and reason-resisting part. In
this passage he always refers to it simply as the worthless part, keeping in
the background the fact that to be consistent with its roles elsewhere it
would have to be the desiring part.6

Perhaps Annas is right that the resolution to this problem lies in seeing
that Socrates is simply being overly impressionistic here. But it is worth
exploring other options before we conclude that the appetitive part of the
soul is simply the grab bag for anything Socrates finds disdainful.

There are at least two other options worth considering. First, wemight
think that Socrates’ characterization of the parts of the soul in terms of
beliefs based on reasoning versus beliefs based on appearances is not
meant to completely overlap with his division of the soul in terms of
different ends or values. So, for example, Neville Murphy and Alexander
Nehamas argue that Socrates’ division of the soul into the part that
forms beliefs based on calculation versus the part that forms beliefs
based on appearances marks a unique division in the soul—a division
within the rational part itself.7 I consider and reject this interpretation
in the next section. Second, we might think that Socrates intends the
characterization of the parts of the soul in terms of beliefs based on
reasoning versus beliefs based on appearances to refer to the rational and
appetitive (and perhaps spirited part), but that he has a principled reason
for linking certain ends, goals, or values with certainmodes of cognition.
I defend this option in the final section of the chapter.

. Republic X: A Division within the Rational Part of the Soul?

One solution to the puzzle that we have been considering is to argue that
a distinct division of the soul is at play in Republic X. Commentators
such asMurphy andNehamas argue that in Socrates’ critique of painting,
where he characterizes the parts of the soul in terms of beliefs based

6 J. Annas (), –.
7 Murphy (), –; Nehamas (/original publication ), –.
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on reasoning versus beliefs based on appearances, Socrates deploys a
division not previously discussed in the Republic: a division within the
rational part itself into its superior and inferior aspects.More specifically,
they argue that Republic X depicts a division between the uncritical or
careless acceptance of the evidence of the senses and vigilant rational
reflection on such evidence.There are two primary pieces of evidence for
this interpretation. The first is that it resolves the puzzle: we do not have
to explain how appetites tell us what to believe about size issues, because
appetites do not tell us what to believe in that regard. Instead, it is a lower
part of reason itself that is the source of beliefs about matters of fact.
Second, this interpretation nicely accords with the most natural reading
of theGreek, according towhich Socrates attributes the conflicting beliefs
to the reasoning part of the soul. Recall that Socrates says, ‘But when
this part [the reasoning part] has measured and has indicated that some
things are larger or smaller or the same size as others, the opposite
appears to it at the same time . . . And didn’t we say that it is impossible
for the same thing to believe opposites about the same things at the same
time?’ (e–).8 According to the principle of opposites expressed in
Republic IV, if some one thing is the subject of conflicting attitudes, then
it is that thing whichmust be said to have parts. As Nehamas puts it, ‘Our
principle does not allow us to introduce a distinct object, appetite, and
attribute to it one of the two conflicting beliefs.’9

Although the thought that the division of the soul in Republic X is
really a characterization of the parts of reason provides a nice solution
to the worry about the relation between appetites and optical illusions,
and is consistent with themost natural, although not only, reading of the
Greek,10 I will nowargue that this interpretation of the division presented

8 Τ�%τ1ω δ/ π�λλ6κις μετρ�σαντι κα� σημα.ν�ντι με.4ω �ττα εFναι ` "λ6ττω Gτερα
Dτ$ρων ` Yσα τ�ναντ.α 	α.νεται Jμα περ� τα τ6 ( . . . ) R κ��ν �	αμεν τ10 α τ10 Jμα
περ� τα τ) "ναντ.α δ�U64ειν �δ%νατ�ν εFναι.

9 Nehamas (/original publication ), .
10 There are two ways of reading this passage, both revolving around the proper

reference of τ�ναντ.α. On the first, it refers to a pair of opposites both of which appear
to the calculating part of the soul. This leads Murphy and Nehamas to argue that it is
the rational part of the soul that is divided. On the second reading, due to Adam (),
–, and –, and defended by Lorenz (), n, it refers to the opposites of
those properties that appear to the senses. On this reading, the opposite of what appears
to the senses appears to reason, and so the division is between reason and some other
part of the soul (i.e. the part that is associated with sense perception). See also Halliwell
(), . I do not decide between these two interpretations here, since, as I go on to
argue, both readings could be construed as consistentwithmy interpretationof themoral
psychology of the Republic.
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inRepublicX is not supported by the text. To seewhy, we need to consider
the remainder of Socrates’ critique of the imitative arts. Following his
critique of painting, Socrates argues that poetry also appeals to the
inferior part of the soul. Socrates argues that poetry imitates human
actions and the results of these actions in terms of the characters’ beliefs
about their well-being and their experience of pleasure and pain (c–
). But, according to Socrates, we are often conflicted in these matters
(c–d). For example, someone may have conflicting reactions to
the fact of losing a child: he may want to lose himself in grief, but also
realize that hemust stop grieving and pull himself together and continue
with his life (e–a). Socrates says that it is reason and law that
encourage him to resist his pain, while his experience of it tells him to
give in (a–b). Again, these conflicting inclinations suggest that
there are two parts of the soul: the best part, which is willing to follow
rational deliberation, and an irrational part, which leads us to dwell on
misfortune and grief (b–d).

Socrates then states that poetry almost always imitates people being
ruled by the inferior part of the soul (after all, that’s much more inter-
esting than watching people behave rationally), and thus it appeals to
and strengthens this inferior part of the soul (e–a). While
my aim in this chapter is not to provide a rational reconstruction of
Socrates’ critique of poetry, we might conjecture that one explanation
for Socrates’ claim that poetry strengthens the irrational part of the soul
is that poetry encourages us to empathize with the character’s point of
view. But Socrates describes such characters as seeing things from the
point of view of experience (pathos) or the way things appear to them.
Thus, poetry, like painting, encourages us to see things from the point of
view of appearances, and thus strengthens the irrational part of the soul.

But what part of the soul does poetry appeal to? There are strong tex-
tual reasons for thinking that poetry appeals to the appetitive (and per-
haps spirited part of the soul) discussed in Books IV–IX of the Republic.
The passage just cited seems to be referring to the familiar distinction
between motivations that are based on reasoning about what is best and
motivations that are more like intense emotional reactions. In addition,
Socrates describes the effects of poetic imitation as follows: ‘And in the
case of sex, anger, and all the desires, pleasures, and pains that we say
accompany all our actions, poetic imitation has the very same effect on
us. It nurtures and waters them and establishes them as rulers in us when
they ought to wither and be ruled, for that way we’ll become better and
happier rather than worse and more wretched’ (d–). So, Socrates
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thinks that poetic imitation nurtures and waters sex, anger and all of the
desires, pleasures and pains that accompany our actions. But sex, anger,
and all such desires and pleasures are clear references to the desires of the
appetitive (and perhaps spirited) part of the soul. And so Socrates must
think that poetry appeals to the appetitive (and perhaps spirited) part of
the soul.

Nehamas acknowledges this evidence for the claim that poetry appeals
to the appetitive (and perhaps spirited part of the soul). Accordingly, he
argues that Socrates makes use of two distinct divisions of the soul in
the course of his attack on the imitative arts. In his critique of painting,
where Socrates characterizes the parts of the soul in terms of beliefs
based on reasoning versus beliefs based on appearances, Socrates deploys
a division not previously discussed in the Republic, a division within
the rational part into its superior and inferior aspects. In his critique of
poetry, however, Socrates makes use of the familiar division of the soul
into the rational and appetitive (and perhaps spirited) elements. Thus,
Nehamas thinks that Socrates’ critique against the imitative arts should
be understood analogically: just as painting is bad for the soul because it
appeals to an inferior part of reason, so poetry is bad for the soul because
it appeals to an inferior part of the soul (i.e. the appetites and perhaps
spirit).11

This move, however, fails, since there is textual evidence for thinking
that painting and poetry appeal to the same part of the soul. Socrates
describes the poet as follows: ‘ . . . an imitative poet puts a bad constitution
in the soul of each individual bymaking images that are far removed from
the truth and by gratifying the irrational part, which cannot distinguish
the large and the small but believes that the same things are large at one
time and small at another’ (b–c). In this passage, Socrates describes
poetry as appealing to the part that forms its beliefs about the relative size
of objects on the basis of appearances, which he earlier described as the
part to which painting appeals. Thus painting and poetry appeal to the
same part of the soul.

To sum up, then, Socrates thinks that (i) painting appeals to the part
that forms its beliefs on the basis of appearances; that (ii) poetry appeals
to the appetitive part of the soul; and that (iii) painting and poetry
appeal to the same part of the soul. It follows, then, that the part that
forms beliefs on the basis of appearances is the appetitive part of the

11 Nehamas (/original publication ), .
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soul, and thus we should reject the idea that Socrates is introducing a
new division—a division within the rational part itself—in his critique
of painting. This still leaves us with the puzzle with which we began,
however, namely, explaining why the appetitive part of the soul, the part
that is the home of a host of desires, could also be the part that hastily
forms beliefs about matters of fact on the basis of appearances.

. Appetites and Appearances

Perhaps the first step in trying to solve this puzzle is to come to a clearer
understanding of the appetitive part of the soul as described in Republic
IV–IX. In fact, in Republic IX, Socrates describes the appetitive part as
markedly different from the spirited and rational parts of the soul, for
while Socrates says that the latter have a single goal (e.g. honor, wisdom),
the former is depicted asmultiform (d–b). This feature of the
appetitive part is emphasized in Socrates’metaphorical description of the
soul in Republic IX. Socrates characterizes the soul as being composed of
the following creatures, all joined into one: a multi-colored beast with
a ring of many heads, a lion, and a human being (c–e). Socrates
thinks that the human represents the rational part, the lion represents
the spirited part, and the multi-form beast represents the appetites.

But why does Socrates characterize the appetitive part as multi-form?
One explanation is that this characterization is due to the fact that the
appetitive part can desire such a wide variety of things. We have already
seen that the appetitive part desires food, drink, and sex (d–,
d–a). But Socrates also characterizes a person who is ruled
by the appetitive part as desiring a far wider range of objects, including
activities like listening to the flute, physical training, philosophy, politics
and military pursuits (c–d).

Thus, the appetitive part can aim for a wide variety of objects, includ-
ing those associated with the other parts of the soul. We can explain all
of this with the claim that the appetitive part does not really have a sin-
gle, unified goal, or a fixed end, but pursues whatever it simply experi-
ences as attractive or desirable. John Cooper captures this thought nicely
when he states that appetites ‘have their ultimate origin simply in facts of
experience, in the fact that the person in question happens to get a cer-
tain pleasure from doing these things . . . ’12 The fact that we have certain

12 Cooper (/original publication ), .
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appetites is, in Cooper’s language, simply a ‘brute fact’ about our way of
being affected by the physical world.13 That is, sometimes, things just
occur to us as appealing, or strike us as attractive. Thus, the appetitive
part of the soul is the source of desires for whatever seems appealing
or attractive to us. Since any number of things could strike us this way,
Socrates describes the appetitive part as multi-form.

But how should we understand these desires for whatever strike our
fancy? Are they blind desires—simple feelings of attraction that propel
us towards their object? Or do the appetites involve beliefs about the
value of their object? There is ample evidence that suggests that the
appetites do involve beliefs about value. In the first place, in Republic
VI, Socrates states that ‘every soul pursues the good and does whatever
it does for its sake’ (d–e). But if we always pursue what we
believe is good, then this suggests that even when we are motivated by
the appetitive part, we are motivated by beliefs about the good, which
in turn suggests that appetitive motivations involve beliefs about the
good.

There is further evidence that appetites crucially involve beliefs about
the good. In Republic VIII, Socrates describes the process by which an
individual comes to be ruled by his appetites. Socrates describes the
appetites as follows: ‘seeing the citadel of the young man’s soul empty of
knowledge, fine ways of living, andwords of truth . . . they [the appetites]
finally occupy that citadel themselves . . . And in the absence of these
guardians false and boastful words and beliefs rush up and occupy this
part of him’ (b–c). In this passage, Socrates describes the appetites
as capable of affecting our reasons, or our beliefs about value, and this
suggests that they are at the least representations of value, and perhaps
beliefs about value themselves.

Finally, Socrates thinks that reasoning can affect our desires, and
this again suggests that appetites involve beliefs about value. Socrates is
critical of people who do not use their reason, but rather force, to quell
their appetites. He criticizes the individual who relates to his appetites
that he does not want to act on in the following way: ‘he holds them
[his appetites] in check, not by persuading them that it’s better not to
act on them or taming them with arguments, but by compulsion and
fear . . . ’ (c–d). But if Socrates is critical of individuals who do
not use reason and arguments to quell their appetites, then he must

13 Cooper (/original publication ), –.
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think it is possible to use reason and argument to quell the appetites.
And if appetites are the sort of thing that that can be eliminated through
rational persuasion, then theymust involve our beliefs about value. More
specifically, they must be either dependent on or constituted by our
beliefs about value.

To sum up, Socrates thinks that we are always motivated by our beliefs
about the good, and that appetites are capable of affecting our reasons
and being affected by our reasons, or our beliefs about value. All of this
in turn implies that the appetites cannot be purely feeling states, or blind
desires, for it is difficult to explain how such states could both affect
and be affected by our evaluative beliefs. We ought to conclude that the
appetites involve beliefs about value.14

Socrates seems to think, then, the following things about the appetitive
part of the soul:

It is the source of desires based on a variety of unbidden experiences of
attraction (from the multi-form beast and the individual who is ruled by
his appetites).

14 It might be objected here that there is strong evidence that Socrates does not think
that the appetites involve beliefs about value, but instead are blind desires. The primary
evidence for this claim comes from Republic IV, where Socrates describes the appetites
as being solely for their natural object; so, for example, thirst is for drink, and hunger
is for food (d–e). Socrates proceeds to say that we should not be dissuaded from
this conception of the appetites by the view that everyone desires good things (a–).
Commentators such as Irwin (), , Penner () andReeve (), – have
taken this to be a direct repudiation of the thesis, defended in other Platonic dialogues,
such as the Protagoras (c–d) and the Gorgias (a–b), that we always desire
what we believe to be good. Thus, these commentators have taken this to mean that
Socrates thinks that the appetitive part is the source of blind desires, while the rational
part (at least) is the source of desires for what we believe to be good. But this passage does
not provide conclusive evidence that the appetites are independent of our beliefs about
value. In the first place, Socrates is cautioning his audience against the idea that the claim
that all desires are for good things constitutes an objection to the claim that appetites are
distinguished from other sorts of desires by being solely for their object.This leaves wide
open the possibility that Socrates thinks that the claim that we all desire what we believe
to be good is true, but just does not provide an objection to the thesis on the table. And
he would be right to think so: for even if we all desire what we believe to be good, it does
not follow that there are not different kinds of desires. So, for example, as Republic IX
suggests, desires might be classified in terms of their various objects. Or, they might be
classified in terms of their origins: Socratesmight think that some desires arise as a result
of a process of reasoning about value, while some desires do not arise due to a process of
reasoning. Neither of these options precludes the idea that each of these different kinds of
desire may involve beliefs about value. For other commentatorswho defend the idea that
appetitive desires are not independent of our beliefs about value see Bobonich (),
ff., Carone (), Lesses (), and Price (), –.
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It is a source of beliefs about value (from the fact that Socrates says that we
always pursue what we believe to be good, and from the fact that appetites
affect and are affected by our reasoning, or by our beliefs about value).

It is prone to form judgments based on appearances (from Republic X).

How can we synthesize these apparently disparate features of the appeti-
tive part?

A reasonable way to synthesize these features of the appetitive part of
the soul is to say that experiences of attraction are appearances of value;
and the appetitive part is the part of us that is prone to form beliefs or
judgments of value on the basis of these appearances of value; and these
beliefs about value are the appetites.15

This account of the appetitive part of the soul nicely resolves the
puzzle with which we began. We wanted to know why Socrates thought
that it was legitimate to characterize the appetitive part of the soul—the
part that is the source of a host of appetites—as the part that forms its
beliefs on the basis of appearances. But now that we have seen that brute
experiences of attraction are appearances of value, and that appetites
are beliefs about value based on appearances, we can understand why
Socrates thought that the Republic X characterization was a legitimate
alternative way of characterizing the appetitive part of the soul.

This interpretation suggests a new way of conceiving of the appetitive
part of the soul, and, as a consequence, of the parts of the soul in general.
If this account is correct, then we should not think of the appetitive
part as fundamentally the source of a host of blind desires, but rather
as fundamentally a cognitive tendency—the tendency to form beliefs on
the basis of appearances. The fact that the appetitive part of the soul is
appearance-responsive in this way explains Socrates’ claim that it is both
the source of beliefs about matters of fact that have nothing to do with
value, and the source of the appetites, which are beliefs about value.

On this view, Socrates thinks that the fact we have certain cognitive
tendencies explains the fact that we have certain ends, goals or values.
So, the fact that the appetitive part is appearance-responsive, or forms
its judgments on the basis of appearances alone, explains why Socrates
characterizes it as not really having a fixed, single end. For this part of
the soul gives rise to appetites on the basis of appearances alone, or on
the basis of whatever simply appears good. But recall that appearances

15 See Moss () and () for an alternative but similar account of the appetites
and the parts of the soul.
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of value just are attractions. Thus, there are as many appearances of
value as there are interests and attractions. And if we go no further than
the appearances in choosing our actions, then it follows that we may
(depending on the strength and consistency of our attractions) have a
wild variety of ends.

The claim that Socrates thinks that the fact that we have certain
cognitive tendencies explains why we have certain ends is supported by
Socrates’ famous allegory of the cave. In the cave allegory, Socrates likens
our human condition to that of prisoners chained so that they are facing
the wall of the bottom of a cave. Moreover, these prisoners mistake the
shadows that they see on the wall in front of them for reality; that is,
they form beliefs about the world on the basis of how things appear
alone.These prisoners, then, cannot get beyond the appearances (a–
c).

Socrates describes the journey out of the cave—the journey towards
freedom from dependence on the appearances—as an intellectual jour-
ney. He says that we should compare the journey to the image of the line,
which outlines increasingly sophisticated kinds of reasoning, and thus
that we should ‘interpret the upward journey [out of the cave] and the
study of things above [the forms] as the upward journey of the soul to
the intelligible realm’ (b–). But Socrates also says that the individ-
ual whomakes this journey undergoes a radical transformation of values.
He no longer values the things that are considered desirable in the cave,
nor does he care to be held in honor in the cave, and indeed he pities the
people who live there (c–d). Instead, his desire is focused on the
sun, which we should understand as the form of the good, the real good
(c–d).

Thus, the cave suggests that Socrates thinks that using increasingly
sophisticated modes of reasoning to understand the world, including
what is truly valuable, affects our choice of goals.16 This, again, sup-
ports the view that Socrates thinks that the parts of the soul are fun-
damentally cognitive tendencies towards more and less sophisticated
forms of reasoning, and that it is this feature of them that explains why
the various parts are associated with their respective ends, goals or val-
ues.

16 This view flows naturally from three Platonic tenets: (i) we have a motivational
orientation towards the good, and (ii) there is a real good, and (iii) reason discovers the
good.
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Now, someone might object here that this cannot be the complete
picture, since Socrates thinks that it is our appetites that affect the way
we think and conceive of the world, and not the other way around.17
There is evidence for this view in the cave allegory. Recall that Socrates
states that the prisoners in the cave are chained such that they cannot see
anything other than the shadows, and that they mistake these shadows
for reality. In short, they are trapped in the world of appearances. Later,
Socrates suggests that we should think of the prisoner’s soul as chained
by its appetites; he says, ‘feasting, greed, and other such pleasures . . . like
leaden weights, pull its vision downward’ (b–). This implies that it
is our experiences of attraction, or our urges, that keep us focused on the
world of appearances, and so affect the way that we think.

And indeed, this view has some psychological plausibility. It seems
plausible that strong attractions prevent us from looking past the appear-
ances, or from engaging in more sophisticated forms of reasoning about
the value of the object of our attraction. If I find a piece of chocolate cake
very appealing, then this urge might leadme to focus on the appearances
alone, and not entertain thoughts about how the cake might be harmful
and not really good.This in turnmakes me prone to assent to the appear-
ances. Strong wants do tend to narrow our attention and thus affect our
judgments.

We should not, however, accept the claim that Socrates thinks that it
is the ends or goals of a part of the soul that are fundamental and thus
that explain its cognitive tendencies, for this view cannot explain the fact
that the appetitive part has beliefs about size issues that have nothing to
do with what we desire or what to value. Again, to return to our earlier
question: what desire or want could possibly make me believe that a
straight stick in the water is bent or that a large object in the distance
is small?

This does not, however, mean that we should ignore the insights of
this objection—the insight, that is, that our attractions can affect how we
reason.What all of this suggests is that Socrates probably thinks that there
is some kind of a feedback loop. That is, focusing on appearances leads
me to have appetitive goals, which then keepsme focused on theworld of
appearances, which then leads me to have appetitive goals, and so forth

17 Reeve (), – defends a variant of this view. He is interested in mapping
different ends or goals onto the cognitive faculties described in the line in Republic VI;
and he argues that the different ends determine the sort of cognitive faculties used in their
pursuit.
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and so on. Nonetheless, since it is the claim that the appetitive part is
first and foremost a cognitive tendency that can explain Socrates’ claim
that the appetitive part forms beliefs based on visual appearances, we
ought to conclude that the appetitive part is first and foremost a cognitive
tendency, or a way of seeing and thinking about the world, where this
explains, at least in part, why we adopt certain ends.

A consequence of the view that we should understand the parts of
the soul as primarily a division of cognitive attitudes is that in a sense,
Nehamas and Murphy may have been right: Republic X does point us in
the direction of the idea that Socrates is interested in dividing reason into
its superior and inferior aspects. The division of reason is, however, also
at the same time the familiar division into the reasoning and appetitive
(and perhaps spirited) part of the soul. If I am correct about this, then the
picture of the soul in the Republic should be moved much closer to that
given in the Protagoras, where the soul is depicted as having two primary
sources of motivation, one due to the measuring art, and one due to the
power of appearances (c–e).18

Of course part of what determines whether or not this is the correct
conception of the soul in the Republic is whether it can explain why
Socrates attributes certain goals to the spirited and rational parts of the
soul. Thus, on the likely assumption that the inferior part of the soul
in Republic X includes the spirited part, we need to show how focusing
on appearances might lead one to adopt spirited ends, and in what way
this process is distinct from the adoption of appetitive goals.19 Similarly,
we need to see how the mode of reasoning associated with the rational
part might lead one to adopt the goals that Socrates associates with
the reasoning part of the soul. I do think, however, that the arguments
presented here provide strong reason for adopting the view that the
appetitive part of the soul is first and foremost a certain sort of cognitive

18 I provide an interpretation of the moral psychology of the Protagoras that coheres
with the account of the moral psychology of the Republic presented here in Singpurwalla
().

19 We should note that in theDeAnima, Aristotle divides the soul into the rational and
non-rational parts; and he assigns rational wish to the rational part, and appetitive and
spirited desires to the non-rational part (b). Additionally, Socrates in the Phaedrus
likens the soul to the union of a teamof winged horses and their charioteer. It is, of course,
reasonable to think that the chariot driver represents the rational part, and the two horses
represent the spirited and appetitive elements (aff). This picture coheres nicely with
the claim that rational desires belong to their own part of the soul (the rational part),
while spirited and appetitive desires belong to another (the non-rational).
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tendency, and thus give support for thinking that Plato’s conception of the
ultimate nature of the soul and its parts should be understood in these
cognitive terms.20

20 I am indebted to many friends and colleagues for comments on earlier versions of
this paper, includingAnneMargaret Baxley, Fritz-GregorHerrmann, RachanaKamtekar,
Chris Kelly, Farid Masrour, Michelle Montague, Michael Morgan, Cindy Schossberger,
Clerk Shaw, Christopher Shields, and ShelleyWilcox. I would also like to thank audience
members at the Tenth Annual Arizona Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy in , and
the University of Colorado at Boulder, the University of Maryland at College Park, and
Wesleyan University in .



chapter fifteen

IMAGE-MAKING IN REPUBLIC X AND THE SOPHIST:
PLATO’S CRITICISM OF THE POET AND THE SOPHIST

Noburu Notomi

. Scope of Discussion on Poetry

The famous phrase, ‘the ancient quarrel between philosophy and poetry’
(Rep. X, b), represents Plato’s critical attitude towards poetry. How-
ever, this phrasemight mislead us, themodern readers, in multiple ways.
I believe it as yet a matter in need of clarification what the real tar-
get of Plato’s criticism is and how he deals with it. To re-examine his
treatment of poetry reveals how Plato conceptualizes his own pursuit,
namely philosophy, in contrast to its rivals. Let us first examine the phrase
itself.

First of all, the quarrel does not concern ‘philosophy versus literature’,
as often seen in our modern society. ‘Literature’ is evidently an anachro-
nistic concept which has no equivalent in classical Greek. It is mislead-
ing not only because literature includes more than poetry, for example,
novels and essays, but also because poetry played a much wider role in
ancient Greece: to provide encyclopedic knowledge, wisdom for life, and
civic education. Philosophy and poetry compete with each other in the
cultural, social, and political areas, as the Republic as a whole indicates.

Next, despite Plato’s clear declaration, the quarrel might not be ‘an-
cient’, since ‘philosophy’ (philosophia) was a relatively new discipline. It
was Plato who attempted to establish it as a supremepursuit or discipline.
Recent studies reveal Plato’s strategy to raise the status of ‘philosophy’
by placing it against the traditional authority of ‘poetry’.1 According to
this view, the ‘ancient quarrel’ is read not as an objective report of a
long history, but as Plato’s invention of antagonism between the two
genres.

So far scholars of ancient philosophy are more or less aware, but they
do not usually recognize the other aspect, namely that the counterpart
of philosophy, i.e. ‘poetry’ (poiêtikê), was not an old concept, either.

1 See Nightingale (), Ch. , Ford (), –, and Most in this volume.
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Whereas singing in verse had had a long tradition sinceHomer and Hes-
iod, the generic concept of ‘poetry’ (poiêsis or poiêtikê in Greek), as the
class which comprehends various existing genres, such as epic, elegy,
iambus, dithyramb, tragedy, and comedy, was new. These poetic genres
were of different origins andperformedon each social and religious occa-
sion.2 Although Plato was not an inventor of the concept, he made full
use of the new, generic concept of ‘poetry’ which came into use proba-
bly in the late fifth century bce. Unless we appreciate Plato’s conscious
treatment of this new concept, we will miss the real target of his criti-
cism.

Further, we should note that the term ‘poiêsis’ in the sense of verbal
composition covers a wider range than verses sung by poets. It some-
times means prose-writing, for instance, Lysias’ speech, and accordingly
includes the activity of rhetoricians and sophists. When Plato criticizes
poetry as a special kind of ‘making’ (poiêsis), he aims not only at the poets,
but also at those professionals. We need to widen the scope of examina-
tion to include the other intellectual activities of rhetoric, prose-writing,
and sophistry, along with poetry.

Thus, the alleged antagonism towards the traditional art of poetry is
too narrow for considering Plato’s criticism. ‘Plato versus Homer’ sounds
symbolic,3 butmay not be a correct understanding of the situation. Plato’s
criticism of poetry in Republic X should be placed in a broader, and
proper, context.The later dialogue, Sophist, in which Plato tries to define
the sophist and finally treats him as an image-maker, supplements the
earlier criticism of the poet.4 In light of the definitional inquiry into
the sophist, we can better understand why and how the poet is to be
criticized. On the other hand, as will be argued, wemay suspect that Plato
examines the poet in Republic X with a view to criticizing the tougher
enemy, namely the sophist.

In this chapter I first examine the concept of ‘poiêsis’ in its historical
context. I will show that the general term of ‘making’ (poiêsis) was
relatively new in the time of Plato, which had just come to be used for

2 Genres in the archaic and classical literature are a major focus of recent studies; see
Ford (), –.

3 ‘Plato gegen Homer: das ist der ganze, der echte Antagonismus’ (F. Nietzsche, Zur
Genealogie der Moral (), III.).

4 Here I assume, as most scholars do (except Else (); cf. note  below), that
the Republic was written earlier than the Sophist. I take the chronological order of
the relevant dialogues as follows: Gorgias, Protagoras, Symposium, Republic, Phaedrus,
Sophist, Timaeus.
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the specific activity of poetry (Section ). The word contains a wider
sense of making of logos, so that it sometimes includes prose-writing
(Section ); and I examine the relation between the sophist and the
poet whose activities and contents of teaching overlap (Section ). Next
I examine the obvious correspondences between the criticism of the
poet in Republic X and the definition of the sophist in the Sophist. The
examination reveals that Plato treats themas complementary, or presents
the latter as the ontological basis of the former (Section ). ‘Making’
(poiêsis) is the key in both cases, by which the activities of the two can be
analyzed to show what is wrong with them (Section ).The very concept
of ‘making’ is treated and saved against the sophistic counter-attack based
on Parmenides’ position in the Sophist (Section ). Finally I examine
different treatments of ‘image-making’ in the two dialogues (Section ).

Although the Sophist contains no single reference to the poet or poetry,
it intends to deepen the earlier critical consideration of poetry in an
ontological way. Plato’s criticism of the poet can properly be understood
together with the other criticism of the sophist. This intellectual context
in classical Greece illuminates why Plato has to examine both severely.

.The New Concept of ‘Poetry’

What we call ‘poetry’ had a long history already at the time of Plato; the
two poets, Homer and Hesiod, were respected and of great authority in
Greek civilization. However, ‘poiêsis’ and its cognate Greek words came
to mean ‘poetry’ etc. relatively late in the history.5 Homer and Hesiod
never described their activities and products in terms of ‘poetry’ (poiêsis),
‘making poems’ (poiein), ‘poem’ (poiêma), ‘poet’ (poiêtês), and ‘poetic’
(poiêtikos). Judging from the extant literature, it was probably in the
mid or late fifth century bce that these words came into use.6 Before

5 Schmid & Stählin (), , n., Gentili (), , , Nagy (), –, and
Dover (), –, briefly point out this fact; Ford (), –, collects and
analyses the extant evidence in full.

6 The earliest examples listed in LSJ are in Herodotus; see note  below. Ford (),
–, mentions two possible references in the archaic period, namely Solon ( IEG)
and Theognis (–), but it seem to me far from certain that these examples contain
technical senses: Solon’s ‘metapoiêson’ is an application of ‘redo’ to a song (see also Dover
(), );Theognis’ ‘poiôn’ seems to indicate a generalmeaning of ‘do’ (cf. Ford (),
, n.). Simonides’ famous diction that ‘painting is silent poetry (poiêsis), and poetry
articulate painting’ (Plutarch,Moralia F; cf. E–A, A) should be taken not as
an early example but as a later paraphrase; cf. Ford (), , n..
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the term ‘poetry’ was introduced in the generic sense, the performer
and performance had been called ‘singer’ (aoidos) and ‘singing’, or ‘song’
(aoidê).7

The word ‘poiein’ previously denoted the ‘making’ of material things,
such as building and manufacturing;8 the introduction of the new sense
of ‘making’ differentiates broad and narrow senses of the word. In the
broad sense, ‘poiêsis’means ‘making’ in general,9 while it signifies ‘poetry’
in the narrow sense. Since poetic activity was associated with ‘building’,
‘fabricating’, and ‘weaving’ in the earlier period, these images of ‘making’
may have been a bridge between the two senses.10 Thus we can regard
‘poetry’ (poiêsis) as synecdoche. Usually each context tells us in which
sense the same word is used, but we should bear in mind that Plato often
employs this double meaning in a deliberate way.

In the Symposium, following Agathon’s speech, which resorts to the
double meanings of ‘poiêsis’, ‘poiêtês’, and ‘poiein’,11 Socrates has Diotima
distinguish between the broad and the narrow senses:

‘You know thatmaking (poiêsis) is somethingmultiple. For thewhole cause
of anything moving from what was not into what is, is making, so that
the productions of all arts are makings and their craftsmen are all makers
(poiêtai).’

‘But still, as you are aware, they are not called makers (poiêtai); they have
other names, while a single section separated from the whole of making
(poiêsis)—merely concerning music andmetres—is entitled with the name

7 For example, whenHeraclitus criticized the poets, he used theword ‘aoidoisi’ inDK.
B; Xenophanes mentioned ‘the tribe of the Greek singers (aoidaôn)’ in DK. B.
For ‘aoidos’, see Ford (), , , . Here the relation between ‘singing’ and ‘reciting’
is more complex; see Nagy (), –.

8 Homer frequently uses the verb ‘poiein’ (of building in Il. ., ., and of the
smith’s work in Il. ., ., etc.) and the adjective ‘poiêtos’ (of houses and arms, for
example, in Il. ., ., ., Od. ., , .), but the other derivative
words, ‘poiêma, poiêsis, poiêtês’, are scarcely found before Herodotus.

9 For example, the Demiurge is called ‘maker’ (poiêtês) of the universe in Tim. c.
10 For ‘building’ of a poem, see, for example, Pindar, Pythian .–, –, Olympi-

an .–, cf. Sophocles, fr. ; ‘fabricating’ of a story, see Od. .; for ‘weaving’,
see Pindar, Nemean .–, .–, fr. , Bacchylides, ., ., and Sappho, .
Verdenius (), –, examines these in relation to ‘literary form’ and ‘structure’
(thesis). The metaphors of ‘building’ and ‘weaving’ have Indo-European origin (cf. the
references in Ford (), , n.).

11 Symp. e–c: Agathon uses the word ‘poiêtês’ both for god and for poet; Erôs
is a poiêtês with regard to the art of Muses. The god is engaged in ‘making (poiêsin) of
all forms of life’ (a). This passage on Eros alludes to Euripides’ phrase; see below (cf.
note ).
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of the whole. This alone is called making (i.e. poetry, poiêsis); those who
possess this part of the making (poiêsis) are called makers (i.e. poets,
poiêtai).’ (b–c)

In this passage the allegedly new meaning is explicated as synecdoche.
We shall shortly examine how Plato makes conscious use of this double
meaning in the criticism of poetry (as making) in Republic X.

The shift of terms from ‘singing’ (aoidê) to ‘poetry’ (poiêsis) seems to
indicate that the oral performance in front of an audience gradually lost
its essential role in Greek society. Although singing continued to be a
main activity, actual performances of the poets or rhapsodes became no
longer the sole occasion for people to listen to poems. Instead, poetrywas
now preserved, read, and memorized in written form. Together with the
new terminology, poetry came to be recognized more as a kind of ‘art’
(technê).12

Distinct poetic genres—epic, elegy, iambus, dithyramb, tragedy, and
comedy—which used to be performed in different social contexts—
festivals, symposia, etc.—are integrated under the single category of
poetry. Since Herodotus is the earliest writer who occasionally uses the
verb ‘poiein’, the abstract noun ‘poiêsis’, and the person ‘poiêtês’, in the
senses of poetic composition and composer,13 it is probably in the late
fifth century that this generic concept of poetry came into common use.

On the other hand, it is noteworthy that the tragic poets, Aeschylus,
Sophocles, and Euripides scarcely use those words in the specific sense;
it seems that they consciously avoid them.14 The only exception is a
sentence from Euripides’ Stheneboea: ‘Eros teaches a poet (poiêtên) then,
if he before was unmusical (amûsos)’.15 The latter half of this line became

12 Ford (), chs.  and , argues that while Homer and Hesiod did not take their
activity as ‘art’ (cf. Svenbro), Simonides and Pindar in the fifth century bce did; for
different views, see Verdenius (), –, and Murray (/), –.

13 The verb ‘poiein’ is used about  times: Hdt. ., ., , ., , . (bis vel
ter, depending on MSS), , ,  (bis), ., ., . (bis); the objects are epos (.,
.–, ), melos (.), dithyramb (.), theogony (.), hymn (.), prophecy
(.), and tragic drama (.). The composer is called ‘poiêtês’ in  places: ., , ,
., ., .; the names of Homer, Hesiod, Aeschylus, and Alcaeus are mentioned.
Finally, the noun ‘poiêtês’ is used twice: . and .. Ford (), –, suggests
that the origin of these new terns lay in Ionian inquiry, in particular, history, of which
Herodotus is a representative.

14 Ford (), –, comments that ‘the word for “poet” and its fellows are
consistently avoided by all the high poets of the fifth century . . . Tragedy, with the
exception of a few ironic passages in Euripides, avoids the language and idea of “making”
song.’

15  TrGF: the sources are Plutarch, Moralia B, E, and C (where the
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a vogue: Aristophanes and Menander quote this,16 so does Agathon in
the context where Eros is called the maker (poiêtês).17

Compared with this scarceness in tragedy, the comic writers, Cratinus,
Pherecrates, and Aristophanes, provide ample evidence.18 Judging from
this testimony, we can assume that the new group of terms became
common when Plato wrote dialogues.

This new terminology made it possible to define ‘poetry’ in general.
Gorgias’ epideictic writing, the Encomium of Helen, in promoting the
overwhelmingpower of speech (logos), enumerates various kinds of logos
and illustrates its power first with poetry:

‘All poetry (tên poiêsin hapasan) I consider and call logos with metre.
Into those who hear it comes fearful fright and tearful pity and mournful
longing, and at the successes and failures of others’ affairs and persons the
soul suffers, through logoi, a suffering of its own.’

(, trans. MacDowell, slightly changed)

This passage can be seen as the first definition of poetry in the Western
history of literary criticism.19 Gorgias points to the enormous power
exercised on the soul by poetical words as regards the evoking of fear,
pity, sorrow, and pleasure. His clear definition shows that poetry is one
kind of logos, which possesses the same power as rhetoric.The differentia
of poetry from the other kinds in the genus of logos is ‘with metre’.

manuscripts showdifferent readings). Euripides, on the other hand, uses compoundswith
the ‘-poios’ ending, such as ‘hymnopoios’ (Suppliants , Rhesus ).

16 Cf.Wasps , Menander, fr.  (Edmonds), Longinus, On the Sublime ..
17 Cf. Symp. e.
18 Already as early as in the Acharnians (bce), Aristophanes calls the playwright

(apparently himself) ‘poiêtês’ in the parabasis, , , , . Cratinus, fr. 
(PCG IV, –: fragment from Pytinê, around bce), uses ‘poiêma’; Pherecrates,
fr. . (PCGVII, : fromKheirôn, bce), uses ‘poiêsis’. For Aristophanes, see also
Frogs  (poiêsis), , – (poiêtês); Thesmophoriazusai , ,  (poiein);
fr.  (PCG III., : Danaides, bce). Plato Comicus wrote plays entitled ‘The
Laconians or the poets (or makers?)’ (Hoi Lakônes ê hoi poiêtai, ca. bce: PCG VII,
–), and ‘The poet (or maker)’ (Ho poiêtês, ca. bce; PCG VII, –); also the
lost play ‘Poiêtês’ is doubtfully attributed to Aristophanes (PCG III., –). Yet we
know nothing of the content of these plays.

19 The influence of this definition can be seen in Isocrates,Antidosis –, and Plato,
Gorg. c. I assume the composition of the Encomium of Helen around bce, when
Euripides produced the TrojanWomen. The third episode of that play contains the quasi-
forensic debate between Hecuba and Helen in front of Menelaus, in which we can find
many correspondenceswith the arguments ofGorgias. It is amatter of controversy among
modern scholars whether Euripides responds to Gorgias or vice versa, but the common
topics and arguments strongly indicate that the two authors present a defence of Helen
in a competitive manner.
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. Poetry and Prose

Gorgias’ definition of poetry implies that the genus ‘logos’ (and its power)
is common in verse and prose. Indeed the distinction is often blurred
in the field of rhetoric. Aristotle calls Gorgias’ style ‘poetical’ (Rhetoric
III., a–); Gorgias does not use metres in his speeches, but
nevertheless his rhetorical style contains certain rhythms, which make
his logos sound poetical.20 This casts a strong doubt upon our common
assumption that verse and prose are sharply distinguished. Metre alone
does not guarantee a special position to poetry.

Gorgias’ Encomium of Helen itself shows an important fusion of the
two styles. While the specific genre called encomium was a praise of
someone’s victory, performed in verse,21 Gorgias was one of the first
composers of encomia in prose.This genre of prose-writing is followedby
Isocrates, and the encomium soon became an important part of the third
kind of the art of rhetoric, i.e. what Aristotle classifies as ‘epideictic’ in the
Rhetoric.22 Singing with metre becomes no longer essential for praise,
since writing in prose can accomplish the same task.23 The boundary
between poetry and prose-writing, especially concerning rhetoric and
sophistry, may not be so sharp as modern scholars often assume.

Poetry has something in common with prose-writing. Tragedy and
comedy contain many arguments, as rhetoric and philosophy do. Debate
(agôn) is a stock part of drama; for instance, the argument between
Hecuba and Helen in Euripides’ Trojan Women, which shows some
similarities to Gorgias’ Encomium of Helen. Aristophanes in the Clouds
calls a passage from Euripides ‘speech’ (rhêsis), which indicates its non-
lyric character.24 The Clouds contains parodies of philosophical inquiry

20 For the full treatment of this point (with references to ancient and modern testi-
monies), see Schiappa (), Ch. . Denniston (), –, while admitting Gorgias’
considerable influence on Greek style, criticizes his style.

21 ‘Encomia’ is one of the ten distinct genres in lyric poetry (attributed to Pindar); see
Nagy (), .

22 Isocrates claims his originality of composing ‘encomia’ in prose, in contrast with the
traditional form in poetry, in Evagoras –. For the history of encomium, see Schiappa
(), Ch.  (with D.M. Timmerman), and Nightingale (), Ch. .I (though she
uses the word ‘encomium’ in a wider sense).

23 Readers of the Phaedo also remember that Socrates in prison heard in a dream
Apollo’s advice that he do mûsikê, and put Aesop’s fables into verse (c–b). This
episode shows people’s understanding that the same content can be transformed from
prose into verse (and probably vice versa).

24 Clouds : cf. Nagy (), .
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and sophistic arguments, and above all the dispute between the good and
the evil logoi—a particularly poignant example of the comedic agôn.

On the other hand, a few great philosophers wrote in verse. Although
Xenophanes was probably not a thinker of natural science, but an itiner-
ant rhapsode, his elegiac and iambic verses were read as philosophi-
cal message—sceptic or Eleatic—by later philosophers.25 Parmenides’
poem succeeds Homeric and Hesiodic epic in style and vocabulary, but
his thinking may be put into prose, as his followers, Zeno and Melis-
sus, wrote arguments in prose.26 Finally, Empedocles puts his teachings
into beautiful verse. Whether a logos is written in verse or in prose may
not be so important as its content, as Aristotle suggests in the Poet-
ics.27

Gorgias’ claim of the supreme power of ‘logos’ covers poetry, magic,
science, philosophy, and rhetoric.28 While the logoi (speeches or argu-
ments) of Gorgias and other sophists are mostly given in prose, they are
not in sharp contrast with poetry.

The technical word ‘rhetoric’ (rhêtorikê) was not very common yet
even in the early fourth century bce and shows no appearance in the
extant literature of the fifth century bce.29 Instead the sophists and
rhetoricians seem to have designated their own specialty as ‘the art of
speeches’ (logôn technê).30 This broad appellation naturally covers not
only rhetoric (mainly performed in court, assembly, and festival), but
also philosophical argumentation, later called ‘logic’. Plato’s attempt to

25 The earliest inclusion of Xenophanes among philosophers is seen in Pl. Soph. d,
though thismight be a source ofmisleading treatment. For Xenophanes’ style, seeNotomi
().

26 In Soph. a, the visitor from Elea testifies that Parmenides discussed the same
thing both ‘in prose and in verse’. Although we have no evidence that Parmenides wrote
prose, this remark simply indicates that the style does not matter.

27 Cf. Po. .b–: ‘Homer and Empedocles have nothing in common except
metre, so the one is justly called a poet, while the other is called a physiologos rather than
a poet.’

28 Cf. Encomium of Helen, –. See also Notomi (a).
29 This is pointed out and discussed by Schiappa (), (). However, I think

it unlikely that Plato coined the term and used it for the first time in the Gorgias; the
natural use of it in Alcidamas’ treatise,On those who wrote the written speeches or On the
sophists (which I date around the s, between Isocrates’Against the Sophists and Plato’s
Phaedrus), strongly indicates the contrary.

30 Cf. Dissoi Logoi, DK.   (, , ); see also Xen.Mem. .., Pl. Phdr. d, b,
c, c–d, b, d, c, b, d–e (cf. a), and Arist. Rh. ., a. For this
term, see Guthrie (), , and Schiappa, (), – (more radical than (),
–).
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dissociate dialectic (the genuine art of argumentation) from sophistry
and rhetoric is to be pursued within the field of the art of logos.31 On
the other hand, since poetry also claims art concerning logos, that is
not alien to those fields, either. Plato’s Phaedrus b–c mentions as the
composers of logos three kinds of people: namely the logographer Lysias,
the poet Homer (and anyone who composes in verse or in prose), and
the politician Solon (and those who wrote laws).

The Phaedrus is a special dialogue which examines ‘logos’ in general,
and uses the words ‘poiêsis’, ‘poiêtês’, and ‘poiêtikos’ for a wider range
than the specific field of poetry. The word ‘poiêsis’ indicates the works
of the rhetoricians Polus and Likymnius, in addition to the traditional
poetry of Homer and tragedy.32 Similarly, theword ‘poiêtês’ refers to such
speech-writers as Lysias, besides poets.33 Finally, the adjective ‘poiêtikos’
is used both for ordinary poetry and for poetical words of Socrates’
speech.34

Plato insists that other specialists should be distinguished from the
philosopher and justly called ‘poet or writer of speeches or lawgiver’
(Phdr. d–e). This passage probably alludes to Alcidamas’ writing
entitledOn those who write written speeches or On the sophists: thosewho
spend much time in writing (a by-product of speech-making) should
‘much more justly be described as makers (poiêtas) than sophists’ ().
Alcidamas again in the final passage mentions ‘the maker of speeches’
(poiêtês logôn) in a pejorative way in contrast to ‘rhetor’, so that the word
‘poiêtês’ in both passages evidently denotes not a poet, but a speech-writer
like Isocrates. Plato’s allusion is interesting particularlywhen it comes just
before Socrates’ praise of the young Isocrates.

When Plato discusses the new concept of ‘poetry’, he is quite aware
of the ambiguity of the word of ‘making’ (poiêsis): the generic sense of
‘making’, and the specific sense of ‘poetry’; in between, there is a (slightly
broader) specific sense of ‘making a logos’.

31 In contrast to antilogic (i.e. sophistic), philosophy is called ‘the art of logos’, in Phd.
d–c; see also ‘dialectikê epistêmê’ in Soph. b–e.

32 For ‘poiêsis’ as rhetoric, see Phdr. b–c; as poetry, see a (bis), d (tragedy),
c (Homer). For Likymnius, see Ford (), .

33 For ‘poiêtês’ as a speech-writer, see e, d, b, d, e; as a poet, see a,
c. De Vries (), , comments on e (cf. d) that this word indicates the general
meaning of ‘author’.

34 Cf. Phdr. a. For poetry, see a, e, b.
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.The Sophist and the Poet

Plato’s treatments of the poet and of the sophist appears contrasting. Plato
often expresses his appreciation of poets, especially of Homer,35 and his
use of poems is not always critical or negative.36 In the Apology it is at
least admitted that poets speak ofmanyfine and good things (Ap. a–c.).
Since poets were much respected and influential in Greek society, Plato’s
criticism against them must have sounded challenging and provocative.

On the other hand, Plato’s attack on the sophist is ceaseless and
merciless. From such earlier dialogues as the Gorgias and Protagoras, he
keeps examining various aspects of the sophists’ activities, and reveals the
spuriousness of their education.37 The word ‘sophist’ almost always bears
a negative meaning in the Platonic dialogues,38 and there is no sophist
who escapes Plato’s criticism.39 However, in spite of the contrasting
attitudes toward these two groups, we can find that the poet and the
sophist had much in common in their roles and activities in Greek
society. Accordingly, even Plato sometimes puts them together in a
common examination, as in the Phaedrus.

Since sophists appeared relatively late in the mid to late fifth cen-
tury bce when poetry was already established, the sophistic movement
and the poetic tradition should be deemed distinct. However, the Pro-
tagoras of Plato’s dialogue, the outspoken protagonist of this movement,
declares that the poets, such as Homer, Hesiod, and Simonides, were
actually ‘ancient sophists’, though they concealed their skill out of fear

35 See Ion b, Rep. X, b–c, e–a, III, a; for the relation between Plato
and Homer, see Murray (), –.

36 Some passages of Homer are recommended (or at least allowed) for education in
Rep. III, e (Il. ., ., .) and d (Od. .–); cf. Verdenius (), –.
Also, Plato’s Sophist quotes the Homeric passages at the beginning (c–d; Od. .–
, .–) and the end (d: Iliad .) to show a leitmotif: see Notomi (),
–, .

37 However, the crucial and final criticism comes only later in the Sophist. For the
different modes of criticism of the sophists, see Notomi (), –, –.

38 Except a few places where Plato seems to use the word ‘sophist’ in an old (non-
pejorative) sense: the wrestling teacherMikkos is called ‘formidable sophist’ in Lys. a;
the word is also used for a person of technical knowledge in Men. b. Also gods are
called ‘sophists’ in three passages: Eros (Symp. d),Hades (Crat. e), andZeus (Minos
c); cf. Notomi (), –.

39 Occasional references to Prodicus as Socrates’ teacher (Prot. a, Men. d, Crat.
b–c) are no doubt ironical; cf. Burnyeat (), , n.. Plato must have in mind not
only sophists contemporary to Socrates, but also those of his own time, like Isocrates,
Alcidamas, and Polycrates; we should also remember that Gorgias (ca. –) was
probably still alive in the s, when Plato wrote the Gorgias.
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or resentment.40 Although the list of the disguised sophists goes as far
as musicians and physical trainers, and is not confined to the poets,
Protagoras chiefly regards the poets as employing sophistry, along with
composing and reciting poems. It is noteworthy that Protagoras does
not count any thinkers of natural inquiry, now called the Presocratics,
among the disguised sophists.41 This feature indicates that Protagoras’
self-identification as a sophist is more closely associated with the tradi-
tion of poets than with natural scientists (physiologoi).

The sophists make much use of poems in their teaching, just as Pro-
tagoras begins to examine the poem of Simonides in this way:

‘I think, Socrates, that to master poetry is the most important part of a
man’s education. That is, to be able to apprehend whether the words of
the poets are well composed (orthôs pepoiêtai) or not, and to learn to
distinguish them and give an account in reply to questions.’

(Prot. e–a)

This clearly shows that interpretation of poetry is an important skill
that the sophist professes to have.42 Not only Plato’s Protagoras, but
also Plato’s Hippias is proud of the mastery of poetry, especially of
Homer.43 Hippias compiled an anthology of poetic passages selected
from Orpheus, Musaeus, Hesiod, Homer and others.44

Both the poet and the sophist play a significant role inmoral education
in Greek society. For instance, Aristophanes has Aeschylus and Euripides
express that they make the people better (beltious te poioumen tous
anthrôpous).45 The poems of the poets, such as Homer, Hesiod, and
Simonides, are often cited and evoked for authority on moral actions.46

40 Prot. d–e; cf. b; though, it is hardly determined outside Plato that this
declaration is historical. Remember also that the poets were originally called ‘sophists’
(in the old good sense); cf. Guthrie (), –.

41 Cf. Ostwald. (), .
42 Cf. Guthrie (), .
43 Cf. H.Mi. a–b, c–d. Again, the evidence outside Plato is scanty, but at least

Aristotle reports in Poetics .b (= DK. A) that Protagoras criticizes Homer
for inadequate use of the imperative. Isocrates testifies that some of the sophists contem-
porary to himdiscussHomer,Hesiod, and other poets in the Lyceum, in Panathnaicus .

44 DK. B; for his Anthology, see Snell ([]/), Mansfeld. ([]/),
([]/), and Patzer (). For example, the citations of Parmenides, DK. B,
and Hesiod, Theogony –, , in Plato’s Symposium b and c, almost cer-
tainly come from that Anthology (cf. Mansfeld ([]/), , , , , n., Patzer
(), –, and Notomi ((c), ).

45 Cf. Frogs –, cf. –; for its cultural backgrounds, see Dover (),
–.

46 Havelock (), Chs II–IV, argues that poetry is not just inspirational or imagi-
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It is partly by citing poems of these poets that the sophist presents his
teaching in the form of interpretation. As long as the poets are believed
by people to be men of wisdom,47 the sophist can call on such authority
for support. As an able interpreter of old wisdom, he is also deemed wise.

The difference between poetry and sophistry in terms of logos is not
great, as we saw in the previous section. In addition to Gorgias’ style
of speech, which is regarded as ‘poetical’ by Aristotle, Hippias himself
composed an elegy.48 Prose-speech given by the sophists in front of
an audience, namely epideixis, resembles poetry sung and performed
by the poet or rhapsode; the sophists even dressed themselves like a
rhapsodes,49 and they went around from city to city, just as poets did
reciting their poems.50

The materials chosen for the sophists’ teaching can also be presented
as similar to the traditional themes of poetry. The sophists often use
Homeric figures and the traditional myths taken up by tragedians. The
two epideictic speeches of Gorgias deal with Helen and Palamedes.
Prodicus wrote the famous story of Heracles’ Choice, and Hippias was
reported to compose a Trojan Dialogue.51 We remember that the myth
which Protagoras speaks in Plato’s Protagoras takes a form of traditional
myth, even though it may well be Plato’s composition. The inheritance
the sophists obtained from poetry is large.52 Therefore, criticisms of the
two groups should not be considered in stark separation.

Finally, when Plato criticizes Parmenides, Empedocles, and others, for
their way of speaking as ‘narrating a story’ (mython tina diêgeisthai),
Plato is concerned with the serious issue of how philosophical logos is
established as genuine art or knowledge.53 Since the poets, sophists, and

native activity, but, as it were, the social encyclopedia of all knowledge; the poets had
an institutional status as educators. The educational role of the poets, especially Homer,
is examined in Jaeger (), –, Verdenius (), Gentile (), Marrow (),
–, –, and Murray (), –. Ford (), –, focuses on the didactic
value of ‘generalship’ in Homer.

47 The poet is called ‘wise’ (sophos) in the sense of expert; see Verdenius (), –,
Dover (), –, and Murray (), .

48 DK. B; for the similarity in style between poetry and rhetoric, see O’Sullivan
(), –.

49 DK. A; see also O’Sullivan (), –.
50 For the sophist’s travel, see Prot. a, Tim. e; for the poet, see Rep. X, d–e.
51 For Prodicus, see DK. B,  (Xen. Mem. .); for Hippias, see DK. A,  (cf.

Ford (), , n.).
52 Cf. O’Sullivan (), , Schiappa (), –, –, and Walker, ()

.
53 Soph. c–b. For saving ‘logos’ in the Sophist, see Notomi (b), (c).
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philosophers are all concerned with logos, how to dissociate the first
two from the last becomes the main and constant concern for Plato’s
philosophy.

. Intertextuality between Republic X and the Sophist

The Sophist is the later dialogue which finally defines the sophist as ‘the
imitator (mimêtês) of thewise’ (Soph. c).While this dialogue does not
deal with a poet or poetry in a direct way, it nevertheless examines the
foundation of Plato’s earlier criticism of poetry in RepublicX: namely the
ontological basis of the art of image-making. Plato’s implicit intention can
be seen in remarkable correspondences between the two dialogues.54

In the beginning of Republic X, Socrates confirms the treatment of
poets in Books II–III, and proclaims that poetry as imitative art should
not be admitted in the Ideal State.55 The criticism of poetry consists of
two parts, namely the ontological argument from a to b and the
psychological argument from c to a; we can observe mainly (but
not exclusively) in the ontological arguments many features common to
the definition of the sophist in the Sophist. The poet and sophist are both
treated as makers of images.

First, in Republic X, Socrates begins with the question, ‘Could you tell
mewhat imitation in general is?’ (c).This initial focus on ‘imitation in
general’ (mimêsis holôs) governs the whole course of examination. Here
the term ‘imitation’ is used in the broad sense of ‘artistic representation’,
in contrast to the narrow sense of ‘mimicking’ appearing in the previous
treatment of poetry in Book III.56 The Sophist also focuses on the imita-
tive art in order to grasp the sophist in that field, and divides that art into
species (c ff., a–b). This ‘imitative art’ is equal to ‘image-making
art’ in both contexts.57

54 This section presents a revised form of my analysis of the relation between the two
arguments, inNotomi (), –. Else (), –, , also examines the relation
between Republic X and the Sophist, though on a different assumption of chronological
order, namely that the Sophist comes earlier than Republic X (cf. note  below).

55 Rep. X, a–b.
56 See Rep. III, c–b. For the broad and narrow senses of ‘imitation’, and the shift

between them in the Republic and Sophist, see Notomi (), , –, –;
cf. Sörbom ().

57 mimêtikê, c, d, b, c; mimêma, e, mimoumenoi, e; eidôlopoiikê, b,
c. Later in the final definition, the term ‘imitation’ is used in the specific sense of
‘mimicking’ and treated as a species of image-making (a–b, a–a, c).
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Secondly, in examining poetry, Socrates constantly appeals to the
illustration of painting, chosen as a representative art of imitation.58 The
Sophist also introduces the notion of imitation by themodel of painting.59
In both cases, the imitator is contrasted with the craftsman.60

Third, based on the illustration of painting, both poetry and sophistry
are included in the image-making art. As what the painter produces is a
picture or an image (eidôlon), so the poet and the sophist produce not an
object but an image. However, while image-making in general is ascribed
to the poet in Republic X,61 the genus of image-making (eidôlopoiikê) is
divided further into two species, namely likeness-making (eikastikê) and
apparition-making (phantastikê), in the Sophist. This division locates the
sophist in the latter kind within the art of image-making.

Fourth, just as the painter canmake all things (panta) by his art quickly
and easily, the poet makes and recites about all things, and the sophist
claims to controvert about all things easily and quickly.62 In particular,
both of themare concernedwith all arts.63 InRepublicX, the imitative art
is said to be far removed from the truth; it can make all things because it
touches only a small part of each object, namely an image (b).

Fifth, although both the poet and the sophist are supposed by their
audience or pupils to be wise about all things,64 the poet proves to be
ignorant of what he speaks about, and the sophist cannot be omniscient,
either.65 Their appearance of wisdom is false and illusory.

58 Rep. X, e, b, d-e, e–c, e–a, c, a, d, b, a–b. Aristo-
tle’s Poetics repeatedly appeals to the comparison with painting, starting from .a–
. For the painter, see Havelock (), , n.; Else (), –, regards ‘the painter’
as the middle term to connect the poet in Republic X to the sophist in the Sophist.

59 Soph. d ff. The painting art (graphikê technê) is explicitly mentioned in b;
cf. b–c.

60 Rep. X, c–d; the imitator and the craftsman are also contrasted with the
user in c–a. This contrast with the craftsman is crucial in the Republic, since
the imitator may violate the one-person-one-role principle in the Ideal State. For the
craftsman, see also ‘autopoiêtikon’ in Soph. a; cf. b; for the architect and the painter,
see c.

61 It is noteworthy that Republic X uses the word ‘eidôlon’ only (b, a, d, e,
b, c), but never uses ‘eikôn’ (which appears in the similes of the Line and the Cave
in BooksVI–VII). ‘Appearance’ (phainomenon) ismentioned in e, a–b, b, b,
d-e; cf. ‘phantasma’, a. ‘Skiagraphia’ (d) may be closer to ‘apparition’.

62 Rep. X, c–e (cf. a mirror, d–e), b; Soph. d–c. For quickness in
practicing the art, see Rep. X, d–e, a, and Soph. a.

63 Rep. X, e; Soph. d–e. This feature corresponds especially to Homer, the
champion of encyclopedic knowledge; cf. Else (), .

64 Rep. X, c, d (‘passophos’); Soph. e, c, c.
65 Rep. X, e–c, b; Soph. a–c, b–d. The poet’s ignorance of what

he says is constantly pointed out in Plato: e.g. Ap. b–c, Ion,Men. c–d.
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Sixth, both arguments refer to the difference of appearances depending
on an audience’s point of view.66 As the painter displays a painting to
‘children and foolish adults’ or ‘ignorant young children’,67 the poet and
the sophist speak to their audience, namely young and ignorant people.68
Imitation is there called ‘colourful’ (poikilon).69

Finally, Republic X discusses imitation as if deception were essential
to it.70 The Sophist also shows, by illustration of the painter’s deception,
that the sophist’s art deceives his ignorant audience.71 Deceptiveness is
explained in both places with reference to our common experiences of
appearance.72 Because of such deception, both the poet and the sophist
are called ‘juggler’ (goês),73 and their imitative arts are called ‘childish
play’ (paidia)74 and ‘conjuring’ (thaumatopoiia).75

These correspondences, sometimes verbatim, are so striking that they
are without doubt intentional. Yet it is not sufficiently discussed by
scholars why Plato employs such similar arguments against both the poet
and the sophist.

The strategy common in the two is to examine the imitative art in
general by using painting as the chief example, and thereby to specify
and criticise them as image-making. The lines of these arguments are
not parallel by coincidence, but must be due to a certain projection of
the criticism of the poet onto the definition of the sophist.

66 Rep. X, a, c–d; Soph. e–a.
67 Rep. X, c; Soph. b.
68 Rep. X, c–d; cf. b, a–b; Soph. c. The sophist’s pupils are mentioned in

b–c.
69 Rep. X, e–a; Soph. b. Plato uses this word negatively, for example, in

describing democracy (Rep. VIII. c, c, d, e) and tyranny (Rep. VIII. d).
It should be noted that Pindar uses ‘poikilon’ in a positive sense for his skillful products in
Nemean ., and fr.  (Snell-Maehler; cf. Ford (), , ). Detienne & Vernant
(), –, , , , discuss the notion of ‘poikilon’ in relation to wisdom.

70 Rep. X, b–a; however, this argument of the Republic is often criticized
by modern interpreters as invalid. For ‘appearance’, see Halliwell (), – (on
a),  (on d).

71 Soph. b–c, d.
72 Rep. X, c–d; Soph. e–b.
73 Rep. X, d, d; Soph. a.
74 Rep. X, b; Soph. a–b, a. The Statesman classifies painting and other

imitative arts as ‘playthings’ (paignion), which are done only for the sake of play (paidia)
(c–d).

75 Rep. X, d; cf. ‘thaumastos’, d; Soph. b; cf. ‘thauma’, a, ‘thaumastos’,
d. The carrier of puppets who appears in the simile of the Cave is called ‘thau-
matopoios’ in VII, b, and I suspect that this alludes to the role of the sophist in the
visible world (cf. Else (), , n.).
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The concept of imitation (mimêsis) appeared relatively late in history,
but Plato knew its new meaning as ‘artistic imitation’, which includes
music, drama, poetry, painting, and sculpture, already when he for the
first time mentions the word in Republic II: ‘imitators (mimêtai), many
of whom work with shapes and colours, many with music: poets and
their assistants, rhapsodists, actors, choral dancers, contractors’.76 This
terminology explains why Plato examines the role of the poet by focusing
on imitation, with the illustration of the painter as the chief example
of it, in Book X. For the poet’s activity was already associated with
imitation.77

On the other hand, the sophist was never held to be an imitator in the
proper sense of theword.78 No other dialogue nor any otherwriter’s work
describes the sophist as an imitative artist before the Sophist.79 Although
the description of the sophist’s art as imitative is very original in this
dialogue, its intertextuality with Republic X explains the introduction of
this way of criticism.

The inclusion of the sophist among imitative artists is a new way of
revealing his essence, just as he was regarded in the earlier definitions as
a hunter, amerchant, a fighter, or a purifier.The sophist is examined as an
imitative artist not because sophistry is already regarded as a branch of

76 Rep. II, b: this provides the earliest extant source of the term ‘mimêtês’; cf.
Sörbom (), , n.. The imitators ‘with shapes and colours’ are painters and
sculptors, but not architects, which Jowett & Campbell (), Vol. , , include; for
they make real houses in an ordinary sense, and are not imitators (cf. Soph. c). The
phrase ‘poiêtai te . . . ’ does not represent an independent group (pace Cornford (),
Lee (), and Grube-Reeve ()), but should be read as explanatory or additional
to the imitators with music; Jowett (), , and Shorey (), –, put this in
parenthesis, and Sörbom (), –, follows Shorey’s translation and explains with
relevant references why the contractors are included in imitators.

77 Poets as ‘imitators’ are mentioned in Phdr. e and Tim. d–e, but no example
is found in Plato’s dialogues earlier than Republic II. For the evidence before Plato, see
for example, Homeric Hymn to the Delian Apollo –, Pindar, Pythian .–,
Parthenia .–, Aristophanes,Thesmophoriazusae ,Wasps – (cf. Sörbom
()).

78 On the contrary, the dialogues generally held to be earlier sometimes contrast the
painter as an expert, with the sophist, who has no art:Prot. c–d, b–c,Gorg. b–c,
c–d; cf. Ion e–b, Gorg. e–a.

79 The explanation of rhetoric and sophistry inGorg. b ff.may be a precursor of the
definition in the Sophist. According to the Gorgias, rhetoric, along with sophistry, seems
(dokei) to be an art, but is not really (b, cf. a–b). It is rather experience or flattery
(cf. kolakikê in Soph. e–a), or as it were, an image of a part of politics (eidôlon, d;
cf. e). For without knowledge but only by guessing, it produces not a really good but
a seemingly good condition of the soul; therefore, it pretends (prospoieitai) to be real art,
and deceives people (c–d). The Gorgias, however, does not discuss ‘imitation’ yet.
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the imitative art, in the sense that painting is an imitative art, but because
he is to be defined as the one who imitates the wise.

Plato presupposes, and expects us readers to remember, his argument
against the poet in Republic X, when he introduces the imitative art as
the genus of the sophist’s art in the Sophist.80 On the other hand, since
sophistry is somewhat akin to poetry in relation to philosophy andmore
difficult to attack, the later examination of the imitative art deepens the
earlier ontological arguments. Therefore, when the sophist is critically
examined as an imitator, this new strategy casts a light back upon the
criticism of the poet in the Republic.

Indeed we may see Republic X as criticizing the sophist in the course
of examining the poet. Although the Republic as a whole appears to pay
far less attention to the sophist than to the poet,81 Book X mentions the
sophist in a few important places.

First, one ironical phrase in introducing an imitative artist intimates
Plato’s intention to criticise the sophist for the same fault as the poet.
When Socrates presents someone able to make all things, on earth, in
heaven, and inHades, Glaucon exclaimed, ‘What an amazing sophist you
are talking about!’ (d). Although this use of ‘sophist’ is sometimes
thought to retain the original sense of the word, namely ‘wise man’,82 it
certainly reminds us of the sophist himself, especially in considering the
same claim attributed to him in the Sophist.83

Besides, when the common notion that the poets educate (paideuein)
Greek people and make (poiein) them better is refuted, this refutation

80 Else () is the exception who takes the reverse chronological order; Else argues
that the first part of Republic X, i.e. a–b—separated from the rest—was written
after the Sophist (cf. , , , ), since this part assumes the argument of imitative art
in the Sophist; on this reading he proposes the chronological order as Rep. (main part)—
Soph.—Rep. X, a–b (cf. –, –, , ). However, I regard this chronology
as implausible, and propose instead that the Sophist assumes the argument of imitation
in Republic X.

81 Republic VI talks about the sophists as those who curry favour with the public and
tailor their opinions to ‘the public’ (a–e), or educators who do not know the truth
(b–c). What sophists teach is nothing but what is believed by the public (a; cf.
Guthrie (), –). On the other hand, the close relationship between the poets and
the public is suggested in Rep. VIII, a–d. Although sophists are probably alluded to
in Rep. VI, d, e–a, a (sophismata), and b, the public, called ‘greatest
sophists’ (a–b), are much more emphasized (a–a).

82 For example, Jowett & Campbell (), Vol. , –: ‘in the vernacular sense
for “the master of an art or mystery”.’

83 See Adam (), Vol. II, , and Halliwell (), –.
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seems to aim at the sophist as well.84 It was widely believed that poets
such as Homer and Hesiod play a central role as educators of the Greeks,
but the competing claim for civic education was made by the sophists:
education concerning virtue represents the sophist’s profession.

Indeed, the sophists, ‘Protagoras of Abdera, Prodicus, and many oth-
ers’, are mentioned in Republic X in contrast to the poets, Homer and
Hesiod, with a view to proving that the latter are not competent in edu-
cating people (c–e). If Homer had really been able to endow people
with knowledge, he would have been admired and loved by many, just as
Protagoras and Prodicus were by claiming to give education. We cannot
miss the tone of irony in this argument; for even though it is true that
some sophists are admired and followed by many young people, that by
nomeans proves that they have knowledge. On the contrary, Plato invari-
ably criticizes their lack of real knowledge.85 We can therefore assume
that Plato has also the sophist in mind when he criticizes the poet for
their ignorance and false education: both are imitators who teach with-
out knowledge.

The ironical reference to Protagoras and others may suggest that
the sophists might excel the poets in that the former manage a higher
deception than the latter. For it implies that the sophists at least succeed
in getting admiration from people. We might detect a certain difference
between these two in the final definition in the Sophist: the sophist is
classified as the ‘ironical imitator’, who, having vague awareness of his
own ignorance, pretends to possess knowledge; in this division, the other
species constitutes the ‘simple-minded imitator’, who is characterized by
sheer ignorance (e–a). If the latter is to be identified with the
poet, we may say that the reference to the sophist in RepublicX indicates
the ironical feature of his imitation, in contrast with the poet as a sheer
ignoramus.

The criticism of the imitative artist in Republic X anticipates, and is
proleptic to, the full treatment of the sophist in the Sophist. On the
other hand, the Sophist supplements and develops the argument of the
Republic. Their common feature reveals why the poet and the sophist
should be criticized as imitative artists.

84 Rep. X, d–b, esp. c–d, c–d. Halliwell () comments on d that
the phrase ‘make people better’ suggests the sophistic education (cf. H.Mj. b–b).
For the poets’ role as educators, see Section  above, esp. Aristophanes’ Frogs –
(cf. note ).

85 A decisive verdict is given that the sophist lacks real knowledge but only appears to
be omniscient, in Soph. e–d, cf. a, c.
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. Poetry As Making

Plato critically examines the poet and poetry in terms of ‘poiêsis’ (mak-
ing). In Republic X, by focusing on the activity of making, Plato allocates
to poetry the third rank, twice removed from the top. The ontological
arguments depend on the understanding of poetry as a kind ofmaking—
not of the original but of an image.

The first ontological argument sets the framework of the whole crit-
icism (a–e). Three kinds of making are distinguished: first, the
unique original, i.e. the form, is made by the god;86 second, the craftsman
makes products; third, the imitatormakes images. All three kinds of peo-
ple are called ‘maker’ (poiêtês), and all three activities are referred to as
‘making’ (poiein).87 Among them, the third kind is said to be able tomake
all things; just anyone can make all things with a mirror, a painter and a
poet make all things by their arts (e). Yet what they make is only an
image, or what something appears to be. Therefore, this kind of ‘maker’
is called ‘imitator’ (mimêtês), i.e. the one who imitates the products of the
god and the craftsman.88 As the painter should now be called ‘imitator’
rather than ‘maker’ in a proper sense, so the poet (poiêtês) is deprived
of the proper status as maker (poiêtês), which should be attributed to
the first and second types of makers only.89 This third kind of mak-
ing aims only at pleasure, so that it should be banished from the Ideal
State.90

Here Plato makes full use of the double meaning of ‘poiêsis’: the broad
sense of ‘making’ in general and the narrow sense of ‘poetry’. Socrates
says that ‘it is necessary for a good poiêtês (maker, or poet), if he is to
make well whatever he makes, to make it with knowledge—or otherwise

86 The ascription of making forms to the god (a–d) and description of him as
‘maker’ (poiêtês, d) may sound awkward, especially when we consider the Demiurge,
in Timaeus c, who is called ‘the maker (poiêtên) and father of the universe’, but not of
the forms. Yet this may be interpreted as a device in the context of this specific argument
to distinguish three kinds of making.

87 On the god, see b (poiein), c (poiein, poiêtês); on the craftsman, see b
(poiein), a (poiein), d (poiêtês); and on the imitator, see c–e (poiêtês, poiein).

88 Rep. X, b; Glaucon claims that the man imitates the products of both in e.
89 See d–e, where the word ‘maker’ is equivalent to ‘craftsman’. Later ‘poets’ (poiêti-

koi) are said to be ‘imitators of images’ (mimêtai eidôlôn) in e; and ‘themaker (or poet)
of an image’ (poiêtês tou eidôlou) is called ‘imitator’ in b.

90 Cf. Rep. X, c: this passage summarizes the psychological argument (c–a)
and concludes the whole criticism. For poetry’s effect on pleasure, see also a–d.
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he is unable to make it’ (b–e). This statement can be applied to any
maker including the poet.

The poet is called ‘poiêtês’, literally, ‘maker’, but what kind of ‘making’
is he really engaged in? The answer is: it is the third position, twice
removed from the supreme, genuinemaking. Poetry is an inferior kind of
making which produces only images or appearances, easily and playfully.
By contrast, the second kind of making, pursued by the craftsman is
superior—not to mention the first kind of making, the one performed
by the god. Who dares to devote himself to such an inferior activity
seriously, if he knows to do the better kinds of making? (a–b) This
is a result of the basic ontological consideration.

Besides, the poet, above all the great Homer, is believed to educate
people, that is, to make people better.91 However, Socrates argues, there
is scarce evidence that poets have actually made Greeks better.The poets
do not even make pupils (c). Therefore, their claim of ‘making’ in
education again turns out to be illusory and false (d–b).

Plato then provides another argument that downgrades the status of
‘making’ itself (b–c). The imitator, including a painter and a poet,
is this time contrasted with the maker (i.e. a craftsman) and the user;
the last proves to have the best knowledge about the usefulness of things
made, whereas the imitator is located in the third, since he imitates
without knowledge or correct opinion (orthê doxa).

These arguments can properly be understood in terms of Plato’s inten-
tion of examining the notion of ‘making’. The poet is ordinarily called
‘maker’ (poiêtês), but he does not deserve this name because he is engaged
in the most inferior kind of making, i.e. making images; moreover, he
never makes people any better. By focusing on ‘making’, Plato thus criti-
cizes the poet’s activity.

Since Plato’s treatments of the poet and of the sophist share a common
strategy to re-examine the concept of making, as indicated above, let us
observe how ‘making’ is analyzed in the case of the sophist, and then see
its projection upon the poet.92

First, the sophist’s art is concerned with speech (logos). He teaches
the rhetorical skills to use in court, assembly, and other places, and

91 For the expression ‘make people better’ (beltious anthrôpous poiein), see d,
cf. c (apergazesthai). This is what poets are alleged to engage in (Aristophanes, Frogs
–, see Section , esp. note  above), but according to Socrates it is a major role
of the genuine politician: cf. Gorg. c. For the poets’ education, see also e.

92 Notomi (), –, discusses how the Sophist analyses the structure of ‘mak-
ing’ of the sophist’s art.
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thereby provides his pupils with virtue, i.e. civic and political power.The
logographer, such as Lysias, is also called poiêtês in the sense of a maker
of speeches.93 What they make is a logos, namely speech, discourse, or
argument.

The sophist’s art is often said to be ‘making a weaker argument stron-
ger’.94 This phrase is ambiguous: it may mean to change a weak argument
into a really strong one, but it also means to make any argument appear
stronger. Or it may only suggest the winning in the court, whether it may
concern the argument or its appearance.

Second, when the sophist makes the appearance of logos, his activity
is to produce in his audience or reader’s mind an opinion (doxa) or
appearance through logos. This is called persuasion. If the appearance is
false andmerely seems true, the product of the sophist’s making is a false
image.

Third, while the appearance is concerned with each particular state-
ment or argument (logos), such appearances eventually constitute an
image or an opinion of the sophist’s wisdom: the sophist makes himself
appear wise through logos. In short, he creates his own appearance as
‘wise man’.95

Fourth, while the sophist performs and produces logos and creates his
appearance ofwisdom, hemakes (poiein) his pupils as powerful in logos as
himself. For the sophist proclaims to educate people to acquire the same
skills; hemakes (poiein) a pupil out of anyonewhowillingly pay a high fee.
Protagoras is said by Socrates to ‘make people strong in speaking’, which
is equivalent to his main profession to ‘educate human beings’.96 Plato’s
Gorgias also proclaims to make others equally powerful in speech.97 This
aspect of the sophist’s education is summarized in the Sophist as ‘making
(people) doing this (i.e. controverting)’, and ‘making them powerful’.98
However, this education does not make the pupils truly wise, since the
educator himself does not know the truth. What the sophist makes is
the mere appearance of wisdom in his pupils, which is the same as his
own.

93 Cf. Phdr. e, d, b, d, e; cf. Section , especially n. above.
94 This skill is often attributed to Protagoras: see DK. A: Aristotle, Rh. .,

a (cf. DK. Bb); cf. Schiappa (), Ch. . But it represents the art of the
sophists in general; see Aristophanes, Clouds –, and Plato, Apology b.

95 See especially Soph. c, b–c.
96 ‘poiêsai deinon legein’, Prot. d; ‘paideuein anthrôpous’, b.
97 ‘allous dynaton einai poiein’, Gorg. b.
98 ‘poiousi touto dran (i.e. antilegein)’, Soph. c; ‘poiousin dynatous’, c, cf. d.
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The four-stage nature of the sophist’s making is clearly analyzed in the
Sophist. By focusing on the art of making, Plato examines the essence of
the sophist’s activity. The treatment of the sophist’s art illuminates in a
parallel way the poet’s activity as making.

First, the poet is counted as a maker (poiêtês) because he composes
and makes a poem, that is, a logos with metre. Recitation of lyric poetry
is accompanied by melody, and therefore a poet can also be called
‘melopoios’, which means the maker of melos.99 On a smaller scale, a
poet composes each metrical line, and on a larger scale, he composes
a whole poetical work. Similarly, a prose-writer, like Lysias, composes a
speech or argument (logos). The poet also makes the story (mythos); for
example, Homer and Hesiod are said to have made ‘theogony’ for the
Greeks.100 In Republic II, Socrates declares that the poet should make
(poiein) proper stories for the Ideal State; here making is equivalent to
story-telling.101

Secondly, the great poets, such asHomer andHesiod, exhibit their wis-
dom through poetical works, and thereby make their own appearances
as wise men. Strictly speaking, the poets are only a medium of the gods
and speak through divine inspiration. Nevertheless, inGreek society they
were regarded as the authority to cite for truth and wisdom.

Thirdly, the poet’s education through poetry is thought to make peo-
ple better. For example, memorizing Homer was still regarded as good
education in the classical period; Niceratus, the son of Nicias, boasts of
his mastering theHomeric works in their entirety, in Xenophon’s Sympo-
sium.102 Those who learn the poetry of Homer and Hesiod can be said to
believe that they possess sufficient knowledge about all things, including
technology, wars, politics, and ethics. Although the poet’s appearance of
wisdom might be simple-minded in comparison with the sophist’s iron-
ical pretence,103 the poet is more widely and deeply influential in Greek
society in respect of wisdom and education.104

99 melopoios: Ion e, a (bis), Prot. a; melopoiia: Symp. d, Rep. III, d.
The verb ‘poiein’ sometimes accompanies epic (Hdt. IV, ) and dithyramb (I, ); cf.
note  above.

100 Cf. Hdt. ..
101 Cf. Rep. II, a; ‘mythologein’, a, cf. d.
102 Xen. Symp. .–, ., cf. Mem. ... In the Republic, Niceratus attends the

conversation between Socrates and others at Cephalus’ house (cf. I, c); he becomes
a silent witness to Socrates’ critical examination of Homeric passages in Books II–III.

103 Cf. Soph. e–a, where an allusion to the poet can be seen, as discussed in
Section .

104 See Section , especially the references in note  above.
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Fourthly, in examining the proper sorts of poetry in the Ideal State,
Socrates suggests that the poets should make (empoiein) the likeness of a
good nature in their poems, so that the guardians growup surrounded by
good and beautiful works.105 Education by means of good poetrymakes
(poiein) a person (and a soul) in a good shape.106

In this way, the critical analysis of ‘making’ of the sophist corresponds
to, and illuminates, the essence of the poet’s art of making.

.The Issue of ‘Making’ in the Sophist

Now that ‘making’ is specified as the common focus of criticisms of the
poet and the sophist, we should examine how Plato deals with it in the
Sophist.

In order to define the sophist by the method of division, the Eleatic
visitor first divides the genus of ‘art’ (technê) into two species, namely the
arts of acquiring and of making (poiêtikê).107 In the course of the inquiry,
the genus of the sophist’s art changes from the art of acquiring (in the first
five definitions) to that ofmaking in the final definition; there the activity
of image-making is ascribed to the sophist.108 The transitional part care-
fully introduces the art of ‘making’ with the illustration (paradeigma) of
a painter.109 The art of making thus becomes a focus of the inquiry.

At the beginning of division, ‘making’ is defined as ‘to bring what was
not before (mê proteron on) into being (ousia)’,110 whereas ‘acquiring’ is
concernedwithwhat is or has already come into existence.111This general
definition of making appears also in the Symposium, where Diotima says
that ‘the whole cause of anything moving from what was not into what
is, is making’.112 Here we notice that the concept of ‘making’, in terms of

105 Cf. Rep. III, b–a.
106 Cf. Rep. III. d: ‘poiei euschêmona’.
107 Cf. Soph. a–c.
108 The sophist’s art is treated as acquisition in c–a; in between, the art of

separation to which the ‘sophist of noble lineage’ (the sixth definition, a–b)
belongs appears as independent of these two main genera of art (b–c). The first six
definitions are summarized in d–e and a–b.

109 Soph. b–d; for the importance of the transitional part, see Notomi (),
–. The verb ‘poiein’ first appears in the sense of ‘making pupils capable of contro-
verting’ in b, d, and then the model of a painter illustrates the ‘making’ (poiein, d)
of the sophist’s art.

110 Soph. b; cf. b.
111 Cf. Soph. c.
112 Symp. b, cited in Section  above.
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which the sophist is to be defined, involves the problematic concept of
what is not (to mê on).

Concerningwhat is not, Parmenides raises serious issues: in his poem
the Goddess tells the young that the truth is confined to the absolute ‘is’,
while ‘is not’ must be expelled from the inquiry.113 Parmenides’ principle
results in two extreme positions: first, it denies the plurality of things as
being mere appearance or human opinion (doxa), and second, it forbids
any becoming (genesis) or change (kinêsis) as occurring out of what is
not.These points weremade clearer by his successors, Zeno andMelissus:
Melissus argues that there is no becoming, since there is no change out
of nothing.114

In the Sophist, when one species of the image-making art, namely
‘apparition-making’ (phantastikê), is to be ascribed to him, the sophist
makes a counterattack by denying the existence of any image. Parmeni-
des’ words are quoted as an authority for the prohibition of combination
between ‘is’ and ‘is not’.115 To overcome this difficulties, the problematic
concepts of appearance, images, falsehood, andwhat is not (to mê on) are
fully examined in the middle part of the dialogue.116

The sophistic counterattack reveals that the concept of image (eidôlon)
involves a strange (and apparently impossible) mixture of what is and
what is not.117 However, we must remember that the very art of making
also includes these two notions in its definition, so that the concept
of ‘making’ becomes under fire, albeit implicitly in the context of the
sophistic counter-attack. It should be noted that ‘what comes to be’
(gignomenon) in general is equated with ‘what is made’ (poioumenon)
in the cosmological context.118 Therefore, when the sophist resorts to
Parmenides’ principle that what is not cannot be, the possibilities of
becoming (or change) and making are also to be saved.

In the Sophist Plato confronts the sophistic appropriation of Par-
menides’ position to deny the possibility of falsehood—for stating (le-
gein) a falsehood is stating what is not—the two essential issues concern-

113 Cf. DK. B, .
114 Cf. DK. B; cf. B.
115 Cf. Soph. a–b (cf. d), with quotation from DK. B.–; Parmenides’

principle is used in c and a, and critically examined later in the argument which
might be seen as ‘parricide’ (d–a, cf. c–e).

116 Soph. d–b; for the analysis of the middle part, see Notomi (), chs. –.
117 Cf. Soph. c–c, esp. b–c; for the definition of the image, seeNotomi (),

–.
118 Cf. Phlb. a, Soph. c, e, b–c.
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ing Parmenides’ monism must lie in the background: first, how plural
things are, and second, how something comes to be, out of what is not.
Parmenides’ positionmakes ‘making’ impossible for the reason that there
is no change from what is not to what is.

Themiddle part indeed examines themonistic position of Parmenides
with quotation of his poem,119 and provides an answer to the first prob-
lem with the proof of the combination of the kinds, especially concern-
ing what is and what is not.120 By rejecting the monistic position of Par-
menides as improper, Plato first secures the possibility of plurality of
beings.

In the inquiry into what is (to on), the issue of becoming also appears.
First, in examining the Parmenidean monism, the possibility of becom-
ing (genesis) is discussed;121 although the historical Parmenides and his
followers would not worry about the possibility of becoming, this issue is
closely tied to the concept of ‘the whole’ (to holon), and therefore cannot
be easily dismissed.

Then, the ontological status of becoming in relation to being is fur-
ther focused on in the imaginary discussion with the materialists who
claim that only tangible things are.122 Their position is described by their
enemies, namely the so-called ‘friends of forms’, as concerning ‘becom-
ing’ (genesis) only.123 The materialist position has to admit the ‘power
of acting (poiein) and being acted upon (paschein)’ as the criterion of
being.124 Also, this criterion plays an important role in examining the
friends of forms: with reference to the criterion, they are obliged to admit
that motion or change (kinêsis) should be included in beings; for other-
wise the most important things, namely intelligence, life, and soul, can-
not exist.125 Motion and becoming are eventually proved possible in the
examination of what is and what is not.

In this way, the inquiry in the Sophist examines and proves the theo-
retical possibility of ‘making’ as the cause of change fromwhat is not into
what is. On the other hand, ‘poiein’ is examined in themore fundamental
sense of ‘acting’ as a criterion for something’s being.

119 Cf. Soph. b–e; DK. B.–.
120 Soph. a–d; there the one-many problem is properly solved by proving the

proper combination of the kinds.
121 Cf. Soph. d.
122 Cf. Soph. a–a.
123 Soph. b–c, a–c.
124 Soph. d–e: ‘poiein’, e.
125 Soph. b–d: ‘poiein’, c, e; ‘poiêma’, b, d.
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Thus, when the concept of image (of which one species is apparition)
is saved against the sophistic counterattack, on the basis of the proper
combination of what is not and what is, the notion of ‘making’ is also
secured. It is on this basis that the sophist is finally defined as the imitator
of the wise man.

. Conclusion: The Sophist and the Poet As Image-Makers

RepublicX presents the ontological argument to criticise the poet; poetry
is treated as a special kind of making, i.e. image-making or imitation.
In a parallel way, the Sophist defines the sophist as a specific kind of
making, i.e. image-making and apparition-making in particular. Finally
we should consider some differences between the two treatments of
image-making.

First of all, while, as we saw in the previous section, the Sophist
confronts the difficult challenge concerning the problematic notions of
‘image’ and ‘making’, the Republic does not seem to worry about such
a metaphysical danger.126 Whereas the Sophist clarifies the concept of
image in the course of defining the sophist, the Republic simply uses it.

Further, the Sophist divides the art of making in a more complex
way: firstly, ‘divine’ and ‘human’ making are distinguished; secondly, in
each kind, the making of the original and that of the image are dis-
tinguished; thirdly, the art of image-making is divided into two kinds,
namely ‘likeness-making’ (eikastikê) and ‘apparition-making’ (phantas-
tikê).127 The latter kind is attributed to the sophist who deals with decep-
tive images based on false appearances. Let us examine these three divi-
sions.

First, in the final definition, the inquiry returns to the genus of the art
ofmaking, and divides it into divine and human kinds.128 Natural things,
such as animals, plants, metals, and primary bodies (fire and water, etc.),
are all made by the god with reason (logos) and knowledge; the god
also contrives to make images of natural things, for example, dreams,

126 This featuremay coincide with the naive treatment ofwhat is not (mê on) in Book V.
The problematic concept of what is not requires a full discussion in the Sophist; see
Notomi (b).

127 It is not explicitly stated whether this division of image-making is also applied to
the divine making. Yet the use of the terms of ‘image’ (eidôlon, b, c) and ‘apparition’
(phantasma, b) in the explanation of the image made by the god (b–d) seems to
imply that there is a similar distinction in natural images.

128 Soph. b–d.
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reflections, and optical illusions. This procedure of division is important
in the sense that human activities and arts are clearly separated from
divine.

Second, whereas products of a craftsman are regarded as images of the
unique original made by the god in theRepublic, they are regarded as real
objects (auta) in the Sophist.129 Hence the linear order of the products of
the god, the craftsman, and the imitator, in the former, is reinterpreted
according to the fourfold division of making between divine and human
and between original and image, in the latter. Here a house, for example,
is deemed an original made by architecture, in contrast to a picture of the
house made by the art of painting (Soph. c).

Third, the Republic uses the group of words, ‘image’ (eidôlon), ‘like-
ness’ (eikôn), ‘appearance’ (phantasma), and ‘shadow’ (skia) in different
contexts, but does not clearly define them.130 I suspect that the articu-
late and accurate treatment of the three concepts, ‘image, likeness, and
apparition’, in the Sophist, does not really match the yet comparatively
primitive treatment of them in the Republic. In the division of image-
making art (eidôlopoiikê) in the Sophist, likeness-making art (eikastikê)
is the one kind which represents the right proportions of the original,
and apparition-making art (phantastikê) is the other kind which makes
an image appear to be like the original without really being so.131 Since
the latter is ascribed to the sophist in the final definition, we may expect
that the other kind, i.e. likeness-making, may represent the activity of its
counterpart, namely the philosopher. If this expectation is right, it is not
the art of image-making as a whole but only a part of it, i.e. apparition-
making, that is to be rejected. If so, it may be implied that the other part,
namely likeness-making, plays a positive role in philosophy.

The reason why this more subtle division of image-making becomes
necessary in the Sophist in contrast with the simpler treatment in Repub-
lic X can only be guessed:

. Plato may have developed and changed his views on ‘image’.
. This may depend on the change—whether abandonment or revi-

sion—of the theory of forms. For the argument of Republic X

129 ‘autopoiêtikon’, Soph. a–d.
130 For example, the Simile of the Line in Book VI uses only ‘likeness’ (eikôn), while

this word never appears in the criticism of poetry in Book X. Plato’s careful usage of these
words already anticipates the full treatment in the Sophist.

131 For the full analysis of the distinction between likeness-making and apparition-
making, see Notomi (), –, especially the figure in .
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explicitly depends on the theory of forms,132 while the Sophist does
not directly appeal to it in discussing the image.

. According to each target of criticism, he may shift the focus of
argument and provide different devices for analysis. In this case,
it certainly matters where the philosopher, distinguished from the
sophist, should be located in terms of image-making, since this is
the main theme of the Sophist.

These three explanations are all possible and may be related to one
another. We can observe that the distinction between true and false
images becomes essential in order to dissociate the ironical sophist from
the philosopher, whereas the poet is banished from the Ideal State in a
simpler way. Thus, by widening and deepening the scope of examination
and criticism, the Sophist puts a firmer ontological basis for the criticism
of the poet in the Republic.133

[Republic X: poet]

God: original (forms)
Craftsman: image (artifact)
Imitator: image of image (imitation)

[Sophist: sophist]

God: original (nature) / Man: original (artifact)
image (likeness /apparition) image (likeness /apparition)

132 The theory of forms is introduced in Book V, and extensively used in Books VI and
VII. Book X resumes it in a–b, before the criticism of the poet.

133 I thank Pierre Destrée, Fritz-Gregor Herrmann, Penelope Murray, and Elizabeth
Craik for reading and commenting on the earlier versions of this paper.



chapter sixteen

A TRANSFER OF ENERGY:
LYRIC EROS IN PHAEDRUS

Elizabeth Pender

Introduction

A fundamental theme runs through the three speeches on love in Plato’s
Phaedrus: love’s power. In exploring this theme Plato draws on the lan-
guage of love shaped by the Greek poetic tradition whereby love holds
and exercises a dangerous influence upon the lover. The lyric poets in
particular offered distinctive portrayals of the overwhelming power of
erôs, not only in the pain of unfulfilled desire but also in the erotic expe-
rience per se. Eros is a threatening external force, whose onslaught leaves
the lover weakened and disorientated. In Phaedrus Plato responds to this
vision and through his allusions pays tribute to the lyric poets’ achieve-
ment in capturing and expressing so vividly the shock of love. He accepts
their insights on the power and energy of love but also reshapes and
transforms them as he reconfigures the nature of love and self-control
in the context of tripartition. By analysing the power-dynamics within a
soul experiencing erotic desire Plato creates an intricate picture of how
the force and energy of erôs is absorbed, transferred and redirected.1 In
Phaedrus Plato explores how mania and reason can be mutually sup-
portive and how love can function as a unique energy source. I shall
demonstrate how poetic insights on the force of love, principally from
Sappho, Anacreon and Ibycus, are integral to this exploration. Indeed,
Plato’s allusions to the poets create an intriguing intertextuality between
the dialogue and lyric which challenges thewell-established view of Plato
as hostile to poetry.

1 This chapter offers an abbreviated version of the argument set out in ‘Sappho and
Anacreon in Plato’s Phaedrus’ (Pender b). There I explain how the Ilissus setting,
presented as a seductionmeadow, sets up a situational allusion to the lyric genre. I explore
in full the naming and praise of Sappho and Anacreon at c–; trace the presence of
specific lyric allusions in each of the four main episodes of Socrates’ myth and analyse
their contribution to the dialogue.
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That lyric poetry is present in the text of Phaedrus is not in itself
a contentious point.2 But the interpretation of the poetic echoes and
their purpose is more controversial. Further, the extent and details of the
allusions have not been sufficiently explored. I shall begin by reviewing
lyric language for love’s power (§) and then show how this serves as a
basis for the first approaches to the theme in Lysias’ speech and Socrates’
first speech (§). Turning to the narrative of Socrates’ second speech, I
shall show how specific lyric allusions support the account of tripartition
(§). Finally (§) I shall explain howPlato in the final episode of themyth
breaks with the poetic tradition to reveal the correct way to convert the
energy of erôs.

. Lyric Eros: The Subduer

In poem  Sappho entreats the goddess of love, as ‘mistress’ (potnia), not
to ‘overpower’ her heart (– damna) and uses the same verb (damnaô)
for Aphrodite’s power at  (dameisa). Theognis at – speaks
of Aphrodite as ‘overpowering’ the minds of men (damnais) and adds
that no one is strong or wise enough to ‘escape’ (phugein) her. Anacreon
similarly hails Eros as the ‘subduer’ ( damalês Erôs) and again speaks
of the lover seeking an escape ( fr. .– ekphugôn;  pheugôn).
At d Anacreon hails Eros’ power over gods and men (dunastês . . .
damazei). Often the poets image love as a hostile, attacking force that
invades and through its physical impact destroys the lover. Alcaeus
presents himself as felled by Aphrodite’s hand (); while Ibycus .–
 likens the rush of love to a martial attack, where the lover exclaims:
‘How I tremble at his onset!’. Anacreon uses a Homeric battle term,
kudoimoi (literally, ‘the roar of battle’),3 to describe the turmoil that Love
causes (). Sappho  likens Eros to a violent wind that falls upon
trees.4 Ibycus develops this image in .–, where the love that comes
from Aphrodite is likened to the ‘Thracian Boreas’, so powerful is its
effect through all the heart. Sappho speaks of love ‘shaking’ her heart

2 See, for example: Robin (), on c, Fortenbaugh (), –, de Vries
(), –, duBois (), , – and (), –, Ferrari (), –,
, Nightingale (), , , –, and Foley (), , –.

3 See e.g. Iliad X, .
4 Sappho : hΕρ�ς δ’ "τ.ναU$ μ�ι / 	ρ$νας, pς �νεμ�ς κ)τ 7ρ�ς δρ%σιν "μπ$των.

All texts and translations of Sappho, Anacreon, Ibycus and Alcaeus are from Campbell’s
edition. The texts of Theognis are from Edmonds’ edition.
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( donei), and Anacreon depicts love as a smith’s mighty hammer blow
().5 The madness caused by love is a familiar theme in lyric. Alcaeus
tells of Helen’s madness in her love for Paris (. ekmaneisa) and refers
to the ‘maddened infatuations’ of erôs at b.–, while Sappho .
speaks more intimately of her own ‘maddened heart’ (mainolai thumôi).
Theognis associates Eros with madness as he portrays him as ‘nursed
by frenzies’ (– maniai). For Ibycus Aphrodite sends a storm-
wind that blazes with lightning and ‘parching fits of madness’ (.–
 azaleais maniaisin); while Anacreon  gives succinct expression
to the lover’s plight: ‘I love Cleobulus, I am mad about (epimainomai)
Cleobulus, I gaze at Cleobulus.’

. Erôs in the Speech of Lysias and in Socrates’ Response

The established language of lyric forms the background to the terminol-
ogy for love used by Lysias and by Socrates in his first speech. Lysias’
speech considers the behaviour of lovers and for the most part speaks
directly of the participants rather than love itself. The problem that con-
cerns Lysias is that lovers lose their self-control. Lysias establishes the
familiar idea that the lack of self-control in love is allied with the fail-
ure to think properly (d– kakôs phronousin) and pays particular
attention to the change occasioned when the lover’s desire ceases and he
returns to his usual ways of thinking and behaving (e; a). The
difference between lovers and non-lovers is that while the first act ‘under
compulsion’ (hup’ anagkês), the second act out of ‘their own choosing’
(hekontes), in line with their self-interest (a–). This representation
of the lovers’ condition is summed up at d– where lovers agree that
they are ‘sick’ (nosein) and not ‘sound of mind’ (sôphronein).They accept
that their thinking is impaired and that they are no longer ‘masters of
themselves’ (ou dunasthai hautôn kratein). Note how the phraseology is
shifting subtly: if a lover is not master of himself then who or what is his
master? Plato is probing the standard prose vocabulary of self-control in
order to lead on to the conception of love as an independent force. And
themove is completed at b–c. First the noun erôs is used in the nomi-
native as the subject of three verbs (b–): epideiknutai (‘shows’), poiei
(‘makes’) and, most significantly, anagkazei (‘forces’). Love here compels
the lover tomake inappropriate judgements. Second, the power of the self

5 Anacreon : μεγ6λ1ω δη&τ$ μ’ hΕρως �κ�ψεν Tστε 8αλκε<ς πελ$κει.
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is contrasted explicitlywith the power of love at c–, as the non-lover
proudly declares his advantage: ‘I am not overcome by love, but master
of myself ’.6 The prose verb hêttômenos (‘be defeated, beaten, overcome’)
can be read as a neutral term and the expression seems standard in the
context. But the phrase also recalls the martial attack of erôs in poetry
and looks forward to Socrates’ scrutiny of love’s power.

In his first speech Socrates follows Lysias’ concernwith the lover’s poor
judgement and decision-making. He employsmuch of the same standard
prose terminology for the experience of being in love. But he begins to
press this terminology, nudging familiar formulations towards a more
analytical and abstract perspective in order to consider the precise nature
of the process whereby a person is ‘overcome’ by erôs. Socrates addresses
his subject in characteristic style—by seeking a definition of love itself.
There is thus a clear shift of attention from the lovers’ behaviour to the
force that drives them. The relevant aspect of the definiendum is stated
within the very question that leads the search: ‘let us establish an agreed
definition of love, aboutwhat sort of thing it is andwhat power (dunamin)
it possesses’ (c–d). The chosen angle of love’s dunamis soon leads
to the idea of inner rulers and forces:

Wemust next observe that in each of us there are two kinds of thing which
rule and lead us, which we follow wherever they may lead, the one an
inborn desire for pleasures, another an acquired judgement which aims
at the best.7 (tr. Rowe) (d–)

The passage then offers in quick succession an array of different terms
for love’s exercise of power and control (d–c). The analysis cul-
minates in the definition of erôs as an irrational impulse that has ‘gained
control’ (kratêsasa) over ‘right judgement’ and takes its name from its
‘force’ (rhômê), a playful etymology backed up by the wordplay of errô-
menôs rhôstheisa . . . rhômês . . . erôs (c–). The Greek vocabulary
of inner powers and forces in this passage includes ‘ruling’ and ‘hold-
ing sway’, e.g. archonte, kratei, turanneusasa, dunasteuousês, ‘conquer-
ing’ (nikêsasa); ‘having physical strength’ (errômenôs) and the exertion
of physical force in ‘dragging’ (helkousês) and ‘pushing on’ (hormôsês).
The language of political rule used for erôs recalls Sappho’s potnia and
Anacreon’s dunastês and is reinforced towards the end of the dialogue

6 � 8 =π’ �ρωτ�ς �ττ:μεν�ς �λλ’ "μαυτ�� κρατ0ν.
7 δε� α& ν�#σαι �τι �μ0ν "ν Dκ6στ1ω δ%� τιν$ "στ�ν �δ$α �ρ8�ντε κα� �γ�ντε, �Bν

Dπ�με�α +f iν �γητ�ν, � μ/ν �μ	υτ�ς �&σα "πι�υμ.α �δ�ν0ν, �λλη δ/ "π.κτητ�ς δ�Uα,
"	ιεμ$νη τ�� �ρ.στ�υ.
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at c where Socrates speaks directly of Eros as despotês. The idea
of erôs as a conquering force also recalls various lyrics where love is
imaged as attacking and defeating the lover, while the physical strength
of erôs that can here ‘drag’ or ‘push’ objects echoes the lyric conception
of love as an external force that can physically impact. This analysis of
love’s dunamis at d–c establishes for the secondpart of Socrates’
speech (d–d) a dual perspective, on the lover’s actions and his
inner condition.

After the definition of erôs Socrates returns to the external behaviour
of the lovers. He speaks of the lover as ‘ruled by desire’ (e archome-
nôi) and tells how in his selfishness the lover seeks to make his beloved
weaker and inferior to him. So the lover’s ‘inner ruler’ leads him to try to
exert his own rule over the beloved in their relationship. As the speech
proceeds, the lover is then spoken of as ‘compelled (ênagkastai) to seek
pleasure instead of good’ (c). Socrates gradually probes further into
the various restrictions and lack of choices afflicting both the wretched
lover and his beloved, with the vocabulary of ‘compulsion’ becoming per-
sistent in the concluding section.8 With the lover thus ‘ruled by desire’
and ‘compelled to seek pleasure’, he has lost self-control. Socrates sums up
this unhappy condition as he speaks of the lover as ‘driven by compulsion
(anagkês) and frenzy (oistrou)’ (c–d). Socrates then describes the
lover’s subsequent loss of passion as a situation where he actively ‘changes
the ruler within’:

he changes in himself and adopts a different ruler and master, sense and
sanity in place of love and madness, and has become a different person
without his beloved’s realising it.9 (tr. Rowe) (a–)

The terms ‘ruler’ (archonta) and ‘master’ (prostatên) recall the political
vocabulary of d–c and the passage thus presents the lover’s
change of heart as the establishment of a new inner government—with a
changeover in power from erôs andmania to good sense and sôphrosunê.
Through this switch (metabalôn) in inner ruler the lover changes his very
identity, a fact not realised by the beloved until the change starts to affect
his behaviour, withmetabalôn repeated at b to showhow the internal
switch causes external turnarounds.10 Socrates’ first speech thus explains

8 c; e; b–; and c. Socrates sets out the indignities forced upon the
lovers by their own behavioural ‘compulsions’ and the ‘necessities’ of the situation.

9 μεταHαλaν �λλ�ν �ρ8�ντα "ν α=τ10 κα� πρ�στ6την, ν��ν κα� σω	ρ�σ%νην �ντ’
�ρωτ�ς κα� μαν.ας, �λλ�ς γεγ�νaς λ$λη�εν τ) παιδικ6.

10 Fortenbaugh (), – regards Phdr. a–b as a particular allusion to
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that the external behaviour of the lover is caused by his own internal
experience.The passage on inner rulers and control holds up for scrutiny
the opposing tensions within the lover that were implicit in Lysias’ speech
and frames the lover’s changing experiences as the result of a power-
struggle between rational self-control and the madness of erôs.11 What
will follow in his second speech is a much closer analysis of the various
internal dynamics and power-struggles occasioned by falling in love.

. Lyric Erôs and the Tripartite Soul (a–c)

In Socrates’ second speech the account of love as a divine madness chal-
lenges the preference for sanity and self-control that has so far been taken
for granted. In the context of this discussion of the benefits of mania,12
Plato infuses his myth with poetic language of love. In response to the
poets’ portrayal of the shock of love as an external force, Plato showshow
erotic stimulation affects the forces already present and active within the
soul and how the lover can and indeed ought to respond. Nevertheless,
with remarkable artistry, Plato draws freely on lyric language to support
his account.13 In this section I shall consider how the myth of the soul
alludes to lyric poetry in its motifs of horses, wings, radiance, and bitter-
sweet madness.

When Socrates introduces the tripartite soul he uses the striking image
of the winged team:

Let it then resemble the combined power of a winged team of horses and
their charioteer.14 (tr. Rowe) (a–)

Sappho . Ferrari (),  sees no specific allusion and notes more generally the
adoption throughout this speech of the ‘traditional erotic themes of dominance, pursuit,
and manipulation’. In support of Ferrari’s reading, the familiar madness motif, flight and
pursuit can be seen as equally pronounced in other lyrics, for example, Theognis –
.

11 At the outset of his second speech Socrates uses this critical distinction between the
lover as mad and the non-lover as sane (a) to summarise the main thesis shared by
the first two speeches.

12 The vocabulary of mania begins at a towards the end of Socrates’ first speech
and increases and continues throughout his second speech: a; a; a; b;
a; a; c; d; d; e; a; d; c; b; d.

13 Pender b offers amore detailed reading of the lyric allusions in Socrates’ second
speech, tracing them through the four major episodes of the myth: the loss of wings
(a–e); the regaining of wings through memory of beauty (e–e); the
stimulus of beauty (e–c); and the charioteer’s control (c–e).

14 "�ικ$τω δ! συμ	%τ1ω δυν6μει =π�πτ$ρ�υ 4ε%γ�υς τε κα� �νι�8�υ.
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The abstract noun dunamis recalls Socrates’ earlier question on the
nature of love: ‘what sort of dunamis does it have?’ (c–d). The
phrase ‘a naturally conjoined power’ (sumphutôi dunamei) emphasises
the power of the team and this is soon joined by its corollary—the
issue of control. When archôn (literally, ‘ruler’) is used at b as an
alternative term for the charioteer, this control recalls the vocabulary of
inner rule used in Socrates’ first speech (d; a; e; a).The
particular focus on control is thenmaintained through the abstract noun
hêniochêsis (b) for the act of charioteering, and through the adjective
euênia (b), which draws attention to the reins that are part of the
charioteer’s apparatus of command and steering. Later the level of skill of
the charioteer is the determining factor in controlling the power of the
horses (a–) and in counter-balancing—or not—their downward
pull (b–; b).

While at e– epic resonancesmay be uppermost in the depiction
of Zeus driving a winged chariot,15 Plato’s image of the chariot is ‘lyri-
cised’ when it is developed (b–b) to direct attention to the pro-
cesses involved in actually controlling the horses. For the lyric images
focus on the action of charioteering itself and therefore on how one
force can overcome another, which is the chief concern of tripartition.
Equestrian imagery for sexual desire and activity is used by various lyric
poets.16 Theognis compares the boy to a horse and the lover to his driver
(hêniochon) in two similar poems (–, –): ‘Boy, you are
like a horse, . . . youhave come again tomy stable desiring a gooddriver’17
and ‘Boy and horse have a similar mind; for the horse doesn’t weep as his
driver lies in the dust, but has his fill of barley and carries another later;
in the same way a boy loves the one he’s with at the time.’ Ibycus also
uses the image of horse and chariot for a lover unwilling but compelled
to re-enter the erotic arena ():18 ‘Again Love, looking at me meltingly
from under his dark eyelids, hurls me with his manifold enchantments
into the boundless nets of the Cyprian. How I fear his onset, as a prize-
winning horse still bearing the yoke in his old age goes unwillingly with
swift chariot to the race.’ (tr. Campbell).

15 Slaveva-Griffin (),  and duBois (),  see possible epic allusions here to
Zeus’ chariot ride inHomer’s IliadVIII, – and to the chariot of Parmenides’ prologue.

16 On this imagery in Anacreon and Theognis, see Calame (),  and –.
17 These translations are my own.
18 Rowe (),  notes the similarity between Socrates’ second speech and this

poem of Ibycus, adding that ‘Plato himself knew the poem well, since he paraphrases
it at Parmenides a’.
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Anacreon echoes this equestrian imagery of Theognis and Ibycus. His
famous ‘Thracian filly’ poem () follows Theognis’ directly sexual use
of the image of horse and rider:

Thracian filly, why do you look at me from the corner of your eye and flee
stubbornly fromme, supposing that I have no skill? Letme tell you, I could
neatly put the bridle on you andwith the reins inmy handwheel you round
the turnpost of the racecourse; instead, you graze in themeadows and frisk
and frolic lightly, since you have no skilled horseman to ride you.19

(tr. Campbell) ()

But the most striking parallel with Plato’s use of the charioteering image
for soul at Phaedrus a– is found in Anacreon’s haunting poem:

Boy with the girlish glance, I seek you, but you do not notice, not knowing
that you hold the reins of my soul.20 (tr. Campbell) ()

On the distinctive phrase tês emês psuchês hêniocheueisCalame explains
(), : ‘love holds the reins that control the vital breath called psukhê
by the Greeks.’ Although it is more correct to say that it is the boy who
holds the reins, the point stands that the control is exerted over the
lover’s very life-force. Since the more common site of the impact of erôs
in lyric poetry is the phrenes or thumos,21 Anacreon’s image stands out
as unusual. While the noun psuchê in Plato undoubtedly has a different
range of meanings, it still retains its links with the standard Greek usage
of life-force. Anacreon’s equestrian imagery has been noted, albeit briefly,
as an influence on Plato’s vocabulary and image-making for the power-
dynamics within the tripartite soul.22

Plato’s image of tripartite soul as charioteer and horses is further
associated with erotic poetry since the team is winged. This initial use of

19 π0λε Θρ+ηκ.η, τ. δ� με / λ�U5ν 7μμασι Hλ$π�υσα / νηλ$ως 	ε%γεις, δ�κε�ς δ$ / μ’
� δ/ν ε�δ$ναι σ�	�ν; / Yσ�ι τ�ι, καλ0ς μ/ν �ν τ�ι / τ5ν 8αλιν5ν "μH6λ�ιμι, / �ν.ας δ’
�8ων στρ$	�ιμ. / σ’ �μ	� τ$ρματα δρ�μ�υ' / ν�ν δ/ λειμ0ν6ς τε H�σκεαι / κ��	6 τε
σκιρτ0σα πα.4εις, / δεUι5ν γ)ρ 9ππ�πε.ρην / � κ �8εις "πεμH6την.

20 @ πα� παρ�$νι�ν Hλ$πων / δ.4ημα. σε, σ< δ’ � κ�ε�ς, / � κ ε�δaς �τι τ#ς "μ#ς /
ψυ8#ς �νι�8ε%εις.

21 For phrenes, see e.g. Stesichorus b; Alcaeus ; Sappho ,  and ; Theognis ,
, , , and ; Ibycus c fr., fr. , and ; and Anacreon . For thumos,
see e.g. Stesichorus S and S; Alcaeus  and ; Sappho , ,  and ; Theognis
, –, ,  and ; and Ibycus b.

22 Hackforth (),  observes that this poem of Anacreon is an ‘early and apposite
example’ of ‘the common metaphorical use of hêniocheuein and its cognates’ for ruling.
On the parallel with Anacreon , see Fortenbaugh (),  and duBois (), ;
on the parallel with Anacreon , see Ferrari (), , n. and Nightingale (),
, n..
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thewing is to represent perfection,23 as is explained at d–. Since the
wing is viewed as having its own natural ‘power’ (dunamis) of carrying
heavy objects heavenwards, it becomes a mediator between divine and
human realms. Inspiration for thismotifmay have come from lyric, since
two notable passages present wings as a means of transport between
heaven and earth: Sappho  and Anacreon . In Sappho , a cletic
hymn, the goddess Aphrodite responds to Sappho’s prayer for a visitation.
The moment of epiphany is described in striking terms:

. . . with chariot yoked: beautiful swift sparrows whirring fast-beating
wings brought you above the dark earth down from heaven through the
mid-air, and soon [suddenly] they arrived.24 (tr. Campbell) (, –)

Aphrodite’s chariot is drawn by sparrows and the verses draw attention to
both the rapid movement of the wings and the distance crossed through
the space between immortal and mortal worlds. In Anacreon’s poem the
journey is from earth to heaven as a frustrated lover is driven to seek out
Eros in his heavenly abode:

See, I fly up on light wings toOlympus in search of Love; for (the boy) does
not wish to enjoy the fun of youth with me.25 (tr. Campbell) ()

In these two poems the wings allow movement between human and
divine realms but the context is specifically erotic. In Sappho  the
fast-beating wings of the sparrows drawing the goddess’ chariot give
expression to the animated feelings of the lover at the approach of
Aphrodite. Calame rightly reads the wing image in Anacreon  as
an expression of the ‘impact of Eros’ and the lover’s subsequent elation
(), –. Calame reviews the traditional iconography of Eros as
a winged figure and presents plentiful evidence from myth, art and
poetry.26 By extension, then, in Sappho  and Anacreon  the wings
of Eros are transposed to the lover’s experience. The same transposition
is evident in other lyrics where again the fluttering of wings provides an
image of desire and agitation. In Sappho .– the fluttering response
(eptoaisen) is caused particularly by the sight of the beloved. As Alcaeus

23 b–c: τελ$α . . . �&σα κα� "πτερωμ$νη μετεωρ�π�ρε�. On Plato’s wing image,
see Pender , –.

24 nλ�ες / �ρμ’  πασδε%Uαισα' κ6λ�ι δ$ σ’ cγ�ν / vκεες στρ����ι περ� γ*ς μελα.-
νας / π%κνα δ.ννεντες πτ$ρ’ �π’ pρ6νωY�ε-/ρ�ς δι) μ$σσω' / αFψα δ’ "U.κ�ντ�'

25 �ναπ$τ�μαι δ! πρ5ς hRλυμπ�ν πτερ%γεσσι κ�%	+ης / δι) τ5ν hΕρωτ’' � γ)ρ "μ��
〈 . . .〉 �$λει συνηH*ν.

26 Calame (), , –, , .
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in .– presents Helen’s erotic madness, he says that love has ‘excited
her heart’ (eptoaise thumon). In Anacreon  fr. .– the appearance
of the beautiful boy in the seduction meadow excites the desires of the
onlookers (eptoeatai) and in  the poet asks a lover preparing for
seduction: ‘why are you all of a flutter (peteai)?’

The wing image in Phaedrus initially signals the soul’s potential for
perfection (b–c) but its erotic connotations are equally developed
as the myth proceeds. For when recollection is presented as a divine love
story, the wings of the soul are used to convey, through their fluttering
and rapid movement, its feelings of excitement and arousal. The process
of Recollection is a re-discovery of knowledge and truth through contact
with the Forms.27 In themyth of Phaedrus this process is presented as the
re-attainment of a former perfection, a journey back to origins,28 and an
erotic encounter with a beloved. If the philosophical life is chosen three
times in succession, the souls become winged (pterôtheisai a) and
are able to return to perfection. Rationality is presented specifically as the
ability to organise perceptions ‘from many into one’ (b–c) and this
collecting together is identified as (c–): ‘a recollection of those things
which our soul once saw when it travelled in company with a god’ (tr.
Rowe). The journey alongside a god functions as the guarantor of the
soul’s rational capacities and the interconnectedness of reason,wings and
divinity is spelled out (c–): ‘Hence it is with justice that only the
mind of the philosopher becomeswinged: for so far as it can it is [always]
close, through memory, to those things his closeness to which gives god
his divinity’ (tr. Rowe).The wings indicate rationality since their motion
upwards allows proximity to the ‘very things which’ bestow divinity
on any divine being. In this remarkable statement Plato establishes the
Forms as the most perfect and superior entities that stand as the fixed
point for all souls to move towards and so gain access to the knowledge
that is the basis for the proper exercise of rationality. By remembering
the Forms the human soul is able to make correct judgements about
reality. The (human and imperfect) philosopher achieves ‘closeness’ to
the Forms throughmemory (mnêmêi) and making the ‘right use of such
reminders’. Memory is required since soul has been estranged, since
its ‘fall’, from its divine origins close to truth. By recalling its former
existence and level of knowing the human soul re-activates its rational

27 On the theory itself, see Scott (), Fine () and Dancy (), – and
–.

28 See e.g. e; a; a; b; b and b.
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powers and in this process improves its nature, thereby bringing it closer
and making it more akin to the ‘divine company’ of which it was once
part.29 At d–e the animation of the philosopher remembering
the Forms is identified as a specifically erotic arousal. The philosopher
on seeing beauty here on earth, remembers truth. He thus ‘becomes
winged’ (pterôtai) and ‘flutters’ (anapteroumenos), eager ‘to fly upwards’
(anaptesthai),30 but is ‘unable to leave the ground’.This plight is identified
as love’s madness: ‘it is when he partakes in this madness that the man
who loves the beautiful is called a lover (erastês)’ (e–). This careful
reconfiguring of the memory of truth as a lover’s response stirs the
root of the word philosophia (‘love of wisdom’). The transition between
the intellectual endeavour of reasoning and the desire of the lover is
eased through the feelings of eagerness and excitement generated in both
cases.

The account of recollection is supported by a further lyric motif when
the Form of Beauty is portrayed at b– as a radiant, shining light
(lampron). In contrast to the likenesses of other Forms in which ‘there
is no illumination’, beauty not only ‘shone out’ (d elampen) in the
divine realm but also on earth appears ‘gleaming (stilbon) most clearly
through the clearest of our senses’ (d–).31 That the sight of beauty
causes erotic arousal for the soul is confirmed in significant vocabulary
in c–e. At c Socrates draws attention to his own experience as
narrator and philosopher. In the act of speaking about thememory of the
Forms he has reminded himself of their beauty and so has stirred his own
‘longing’ for this past life: ‘Let this be our concession to memory, which
has made me speak now at some length out of longing (pothôi) for what
was before’ (tr. Rowe). He then confirms that the soul’s response to beauty
is erotic by comparing how the sight of wisdom itself would cause an
even greater erotic charge. Wisdomwould indeed evoke ‘terrible feelings
of desire’ (d– deinous . . . erôtas). The Forms are referred to as ‘the
other objects of love’ (erasta) and finally the Form of beauty is identified
as ‘the most evident and the most loved (erasmiôtaton)’ (d–e).
The ‘lover of wisdom’ is thus revealed as a manic lover of true Beauty,
which is in turn characterised as his ‘most lovable’ beloved. This erotic

29 In Pender b I discuss Plato’s presentation of recollection as religious initiation
(e.g. c– and b–c) and divine possession (e.g. c–c) and argue that
these ideas are influenced by the lyric motif of the epiphany of love divinities and the
closeness to them of their human favourites.

30 πτερ0τα. τε κα� �ναπτερ�%μεν�ς πρ��υμ�%μεν�ς �ναπτ$σ�αι.
31 δι) τ#ς "ναργεστ6της α�σ��σεως τ0ν �μετ$ρων στ.λH�ν "ναργ$στατα.
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scenario while unusual is nevertheless consonant with the portrayal of
intellectual contact with the Forms in other dialogues.32 Contact with
truth therefore becomes a type of union with a beloved, where the telos
of union is achieved through the lover’s intimate knowledge of, and
emotional engagement with, the object of his desire.33

In presenting the Form of Beauty as ‘shining’ Plato uses the motif of
the radiance of love familiar in lyric poetry. The sparkling or gleaming
appearance of lover andbeloved is used by both Sappho andAnacreon. In
Sappho . the lover remembers ‘the bright sparkle’ of Anactoria’s face
(kamaruchma lampron) and in .– the beauty of a girl is compared
to the moon shedding its light, with  offering a similar comparison of
a girl to the ‘lovely’ shining moon.34 Closely associated with the beauty
of the beloved as shining light is a more general connection between love
and brightness to express the joy that can attend the experience. Sappho
interlaces love, beauty and brightness when she declares in .–:
‘love has obtained for me the brightness and beauty of the sun’. Anacreon
also uses thismotif in his fragmentary but still striking lines (): pothôi
stilbôn . . . / geganômenos (‘glistening with desire . . . gleaming’). As de
Vries and Rowe have noted (ad loc.) Plato at d seems to be punning
on Phaedrus’ name (phaidros, ‘bright, beaming’) through the use of the
poetic verb ganusthai (‘gleam’) for the glowing appearance of the excited
speech-lover.35 This, I would suggest, is a direct allusion to Anacreon’s
line, and I find support in the further parallel of the unusual term stilbôn
(‘glistening’) at d. The poetic adjective36 serves to align the ‘shining’
Phaedrus with the glistening quality of the Form of Beauty, since in that
which ‘glistens’ here at d is revealed the true source of the ‘gleaming’
at d. The lyric echoes are momentary but highly effective.

32 Nussbaum (), – discusses the erotic quality of this and later passages of
the myth. On the link between sexual and intellectual desire here, see also Lebeck (),
 and Foley (), . As Price observes (), – and –, erotic vocabulary is
similarly used at Symp. a–; Phd. d; Tim. c; Laws d; and Rep. VI, b–
. On this sexual and procreative imagery, see Pender ().

33 For discussions on the complex relationship between the lovers and the Forms, see
Price (), chs.  and ; Vlastos (); and Kahn ().

34 Themore fragmentary poem  also uses shining within what seems to be a descrip-
tion of a beloved’s face (antilampên . . . prosôpon).

35 Nussbaum (),  explains the pun and regards it as extended through the
formulation Dios dion at e, which she reads as a hidden allusion to Plato’s own
beloved, since: ‘the name “Phaidros” has the same meaning as the name “Dion”. Both
mean “brilliant” or “sparkling.” ’

36 See e.g. Iliad III, , where it is used of Paris: kallei . . . stilbôn.
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The final motif for consideration is that of bittersweet madness. The
influence of lyric poetry is to be heard most clearly in the graphic
description of the lover’s delirious reactions to the shock of love (a–
a). Here Plato presents an exuberant and thrilling depiction of the
lover’s madness from the perspective of the inner soul. Images and ideas
familiar from lyric poetry proliferate but central is Sappho’s voice. For
the dramatic situation of the sighting of the beloved and the internal
reactions it triggers closely echo Sappho’s famous poem :

He seems as fortunate as the gods to me, the man who sits opposite you
and listens nearby to your sweet voice and lovely laughter. Truly that sets
my heart trembling (eptoaisen) in my breast. For when I look at you for
a moment, then it is no longer possible for me to speak; my tongue has
snapped, at once a subtle fire (pur) has stolen beneath my flesh, I see
nothing with my eyes, my ears hum, sweat pours (idrôs kakcheetai) from
me, a trembling (tromos) seizes me all over, I am greener than grass, and it
seems to me that I am little short of dying (tethnakên d’oligô).37

(tr. Campbell) (,–)

Plato’s description of the lover at a–a constitutes the strongest
verbal allusion to Sappho in Phaedrus. Nightingale sees this poem as
the ‘most obvious incursion’ of lyric into Phaedrus (, ) and
duBois speaks of the ‘remarkable similarities between descriptions of
erotic suffering in Plato’s prose and Sappho’s verse’ (, ). Plato
incorporates Sappho’s depiction of the feverish lover in poem  to
express the bewildering effects of love. The influence of Sappho  is
dominant but other lyrics can also be heard. For in the speed and
excitement of the passage Plato runs together familiar lyric elements
that include: the metabolê between pleasure and pain; extreme shifts in
temperature, melting, fear and bittersweet madness.

The critical moment when beauty and love exert their maximum
power on the Platonic lover is the sighting of the beautiful beloved. In
using the eyes as the most significant points of contact between lover
and beloved Plato again follows an established tradition of love lyric.38
But he reshapes the idea to allow the eyes to serve also as the conduit

37 	α.νετα. μ�ι κ#ν�ς Yσ�ς �$�ισιν / �μμεν’ vνηρ, 7ττις "ν6ντι�ς τ�ι / �σδ6νει κα�
πλ6σι�ν cδυ 	ωνε.-/σας  πακ�%ει / κα� γελα.σας �μ$ρ�εν, τ� μ’ n μ)ν / καρδ.αν "ν
στ��εσιν "πτ�αισεν' / pς γ)ρ �ς σ’ Yδω Hρ�8ε’, vς με 	:ναι- / σ’ � δ’ wν �τ’ εYκει,/ �λλ)
κ)μ μ/ν γλ0σσ6 〈μ’〉 �αγε, λ$πτ�ν / δ’ αEτικα 8ρ10 π�ρ  παδεδρ�μηκεν, / Kππ6τεσσι
δ’ � δ’ wν 7ρημμ’, "πιρρ�μ-/ Hεισι δ’ �κ�υαι, / κ)δ δ$ μ’ Yδρως κακ8$εται, τρ�μ�ς δ/
/ πα�σαν �γρει, 8λωρ�τ$ρα δ/ π�.ας / �μμι, τε�ν6κην δ’ Kλ.γω ’πιδε%ης / 	α.ν�μ’ �μ’
αEτ[ 2α.

38 As Calame explains (), , the ‘favorite medium’ of Eros is the gaze, which
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between the non-physical Formof beauty and the lover’s very soul.When
the philosopher sees beauty (a), he undergoes a series of changes
described as applying first to his whole self and then to his soul. First
he is afraid, ‘he shudders and experiences something of the fears he had
before’ (a).39 The verb phrissô denotes the sensation experienced in
‘goosebumps’—i.e. both the effect of cold (‘to shiver’) and the effect of fear
(‘to shudder’). Then there is a sudden and extreme change (metabolê) as
the chill gives way to a fever:

After he has seen him, the expected change comes over him following the
shuddering—sweating and a high fever.40 (tr. Rowe) (a–b)

The metabolê41 recalls Sappho’s stricken lover in  but also Sappho 
with its image of the beloved who is able through her presence alone to
‘cool’ the ‘burning’ of desire. The same transformation from hot to cold
appears in Anacreon’s forged metal image in poem .42 The ‘trembling’
and ‘fears’ of a recall Ibycus  where the narrator ‘fears’ the ‘onset’
of Eros and indeed the general apprehension at the approach of Eros that
can be heard elsewhere in lyric, as discussed above. The poetic depiction
ofmetabolê continues as the sighting of the beloved stimulates the lover’s
soul to regrow its wings, a process which in turn causes further shifts
between pleasure and pain.

Plato builds upon the notion of erotic heat familiar in lyric by iden-
tifying an actual cause of the change in temperature. For the change
comes from the entry of the stream of beauty flowing into the lover’s soul
through his eyes (b–): ‘he is warmed (ethermanthê) by the recep-
tion of the effluence (aporroên) of beauty through his eyes’ (tr. Rowe). It
is by this stream—identified as desire itself (c and c–)—that
the plumage of the lover’s soul is ‘watered’ (b– ardetai) and thus
able to ‘regrow’. The language of natural growth is further used as the
feathers of the soul’s wings are spoken of as plants shooting up from their

‘operates as a vector of amorous feeling’. See Calame (), – on the association
between Eros and the gaze in various Greek poets.

39 This love effect is experienced only by a soul that has recently viewed the Forms or
is not corrupted (e–a). The reference to tote (before) is to the soul’s existence
before incarnation and its viewing of the Forms.

40 �δ�ντα δ’ α τ5ν �B�ν "κ τ#ς 	ρ.κης μεταH�λ� τε κα� 9δρaς κα� �ερμ�της ���ης
λαμH6νει.

41 Compare the experience of the lover in Socrates’ first speech at a and b:
metabalôn.

42 Anacreon’s image of forging red-hot metal is used by Plato at Rep. III, a–b.
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roots (b–).43 Thewarming stream of beauty causes parts of the soul
to melt (b thermanthentos de etakê), an erotic motif also familiar in
lyric. Anacreon  speaks of ‘melting Love’ (takeros d’Erôs), while Ibycus
locates the source of the effect in the gaze of Love (.–): ‘Again Love,
looking at me meltingly from under his dark eyelids.’ The motif is also
used by Ibycus at c (fr. .–) for Eros’ own desire: ‘he . . . had his
melting heart completely tinged [coloured/pricked] by his skilledmother
with her gift of desire.’

While the streamof beauty at b–might suggest a pleasantwarm-
ing, the change in state within the soul also clearly involves irritation
and discomfort (c–). Here Plato’s lover ‘boils’ (c, c) in the
beloved’s presence but at c–d it is paradoxically this boiling and
irritation that is said to relieve the soul, as it experiences relief from its
anguish (odunês) and is filled with joy (gegêthen).The changes of state are
rapid as this joy is immediately contrasted with the distress caused cor-
respondingly by the beloved’s absence (d): when separated the soul
‘becomes parched’while parts of it ‘throb’ ‘like pulsing arteries’ and ‘prick’
the surface. The result of this inner tumult is that (d–): ‘the entire
soul, stung all over, goesmadwith pain’ (tr. Rowe).The pain of separation
imaged here as ‘being parched’ recalls the ‘parching madness’ of Ibycus
, where the adverse effects of love are felt as the blasts of a lightning
storm. The painful irritations of love also echo Ibycus’ verse, for where
Plato speaks of the sharpness of ‘stings and goads’ (d; e; a),
Ibycus used terms of ‘biting’ and ‘stinging’ (a fr.  () and c
(i) col. ii). The nextmetabolê, back to joy, is achieved through the lover’s
memory of the absent beloved’s beauty. Plato follows the lyric poets in
linking these intense and contradictory experienceswithmadness, as the
soul in turmoil tries to make sense of its confusion:

The mixture of both these states makes it despair at the strangeness of its
condition, raging in its perplexity, and in its madness . . . 44

(tr. Rowe) (d–)

The soul’s madness makes it unable to settle and its longing now causes
it to ‘run’ in pursuit of ‘the possessor of beauty’ (e–). The headlong

43 On the interaction of plant and other physiological imagery, see Lebeck (),
esp. –. Like Lebeck, Nussbaum (), , Ferrari (), – and Nightin-
gale (),  are alert to the sexual connotations of various aspects of the plant images.
Note also that in lyric the beloved’s beauty is often conveyed through the beauty of the
natural world: Sappho fr. ,  and ; Archilochus ; Anacreon .

44 "κ δ/ �μ	�τ$ρων μεμειγμ$νων �δημ�νε� τε τ+# �τ�π.2α τ�� π6��υς κα� �π�ρ��σα
λυττ2*, κα� "μμαν!ς �&σα.
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pursuit brings another sighting of the beloved which allows the lover’s
soul again to ‘channel desire’ into itself through the reception of the
stream of beauty. This welcome sight brings not only relief but also
pleasure (e–a): ‘it releaseswhat was pent up before, and finding
a breathing space (anapnoên) it ceases from its stinging birth-pains, once
more enjoying this for the moment as the sweetest pleasure (hêdonên
. . . glukutatên)’ (tr. Rowe). The superlative glukutatên (e) amidst
the sudden swings between pleasure and pain seems designed to recall
Sappho’s depiction of erôs as glukupikron ().45 Plato thus echoes the
lyric poets’ portrayals of the bittersweet and bewildering experience that
is love’s madness.46

. Platonic Erôs and Self-Control (c–e)

Thus far in themythPlato has employed lyric vocabulary in support of his
account of the impact of beauty and love on the lover’s soul. But in this
final episode Plato delivers an emphatic response to the poets through
his redefinition of self-control (sôphrosunê) and eros itself. In Plato’s new
love story of recollection self-control andmania are shown to be equally
necessary and mutually supportive. The poetic motif of charioteer and
horses is used to offer new perspectives on the dominating power of
eroticmania and on the lover’s own powers to respond to this heightened
stimulation. It is in this episode that the aspects of energy and control
implicit in the image of charioteer and horses are explored most fully.
When the Platonic lover is stimulated by the sight of the beautiful boy,
two events are happening: the streamof beauty is entering his soul and he
is recalling the Forms. He is thus both passive and active at once.47 Plato
explores this complex reaction through the perspective of the tension and

45 The influence of Sappho’s famous compound is evident in other love lyrics, notably
Theognis –.

46 DuBois (),  and Calame (), – discuss the alternating experiences
of the soul in this passage. Ferrari (), , n. compares Plato’s idea that the beloved
can cure the lover’s sickness (b) with the alleviation of suffering in Sappho .

47 Nightingale (), – notes that the Platonic lover is subject to forces that
he cannot control, speaking of the philosophic lover as ‘permeable’ () and ‘penetrated
by a variety of liquid influxes’. Foley (),  draws the same parallel: ‘In archaic love
poetry, the lover is typically maddened by the forces of erôs from without; streams of
beauty from the beloved similarly flow into and arouse to madness the soul of Plato’s
philosophical lover.’
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transfer of forces within the tripartite soul, a perspective which begins
from the conception of soul itself as an energy source.

Soul for Plato is a perpetually active and mobile being: at c–
movement (kinêsis) is identified as its very essence. Indeed, as Cornford
says, soul is ‘the energy of life itself ’ (, ).The tripartite framework
further establishes each part of the soul as a set of desires. Moline notes
how the parts of the soul are ‘but different ways of channeling one finite,
personal stream of energy or desire’ (, ). With desire thus located
within the soul Plato transforms Eros/erôs from an external divine power
affecting the passive lover to an internal force active within the lover’s
own soul. On this perspective the power of love ismatched by themoving
power of the soul itself and the possibility opens up of the soul resisting
the domination of eroticmania and establishing control over itself. Erotic
experience is thus explored from the point of view of the dynamic balance
of different forces active within the soul. However, an external stimulus
remains a necessary part of falling in love, since one cannot make oneself
feel desire by an independent act of will. While in love poetry it is Eros
or Aphrodite that transmits the feeling of desire to the lover, for Plato
the stimulus of the soul’s desire is the stream of beauty. And when an
external stimulus stirs the lover, it is appropriate to view him as passive
in the transaction. Hence earlier in the myth the lover’s soul is depicted
as watered, warmed and illuminated by the stream of beauty. But when
Plato turns to consider the animation and purposive activity within the
erotically aroused soul reacting to beauty, the focus shifts away from
the soul as passive and towards the three different energies represented
in the individual powers of the charioteer and two horses. Embedded
in the tripartite image of the team is a normative power-relation: the
charioteer, as the leader, is expected to use his reason, physical strength
and apparatus to steer the raw energy of the animals. The animals supply
the greater physical force but are not capable ofmaking judgements about
how that force and energy is best utilised.48 The horses’ physical power
is expressed in their pushing and dragging against the charioteer and
each other as they seek to gallop forwards or pull backwards (e–
a). The charioteer’s power is conveyed through terms for his own
movements, both voluntary and involuntary, in tension with those of
the horses (a–e). In addition the charioteer uses the apparatus of

48 Ferrari (), – gives a useful account of the interaction between the three
parts. Nightingale (), – discusses how the forces represent ‘different kinds of
logoi’.
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steering: the ‘whip’ and ‘goad’ are mentioned twice (e; a–), the
reins are highlighted at c and the bit or bridle three times (c;
d; e).

Within the tripartite soul there is a constant dynamic betweendifferent
forces and powers. And this dynamic is affected profoundly by the impact
of beauty. For the sighting of beauty transmits a new energy that the soul
must absorb or convert. To express this transmission of energy, Plato
repeats at e– images used earlier in the myth—of beauty warming
and stimulating the soul. But he then intensifies themoment of impact by
introducing a particularly distinctive lyric image for the power of erôs: the
lightning flash.As a result of drawing close to the boy at b–, all parts
of the soul see his face. The beloved’s face is now described as ‘flashing
like lightning’ (astraptousan). This image recalls Ibycus ., where the
lightning flashes (steropas phlegôn)49 are caused by Eros appearing as
Boreas, the Thracian storm wind. For Plato the lightning flash is a more
threatening manifestation of the light of Beauty that featured at b–
. For Ibycus the lover’s heart feels the force of a ‘fearless’ (athambês)
power; for Plato the charioteer is similarly vulnerable as he is terrified
at the sight. ‘Seeing’ the boy makes him ‘see again’ Beauty, since it strikes
up his memory of the awe-inspiring Form (b–).

Plato responds to the poets’ vision of erôs by depicting what follows
the lightning bolt.The charioteer’s first reaction to the flash is simply one
of shock as he falls back in reverence (b). But by being struck down
he is then ‘compelled’ to exert force over the horses:

. . . and is forced at the same time to pull back the reins so violently as to
bring both horses down on their haunches, the one willingly, because of
its lack of resistance to him, but the unruly horse much against its will.50

(tr. Rowe) (b–c)

The initial energy transfer expressed in the lightning-flash paradoxically
immobilises the moving soul but the crash is temporary.51 The team
retreats (c–) and the bad horse, once it gets its breath back,52 soon

49 LSJ on steropê: ‘like asteropê, astrapê, flash of lightning’.
50 κα� Jμα [ναγκ6σ�η ε�ς τ� π.σω Dλκ%σαι τ)ς �ν.ας �Sτω σ	�δρα, Tστ’ "π� τ)

�σ8.α �μ	ω κα�.σαι τa tππω, τ5ν μ/ν Dκ�ντα δι) τ5 μ! �ντιτε.νειν, τ5ν δ/ =Hριστ!ν
μ6λ’ �κ�ντα.

51 The crash of the team parallels their chaos and confusion (thorubos) at b, with
the first event signalling the crisis of forgetting (c lêthês) and this event the crisis
of remembering. In the parallel story of the wings, these are the moments of loss and
regrowth—the most significantmetabolai in the narrative.

52 Compare e.
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resumes its pursuit.The good horsemeanwhile experiences an aftershock
(thambos), with an outbreak of sweat expressive of his trauma (c–).
The noun thambos means ‘shock, fear’, and recalls Ibycus’ athambês for
‘fearless’ Eros, but attention is turned from the external and fearless god
of lyric to the internal and fearful reaction of the soul.

After the first retreat, the bad horse forces the team to approach the
beloved (d) and the confrontationwith Beauty is repeated.The same
reaction to the sight of his beauty recurs and the outcome for the excited
horse is grim:

but the same happens to the charioteer as before, only still more violently,
as he falls back as if from a husplex; still more violently he wrenches the
bit back, and forces it from the teeth of the unruly horse, spattering its
evil-speaking tongue and its jaws with blood, and thrusting its legs and
haunches to the ground delivers it over to pains.53

(tr. Rowe) (d–e)

The charioteer again falls back violently and his automatic pull on the
reins again brings the team crashing down to the ground.The single word
pollakis (e) indicates, chillingly, that this traumatic event is a routine
part of the philosopher’s training. For it is only after this violent and
bloody subjection is replayed ‘many times’ that the bad horse is finally
‘humbled’ (tapeinôtheis, e).

Ferrari’s insight on the charioteer’s loss of balance is most useful
(), –:

The gesture of mastery seems more like a compulsive reaction of aversion.
It is as if the charioteer pulls on the reins only because he is still holding
them as he gets thrown backwards.

The involuntary reaction of the charioteer is the crucial moment at which
the memory of the Form is exerting the maximum impact on the whole
soul. Stunned at the memory the charioteer is thrown backwards by the
force of the lightning flash. This energy is then immediately channelled
through the reins to the horses with the result that it brings both of
them down on their haunches. The whole team is thus felled and their
combined power (sumphutôi dunamei) capable of such speed and grace is
now reduced to an immobile tangle of frustrated force and counter-force.
Thus Plato conveys the shock of love on our decision-making processes.

53 ( δ’ �ν.�8�ς �τι μ*λλ�ν τα τ5ν π6��ς πα�:ν, Tσπερ �π5 Sσπληγ�ς �ναπεσ:ν,
�τι μ*λλ�ν τ�� =Hριστ�� tππ�υ "κ τ0ν Kδ�ντων H.2α Kπ.σω σπ6σας τ5ν 8αλιν�ν, τ�ν
τε κακηγ�ρ�ν γλ0τταν κα� τ)ς γν6��υς κα�+�μαUεν κα� τ) σκ$λη τε κα� τ) �σ8.α πρ5ς
τ!ν γ#ν "ρε.σας Kδ%ναις �δωκεν.
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But here lies the paradox. For the charioteer must allow himself to
succumb passively and repeatedly to this shock, since he requires the
upsurge in power for the effort of training his horses and himself. Thus
self-control, a concept in view since the early speeches of the dialogue,
turns out to be a highly complex unbalancing and re-balancing of forces.
For it is the charioteer’s job to channel the god-given charge, stemming
from divine Beauty, and redirect it to the lower parts of the soul so
that the soul as a whole can benefit from it not only as a catalyst but
as a sustaining stimulus for change.54 At the critical moment of the
memory flash, the charioteer is passive but thereafter he has to take
active decisions to invite the replay of this event and so draw strength
from it. Thus his own decision-making comes into effect and his actions
in directing further approaches to beauty are at one level controlled,
deliberate and as conscious as possible of themania that will ensue.

So Plato stresses the need for self-control: physical desire must be
resisted in order for the soul to be reunited with its true beloved, the
Forms.Within this wider framework and perspective the disabling effect
of the sighting of beauty is positive, since it allows the charioteer to
establish control over the bad horse. So it is made clear that the harmony
and wholeness (b homonoêtikon) of the soul ultimately rests on
reason’s dominance (sôphrosunê). But this is an understanding of self-
control that recognises a significant need for mania. For the mania
inspired by physical desire is a necessarypart of the resistance to it, which
means that the opportunities for the stirring of physical desire must still
be courted. Since reason’s dominance is paradoxically strongest when it
submits to the divine force of madness in the experience of desire, the
energy of mania must be received and transformed by reason in order
to create an equal force of self-control.The unlikely synergy between the
two is one of the ways that Plato seeks to explain the benefits of love.The
madness of erotic desire creates a crisis moment for the soul but through
the disciplined and sober reaction of the charioteer the energy can be
converted to produce lasting effects.

The stories of the wings and the charioteer combine to show that
recollection requires not simply the ‘uplift’ of remembering beauty or
inspiration but also the more mundane development and application of

54 Similarly, when the charioteer first receives the force of the ‘goad’, caused by the sight
of Beauty (e–a), he is passive. When he then actively inflicts his own goad on
the bad horse (a–), he becomes part of a chain through which a current of energy
is transmitted. Ferrari (),  notes the transfer of force through the goad.
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reason’s control. In the imagery that Plato uses for recollection, the force
that inspires the wings of the soul to grow must also, simultaneously,
be directed at controlling the bad horse. For without this ‘harnessing’ of
the energy through bit and bridle, the upsurge in energy caused by the
flashing of the Form of Beauty will ultimately be dissipated.Themania of
desire and the discipline of self-control are shown asmutually supportive
since the narrative unfolds to show how the regrowth of the wing relies
not only on erotic stimulation but also on the relentless training of the
three parts of the soul.Thus recollection requires both a concentration of
energy and insight (imaged in elevation and outwardly directed towards
the Forms) and at the same time an increase in control (imaged in bridle
and goad and inwardly directed within the soul). In this way the concept
of inner rule is shown to be an unexpected balance of forces and energies
in which deliberate unbalancing plays a necessary part.

Plato adopts Anacreon’s striking poetic images of bridling and the
natural power of horses but takes them to an extreme as the horse’s
brute power is conveyed in such terms as his ‘whinnying’ and ‘champing
at the bit’, and as the charioteer has to resort to bloody violence and
pain to exert his control (e–). Thus the light sexual frisson and the
skittishness of Anacreon’s horse in  are pushed to an ugly conclusion.
In the critical moment of the subjection of the bad horse Plato alludes
to Anacreon as he draws attention to the natural power of the horse.
But the lightness of Anacreon’s verse is destroyed as the philosopher
parts company with the poets in showing what is really at stake in erotic
encounters and their contest of powers. Here the harsher aspects of
recollection and desire come to the fore and Plato departs significantly
from the poetic vision and the charis that defines it. For all the pain and
longing of eros in lyric, the experience retains an elegance and beauty.The
graceful style of lyric poetry fits its subject matter and charis becomes a
programmatic term within the genre.55 But in the conclusion of Plato’s
myth the experience of desire is given a harder edge in the culminating
scenes of power-struggle and violence within the lover’s soul. Indeed, the
moment of love’s impact becomes but one crisis in an on-going struggle,
since it is merely the first step in a transfer of energies that constitutes the

55 For charis vocabulary as a signature of lyric, see e.g. Anacreon a–c (charien;
charienta . . . charienta) or ; and Sappho .. The familiar presence of the Graces
(Charites) is a further distinctive element of the genre, see e.g. Stesichorus ; Alcaeus
; Sappho b, , , , and ; Theognis –; Ibycus c fr., ; and
Anacreon  fr. . Phaedrus nods to lyric when he describes the water of the Ilissus
at b as charienta.
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experience of philosophical love.The clash betweenmadness and reason
is productive but unstable, requiring the equal force of self-control to
enable improvement.56

Conclusion

Plato’s allusions to the lyric poets are integral to his account of the soul
in love. Plato draws on the lyrics of Sappho, Anacreon and Ibycus in
order to incorporate their powerful depictions of the force of eros. But
he sets against them a need for disciplined and tough self-control to
redirect the soul’s energy away from physical beauty and towards the
Forms. Plato rewrites the love experience from the point of view of the
tripartite soul, offering a new and unique vision of the power-dynamics
involved when a soul responds to the beloved’s beauty. Plato tells what
ought to happen after the initial shock of love—allowing themoment but
signalling that it is merely a single crisis in a long-term struggle. Plato’s
primary concern is the concerted action subsequent to the impact of
beauty on the soul, for it is this that is needed to achieve recollection.
Recollection in Phaedrus is arduous and harsh. It involves a situation
where the bad horse is subjected to severe pain; the goodhorse is terrified,
and the charioteer can only enforce his will through the violent jolt he
himself receives at the lightning bolt of beauty. Although the results
of success will be pleasant—the blessed vision of the Forms is viewed
by a ‘happy company’ (b eudaimoni chorôi)—even then diligence,
effort and sweat are necessary since the bad horse requires on-going
subjugation. Plato’s account therefore offers a view of love that is far
removed from the poets and the charis of lyric love.

In sum: through his love story of recollection Plato pays tribute to
the lyric tradition but also directly challenges it by placing erôs within a
much larger framework of experience and understanding. In this way the
destabilising force of love is revealed as surprisingly central to the soul’s
distribution of energy and the contest of powers that defines human life.

56 I follow Nussbaum’s view (), – that in Phdr. bothmania and reason are
needed for the best human life, a life which is thereby ‘unstable’ () and ‘risky’ ().
Nussbaum’s influential reading shows howmania is linked with passivity and receptivity.



chapter seventeen

MYTH AND POETRY IN THE TIMAEUS

Gretchen Reydams-Schils

At the outset of the Timaeus Socrates is quite agitated.1 After having
given a summary of an ideal state, he has a ‘desire’ to see his state
in action, a point Plato strongly emphasizes: peponthôs tugchanô—to
pathos—eis epithumian aphikoito—pepontha (B). And, even more baf-
fling, Socrates lumps himself together with the poets and sophists, as
being inferior tomen of experience such as Timaeus, Critias andHermo-
crates, all of whom harmonize their deeds to their words and principles
(D–E).

What exactly is unusual in this situation? First, Socrates’ desire merits
a closer look, even though it could be an instantiation of the right kind
of erôs, as a striving towards knowledge and truth. Second, the summary
at the opening of the Timaeus does not easily map onto the Republic.The
setting of both texts is different, but more to the point here is that the
recapitulation covers only part of theRepublic (up to Book Five), without
making any mention of the philosopher-kings.

The third issue is Socrates’ motivation for downplaying his abilities,
and whether any so-called Socratic irony could be at play here. Such a
disavowal of expertise sounds familiar enough based on other instances
in Plato’s textual universe. In his intellectual autobiography in thePhaedo,
for instance, Socrates recounts how his hopes of finding answers in
the works of Anaxagoras (Phaedo B–C) were disappointed. In the
Apology too Socrates is portrayed as looking for answers in others,
including the poets (A–C).TheApology, however, also clearly spells out
the crucial advantage Socrates has over the poets, sophists, and other self-
declared experts, namely that he is aware at least of his limitations and
his ignorance. The Timaeus too hints at this advantage (D: emautou
men autos kategnôka; D–: kai to men emon ouden thaumaston). Yet,
the irony thickens in this context. For when it comes to war situations
(which are the topic of discussion in the opening of the Timaeus) even
Plato presents Socrates as in fact having some experience and being able

1 Reflections on this theme were previously published in Reydams-Schils (), –
; ibid (), –. For further bibliographical references, see also those articles.
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to claim successes (Symp. Eff.; Aff.). And an astute reader like
Proclus does not fail to point out this feature of Plato’s representation of
Socrates (in Tim. ..–).

The awareness of his limited, yet significant experience is not the only
feature that separates Socrates from the poets and sophists: unlike them,
he does have his own way of aligning his words and deeds. The Phaedo
and the Apology, for instance, show that Socrates in fact practices what
he preaches, but that his understanding of such ethical self-consistency
differs radically from the common one, and hence requires considerable
acumen on the part of his interlocutors. Yet rather than pursuing the
inquiry into this model of self-consistency, in the Timaeus, Socrates
claims actually to have found the expertise which he lacks in Critias,
Timaeus, and Hermocrates. Socrates’ request, then, has features that
make it look like the kind of test to which he would also submit a
Euthyphro; it cannot be taken at face value. When we hear Socrates
praising his companions’ experience in state matters, in addition to
philosophy, we can imagine Timaeus seeing through the irony, smiling
and shaking his head, whereas Critias takes the bait. But Socratic irony
is elusive, so we need more evidence.

What kind of discourse does Socrates request from his companions?
What is the object of his desire, and how is it related to truth? Here is how
the Timaeus formulates the request:

[My feelings are] like those of a man who gazes uponmagnificent-looking
animals, whether they are animals in a painting or even alive but standing
still, and who then finds himself eager to look at them in motion or
engaged in some struggle or conflict that seems to showoff their distinctive
physical qualities.2 (transl. D. Zeyl)

This passage reveals two oppositions: one between painting, or depiction,
and living reality, which is subsumedunder a secondopposition, between
rest and motion. The structure of the passage implies that the motion
also contrasts with the implied static nature of a depiction. Let’s examine
the role of painting and living things, each in turn, in the context of the
opposition between rest and motion.

If Socrates considers the possibility here (eite . . . eite kai) of ranging his
own previous account with depictions, we are left with the question as to
how this would relate to the notorious Republic condemnation of paint-

2 . . . �B�ν εY τις 410α καλ6 π�υ �εασ6μεν�ς, εYτε =π5 γρα	#ς ε�ργασμ$να εYτε κα�
40ντα �λη�ιν0ς �συ8.αν δ/ �γ�ντα, ε�ς "πι�υμ.αν �	.κ�ιτ� �ε6σασ�αι κιν�%μεν6 τε
α τ) κα. τι τ0ν τ��ς σ:μασιν δ�κ�%ντων πρ�σ�κειν κατ) τ!ν �γων.αν ��λ��ντα . . .
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ings as twice removed from the Forms (A–C). In other words,
does Socrates imply that he now considers his contribution inferior and
ontologically deficient?

As he does in the Timaeus with the poets and the sophists, in the
RepublicPlato’s Socrates criticizes painters too for their lack of experience
of their subject matter (B–C). Thus by considering a comparison
of his own account to a ‘mere’ depiction, Socrates already signals and
anticipates his subsequent move of grouping himself with the poets and
the sophists. Yet at the same time, he alternatively invites a careful listener
to reflect on the possible connections betweenhis kallipolis and the ‘living
but still’ things.That is, if Socrates’ own previous exposition is analogous
to a painting, it could be of a different type than the one condemned in
the Republic.

When Plato attacks the painters in Book X of the Republic, he shows
more respect for artisans, those who actually make objects such as beds
and tables, rather than merely depict them. Craftsmen are only one
step removed from the ideal type, because they pay attention to the
idea in the process of production (B, even if only indirectly by
following the instructions of a user who has knowledge of the purpose
of objects, Dff.). In keeping with this distinction between craftsmen
and painters, Plato has a tendency in this context to reserve the language
of ‘paradigm’ and ‘image’ for the relation between Forms and sensible
reality, and to apply terms related to mimêsis primarily to the relation
between sensible reality and art (see also B; but the text is not certain
here), with very negative overtones.3

But perhaps Socrates is a painter who can do better. We hear of such
painters in theRepublicwhenPlato describes the philosopher as someone
who looks ‘in two directions’ when performing his art, keeping an eye
on both intelligible and sensible reality at once (B; see also C–
A).4 This superior kind of painter, not surprisingly, is also a craftsman
(D), and thus manages to overcome the divide between ordinary
painters and artisans.The philosopherwho imitates by painting in words
is also a maker of some kind (of which type we need to examine more
closely), not a mere observer. Such an artisan can retrieve poetry as well,
and presumably rhetoric too. But the key requirement is always to keep
an eye on the eidetic side of reality.5

3 Halliwell (), .
4 Schmitt (), –; see also Halliwell (), ch. , –.
5 It is worth pointing out the central role which this account of painting and
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If we combine these sections of the Republic with the opening of the
Timaeus, we now have at least three senses of ‘painting’ to keep in mind:
(i) painting as a rendering of sensible reality, twice removed from the
Forms (as in Republic X); (ii) painting as an art that also takes eidetic
reality into account (as in Republic VI); and (iii) painting as a mere
‘representation’ or a sketch as opposed to reality itself (opening of the
Timaeus).The third designation can apply both to painting in the first and
second sense. That is, whether a description of an ideal state takes into
account eidetic reality or not, we can still ask to what extent it is a mere
hypothetical ideal (cf. Rep. D), an imaginary rendering, and a sketch,
or whether it actually exists in phenomenal reality, that is, in the realm
of Becoming, to put it in the language of the Timaeus. So, when Socrates
makes the comparison between his contribution and a painting, he does
not necessarily condemn his speech as inferior in the first sense. But
even if this contribution is like a painting in the second sense, it remains
legitimate for him to dwell on the possibilities for an actualization of his
ideal.

In addition to the question how the previous discussion of an ideal
state would relate to painting, the allusion to art works in Socrates’
request can conjure up another issue that is central to the Timaeus.
In other words, the topic of painting not only refers us back to other
Platonic accounts, it also anticipates and sets the stage for what is to
follow. A brief detour via Xenophon can elucidate this point. There is a
remarkable parallel to this opening passage of theTimaeus in Xenophon’s
Memorabilia (..). In a conversation with Aristodemus, Socrates asks:
‘Which do you think deserves the greater admiration, the makers of
images (eidôla) without intelligence and motion, or those who make
living things, with thought and activity?’ The latter is the response,
‘provided they are the outcome not of some chance factor, but of design’.6
The entire vignette in which this exchange takes place as well as a twin
passage in Xenophon (..–) match certain themes of the Timaeus,
with a focus on divine forethought in the making of the entire universe,
but especially of human beings. (I am leaving aside here the question of

philosophy, in E, plays in Neoplatonism, see Iamblichus ap. Stob. Anth.  .–
.; Hierocles ap. Phot. Bibl. , b; ps.-Dionysius EH , c–a. Cf. O’Meara
(), . On the design of a good state as rivaling with poetry because it imitates the
best life, cf. Laws B–.

6 Π�τερ6 σ�ι δ�κ��σιν �9 �περγα4�μεν�ι εYδωλα �	ρ�ν6 τε κα� �κ.νητα �Uι��αυ-
μαστ�τερ�ι εFναι ` �9 410α �μ	ρ�ν6 τε κα� "νεργ6;
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which account influenced which; they could both testify independently
to Socrates’ interest in such matters.)7

As in Plato’s Timaeus, Socrates’ comparison in Xenophon also men-
tions static artifacts and living things in motion, leaving aside the ‘liv-
ing things at rest’. The passage helps us to see more clearly how Timaeus’
account of the universe could be a response to Socrates’ request. In the
Timaeus Socrates initially phrases the distinction between depictions of
objects and living things from the point of view of an observer, not a
maker, whether divine or human. But already as observerswe, along with
Timaeus and his audience, are invited to think about the relation between
art and nature. Would it make sense to posit some agency as responsible
for the universe? Who could the maker of ‘living things in motion’ or
nature be, and does that maker have a purpose? A divine Demiurge, as a
response to these questions, thus would find himself already anticipated
by Socrates’ terms for the feast of speeches.

If we move on now from painting to ‘living things,’ these, together
with Socrates’ distinction between rest and motion, also turn out to be
significant for the Timaeus as a whole. According to a well-established
pattern of interpretation in the Platonic tradition, ‘rest’ points to the
intelligible realm of the Forms and Being, and ‘motion’ to the flux of
Becoming, in reality as we observe it around us. It is this same distinc-
tion between Being and Becoming that features prominently in Timaeus’
opening words. Timaeus uses ‘living’ to designate the intelligible realm
(as in C–D; B; E; E), which resonates with Socrates’ ‘living
things at rest’. Socrates’ focus on living things, in turn, could well antic-
ipate and justify a discourse on nature, as Timaeus will go on to deliver.
So we now have several ways in which Socrates’ opening speech and
Timaeus’ contribution to the feast of speeches are related: first, Socrates
invites the questionwho themaker of living things could be, as analogous
to the artisan who makes paintings; second, his interest in living things
invites a discourse on nature, as Timaeus will go on to deliver; and third,
Timaeus’ designation of the intelligible realm as ‘living’ echoes the ‘living
things at rest’ that figure in Socrates’ terms for the conversation.

If we do accept the two sides of reality from Timaeus’ prooemium,
Being and Becoming, as a hermeneutical key to the work in its entirety,
we might suppose that Socrates requests an actualization of his political

7 To this discussion could also be added other reflections on art in Xenophon
Memorabilia ..–; of particular interest in this context would be the question asked
of the sculptor Cleiton, how he makes his figures more life-like.
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model in terms of the phenomenal world or Becoming. He would like
to learn more about how a city performs satisfactorily in a situation
of conflict, whether through actual warfare or diplomatic negotiations
(C–).

The most literal interpretation, positive or negative, of such a request
for a reality test would go as far as to attribute political ambition to
Socrates and Plato themselves. Thus Proclus, for instance, assumes such
ambition as Socrates’ motive for his attachment to Alcibiades, and Plato’s
for his alleged escapades in Sicily (in Tim. ..–).8 Herodicus (nd
century bce) is another instantiation of such a line of interpretation,
presenting a criticism of Plato that accuses him of a misguided ambition
and thirst for glory, giving a negative twist to the ‘philosopher’s passion’ of
Plato’s Socrates (pathos), and projecting it onto the author Plato himself
(houtô kagô tous politas hous diagraphô):

Besides being vile-tempered, Plato was also overly ambitious . . .

Who would not admit that wanting to found a city and making laws
amount to the passion of excessive ambition?

This is clear from what he says in the Timaeus:

‘I experience a feeling towards the [my?] state: just as if a painter would
want to see his work in motion and action, so would I with the citizens
of my description’.9 (Dörrie-Baltes-Mann .= Athenaeus ,
DE = FGrHist F  = Düring, Herodicus –)

But Socrates’ request for a ‘reality check’ for his proposed model of the
state actually leaves open a range of options. For one thing, he does not
explicitly request a mimetic account, nor a bettermimêsis than the poets
could provide.10Thepoets are themimêtikon ethnos; Socrates asks instead
for a logos (C; B). One possibility of such a logoswith a connection
to reality would be a historical account of actual cities in actual situations,
such as we would expect from Herodotus or Thucydides. This is the
kind of account Critias thinks he is providing, imitating many features

8 See also Olympiodorus in Alcib. , –, on Plato as the descendant of Solon,
lawgiver of Athens.

9 _Ην δ/ ( Πλ6των πρ5ς τ+# κακ�η�ε.2α κα� 	ιλ�δ�U�ς, . . . κα� τ5 π�λιν δ/ �ελ#σαι
κτ.σαι κα� τ5 ν�μ��ετ#σαι τ.ς � 	�σει π6��ς εFναι 	ιλ�δ�U.ας; δ#λ�ν δ$ "στι τ��τ�
"U gν "ν τ10 Τιμα.1ω λ$γει·

“π$π�ν�6 τι π6��ς πρ5ς τ!ν π�λιτε.αν,Tσπερ iν ε� 4ωγρ6	�ς "H�%λετ� τ) Dαυτ��
�ργα κιν�%μενα κα� "νεργ) �δε�ν, �Sτω κ�γa τ�<ς π�λ.τας �yς διαγρ6	ω.”

10 Here my reading differs also from Gill (), ; ibid (), –; Casertano
(), ff. Cf. also Phaedrus C–E.
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of the historian’s methodology.11 Another option would be what we may
deem a mixture of theory and fact, in more anachronistic terms; that
is, the exposition proceeds from a theoretical standpoint but uses facts
to strengthen its claims. The theme of erôs too, for instance, like the
one of politics, deals with practical implications, and in the Symposium,
Pausanias backs up his thesis by referring to the laws and regulations of
several existing poleis (C–E), whereas Eryximachus brings in his
medical expertise (Aff.). Book III of the Laws could also fall under
this heading, as well as, for instance, Timaeus’ detailed descriptions of
the human body’s functioning. By contrast, Socrates in the Republic,
while making a number of strikingly specific observations about human
behavior, refers only briefly to two existing state forms, the Cretan and
the Spartan (C).12

A myth, however, of the right type could also fulfill Socrates’ request.
Not all myths are mere figments of our imagination. In Socrates’ ex-
change with Critias, we can distinguish three types of discourse: myth,
invented story (plastheis muthos) and true account (logos alêthês). This
underscores the point that there exists a kind of probable myth or likely
account that stands halfway between an account that matches reality in
its two senses of Being and Becoming, and mere invention.13 Myths as
Plato typically uses themhave a connectionwith reality: they renderwhat
could be real, even if we cannot verify their actual reality content. Myths
can tell us about a past or a future that is outside of our reach and our
attempt to collect evidence; they can also tell us about matters divine and
about the disembodied soul’s connection to the intelligible realm—issues
that fall outside the domain of verifiability altogether.

Now that we have a better sense of what is at stake in Socrates’ initial
request, what is it that he gets in response? Critias, as it turns out (and I
have argued at greater length elsewhere)14 can only hear the most literal
interpretation of Socrates’ request,much like Plato’s detractorHerodicus.
Instead of a mere reality test, he gives Socrates more than he asks for by
providing an actualization of his model of the state in Athens’ glorious
past, adding a quite strong nationalist tone to the feast of speeches.

11 On this cf. Gill, () ; see also Critias A–B.
12 Cf. Gill (), .
13 Brisson (), ch. , especially –. See also Racionero (), –; Erler

(), –; the longer version of this paper appeared as Erler, (), –; Mesch
(), –.

14 See the references in n. .
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This patriotic aspect of the speech would not have prevented Plato as
author from also using the Atlantis story to criticize imperial Athens
of the fifth century. It is not at all uncommon in a play, for instance,
that the characters within the plot have a different understanding of a
narrative than the one the author can establish with his audience. The
author can play on different registers at once, one internal to the artistic
representation, the other external. Given the difference between dramatic
date and date of composition (regardless of whether we can actually
pin those dates down), both Plato as author and the audience of the
Timaeus would have the benefit of knowing the disastrous outcome of
the Peloponnesian wars for Athens in all its consequences, whereas the
character Critias within the dialogue does not.

Critias’ response is a rhapsodic performance, which he has rehearsed
several times in advance;15 he presents his story as partly memorized,
partly improvised, and partly based on some of Solon’s notes. Something
is amiss with his memory: he has no mind for philosophical arguments,
and cannot recall the discussion of the previous day; he is not interested
in a philosophical anamnêsis, but wants to reproduce a story told to him
when hewas a child, and which has stayedwith him . . . ‘like the indelible
markings of a picture with the colors burnt in’. Yet a ‘picture’ is precisely
what Socrates does not want.

Critias has a crude understanding of what ‘truth’ entails. For him truth
is limited to physical reality and historical categories of space and time;
he has no clue of any eidetic dimension of reality, however defined, even
after Timaeus’ speech.16 He endorses a stark demarcation between myth
and logos, seeing in the formermere stories that can easily be allegorized
or translated into straightforward logos, if need be.17 According to him,
all modes of discourse are necessarily mimetic and are like paintings;
hence . . . no speech could actually fulfill Socrates’ request! On this
reading, Critias is a lost soul from a Platonic point of view, much like
Euthyphro, and for this reason I would suggest that we take Socrates’
praise of Critias with a grain of salt. Critias would be a counter-example
to the philosophically gifted interlocutor. Small wonder then, perhaps,
that his account caves in on itself and breaks off abruptly: he is an
impostor.

15 See the very fine, andmostly overlooked, contribution on this topic byDavid (),
–; see also Nagy (), –; Desclos (), –.

16 Pace Pradeau (), and Johansen ().
17 Cf. also Osborne (), –.
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But what is it that Timaeus, by contrast, gets right, and how is his
contribution a considerable improvement? Timaeus patiently awaits his
turn, and his first words—a prayer—are also the beginning of his account
in its entirety. Critias introduces him as ‘themost skilled of the three of us
inmatters of astronomy andwell-versed in knowledge of the nature of the
universe’ (A–).18 Timaeus’ prayers are not to Athena; he is not from
Athens, after all, but from Locri, in South-Italy. He invokes the gods and
goddesses in general (C–D), and at the end of his speech he asks for
knowledge as the cure of all cures against speaking erroneously (B–
).19 Knowledge, not memorization, is his guiding principle. Timaeus
does have his limitations too: as we learn at the outset, his memory is
not perfect either. But contrary to Critias he concentrates his efforts on
trying to remember the philosophical argument itself, asking Socrates to
help him (B–).

What is reality for Timaeus, and how does discourse relate to it? The
closing line of a rightly famous passage on different types of discourse
(B–C) captures the crucial difference between Timaeus and Critias:
‘what Being is to Becoming, truth is to convincingness’ (transl. Zeyl, or
‘reliable verisimilitude’). Historical events, set in time and space, belong
to the realm of Becoming, and so, strictly speaking, do not fall under
the scope of truth at all. We use thought and reason to grasp Being, and
opinion based on sense-perception to deal with Becoming (A–).
From this perspective, history is at best a matter of opinion. Yet, when
Timaeus defines the two cognitive functions of theWorld Soul, he opens
up the possibility for a kind of opinion (doxa) that can fall under the
heading of logos alêthês, what he calls there ‘opinions and beliefs that are
firm and true’ (B–C).20 But this kind of opinion, as I have argued
elsewhere, contrary to its usual, human counterpart, does not rely on the
body or sense-perception to deal with the realm of Becoming. Rather it
is a cognitive function that gives the World Soul information about the
sensible world without the perturbing influences of body and senses.21
So, Timaeus’ account is sophisticated enough to leave room for a kind of
‘true opinion’ about physical reality that is firm and essentially rational,

18 Jτε 7ντα �στρ�ν�μικ:τατ�ν �μ0ν κα� περ� 	%σεως τ�� παντ5ς ε�δ$ναι μ6λιστα
�ργ�ν πεπ�ιημ$ν�ν.

19 	6ρμακ�ν �μ�ν α τ5ν τελε:τατ�ν κα� �ριστ�ν 	αρμ6κων "πιστ�μην ε 8�με�α
διδ�ναι.

20 δ�Uαι κα� π.στεις . . . H$Hαι�ι κα� �λη�ε�ς.
21 Cf. Reydams-Schils (), –.
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but that avoids falling into the trap of Critias’ reductionist view of truth,
which loses sight of Being or the Forms altogether.

In the passage on different modes of discourse, Plato’s Timaeus does
not use the term mimêsis, but mentions two kinds of logoi that are both
related (suggeneis) to their subject.The realm of Being is presented as the
paradigm (paradeigma), and Becoming as the image of that paradigm
(eikôn). Logoi that deal with the image/eikôn are at best ‘likely’ (eikotas)
in their approach to truth. In the language of the Republic poetry as
mimêsis, being twice removed from Being, would fall under this heading
(Eff.; C–).22 Yet it is quite striking that Timaeus later in his
account uses mimêma for the copies of Being that constitute Becoming
itself, only once removed fromBeing, andnot for imitations ofBecoming,
twice removed.23 In other words, Timaeus joins the language of image
(eikôn) and mimêsis. This is one of the startling results of introducing
into the discussion a third term, a third genos: the notorious ‘receptacle’.
The third term brings about a shift from the language of participation
between sensible things and Forms (Eff.) to one of imitations of Being
inhering in the receptacle. Due to the intervention of the Demiurge
mimêsis no longer merely indicates loss of ontological perfection, but
represents the very striving towards perfection as the closest possible
approximation of the paradigm. And hence even the imitation of the
motion in the receptacle can have a salutary effect on the human body
(D).

But, again, even if Timaeus reorients the scope ofmimêsis, his language
of kinship24 for the relations between the two kinds of logoi and their
respective subjects allows for the possibility of a philosophical logos about
Being that does not qualify as mimêsis, and that, strictly speaking, is not
discourse because it is no longer discursive. As much as Timaeus allows

22 This implies that in Book X of the Republic Plato has a specific meaning in mind for
mimêsis. As a corollary to that realization, this chapter deals with only one aspect of the
relation betweenmimêsis, discourse, and reality, as reflected in the potential connections,
as well as the differences, between the Republic and the Timaeus.

23 In the Timaeus Plato uses words related to mimêsis at: D–E (activity of the
poets); A (time as an imitation of eternity); D–E (this world imitation of eternal
nature); D– (model of the movements of planets); C– (lower gods imitating
activity ofDemiurge; cf. also E; D; C); C (humans ‘imitating’ the two divine
revolutions of the World Soul through sight); E (copies of Being in receptacle; cf. also
C; B); B (mortal motions as imitations of divine harmonies; cf. also B–;
C–D); D (advantages of human being imitating themotion of receptacle, in order
to maintain health).

24 ;ς �ρα τ�<ς λ�γ�υς, gνπ$ρ ε�σιν "Uηγητα., τ�%των α τ0ν κα� συγγενε�ς 7ντας.
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for a positive side to mimêsis not everything besides Being has to be
mimetic.

In contrast to Critias’ self-confident truth-claims, Timaeus’ epistemic
caution is striking throughout his speech.He never claims anythingmore
for his account than its being a ‘likely story,’ the much debated eikôs
muthos. There are two main reasons why his account can only be ‘likely’.
One implicit reason follows from the passage which I quoted: insofar
as his exposition deals with the realm of Becoming it can at best be
only likely. The second reason he states explicitly to Socrates: it points
to the limitations of our human nature (C–D). Moreover, Timaeus
calls his account logos as well as muthos.25 This points toward a much
more complex and intricate relationship between muthos and logos than
Critias’ straightforwardly strict separation of the two would allow.26

Timaeus, then, explores the possibility of stable true opinion, that is, of
a cognitive process dealing with the realm of Becoming without relying
on the body and the senses. And he reconfigures the relation between
the Forms and physical things by bringing in a ‘third kind,’ the recep-
tacle, which entails a crucial shift from participation to imitation. But
the account that leaves room for true opinion and mimêsis in a ground-
breaking manner is also a cautionary tale for using both only in their
proper place, which posits stringent epistemological and metaphysical
conditions.

As if this level of sophistication were not already sufficient to impress
his audience, there is evenmore to Timaeus’ contribution. His Demiurge
is like the artisans of the Republic insofar as he uses Being as his model,
in a manner that is analogous to the makers of beds who take the eide-
tic dimension of Bed or Table into account. Yet the Demiurge is superior
both because he knows the purpose of things, like the user in theRepublic
(D), and because hemakes living things.27 Timaeus for his part would
be a painter-in-words of the good type in the Socratic-Platonic sense
described in the Republic: his account does not limit itself to Becom-
ing, but, by ‘looking in both directions,’ anchors Becoming in Being.
This philosophically inspired painter approaches the artisan, because he
directs his gaze towards the Forms: he transforms our understanding of
physical reality, and does not merely render it.

25 Brisson (), –; see also Hadot (), –.
26 Rowe (), –.
27 On striking parallels in expression between Book VI of the Republic, the Timaeus,

and Gorgias (D–E) cf. Herrmann (), –.
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At the same time, however, Timaeus is even more powerful than the
philosophers of the Republic. First, he describes phenomenal reality in
motion, as undergoing movement and change, along the lines of Socates’
request. Second, his account is on the verge of rising above representa-
tional discourse altogether. As the opening of the Critias would have it,
Timaeus’ speech is in truth a performative speech-act that duplicates the
Demiurge’s divine action. Timaeus prays ‘to that God [i.e. the universe]
who has just now come into being by our speech, although in reality long
ago’ (Critias A).28

Timaeus with his philosophical aptitude, or better, Plato as a poet in
his Timaeus, dismembers the features of traditional poetry by giving us,
for instance, a direct speech of a god that is not set in meter; he paints,
but with words;29 he remolds the familiar for us like an artisan, so we
get to see it as different; he borrows the rhetoricians’ tool of persuasion,
but in order to shape physical reality and our souls by redirecting them
towards truth and Being. The poet becomes like the painter, the painter
becomes like the artisan, the human artisan like the divine maker, and
all of this converging in Plato’s speeches rendered in the written word,
both throughmyth and logos. Perhaps there is something, after all, to the
Platonist tradition’s historical interpretation of Plato’s political ambition
and to Herodicus’ criticism, in the sense that Plato intends the Republic
not only to redirect souls, but to transform the reality of politics, as a
performative speech-act in its own right. By the very fact that he writes
the Republic, Plato changes reality.

28 πρ�ν μ/ν π6λαι π�τ’ �ργ1ω, ν�ν δ/ λ�γ�ις �ρτι �ε10 γεγ�ν�τι πρ�σε%8�μαι.
29 On the correlation between painting and poetry in Plato cf. Crat. C–D, Euthy-

phro B–C, Laws .C–B, .D, Polit. C, D, Prot. E, Sophist A
(Halliwell, , n.); see also Alcidamas Sophist ff., Simonides in Plutarch Aud.
Poet. f–a, Quomodo Adul. b, Glor. Ath.  f., Qu. Conv. a.



chapter eighteen

‘CORRECTNESS’ AND POETIC KNOWLEDGE:
CHORIC POETRY IN THE LAWS

Antony Hatzistavrou

In the second book of the Laws, Plato provides an account of the nature
and function of choric poetry. Plato’s account of choric poetry takes place
in the context of a discussion about the function of theDionysiac chorus.
The members of the Dionysiac chorus are responsible for selecting and
performing those songs which are most suitable for the education of the
youth and in general most beneficial to the city. Plato recognizes that
choric poetry and in general any type of artistic mimesis has supreme
educational value in moulding the souls of the citizens. In this chapter, I
explore two aspects of his account.The first concerns his views about the
aesthetic value of choric poetry, i.e. what makes a choric poem beautiful.
The second concerns his views about the content of the knowledge of the
choric poet, i.e. what kind of knowledge the choric poet possesses qua
choric poet.

Plato treats choric poetry as a species of mimesis. Mimesis belongs to
the class of activities which are normally accompanied by some sort of
grace or charm (charis) and pleasure (hêdonê) (c–d). Plato raises
the question about what makes mimetic activities ‘worthy of consider-
ation’ or ‘great’ (spoudaia) and suggests that it must be some kind of
correctness (orthotês) (a–b). I argue that for Plato a work of art is
‘correct’ qua species of mimesis if and only if it successfully represents a
beautiful original. I further argue that for Plato the aesthetic value of any
work of art depends exclusively on its correctness qua species of mime-
sis. So, a work of art is beautiful if and only if it successfully represents a
beautiful original.

In the Laws, Plato distinguishes the correctness of a work of art qua
species of mimesis from its correctness qua object of the intention of
the artist (orthotêta tês boulêseôs, c–). A work of art is correct qua
object of the intention of the artist if and only if it successfully represents
the object which the artist intends to represent.There is no requirement
here that the intended object of representation is beautiful. So, a work
of art may be correct qua object of the intention of the artist but not
beautiful.
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Turning to the issue of the knowledge of choric poets, I argue that the
content of the artistic knowledge of choric poets differs from the content
of the artistic knowledge of other artists like painters. The latter know
both what paintings are correct qua species of mimesis (and thus beauti-
ful) and how to create beautiful paintings. The choric poets however lack
not only knowledge of which poems are correct qua species of mimesis
but also first-person authority on what they themselves intend to rep-
resent. In many cases they mix the basic elements of choric songs, i.e.
rhythmandharmony, in amannerwhichmakes their createdwhole inca-
pable of representing anything. In other words, the choric poets fail to
understand the representational function of choric poetry and thus do
not treat it properly as a species of mimesis. They habitually know nev-
ertheless both what metres and tunes produce rhythms and harmonies
respectively, and how to produce rhythms and harmonies. Further, under
appropriate guidance, their artistic intention can be directed towards
producing songs which actually represent something, and in fact beauti-
ful originals.

My chapter is divided into four sections. In the first section, I examine
the psychological effects of artistic mimesis on the souls of the young
as described in the Laws. In the second, I analyse Plato’s account of the
correctness of artistic creation qua species of mimesis. In the third, I
focus on the correctness of a work of art qua object of the intention of
the artist. In the last section, I explore Plato’s views about the artistic
knowledge choric poets possess.

The Effects of Poetry on the Souls of the Young

In the Republic, ‘mimesis’ has a double meaning. On the one hand, Plato
uses it to refer to a wealth of human activities and experiences rang-
ing from mere behavioural imitation of (homoia poiein, a) to psy-
chological assimilation to (aphomoioun heautous, a) certain imag-
inative or real characters (the ‘objects’ of mimesis). Not only poets, or
artists in general, but also their audience participate in this type of activ-
ities and experiences. For example, the poets psychologically assimilate to
certain imaginative characters and express their psychological condition
in verses. Their audience psychologically assimilates to the condition of
these characters. To cover both themerely behavioural and the primarily
psychological aspects of this kind of mimesis, I shall call it ‘experiential’
mimesis.
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On the other hand, ‘mimesis’ refers to the relation between the product
of the experiential mimesis of the artists and the imaginative or real
characters which are the objects of their experiential mimesis. This is
roughly a relation of representation. For example, a poem may be a
representational mimesis of Achilles’ anger against Agamemnon. Or a
painting may be a representational mimesis of a chair. Plato focuses on
this sense of representational mimesis in the tenth book of the Republic.
He is interested primarily in the ontological and epistemological status of
representational mimesis and considers it to be three-stages away from
reality and virtue (Republic d–e).1

Experiential mimesis has an important educational function. Those
children who have the necessary natural endowment to become guard-
ians of the perfect city should behaviourally imitate only virtuous acts
and psychologically assimilate to only virtuous characters (b–d;
cf. b–). Behavioural imitation of virtuous acts eventually leads to
the performance of virtuous acts in real life scenarios which in turn
generates harmony in the soul (c–a and c–d).

Further, through psychological assimilation to virtuous characters, the
agent’s soul is also appropriately moulded so as equally to achieve inner
harmony. This is best exemplified by the effect of music on the souls
of the young: ‘musical rhythm and harmony enter deep into the soul
and get hold of it most powerfully and bring good shape to it’ (d–
). So, experiential mimesis of virtuous acts and agents leads to proper
‘habituation’ in virtue. Plato sums up the effects of experiential mimesis
as follows: ‘ . . . imitations [i.e. instances of experiential mimesis], if they
continue from early childhood onwards, turn into habits and nature of
one’s bodily gestures and one’s tone of voice and one’s state of mind . . . ’
(d–).2

Given the importance of experiential mimesis for moulding the per-
sonality of the individuals Plato urges that poetry and in general any
artistic creation which triggers relevant mimetic activities and experi-
ences should have a specific content. The artists should not be allowed
to represent anything of evil character (kakoêthes), wicked (akolaston),
unfree (aneleutheron) and ugly (aschêmon). They should put only the
image of the character of goodness (tên tou agathou eikona êthous) in

1 For an analysis of Plato’s use of mimesis in the Republic see, Asmis (), Belfiore
(), Murray () and the chapter of Marušič in this volume.

2 I explore further the effects of the educational dimension of experiential mimesis
in Hatzistavrou () –.
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anything they create (b–). The result of allowing only artistic cre-
ations which successfully represent the nature of beauty and good shape
is that the young will live in an environment which provides them with
only healthy aesthetic experiences (c–d).

In the secondbookof the Laws, by contrast, Plato does not use the term
‘mimesis’ (in its experiential sense) to describe the habituation of the
young in virtue. However, the importance of poetry and artistic activity
in general for moulding the souls of the young is recognized in the Laws,
too.The key concept in the Laws is that of habituation in the correct type
of pleasures.3

Habituation in the correct type of pleasures is a necessary constituent
of education. Education is defined as ‘the drawing and direction of
children towards the doctrine which both the law states is correct and
the fairest and eldest of men confirm to be correct on the basis of their
experience’ (d–). The drawing and direction of the soul of children
is a kind of habituation which results in the children’s failing to find
pleasure and pain in anything contrary to the law. They instead find
pleasure and pain in accordance with the law and in the same things as
the eldest do (d–e). The best means for this type of habituation
in the correct pleasures are the songs of the chorus which are really
‘incantations’ (epôidai) of the soul (e–). Songs are pertinent to
this stage of habituation because they are like games, and children are
not ready for any other serious means of education (e–). Choric
poetry in particular is apposite for two reasons. On the one hand, it
allows children to express two tendencies present in the nature of all
young beings: the incessant bodily movement and the constant making
of sounds (e–; cf. d–a). On the other, it puts these two
natural tendencies in order. The ordering of these two tendencies is
a unique feature of human nature (e–). The order of the bodily
movement is called ‘rhythm’, while the order of the vocal sounds is called
‘harmony’ (e–a).

Plato’s use of ‘order’ (taxis) is normative but not evaluative. He believes
that there are rhythms which represent unfree characters and even that
the choric poets may produce rhythms and harmonies which may fail to
represent any human characters or states of mind (b–a). So, he
believes that there are rhythms and harmonies which are not conducive
to the habituation of the young in the correct pleasures.His theory seems

3 For Plato’s account of pleasure in theLaws, see Irwin (), –, andBobonich
(), –.
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to be the following: Choric poetry creates pleasure by satisfying two
natural tendencies of the children. The pleasure it creates is ‘correct’, i.e.
in accordance with the law and with what the eldest believe, if the type
of order it imposes on these two natural tendencies is correct, that is,
if the rhythm and the harmony are constructed in accordance with the
law and the views of the eldest. The law prescribes that the rhythms and
harmonies include orderly bodily movements (schêmata) and orderly
vocal sounds (melê) of temperate, courageous and, in general, good men
(a–).

The proper legislator will try to convince, or compel if he fails to
convince, the poets to create choric poetry with such content (a–
). He will compel the poets to say that the good man is always happy
and blessed and that the unjust always lives a life of misery (e–
). In general, he will compel them to say that the ‘human’ goods like
health, beauty, etc. are bad for the unjust and really good only for the just
(a–c).4 And he will compel them to express such doctrines in the
appropriate rhythms and harmonies (c–).

There will be three choruses singing songs with such content for
the sake of educating the young, the children’s chorus, the chorus of
those up to the age of thirty and, finally, the Dionysiac chorus of those
between the age of thirty and sixty (c–d).Themembers of this third
chorus, since they are the eldest and the most decent, should choose for
themselves the choric songswhich theywill sing.They follow two criteria
in selecting the appropriate songs. The first is that the songs should
provide the right incantations to the souls of the young. That is, they
will select rhythms and harmonies which represent good characters.The
second is that they will choose songs that they themselves find pleasure
in singing (since not every rhythm and harmony, even though it may
represent good characters, is appropriate for people of their age to sing)
(d–a).

To recapitulate, the main function of choric poetry is to habituate
the young in correct pleasures, that is, pleasures allowed by the law
and the eldest. Choric poetry produces pleasure because it satisfies two
natural tendencies of the young, their tendencies for incessant bodily
movement and continuous production of vocal sounds. It habituates
them in correct pleasures because the lawgiver and the members of
the third chorus allow the poets to imitate only good characters and

4 These human goods are distinguished from the divine goods, that is, the virtues (see
b–d).
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present the good characters as living the happiest and pleasantest life.
Habituation in the correct pleasures leads to virtue because one becomes
assimilated (homoiousthai) to the character one enjoys coming in contact
with (b–) and, by singing in a chorus, one imaginatively comes in
contactwith the human characters the songs are imitations of (d–).

Naturally, one expects that once one becomes assimilated to a certain
character one will behave like that character. So, one who is habituated
to correct pleasures becomes assimilated to virtuous characters and thus
will behave like these characters. In this respect the psychology of one
who is habituated in correct pleasures is similar to the psychology of
one who is habituated in the correct type of mimesis. Plato—despite not
spelling out the details of this mechanism in the Laws in terms of expe-
riential mimesis—seems to describe a similar psychological mechanism
of habituation in both the Republic and the second book of the Laws.

The Standard of the Aesthetic Value of Poetry—Correctness
qua Species of (Representational) Mimesis5

Thus far, I have described the educational function of choric poetry and
the psychological mechanism through which it achieves its aims. The
main task of the members of the third chorus is to select the songs which
will serve this educational function. It is clear that they should choose
songs which provide correct pleasures, that is, songs which are both
pleasant and imitate good characters. In the process of explaining the
conditions which a song should satisfy to provide correct pleasures, Plato
gives an account of the aesthetic value of choric poetry.

Plato’s account is obscure. He puts forward five theses about which
it is unclear how they hang together. The first is that music should be
judged on the basis of the pleasure it produces (e–). The second is
that the quality of music is determined by its correctness and not by its
pleasure (b–). The third is that the correctness of mimesis depends
on whether the representation is proportional to the original (b–
). The fourth is that great music is music which bears a resemblance to
the imitation of the beautiful (b–). The fifth is that only musical
representations of the virtue of the soul are beautiful (b–).

If the first thesis implies that the beauty of a piece of music depends
exclusively on its pleasure, then it is clearly inconsistent with the second

5 In the remainder of this chapter I refer to representational mimesis.
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thesis. Similarly, if the third thesis implies that the correctness ofmimesis
depends exclusively on its being proportional to the original, then it
is clearly inconsistent with the conjunction of the fourth and the fifth
theses. For the conjunction of these theses entails that greatmusic is only
music which imitates the virtue of the soul. However, the third thesis
allows that a piece of music may be of great aesthetic value even though
it fails to represent a virtuous condition of the soul (provided that it
accurately represents the condition of the soul it takes as its original).

The first two theses can be reconciled if we take the first to state only a
minimal condition that any composition of choric poetry should satisfy
if it is to have any aesthetic value. Choric poetry belongs to the type
of activities which produce pleasure. And the production of pleasure
is, as I have tried to explain, essential to its function. It is reasonable
to assume that no composition which fails to produce pleasure, that is,
fails to trigger the two natural tendencies of the young, has any aesthetic
value. So, the capacity to produce pleasure to the uneducated souls of
the young must be a minimal condition that any composition of choric
poetry should satisfy. Unless a song produces such pleasure, it cannot
be beautiful.6 Thus interpreted, the first thesis is not at loggerheads with
the second. Though the production of pleasure is a minimal condition
of aesthetic value, it is not a determinant feature of aesthetic value. The
second thesis identifies the correctness of a composition of choric poetry
as the determinant feature of its aesthetic value.

To see how the last three thesesmay be reconciled, we need to analyze
both Plato’s views about the beauty of choric poetry and his account of
the correctness of mimesis. Plato stipulates: ‘All gestures and tunes which
pertain to the virtue itself or some likeness (eikonos)7 of the virtue of

6 This, I take to be the gist of the Athenian Stranger’s remark that music should be
judged on the basis of the pleasure it produces (though this cannot be the sole criterion
of pleasure) (e–). Note that, on the proposed interpretation, a) the pleasure with
the value of which I am concerned is the pleasure felt by the young (and not the pleasure
felt by the members of the third chorus) and b) the value of this type of pleasure depends
on the judgement of the members of the third chorus.

7 England (, ) takes the contrast between virtue itself and some likeness of it
to be the contrast between the actual virtue in the original and the virtue exhibited in a
representation of the virtue in the original. For example, the goodmovements and sounds
of a brave man in battle are contrasted with the good movements and sounds of an actor
representing a brave man in battle. I find this interpretation problematic. If correct, Plato
would have produced a circular definition. He would in fact have said that what makes
representations good is that they pertain to good representations. In the second book
of the Laws, Plato wants to define which representations are good, that is, he wants to
identify what makes the movements and sounds of an actor representing a brave man in
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the soul or the body are beautiful, while all those which pertain to the
vice [itself or a likeness of the vice of the soul or the body] are entirely
the opposite’ (b–).8 Given that choric poetry imitates primarily
characters rather than bodies, one can safely infer that beautiful songs
are those which imitate good characters. So, the beauty of rhythm and
harmony depends on their representational content, namely, on the type
of characters they imitate. Plato’s point is that songs are beautiful only if
they represent virtuous states of the soul; if they represent vicious states,
they are ugly.9

Let me now turn to Plato’s views about the correctness of mimesis.
Plato remarks that the value of anything that is accompanied by some
sort of grace or charm (charis) depends on either its charm itself, or
its correctness, or its benefit (b–). He defines this charm as the
pleasure this thing produces (b). He is not clear, however, about the
distinction between correctness and benefit.

In his first two examples, ‘correctness’ and ‘benefit’ are treated as coex-
tensive. The first example is the value of food (b–c). According to
Plato, the correctness and benefit of food consists in its being wholesome

battle good. Given this aim, it is legitimate for him to say that whatmakes the movements
and sounds of that actor good is that they represent themovements and sounds of a brave
man (i.e. they pertain to virtue itself). But it is not legitimate for him to say that what
makes the movements and sounds of that actor good is that they are good movements
and sounds (i.e. they pertain to good representations). I suggest that a likeness (eikôn)
of virtue itself is not an artistic representation of the virtue of an original but rather
an approximation of perfect virtue. In this sense, Achilles’ bravery, for example, is an
approximation of true bravery given that, sinceAchilles is not fullywise, he cannot qualify
as an example of perfect bravery. Achilles nevertheless qualifies as brave; so, a choric
poet may praise and represent his bravery in a song. A song representing the bravery
of Achilles may be beautiful, though not, of course, as beautiful as a song representing
perfect bravery (i.e. that of a fully wise person). So, the contrast between virtue itself and
a likeness of virtue is the contrast between perfect virtue and an approximation of perfect
virtue.

8 This passage speaks against two basic contentions of Schipper’s () interpreta-
tion. The first is that the criterion of beauty is inherent in rhythms and harmonies; their
beauty depends not on their relation to something external, i.e. the good characters they
imitate, but on the order they exhibit, i.e. they are good rhythms and harmonies.The sec-
ond is that music imitates the Form of Beauty rather than particulars like specific good
characters.The passage makes clear both that, for Plato, the beauty of music depends on
its relation to something external, i.e. what it represents, and that what it imitates is good
psychological states and not the Form of Beauty.

9 It is not clear whether Plato treats the distinction between virtuous and vicious states
of the soul as exhaustive. If he does not, the most plausible extension of his theory is that
representations of states of the soul which are neither virtuous nor vicious are neither
beautiful nor ugly.
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(hugieinon). The second example is the value of lessons. Again, the cor-
rectness and the benefit of lessons consist in the same thing, i.e. the truth
of the lesson (c–).

Plato’s use of the notion of benefit in this context is telling for two
reasons.The first concerns the extensional equivalence between ‘correct-
ness’ and ‘benefit’. In both his examples Plato could have differentiated
the extensions of ‘correctness’ and ‘benefit’. In the first example, he could
have made the benefit of food dependent on whether the body to whose
health the food is conducive is that of a good man. In consistency with
what he said about the value of human goods, he could have claimed that
the food is not really beneficial if the agent is a bad man (in parallel with
Gorgias c–b). In the second example, he could have said that
the lessons are beneficial only if they make the soul good. For example,
trivial pieces of knowledge, like knowledge of the length of one’s nails,
or potentially harmful pieces of knowledge, like knowledge of how to go
unnoticed when stealing, may not qualify as beneficial. He chose never-
theless to relate their benefit to their truth and not to the effect they have
on the soul.

The second is that Plato fails to specify for whom a pleasant activity
needs to be beneficial in order for it to be important. I suggest that this is
because Plato uses in these examples a functional conception of benefit.
On this functional conception of benefit, the benefit of X depends on
whether X achieves the function of the kind Y of which X is a specimen.
For example, if the function of food is the preservation of health, then the
benefit of a dish of pasta, being a specimen of food, depends on whether
it achieves the function of food, namely, that it preserves health.

Similarly, if the function of lessons is to help the student understand
how things really are, then the benefit of a specific lesson depends on
whether it enables the student to reach the truth. On this functional
conception of benefit, the proper analysis of ‘benefit’ is not ‘X is of benefit
to person, or thing, Z (or x is beneficial for Z)’ but rather ‘X has benefit
(or is beneficial) qua (being a specimen of) Y’.10

10 On the proposed theory of functional benefit or goodness, ‘beneficial’ and ‘good’
function as what Geach () calls ‘logically attributive adjectives’. Logically attributive
adjectives, like ‘big’ and ‘fat’ are distinguished from ‘logically predicative adjectives’, like
‘poisonous’ and ‘wooden’. ‘This is a poisonous mushroom’ is logically equivalent to the
conjunction of ‘this is amushroom’ and ‘this is poisonous’. But ‘this is a big mouse’ cannot
split into ‘this is a mouse’ and ‘this is big’. In order for one to understand what it is for
something to be big, one needs to know what sort of thing it is. This is why, in order to
analyse correctly the meaning of logically attributive adjectives, one has to couple them
with the relevant sortal.
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The proposed functional conception of benefit is similar to the func-
tional account of goodness presented in the first book of theRepublic and
the definition of ‘beneficial’ employed in the Hippias Major.11 Accord-
ing to this functional account of goodness, the goodness of something
depends on whether it performs its function (ergon) well. In the first
book of the Republic, Plato defines the function of a thing as what this
thing alone can produce or what this thing can produce in the best way
(a–). For example, the function of the eyes is what the eyes alone
can produce, that is, seeing (e–). Socrates apparently thinks that,
when a thing performs its function well, then it is ‘good’ (agathon). He
calls a soul which performs its function well, i.e. lives well, a ‘good soul’
(e–). On this functional account of goodness, ‘X is good’ is not
analysed as ‘X is good for Z’ but as ‘X is a good specimen of its kind Y’.
Something is a good specimen of its kind if it performs the function of
the kind well.

‘Beneficial’ is analysed in a similar manner in the Hippias Major. In
an attempt to define ‘the fine’, Socrates identifies it with the useful (to
chrêsimon). For example, eyes are fine if they are capable of (dunaton)
and useful for seeing (c–). But to say that something is useful is to
say simply that something is capable of performing a certain task (say,
seeing) without implying that the relevant task is performed well. And a
thing which does not perform its task well cannot be said to be fine.

This inadequacy of ‘the useful’ as the definiens of the fine leads Socrates
to identify the fine with the beneficial (ôphelimon).He defines the benefi-
cial as ‘what is useful and capable ofmaking something good’ (d–).

The notion of ‘good’ involved in the definition of the beneficial must
be related to the functional conception of goodness as described in the
first book of the Republic. The notion of function is implicit in Socrates’
equation of ‘the useful’ with ‘the capable’ (dunaton).The equation of ‘the
useful’ with ‘the capable’ does not mean that something is useful if it is
capable of producing any sort of thing. For example, the eye is able to
blink but it is not in virtue of its ability to blink that Socrates takes the

11 I assume the authenticity of theHippias Major (for a defence of which seeWoodruff
b). But properly qualified my argument may have some appeal to even those who
maintain that it is spurious.The basic premise of this qualified argument is that the author
of theHippiasMajor provides an analysis of the concept of the ‘beneficial’ related to Plato’s
functional analysis of the concept of goodness. Plato may operate with a similar analysis
of the concept of the ‘beneficial’ when he treats ‘benefit’ and ‘correctness’ as extensionally
equivalent in the Laws.
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eye to be useful. Rather the eye is useful in virtue of its ability to perform
the task which Socrates in the first book of the Republic identifies with
the function of the eye, namely, seeing. Consequently, the definition of
beneficial should be understood as follows: ‘X is beneficial if it performs
its function well’. For example, the eye is beneficial if it sees well. Again,
the appropriate formula is not ‘X is beneficial for someone or something
Z’ but rather ‘X is beneficial qua specimen of kind Y’.

As I have argued in the previous section, the function of choric poetry,
and of artistic creation in general, is to habituate the young in correct
pleasures (i.e. those allowed by the law and the eldest). Plato claims that
artistic creation in general should be judged not according to the pleasure
it produces but according to its correctness.Do the criteria of correctness
and benefit coincide in the case of artistic creation as it happens in the
case of food and lessons? To answer this question we need to understand
better how Plato conceives the nature of correctness as a criterion of
aesthetic value.

Plato identifies a certain type of activity accompanied by charmwhose
only criterion of value is the pleasure it produces. It is mere ‘play’ (paid-
ian), which has no real purpose; and thus it can neither benefit nor harm
(d–e). However, artistic creation is not like play. For Plato, it is
mimesis, and its criterion of value is its ‘correctness to what it represents
in quality and quantity’.

Correctness is described both as ‘equality’ (isotês) in quality and quan-
tity (d) and as ‘proportionality’ (summetron) (a). As we have
seen, themost important artistic creation is the one which bears a resem-
blance to the imitation of the beautiful. So, the most important artistic
creationmust be one which bears the relevant relation of equality or pro-
portionality to the beautiful.

The use of ‘equality’ and ‘proportionality’ suggests that correctness
is basically an isomorphic relation. This isomorphic relation is a rela-
tion between two structures, the structure of the original (i.e. the thing
imitated) and the structure of the copy (i.e. the thing that imitates).
Think, for example, of a painting which is a two-dimensional repre-
sentation of an original three-dimensional chair. If an isomorphic rela-
tion holds between the two, then there is one-to-one correspondence
between the relevant spatio-temporal12 parts of the original chair and its

12 In the case of painting and sculpture, the isomorphic relations are spatiotemporal.
However, they need not be spatiotemporal when the objects of representation are mental
states.
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representation. The edge of the left leg of the represented chair in the
painting corresponds to the edge of the left leg of the original chair, the
edge of the right leg of the represented chair in the painting corresponds
to the edge of the right leg of the original chair and so on. Of course there
is more to a two-dimensional representation of a chair than this basic
spatio-temporal isomorphic relation. For example, there is correspon-
dence between the shades of colour of the original chair and the shades
of the colour of its representation. It is possible to think of this corre-
spondence as an isomorphic relation of a different level but it is beyond
the scope of this chapter to explore ways in which all representationmay
be reduced to isomorphic relations. It suffices for the purposes of this
chapter that we understand Plato’s notion of correctness of mimesis as a
conjunction of isomorphic and ‘thicker’ representational relations (like
correspondence of shades of colours) between an original and a copy.13

This analysis of the correctness of mimesis holds also for the correct-
ness of choric poetry. We can think that a similar isomorphic relation
exists between, say, the joy of a just man when he acts justly and its rep-
resentation in verses and accompanying music. Components of his joy
have isomorphic correspondence with rhythms and musical tunes. (In
addition to this, there might be ‘thicker’ representational relations such
as, for example, between the intensity of joy and the intensity of musical
tones).

If this analysis exhausts the content of the correctness ofmimesis, then,
in the case of mimesis, ‘correctness’ and ‘benefit’ are not coextensive. A
mimesis can be correct while not fulfilling its function which is to habit-
uate the young in correct pleasures. For, on this analysis of correctness,
a painting which has the appropriate isomorphic and thick representa-
tional relations to an ugly body can be correct. Or a song which has sim-
ilar isomorphic and thick representational relations to the mental con-
dition of a tyrant can similarly be correct. Neither such paintings nor
such songs habituate the young to correct pleasures. For, as Plato’s theory
of habituation makes clear, not only are the young incapable of telling
correct from incorrect pleasures but they seem to find pleasant whatever
they come constantly in contact with. This is why the games and in gen-
eral all the pleasant activities of childrenwho are to exercise a certain craft
when they grow up should revolve almost exclusively around that craft.
By constantly engaging with it they develop a liking for it (b–d).

13 I am indebted for discussions about isomorphism to Demetris Portides.
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This holds not only for their developing a liking for a certain craft but
also for developing a liking for virtue (e–). So, if they see images
of ugly people or listen to songs about criminal dispositions, they may
start developing a liking for them. This is especially true in the case of
songs of choric poetry since, as we have seen, they trigger the two natu-
ral tendencies of the young for incessant bodily movement and constant
making of vocal sounds. Since a song about the criminal dispositions of
a tyrant may trigger these two natural tendencies, the young might start
developing a liking for such criminal dispositions.14

Furthermore, if correctness understood as the possession of the appro-
priate isomorphic and thick representational relations to an original were
the only criterion of the greatness of a particular instance of mimesis,
a painting which faithfully represents an extremely ugly face or a song
which faithfully depicts the wickedness of a life of extreme crimes would
be works of great art. However, this conflicts with Plato’s claim that the
greatest work of art resembles the imitation of the beautiful. The latter
claim implies that in order for something to be a greatwork of art, it needs
to be an imitation of something beautiful. But, obviously, ugly faces and a
life of extreme crimes are not beautiful. For, as we have seen, Plato claims
that those postures and tunes which belong to a bad condition of body
or soul are ugly.

I suggest that we should understand the correctness of mimesis in a
way which both allows that only themimesis which achieves its function,
i.e. habituates the young in correct pleasures, is correct and makes the
notion of correctness of mimesis consistent with Plato’s claim that the
greatest work of art is an imitation of the beautiful. I propose that we
ascribe to Plato the following account of the correctness of mimesis:

14 I am referring here not to songs which represent a tyrant as being happy or living a
pleasant life but to songswhich faithfully represent thewickedness of a tyrant’s life. I think
that the former songs would not qualify as having isomorphic and thick representational
relations to the original on Plato’s account. For, on Plato’s account, the life of an evil
person is neither happy nor (truly) pleasant. So, a song which praises the life of the tyrant
misrepresents such life by ascribing to it features which it lacks, namely, happiness and
true pleasantness. Such a song would say, for example, that the tyrant is happy when
committing a crime. But no unjust deed has the property of being conducive to happiness.
However, even though within the context of a song the tyrant is depicted as living with
a tormented soul and in the end pays for his crimes, the mere depiction of his violent
character can be harmful for children. It may get children to imitate it. The children
may not understand why this kind of life is unhappy, and by engaging with artistic
representations of it may develop a liking for it. They might start finding pleasure in the
criminal dispositions which determine the character of the tyrannical life.
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An artistic creation is correct qua species of mimesis if and only if

a. there are isomorphic and thick representational relations between
its structure and the structure of the original, and

b. the original is beautiful.

Depending on the type of objects an artistic creation represents, the orig-
inal may be a good condition of the body or a good condition of the soul.

On this account of aesthetic correctness, the correct artistic creation
is also beneficial. Since it is mimesis of the beautiful and since only
good characters are beautiful, it represents only good characters. So,
it habituates the young in correct pleasures, which is the function of
mimesis. This means that in the case of mimesis, as in the cases of food
and lessons, the standards of correctness and benefit are the same.

We can think of aesthetic correctness as coming in degrees. On the
one hand, there may be degrees of beauty of the original. For example,
though two bodies may be beautiful, the onemay bemore beautiful than
the other. Or, though two souls may both be courageous, the one may be
more courageous than the other.On the other hand, theremay be degrees
of success of representation.

For example, though two paintings may be representations of the same
beautiful body, the one may be a more successful representation than
the other. Or though two songs may be representations of the same
courageous soul, the one may be a more successful representation than
the other.The greatest artistic creation is the onewhichmost successfully
represents the most beautiful original.

I will call this kind of correctness of artistic creation ‘the correctness
of artistic creation qua species of mimesis’. On this notion of correctness,
a ‘correct’ work of art is not simply one which bears the appropriate
isomorphic and thick representational relations to its original. It is one
which, in addition, represents the ‘right’ original. The original is right
only if it enables mimesis to achieve its function, i.e. to habituate the
young in correct pleasures. To say that a work of art is ‘correct qua species
of mimesis’ is in fact to say that it is a good specimen of its kind, namely,
artistic mimesis.

Correctness qua Object of the Intention of the Artist

After Plato has argued that the artistic value of a piece of artistic creation
depends on its correctness (qua species of mimesis), he proceeds to
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analyse the kind of knowledge a correct judge of the aesthetic value of
products of mimesis should have. I quote the relevant passage in full
(c–b):

Athenian: Then it seems that the personwho is going tomake nomistakes
about it [i.e. the aesthetic value of a work of art] must know for each one
of the artistic creations what it is. For unless one knows what it is, that
is, what it intended to represent and of what entity it is really an image,
one can hardly figure out whether the intention of the artist has been
captured correctly or incorrectly.

Kleinias: Hardly. No doubt about it.
Ath.: Is the person who does not know its correctness able to figure out

whether it is done well or badly? But I have not been very clear, let me
make this point clearer.

Kl.: How?
Ath.: If I am not mistaken there are myriads of images which appeal to our

sight.
Kl.: Yes.
Ath.: What happens, then, if one is ignorant about them as regards what

body each one of them represents?Would one know which one of these
is correctly done? I mean the following: does it preserve the number
and the positions of the bodily parts, how many they are and how
they fit together forming an appropriate structure? (The same thing
holds for colours and shapes.) Or is it the case that all these are done
confusedly? Do you think that one who is totally ignorant about what
the represented creature is would ever be able to figure out all these
things?

Kl.: In no way.
Ath.: What then if we knew thatwhat has beenpainted or sculpted is aman,

and that all his parts and colours and shapes are captured artistically.
Is it necessary that the person who already knows these things readily
knows as well that thing, namely, whether the artistic work is beautiful
or in which respects it is deficient in beauty?

Kl.: In this case, stranger, all of us, so to speak, would knowwhich paintings
of animals are beautiful.

Ath.: Absolutely correct. So, isn’t it the case that the person who is to be
a prudent judge about each representation in painting and in music
and indeed everywhere elsemust know three things: first he must know
about any of the representations in words and tunes and rhythms what
it is [that has been represented], then whether it has been represented
correctly and then, thirdly, whether it has been done well or badly?15

15 ΑΘ. Δε� δ! κα�’ Gκαστ�ν γε, ;ς ��ικε, γιγν:σκειν τ0ν π�ιημ6των �τι π�τ’ "στ�ν
τ5ν μ$λλ�ντα "ν α τ10 μ! \μαρτ�σεσ�αι' μ! γ)ρ γιγν:σκων τ!ν � σ.αν, τ. π�τε
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According to this passage, the prudent judge of the aesthetic value of
a work of art needs to possess three pieces of knowledge. The first piece
of knowledge is knowledge of what the thing which the artist intends
to imitate is. The second is knowledge of whether the artist has correctly
represented the original he intended to represent.The third is knowledge
of whether the representation produced is a good one, i.e. whether it is
beautiful. On the basis of the argument of the previous section we may
safely infer that the representation is beautiful only if it is a representation
of the virtue of a body or a soul.

These three pieces of knowledge are related as follows:
Unless one knows what the thing the artist intends to imitate is, one does
not know whether the work of art is correct in the sense of capturing the
intention of the artist,

and

Unless one knows whether the work of art is correct in the above sense,
one does not know whether the work of art is beautiful or not.

H�%λεται κα� �τ�υ π�τ’ "στ�ν ε�κaν 7ντως, σ8�λ+# τ�ν γε Kρ��τητα τ#ς H�υλ�σεως `
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Plato uses the example of painting to illustrate these conditionals. He
holds that it is not possible for one to know what isomorphic and thick
representational relations exist between the structures of the painting and
the original unless one knows what the original is. He also holds that it is
necessary (anankaion) that one who knows what isomorphic and thick
representational relations exist between the structures of the painting
and the original also readily (hetoimôs) knows whether the painting is
beautiful or deficient in beauty (a–). We can thus infer that the
first two pieces of knowledge provide in fact an analysis of the third
piece of knowledge. To know whether a painting has aesthetic value is
to know what the painter intends to represent and to know whether he
successfully carries out his intention.

Plato speaks of the ‘correctness’ of a work of art in capturing the
intention of the artist (orthotêta tês boulêseôs, c–). This concept of
correctness should not be confused with the concept of the correctness
of the work of art qua species of mimesis (mimêseôs . . . orthotês, b–
) which determines its aesthetic value. As I have argued in the previous
section, in order for a piece of artistic creation to be correct qua species
of mimesis, it is necessary that it represents an original which is beautiful
(that is, it represents the virtue of body or soul). However, in order for
a piece of artistic creation to be correct qua object of the intention of
the artist, it suffices that it has the appropriate isomorphic and thick
representational relations with the original which the artist intended to
represent.

By ‘object of the intention of the artist’ I do not refer to an image in
themind of the artist. I refer to the original itself (an image of whichmay
be in the mind of the artist while he is engaging in a process of artistic
creation). I believe that, for Plato, it is the original (for example, Aspasia’s
body or Pericles’ psychological character) which the artist intends to
capture in his representation, not an image in his mind. At least this is
how I understand Plato’s account of how one should assess whether a
certain painting correctly captures the intention of the painter at d–
a. There is no reference in this passage to the image of an original
in the painter’s mind. The prudent judge of the aesthetic value of a
painting of Aspasia, for example, will assess whether the painting has
the proper isomorphic and thick representational relations with the
body of Aspasia—not with the image of Aspasia in the painter’s mind.
Assume that a painter has blurred vision and produces a painting which
correctly captures his visual image of Aspasia but seriouslymisrepresents
her actual body. I do not think that Plato would say that in this case
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the painting correctly captured the intention of the painter. Rather the
painter intended to represent Aspasia’s body as it really is and thus his
painting failed correctly to capture his intention.16

Though Plato’s use of the term ‘correctness’ (orthotês) may create con-
fusion, it is clear that the extensions of these two concepts are different.
A painting which represents an ugly body may be correct qua object of
the intention of the artist if it successfully represents the ugly body the
painter intended to represent. But this painting is not correct qua species
ofmimesis since it does not represent a beautiful body. So, a piece of artis-
tic creation may be correct qua object of the intention of the artist and
lack any aesthetic value.17

Furthermore, in using these two concepts of correctness, Plato ad-
dresses different issues. He uses the concept of the correctness of a piece
of artistic creation qua species of mimesis to clarify the ontological issue
of what determines the aesthetic value of a work of art.The end to which
the concept of the correctness of a piece of artistic creation qua object
of the intention of the artist is employed is different. Plato intends to

16 What about an artist who intends to represent not Aspasia’s body but how this body
looks to someone with a blurred vision? It is safe to say that Plato does not have such
cases in mind. We can only speculate about what his views on this matter would be.
In this case, an artist would not intend to represent a human body but the content of
a perceptual state. Plato could perhaps wish to deny that anyone who uses the normal
representational means of painting in order to represent anything other than bodies is
actually engaging in the artistic process of painting. So, considerations about whether
what he produces correctly captures his intention qua painter simply do not arise. In fact
such painters would resemble the choric poets who are carried away by their virtuosity
and fail to represent anything real (see last section of chapter).These poets could also be
thought of as attempting to represent images in their minds as opposed to real entities
(see also notes  and ).

17 Is it possible for a piece of artistic creation to be correct qua species of mimesis
but to fail to capture the intention of the artist? Here is a possible case: Alcestis has a
sister, Antigone.The two are similar like identical twins, apart from the fact that Alcestis
has green and Antigone has blue eyes. Zeuxippus, while intending to make a portrait of
Alcestis, mistakenly thinks that Alcestis has blue eyes and thus paints a portrait which
looks like a faithful representation of Antigone. Can we say that in this case Zeuxippus’
portrait is correct qua species of mimesis while it fails to capture the intention of the
painter? Plato’s views about mimesis and artistic intention in the Laws are not detailed
enough to allow us answer this question. For a start, it is not clear how he would describe
the intended object of the representation. If Zeuxippus was thinking of a face with blue
eyes, is it true that he intended to representAlcestis? Further, if we assume that Zeuxippus
intended to represent Alcestis and thus that the portrait failed to capture Zeuxippus’
intention, is Zeuxippus’ painting fully intentional? Or else does Plato believe that it is
necessary for a piece of artistic creation to be fully intentional in order to count as a
species of mimesis?
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clarify the epistemological issue of how one proceeds in ascertaining the
aesthetic value of a piece of artistic creation. Judging whether a specific
representation correctly captures the intention of the artist is a necessary
step in this process.

To sum up, a piece of artistic creation may be correct in two ways.
On the one hand, it may be correct qua species of artistic mimesis,
that is, it may be a successful representation of a beautiful original. Its
correctness qua species of mimesis is the standard of its aesthetic value.
On the other, it may be correct qua object of the intention of the artist,
that is, it may successfully represent whatever the artist intended to
represent (irrespective of whether the intended object of representation
is beautiful). Knowledge of whether a piece of artistic creation is correct
in the latter sense is necessary for assessing its aesthetic value.

The Content of the Artistic Knowledge of the Choric Poet

Plato’s discussion of the two senses of artistic correctness paves the way
for his discussion of the content of the artistic knowledge of choric poets.
He claims that the poets frequently lack knowledge not only of whether
their songs are beautiful but of whether their songs correctly represent
the objects of their artistic intention.The reason is that inmany cases they
are carried away by their virtuosity and construct songs which represent
nothing. Plato contrasts them with the Muses who would never produce
a song which has no representational value (b–a):

Choric poetry needs the most careful treatment of all [other] cases of
artistic representation. For not only does someone who is mistaken about
the aesthetic value of choric poetry suffer the greatest harm since he comes
to have bad dispositions (êthê), but it (i.e. ‘aesthetic value’) is the most
difficult to grasp because the choric poets are inferior to the Muses. The
Muses would never make grave mistakes such as giving to a man’s words
the colour and tune of a woman, or combining the tune and postures of
freemenwith the rhythms of slaves and unfreemen, or accompanying free
rhythms and postures with a tune or speechwhich is incompatible with the
rhythms, or, what is more, ever combining in one and the same song the
sounds of beasts, humans, instruments and every sort of noise, giving the
impression that they are imitating a single thing. But the human poets,
by entangling such things to a great degree and mixing them up without
rationale (alogôs), produce an object of laughter for all those whose, as
Orpheus puts it, ‘ability for delight is in its most beautiful season’. For
they see that all these things are in a confused state. Furthermore, the
poets separate the rhythm and the postures from the tunes by putting
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prose without music and rhythm18 in metres and by creating tunes and
rhythmical bodily postures without words (rhêmata) (as a result of their
accompanying the bodily postures with tunes played by kithara and aulos
alone without words); in these creations the absence of speech (logos)
makes it most difficult to understand what the rhythm and the harmony
intend to represent and to which of the worthwhile representations they
are alike. But one [who has good judgment] necessarily finds all instances
of this artistic creation full ofmuchbarbarism.These creations are somuch
fond of speed, perfection of technical execution and the power to represent
the sounds of animals that they use aulos and kithara on their own and not
in order to accompany dance and song. But every use of these instruments
on their own bespeaks lack of musical taste (amousia) and is an exhibition
of flashy virtuosity (thaumatourgia).19

Plato argues that in some cases it is exceedingly difficult to assess the
aesthetic value of choric poetry because it is exceedingly difficult to
identify the intended object of representation of choric poets. He singles
out two types of case to illustrate the latter difficulty. In the first type
of case the poets put together means of representation, for example,
rhythms and harmonies, which, taken singly, may represent something
in a way which generates a whole which fails to represent any real
psychological state.20 For example, a certain rhythm on its own may

18 logous psilous (d): I depart from England’s suggestion that psilous here means
only ‘prose without music’ (England (), ).

19 "πειδ! γ)ρ =μνε�ται περ� α τ!ν δια	ερ�ντως ` τ)ς �λλας ε�κ�νας, ε λαHε.ας δ!
δε�ται πλε.στης πασ0ν ε�κ�νων. \μαρτ:ν τε γ6ρ τις μ$γιστ’ iν Hλ6πτ�ιτ�, O�η κακ)
	ιλ�	ρ�ν�%μεν�ς, 8αλεπ:τατ�ν τε α�σ�$σ�αι δι) τ5 τ�<ς π�ιητ)ς 	αυλ�τ$ρ�υς εFναι
π�ιητ)ς α τ0ν τ0ν Μ�υσ0ν. � γ)ρ iν "κε�να. γε "Uαμ6ρτ�ι$ν π�τε τ�σ��τ�ν Tστε
C�ματα �νδρ0ν π�ι�σασαι τ5 8ρ0μα γυναικ0ν κα� μ$λ�ς �π�δ��ναι, κα� μ$λ�ς "λευ-
�$ρων α& κα� σ8�ματα συν�ε�σαι Cυ�μ�<ς δ�%λων κα� �νελευ�$ρων πρ�σαρμ�ττειν,
� δ’ α& Cυ�μ�<ς κα� σ8#μα "λευ�$ρι�ν =π��ε�σαι μ$λ�ς ` λ�γ�ν "ναντ.�ν �π�δ��ναι
τ��ς Cυ�μ��ς, �τι δ/ �ηρ.ων 	ων)ς κα� �ν�ρ:πων κα� Kργ6νων κα� π6ντας ψ�	�υς
ε�ς τα τ5ν � κ �ν π�τε συν�ε�εν,;ς Gν τι μιμ�%μεναι' π�ιητα� δ/ �ν�ρ:πιν�ι σ	�δρα
τ) τ�ια�τα "μπλ$κ�ντες κα� συγκυκ0ντες �λ�γως, γ$λωτ’ iν παρασκευ64�ιεν τ0ν �ν-
�ρ:πων �σ�υς 	ησ�ν LRρ	ε<ς λα8ε�ν Tραν τ#ς τ$ρψι�ς. τα�τ6 γε γ)ρ (ρ0σι π6ντα
κυκ:μενα, κα� �τι διασπ0σιν �9 π�ιητα� Cυ�μ5ν μ/ν κα� σ8�ματα μ$λ�υς 8ωρ.ς, λ�-
γ�υς ψιλ�<ς ε�ς μ$τρα τι�$ντες, μ$λ�ς δ’ α& κα� Cυ�μ5ν �νευ Cημ6των,ψιλ+# κι�αρ.σει
τε κα� α λ�σει πρ�σ8ρ:μεν�ι, "ν �Bς δ! παγ86λεπ�ν �νευ λ�γ�υ γιγν�μεν�ν Cυ�μ�ν
τε κα� \ρμ�ν.αν γιγν:σκειν �τι τε H�%λεται κα� �τ1ω ��ικε τ0ν �Uι�λ�γων μιμημ6των'
�λλ) =π�λαHε�ν �ναγκα��ν �τι τ5 τ�ι��τ�ν γε π�λλ#ς �γρ�ικ.ας μεστ5ν π*ν, (π�σ�ν
τ68�υς τε κα� �πταισ.ας κα�	ων#ς �ηρι:δ�υς σ	�δρα	.λ�νTστ’α λ�σει γε 8ρ#σ�αι
κα� κι�αρ.σει πλ!ν �σ�ν =π5 7ρ8ησ.ν τε κα� 1pδ�ν, ψιλ10 δ’ Dκατ$ρ1ω π*σ6 τις �μ�υσ.α
κα� �αυματ�υργ.α γ.γν�ιτ’ iν τ#ς 8ρ�σεως.

20 The relevantmeans of representationmay be wholes of rhythms and harmonies like
paeans and dithyrambs (see, Plato’s discussion of the predicament of his contemporary
Athenian music at a–b). In this case, Plato’s point is that mixtures of paeans
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represent the psychological state of a free man and a certain harmony
the psychological state of a slave. But if these two are mixed together in
a song, then the resulting mixture fails to represent anything, since there
is no single psychological condition which is a defining feature of both a
free man and a slave.21

In the second type of case the poets put together rhythms and har-
monies which fail to represent anything even when taken singly. Plato
provides the following example. He describes a song which consists of a
series of (a) rhythmical bodily movements which are not accompanied
by either melodies or words in metre, (b) words in metre which are not
accompanied by either harmonies or rhythmical bodily movements and
(c) harmonies which are not accompanied by either rhythmical bodily
movements or words in metre. The absence of language in (a) and (c)
makes it almost impossible for the listener to understand what the poets
intend to represent with the rhythms or the harmonies they use.

In both types of case the poets seem to pay insufficient attention
to the representational function of choric poetry. In the first type of
case the poets may be accused of unforgivable carelessness in producing
representations. But in the second type of case it is doubtful whether
the poets even aim at producing representations (of any real entities).22
Rather they seem to be carried away by their virtuosity and possibly a
desire to show off and forget that they are involved in a mimetic activity
whose function is the creation of representations (of real entities), and in
fact of beautiful ones. So, we should not think of these cases as cases in

and dithyrambs, for example, fail to have the relevant representational function, though
paeans and dithyrambs taken singly may succeed in representing relevant psychological
conditions (cf. note ).

21 What about the representation of the psychological condition of someone who
experiences an inner psychological conflict and possesses fully neither the character of
a free man nor the character of a slave? Our text does not deal with this issue and we
must be content with some speculation about Plato’s reply. I think that Plato would deny
that a mixture of a rhythm representing the psychological condition of a free man and
a harmony representing the psychological condition of a slave would correctly represent
the intended object of the representation of the poet. Rather, if one wanted to capture
correctly such a complex psychological state one needs to create ameans of representation
which includes rhythms of both free men and slaves and harmonies of both free men
and slaves mixed in an appropriate manner. In any case, however, if my argument in the
section on the standard of the aesthetic value of poetry is correct, Plato would prevent
a poet from depicting such a character, as the resulting representation would lack any
positive aesthetic value and would be harmful to the young.

22 In this case, the poets can be said to represent at most an image in their mind which
fails to represent any real entity in the world (cf. note ).
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which the poets intend to represent a human character through means
of representation which make it hard to identify their intended ob-
ject of representation. Rather, there appears to be no intended object of
representation as the poets are producing mere exhibitions of virtuosity
and do not engage in a proper mimetic activity.23

It is quite clear that in these cases the poets lack first-person authority
on whether their songs correctly capture the objects of their artistic
intention, because they do not intend to represent anything. But does
Plato believe that it is necessary for the poets to have this kind of first-
person authority if good choric songs are to be produced? Plato claims
that ‘it is pretty much necessary that the poets know about harmony
and rhythm’ (e). Does this required knowledge about harmony and
rhythm include first-person authority on the correctness of their own
songs qua objects of their artistic intention?

I think it does not.The content of the poets’ knowledge about rhythms
and harmonies must be equivalent to the content of the knowledge
about rhythms and harmonies that themembers of the Dionysiac chorus
should possess (b–). The content of this knowledge concerns the
kinds of rhythms and harmonies which fit together (b–). For exam-
ple, someone who possesses this kind of knowledge knows with which
harmony a certain rhythm fits and is able to assess whether a poet has
correctly fitted together rhythms and harmonies in their songs.

How would the members of the Dionysiac chorus explain the fitting-
ness of some rhythms with some harmonies? Plato does not directly
address this question. However, his theory that all art is representation
and his account of the two ways in which his contemporary poets were
inferior to the Muses indicate what his answer may be. It is plausible to

23 At a–b, Plato provides an account of how the Athenian music of his day
has reached a rather chaotic state by departing from themusical norms of theMuses and
allowing the poets tomix differentmusical styles.The predicament of theAthenianmusic
of his day exemplifies both types of case in which products of musical creation have no
representational function (i.e. fail to represent real psychological states). Hementions, for
example, mixtures of laments with hymns, or paeans with dithyrambs (d–); these
are cases in which the resulting whole fails to represent any psychological states though
each of the parts mixed, when taken singly, could represent certain actual psychological
states. And he also mentions the use of the lyre to imitate tunes of pipes (d–), which
is best understood as a case of a tune which even taken singly fails to represent any
psychological state (the intended object of imitation is a tune and not a psychological
state). Plato stresses that the poets of his day claim that the artistic value ofmusic depends
not on its correctness (qua species of mimesis) but on the pleasure it provides to the
audience (e–).
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assume that, for Plato, the relevant fittingness between some rhythms and
harmonies is explained by reference to the representational function of
the resulting mixture of rhythms and harmonies, that is, the capacity of
these mixtures to represent human psychological conditions. What dif-
ferentiates these mixtures of rhythms and harmonies which fit together
from those which do not is the fact that only the former can successfully
represent human psychological conditions.

So, it is plausible to assume that the members of the Dionysiac chorus
are able to identify the correctmixtures of rhythms and harmonies on the
basis of their knowledge of which mixtures of rhythms and harmonies
can successfully represent human psychological conditions. But this lat-
ter knowledge presupposes that they possess knowledge of the corre-
sponding originals, that is, the nature of the various human psychological
conditions. As we have seen in the previous section, for Plato, this in fact
involves knowledge of whether the psychological condition which is the
original of a relevant song is a virtuous condition of the soul. The mem-
bers of the Dionysiac chorus rely on knowledge of the nature of human
psychological conditions to determine the aesthetic value of songs.

So, the members of the Dionysiac chorus ultimately base their knowl-
edge of which rhythms and harmonies fit together on their knowl-
edge of which psychological conditions of the soul are virtuous. But,
obviously Plato does not ascribe such important ethical knowledge to
the poets. If the content of the poets’ knowledge about harmonies and
rhythms is equivalent to the content of the knowledge of which rhythms
fit with which harmonies, then on what do the poets base their knowl-
edge?

I suggest that, for Plato, the poets base their knowledge on tradition
and experience. Under the guidance of the members of the Dionysiac
chorus and the law, they will continuously choose the correct mixtures
of rhythms and harmonies and they will develop some kind of relevant
habitual knowledge.This habitual knowledgewill enable them to identify
and use in their songs those rhythms and harmonies which fit together.
But they will lack any proper understanding of why these mixtures of
rhythms and harmonies fit together.

If my interpretation is correct, then the poets of Plato’s day are in
a serious predicament. They lack both understanding of which human
psychological conditions are virtuous and any sort of reliable guidance by
either some wise people or the law which would enable them to choose
rhythms and harmonies with representational value. No wonder, then,
that they so often go astray in their art.
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A further implication of my interpretation is that the poets need not
possess any first-person authority on whether their songs are correct qua
objects of their artistic intention. This is true not only for those poets
contemporary with Plato but also for those who would compose choric
poetry under the guidance of the members of the Dionysiac chorus and
the law. For someone to possess first-person authority on whether his
song correctly captures the original that he intends to represent, he needs
to know what the original is. But the poets under the guidance of the
members of the Dionysiac chorus and the law need not possess such
knowledge in order to produce good songs.24

The lack of the relevant first-person authority differentiates the artistic
knowledge of the poets from the artistic knowledge of the painters. The
latter possess knowledge of the virtue of their originals, for example, they
know how a human body looks and when it looks nice.25 Thus, they can
judge whether what they have produced correctly captures the original
they intended to represent. They can tell whether they have succeeded
in capturing the beauty of a human body in their painting. But the
poets may not be able to judge whether they have correctly captured a
courageous or just character in their songs. For they do not know what
courage or justice in the soul are.

To sum up, in order for good songs to be produced, the poets need
only possess habitual knowledge of which rhythms fit with which har-
monies. They need not have first-person authority on whether their
songs correctly represent the originals they intended to represent. And
of course they need not know whether their songs are actually beauti-
ful, i.e. whether they correctly represent virtuous conditions of the soul.
By contrast, in order for good songs to be produced, the members of the

24 Ferrari (, ) writes: ‘The poet ought certainly to know more than the rote-
learning public, for hemust at least intend an object for the images that hemakes; and if he
is to avoid the dramatic hybrids that now bedevil the stage, he should attain to the second
level, that of correctly matching image to object. But he can do without reaching the third
level, without being able to judge whether or not his image is “fine”.’ If Ferrari means
that the poet ought to be able to have first-person authority on whether he ‘correctly
matches image to object’ in order for good songs to be created even under the guidance
of the members of the Dionysiac chorus and the law, then I disagree with him. Further,
if my interpretation is correct, then all that is required in order to avoid the pitfalls of
poetic extravaganza that Plato complains about is the acquisition by the poets of habitual
knowledge of which rhythms fit with which harmonies (and a political systemwhich will
secure that they will never act against their habitual knowledge).

25 Plato assumes that we are all more or less familiar with the conditions of the body
which are the representational content of painting, and thus we have knowledge of what
is a beautiful condition of the body (a–) (see also Ferrari (), ).
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Dionysiac chorus need to possess knowledge of which rhythms fit with
which harmonies, based on their understanding of the nature of human
psychological conditions. And they also need to know which songs are
beautiful.





chapter nineteen

LEGISLATION AS A TRAGEDY:
ON PLATO’S LAWS VII, 817B–D

Susan Sauvé Meyer

During a discussion of tragedy and comedy in Book VII of Plato’s Laws,
the Athenian envisages an emissary of tragic poets who inquire whether
they will be admitted into the city for whom he and his two interlocu-
tors are devising legislation (L. VII, a–). In his famous reply, the
Athenian appropriates the title of tragedian for himself and his two co-
legislators:

O excellent strangers, we are ourselves to the best of our ability composers
of the finest and best tragedy. For our entire constitution (politeia) has
been fashioned as an imitation (mimêsis) of the finest and best life—which
in our view at any rate is the truest tragedy. We are poets working in the
same genre as yourselves, rival artists with you in the contest for the finest
drama, which true law alone is capable of bringing to perfection. Such at
any rate is our hope. So don’t expect that we shall so readily allow you a
stage, give you a public forum to bring in fine-voiced actors to drown us
out, and set you loose to harangue our women, children and population
at large on the very practices that we ourselves discuss, but on which your
claims are different, indeed usually contradictory, to our own.

We and any city would be mad if we allowed you to do this without the
officials first determining whether your compositions are auspicious and
fit to be presented in public. Therefore, O scions of the gentle muses, you
must display your songs alongside ours for the officials to compare. If yours
turn out to contain the same or a better message than our own, we shall
grant you a chorus, but otherwise my friends, we cannot.1

(L. VII, b–d)

1 “_Ω �ριστ�ι” 	6ναι, “τ0ν U$νων, �με�ς "σμ/ν τραγ1ωδ.ας α τ�� π�ιητα� κατ) δ%-
ναμιν �τι καλλ.στης Jμα κα� �ρ.στης· π*σα �&ν �μ�ν � π�λιτε.α συν$στηκε μ.μησις τ��
καλλ.στ�υ κα� �ρ.στ�υ H.�υ, Z δ� 	αμεν �με�ς γε 7ντως εFναι τραγ1ωδ.αν τ!ν �λη�εσ-
τ6την. π�ιητα� μ/ν �&ν =με�ς, π�ιητα� δ/ κα� �με�ς "σμ/ν τ0ν α τ0ν, =μ�ν �ντ.τε8ν�. τε
κα� �νταγωνιστα� τ�� καλλ.στ�υ δρ6ματ�ς, Z δ! ν�μ�ς �λη�!ς μ�ν�ς �π�τελε�ν π$-
	υκεν,;ς �παρ’�μ0ν "στιν "λπ.ς·μ! δ! δ�Uητε �μ*ς C2αδ.ως γε �Sτως =μ*ς π�τε παρ’
�μ�ν "6σειν σκην6ς τε π�Uαντας κατ’�γ�ρ)ν κα� καλλι	:ν�υς =π�κριτ)ς ε�σαγαγ�-
μ$ν�υς, με�4�ν 	�εγγ�μ$ν�υς �μ0ν, "πιτρ$ψειν =μ�ν δημηγ�ρε�ν πρ5ς πα�δ6ς τε κα�
γυνα�κας κα� τ5ν π6ντα 78λ�ν, τ0ν α τ0ν λ$γ�ντας "πιτηδευμ6των π$ρι μ! τ) α τ)
Jπερ �με�ς, �λλ’ ;ς τ5 π�λ< κα� "ναντ.α τ) πλε�στα. σ8εδ5ν γ6ρ τ�ι κiν μαιν�.με�α
τελ$ως �με�ς τε κα� Jπασα � π�λις, �τισ��ν =μ�ν "πιτρ$π�ι δρ*ν τ) ν�ν λεγ�μενα, πρ�ν
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When the hypothetical tragedians pose their query, the issue of wheth-
er tragic poets will be allowed to practice freely in the city is not an open
question. In keeping with the general theme of Laws VII that the music
and dance allowed into the city of Magnesia must be strictly controlled
(L. VII, e–e; cf. II, c–b; IV, b–d) the Athenian
has only just finished elaborating the criteria that must be met by the
tragic performances to be permitted in the city (L. VII, d–d).
The point of introducing the hypothetical tragedians is therefore not to
answer their question but to emphasize the Athenian’s affirmation that
the legislators are rival tragedians to the poets.

This striking claim, more often quoted than analyzed, has struck some
readers as the key to understanding Plato’s philosophical writings.2 Fol-
lowing Friedländer, many take the passage to affirm that Plato’s dialogues
supplant the compositions of the tragic poets as the ‘truest tragedies’,3 or
that the ‘philosophical life’ is superior to that of the typical tragic hero.4
However, the text of our passage makes it clear that it is not the philoso-
pher but the legislator who lays claim to the title tragedian. It is neither
Plato’s dialogues nor the philosophical life that is here classified as tragic
(the latter is not a subject of the discussion in the Laws in any case), but
rather the body of legislation being devised for the city of Magnesia.5
We would do well, therefore, to interpret the famous affirmation in the
light of the theory and practice of legislation that constitutes the project
of the Laws, with special attention to the norms governing education
(paideia) outlined in Book VII, in whose context the Athenian makes
this remark.

κρ�ναι τ)ς �ρ8)ς εYτε Cητ) κα� "πιτ�δεια πεπ�ι�κατε λ$γειν ε�ς τ5 μ$σ�ν εYτε μ�. ν�ν
�&ν, @ πα�δες μαλακ0νΜ�υσ0ν �κγ�ν�ι, "πιδε.Uαντες τ��ς �ρ8�υσι πρ0τ�ν τ)ς =με-
τ$ρας παρ) τ)ς �μετ$ρας 1pδ6ς, iν μ/ν τ) α τ6 γε ` κα� Hελτ.ω τ) παρ’ =μ0ν	α.νηται
λεγ�μενα, δ:σ�μεν =μ�ν 8�ρ�ν, ε� δ/ μ�, @ 	.λ�ι, � κ �ν π�τε δυνα.με�α.”

2 Kuhn (–) argues that Plato’s own philosophy is continuous with the
tragic tradition. Goldschmidt (),  expounds Plato’s views on tragedy as a key to
illuminating the central inspiration of Platonism. Gadamer (),  takes the passage
to be Plato’s indication that his own writings ‘are in jest’ and not to be taken seriously.

3 Friedländer (), Vol. , –; Cameron (); Benardete (), –.
4 Halliwell (),  and (), –, followed by Janaway (), .
5 In this I agree with Mouze (), – and (), – and with Jouët-

Pastré (), , n.. My interpretation is largely complementary to those of these two
scholars; however, I disagree withMouze on some points of detail (for example, her claim
that the politeia is like a tragedy insofar as it incorporatesnecessity and spectacle—Mouze
(), , –) and I point to the relevance of issues in the theory of legislation and
paideia not mentioned in either account.
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It is important to appreciate that in calling his legislation a tragedy,
the Athenian is making a metaphor.The point is easy to miss because the
terms ‘tragedy’ and ‘tragic’ have acquired in the present day a primary
evaluative meaning; to call something a tragedy is to classify it as a
great loss, horrifyingly bad, perhaps also inescapable, and so forth—as
in the notion of a tragic death or a tragic turn of events. In the th
century bce, by contrast, ‘tragedy’ (tragôidia) even in its extended senses,
makes reference to a genre of theatre.The relevant features picked out by
calling something a tragedy vary considerably from context to context.
For example, one may liken a piece of discourse to a tragedy on the
grounds of its elevated style, as when Socrates teasesMeno for preferring
a ‘tragic’ (read: ‘theatrical’) account of vision (Men. e). Alternatively,
it may be a text’s pretension to seriousness, or the sensational nature
of the tale it tells that invite the label ‘tragic’.6 Nowhere among Plato’s
contemporaries is it obviously used in the modern sense of calamitous
or lamentable. Halliwell has argued that it is in fact Plato who originates
the use of ‘tragedy’ and its cognates in something like themodern sense.7
Without taking a stand on this broader claim, my aim in this paper
is to establish that this is not how Plato uses the term in our passage.
The Athenian is not saying that the legislation he is devising is ‘tragic’
in the sense that it is, for example, unfortunately necessary given the
human condition.8 He is saying rather that in constructing a politeia
(constitution) for the Magnesians, he is practicing in the same genre
as the tragic poets. In order to understand the import of this remark,
therefore, we must appreciate the nature and social significance of the
genre as Plato knows it.

Tragedy is one of two forms of theatrical drama prevalent in Plato’s
Athens, the other being comedy. It develops into its characteristic form
in Athens in the fifth century bce and continues to have a high public
profile and great prestige in the fourth century. Unlike theatre or cinema
today, tragedy in Plato’s Athens was neither mere entertainment nor an
elite art form. Tragedies were performed as part of grand public religious
festivals in Athens—themost important of which was the City Dionysia,

6 Demosthenes ., ., . –; Wilson (), –,  n.; Hal-
liwell (), –,  n..

7 Halliwell (), –; he interprets Phlb. b–, Crat. b–d and Phd.
a– as using ‘tragic’ in themodern sense, but does not take theAthenian’s invokation
of ‘tragedy’ at Laws VII, b– in this way.

8 As suggested by Laks (), ; (), –.
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which attracted visitors from around the Greek-speaking world.9 At this
annual multi-day festival public officials made sacrifices and offerings on
behalf of the city, tribute from subject states was on ostentatious dis-
play, and the sons of Athenians fallen in battle were presented to the
public—all before an assembled audience of Athenian citizens and hon-
oured guests ranged around the theatre according to their civic affilia-
tions (sections for each deme) and social importance (more influential
personages to the front) and comprising a very large proportion of the
citizenry at large. Later days of the festival were devoted dawn to dusk
to the performances of tragedies, comedies, and dithyrambs.10 The plays
were staged not merely as performances but as competitions between
rival playwrights, with the winners chosen by judges selected from the
audience.

The competitive context of tragic performance is clearly reflected
in our passage from the Laws, where the Athenian portrays the three
legislators for Magnesia and the tragic poets as ‘rival artists . . . in the
contest for the finest drama’ (L. VII, b–). Indeed, as Morrow has
pointed out, the requirement to ‘display your own songs alongside ours’
for comparison by city officials (d–) replicates the procedure by
which tragedies were in fact selected for performance at the festivals.11

A further feature of Classical tragedy that is significant to Plato’s
project in the Laws is its choral nature. The staging of a traditional
Greek tragedy is in large part a matter of choral performance—ensemble
song and dance performed in closely choreographed movements by the
twelve (later fifteen) member chorus. The chorus is the dominant agent
in tragic drama, and it is from these singers, called tragôidoi (literally
goat-singers), that tragedy gets its name.12 The centrality of the chorus
in tragedy explains why the Athenian refers to the compositions of the
tragic poets as ‘songs’ (L. VII, d).The competition between tragedies
at the Dionysian festivals was conceived of as a contest between different
choruses. Indeed, to finance and stage a tragedy is, in the standard phrase,

9 On the City (or ‘great’) Dionysia, see Pickard-Cambridge () and () and
Goldhill ().

10 Dithyrambs (of which very few texts remain) were performed by large (fifty-
member) choruses—with each Athenian deme entering one chorus into the competition
(Pickard-Cambridge (), –).

11 Morrow (), .
12 The significance of the goat is disputed, but it is speculated that the genre out of

which Athenian tragedy developed was performed by a chorus dressed in goat skins or
that a goat was the prize for the winning chorus. See Pickard-Cambridge (); Vernant
and Vidal-Naquet (), and Winkler (b).
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to ‘equip a chorus’.Thus the Athenian articulates the issue of whether the
tragic poets will be permitted to mount their plays as whether ‘we will
grant you a chorus’ (L. VII, d).

It is as a species of choral performance in a ritual context that tragedy
requires strict state supervision, according to the legislative principles
articulated by the Athenian in Laws. The legislator’s primary goal, he
insists in Book I, is to inculcate virtue (aretê) in the citizens (L. I,
c–, b–d). This involves cultivating (paideuein) the citizens’
feelings of pleasure and pain so as to accord with (sumphônein) wisdom
(L. II, a–c). The primary vehicle by which this effect is to be
achieved, according to theAthenian, is participation by citizens in choral
performance at festivals to the gods (L. II, c–a). He develops
this account of paideia (education) at length in Book II and returns to
the subject in Book VII. Choral performance, he claims, trains the souls
of the citizens to delight in and approve of the actions and character
of a good person (L. II, d–a; b–c). Incorporating both
song and dance, it straddles the two traditional divisions of paideia. As
dance, it is a species of physical training (gymnasia). Indeed, it is in the
context of a discussion of gymnasia in general (L. VII, a–e) and
dance in particular (d–e) that the Athenian lays claim to the
title ‘tragedian’. As song, choral performance falls into the category of
mousikê (music or poetry).Our natural affinity to the rhythmandmelody
that adorn poetic compositions make it an especially effective medium
for driving home a message (L. II, d–a; e–c)—hence
the importance, in the Athenian’s eyes, of censoring the content of that
message.

When he returns to the topic of choral performance in Book VII
(e–b) it is by stressing its context in religious ritual that he
underscores the need to censor its content:

Athenian: Suppose that after a sacrifice and burnt offering have beenmade
in a lawful manner some private person standing next to the altar and
the offerings—a son or a brother for example—should break out in a
stream of blasphemy. Wouldn’t his utterance fill the father and other
relatives with dread and evil foreboding?

Clinias: How could it not?
Athenian: Well in our part of the world this is what happens in practically

every city: An official performs a public sacrifice and right away a
chorus comes up—not only one but a whole crowd of them—and
standing not far from the altar, or sometimes even right next to it,
they fill the offering with utter blasphemy, plucking at the souls of
the listeners with language and rhythm and bewitching melodies. The
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chorus that is most effective at moving to tears the audience that has
just performed the sacrifice is the one that wins the prize.13

(L. VII, b–d)

The Athenian is clearly referring to the performance of tragedies and
dithyrambs14 at theDionysian festivals. Indeed, he is singling out for crit-
icism the feature of such performances canonized by Aristotle as the sig-
nature effect of tragedy: moving the audience to tears.15 In denouncing
this attitude as blasphemous (for reasons that we will explore later), the
Athenian here repudiates the very feature of tragedy reflected in themod-
ern conception of the tragic as lamentable and calamitous. Therefore,
when he likens his legislation to a tragedy later on in Book VII (again
in the context of the need to censor choral performance) it is unlikely
that he is intending to classify it as ‘tragic’ in this sense.

In any case, the Athenian is quite explicit in our passage about his rea-
son for calling the joint legislative undertaking a tragedy: the constitution
(politeia) they are constructing is ‘an imitation of the finest and best life’,
which in his opinion makes it the ‘truest tragedy’ (L. VII, b–). The
salient feature of tragedy on this view is neither its plot structure nor the
attitudes expressed in its most famous exemplars but its subject matter: a
depiction of the best life. This criterion of the tragic reflects the standard
demarcation at the time between comedy and tragedy:within the broader
genus of choral drama, tragedy is the genre that depicts good and worthy

13 �υσ.ας γεν�μ$νης κα� 9ερ0ν καυ�$ντων κατ) ν�μ�ν, εY τ1: τις, 	αμ$ν, �δ.2α παρα-
στ)ς τ��ς Hωμ��ς τε κα� 9ερ��ς, =5ς ` κα� �δελ	�ς, Hλασ	ημ�� π*σαν Hλασ	ημ.αν,
cρ’ � κ, iν 	α�μεν, ��υμ.αν κα� κακ!ν 7τταν κα� μαντε.αν πατρ� κα� τ��ς �λλ�ις iν
��κε.�ις 	�$γγ�ιτ� "ντι�ε.ς;

{ΚΛ.} Τ. μ�ν;
{ΑΘ.} LΕν τ�.νυν τ��ς παρ’ �μ�ν τ�π�ις τ��τ’ "στ�ν τα�ς π�λεσι γιγν�μεν�ν ;ς �π�ς

ε�πε�ν σ8εδ5ν Kλ.γ�υπ6σαις· δημ�σ.2α γ6ρ τινα �υσ.αν�ταν�ρ8� τις �%σ+η, μετ) τα�τα
8�ρ5ς � 8 εBς �λλ) πλ#��ς 8�ρ0ν ,κει, κα� στ6ντες � π�ρρω τ0ν Hωμ0ν �λλ) παρ’
α τ�<ς "ν.�τε, π*σαν Hλασ	ημ.αν τ0ν 9ερ0ν κατα8$�υσιν, C�μασ. τε κα� Cυ�μ��ς
κα� γ�ωδεστ6ταις \ρμ�ν.αις συντε.ν�ντες τ)ς τ0ν �κρ�ωμ$νων ψυ86ς, κα� Zς iν
δακρ�σαι μ6λιστα τ!ν �%σασαν παρα8ρ#μα π�ι�σ+η π�λιν, �Nτ�ς τ) νικητ�ρια 	$ρει.

14 Accompanied by the flute, dithyrambs had the reputation of being highly emotional
(Pickard-Cambridge (), –). Aristotle speculates that tragedy developed out of the
earlier genre of dithyramb (Poet. a–). The genre itself underwent considerable
variation and innovation starting in the late fifth century, including the increasing use
of the ‘mixed’ musical styles so deplored by Plato (Rep. III, a–e; L. II, c–e).
His antipathy to the flute and to the ‘lamenting’ modes (Rep. III e–, d–e) also
seem to be directed against dithyramb (Pickard-Cambridge (), –).

15 Aristotle, Poetics a–, b–a. Plato too notes the role of pity and fear
in tragedy (Phdr. c–d).
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people, while comedy represents low life. Thus epic shares with tragedy
the feature of representing good and noble types—hence Socrates’ clas-
sification of Homer as a tragedian in Republic X on the grounds that
he depicts heroes (Rep. X, c–d), and the Athenian’s distinction
between comic and tragic dance on the grounds that the former imitates
the movements of ‘inferior’ people (L. VII, e; cf. d–).16

That the dramas of the tragic poets are imitations is a familiar doctrine
in Plato’s Republic. As Socrates famously points out in Book III, narrative
literature describes people’s characters and deeds from a third person
perspective, while the first-person voice of dramatic literature makes the
recitation of such literature an imitation (mimêsis) of those characters
and deeds (Rep. III, c–b).TheAthenian in Laws agrees. Choral
performances, he pronounces in Book II and reaffirms in Book VII, are
‘imitations of characters in all kinds of actions and circumstances’ (L. II,
d–; cf. VII, d–).17

The notion of a politeia as an imitation is also one that Plato has
developed at length in another context. In the Statesman, the Eleatic
Stranger proclaims that the only genuine politeia (here used in the sense
of ‘constitution’) is ruled by expertise; all other varieties are imitations
of this one (Stsm. c–e; c–).18 Constitutions in which the
rulers are subject to the laws are better imitations of the true one, while
those in which the rulers are free to disregard the laws imitate it ‘for
the worse’ (Stsm. e–, c–a). Here Republic X’s notion of
imitation as falling short of reality is at play (Rep. X, e–c). The
worst imitations of the true politeia are so far from the original that
their officials are in fact better characterized as pretenders and imposters
(Stsm. b–c, b–c).

The reason why the law-governed politeia is only an imitation of the
true politeia and not itself the best, the Eleatic Stranger explains, is that
political knowledge (like most forms of practical expertise) cannot be
perfectly captured in general principles (Stsm. a–c). Although
the expert ruler, and hence the genuine politeia, will use laws as a mat-
ter of practical necessity (general rules being the most efficient way of

16 Cf. Aristotle Poet. a–, –, a–. Thus Plato’s contemporary
Isocrates uses the verb ‘tragôidein’ for the memorialization of the deeds of great men
(Antidosis ., Euagoras .; Wilson ().  n.).

17 Aristotle follows Plato in taking imitation of action to be the feature that distin-
guishes drama per se from epic and other literary forms (Poet. a–).

18 I have found no other commentator who notes the relevance of these texts in
Statesman for the interpretation of the famous claim in Laws b–d.
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communicating guidance or commands to the citizenry—Stsm. d–
b), rigid adherence to such rules will not invariably yield expert
results. An expert ruler would be able to recognize cases where the gen-
eral principles do not apply, and make exception to the laws accordingly
(Stsm. b–a, c–d). Making exceptions to the rules with-
out expertise, however, is a mark of great folly (Stsm. d–e) and the
signature of the pretender and imposter. Thus adherence to the rule of
law is a safety measure to be adopted by cities where political expertise is
lacking.

On these points the Athenian in the Laws is in complete agreement
with the Eleatic Stranger. Although political expertise cannot be fully
captured by general principles (L. IX, c–d), the rule of law must be
adhered to scrupulously in polities where such expertise is lacking (L. IX,
b–; e–d). Like the Eleatic Stranger in the Statesman, the
Athenian uses the vocabulary of imitation to make this point in Book IV
of the Laws. The best run cities, he says, are imitations (mimêmata) of
the mythical city ruled by divine wisdom (L. IV, a–b), and it is by
adhering to the rule of law that we imitate the life lived in that city (L. IV,
e–a).19

Of course, we imitate it better to the extent that our laws are better—
hence theAthenian’s claim in our passage that ‘true law alone is capable of
bringing to completion (apotelein)’ (L. VII, b) the imitative project
of the politeia.20 The best laws are those that the expert rulers themselves
would devise (Stsm. c–). However, the very condition that man-
dates the rule of law is the absence of such expertise:

But as things are, when it is not the case—as we say—that a king comes to
be in cities as a king-bee is born in a hive, one individual immediately
superior in body and in mind, it becomes necessary—as it seems—for

19 By contrast, Mouze construes the imperfection inherent in the Magnesian politeia’s
imitative status as based on its ‘second best’ status in relation to the Republic (Mouze
(), –).While it is no doubt in comparisonwith theRepublic that the legislation
for Magnesia is said to be second best at Laws V, a–e and VII, b–c the
Athenian does not use the vocabulary of imitation in these contexts to describe the latter’s
shortcomings, and it is specifically the laws concerning private property and the family
that he singles out as falling short of the ideal. At L. IX, d–, by contrast, it is the rule
of law that renders the Magnesian politeia “second best” in relation to the ideal (rule by
expertise). This is the relevant imperfection invoked in the Statesman, and I submit that
it is the one relevant to the imitative status of the Magnesian politeia in the Laws.

20 The verb (apo)telein is regularly used by Plato to characterize imitation (e.g. Stsm.
c, L. II, b–). By contrast, see Mouze (), – and (), , where the
coercive aspect of law is invoked to explain how law ‘brings to completion’ the drama of
the politeia.
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people to come together and write things down, chasing after the traces
of the truest constitution.21 (Stsm. d–e; trans by Rowe )

Legislation in the real world must be devised without the benefit of an
easily identifiable political expert whose credentials are as self-evident
as those of the queen bee in the hive. And this is exactly the position
in which the three legislators in the Laws find themselves. They are
‘chasing after the traces of the truest constitution’ in the sense that they
are seeking to formulate the best legislation they can, while at the same
time admitting that they fall short of the expertise of the true statesman.
Their legislation is at best provisional, a sketch to be filled in, elaborated,
and corrected by subsequent generations of legislators (L. VI, b–
e).22 The three founding legislators are imitating to the best of their
ability (kata dunamin—L. VII, b) the expert legislator’s composition,
and the qualificationwithwhich they end their boast—‘or such at any rate
is our hope’ (L. VII, b–c)—registers an appropriate modesty in the
face of the enormity of the task.

The constellation of views we have just examined in Statesman and
Laws imply that theMagnesian politeia is an imitation of the best politeia,
and that its legislators are attempting to imitate the legislative activity
of the expert statesman. One might object that neither of these notions
amounts, strictly speaking, to the Athenian’s claim that the politeia itself
is ‘an imitation of the best life’ (L. VII, b–). After all, it is the law-
abiding citizens, not the politeia, who are said to imitate the best life at
Laws IV, e. To be sure, the statutory legislative project embarked
upon by the three legislators comprises a fairly detailed script for the lives
of the Magnesians. Every milestone of life (birth, upbringing, marriage,
death) is the subject of legislation, as are the activities (meals, bedtimes,
pastimes) that articulate the round of the day and the military exercises
and religious festivals that structure the round of the year—right down
to the content, rhythms and melodies of the songs and dances to be
performed at these festivals. In this respect, the body of legislation is
like the script of a theatrical drama. Nonetheless, one might object, the
legislation is not a script in the same sense as the text of a tragedy is.

21 Ν�ν δ$ γε (π�τε � κ �στι γιγν�μεν�ς, ;ς δ� 	αμεν, "ν τα�ς π�λεσι Hασιλε<ς
�B�ς "ν σμ�νεσιν "μ	%εται, τ� τε σ0μα ε �<ς κα� τ!ν ψυ8!ν δια	$ρων εBς, δε� δ!
συνελ��ντας συγγρ6μματα γρ6	ειν, ;ς ��ικεν, μετα�$�ντας τ) τ#ς �λη�εστ6της
π�λιτε.ας Y8νη.

22 On the prospects and criteria for successful legislation in the Laws, see Meyer
().
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While the laws tell a citizen what actions he must perform, they do not
constitute the text of his performance.23 A choral performer who recited
the text of legislation would be imitating not the life of a citizen but the
activity of legislation.

Wemight articulate this objection by invoking the criterion ofmimêsis
invoked in Republic III, according to which imitative texts are written in
the first person (Rep. III, d–c). Legislation, by contrast, issues
its directives in the third person (‘Let no citizen . . . ’ ‘Any citizen who
. . . is to . . . ’). It is significant to note, however, that the ‘first person’
criterion ofmimêsis is not invoked in the Laws. The extended discussion
of imitation in Book II treats it as an attempt not at impersonation (for
which the first person voice is necessary) but at accurate representation.
The Athenian makes it clear that it is the representational aspirations
of a work, not its form or diction, that make it imitative.24 In a passage
echoed by his later claims about mimêsis in our passage in Laws VII, he
claims that ‘an imitation is correct . . . if it completely captures (apoteloito)
the proportions and qualities of its model.’ (L. II, b–; cf. L. VII,
b).25 The model in question in the case of tragedy, the Athenian
affirms, is the best life. It is therefore as attempts to delimit the best life
that the tragedies of the poets count, in theAthenian’s view, as ‘imitations
of the best life’. Indeed, they could hardly count as dramatizations of
the best life, given the amount of disaster and misfortune in the typical
tragic plot. (As Ruth Padel observes: ‘tragedy specializes in things gone
wrong.’)26 The view of the best life presented in these plays is not enacted
by the actors, but expressed by the characters and chorus as they react
to the fortunes of the protagonists. In Halliwell’s memorable phrase,
theatrical tragedy affirms certain values ‘in what it mourns and what
it grieves.’27 The depiction the good life expressed in tragic theatre is
therefore no more ‘imitative’ than that expressed in the legislation for
Magnesia.

Here it is useful to keep in mind that both legislation as conceived
of by the Athenian and the dramas written by the tragic poets involve a

23 Thus Taylor’s translation of ‘mimêsis’ at b as ‘dramatization’ (endorsed by
Patterson (), ) is misleading. The Athenian is not claiming that the politeia of
Magnesia is a dramatization of the best life.

24 Onmimêsis in Laws II, see Ferrari .
25 μιμ�σεως γ)ρ nν, Tς 	αμεν, Kρ��της, ε� τ5 μιμη�/ν �σ�ν τε κα� �B�ν nν �π�τε-

λ��τ�.
26 Padel (), .
27 Halliwell (), .
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significant amount of commentary on action. Indeed, this is largely the
function of the chorus in Greek tragedy; much of the ‘activity’ of the
drama is the chorus’ reaction to and commentary on the actions and
fortunes of the protagonists. Legislation too, as the Athenian wishes to
reform it, contains commentary on right andwrong.TheAthenian insists
in Book VI that proper legislation must contain persuasive preambles
to recommend the actions being commanded (L. VI, e–e), a
point he reiterates in BookVII (d–a). The prelude to a properly
formulated statute will therefore be not unlike a chorus’s commentary on
the actions of a tragic protagonist.

The contest between the tragedies of the poets and those of the leg-
islators is to be decided, in the Athenian’s view, according to how well
each achieves the imitative aspirations of the genre. Only if the tragedies
of the poets give the same (or a better) account of the good life as the
politeia of Magnesia will they be permitted to be performed in that city
(L. VII, d–; cf. IX, c–a). Plato’s reader here is no doubt
intended to be reminded of the similar boast made by the Athenian a
little earlier in Book VII. After the Athenian notes the educational per-
ils inherent in the traditional practice of memorizing and reciting large
amounts of poetry without vetting the content (L. VII, e–b),
Cleinias asks him to provide a paradigm by which the officials ofMagne-
sia can evaluate the poetry on offer (L. VII, b–c).28 He replies, with
some self-consciousness and embarrassment, that the very dialogue in
which the three of them are engaged constitutes such a paradigm:

Looking back over the discussion with which we have occupied ourselves
since dawn, which seems to me to be not without divine inspiration, it
struck me in its entirety as very much like a kind of poetry. It is no
wonder that a feeling of great pleasure came over me as I contemplated
our discussion as a whole, for of all the discourses (logoi) I have listened to
and learned from, whether in poetry or in the plain speech I’m now using,
this one struck me as evidently the most respectable and suitable for the
young to hear. So I cannot give a better paradigm than this to the guardian
of the laws in charge of education.29 (L. VII c–d)

28 The question is given an alternative introduction at L. VII, b–c under the
heading of ‘teaching not set to music’ (mathêmata alura b–).

29 ν�ν γ)ρ �π�Hλ$ψας πρ5ς τ�<ς λ�γ�υς �yς "U Gω μ$8ρι δε�ρ� δ! διεληλ%�αμεν
�με�ς—;ς μ/ν "μ�� 	αιν�με�α, � κ �νευ τιν5ς "πιπν�.ας �ε0ν—�δ�Uαν δ’ �&ν μ�ι
παντ6πασι π�ι�σει τιν� πρ�σ�μ�.ως ε�ρ#σ�αι. κα. μ�ι Yσως � δ/ν �αυμαστ5ν π6-
��ς "π#λ�ε, λ�γ�υς ��κε.�υς �B�ν \�ρ��υς "πιHλ$ψαντι μ6λα �σ�#ναι' τ0ν γ)ρ δ!
πλε.στων λ�γων �yς "ν π�ι�μασιν ` 8%δην �Sτως ε�ρημ$ν�υς μεμ6�ηκα κα� �κ�κ�α,
π6ντων μ�ι μετρι:τατ�. γε εFναι κατε	6νησαν κα� πρ�σ�κ�ντες τ) μ6λιστα �κ�%ειν
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In contrast with his later claim that the Magnesian politeia sets the
standard to be met by poetic compositions (L. VII, d–) the Athe-
nian here attributes paradigm status to the larger discourse in which
that legislation is embedded (in fact, to the dialogue that Plato is writ-
ing!). This difference notwithstanding, the two claims are closely related.
After all, the politeia identified as a paradigm at Laws VII, d– is
explicitly constructed as an application of the principles articulated in the
non-legislative parts of the dialogue. The dialogue as a whole is a proper
paradigm for the evaluation of literary content for the same reason that its
legislative content is a successful ‘imitation’ of the best life. As he puts the
point later in Book IX, the legislator’s advice on how to live is the standard
by which the tragedian’s advice is to be evaluated (L. IX, c–a).

The Athenian’s point here at Laws VII, c–d is not that the dia-
logue Laws (unadorned with the beauties of rhythm, meter, diction and
melody) should be read to the young,30 but rather that its message or
content (the logoi it contains—L. VII, d) is what they should hear
in the works of the poets. Its doctrines are the ones that the teachers of
the youngmust understand and approve (L. VII, e–a), and only
those pieces of literature whose content agrees with them shall make it
onto the approved curriculum (L. VII, d–e).

The proposal at Laws VII, c– that the dialogue Laws is a poetic
composition, divinely inspired in the manner of the poets, is clearly
ironic.31 Even setting aside its unwieldy length and obviously unfinished
organization (which make it among the least ‘poetic’ of Plato’s works)
the Laws is avowedly lacking the order and adornment characteristic
of music: rhythm, diction, and melody. The Athenian aptly classifies its
diction as ‘plain speech’ (L. VII, e)—that is, ‘written down in the
manner of ordinary speech unadorned by rhythm and melody’ (L. VII,
b–). Plato is keenly aware of the aesthetic power of rhythm and
melody. Indeed it is on this basis that he identifies choral performance
by citizens as the premier vehicle of paideia (L. II, c–a, c–
b). It is because of the enormous power of the aesthetic component
of literature—the ability of rhythm and melody to deliver a message
effectively and imprint it in our souls (L. II, a–a, a–)—

ν$�ις. τ10 δ! ν�μ�	%λακ. τε κα� παιδευτ+# παρ6δειγμα � κ iν �8�ιμι, ;ς �Fμαι, τ�%τ�υ
H$λτι�ν 	ρ64ειν.

30 By contrast, Laks (),  interprets it as inviting schoolmasters to read parts of
the Laws to their students.

31 On the alleged divine inspiration of the poets, see also L. IV, c–d, Ion c–
a,Men. c–d, Phdr. a–, b–c.
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that the Athenian insists on controlling the message that it delivers.
Thus even if the teachings contained in the dialogue Laws are what
the Magnesian citizens must learn and incorporate into their souls, this
educational goal will not be achieved without the vehicles of rhythm and
melody, and no one is more aware of this than Plato.

Similarly ironic, or at any rate deliberately provocative, is the Athe-
nian’s boast in our text in Book VII that the politeia articulated in the
Laws is an instance of ‘the truest tragedy’ (L. VII, b). The politeia
of Magnesia will function no better than the dialogue Laws as a text for
choral performance, and the Athenian (or at any rate Plato) can hardly
have intended his boast to be interpreted in this way. Indeed, that Plato
finds it necessary for the Athenian to explain the sense in which he takes
his legislation to be a tragedy suggests that there is no obvious interpre-
tation of his boast on which his intended audience would be expected to
understand it.The interpretation he offers is, in fact, explicitly marked as
unorthodox:

Our entire constitution (politeia) has been fashioned as an imitation (mi-
mesis) of the finest and best life—which in our view at any rate (ge) is the
truest tragedy32 (L. VII, b–)

The restrictive ‘ge’ at b marks this conception of the tragic as one his
audience would not find obvious.

We are now in a position to appreciate just how controversial this con-
ception of tragedy would be for Plato’s readers. The sole criterion for the
tragic that the Athenian invokes, ‘imitation of the best life’, deliberately
strips away the ‘aesthetic’ elements of tragic composition—the beauty of
language, meter, and melody that contribute the lion’s share of its aes-
thetic power and audience appeal and are the basis on which other kinds
of discourse might be classified as ‘tragic’.33 As we have seen, he even
strips away tragedy’s ‘dramatic’ character, and pares it down simply to
its core message—an account of the best life.34 On such a conception of
the tragic, any ethical treatise would count as a tragedy!

Why then does Plato have the Athenian lay claim to the title ‘trage-
dian’ on behalf of the legislator? His introduction of the hypothetical
tragedians as ‘our so-called serious poets’ (L. VII, a–) provides the

32 π*σα �&ν �μ�ν � π�λιτε.α συν$στηκε μ.μησις τ�� καλλ.στ�υ κα� �ρ.στ�υ H.�υ, Z
δ� 	αμεν �με�ς γε 7ντως εFναι τραγ1ωδ.αν τ!ν �λη�εστ6την.

33 As atMen. e.
34 As Jouët-Pastré (),  andMouze (),  and (),  point out, we are

reminded here of a similar reduction of tragedy to a ‘discourse’ in Gorgias b–c.
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key. Tragedy in Plato’s time was generally viewed as the premiere genre
that pronounced on serious or weighty subjects (ta spoudaia)—a con-
ception preserved in Aristotle’s definition of the genre (Poet. b–
). The Athenian himself makes it clear that he interprets the tragedies
of the poets as discourses on the best life. So too did many of Plato’s
contemporaries. Tragedies—especially those of the revered fifth-century
playwrights—were widely respected as sources of wisdom, with status
and authority comparable to that of scripture in the Judeo-Christian tra-
dition. Fourth-century orators regularly quoted from famous tragedi-
ans,35 and canonical copies of the works of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides were deposited in the polis archive.36 In this social setting, to
appropriate the title tragedian is to lay claim to the status of respected
authority on ‘serious’ matters.37

The question of what is truly ‘serious’ (spoudaion), and the distinction
between being serious (spoudazein) and playing or jesting (paizein) is
a major theme of the Athenian’s in the Laws.38 Most people draw the
distinction incorrectly, he insists in BookVII. He shocks his interlocutors
by stating that ‘human affairs are not worth taking very seriously’ (L. VII,
b). It is rather the divine we must take seriously:

Wemust be serious about (spoudazein) things that are serious (spoudaion),
but not about things that are not. While god is by nature worthy of a
good person’s entire serious attention (spoudê), a human being (as we said
earlier) is fashioned as a kind of plaything (paignion) of god—and this is in
fact the best thing about him.39 (L. VII, c–; cf. Rep. X, b–c)

In calling a human being the ‘plaything’ (paignion) of the gods, the Athe-
nian underlines humanity’s insignificance in the face of the divine; he
also explicitly refers back to his famous metaphor in Book I, where he
proposes that human beings are puppets (thaumata) of the gods (L. I,
d–) and explains the puppet metaphor by describing the two dif-
ferent kinds of ‘strings’ thatmove us. On the one hand, there is the pull of
pleasure and pain and our expectation of these (L. I, c–d); this is the

35 Wilson (), ,  n..
36 Plutarch,Vit. Orat. ff.; Pickard-Cambridge (),  n., Wilson (), ,

 n., n..
37 This has been noted also by Patterson (), ; Rowe (),  and developed

at length by Jouet-Pastré (), –.
38 For a discussion of the motif throughout the Laws, see Jouët-Pastré ().
39 Φημ� 8ρ#ναι τ5μ/νσπ�υδα��νσπ�υδ64ειν, τ5δ/μ!σπ�υδα��νμ�,	%σει δ/ εFναι

�ε5ν μ/ν π6σης μακαρ.�υ σπ�υδ#ς �Uι�ν, �ν�ρωπ�ν δ$, �περ εYπ�μεν �μπρ�σ�εν,
�ε�� τι πα.γνι�ν εFναι μεμη8ανημ$ν�ν, κα� 7ντως τ��τ� α τ�� τ5 H$λτιστ�ν γεγ�ν$ναι'
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‘iron string’ in our nature (a). On the other hand, there is the ‘golden’
pull of divine reason as expressed in law (d–), which we must fol-
low always (a–b).This explains why ‘true law’ alone is able to ‘bring
to perfection’ (apotelein) the human drama (L. VII, b); insofar as we
conduct our lives according to the reason embodied in nomos, we are
following the divine element in our nature. In accord with our status as
playthings of the gods, the Athenian continues here in Book VII, human
beings should ‘spend their lives playing at the best possible pastimes’ (L.
VII, c–). In contrast with the usual assumption that pastimes or
play (paidia) are what we engage in when we have leisure from the seri-
ous business of life, theAthenian insists that appropriate leisure activities
are in fact the most serious pursuits of all (L. VII, d–b). With a
play on words exploiting the similarity between play (paidia) and educa-
tion (paideia) (L. VII, d–), he explains that the correct way to live
is to spend one’s life in the activities of paideia:

A person must spend his life engaging in a certain kind of play (paizonta
tinas paidias): sacrificing and singing and dancing, so as to be able to
win the favour of the gods, ward off enemies, and win battles. The sort
of songs and dances he should perform in order to do this have already
been sketched.40 (L. VII, e–)

As the excursus on the specialized function (ergon) of the citizens makes
clear, the leisure from work enjoyed by the citizens of Magnesia is to be
devoted to the cultivation of virtue (L. VII, d–c; cf. VIII, d–
). Virtually every day of the calendar is to be occupied with the military
exercises and religious festivals at which the citizens will engage in choral
performance (L. VIII, a–d, b–e). To live out one’s life as
a ‘puppet of the gods’ (L. II, d–) on this view, is therefore to devote
one’s life to the choral performances that constitute paideia (VII, e–
).

Such choral performance is the most serious business of life because
paideia, as the Athenian has explained at length, is the process whereby
the ‘iron strings’ of pleasure and pain are molded to follow that of reason
(L. II, a–b, d–), which is the divine aspect in ourselves (L.
IV, e–a). In devoting our lives to the cultivation of the divine
element in ourselves, we ‘take seriously’ the only element in ourselves

40 πα.4�ντ6 "στιν διαHιωτ$�ν τιν)ςδ!παιδι6ς,�%�ντακα� 2�δ�ντακα� Kρ8�%μεν�ν,
Tστε τ�<ς μ/ν �ε�<ς tλεως α=τ10 παρασκευ64ειν δυνατ5ν εFναι, τ�<ς δ’ "8�ρ�<ς
�μ%νεσ�αι κα� νικ*ν μα8�μεν�ν' (π��α δ/ 2�δων �ν τις κα� Kρ8�%μεν�ς �μ	�τερα
τα�τα πρ6ττ�ι, τ5 μ/ν τ0ν τ%πων εYρηται κα� κα�6περ (δ�� τ$τμηνται κα�’ Xς �τ$�ν.
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that is worth taking seriously and thus become like the gods, insofar as
we are able (L. VII, d; cf. IV, c–d).

This conception of what is truly serious is reflected in the lesson that
the legislator is supposed to teach the citizens about the relative priority
between what the Athenian calls ‘divine goods’ and ‘human goods’ (L. I,
b–d). The divine goods are the virtues of character, all of which are
informed by wisdom.The human goods are health, strength, wealth and
the like. These ‘depend on’ the divine goods (L. I, b–) in the sense
that it is only as informed by the virtues of character that the human
goods are good; thus it is only wealth ‘accompanied by phronêsis’ (L.
I, c) that counts as a human good. The divine goods are the most
important ones, and a person who secures them will be happy (L. II,
e–d) and thus have no grounds for lamentation.

This lesson from the legislator is quite the opposite to themessage con-
veyed by the tragedies of the poets in Plato’s day.Theweeping and lamen-
tation evoked by the tragedies of the poets respond to misfortunes in the
human goods—as in the reversal of fortune or downfall that is typical of
the tragic plot. Thus the tragic choruses of the poets encourage citizens
to take the human goods seriously in their own right—as Socrates com-
plains in Republic X, b–c. This is the ‘blasphemy’ inherent in the
tragic choruses maligned by the Athenian at Laws VII, c–d, and it
is the basis of the Athenian’s subsequent claim that the poets promulgate
doctrines contrary to those of the Magnesian legislators (L. VII, c–
).TheAthenian’s goal in laying claim to the title tragedian is to repudiate
thismessage,while at the same time displacing themoral authority of the
poets who deliver it.41 If tragedy is the genre that pronounces on serious
subjects, then the truest tragedy is the composition whose pronounce-
ments on these subjects are most correct. In Plato’s view, the true trage-
dian is not the poet who encourages the human propensity to lament our
misfortunes, but the legislator who teaches us that the only misfortune
that can befall a person is to fail to achieve virtue.42

41 I follow Janaway (),  in using the term ‘displacement’.
42 I would like to thank Pierre Destrée and Charles Kahn for helpful suggestions and

comments.
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